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Abstract

This thesis sets out the principles of craniofacial surgery and how

they have been utilised to form the Australian Craniofacial Unit.

Progress of the organisation is mapped over twenty one years using

selected published papers in which the author has in some way

contributed to the development of teaching, research and service in
craniofacial surgery. The papers are grouped so as to show the

progress made in the areas of Trauma, The Craniosynostoses, Rare

craniofacial clefts, Frontal Ethmoidal Meningoencephaloceles,

craniofacial rumours, as well as Research and Development.

The central theme of the development of this new surgical

discipline is that progress has been from the technically possible to

an understanding of the pathology, pathogenesis and natural history

of the disease processes dealt with by the craniofacial team. In
reciprocal fashion research inspired by clinical experience validates

the choice of technical procedures and defines their range of
application.

The thesis reaffirms the need for the multi-disciplinary setting,

properly administered and potiticatly supported, which must be

closely aligned with research and development. The author,s efforts

have been directed towards establishing an infrastructure in which

this could happen and developing tools by which it could be achieved.

The thesis concludes with some comments about the future of
craniofacial surgery in the light of the progress made since L976.
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In nq,ture there's no blemish but the mind,;
None can be call'd deform'd but the unkind,

Shakespeare - T\¡¡elfth Night
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lntroduction

In 1971 Paul Tessier, a French plastic surgeon, presented his views

on the current state of, future development of, and training in

craniofacial surgery{tl. tn's presentation was made at the

International Society of Plastic Surgeons meeting, held in Melbourne

Australia. Notwithstanding the usual progress in surgery being a

gradual one, as others had crept up on the problems (Converse)(2), or

flirted with them (Gillies)<sl, there was the usual excitement, anger,

rejection, and slow acceptance of Tessier's views. From that time to

this there has been the development of a new surgical discipline,

the goals and practice of which have been set down by the

International Society of Craniofacial Surgeons since 1982.

New disciplines evolve in response to problems that are not

being adequately addressed by the current order. The development

of plastic surgery after the First World War is an example of this

process. The problem being the very visible presence in all affected

nations of millions of injured young soldiers, who by other advances

in trauma care were not destined for early death. The traditional

modus operandi of surgery and surgeons had been extended to deal

with this problem. so Gillies in Britain and its empire, Lexer in

Germany, and Barrett-Brown in the USA, established the

organisation that is modern western plastic and reconstructive

surgery.

What was the nature of the problem facing surgery in the

1960's, that was addressed by Tessier and his followers?

There existed a group of patients with dramatic deformities of

the face and skull which were unable to be treated by the available

surgical techniques. The epicentre of the deformity is in the area of

the orbits, cranial base, and indeed often in that key stone of the

skull, the sphenoid bone. This was a truly diffrcult problem, the site

being small, encompassing the brain, sight, appearance, as well as
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the airway. At least three different well established disciplines of

surgery deal with some aspects of, but not the whole problem.

These children \Mere often diagnosed as nonviable and when

they did survive were confined to institutions where they became

retarded through lack of treatment, neglect or both. The absence of

a technical solution to the problem seemed to retard efforts to

investigate and more fully understand the aetiology and

pathogenesis of these conditions.

The prospect of a satisfactory outcome is often a stimulus to

further understanding.

With a little imagination itbecame obvious that understanding

the bizarre anatomy of the craniofacial skeleton in syndromal

craniosynostosis and rare craniofacial clefts would help in managing

trauma and tumours of the same region. Patients with these more

common problems \Mere falling between the disciplinary fires

resulting in inadequate management.

A paraphrase of Tessier's proposition in 1971 states that:

The technical problem of the surgical approach to the cranial base

and orbito-cranial complex, for the purpose of reorganising that area

to achieve functional and cosmetic correction in congenital deformity,

involved two components:

1. Teamwork - working hand in hand in the operating theatre

with a neurosurgeon, thus redefining the strictly individualistic

culture enshrined for almost half a century.

2. To describe a safe approach to the orbito-cranial complex

via the coronal scalp flap dissected in the sub periosteal plane

to within ten millimetres of the orbital apex preserving the

exiting cranial nelves.

By combining with the neurosurgeon who exposes the anterior
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cranial fossa, the stage was set for craniofacial surgery. The

possibility of successful treatment in turn provided a further

stimulus to investigate the aetiology and pathogenesis of the

conditions being treated (See Chapter 3).

The author's promotion of this process began in lg72 with a

series ofvisits to Paul Tessier in Paris and consequential involvement

with him and craniofacial surgery from that time to this.

The time period over which the substance of this thesis extends

is 1975 (the formal founding of the then South Australian

Craniofacial Unit), to the present day.

The purpose of this thesis is to describe the process of

development of the Australian Craniofacial Unit, the author's

contribution to that development, and that of the discipline in general

over twenty years, using selected published material to support that

description.

It is important to understand that many of the innovations

made in the mid seventies are now considered commonplace. some,

whilst widely acknowledged are not widely practised for a variety

of reasons, some political, some psychological.

Although ressier promulgated the idea of the multidisciplinary

team, he himself did not implement it fully. It was left to his disciples

to form the wider assessment team comprising all the necessary

specialists, who see each patient, meet and discuss management and

implement treatment. Several papers were written on this and other

aspects of establishing a craniofacial unit (Munro(a), McCarthy(5),

David(Ð).

The author's additional contribution at this stage was to

understand the necessity to establish the craniofacial unit as an

administrative entity, with secure political backing. Under these

circumstances a craniofacial unit is able to function as a trans-
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institutional body utilising resources of hospitals, universities, and

institutes functioning in Australia and overseas.

At this early stage the SouthAustralian Craniofacial Unit was

an unique organisation in the world.

From Tessier's first articles to the present time it has been

agreed that a craniofacial team must serve a critical population in

order to see enough serious cases to develop and maintain the skills

of the clinicians and to study the disease processes. For those

practising the discipline seriously this is a painfully self evident

truth, sadly often becoming relevant in retrospect. The author has

vehemently held this view, primarily for the direct benefit of the

individual patient, but also because such units are responsible for

investigating the pathology and. pathogenesis of the diseases that

have been the interesting object of technical advance. This view

underpins the author's philosophy on the management of craniofacial

deformity and is one of the central strategies of the Australian

Craniofacial Unit.

To apply the philosophies and implement the strategies, the

organisation needed further development. Small but unique funding

was supplied for research by the State Government.

In addition a charitable fund raising arm was created to act as

a liaison with the general community as weII as to raise funds for

research and support of the Unit's overseas service and teaching

commitments.

The post graduate teaching activities expanded rapidly and

an additional structure \ilas needed to administer this area of work

and deal with any of the fruits of the research with commercial

potential when and if necessary.

With these structures in place patients could be treated

according to protocols which were continually revised as a result of
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outcome monitoring. Tools of investigation could be developed and

used in an integrated way to investigate the disease processes.

Teaching could be conducted inAustralia and overseas, intellectual

property and other products of research could be marketed.

In 1988 the organisation was designated the Australian

Craniofacial Unit (ACFU), and a Centre of Excellence by the

Australian Health Ministers' Advisory Committee.

The ACFU has an unique structure which was designed to

maximise the multidisciplinary approach, as well as integrate

teaching, research and delivery of health care. This thesis will show

the achievements to date with respect to various disease entities,

and conclude with some natural projections which follow from what

has been achieved.
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Development and Organisation

Mirøcles do not happen

Mathew Arnold
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1 Development and Organisation

Craniofacial Surgery: The Team Approach,I977<t¡ describes the need

for a wider craniofacial team. The arguments for multidisciplinary

care, critical patient mass, and centralisation were very topical at

the time and remain so at the present. This paper describes the ideals

behind the organisation set up to serve Australia in the mid 70's.

A decade later the Editorial Comment: Craniofacial Surgery:

The Interface, 1989(2)in The Australian and New Zealand Journal

of Surgery addresses the tensions and dilemmas that accompanied

the delivery of complex high technology health care. At this stage

the author's experience showed that the problems of congenital and

acquired craniofacial deformity could be successfully managed and

the challenge v/as to establish multidisciplinary units that were

medically and economically efflrcient to deliver healthcare, teaching

and research.

Clinics of Australia - The Australian Craniofacial Unit, 1gg4(Ð

in the Australian Journal of Otolaryngolog¡r sets out the structure of

the ACFU as it has developed. Information about the range and

intensity of the workload is presented together with a sketch of the

scientific activities. This review paper shows the development of the

idea and the physical structure from the situation reported in 1977.

It has long been the author's view that craniofacial surgery

would become a separate surgical specialty, the essence of which is

multidisciplinary care.

Craniomaxillofacial Injuries: The Wider View, 1995(4) shows

how such ideas are applied to the trauma setting as well as dealing

with vexed questions of training in craniofacial surgery and the

nature and funding of trauma research.

These four papers represent the progress from the initial
concepts and early structures ofa craniofacial service to the recent

adaptation of the ideas to form a model of service, teaching and

research for the commonest of craniofacial problems, namely trauma.
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Graniofacial Surgery:
The Team Approach

David John David
C ranio - F acial C linic, Adelaide Children's Hospital
and Royal Adelaide Hospital

craniofacial surgery offers a new hope to some grossly deformed people. This complex
surgery, which is based on a multidisciplinary team approach, needs to be carefully
rationalised and regionalized to facilitate investigation, to improve planning, to
¡educe the number of complications, and to conserve financial resources. To date
the cranio-Facial clinic at the Adelaide children's Hospital and the Royal Adelaide
Hospital has reviewed 37 cases and operated upon 1B ofthese. This work is presented
together with a review of the team approach.

The principles and practice of craniofacial surgery are no\M well established. This
service is widely offered in a number of centres around the world to patients
suffering from severe facial deformities. Paul Tessier (1967) has developed and
perfected these techniques over the last decade, demonstrating that wide and
adequate exposure ofthe craniofacial skeleton can be obtained by subperiosteal
stripping of bones, cutting and repositioning the skeleton, and reconstructing
the defrciencies by bone grafts. He pioneered the team approach to these problemi
by combining with his neurosurgical colleagues to expose the base of the anterior
cranial fossa, which is so often the keystone in the correction of these deformities.

Because this kind of surgery is associated with a high risk of morbidity
and mortality, there is a special need for the multidisciplinary approach. ThL
team has been expanded to include all of the specialities necessary foi [he complete
assessment and follow-up of these patients. Those units in which the surgery
has been successfully pioneered and advanced have made their advances otr tfrt
basis.

The organisation that has been established in South Australia will be
described. The patients who have been assessed and those who have been operated
upon will be discussed, together with the implications of organising and
maintaining such a service.

The Team

The composition of the team is shown in Table 1. with the approach to surgery of
a team of this magnitude, the risks can be kept to a minimum, but also, utrd r.ror"
importantly, the results can be adequately measured so that the continuance of
the concept of craniofacial surgery can be justifred. The team must of necessity
be large. In the preoperative investigation it is responsible for data collection,
diagnosis, and operative design, and the responsibilities of its members are as
follows.

I Aust. N.Z. J. Surg 47:193-198
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TABLE 1

Cranioføcial Tearn

Plastic surgeon

Neurosurgeon

Anaesthetist
Ophthalmologist
E.N.T. surgeon

Orthodontist
Oral surgeon

Prosthodontist
Psychiatrist
Social worker
Photographer

J

(q,) Pløstic surgeon--Tllne plastic surgeon is the head of the team and as such
assumes responsibility for patient care. Special training in neurosurgery, orthopaedic
surgery, and maxillofacial surgery is recommended. It has been suggested that
craniofacial surgery should become a separate speciality ( Mulro, 1975). This is
probably an extreme point of view, but the plastic surgeon rnust not only be capable

of performing the bony surgery, but also be able to correct the many diffrcult soft
tissue problems that are always associated with craniofacial deformities.

(b) Neurosurgeon.-Itis important that the neurosurgeon's role be seen as an
extension of the one already played in the correction of skull deformities resulting
from craniosynostosis. The neurosurgeon is responsible for the preoperative
neurological assessment of the patient and, when the transcranial approach is
used, for the exposure ofthe anterior cranial fossa. A high degree of cooperation
is required throughout these procedures, with a blending ofthe techniques of
plastic surgery and neurosurgery.

(c) Anq,esthetisú.- The importance of the anaesthetist's role is highlighted by
the fact that craniofacial operations are frequently in excess of 12 hours'duration
and are performed on patients whose ages range from five to 40 years. Large
blood replacements are invariably necessary.

(d) Orthodontist and oral surgeon.- These dental disciplines are involved in
the planning procedures (uide infra). Many patients need presurgical or
postsurgical orthodontic treatment.

TABLE 2

Routine Preoperatiu e S kiøgrams

Routine skull and facial views

Anteroposterior and lateral skull (cephalometric)

Anteroposterior and lateral tomography of orbits

Anteroposterior and lateral chest

(e) Ophthatmologist. - The concept of craniofacial surgery is based on the fact
that the orbits can be safely moved in three dimensions, therefore a detailed
preoperative examination by a neuro-ophthalmologist is essential. A close

examination of the following is of the greatest importance: interorbital distance
interpupillary distance; Iateral canthal width; palpebral fissure width;
exophthalmometry; visual acuity, visual frelds; eye position; muscle function;
and fundoscopy.

(f) Rad.iologist - The radiologist is responsible for taking and interpreting
the skiagrams. The routine views taken are shown in Table 2. In addition, cerebral

arteriograms, air studies and brain scans are often needed. The standard lateral
and anteroposterior skull frlms, taken on a cephalostat, are used for the operative
planning and to plot growth up to the time of surgery, and after operation until
stability has been achieved.

@) Speech pathologist - Surgery for deformity of the mid-face frequently
involves sagittal displacement of the bones with a possible change in the

I Aust.NZ J Surg4?:193-198
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relationship of the components of the velopharyangeal sphincter. Preoperative
assessment involves an interview, speech recording and nasendoscopy. These
procedures are repeated after operation.

(h) Otorhinolaryngologist.- Each patient is checked for middle and inner ear
problems. Midfacial stenosis frequently creates secondary nasal and paranasal
sinus problems which need to be assessed and managed by the ear, nose and
throat surgeon.

TABLE 3

CranioføciøI Deformities Assessed iru South Austra,lia
Crouzon's syndrome

Apert's s¡rndrome

lst and 2nd bronchial arch s5mdrome

Cleft lip and palate with maxillary hypoplasia
Faciostenosis

Hypertelorism
Orbital dystopia
IJncorrected trauma
Others

(ù Sociøl worker.- Throughout time, people have associated mental
retardation with a deformed face. An assessment of the patient's intelligence
should be made before operation. A thorough knowledge of the patient and his
environment is needed for assessment as an indication for surgery, and as a base
line for subsequent follow-up. The true worth of these surgical achievements can
only be measured in terms of patient satisfaction, and this measurement must of
necessity be made by the psychosocial team. Patients and their families also
need preoperative adjustment to the realities of the surgery. Often the severely
deformed face cannot be made completely normal. In other patients the sudden
drastic change makes them unrecognisable to their friends. Such patients will
almost certainly need help in adjustment.

TABLE 4

Osteotomies Performed
Transcranial correction of hypertelorism
Fronto-orbital advancement
High Le Fort I osteotomy x 4
Le Fort II osteotomy
Le Fort II osteotomy + mandibular osteotomy
Le Fort III osteotomy, subcranial
Le Fort III osteotomy + mandibular osteotomy
Le Fort III osteotomy, transcranial

Patients

In the past year the South Australian craniofacial team has assessed 37 people
with craniofacial anomalies, and operated on I3 of these (Table 3). From the
complex range of osteotomies available. we have undertaken the management of
the types shown in Table 4.

Designing the Operation

The operative design cannot be done on an ad l¿oc basis in the operating theatre.
It is necessary to have appropriate cephalometric skiagrams of the skull. The

I

2

5

15

2

2

2

1

1

I Aust. N.Z. J. Surg47:193-198
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outline is traced and the sta,ndard lines and angles drawn. An accurately
superimposable transparent photograph is taken as well. A tracing can be cut up
and the angles repositioned into acceptable dimensions.

The skiagram and the transpa,rent photograph can be cut out and changed
to give a suitable postsurgical prediction ofappearance. The methods used have
been based on those of'Henderson(r974),with some modifrcation by the members
of the Department of oral Pathology and Surgery at the University of Adelaide
(Figure 1) . In this way the exact size of the defects to be created by the osteotomies
and hence the size of the bone grafts can be predicted. Reference to a wide range
of "normaLs" is essential. In one case it was necessary to have access to the normal
range of measurements for a female aborigine of a particular tribe before it was
possible to correct her untreated craniofacial fracture.

FIG. l. (left) preoperøtiue lateral transparent photograph; (centre) the photograph ís
sectioned along the proposed osteotorny lines to produce th,e postoperatiue appearance;
(right) postoperatiue appeardnce after a mid-face aduancement and mandibular recession.

Many procedures wiII of necessity involve a simultaneous correction of the
mandible as well as the orbitocranial skeleton. These corrections revolve around
a correct occlusion, and for this purpose dental study models are cut and mounted
on an articulator (Figure 2).

FIG. 2. Model plan to demonstrate the proposed osteotomy.

In those cases where the middle third of the face is being repositioned we
have used the craniomandibular fixation with external rods fixed at a
predetermined distance, so that when the maxilla is moved into occlusion with
the mandible, the gaps at the osteotomy sites that must be frlled with bone become
apparent.

The anaesthetic team bases its care on a complete biochernical and
haematological work-up with central venous pressure, cardiac, and body
temperature monitoring, a spinal catheter also being inserted when a transcranial

! Aust NZ J Surg47:193-198
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approach is made. Blood replacement is titrated against the central venous
pressure level. In those cases where the upper airway is threatened, a
tracheostomy is routinely performed.

Tessier (1971) established that the useful orbit can be displaced in the
three spatial directions. This phenomenon is the basis of many patterns of
osteotomies now available to the craniofacial surgeon. Sagittal displacement of
the orbits will be applicable to retrusions ofthe face or frontal bone related to
cranios5mostosis or faciostenosis. Transverse movement is applicable in the
correction of hypertelorism. Vertical displacement will correct orbital malposition
secondary to trauma or orbitofacial clefts. A combination of all the movements
produces a rotational effect which can: (i) increase one or both orbital diameters;
(ii) correct maxillary open bite; and (iii) lengthen a short face (Figure B).

FIG. 3. Preoperative and postoperatiue photographs of boy with Crouzon's d.isease. The
middle third of this face was aduanced and. lengthened.

The principles of surgery are essentially simple. They are:

1. Careful dissection of periorbitum and pericranium permits every osteotomy
and every displacement without major risk to optic, oculomotor, palpebral, or
lachrymal functions.

2. It is possible to perform a one-stage correction of all displacements,
malformations, and bony defects, as well as correction of the canthi and lachrymal
systems.

3. For the orbital roof, the cranial route is the simplest and safest. The dura
mater can be preserved or reinforced if necessary.

4. The orbitocranial and maxillofacial problems can be dealt with together as
they are essentially inseparable.

In the view of Paul ressier, the abnormal anatomy associated with
craniofacial dysostosis makes each dissection an adventure in itself. The distorted
relationship between the orbital walls, and the anterior and the middle cranial
fossae, presents obvious hazards (Figure 4). Adequate functional results can only
be obtained by painstakingly careful dissection and reconstruction with as much
as possible being done at the one time because experience has taught that
operating for a second time on the orbits is always exceptionally diffrcult. So
gross is the distortion of the anatomy encountered, especially in cases of
craniofacial dysostosis, that no animal skull or even human cadaver can be used
as a source of experimentation.

f Aust. N.Z. J. Surg47:193-198
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FIG. 4. Latera.l skiøgrørn of skull, showing the d,istorted, relationship between the craniøl
base and the face in crønioføciøl dysostosis.

lncidence and Epidemiology

Table 5 gives a list of the diseases that could be treated by the craniofacial team.
The frequency of these deformities in the Australian community is uncertain. If
we take a projection against the frgures for Britain and the United States of
America as shown on this table against our population of approximately L7r/z
million, which produces approximately 240,000live births per year, then some
idea of the occurrence rate of these deformities in our community can be gained,
although in precise terms this remains very obscure. The exact population that
the craniofacial team should serve is obviously to some extent arbitrary. PauI
Tessier has suggested that one team per 10 to 20 million people would be suitable,
if the team performed only craniofacial surgery. On this basis. Ian Munro (1975)
has suggested that Canada and the United States be served by seven craniofacial
centres. It is a well-known fact, from experience gained by kidney transplant
programmes, that any centre performing less than 25 transplants per year has a
considerably higher mortality than a centre performing more than 100 (Scribner,
1973). This fact, combined with the rapid rise in medical costs, would indicate
that regionalization and rationalization of such a service are almost an economic
as well as a medical necessity.

TABLE 5

T5ryes Incidence New cases
(live births) per year

in Australia
Craniofacial dysostosis

lst, 2nd bronchial arch s¡mdromes

Treacher-Collins s¡rndrome

Hypertelorism
Faciostenosis

Rare facial and orbital clefts

Uncorrected trauma
Severe cleft lip and palate

1:170,00

1: 6,000

1:10,000

?

?

?

?

?

-o
40

24

?

?

?

?

?
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Conclusions

1. There is an obvious need for accurate diagnosis to enable records to be
compiled to facilitate the epidemiological studies of craniofacial deformities.

2. Accurate preoperative and postoperative measurements with access to
standard records and routine follow-up to assess the late techlical results are
obviously necessary.

3. Because this surgery is diffrcult technically and carries a high morbidity
and mortality rate, the craniofacial team must be skilled and experienced.

4. Accurate assessment of the psychosocial status of the patient and the
subsequent follow-up results determine the true value of such surgery in the
Iong term, namely the effect on the patient himself and his family.

5. Accumulation of skill in a central unit enables the development of the
discipline and makes it possible for the teaching of a new generation of craniofacial
surgeons.
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Editorial Comment

CRANIOFACIAL SURGERY: THE INTERFACE

It is now 21 years since Paul Tessier fi.rst enunciated the concept of the craniofacial
team, combining plastic surgical and neurosurgical approaches to expose the
facial skeleton below and the cranial base above, so that the orbitocranial complex
could be mobilized and moved in three dimensions.l,2 The expansion of the
indications for these techniques has resulted in the evolution of craniofacial
surgery into a now well-established discipline, and it is an appropriate time to
review the way in which it interfaces with its parent specialties.

The surgical challenge of the correction of severe craniofacial deformity
was largely unans\ilered until Gillies and Harrison performed the first successful
Le Fort III advancement osteotomy for the correction of midface retrusion in a
patient with Crouzon's S¡mdrome in 1948.3 Between then and the late 1g60s,
numerous authors attempted the correction of deformities of the orbitocranial
complex by onlay bone grafting and superficial cosmetic surgery of the soft tissues
of the head and neck.

The quintessential advance, however, was the demonstration by Tessier
in 1967 of the two-stage, combined craniofacial approach to the orbitocranial
complex: extensive subperiosteal dissection ofthe craniofacial skeleton exposing
the anterior and parts of the middle cranial fossae above, and the orbits and
midface below, allowing the safe section and movement of the face, orbits and
anterior cranial complex in three dimensions. 1,2

More importantly, the recognition that patients with a craniofacial
deformity undergo a lifetime of change in terms of the evolution of their
craniofacial'make-up', and cannot be managed solely by'an operation', was an
early and fundamental development. Patients with these rare and complex facial
deformities can present at any stage in the progression of their disorder, thus
demanding an understanding of the pathology of the deformity in order to permit
an integrated holistic approach to management.a

Based on the well-tried model of the 'cleft lip and palate clinic', with the
multispecialty input of plastic surgeons, speech pathologists, dentists,
orthodontists, etc., the development of major craniofacial units was a natural
extension.s-8 Such units have evolved similarly as complex multidisciplinary
organisations capable of performing all the surgery necessary to correct the
spectrum of craniofacial deformity, but doing so within the context of the overall
management of the deformity as it affects both the patient and the family.

Essential to the composition ofthe craniofacial team is a coexistent research
and scientifrc section. The very recondite nature of the craniofacial deformities
demands close clinical examination, and extensive photographic, radiological and
operative documentation of each patient. only with this approach can we expand,
complete or alter the descriptions of the anatomy of the deformity, trace its
progression with time and document and evaluate the changes induced by
intervention.

Thus, newly described disorders, such as Binder's sSmdrome, follow the
elucidation of those consistent features of nasomaxillary hypoplasia, and allows
an understanding of where it lies in the overall spectrum of chondrodysplasia
punctata.e'lo similarly, accurate documentation has allowed the proposal of a
new classification of hemifacial microsomia, that not only orders patients
according to the severity of their skeletal and soft tissue deformity but also
speculates on a planned programme of management. The variable presentation
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ofthis disorder demands diverse approaches, such as non-surgical orthodontics
for minor occlusal disturbances, multistaged surgical procedures correcting orbital
dystopia, bimaxillary osteotomies to level the occlusal plane and microvascular
free tissue transfer to augment the soft tissue and bony defrcits.ll'12

In Treacher-Collins syndrome, the combination of high quality,
computerized tomographic (CT) scanning with three-dimensional reformats, and
wide surgical exposure, has demonstrated the complete anatomy of the orbital
deformity. Exposing the three-dimensional relationship of the periorbita,
infratemporal fossa and pterygoid fossa has produced the understanding
necessary to evolve a blepharo-orbital correction using pedicled calvarial bone,
and local hyocutaneous transposition flaps.13

Adopting the same philosophy with the rare craniofacial clefts has extended
the three-dimensional documentation of these diverse but recondite disorders,
and confirmed the anatomical basis for their distinction from the previously
included frontonaso-ethmoidal meningo-encephaloceles.4'14-16 As irnportantly,
appreciation of the extreme soft tissue and skeletal deficiencies which accompany
these rare clefts has exposed the reconstructive demands. Indeed, herc, more
than anywhere, the early promise of a somewhat 'magical' one-off surgical
intervention has not been fulfrlled, but the potential for good results has followed
the recognition of the effect of the fourth dimension, and the provision for adequate
sequential correction ofthe skeletal and soft tissue defrciencies.

Apart from these disorders of intrinsic growth, where the template for
future craniofacial development is defrcient in its basic make-up, one also
identifres those conditions where the intrinsic structural outline is normal, but
deforming forces influence subsequent growth. Thus, in the cranios¡mostoses,
the early radical release of the slmostosed sutures of the cranial vault and base
arose from the demonstration that cranial remodelling and facial growth were
optimized by such early intervention.a'1? Similarly, in the frontonasoethmoidal
meningo-encephaloceles, early removal of the space-occupying lesion and
relocation of the otherwise normal, but displaced, facial skeleton restores the
potential for relatively normal craniofacial gtowth.la

Indeed such evolution in surgical approach can only occur after the
considered longitudinal review of treatment, with an honest appraisal of the
real results and the complete recording of complications.

Nowhere has it been more important than in craniomaxillofacial surgery
that surgical manipulations are planned and executed with such precision,
stability and long-term predictability of outcome. The advent of CT radiographic
assessment, and in particular the addition of three-dimensional reformatting,
has provided an exciting graphic, but qualitative depiction of the skeletal
deformities.16,18 As the facilityto quantitate the three-dimensional documentation
evolves, so its role in surgical planning and follow-up will expand.

The concomitant development of surgical approaches such as primary bone
grafting and rigid internal osteos¡mthesis of the craniofacial skeleton are facets
of the improving accuracy and predictability of surgical outcome.le'2O

The application of microvascular free tissue transfer, and the techniques
of tissue expansion have similarþ broadened the options, and improved the quality
of soft tissue reconstruction in the head and neck.12'21'22 This spectrum of technical
advances represents but a small aspect of the interface between this
superspeciality and its parent, plastic and reconstructive surgery.

The principles established in the treatment of congenital craniofacial
deformity have been applied widely in the acute management of severe
craniofacial trauma. Employing the techniques of wide craniofacial exposure,
elective primary bone grafting of the orbit, midface and nose in combination
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with rigid internal fixation, has produced primary predictable correction of
deformity, reduced the period of hospitalisation by 50Vo and minimized the
requirements for surgery for uncorrected deformity.a The accompanying facility
of rigid miniplate and miniscrew fixation ensures stability and diminishes the
requirement for prolonged periods of intermaxillary fixation.20 However, questions
remain: how long should plates remain and should they be removed routinely?

The exposure, extirpation and reconstruction of tumours involving the
previously surgically inaccessible regions of the orbit, cranial base and
infratemporal fossa is now possible. The confrdence in, and understanding of,
techniques ofboth craniofacial exposure and approaches to the disassembly of
the craniofacial skeleton, permits access to, and the potential feasibility of curative
resection of, such tumours while minimising disabling disfigurement.2z

The logical extrapolation of these treatment philosophies is into the realms
of aesthetic surgery. No longer must one organ, for example, nose, chin, etc., be
considered in isolation, and neither is it appropriate to assume that superfrcial
cutaneous surgery will reproducibly correct the aesthetic problems or ageing
changes of the face. The face must be viewed as a whole, with an extension of
pictorial representations into objective quantitation, both clinically and
radiologically, to the relationships between profile and occlusion, and, as
importantly, into the area ofthe psyche. of necessity, then, complete and rigorous
assessment demands again a multidisciplinary approach.

The extra dimension to the surgical management of aesthetic problems
follows an understanding of the changes induced by skeletal shifts, muscle
plication and soft tissue augmentation, which are so overtly manifest in the
craniofacial patient. Thus, no longer are changes solely produced by superfrcial
surgery stretching the skin over an abnormal basal skeleton, but, instead, the
facade of the face can now be draped over the remodelled bony and cartilaginous
skeletal framework pushing forward from behind.

What has then emerged in the last 21 years is a transformation from what
was originally technicaþ demanding surgery to a now complete multidisciplinary
assessment and management team functioning across the state and national
boundaries.

Such larger parent units then depend upon regional subunits for the referral
of those patients with the more complex craniofacial deformities, The surgical
and scientific lessons learned in thêir assessment and management are then
disseminated via scientifrc literature, the training of plastic surgeons and
neurosurgeons, and the regular visits of the members of the parent unit to the
referring subunits. The culmination is a medically and economically effrcient
three-tiered relationship involving the central movement of patients, the sending
of multidisciplinary teams to the peripheral regional subunits, and the provision
for the dissemination of ideas through surgical training and scientifrc endeavour.

I Aust. N.Z, J. Surg 59:299-301
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Cl¡nics Of Australia

THE AUSTRALIAN CRANIO.FACIAL UNIT
WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
ADELAIDE
(associøted with the Royal Adelaide Hospitøl)

The Adelaide children's Hospital was founded in 1876 by Dr Alan campbell,
being funded and built with donations from the South Australian public. It became
south Australia's specialist paediatric hospital, accommodating 18 wards and
230 beds.

On March 15th, 1989, the Queen Victoria Hospital, formerly the eueen's
Home, and the Adelaide children's Hospital were amalgamated to become the
women's and children's Hospital, the vision being to enhance and promote the
health of women, children and young people, while the Adelaide children's
Hospital and the Queen Victoria Hospital presently continue to operate at their
respective, separate sites, progress is currently being made to locate both hospitals
at the North Adelaide site of the Adelaide Children's Hospital.

Present Adelaide Children's Hospital,
North Adelaide

Proposed redevelopment to form
the Women's and Children's Hospital

The Australian Cranio-Facial Unit commenced as the Maxillo-Facial Clinic,
grafted onto the established Cleft Patate Clinic at the Adelaide Children's
Hospital. This subsequently became the South Australian Cranio-Facial Unit
which was given national unit status by the Federal Government in 1988. It is at
the forefront of this form of surgery in the southern hemisphere and sustains
regular clinics in Indonesia, Malaysia, singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand, New
Zealand, Oman and Kuwait.
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THE AUSTRALIAN CRANIO.FACIAL UNIT
1974-1994

David David
Au str aliøn C r anio - F q, ciq.I U nit
Adelaide, S outh Australia

This paper addresses the beginnings of the Australian Cranio-Facial Unit in the
early 1970's and traces its evolution over the next twenty years. The structural
developments are seen against the background of the state of knowledge at the
time and the real and perceived needs of patients and communities for this form of
health care. The development ofthe unit can be examined not only by reference to
its size and workload but also by reference to parallel developments in the diagnosis,
investigation and treatment of craniofacial conditions.

An appropriate political and administrative climate is necessary for the
establishment of a structure that can deliver this type of health care to a
contrrruuity. Once that has been achieved, progress c¿ur be rrrade on Lhe cli¡rical
and wider scientifrc front. In addition to reviewing the factors influencing the
Australian Cranio-Facial Unit's establishment and how it was achieved, selected
cases are reviewed that are representative of the milestones in the progress to
the present position. These milestones are organisational, surg'ical, technical, in
data collection, and philosophical, and deal with access to, and relationships with,
other specialists and other communities.

The Australian Cranio-Facial Unit resulted from a combination of the desire
to set up such an organisation by a group ofpeople, an ability to set it up and
achieve the results, the possibility that it could be done, and a need for it to be
done. The desire \Mas that of individuals who chose to \¡/ork together and had the
ability to deliver the care. The possibility was largely presented by a community
in South Australia, and more widely in Australia, that facilitated the exercise in
a political and administrative sense and ultimately had the need for such services
and,/or their sequelae or products.

By the beginning of the seventies, the work of Tessier, Converse, and others
had been widely presented to the world. The presentation of PauI Tessier's article
on The scope and principles - dangers and limitations - and the need for special
training - in orbito-cranial surgery (Tessier 1971) at the Melbourne meeting of
the 5th International Congress of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery had a
particular signifrcance in setting the scene. Not only was his paper spectacular
from the clinical point of view, it set out a clear definition of the entity of
orbitocranial surgery, an historical summary and specific guidelines for the setting
up of Cranio-Facial Units and the training and maintenance of the team
specialized in orbito-cranial surgery.

The situation that existed in Australia at that time was that patients with
a need for cranio-facial surgery could be treated by visiting surgeons (Wood-
Smith and Dey 197 4), by travelling to Europe or the USA, by inferior techniques,
or not treated at all. Accordingly, at that time there existed in Australia the need
for a Unit to pursue this work in a way set out by Tessier, in the same way that
these developments were contemporaneously taking place in France, the United
Kingdom, the United States of America, Canada and Central America. Coinciding
with this need, there existed in South Australia a number of people who had
interest and experience of the work. They covered the disciplines of Neurosurgery,
Plastic Surgery, Ophthalmology, Anaesthesia, Ear Nose and Throat Surgery and
Dentistry. These people were appropriately enthusiastic. They were granted
administrative approval by the hospital administrations who adjusted hospital
policies to accommodate a multidisciplinary team and a transhospital service
beh¡¡een adult and children's institutions via joint appointments and ease of access
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to these institutions. Government approval for the management of interstate
and overseas patients with appropriate support followed shortly afterwards.

The mechanics of establishing such a unit involved its being grafted onto
the well established Cleft Palate Clinic at the Adelaide Children's Hospital. For
a short time, the grafted segment, was called the Maxillo-Facial Clinic. This
then became the south Australian cranio-Facial unit following appropriate
government approvals. In 1988 the South Australian Cranio-Facial Unit was
given national unit status by the federal government. The arguments and
philosophies then stated were well set out by Munro (1975) and David (1977).

Team development

Taking into account the principles enunciated by Tessier together with the need
for such an organization in the region, the Australian Cranio-Facial Unit was
established on the dual bases of teamwork and technical expertise. Concepts of
the team were developed initially from Tessier's collaboration ofplastic surgeon
and neurosurgeon. These were expanded in his 1921 presentation and later by
many others. This enlarged multidisciplinary approach has developed in our Unit
and now extends beyond the medical and paramedical specialists, involving the
wider community which, of necessity, must play a supporting role and must be
influenced to have a more humane approach to the facially deformed.
Multidisciplinary centralised organization needed then, as it does now, to establish
relationships with satellite units. Such an organization depends on the
appropriate infrastructure being developed in order to connect the various existing
health units in different parts of the same city and in different states and
countries.

For each of the specialities involved in craniofacial surgery, the symbiotic
relationships that have developed have enabled new techniques to emerge and
these have been fed back into the professions. The relationship between the
Cranio-Facial surgeon and the Neurosurgeon has profoundly affected the way of
thinking and operating for both of these groups. The initial strength of this
relationship in the Australian group \Mas augmented by the ophthalmological
and orthodontic commitment to the project. The latter involvement brought a
specialized knowledge of normal and abnormal craniofacial growth. This
knowledge influenced surgical decisions as much as the surgical possibilities
extended the horizons of the dental specialities. Focusing on individual patients,
of necessity, involves each speciality in forming networks across institutional,
state, and national boundaries to cater for their needs, eg. an orthodontic
treatment programme is designed as part of the general treatment plan at the
central unit and implemented by an orthodontist in the patient's home town in
collaboration with the unit's specialist.

International relationships

Irr the frrst instance, a small community of 1.5 million people was able to provide
a sufficient pool ofsevere craniofacial cases in order to support the Cranio-Facial
unit because of the backlog of serious untreated cases. Arguably, the patients in
a country of 16 million people should be able to support one unit treating serious
transcranial congenital cases but whether this is true or not remains, to this
day, one ofthe contentious issues facing the delivery ofCranio-Facial services to
a community. In L977, the Australian cranio-Facial unit established a
relationship with the Ministry of Health in Malaysia through the South Australian
Government. The relationship involved the treatment in Australia of fifteen
patients per year suffering from severe craniofacial deformity. This also involved
lecturing and demonstrating techniques of basic reconstructive surgery with
reference to the head and neck region in an integrated progressive programme,
treating patients in the region with cleft lip and palate and related anomalies
thus helping with the enormous backlog of these cases, bringing surgeons and
associated health professionals from the region to Australia for specific training
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in relevant aspects of management of craniofacial deformity, and the
establishment of regional clinics for these teaching and review activities so that
new patients could be assessed, and established patients properly reviewed.
Similar relationships have been entered into with other countries subsequent to
Malaysia, namely Singapore, China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Indonesia, Brunei,
Fiji, New Zealand and some of the Middle-East Gulf States. It is fundamental to
these relationships that they are bilateral and are based on the concept of
advancing teaching, research and service. As teams have been established in the
region, the nature of the relationship with the central unit has changed so that
as the proportion of work done in the region increases, only the more complex
problems continue to be treated in Adelaide.

Technical advances

The influence on Cranio-Facial Units in general, and on the Australian Unit in
particular, of the availability of certain technical equipment for the diagnosis
and treatrnent of gross facial abnormalities has been signifrcant. In the early
1970's, it was desirable to have state of the art anaesthetic equipment and
Intensive Care facilities available. As far as the technical surgical aspect was
concerned, the most desirable equipment was, and is, an appropriate set of power
tools for cutting the bones of the face and skull with precision. Since that time
there have been many suggestions and some real advances in the paraphernalia
associated with this surgery and the techniques that have been developed. In
the Australian Unit, two technical aspects stand out as being more important
than any other during this period, namely the developments in organ imaging
and changes in the methods of bony frxation.

Deuelopments in radiological examina.tion
Plain skull radiographs have always been indispensable and in many cases will
make the diagnosis eg. coronal s¡mostosis. Their application in the form of
cephalometry represents the commonest and to date the most effective way to
follow the progress of craniofacial deformities whether treated operatively or
not (David et al 1982a). When more complex studies were necessary to understand
the potentially dangerous anatomy of the anterior cranial fossa in conditions
such as Crouzon syndrome, tomograms were obtained in the coronal and
parasagittal planes. These studies were useful to show the optic canals and, in
craniofacial fractures, to help plan the surgical approach. Fortunately this
cumbersome and radiation intense form of investigation had a short life and was
replaced by computerized tomography, This freld expanded rapidly and the
information imparted to the surgeons about the anatomy of craniofacial deformity
was immense. Data acquired from this source has continued to change surgical
practice eg. visualisation of the medial orbital walls after trauma enables the
surgeon to determine the need to operate on this area, thus obviating subsequent
enophthalmos, the cause of which for many years remained mysterious.

In the early 1980's, the Australian Unit worked closely with Professor D.C.
Hemmy of Milwaukee and Professor Gabor Herman of Philadelphia in order to
advance the development of three dimensional imaging obtained from CT scan
information (Hemmy et al 1983a, 1983b, Hemmy and David 1985, David et aI
1987c, Herman and Abbott 1989). Ttris tool was used almost immediately to enhance
our understanding of the rare craniofacial clefts (David et al 1990). The obvious
scientific challenge that needed to be met was to bring the same three dimensional
mathematical validity to those images as existed with three dimensional anaþses
obtained from biplanar cephalometry and stereophotography. This challenge \¡vas

met by Dr. A. Abbott andher colleagues in the Australian Cranio-Facial Scientific
Unit, opening the way to a truly scientific appraisal of craniofacial deformity, its
biology and therapeutics (Abbott et al 1990a, 1990b). The current situation is well
illustrated by a case of Crouzon s¡mdrome analysed prior to surgery with a surgical
plan and post surgery (Figure la-c).
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c

qIG. 1. A Pre-operatiue and B post-operatiue analysis of ø patient with Crouzon synd,rome,
showing 3D CT reconstruction, and a wireframe model of tie ma.xillø, orbitøl rimsl, zygomaí
and mandible. c Pre-and post-operatiue wire-frame models, tuper:i*pos"d by aliþirnent
on cranial base lønd'marks, showing the surgical aduance of the-maxi[ta, orbiial rlrns and,
zygonxds (thin lines denote pre-op ønd thick lines denote post-op).

Methods of bony fixøtion
The technological advances in the production and use of mini and micro plating
systems for interosseous frxation are well known. Such systems are crafted from
stainless steel, vitalium or titanium. Efforts to successfully use biodegradable
substances have not gained wide usage and self stabilising osteotomies seem to
always require the addition of rigid bony fixation (Trots and David 19g6). The
craniofacial surgical approach provides wide access to the pathology, whether
congenital or acquired. Modern imaging allows us to detail the pathology before
surgery, and plating systems enable bone and bone grafts to be frxed rigidly
under direct vision. The Australian Unit appreciated the need for such systems
from the beginning, particularly in the management of trauma where the
teamwork and surgical approach endured a much more efficient and cost effective
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management program (David 1984). When such an approach is combined with
the possibility of rigid internal frxation which interferes minimally with CT and
MRI images, not only are the results better but patient comfort and the time in
hospital is reduced. The latter point is well illustrated by Gruss et al (1990) with
reference to restoration of form after craniofaciai fracture treatment, and by
Phillips and Rahn (1990) who demonstrated that the rigid fixation of bone grafts
maximised their survival (Figure 2a and b) (David and Moore 1989a). To this
end, the Australian Unit has developed its own titanium plating system which
allows increasecl ease of'contouring while maintaining strength (Ausystems@)"

A

B

FIG 2 A and B Nasornaxillary hypoplasia of Binder before and after surgery. Surgery
inuolued maxíIlary aduancement with rigid fixation, bone grafts in the perialar and nasal
region fixed rigidly with plates and screws.

Modus operandi of the Unit

Pr oce s sing of p o,tíent s

The sources ofpatient referral vary greatly. Patients may be referred from general
practitioners or from other specialists in the community, or they may come after
referral has been initially made to various individual members of the team in
their capacity as experts in their own disciplines, In all cases, initial contact is
followed by an interview with the plastic surgeon and a decision is made
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concerning the suitability of the patient for assessment by the Cranio-Facial
unit. once this decision has been made, the patient is then seen by the various
members of the team in such sequence as will allow each discipline the maximum
amount of information.

Assessment meeting
An assessment meeting is held at regular intervals in the Cranio-Facial Unit. A
special room has been set aside in which there is a large table where members of
the team can sit. Radiological and video tape facilities are available. The format
of the meeting follows a regular pattern. The Unit Registrar reads out a short
history and summarises the physical examination of the patient, then each
member of the team presents his individual report, after which a certain amount
of discussion follows. The patient then comes into the meeting and any relevant
rnatters are discussed with the patient. After the patient has left, frnal decisions
are made concerning a defrnitive treatment plan.

Plønning meeting
In addition to the assessment meeting, there is a planning meeting for the
designing of surgical procedures. once the decision for surgery has been made,
the relevant members of the surgical team meet to design the surgical procedures.
They have with them information gained from the examination of the patient,
transparent photographs, radiographs, cephalogïams, and dental casts. The unit
maxillo-facial technician is also present at these meetings in order to help with
the technicalities of splint design and manufacture. An exact operation protocol
is planned for each patient and this is sent to all relevant people, including the
operating theatre staff, before operation.

Unit Statistics (July 1974-April 1994)

Since its inception in 1974, the Australian Cranio-Facial Unit (formerly the South
Australian cranio-Facial unit) has grown rapidly. The unit has managed g,gg2
patients. Table 1 shows a breakdown according to state and./or country of origin.
Table 2 shows a breakdown of the overseas patients for the similar period. This
is represented graphically.

After referral and preliminary assessment by the multidisciplinary team
members, suitable patients attend a Cranio-Facial Clinic meeting, which are
held twice per month. The overseas patients are harder to frt into this regular
format. Their numbers are quite low and an ad hoc meeting is convened on most
occasions for them. Surgical planning meetings occur twice per week on a regular
basis but are also held on an ad hoc basis when necessary. since rg74, gg16
major operations have been performed (Table 3). Of these, 633 were transcranial
and92L were major subcranial operations requiring wide orbital dissection.

TABLE 1

The breakdown for state and country of origin.

Total Australian Cranio-Facial Unit Patients Seen
July 1974 - April 1994

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
INTERSTATE
OVERSEAS

TOTAL

2810

660

422

3892
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TABLE 2
Overseøs pøtients presenting to the unit. (* not a full year)

TABLE 3

Major opero.tions performed since 1975.

OPERA.TIONS
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Total

52

37

24

37

43

28

83

139

t46
190

180

204

2L0

192

L97

Total 633 921 1762 3316

Research

Clinical research has proceeded as a matter of course since the beginning of the
unit, reporting treatment protocols (David and Sheen 1990, David 1985),
complications (David and Cooter 1987), and operative techniques (David et al
1982b) amongst other publications.

The establishment in 1983 of a formal Cranio-Facial Research Unit with
its own budget and director meant that there was a structure into which the
unit's clinical aims could be frtted. The current team consists of a director who is
an anthropologist, a deputy director and two research scientists. The initial task
of this research unit was to develop tools of investigation and measurement for
the assessment of growth in craniofacial deformity and use these tools to measure
the long term results of treatment. The frrst part has been achieved with the
work ofAbbott (1989), and Brown and colleagues workingwiththree dimensional
data from biplanar x-rays (Brown and Abbott 1989). This group is affrliated with
the University of Adelaide and takes students for post-graduate degrees using
the unit's material. Working in the same group, Cooter (1990) produced a thesis
on craniofacial fractures as well as a computer based coding of fractures in the

Transcranial Subcranial
peri-orbital

Subcrainal
non-orbital

7975-79
1980

1981

t982
1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

t992
1993

20

T4

I
1

16

10

28

19

74

60

100

t43
747

139

L4L

20

22

26

36

23

43

26

45

55

60

64

67

51

47

48

92

73

59

74

82

8t.

137

203

276

310

344
4t4
408

378

386
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craniofacial region (Cooler and David 1989). His further work on the mechanism
of causation of fractures in motorcyclists wearing helmets with chin bars was
published in Lancet, 1988 (Cooler et aI 1938).

The Royal Australasian College of Surgeons has indicated that a
prerequisite for entry into plastic surgical training is post-graduate scientific
experience, and to date the unit has been involved with four students preparing
for Master of Surgery degrees using the unit's tools, and supervised by the
scientifrc members of the unit as well as the clinicians. Their work has included
analyses of Crouzon sSmdrome, Apert s¡mdrome, craniofacial fractures with
respect to bony fixation and the contrasting growth features of fronto-ethmoidal
meningoencephaloceles, and rare craniofacial clefts.

A parallel research prograrnme co-exists in the area of speech (David et al
1982, Bagnall and David 1988, David and Bagnall 1990). In order to build on this
work, a speech dynamics laboratory has been established with the objectives of
recording normal speech in the Australian population, assessing abnormalities
in the craniofacial patient population, and then recommending changes in
therapy.

Relationships exist with other research bodies in Australia. Use has been
made of the marmoset colony at the Commonwealth Scientifrc and Industrial
Research Organization (Goss et al 1983) in collaboration with the Genetics
Department in the attempt to establish the locus of the Treacher Collins gene
(Dixon et al 1991), and with the Road Traffrc Research Unit in the University of
Adelaide.

The research unit has made it possible to assess the long term success of
surgical intervention and has provided a basis for testing existing practices and
introducing new ones. The value of collaborative research in identifying causal
factors of damage and disfrgurement with a view to their elimination cannot be
overemphasized.

Education

In addition to the educational implications of the Unit's overseas activities and
the research programme, there is a commitment to medical and dental
undergraduate education through the University of Adelaide. There is also formal
teaching of speech pathology students through Flinders University, Adelaide.
The post-graduate masters and doctoral programmes have been mentioned above.

For manyyears, a Fellowship programme has existed for trained surgeons
who wish to acquire further experience in craniofacial surgery. Ideally this is a
one year at'tachment with an option for further interaction with the Australian
Unit. During the year, the Fellow sees a wide range of clinical material, is involved
in a clinical research project, is trained in the philosophy and administrative
techniques of delivering this type of health care as well as acquiring the basic
surgical techniques necessary to begin a career under supervision, such
attachments not being suffrcient in their own right to "train" the surgeon in
craniofacial surgery. Recently, the International Society ofCranio-Facial Surgeons
has established a matching programme to assist in coordinating units offering
fellowships. Along with this, the Society is drafting its thoughts and conclusions
on the training of craniofacial surgeons and the Australian Unit is actively
involved in this trading in ideas. The views emanating from the Australian Unit
on this subject can be encapsulated as follows: training of surgeons for this
discipline should be comprehensive and should be tested.

Peer group education has always had a high priority. TWo very successful
and innovative international workshops were held in Adelaide, South Australia
by the Australian cranio-Facial Unit. The first, in 1986, on the subject of rare
craniofacial clefts attracted wide participation and introduced the idea of audience
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pa.rticipation, using telemedicine techniques, in a series of operations performed
by experts. The second workshop following the same format was conducted in
1988 on the subject of craniofacial trauma. This "in-depth" approach to a particular
area of practice involving many of the experts in the freld proved to be both
profitahle anrÌ enjoyable for all participants and points the way to more efficient
methods of conducting scientific meetings.

Clinical development

The approach that has been adopted by the Australian team to structure our
clinical development has been one of formulating a thesis about the aetiology
and pathogenesis of each disease entity and of developing our management
protocols consistent with that thesis, modifying them as our experience and the
experience of others brings to light new information.

This approach may be iiiusiraied by considering a few conciiiions wiih
diff'erent aetiologies and demonstrating some of the changing emphases.

The Craniosynostoses
A clear understanding has developed that cases of simple cranios5mostosis, if
treated early during the rapid brain growth phase, will maintain their correction.
David and Simpson (David et al 1982) and others recognised the challenge to
malçe an early diagnosis of plagiocephaly and to select those cases where the
cause is cranioslrrostosis. Figure 3 illustrates quite severe frontal plagiocephaly
due to unicoronal s5mostosis which was treated with fronto-orbital advance. The
patient is shown as an infant and at ten years with a near normal face.

FIG. 3. (at right). (a) Showing seuere frontal plagiocephaly due to unicoronal synostosis,
corrected at three months of age and (b) the ten year follow-up showing complete restoration
of craniofacial fonn..

The craniofacial syndromes of Crouzon, Apert and Pfeiffer are rarely easy
to treat. They often require many operations between birth and full development
and certainly need meticulous care of the brain, airway and eyes (Trots 1985).
The Adelaide Unit has recognised the rare problems of the upper cervical spine
in Crouzon syndrome and more importantly the early and often severe airway
problems in Crouzon, Apert and Pfeiffer syndromes. As we and others have
recognised, infant craniofacial advancement is a dangerous procedure. Techniques
of palatal resection iogether with tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy have been
applied to obviate the airway obstruction emanating from severe faciostenosis,
leaving infant facial advancement as a last resort (Figure 4). When these
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syndromes combine with significant hydrocephalus, the cloverleaf
(Kleeblattschadel) skull deformity may follow. The Australian Unit's experience
with these cases indicates that the prognosis is guarded (Figure 5a and b).

FlG. 4. Showing fronto-facial aduancement in an infant with seuere craniostenosis,
orbitostenosis and faciostenosls .

A

B
FIG. 5. A Twins with clouerleøf shull deformity diagnosed ín utero and, B aged 5 years of
age with craniostenosis, orbitostenosis and faciostenosis und,er controt but føi from høuing
a definitiue result produced
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A

J

B

FIG. 6. A A MøIaysian child with seuere Tessier 4 and 5 oro-ocular clefts and B 5 years
later after bone grøfting and tissue expansion ofthe integurnent.

Crønioføciøl clefts
The basis for understanding and management of these deformities has been that
the clefting process manifests itself throughout development so that a defrnitive
surgical result cannot be obtained before growth is complete. The Australian
Cranio-Facial Unit's management protocols have been developed taking this into
account (David et aI 1989). In addition to the concepts of orthodontics involved in
the management of these cases, there is the use of tissue expansion to enlarge
the soft tissue capsule. The thoughts of the Australian group on this subject
were presented at the International Society of Cranio-Facial Surgeons meeting
in Santiago de Compostela, Spain, 1991. At the same meeting, the idea of bone
lengthening of the jaws was introduced by McOarthy and we have been able to
validate the potential of this technique as well as the use of intraorbital tissue
expansion to gradually enlarge the developing orbit. We are also using this
technique in conjunction with osteotomy in the older child. Management of the
rare clefts must continue until growth is complete (Figure 6a and b).

In contrast with these rare craniofacial clefts, the fronto-ethmoidal
meningoencephaloceles demand an early release of the growing skeleton from
the pressure applied by the protruding dysplastic brain (David et al 1983, David
et al 1984, Sheffield 1984, Simpson et al 1984, Hemmy and David 1985, David
and Simpson 1987, David and Proudman 1989) (Figure 7a-d).

Traumo.
In the early 1970s, transcranial fractures were most often managed by
neurosurgeons and plastic surgeons acting separately. The development ofteam
work saw the development of protocols for the integrated management of these
cases (David 1984). Modern imaging has shown us exactly what is wrong, and
the team can plan and operate as one in a craniofacial fashion using wide exposure,
primary bone grafting and modern methods of fixation to achieve the stabilisation
of all elements of the cranio-facial skeleton. This approach has been set out by
Gruss 1991 (Gruss et al 1990), and has been in use in the Australian Cranio-
Facial Unit for the last nine years (Figure 8a and b).
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The "spin off' of philosophy, techniques and technology to the wider field
of surgery is no better illustrated than in the case of trauma. However, it applies
equallyto other areas, such as aesthetic surgery and base of skull tumour surgery.

D
II9. 7. SlPyting a fronto-ethmoidal meningoencephalocele. The same child. in infancy A
before ønd B øfter surgery, C at 5 years and D I years.

Conclusion

This paper contains an abbreviated account ofthe structure, philosophies, and
functions of the Australian Cranio-Facial Unit 1974-1994. Aconsiderable number
of clinical topics have been left out of the discussion and much could be said,
from the Unit's experience, about the newly described disorders such as Binder
s;mdrome or the current variation in protocols for the management of Craniofacial
Microsomia (David et al 1987a, David et aI 1987b). Cranio-Facial Units also offer
an extra dimension to the surgical management of aesthetic problems. This follows
an understanding of the changes induced by skeletal shifts, muscle plication,
and soft tissue augmentation which are so manifest in the Cranio-Facial patient.
No longer are changes only produced by superficial surgery stretching the
integument over an abnormal skeleton but, instead, the facade of the face can be
draped over a remodelled skeletal frame work (David and Moore 1g8gb).

The preceding analysis of the Australian cranio-Facial unit begs many
serious questions. The rationale for the existence oflarger central units is that,
while depending upon regional sub-units for the referral of those patients with
the more complex deformities, they provide quality care, teaching and research
(David 1987). The surgical and scientific lessons learned in assessment and
management are then disseminated via literature and training to the world

B
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A

community. This is a sophisticated model involving economic effrciency and a
"something for everybody" concept in the development of an aspect of health
care. Is such a model viable? Given that change and development must be
constant, what direction should change in this area take? After careful
consideration, the Australian Cranio-Facial Unit has decided to develop an
umbrella organisation - an Institute of Cranio-Facial Studies - embracing all
the components that already exist, viz the government service, the private practice
component, the clinical unit, the research unit and the teaching organisation.
This separately incorporated entity offers, in the Australian context, the
opportunity for full utilization of government, private and charitable funds in
the most effrcient way.

Another significant question "begged" by the paper is that of future training
and accreditation of Cranio-Facial Surgeons. Who is to train them and in what
accredited units? These questions presuppose suitable units and suitable teachers.
What organisation and control, if any, is to be exercised in order to prevent the
production of'a large number of half trained surgeons so that the teaching centres
themselves fade as more people manage fewer and fewer cases. At last the
philosophies and strategies involved in addressing these different questions are
being discussed. Future directions will be influenced in part by units like the
Australian Cranio-Facial Unit but this organisation will itself have to reshape
and adapt to the needs and changes of a world where the funding and delivery of
health care has ceased to be ideological and has become very pragmatic.

B
FIG. 8. Rødiograph of seuere føcial fracture A beþre surgery and B øfter reduction ønd.
plating.

Summary

The developmental history of the Australian Cranio-Facial Unit is traced from
1974 to 1994. The structure of this multi-clisciplinary organization, which inclucles
scientific and teaching arms, is described. Patients come mainlyfrom Australasia
and South-East Asia, and trainees are accepted from Australasia, South-East
Asia, Europe and The Americas. The influence of technical changes is illustrated
with reference to organ imaging and methods of interosseous fixation. Examples
of the developmental changes of treatment protocols are given with particular
reference to the cranios¡mostoses, rare Craniofacial clefts and trauma.
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Cran iomaxi I |ofacial inju ries :

the wider v¡ew
D. J. David T. Brown

lntroduction

This book sets out a system of management for injuries in the craniomaxillofacial
(cMF) region. These often complex injuries have been discussed from the
viewpoint of a specialist multidisciplinary craniofäcial unit, but we have tried to
keep in mind the very different perspective of the general surgeon who must
often deal with cases of severe CMF trauma without the resources of a modern
Level 1 trauma centre. If we have failed to do full justice to the problems of such
surgeons, it is because in our environment the development of long range
communications and air retrieval has been very successful in extending the range
of the trauma centre (p.222). We know from discussions with colleagues working
elsewhere, and especially colleagues in various developing countries, that it is
possible to achieve excellent results in CMF trauma management by methods
that to us seem less than ideal.

The concept of the integrated regional trauma service is now generalry
accepted (p.26), at least as an ideal. A craniofacial unit providing multidisciplinary
treatment for CMF injuries is readily integrated in such a service. If this is done,
three closely related themes demand consideration: the organisational basis of
the cMF trauma unit, its roles in research, and the educational challenges
inherent in the multidisciplinary management of injuries in the CMF region.

Organization

This book has team-work as its central theme. The organisation of craniofacial
teams is based on certain fundamentals. These include:

' the relationship of the team to a wider trauma service designed to provide
Iife-saving emergency care and specialist care for extracranial injuries

' the inflow of suffrcient diagnostic challenges to maintain the skitls needed
in multidisciplinary assessment

' the availability of all of the disciplines necessary to treat the patient in the
short and long term.

The key elements are the clinical team and the clinical focus. The obvious
focus for clinicians, especially surgeons, is clinical action: what can be d.one for
the injured person. Particularly attractive are the operative aspects of
management, and especially those that involve recent technical advances that
can produce even better results for the patient andjob satisfaction for the treating
team. conservative policies are never so appealing; the clinical team should
therefore have members temperamentally inclined to argue for older techniques
or for non-operative management plans when this is appropriate. Improved
imaging methods such as three-dimensional computed tomography (BD cr) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), wide exposure of the craniofacial skeleton,
power saws, titanium mini - and microplates, and microvascular tissue transfer
have been discussed in more or less detail in this book. But for those people and
communities looking to establish a service for the victims of CMF injuries, wider
issues must be considered. How is all this expertise to be made part of a health
care system?
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As this book is being written (L993/4), ne\il and old models of health care
delivery are under review and revision in almost every country in the world.
Devotees ofthe absolutes at both ends ofthe spectrum - the centralised socialist
system at one end and the capitalist free market system at the other - are both
trying to assume the best elements of the other system and moving towards the
centre; most are driven by desire to control cost and increase efficiency.

Developing countries often find it hard to adopt a suitable model, especially
when models evolved in the developed countries are changing so rapidly; we
have seen health authorities adopting a system that has been recently rejected
or greatly modifred by the country in which it was frrst implemented. This can
Iead to much saddening waste of scanty resources: for example, to the purchase
of complex items of equipment for use in an environment where medical and
nursing skills and other support systems do not allow for their effective use.
Another example is the focus by health planners on the repair of injuries from
vehicular accidents in a rapidly motorising society without putting in place proven
preventive measures such as seat belt legislation or effective alcohol control
(p, 89) or providing adequate primary care and transport from the accident site.
These issues are well explored in relation to injuries in outback Ghana by Mock
et al (1993) and in New Delhi by Colohan et al (1989).

Costs of CMF trauma

In presenting experiences that illustrate the complexity of the restoration of
facial integrity after trauma, this book and other similar studies give testimony
to the huge cost in human misery, the cost in loss of function and the subsequent
cost to the community from permanent disability. This is most obvious in judicial
awards that endeavour to cost the lifetime care needed for a child with frontal
lobe damage resulting from a vehicular accident, in which payments may have
to be made on the assumption of permanent dependency for the term of the
child's natural life expectancy: The ongoing cost ofdentofacial restoration after
complex jaw fractures is also well known. Given that a structured community
service is necessary to the delivery of this type of health care, how can it be
provided in a cost-effective manner?

Deployment of serv¡ces for CMF trauma management

The question of population ratio per special unit has always been a vexed one
since Tessier (1971) argued that a craniofacial unit treating complex congenital
deformities should serve approximately 20 million people. At that time, he saw
trauma management as an important but secondary role for such a unit. Munro
(1988) considered the appropriate workload for units treating major craniofacial
trauma as well as trauma in other parts of the body, on the basis of his long
experience in Canada and the USA. He suggested that a regional trauma centre
could handle such cases arising from a population of about 3 million people; the
implication of this may be that such a regional team needs a case load of this
magnitude to be competent and thus, in managing major trauma well, to reduce
the incidence of late traumatic deformities. The concept of centralised
multidiscþlinary craniofacial units for complex cases serving distinct populations
with a guaranteed work load has been endorsed in principlc over and over again
(David 1977, Munro 1975, McCarthy 1976). But while the principle remains
unchanged, and indeed is central to many health care delivery systems, it is
often very hard to achieve. Moreover, a different set of numbers is applicable to
units which provide primary treatment of CMF trauma as well as elective
treatment of congenital and acquired deformities. The number of units and their
interactions should be the subject of constant review. That organisation is
necessary is a truism, but how it should be achieved in a government system is
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more diffrcult

In our community, it can be hypothesised that a metropolitan area of 2
million people should be served by two to four major hospitals with all specialist
disciplines, and that one ofthese should house a superspecialized craniofacial
unit which does the more complex secondary work and takes the lead in teaching
and research. This superspecialized central unit should relate to other major
hospitals; in such relationships, unifying structures are necessary and these may
be:
. Agreed treatment protocols
. Agreed guidelines for transferral of patients between institutions
. Uniflred medical and paramedical appointments
. Joint undergraduate and postgraduate teaching programmes

' Specialist medical and surgical college or board facilitation ofjoint rotating
training programmes and recognition of these programmes rather than
appointments to individual institutions.

Such an ideal is hard enough to achieve in the Australian context, but becomes
even more diffrcult in some emerging communities. Nevertheless, we believe
that this ideal is realisable, at least in part, and we have seen impressive moves
in this direction in many parts of the world.

Rehabilitation and commun¡ty support

Considerations of the clinical management of CMF trauma cannot be separated
from rehabilitation and its organizational basis. Rehabilitation implies long-term
follow-up of patients and measurement of outcomes. The complexity and
diffrculties in rehabilitation of patients with frontal lobe damage, diminished or
absent vision, loss of jaw and tooth function, compromised nasal airway, and
changed appear¿rnce are discussed in Chapter 22.Thatclinical and social systems
are necessary to support the long term rehabilitation and care ofpeople thus
affected may seem obvious, but the diffrculties of meeting these need.s are
enormous, even in countries with well-established social services.

eneveHnox ( Road Traffic Research

Craniofacial Research

ProgrammesGovt
Des gnCal

Cllnical
. Craniornaxillofacial Surgery. Neuroeurgery. Ophlhalmology. Otorhinolaryngology. O€nlal

J1
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REHABILITATION

CLINICAL RESEARCH

FIG. 23.1 A c rgnr,oføci9l unit prouiding multid.isciplinary treatment for crønioma,xillofacial
injuries can deal with treatment, reseørch and teaching and be integrøted into a wíder
regional traurna seru ice.

The person permanently disabled by brain damage has many need.s, and
the social help available varies greatly; even in affluent nations, health and welfare
services may be unable to do much for the victim of traumatic brain injury or
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gïoss disfrgurement. Murphy et al (1990) concluded that, in London, the vast
majority of severely head-injured patients were discharged home to the care of
relatives who were then left to cope alone. Famiþ care is seen by most authorities
as the ideal, but places an often intolerable burden on parents or spouses; family
support groups have been formed in many communities, with variable success.
Institutional state care is expensive and often ofniggardly quality; it is resented
and seems inappropriate except in cases of very severe brain damage. Other
alternatives depend on the structure and resources of the society; community
care by volunteers is being assessed in many countries.

The patient with signifrcant jaw deformity and subsequent reconstruction
may be rehabilitated by surgery, dental prosthetic restoration, and physiotherapy,
only to be plunged into a new state of crisis and need for support with the onset
of old age and loss of bone and teeth. It may then be that the supporting systems
once available in hospital are no longer available. In some developing countries,
patients may undergo sophisticated reconstructive treatment with no prospect
of effective long-term treatment to accommodate for the ageing process or for
changing of dental or facial prostheses: In this setting, consideration must be
given to implementing other forms of primary treatment that do not require the
Iong-term social support that will not be available. In planning a community
trauma service, rehabilitation and social support cannot be overlooked.

Research in CMF Trauma

Research in a trauma unit

The clinical application of knowledge derived from basic and applied research
has been an important factor in the development of CMF surgery to its present
high status. Craniofacial biology, for example, is a rapidly expanding freld of
research covering many topics with direct relevance in the diagnosis, immediate
care and postoperative evaluation of victims of CMF trauma. These include the
longitudinal evaluation of the short - and long - term consequences of trauma
and of its management, the investigation of craniofacial morphology and growth,
the responses of soft and hard tissues to trauma, tissue responses to implant
materials and the quantifìcation of medical images in two and three dimensions.
The physical and social sciences also have much to offer: important frelds for
collaborative research include the design and manufacture of products used in
CMF surgery, the application of computer techriolory to the production of custom
prostheses, the improvement of imaging techniques, the causes and prevention
of CMF trauma and the social aspects of CMF trauma from the personal, family
and community points of view,

Members of a CMF trauma unit should be aware of current research
frndings in the frelds applicable to their work, and able to evaluate them. Ideally,
some members of the unit should be involved in research either independently
or as a partner in a research team, even though the time available for such
activities may be limited. In some instances it may be possible for a CMF unit to
engage personnel whose primary duties are in research, although the costs for
staff and facilities are likely to be high.

The type of research conducted in a CMF trauma unit will be determined
by the backgrounds and expertise of those involved as well as by thc facilities
available. In some, radiology and the computerisation of medical images may
form an important research thrust; this is so in our unit. Other units have been
more involved in implant design, bioengineering or other aspects of the biological
or behavioural sciences. The evaluation and reporting ofsurgical procedures and
their effectiveness should always form a major area of research,

Collaboration
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Trauma units usually have affiliations with institutions outside the parent
hospitals; fi:uitful research collaboration can ofben be established with universities
and other tertiary institutions, other local and national hospitals, government
research organisations, industry and privately endowed research units. With
the ever-increasing cost of research, the trend in funding is towards the successful
and productive research team rather than the individual. Important and well-
argued proposals may attract adequate funding for a clinical unit to employ a
qualifred person to pursue a particular research goal; however, research is highly
dependent on the expertise of the members involved, and in a small unit the loss
of a key research worker may lead to termination of a promising line of enquiry.
Consequently it makes good sense to liaise with the research staff of outside
bodies to establish a true multidisciplinary approach to specific research
challenges. By sharing staffand facilities, this approach is likely to be cost-effective
and benefrcial to all concerned.

Graduate and postdoctoral programmes in medical, surgical or dental
disciplines that include a research component are usually a source of effective
assistance, even though the candidates may have a limited time commitment.
These candidates, who work under the guidance of an experienced supervisor
should be encouraged to present their research progress at regular seminars
attended by all members of the CMF trauma unit.

Research staff

Research workers, whether clinical or laboratory, need to establish, refresh and
maintain contacts with colleagues working in similar or related frelds of interest.
Regular presentation of personal research findings at local, national and
international meetings, where peer comment is available, is an essential
component of good research. From time to time the opportunity to visit or work
in other research units, preferably in foreign countries, will arise; these
opportunities are very re\üarding particularly for the younger researcher. The
spread of international computer communications and the widespread use of
electronic mail services have simplifred the task of maintaining rapid and regular
contact with colleagues located in other institutions. Personal computers operated
with a modem from home are no\¡r' in everyday use by researchers to simplify the
exchange of information and data.

Research in prevention of CMF injury

It is a truism that prevention of injury is more rewarding than trauma treatment.
Road traffic research has generated legislation on fuaffic speed, alcohol
consumption, restraining devices for front seat and rear seat occupants in vehicles,
restraining devices for children, helmets for motor and pedal cyclists and the
development of various forms of motor car design aimed at injury prevention or
mitigation. The enactment of such legislation has been constantly driven by the
results of research coupled with public awareness campaigns, which are necessary
to publicise the enactments and obtain the cooperation of the community.

In Australia and many other countries, such campaigns have been generally
mounted by government-sponsored health promotion agencies, most obviously
in the area of road traffic accidents, for example'belt up'campaigns. In the usA,
grass roots community feeling, exemplifred in bodies such as MADD (Mothers
Against Drunk Driving) has been a dynamic force, and appears to be changing
social patterns in alcohol consumption (Evans 1991). Public education has also
been undertaken in other areas where people may be damaged, for example 'safety
in the home' campaigns, child protection campaigns, and industrial safety
education. Some aspects of these endeavours to prevent injury have been reviewed
in Chapter 3; here, it is sufficient to direct attention to the steady fall in the
numbers and rates of road deaths in the USA, Australia and other developed
countries in recent years (Fig. 3.2).
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The technical research behind these advances in injury prevention is
complex and beyond the expertise of most members of the multidisciplinary team.
Nevertheless, there should be a close relation between clinicians who see trauma
and the research workers and designers who may prevent it. Historically, surgeons
have been among the leaders in accident prevention; in Chapter 1, the
achievements of Hugh Cairns and Elisha Gurdjian (p. 25) were briefly discussed,
and they have had many less well known successors. There has been a constant
trade-off between the marketability of motor vehicles in respect to speed and
design against the ability to make them safe for drivers and pedestrians; this is
part of the tension between the safe and the profrtable. Helmet design is another
area of controversy that involves clinicians, designers and users in a complex
debate that is yet to be resolved (p. 111). It is - or should be - the role of
clinicians to give warning of changes in accident patterns;the rise in CMF injuries
from assault exemplifres this (Levy et aI 1993), and it seems likely that the
sociology of crime will be an area for multidisciplinary research in the near future
(p. e3).

Research and audit in clinical practice

Whatever the framework of practice, the CMF team should feed back to research
workers in the following areas:

1. The measurement of outcomes, both physical and psychological

2. The development of therapeutic techniques

In measuring and evaluatingthe outcomes of treatment, properly conducted
audits are essential. Where possible, controlled trials should be used, though it
is by no means easy to do this in testing new surgical and medical techniques for
the treatment of CMF injury (Miller & Teasdale 1985). For reliable auditing, it is
desirable to have one or more team members with training in research and ready
to call on a statistician for advice on the design ofaudits and trials. Auditing the
results of treatment and awareness of the outcomes have received new significance
in the need for clinicians to respond to governmental demands for specifrc practice
parameters. Throughout the world, health administrators are using case-mix
systems as analytical tools in controlling costs and monitoring quality of care.
The Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG) system, developed in the YaIe School of
Management, has been widely used for these purposes in the USA and elsewhere.
Difficulties have arisen in applying the system in some surgical specialties
(Sanderson et al 1989). The relevance of a case-mix costing system should be
studied in the community in which it is to be applied (McKee & Petticrew 1993),
and clinical audits should be used for this purpose. Habal (1993) points out the
need for craniofacial surgeons to be involved in establishing proper coding systems
in measuring outcomes in the multidisciplinary setting.

It is the area of applied research that has had greatest impact on the
management of CMF trauma. In our own practice, this has been evident in two
frelds: most dramatically in the development of 3D CT, and more slowly in the
evolution of titanium in facial reconstruction.

Herman & Liu (1979) frrst described the display of 3D information derived
from CT scanning, and the method was introduced to us in the context of
craniofacial deformity by David Hemmy in 1980 (Hemmy et al 1983, David et al
1991); it was soon used also in trauma. From this havc comc cxtensions in the
numerical evaluation of deformity and in the production of prostheses by
computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacture (CAD/CAM) reconstruction,
and in other technical advances described in this book.

This interplay between technological advance and clinical exploitation is
also evident in our experience of titanium in CMF surgery. Titanium plates were
used in cranioplasty in 1961 at the recommendation of a local industrialist, but
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the methods of shaping and contouring remained primitive until 19?7 when the
Belfast method of moulding in a high pressure chamber was adopted (Gordon &
Blair 1974). In the 1980s titanium miniplates were made for fracture frxation
(p. 270) and with increasing experience, more complex implants are being
fabricated by casting (p. 55a). These developments are enticing for the surgeon,
who is offered the use of more and more beautifully crafted titanium plates and
screws; there are related implantable devices for securing dentures and other
prostheses both intra - and extraoral, metallurgical triumphs which are now
part of the craniofacial surgeon's armamentarium. Particularly impressive are
the dimensionally accurate castings made from 3D hard models generated by
computer from CT scans.

Basic research offers other possibilities; even transplant surgery may be
just around the corner. Growth factors (p. 121) have great promise in the
promotion ofwound healing; neuroprotective drugs mayhave roles in promoting
recovery after brain injury. But technical advances and therapeutic interventions
frequently proceed well in advance of the creation of organisational systems in
which they are used and before their ethical implications and cost-benefit ratios
have been worked out.

Research and delivery of its benefits

Notwithstanding the exciting achievements that have been made and that will
be made in the not too distant future, the exploitation of the technical possibilities
remains limited by inability to deliver therapeutic applications to the people in
need, and this often expresses deficiencies in organisational structures. With
the best will in the world, institutions and governments still struggle with the
concept of the integrated multidisciplinary delivery of this type of health care.
Moreover, individualistic surgeons are often most reluctant to embrace it, let
alone have it imposed on them.

Funding research and development

Research is intended to make new contributions to the body of scientific
knowledge; development is the application of established knowledge to improve
clinical treatment and to assess its results. Innovative and productive research
in cMF trauma requires adequate funding to cover salaries, equipment, materials,
publications and other costs involved. Unless privately endowed, a research unit
must rely on its parent institution, usually a hospital or university, as well as on
external funding bodies to support its activities.

In most countries, government departments concerned with health,
education or science offer publicly funded research grants for open competition.
Many forms are available: these include project grants for a specifrc research
proposal, large-scale grants to establish and fund research centres, setting-up
grants for young researchers, contract grants for a government-determined.
research priority and training fellowships for graduate and postdoctoral
programmes. Competition for such grants is usually intense.

Privately endowed funding bodies will often be interested in proposals for
research projects in CMF trauma. It is essential for the leaders of a craniofacial
unit or a trauma service to know what sources are available, and how approaches
should be made; even if research is not seen as a major commitment, the need to
develop new technology will often call for more funding than can be met from
normal departmental budgets. It is usually profitable to maintain a list of the
many sources of funds available together with their terms and conditions. The art
of 'grantsmanship'is a skill that the successful researcher must master, and several
texts have been published to assist in reaching this goal (e.g. Margolin LgSB).

Today, in the more affluent countries, trauma research receives financial
support from many sources. These include:
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o National institutions committed specifrcally to support research, such as
the National Institutes of Health and Centres for Disease Control in the
USA and the Medical Research Council in the UK
Military establishments
Health agencies: hospitals and similar institutions committed to patient
care, and government departments concerned with trauma in various ways

Universities and other tertiary educational or professional bodies with
research cornrnitnìents

Commercial frrms - especially the pharmaceutical industry and surgical
instrument manufacturers
Private foundations, trusts and similar endowed bodies.

National research institutions dispose of large sums; applications are
usually assessed by very well qualifred committees, and success in an application
confers prestige that will often generate further funds from less exalted sources.
It has been said that research in trauma management tends to have low priority
in national health planning. In the USA, it was recently stated that the annual
Federal research expenditures relating to traurna câre are approximately 5%., of
those for cancer, heart disease or AIDS (Third National Injury Conference 7992).
In the UK, the Medical Research Council (1991/ 92) allotted to trauma research
in the broadest sense the large sum of f2 077 000, but this represented only
about l.OVo of the annual expenditure of the Council (V. Chandy, personal
communication). In Australia, the analogous body is the National Health and
Medical Research Council (NH&MRC); in 1992 it funded trauma projects and a
trauma research unit with substantial grants. (The epidemiological and
neuropathological research reported in Chapters 3-5 was in part funded by the
NH&MRC and other governmental agencies.) But as in the UK, these grants
represented only about wo of t}:e year's budget.

Nevertheless, there is reason to believe that this attitude towards trauma
research is changing. In the USA, the Centres for Disease Control are playing an
important part in funding research in trauma and related fields, and other US
government agencies are also active. It has to be said, however, that grants from
such bodies are usually made to research workers with good track records, and
laboratory studies tend to be favoured, while projects aimed at developing a nerv
technology ordinarily receive funding only if embodied in a valid research project.
It is never easy to do this, and still less easy to convince the vigilant assessors
that the research is valid.

We have no experience of research funded by the armed forces, but much
excellent trauma research has been funded in this way, especially with respect
to missile injury. The frelds of military interest are necessarily specialized, and
at times may raise ethical issues. Nor have we much experience of research or
development funded by commercial institutions, though again much excellent
research has been done in clinical trials of new pharmaceuticals and similar
collaborative projects. In the development of 3D scanning, our work has benefrted
very substantially from support by Silicon Graphics, General Electric and Toshiba.

Much clinical and laboratory research is done in university departments,
and this is surely appropriate. This is one among many reasons which make it
very desirable that the Level I CMF Trauma Centre should be located in a teaching
hospital and closely affrliated with university medical, dental, engineering and
other faculties. It is unfortunate that, in times of economic recession, university
research budgets are often cut.

Finally, something must be said of the roles of private research foundations.
These may have been endowed to promote research in a particular age group, or
for victims ofspecifrc categories ofdiseases, or to support a particular hospital or
clinic. There are sometimes very specifrc requirements regarding the age of the
applicant, the proposed research and its objectives, and the time frame envisaged.
Trauma research and development will often benefrt when such a foundation

o

a

a

a

o
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develops a relationship with a clinical group: funds may be made available at
relatively short notice, or given for a development project that is not a research
project in the strictest sense. Much of our work has been fostered by two such
bodies, both founded initially by surgeons concerned by the difficulties
encountered in beginning research activities in a new discipline without academic
affrliations. For a successful partnership between foundation and research group,
the leadership of the research team must have skills in public relations, or must
be able to call on such skills; it is also essential for the frnancial basis of the
collaboration to be impeccable and for the activities of the research group to be
monitored by an independent research committee responsible to the foundation,
and through it to the donors. Ifthese requisites can be provided, and ifthe research
work attracts community support, the outcome can be rewarding both to donors
and to research r¡¡orkers.

Training and Qualification
Career structures

It goes without saying that the specialists involved in the management of cMF
trauma should have some special training in the area. Each medical and dental
discipline provides its own specialty training in which training in trauma is
included and upon which further, more specialized training can be superimposed.
But specialised training must have a realizable goal. Individual clinicians must
always have a special interest in their area of work, but this interest can only be
channelled into productive growth ifthere is an appropriate career path and an
employment structure that offers at least adequate remuneration and suffrcient
job satisfaction. The craniofacial unit and the associated units in neurosurgery
and other disciplines should develop such employment structures. Trauma is
not an attractive surgical field, and those committed to it should be offered the
prospect of a satisfying career.

The craniofacial srrrgeon

The craniofacial surgeon has a central role in the cMF team. The term
'craniofacial' now forms part of the description of a surgical service in many
countries, and substance should be given in the description ofthis service and.
the related training programmes. Training for this role has been a controversial
issue since the introduction of the craniofacial concept by Tessier in the late
1960s (Tessier 1971). In France, Tessier and his disciples grew out ofthe tradition
ofgeneral surgery and its speciality ofplastic and reconstructive surgery (p. 26).
There were at that time other models for the new subspecialty that emerged
from Tessier's concept. In Germany there were already maxillofacial surgeons,
trained both in surgery and dentistry, and this development owed. much to the
leadership of Martin Wassmund (1892-1956). In some other European countries,
there were stomatologists, medical specialists with dental training. In the uK,
there were plastic surgeons with no formal training in dentistry who performed.
maxillofacial procedures, and oral surgeons some with only a dental qualifrcation
and some with both dental and medical degrees; from this situation, British
maxillofacial surgery evolved into a complex surgical discipline with a strong
dental background (Poswillo t977).

In the usA, there were plastic surgeons who performed maxillofacial
surgery and have latterly engaged in craniofacial surgery, and there were
maxillofacial surgeons with both dental and medical degrees. Today, us
craniofacial surgery exemplifies these traditions: some craniofacial work is done
from a dental background, other maxillofacial surgeons proceed from a medical
and dental background, and others from a purely surgical background. In all
three, the scope ofpractice is subject to the checks and balances that prevail in
countries with a lively medicolegal arena. Wolfe (1993) has given a historical
view of US experience. Maxillofacial surgery began informally in that country in
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1923, when an American Association of OraI and Plastic Surgeons \Mas formed.
Both dentistry and medicine \Mere recognized in training and in qualifrcation.
Wolfe suggested that training in craniofacial surgery should include special dental
components of instruction, formally organized by dental schools. This view has
long been held by many in Australasia, and would provide an excellent link
between dentistry and medicine, parallel with the current provision of training
in medicine for dentally based oral surgeons. In both approaches, the aim would
be to bring dental and medical specialties closer together.

In the past 20 years, much time and effort has been expended in designing
training courses for craniofacial surgeons and maxillofacial surgeons. These efforts
continue as we write this book. The tendency to train one surgeon to do aII things
has been replaced by training a particular type of surgeon who works within a
team of other people who do other things.

Th'is corrceptual change is very relevant in the organization of CMF traurrra
services. Craniofacial surgery as a plastic surgical discipline arose from the
elective surgery of malformations and secondarily entered further into the freld
of trauma. A similar sequence took place in neurotrauma management:
neurosurgery began with tumours and only secondarily and reluctantly entered
trauma. There has been a different course in oral surgery which entered trauma
very early and has moved on to the correction of dentofacial and craniofacial
aesthetic deformities.

Each discipline has its own traditions, and these have to be taken into
account in the formulation of programmes for craniofacial surgical training by
colleges, certifying boards, and specialist societies. These bodies have to match
their qualifrcations with the problems needing to be solved in an area that has
expanded very rapidly.

There is an outstanding dilemma for the non-medically qualifred oral
surgeon who may be called upon to manage a seriously ill patient and feels that
he is not armed with the necessary medical background to frll this role. In several
leading countries in continental Europe, this dilemma is resolved: both dental
and medical qualifrcations can lead through a general surgical training to a
specialised maxillofacial qualifrcation which may now be extended to encompass
craniofacial surgery, although to our knowledge that specifrc add-on is not yet
formally established. The European Union now recognises maxillofacial surgery
as a distinct surgical specialty (Wolfe 1993). In the British system (now closely
resembling that of other European countries), two of the Royal Colleges have
established fellowships in maxillofacial surgery for surgeons who have a dental
degree; in these, the emphasis is on surgical training and in future both oral and
maxillofacial surgeons will have degrees in medicine and dentistry.

An alternative training in parts of Europe, the UK and the USA is
exemplifred by the medically trained plastic surgeon who trains according to the
guidelines of the International Society of Craniofacial Surgeons as promulgated
in 1981. This career was adopted by most of the founding and subsequent members
ofthis organization - now the International Society ofCraniofacial Surgery.

At the time of writing, a number of propositions concerning the role and
training of craniofacial surgeons are before the American Society of Maxillofacial
Surgeons, the American Society of Craniofacial Surgeons and the International
Society of Craniofacial Surgery.

It is now recommended that in future the craniofacial surgeon should be
broadly competent and should experience an extra 2 years' training in craniofacial
surgery on top of Board certifred plastic surgical or maxillofacial training. These
proposals raise contentious issues. One is the argument that entry into craniofacial
surgery should be only from plastic surgery. Another is the argument that
craniofacial surgery should be separated from maxillofacial surgery in higher
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training, on the basis that it entails transcranial procedures. Yet more contention
exists on the defrnition of an adequate and relevant workload for a training
progïamme.

From these fruitful debates have emerged some agreed views that we see
as crucial to the role of the craniofacial surgeon in a CMF trauma service:
. additional training is necessary for a craniofacial surgeon
. the emphasis in training should be on the team approach

' the craniofacial surgeon should be trained as a potential team leader
. an adequate dental background is essential

' recognition that craniofacial surgery is intrinsically transcranial but with
considerable overlap between craniofacial and maxillofacial surgery

' recognition (Tessier 1971) that trauma is an integral part of the training
regimen for a craniofacial surgeon.

The problem of demarcation has bedevilled the delivery of heatth care since
antiquity, This problem appears to have its origin in the concept of exclusivity.
Throughout the world, there are today massive problems in the management of
cMF trauma. If we accept the principles of team management set out in this
book, then the question of who should be the deliverers and what they should
know can be addressed, and what the deliverers should do and know will
determine who they are. We need to develop some very broad policies that avoid
named disciplines and established institutions. A tentative effort to do this is
now outlined.

The craniofacial surgeon should be able to manage the faciallytraumatized.
patient. He should be able to perform the necessary major surgical procedures
on the craniofacial skeleton, but within a team of skilled peers. He should be
sufhciently knowledgeable and skilled to have the respect of other team members.
He should have a knowledge of the scientifrc method, and also be aware of the
need for quality assurance and quality control (Habal lggg). He should have
suffrcient administrative skills to be able to organize his team. Common in all
this are medical skills, but the superadded expertise necessary to achieve the
stated ends is not necessarily embedded in any traditional discipline, whether
medical or dental. Therefore, the future craniofacial surgeon could enter the
training program from many origins - from maxillofacial surgery, from plastic
and reconstructive surgery, from ear, nose and throat surgery, from
ophthalmolog"y or neurosurgery - always providing that the medical backgrouad
is adequate.

Poswillo's seminal paper on the relationship between oral and plastic
surgery (Poswillo tg77) gave an excellent historical and philosophical analysis
of this complex relationship. He spoke of the dynamism that would produce rápid
change and development and in this he was prophetic: that the specialty of plastic
surgical and the dental specialties have changed their grounds is now a matter
of history. Poswillo quoted Claude Bernard: 'a science that is halted in a system
remains stationary, and is isolated, because systematisation is really scientific
encystment, and every encysted part ofan organism ceases to take part in the
organism's general life.' Poswillo warned against those who might attempt to
prevent development by oversystematization and restriction, rather than to
develop tolerance, intellectual freedom and the skills necessary to work in a team
situation.

Trainee orthodontists and maxillofacial surgeons should also have the
opportunity to work for a period as members of a craniofacial team and follow all
procedures closely from initial examination through the unit's planning meetings
to the operative procedure and the postoperative follow-up.
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Fellowships in sraniofacial snrgery

One popular \Ã¡ay to gain profrciency in craniofacial surgery is a fellowship, an
attachment of an apprenticeship type to a unit which performs an adequate
amount of craniofacial surgery. Recent efforts have been made by the
International Society of Craniofacial Surgery to recognize such fellowships and
it is acknowledged that they should fulfrl certain standards. Fellowships range
from 6 months to 2 years, the most popular being 1 year fellowships. This method
of training may well be a step on the road to the formalisation of training in
craniofacial surgery (see above) but at the moment there is no way to measure
the quality of outcome of the training offered in such programmes. It seems
sensible at this stage:
. to define an entry point, namely that the candidate entering such a

fellowship should have an adequate surgical backgtound, not necessarily
restricted to one discipline

. to accept that the fellowship should be for a suffrcient period (we see one
year as the minimum)

. to ensure that the content of the training should be identifrable and
adequate

. to measure the outcome in terms of some form of assessment and possibly
ultimately by examination.

CMF surgery in undergraduate and postgraduate courses

We believe that some contact with modern craniofacial surgery and trauma
management should be included in the undergraduate curricula of most health
sciences, and especially those of medicine and dentistry. Dental students benefrt
from the experience of watching members of a craniofacial team working together,
particularly if the dentition or jaws are involved and there are disturbances of
dental occlusion and normal oral function. Medical students benefrt from seeing
the work of a very broadly based multidisciplinary team, and especially from
hearing the interplay of patient and clinical counsellor.

Trainee surgeons should be aware ofthe breadth of modern dental materials
and restorative procedures and the scope of maxillofacial surgery, orthodontics
and other specialties of dentistry by secondment for a period to units specialising
these frelds.

A craniofacial unit should be well placed to teach at all levels of the health
care curriculum - at the graduate and postgraduate levels and at the various
levels of scientifrc education through programmes for masters and doctoral study.
A craniofacial unit with international linkages may be able to design education
packages to suit the particular needs of developing communities with respect to
varying aspects of the managing of facial trauma. Those who argue that plastic
surgery should be the only entry point for craniofacial surgery should consider
the diversity of medical structures in the world today. In several developing
countries known to us, craniofacial and maxillofacial trauma are major problems.
In countries struggling (often with admirable success) to provide health services
of all kinds, it could be very damaging if a prestigious national or international
organisation should demand that only plastic surgeons should enter into this
freld of expertise; indeed, craniofacial surgeons working in developed countries
should be given every encouragement to provide training in their discipline that
is appropriate to the needs and wishes of colleagues working in countries where
medico-economic conditions are different. The delivery of health care in relation
to CMF trauma can be very diffrcult in developing countries, where such injuries
are only one in a wide range of demanding priorities. Specialist resources may
be sparse, and training programmes should be structured to produce surgeons
with the skills requisite in the real environment. Under such circumstances, we
believe that entry into craniofacial surgery can well come from various specialties,
given that training is adequate and that the multidisciplinary concept is kept in
mind. Collaboration with colleagues in several neighbouring countries has taught
us that this is not impossible.
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Craniofacial Trauma

Physicíøns of the utmost farne
Were called at once, but when they came
They answered, as they took their fees,
'There is no cure for this diseøse'.

Hilaire Belloc
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2. Craniofacial Trauma

The first paper in this chapter, Exploration of the Orbital Floor

Through a Conjunctival Approach, 19740) concerns the application

of a technique for the surgical approach to the orbital floor, used by

Tessier in congenital cases, to the management of everyday trauma.

It was at the time an unusual thing to do. It is now commonplace

and has been "extended" both physically and in its usage. This

otherwise insignificant paper represents an example of what often

happens in surgery where the use of a technique has focused

attention so that the right questions can be asked about the real

problems of trauma, one of which was cosmetically acceptable

exploration of the orbit.

Trauma was and remains the everyday task for the craniofacial

unit. The second paper in this chapter, published in the Annals of

the Royal college of surgeons of England, New Perspectives in the

Management of Severe craniofacial Deformity,rg}4<z¡ is a "cut down

for publication" version of the author's Hunterian oration given the

year before. Part of the paper details the new perspective that the

craniofacial approach has given to the management of trauma of

the face and skull, namely teamwork, up to date imaging, wide

surgical exposure and primary bone grafting.

computer-Based coding of Fractures in the craniofacial

Region, 1989(3) presents the need to provide an objective coding

system for craniofacial fractures as a baseline for future clinical

research and outcome measurement.

The next group of papers in this Chapter, Oblique Craniofacial

Fractures in Children, 1990{a); Fractures of the Anterior Cranial

Fossa - the Craniofacial Approach, 1990(5); Fractures of the

Forehead and Anterior cranial Base, 1990(6); Associated Injuries in

Facial Fractures: Review of 839 Patients, 1993(7) and Sports Related

I
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Facial Fractures - a Review of 137 Patients, 1-993(8) represent

examples of clinical reporting, auditing and research.

The next two papers The Relationship Between Fracture

Severity and Complication Rate in Miniplate Osteosynthesis of

Mandibular Fractures, 1994(e) and Comparative Study of Miniplates

used in the Treatment of Mandibular Fractures, 1996(10) propound

the author's view that the unit should have a role in the development

and testing of new technology. The value of the computer based

coding system when undertaking such studies is underlined.

Papers 11- 18 are Chapters from Craniomaxillofacial Trauma,

David DJ & Simpson DA, Churchill Livingstone, 1995. This work

was produced in its entirety by members of the ACFU and advances

their up to date views on the subject.

The Chapters included are those to which the author had a

signifrcant input. They concern historical perspectives; functional

anatomy; pathology of injury and repair; emergency management;

defrnitive management, principles, priorities and basic techniques ;

facial fractures; massive tissue loss; and deformities.
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Exploration of the Orbital Floor
Through a Conjunctival Approach

David John Davidl
Royal Adelaide Hospital, South Australia

An approach made through the conjunctiva provides an excellent exposure of the
orbital rim and floor. Fourteen occasions on which exploration was performed
through this incision are reported. The method is described, and is diagrammatically
illustrated in Figure 1.

Acute a\Mareness of the sequelae of orbital floor damage has resulted in a greater
number of explorations and reconstructions of this region. The orbital floor is
involved in almost every fracture of the zygomatic complex, but in the majority
of cases the periorbital periosteum remains intact, and the orbital contents do
not herniate into the antrum. The pure "blow-out" fracture occurs when the
orbital contents are driven through the thin floor without disruption of the orbital
rim. When entrapment of orbital contents is suspected in either pattern of injury,
it is necessary to explore the orbital floor.

The usual approach is through an infraorbital incision. The exact site can
be varied and may be under the eyelashes, in a convenient natural skin line of
the lower lid, or at the junction of cheek and eyelid skin. The latter tends to
produce lower lid oedema (Hopkins, 1971). Usually these scars are satisfactory,
but occasionally they are quite obvious (Figure 2,left).

Clinical Material

In this study the cases of 14 patients are presented in whom the exploration was
performed through a conjunctival incision (Tessier, lgza). They presented with
facial fractures at the Royal Adelaide Hospital between March and July, 197s.
Six patients \ilere explored for suspected entrapment associated with an isolated
fractured malar bone. silastic sheet was inserted in one of them, and lower
border interosseous wiring was performed in two. Four patients were explored
for pure "blowout" fractures, and silastic sheet was inserted in each case. In the
remaining four patients, the disrupted zygomatic complex was associated with a
Le Fort II fracture of the middle third of the face. Three of them were
reconstructed with the use of lower-border interosseous wiring to reconstitute
the rim and Silastic sheet to cover the disrupted orbital floor and support the
orbital contents. In one case Silastic sheet only was required.

Exploration of Orbital Floor

Technique

The lower eyelid is drawn out with two skin hooks and the conjunctiva incised
two to three millimetres below the tarsal plate (see Figure 2). A stay suture is
placed in the distal edge which, when retracted, will expose the plane of dissection

rSenior Registrar in Plastic Suge¡y
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FIG. l.Sagittal section showing the
perconjunctiud,l o.pproach to the orbital floor

as well as protect the cornea. This plane is developed with a pair of curved iris
scissors between the orbital septum and the orbicularis muscle. As the orbital
rim is approached, a malleable retractor can be used to support the orbital
contents. TWo small curved retractors replace the skin hooks to hold the lid.
The whole lower orbital rim is exposed, and the periosteum is incised on the
maxillary surface, not on the crest of the margin, thus preventing fat herniation
into the wound. In ten patients so explored, there had been disruption of the
rim, and orbital fat was encountered. The periosteum of the orbital floor is easily
raised with the flat end of a Howarth elevator. Excellent exposure of the orbital
floor is obtained, and it is easy to insert sheet Silastic or to reconstruct the
orbital margin by fine wiring (Figure 2, centre). This latter procedure is facilitated
by the use of a contra angle dental drill. Closure ofthe \ilound is unnecessary,
but can be achieved with a few frne catgut sutures in the conjunctival layer only.

Discussion

Tessier described this approach to the orbital floor and maxilla for late corrections
of traumatic defects and congenital malformations. It has proven very satisfactory
for the more commonplace situation of exploration and reconstruction of the
orbital floor following recent trauma. Fine wiring of a disrupted infraorbital rim
has not proven difficult, and the insertion of sheet Silastic beneath the floor
periosteum is a simple matter.

,tóù

FIG. 2. (teft) a prominent scar following a lower eyelid incision; (centre) skiagram of
Patient No. 3 showing a lower border interosseous wíre; (right) Patient No. 4, showing the

â

I
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TABLE 1

Serial
Number

Pattern
ofFracture

Tþeatment Complication
of Incision

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

72

13

t4

Middle third and
zygoma

Middle third and
zygomà

Zygomatíc complex

Zygomatic complex

Pure "blow-out"

Zygomatic complex

Pure "blow-out"
Zygomatíc complex
Zygomatic complex
Middle third and
zygoma

Zygomatic complex

Pure "blow-out"
Pure "blow-out"
Middle third and
zygoma

Silastic sheet

Silastic sheet and
interosseous wire
Interosseous wire
Exploration only
Silastic sheet

Interosseous wire
Silastic sheet
Silastic sheet
Exploration only
Silastic sheet and
interosseous wire
Exploration only
Silastic sheet

Silastic sheet

Silastic sheet and
interosseous wire

Lower lid
entropion
Nil

Nit
Nil
Lower lid
entropion
NiI
Chemosis

Nit
NiI
Nil

NiI
Nil
Chemosis

Nil

After operation there is usually very little chemosis or lid swelling.
However, in two cases of "blow-out" fracture, lower conjunctival chemosis was
me severe and took several days to settle. In two other patients there was
slight entropion of the lower lid due to inaccurate suturing of the maxillary
periosteum and the orbital septum. In both cases this improved spontaneously.
The technique of protecting the cornea with the distal conjunctival flap prevented
any corneal abrasion.

Conclusion

The approach to the orbital floor through the lower fornix of the conjunctival sac
provides excellent access for inspection and reconstruction. The absence of a
visible scar is an additional advantage (Figure 2, right).
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Summary

It is postulated that craniosynostosis is due to a growth abnormality in all or part of
the cranial capsule. Release of the stenosed part in the first months of life will re-
establish the balance between the rapidly growing brain and eye, and the cranial
capsule. three periods for operative treatment are described: early, intermediate
and late. only in the early period can operative treatment restore normal growth
dynamics; in the late period the aim is correction of an established deformity.

The relationship between cranial clefts and frontonasal encephaloceles is explored.
If the space-occupying encephalocele is renoved early, the distorted facial bones
adopt a more normal position, whereas cranial clefts do not respond to early operation
by remoulding.

The treatment of the acquired deformities of acute cranio-facial trauma have taken
on neu' perspectives with the application of the multi-disciplinary approach and
surgical techniques developed in the treatment of congenital deformities resulting
in considerable reduction in the period ofhospitalisation.

lntroduction

'Monstrosities contribute to rectify our opinions... From u)rong construction of
parts arises unnøtural øction, which by studying we n'tøy d,iscouer the nøturql
øction.' John Hunter (Ð.

John Hunter introduced a scientifrc attitude towards surgery that has produced
a more logical pattern of approach. However, his capacity to advance thé practice
of surgery was distinctly limited by the inadequacies of the techniques of his day
(the tools of surgery changed very little from Roman times until the mid-l9th
century). Hunter's ideas of inductive and deductive thought have been combined
with modern technology to the utmost effect in solving the problems of severe
cranio-facial deformity. The most significant advance in this area \ryas taken by
Paul Tessier(2) in 1967 when he developed a two-stage combined cranio-facial
approach to the orbito-cranio complex. It is this approach which has allowed
cranio-facial surgery to develop to the sophisticated multi-disciplinary level
practised in a number of units around the world today.

Such a unit has been functioning in South Australia since 1975. Centred
at the Adelaide children's Hospital and also operating at the Royal Adelaide
Hospital, this Unit incorporates stafffrom several major hospitals and institutions
in South Australia and since 1977 the Unit has established a liaison with New
zealand, Hong Kong, Malaysia, singapore, Papua-New Guinea and Fiji. Tessier

* Based on o, Hunterian Lecture giuen at Royal college of Surgeons on May 26th lggT
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indicated that a unit should serve about 30 000 000 people. Munro extrapolated
this concept to 7 units in North America. The size of the area will vary with the
skills ofthe general plastic surgeons. As cranio-facial techniques pass into general

use, fewer cases will need to be referred to a cranio-facial unit, but the need for
such units will remain to deal with the extreme deformity, or the failure of
conventional treatment. Since 1975 the South Australian Cranio-Facial Unit has

been referred 496 patients; 301 operations were performed, 104 of which were

transcranial and 197 subcranial. The aim of this paper is to present new
approaches in the management of three categories of severe cranio-facial
deformity:

1. Thecranioslmostoses.

Z. Fronto-ethmoidal meningoencephaloceles and their relationship to cranio-
facial clefts ofthe fronto-nasal region'

.3. Acr-rtecranio-facialinjuries.

Management of the craniosynostoses

Craniosynostosis is premature fusion of the cranial sutures and is frequently
associated with skull deformity. Rudolph Virchow(3) noted the relationship in
1852 and explained that premature fusion of many of the sutures could reduce
the cranial capacity, the concept of cranio-stenosis, or narrowing of the skull.

Virchow noted that premature fusion of one suture results in cessation of
growth in the direction perpendicular to that suture, and the compensatory over-
growth across other sutures results in various cranial deformities.

As clinical interest in malformation of the skull intensifred, it became

evident that some of the more severe cases of craniosynostosis were associated

with other birth defects as seen in Crouzon, Apert and Carpenter Syndromes,
etc. In many cases there were serious associated facial malformations. Surgery
designed to decompress the brain could not and did not improve these and new
techniques were needed together with a new surgical philosophy. In contrast to
Virchow's purely mechanical theory, Moss(a) has argued that premature sutural
fusion is secondary to more fundamental dysplasia of the skull base. In his view,
synostosis is a symptom not a cause of deformity.

This view is not wholly acceptable, For surgeons, the most compelling
evidence ofthe role ofthe sutures is the response to adequate resection offused
sutures. The re-appearance of a previously obliterated suture after resection
surely suggests that regional cranial growth has been released by operation
allowing the brain to expand in a more normal way. It seems logical therefore to
give some role to the fused sutures in the production of skull deformity'

It appears likely that the individual deformities associated with
craniosynostosis represent dyscephalies due to distorted growth of the entire
cerebral capsule; including cranial base, vault, pericranium and dura as well as

bone. The hypothesis thus expressed that cranios¡mostosis is a regional failure
of skeletal growth affecting a number of tissues is little more than a descriptive
hypothesis. It still does not shed any more real light on the fundamental cause

except in the minority of cases that are genetically determined.

When craniosynostosis is extreme there may be restriction of growth of
the cerebral capsule producing raised cranial pressure and threatening vision
and intellectual capacity. This situation is described as craniostenosis.

In the same way one can speak of orbitostenosis. The orbits are the
incomplete bony capsule of the expanding eyeball and orbital sutural synostosis
has been described. The orbital cavitybecomes shallow and wide and the eyeball

is extruded forwards.
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Delaire et aL@ in 1963 used the analogous term 'faciostenosis' to describe
the midface hypoplasia of crouzon sSmdrome. It is uncertain whether the
maxillary hypoplasia of Crouzon or Apert syndromes represents an intrinsic local
growth failure associated with premature sutural fusion or whether it is secondary
to a primary dysplasia of the skull base acting both on the growth of the vault
and the facial skeleton.

In summary, premature sutural fusion is seen as an important local
manifestation of an underlying defect in the growth of the skull. This defect may
be regional as in the simple calvarial deformities, or it may be generalised.
Examples of the generalised disorders of skull growth are seen in the metabolic
cranios¡mostoses and in the more severe t¡pes of complex cranio-facial deformity.

Thus far, the concepl, is in accordance with Moss' argument that
craniosynostosis is not a primary disease process. There is evidence that
premature calvarial sutural fusion has very real signifrcance in the dynamics of
abnormal craniocerebral growth. It results in a relatively unyielding cerebral
capsule which fails to respond normally to the forces exerted by the expanding
brain. There is now experimental(.) as well as surgical evidence to support the
classical concept of the role of the sutures in determining to some extent the
nature and severity of the deformity of the skull vault. So a concept of regional
skeletal growth failure emerges. It is tempting to take it a little further when
one reviews X-ray evidence that suggests that regional growth failure in the
vault seems to be exerting upward tension on the developing orbito-frontal region,
perhaps through dural tension lines. This would be a reversal of Moss'concept of
the base distorting the calvarium by dural attachment. It is not yet possible to
say whether premature fusion of the facial sutures has similar autonomous
influence in determining the character of facial deformities; even if future research
shows that this is not so, we believe that the deformities also represent the outcome
of regional skeletal growth.

The principles of treatment are therefore based on a knowledge of the
pathological process.

The surgical relevance of maturity varies in different types of
craniosSmostosis and this can be relevant in choosing the time to operate. We
have therefore found it important to consider treatment in three somewhat
arbitrary epochs, as described by David, Poswillo and Simpson{z).

1. The early stage - the frrst 12 months of life.

2. The intermediate stage - up to 9 years.

3. The late stage - 10 years or more.

The Early Stage

Operation may be performed:

(a) for the release ofexisting pathology, eg exorbitism or raised intracranial
pressure, or

(b) prevention or minimising of future cranial and./or facial deformity.

Analysis of the more complex sSmostoses have led to some ne\il perspectives.

Frontal pløgiocephaly, where the deformity results from a fusion of one
coronal suture and its basal extensions, or, in the more severe hemicranial
plagiocephaly, from premature fusion of coronal, squamosal and lambdoid sutures.

The operation of linear craniectomy has been superseded by a modifrcation
ofa logical and very elegant operation devised in Toronto(8). This represents an
application of Tessier's original concept of fronto-orbital advancement (Fig. la
and b). The procedure can be used as a bilateral fronto-orbital advancement in
cases of turricepha$e).
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a b
FIG. 1. Infønt with frontal pla.giocephaly associated with unilateral coronal synostosis,
a. before and b, after unilatera.l a.duancement of the fronto-orbitøl complex and frontøl
bone.

In these forms of cranios5mostosis the facial component of the deformity is
considered secondary, yet where the primary defect is left uncorrected the
secondary facial problems may be severe. The effects of early craniectolny on
reducing secondary facial deformity are encouraging but as yet unsubstantiated.

Cranio-facial syndromes Decompressive operations for craniostenosis are
frequently necessary. The frrst stage is a coronal craniectomy and fronto-orbital
advancement with subtemporal craniectomy. The second stage, 2-3 weeks later,
consists of parasagittal and lambdoid craniectomies. These operations have
relieved the raised intra-cranial pressure well.

The Intermediate Stage

Operations at this stage are performed for

(a) threats to function, the most common of which are the effects of extrusion
ofthe globes and./or recurrent raised intracranial pressure,

(b) psycho-socialdistress.

Considering this period between 1 and 9 years separately is justifred
because the child is now too old to reap the prophylactic benefrts of early
treatment, yet too young to achieve a defrnitive cosmetic and functional result. A
range of procedures is performed during this time, intermediate in the total
treatment plan. In the younger child a fronto-orbital advancement may be
suffrcient, whereas in the older child the more radical operation of fronto-orbital
advancement and anterior maxillary shift may be indicated.

The Late Stage

These are invariably for psycho-social and cosmetic indications but have associated
functional advantages.

(a) Correction ofexorbitism resultingfrom orbito-stenosis.

(b) Release of the upper airway constriction resulting from faciostenosis.

(c) Improvedocclusion.

In this period the surgical options are more complex. It is now possible to
move parts of the cranial and facial skeleton in three dimensions in order to
correct all deformities associated with cranios¡rnostosis. In simple plagiocephaly,
fronto-orbital advancement of one or both sides may be adequate. Frontal
depression and as5rmmetry of the mid and lower face may be corrected by adding
facial osteotomies to the fronto-orbital advancement. The osteotomies of the
midfacial skeleton are conveniently categorised in terms of Le Fort's classifications
offacial fractures, Le Fort I, II and III. Alt three sections enter the region ofthe
pterygomaxillary frssure, where the maxilla and palatine bone must be detached
from the pterygoid process. Of course the osteotomy lines do not exactly duplicate
Le Fort's fractures, but the comparison gives a useful shorthand identification of
these complex mid-facial procedures. The following procedures have been used
in the late stage.
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a

(a) sub-cranial Le Fort III osteotomy and facial advancement, done when the
anatomy of the cranial base is relatively normal and no calvarial
reconstruction is needed.

(b) Transcranial Le Fort III osteotomy and facial advancement when the
anatomy of the cranial base is such that the temporal lobes or the contents
of the cribriform fossae are at risk during osteotomy. The procedure may
be combined with a fronto-orbital advancement (Fig. 2a and b). combined
facial osteotomies may be appropriate , egLe Fort III and Le Fort I sections.
In cases with exophthalmos a¡rd naso-maxillary retrusion but normal dental
occlusion the upper maxillary complex can be advanced independently of
the palate and dentition. This is termed Le Fort III minus Le Fort I section.
Le Fort III and I sections can be combined when the upper jaw has to be
moved independently of the orbito-nasal complex and it is expected that
correction by onlay bone grafts would be unsatisfactory. when there is
hypertelorism as well as maxillary hypoplasia, Le Fort III and Le Fort I
sections can be combined with transcranial paramedian naso-ethmoidal
resections and orbital shifts.

(c) Transcranial orbital translocations are now standard procedures for the
correction of hypertelorism and orbital dystopia. They may be combined
with frontal reshaping. They have been performed for the hypertelorism
of Cohen syndrome and severe frontal plagiocephaly (Fig. 3a and b).

From the study of the 'unnatural action' produced by the deformity has
emerged an hypothesis on which is based a rational approach to surgery.

b
FIG. 2. Chinese girl with Crouzon syndrorne, a. beþre andb. øfter transcranial Le Fort
III osteotorny and' facial ød,uancem.ent combined. with fronto-orbital ød,uancetnent.

Relationships between fronto-ethmoidal
men¡ngoencephaloceles and cranio-facial clefts

Many attempts have been made to classify clefts of the cranio-facial region.
Tessier has made an anatomical classifrcation which describes clefts arranged
around the orbit, numbered 0 to 14. 'This attempt at classifrcation of clefts does
not prevent a more sophisticated or detailed explanation, but rather it provides
an immediate reference to the exact location and character of what is being
describedllo).
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Mazzoll a(11) has produced a morphological classifrcation of m alform ations
to the fronto-nasal area based on embryological studies. Mazzollauses the term
'fronto-nasal dysraphia' to include median clefts of nose, possibly equivalent to
Tessier's clefts 0, 14 and 1, 13. Fronto-nasal dysraphia also includes cysts and
fistulae of the fronto-nasal region. He includes fronto-ethmoidal
meningoencephaloceles in the median cleft nose group. Difficulties with
classifi.cation of defects in this area provide a challenge to the use of the Hunterian
techniques of observation, induction ofprinciples, and the use of these principles
in the further management of problems.

a

FIG. 3. Boy with craniofrontonøsøI dysplasia (Cohen II syndrome) and resultønt
hypertelorism a. before ønd b. after trønscranial orbital trønslocøtions and nasal
reconstruction.'

Case material

Seventeen cases of fronto-ethmoidal meningoencephalocele were compared with
13 cases of midline facial clefts of the median and paramedian cleft nose variety.
Cephalocele appears to be the appropriate generic name for a congenital
herniation of brain through a skull defect; the alternative name is
craniumbifidum, in the attractive but unproven assumption that these conditions
are the cephalic equivalent of spina bifida. The contents of the herniae are usuaþ
meningoencephaloceles which can be classified in four main groups:

(i) Occipital

(ii) Parietal.

(iii) Basal.

(iv) Sincipital.

The cincipital group have been further classifred by Suwanwela(l2) basing his
classification on that of Von Meyer{rs) into fronto-ethmoidal
meningoencephaloceles :

(i) Naso-frontal

(ü) Naso-ethmoidal.

a
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(iii) Naso-orbital.
Interfrontal encephaloceles.
Cranio-facial clefts.

The description'fronto-ethmoidal'is most appropriate because it describes the
site of the cranial end of the defect which is always through the position of the
foramen caecum at the junction of the frontal (membranous) and ethmoidal
(cartilaginous) bones. The crista galli is at the posterior margin of the defect.

Morphology

Cranial End of the Bony Defect

The exit hole from the anterior fossa was always at the junction of the frontal
bone and the ethmoidal bone at the site of the foramen caecum (Fig. a). Behind
this, that is at the posterior margin ofthe cra¡rial defect, was the cribriform plate
with the crista galli at its anterior end. The cribriform plate was tilted downwards,
deepening the central portion ofthe anterior cranial fossa. The anterior end of
the cribriform plate lies much lower than the posterior end; the cribriform plate
thus forms an angle of 45-50 degrees with the horizontal. The defect varied in
size and shape; all naso-frontal defects were round and central; all naso-orbital
defects were bilobed (2 patients from this group were previously operated and
one side of the exit holes had been obliterated by metal mesh); 2 of the naso-
ethmoidal t54re were bilobed, in 1 case the defect was lozenge shaped and. central
and the remainder were round.

FIG. 4. Three-ditnensionøl _com-puter reconstruction of ø CAT scan of a child with fronto-ethmoidal rneningoencephølocele. Th¿ rotøtionøl uiew ihows thc anterior a.nd middte fossae
from aboue, with the exit hole ofthe meningoencephølocele øt the junction of the frontøt
bone and ethmoidal bone.

The Facial End of the Bony Defect
Naso-frontal T}¡Le defect lies at the junction of the frontal and nasal bones with
the nasal bones attached to its inferior margin. The defect varies in shape (Fig.
5a and b).

Na'so-ethrnoidal T}¡.e facial defects lie between the nasal bones and the
nasal cartilages. The nasal bones are deformed, often broadened with crimped
margins. The fronto-nasal angle is obliterated, producing the appearance of an
overhanging ledge (Fie. 6a and b).
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b

a

FIG. 6. a. Aboriginal infønt with naso-frontøl uariety of frontoethrnoidal
meningoencephalocele. The facial defect lies at the junction of frontøl and nasal bones,

with the ndsal bones attached to the inferior nxctrgin. b. Three-dimensional reconstruction
of CAT scan

FIG. 6. a. Malaysian boy with naso-ethmoidal uariety of frontoethmoidal
rneningoencephalocele. The facial defect lies between the nasal bones and nasal cartilages,
with erosíon of the anterior mdrgins of the medial orbital walls. b. Three-dimensional
reconstruction of CAT scan.

If the facial defect is confined to the nasal pJnamid it is small and oval, and
the medial walls of the orbit are not involved; if, however, the
meningoencephalocele is larger and the facial defect extends more laterally, then
the anterior margins of the medial orbital walls are eroded and become crescent
shaped.

Naso-orbitøl type presents on the face through defects in the medial orbital
walls situated in the frontal process of the maxilla and the lacrimal bones (Fig.

7a, b and c). The bony tract is long and shaped like an inverted Y. The inverted
'Y may be symmetrical. The meningoencephalocele comes through a frontal
process of the maxilla onto the face leaving the nasal bone intact anteriorly and
the lacrimal bone and lateral plate of the ethmoid intact posteriorly. However,
during its passage through the substance of the ethmoid the lateral plate is pushed
laterally forming a bony tunnel by the extruded cranial contents. the orbital soft
tissue mass may extend over the medial orbital rim onto the face producing a

groove or flattening of the inferior orbital margin medially.

b
a
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General Features of the Bony Facial Skeleton
In all cases the face appears to be longer than normal. The pyriform aperture
with nasal cartilages is compressed from above and displaced inferiorly. There is
telecanthus. This is usually not severe compared with clefts, and is of the Tessier
second degree variety, with normal lateral canthal distance. Six patients had
malocclusions which may be related to the deformity in that the vertical plate of
the ethmoid bone being attached to a tilted cribriform plate is itself retrodisplaced
and this may result in some maxillary hypoplasia. The naso-ethmoidal type of
encephalocele has a direct effect on the nasal septal cartilage pushing it
downwards and backwards, It is as though the encephalocele has blown out onto
the face through the weakened junction of the frontal and ethmoidal bones and
displaced the otherwise normal orbits and nasal capsule widening the orbits and
lengthening the face.

In contrast to clefts which have a defrciency of tissue at their margins, the
defects of the fronto-ethmoidal meningoencephaloceles are like tunnels or'blow-
holes', and they are lined by normal tissues.

b

a

c

FrG. 7. a. Malaysia.n wotlan with naso-orbítal uariety of frontoethm.oid,al
mnningoencephølocele. The encephølocele presents on the face throigh difects in the anteríor
tnedial orbitøl wøIls. The nasal bone is intact ønteriorly. b, c. ihree-d,imensional
reconstruction of cAT scan. Endotrøcheal tube in place for anaesthetic.

Soft Tissue

Pathological constituents of the encephalocele vary. No patients had extension
of the ventricular system into the defect. Some patients had a small amount of
normal-looking brain in the neck of the encephalocele but usually the tissue
looked atrophic. Nine patients had previous surgery, 7 had intercranial operations
only and 2had intracranial and facial operations.

Those cases where the neck of the encephalocele has been divided at
previous surgery did not show signifrcant spontaneous atrophy of the facial
extension suggested by Naim-Ur-Rahman(1a). This tissue appears to remain in
enough bulk to produce the signifrcant distortion ofthe face.
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Soft tissue mass of the meningoencephalocele may extend into the orbits
and fuse with the peri-orbitum, but may flow over the infra-orbital rim which
becomes indented and depressed and onto the face to be associated with abnormal
skin which is discoloured and may be scarred from previous ulceration and
healing. The skin is often thickened anrl crusty.

Ocular Problems

Four patients had decreased visual acuity, 3 patients had squints, 8 presented
with lacrimal drainage disfunction and 3 with a degree of orbital dystopia' Fig. 8

shows the increased intercanthal distance, increased interpupillary distance and
relatively normal lateral canthal distance in these patients.

Neurological Pþoblems

Three patients had a degree ofmental retardation, 5 had hydrocephalus and 2

had epilepsy.

The interfrontal type of sincipital meningoencephalocele referred to by
Suwanwela has not been seen by us. However, such a case is presented and
described in Tessier's article on facial cleftsrro. It appears from the description to
be indeed a midline facial cleft where the interfrontal meningoencephalocele is
secondary to the clefting which continues down the midline of the nose into the
maxilla and has produced a short, wide face with severe hypertelorism.

Median clefts of the nose (Têssier 0,14 and 1,13)

Thirteen such cases have been studied including 2 cases of syncephalic twin. In
all of these cases the facial height is decreased, the interpupillary distance,
intercanthal distance and lateral canthal distance is much increased compared
with the fronto-ethmoidal meningoencephalocele. There is a defrciency of both
bone and soft tissue adjacent to the clefts and the degree of hypertelorism is
greater than with the fronto-ethmoidal meningoencephaloceles.

Thesis

Fronto-ethmoidal meningoencephaloceles are fundamentally different in origin
from the midline clefts. The deformity is related to the space-occupying extruded
brain and is not intrinsic to the bones. Early complete surgery should allow the
developing brain and eyes to mould the skeleton. The forces generated by the
nasal airway, speech and mastication will remodel the facial deformity. The
midline clefts of the nose have a primary defrciency of tissue. The abnormality is
intrinsic to the tissues themselves and early surgery will not be expected to reduce

the frnal deformity.

Treatment

All operations were performed by the cranio-facial approach through a bicoronal
scalp flap. Sub-periosteal dissection of the orbits was performed. Where indicated
the skin over the midline soft tissue deformity was excised. Lower facial
osteotomies were performed before the bifrontal craniotomy. The neck of the
meningoencephalocele was isolated by a combined intradural and extradural
approach. Brain was inspected and as much as possible was conserved. The neck

of the encephalocele was transected and the dural defect repaired. The remaining
orbital cuts were then made. The medial orbital walls are often defective in the
naso-ethmoidal type and the angle of the cribriform plate is so steep that the
translocated orbits come to overlay the cribriform plate. Canthopexies and nasal
bone grafts are performed as necessary.
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A

a

B
FIG. 8. Naso-frontal uøriety of fronto-ethtnoid.al naeningoencephalocele (a) beþre ønd. (b)
after transcranial translocation ofboth orbits, and nasal reconstruction.

Eleven patients had both orbits moved (Fig. 8a and b). TVo patients had
one orbit moved and 4 patients had medial orbital wall osteotomies plus
canthopexies, this being the operation of choice in the first year of life (Fig. 9a
and b).

b

FIG. 9. Naso-frontal uariety of fronto-ethmoida.l meningoencephalocele a. before andb.
øfter transcraniøl reduction of encephalocele and rnàdiøI orbitøI wøIl osteotomies,
canthopexies and nasal reconstruction.

Discussion

The logical classification of sincipital encephaloceles has been suggested,
establishing a relationship between clefts of the nose and h¡rpertelorism and
short faces and frontoethmoidal meningoencephaloceles with its three sub-groups.
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It has been previously suggested that sincipital meningoencephaloceles are one

of the neuïal tube defects to be considered with anencephaly and
myelomeningocele as a varying expression of a single developmental aberration.

Howe;ver, the sincipital meningoencephaloceles of the frontoethmoidal type
pose some diffrculties to this interpretation. They do not have the circumstantial
supporting evidence ofsibling affectation present in the other neural tube defects.
They also show quite a different geographical distribution affecting people in
Malaysia, Thailand, Burma, Pakistan and Southern Russia but being rare in
Europe and North America.

Thus in their epidemiology the sincipital frontal-ethmoidal
meningoencephaloceles show remarkable peculiarities and in the present state
of knowledge it seems unwise to lump them in with other neural tube defects. It
may indeed express some unknown environmental agents, perhaps dietetic.

There are obvious functional differences between the
meningoencephaloceles and the clefts; mere division of the neck of the
encephalocele is not enough to wither the distal extent of the extruded tissue
and prevent distortion ofthe developing facial skeleton. Cranio-facial surgery is
recommended with removal of the extruded brain and the appropriate osteotomies
and bone graft in the frrst 3 months of life if possible.

Cran io-fac¡al f ractu res

Hunter stated that 'the principles of our ørt q,re not less necessøry to be understood
thøn the principles of other sciences...'. The principles established from studies
of some congenital deformities have been effectively applied in the treatment of
severe cranio-facial trauma. I wish to trace the evolution of the techniques of
treøtment in the South Australian CranioFacial Unit and outline the current
management.

Material

Forty cases with severe cranio-facial fractures are analysed spanning the period
of change from one approach to the other. Seventeen patients had CSF rhinorrhoea
and were treated conservatively, that is, by reduction and treatment of facial
component of the fracture only.

In each of these cases the csF rhinorrhoea ceased postoperatively. The
second group of23 patients required both a neurosurgical procedure and a plastic
surgical procedure.

Classification

In addition to the Le Fort classifrcation which deals with the middle third of the
face, we have come to consider the pattern of the cranial component of the fractures
AS:

Trans-frontal
Trans-orbital
Trans-basal: trans-ethmoidal

trans-sphenoidal

Traditional Tleatment

In the early 1970s the treatment of such fractures in our Institution represented
a compromise between two extreme views. At one end of the spectrum was a

neurosurgical viewr't that patients with persistent CSF rhinorrhoea due to a
fracture of the cranial base retained a high risk of meningitis even if the leak
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ceased spontaneously. At the other end of the spectrum was the plastic surgical
view that if CSF rhinorrhoea stopped with reduction of the fäcial f'racture the
risk of meningitis was negligible.

The situation existed where neurosurgeons whose experience was largely
derived from cranial fractures which extended into the base of the skull rarely
took the pattern ofthe facial fracture into account. The plastic surgeons rarely
considered the problems of brain, dura and scalp.

Phase of Developing Co-operation

Initial co-ordination of disciplines was brought about by a joint assessment of
the patient and radiographs in the first week after injury. conventional
tomography was initially used to determine the pattern of the naso-ethmoidal
component of the fracture. our neurosurgical colleagues were principally
interested in whether the fracture could be seen crossing the floor of the anterior
cranial fossa. It soon became clear that the tomograms shed more light on all
components of the fracture. With an atmosphere of co-operation and the
information provided by the tomography an individual plan ior treatment of a
particular patient would be made. During these years of inter-disciplinary
treatment, the correction of the facial skeleton was usually performed first, unless
urgent neurosurgery v/as necessary. The neurosurgical correction was then left
for a number of weeks and done as a second individual procedure.

Modern Techniques
rffith increased infl.uence of the cranio-Facial unit, the early combined
neurosurgical and plastic surgical approach was developed. Of29 cases requiring
both neurosurgical and plastic surgical intervention, 10 have been treated by á
single cranio-facial operation between the frrst and sixteenth day post-accident.
In cases treated before 1979 separate plastic and neurosurgical opèrations were
performed from 1 to 14 weeks apart.

b

FIG. 10. a. Møn with extensiue crønio-faciøl fractures on presentøtion øfter accid,ent. b.
After recouery from combined, neurosurgicøI and cranio-fa-ciør primøry repair.

a
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J

The indications for combined early treatment became clear.

(i) Cranio-facial fractures with intra-cranial air or intracranial blood requiring
urgent neurosurgical intervention.

(ii) X-ray evid.ence of signifrcant disruption of the frontal bone, orbital roofs or
base of skull.

The conventional tomography of the 1970s has been supplanted by CAT scanning

with varying d.egrees of sophisticated reconstruction. At the present time we are

able to produce three-dimensional reconstruction of considerable detail'

Techniques

A bicoronal scalp flap is turned down to expose the superior orbital margin. The

frontal ,ygo uii" anã naso-ethmoid regions are dissected. Neurosurgical repair
ofthe durá through a frontal craniotorny takes precedence followed by reduction

altl fixatio¡ of a1l fractures. Fine wiring of thc fronto-orbital components is

necessary and is often combined with external fixation. The latter has to be placed

above the craniotomy.

Because such surgery exposes the dura and CSF spaces to the nasal airway,
particular care is taken about sepsis. Preoperative and postoperative antibiotic
cover is used.

There have been no serious postoperative complications in any of these

patients since the implementation of the combined surgical approach. Uncorrected

ãranio-facial fractures produce hideous deformities. The early combined cranio-

facial approach has bãen proved an effective way to restore these people to

normaHìy (Fig. 10a and b). The outstanding result from this approach is that the
period ofhospitalisation is reduced by íOVo.

Conclusion

The study of abnormal growth pattern in cranios¡rnostosis syndromes during the
post-natál period has led to a working hypothesis of the pathogenesis of the
àeformity. This has led in turn to a rational approach to the timing of surgery.

The concept of a fundamental difference in the genesis of the deformity
associated with fronto-ethmoidal meningoencephaloceles and cranio-facial clefts

determine the timing and type of surgery'

From such studies a system of managementhas been effectively applied to
the early treatment of patients with cranio-facial fractures.

From the study of the'wrong construction of parts'acquired cranio-facial
deformity can be managed more effectively.

It is to John Hunter that we are indebted for applying the inductive system

of observation and experiment to the study of disease, producing general principles

which we are then able to apply to solve further problems, allowing us to reach

out and extend our surgical care into the future.

I Annats of the Royal CoIIege of Surgeons of England (1984) vol 66
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Gomputer-based coding of
fractures in the craniofacial regton
R. D. Cooter and D. J. David
The South Australian Crønio-Facial unit, North Adelaid,e, South Australiø

Summary

A systematic approach to the coding of fractures in the craniofacial region is
presented. An alpha-numeric code is fornulated fronr an alpha component depicting
the anatomical region of interest and a number which reflects the degree of
disruption.

The complex shapes of the bones forming the craniofacial skeleton have made
the classifrcation of fractures diffìcult. As a consequence, many attempts at
fracture classifrcation have been restricted to one bone or a small region of
anatomy. However, the intimate association of each bone with its neighbours,
and their intricate connections at serpiginous sutures, provides a structuràl design
susceptible to multiple bone fracturing with a single impact. Such multiplicity of
bony derangement often taxes the versatility of existing fracture classifications,
many of which employ eponymous nomenclature and may be subject to
misinterpretation.

In view ofthe above, the objectives ofthe present study were:
(i) to develop a fracture coding system which was simple, reproducible and

meaningful to both clinicians and other personnel who require craniofacial
fracture data suitable for computer analysis;

(ii) to devise a numerical scoring system to document the overall degree of
craniofacial bony disruption in any patient.

An alpha-numeric system is presented which offers a method of coding all
bony elements of the craniofacial skeleton. In this system the craniofacial re!-ion
is considered as 10 bilateral møjor anatomical zones, each composed of 

" 
,"ri",

of minor zones and an alphabetic code has been assigned to each zone. The
numerical component of the coding system is used to indicate the degree offracture
in each minor zone, where the number 1 represents an undisplaced fracture,
through to a number 3 which describes fracture with comminution. The numerical
score of disruption in each rnajor zone is the sum of that region's ipsilateral
minor zone scores (to a maximum numerical value of 5).

In this way, the alpha-numeric coding system offers a method of describing
not only the fracture location but also the severity of the traumatised area anã
its relationship to unaffected bones. Furthermore, the major zones contribute to
an overall numerical score of craniofacial bony disruption.

Alpha map

In this system the craniofacial region was divided into 10 bilateral major
anatomical zones. To facilitate documentation, an "alpha map,'of the craniofacial
skeleton was produced and each of these 10 major zones \À/as assigned a simple
alpha code derived from the bone in that region:

Cranial zones Frontal F
Parietal P

Sphenoidal S

Temporal T
Occipital OC

- 
British Journal of Plaetic Surgery(1989), 42, L7-26
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Facial zones

Sagittal suture
(between each Parietal)

Squamosal suture
(between Parietal and Temporal)

Lambdoid suture
(between Parietal and Occipital)

Naso-ethmoidal

-5rgomatic
Orbital
Maxillary
Mandibular

TABLE TA

Alpha coding of cranial bones

NE
z
o
I\,D(

MD

J

With due consideration for the fracture patterns within each major zone,
further anatomical subdivisions were delineated. Each subdivision, or minol zone,
v/as represented by an expanded alpha code (Tables 1A and 1 B) which, in the
majority of minor zones, was simply an extension of the code assigned to the
parent major zone. These subdivisions also included the commonly diastased
bony junctions. For example, the zygomatic major zone Z was considered to
have four subdivisions of relevance to fracturing. These four minor zones were:
the zygomatic arch ZA, t},Le zygomatic body ZB, the zygomatico-frontal suture
17,i ^^À +L^ -,.-^*^+.:^^ *^.,.ill^--, -,,r,,-^ 7.lifìZu.L, 4LLV úttç LJÉWruqur!U-¡lr4^r114rJ ÞqVqrç z.rv!\.

In order to maintain uniformity of the anatomical alpha coding system,
calvarial sutures were coded according to their adjacent bones:

Coronal suture
(between Frontal and Parietal) F:P

P:P

P:T

P:OC

Major
zolJe

Major
code

Minor
zone

Minor
code

Frontal F

Parietal P

Sphenoidal S

Temporal T

Occipital

calvarial

frontal sinus anterior

frontal sinus posterior

anterior fossa

cribriform plate

coronal suture

calvarial

sagittal suture

squamosal suture

lambdoid suture

Iesser wing

greater wing

sph-frontal sature

basal

sph-occ synchond.

calvarial

basal

petrous

calvarial

basal

OC

FC

FSA

FSP

FA
FCP

F:P

PC

P:P

P:T

P:OC

SL

SG

S:F

SB

S:OC

TC

TB

TP

occ
OCB

British Journal ofPlastic Surgery (I989), 42, L1-26
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TABLE 1B

AIphø coding of føciøI bones

Major
zofte

Major
code

Minor
zot)e

Minor
code

Naso-ethmoidal NE

Zygomatic Z

Orbital

nasal bone

naso-fontal suture

maxill. frontal process

ant ethmoid
post. ethmoid

arch

body

zyg.-frontal suture
zyg.-maxill. Suture

medial wall
lateral wall
floor

inferior rim
superior rim
ant.wall
buttress

palate

dento-alveolar

pterygoid

condyle

coronoid process

ramus

angle

body

symphyseal

dento-alveolar

O roof OR

N

N:F

NMX

EA

EP

z^
ZB

Z:F

Z:MX

OM

OL

OF

OI

OS

MXA

MXB

MXP

MXD

MXT

MDC

MDP

MDR

MDA

MDB

MDS

MDD

Maxillary ùD(

Mandibular MD

Numerical coding

A numerical score of bony disruption was used to code the fracture severity, or
the degree of sutural diastasis, in each minor zone according to the following
gradation:

, 0=nofracture
1 = undisplaced fracture
2 = obviously displaced fracture
3 = comminuted and,/or compound fracture

For each major zotte a numerical score was derived from the sum of the
minor zone scores (to a maximum value of 5). For example, fracturing of the left
zygoma which included undisplaced fractures of the zygomatic arch and the body
of zygoma together with obvious displacement at tlne zygomatico-frontal and
zygomatico-maxillary sutures would be coded as follows:

Minor zone scores:
zygomatic arch ZA 1

zygomatic body ZB 1

zygomatico-frontal suture Z:F 2
zygomatico-maxillary suture Z:Nß, 2
Major zone score: Z score = 5

Thus, although the summation of this zygoma'sminor zone scores is actually
6, a maximum limit of 5 has been assigned to each major zone: this facilitates the
calculation of an overall numerical score of bony disruption (uide infrø).

_ British Journal of Plastic Surgery (1989), 42, 77 -26I @1989 The Trustees of B¡itish Aesociation of Plastic Surgeons
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Coding forms

TWo coding forms were developed which graphically illustrate the component
zones of the cranio-facial alpha map and also provide diagrams onto which the
fracture pattern can be drawn (Fig. 14, B). To complete each form the encoder
allocates the numerical coding of fracture severity (from 0-3) to each minor zone.
The scores for the major zone (from 0 to 5) can then be readily calculated.

Alternatively, the provision exists for a more rapid coding process in which
an experienced observer can allocate a numerical score directly to a major zone
(from 0-5).

Craniofacial disrupt¡on score

The sum of the 20 major zone scores therefore provides an overall score which
can be directly expressed as a percentage. This is referred to as the Craniofacial
Disruption Score (CDS) (Fig. 2).

Discussion

In the past, numerous methods for the grading and classification of facial fractures
have been described. Although each of these methods has its particular merits,
there is no universally accepted single system (Langdon and Rapidis, 1982;
Beaumont et al., L985). Even the time-honoured Le Fort (1901) levels of midfacial
fracture have attracted criticism from clinicians who have observed manyfracture
patterns at variance with those originally described (Wassmund ,1927 ; Merville,
1974; Manson et al., 1980; Matras and Kuderna, 1980). Furthermore, many
fracture patterns have been associated with eponymous labels which offer little
inherent meaning to people seeking objective fracture data. Such nomenclature
may be confusing unless one has a thorough understanding of all s5rnonyms; for
example, each Le Fort fracture level may be equated with alternatives: Le Fort 1

fracture = Guerin fracture; Le Fort ll fracture ='Wassmund ll fracture; Le Fort
111 fracture ='Wassmund IV fracture.

Many existing fracture classifications do not provide any indication of
fracture severity. Also the closely packed bony anatomy in some regions of the
craniofacial skeleton has led to indistinct boundary defrnition for some fracture
categories; this is exemplifred by the naso-ethmoid region (Stranc and Robertson,
1979), trauma in which has generated several variants of terminology such as a
"fracture of the ethmoids" (Dawson and Fordyce, 1953), "naso-orbital fracture"
(Converse and Smith, 1963), "fracture of the naso-ethmoid" (Stranc, 1970), "naso-
ethmoid-orbital fracture" (Luce, 1984; Gruss, 1985) and "naso-frontal-ethmoidal
complex fractures" (Williamson et aI., 798L).

The establishment of multidisciplinary craniofacial units with a large
volume of trauma patients has expanded the general understanding of fractures
in anatomical regions which were previously managed by separate surgical units
(Jones et ø1.,1977). Recent years have also witnessed the introduction of high-
resolution CT scanning which provides accurate delineation of fractures in the
craniofacial region (Cooper et aI., 1983; Gentry et aL, 1983a, b). Also the facility
for generating three-dimensional image reconstructions from CT data has further
broadened our knowledge of disrupted craniofacial form (Hemmy et al., L983)'

Such improved methods of diagnostic imaging and the wide surgical exposure
currently employed for fracture repair have both provided a clearer insight into
the variability and extent of traumatic craniofacial disruption,

British Journal of Plastic Surgery ( 1989), 42, 17 -26
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CRANIAL FRACTURE CODING

q

;
.ú

Su¡nams:

tlR No:

Flrst l{ame!

Dâte of Birthr...._..

l|ard1.....,...,,.....,,

^êt! 
ol ogy

RTA T'l doresticTì
soort ñ f¡ll ñ
aisaultl unknown I
irdusl,. LJ

llinor Zons codinq
fieni¡Fon-?-oÌÌã.d-l lnes bel 0H, the degree
of dlsruption ln e¡ch mlnor zone)
0.nol
I = undlsplåced I
2 = obvlousìy dlsplåced I
3 . comìnuted +/or conpound ,

ilðJor Zone Scor¡ (in boxes)

enter !n boxes beloH, thê sum
of nlnor codes; for any süñ

>5, enter thê nünber 5.

Consul tant ¡

Entored by;

Date:

Source

cìlnlcaì Tl
r¡d i¿loovl-j
operat I ó'n fJ
¡utopsy Ll

Sexr

lÞDrnd.ges
hèìftt

c

FSP

FR()IÍTAL
cöl vari al
frontaì sinus ant
frontal sinus post
anterlor fossa
crìbriform plate
coron¡l suture

F SCoRE ... . .. ..

PARIETAT
caì va¡l al
saglttäì suture
squamosal suture
'lambdoid suture

P SCoRE ... , ...,

SPHEiIOID
lesser wlng
greater wing
sph-frontaì suture
basal
sph-occ synchond

s scoRE .......

TEilPORAL
cal vari aì
basal
petrous

T scotE

trn

TT

L

FSA

FC

F5A

FSP

FA

tcP
t:P

PC

P:P
P:T
P:0C

rtl

nLlP:OC P:T PC S:F SG

FC

F:P FA

st
SG

S:F
s8
S:0C

c

TC

T8
TP

llCC¡PITAL
câl vari al
basal

0c sc0RE

Cranial#Score' 
-50

(sum of the l0 nôjor zone scores -
í n boxes )

Fäci al Íracture Present:

y.'! no!

0cc
0cB

SL

SB

S:OC

P:P

OC

o B

A
FIG. 1. A,. Cranial andB. Faciøl fracture cod,ing form*

LI
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€;
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.a

Surnane: .,

UR llo¡.. ...

Consuìtant:

Entered by!

Datel

FACIAL FRACTURE CODING

Fl¡st l{rrs: ,.. .

Date of Blrth!

llird! ,,. .....
lsÈlolory

llinor Zon. Codlno
TõiÏãiîñ-lõTtõil-t I nes
of dls¡uptlon ln e¡ch nlnor zonel

beìow, the d¿gree

0-nol

Soutce
cllnlr¡l T'l RTÀ T'l dom€silcT'ìr¡dioìogyE sport ñ fal l-loperåtionLl ¡ssôultE uûknoh f]å0¡opsy [_J lndust. [ ¡

l. undlspl¿cedll
2. obvlouslJ dlspl
!. cmlnuted +/or

âced ,
(ompuond ,

llôlor Zons Sco¡a lin boxesl
åntor ln bote! bslow, the sun
of nlno¡ codGs; for ¡ny sün

>5, årter the nuñb6¡ 5.

l{Ás0-ËIHI0t0^L
nasaì boneOS

OR

naso-front¡l sut
naso-nax'l I l
ant, ethnold
post. ethmol d

ltE sc0RE ... .. . .

OL zY60t{Âltc
¡rch
body

râhus
angle
body

ZA
ZB

J zyg-frontal
Zyg-nÀxi I I

sut, Z: F

sut. Z:tlx

z 6G0nE trT
ORB¡TAt
superlor 11ñ
roof
med. nalì'l¡t. yaìl
floor
lnferlor rin

0 scoRE .. ... t][
IIüTILATY
¡nt. ual ì
buttress
pal ete
dento-a'l veol ar
pterygoid

tx scoRE......

HÀt{0r8uL^R
condyì e llDC
coronold process ¡lDP

tit0R

I,IDA
Lt0ß

symphyseal t4DS
dento-al veol ar llDo

ÍoscoRr. tr I
FâclðlrScorsr 

-50
(sum of the l0 n¡jor zone sco¡es
ln boxes)

Cr¡n1¡'l Frâcture Present:
y".I no!

ZA ZB Z'.F ZiMX N NMX EA EP

MOC

R

MXT MDS MDD MDB MDA

MXB MXPMXD

FIG. 1. A. Craníal andB. Facial fracture coding forms.

0s
OR

0tl
OL
OF

OI

r{xA
I'tx8
üxP
ñx0
¡rxT Itr

B
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R

CNAXIAL

Cr¡nial disruption " f-Tl+fT-l -l-TlË

FÀC¡IL

Facial disruptjon . [-Tl*l-Tl .l-fl"

cRAil¡oFAcIÀL orsnupTtol scoRE = f-Tlf * I-T1,, [nX
FIG. 2. - The Cranio-føcial
Dísruption Score is the sum of the
20 major zone scores.

From the above it was evident that the need existed for a system of fracture
coding which could incorporate both cranial and facial regions because fractures
may traverse both of these territories. An additional requirement for the
documentation of fractures was a method of clearly identifying the stable bony
elements to which flail segments could be secured. Furthermore, it seemed
prudent to produce a coding method with inherent value to surgeons, radiologists
and other clinicians involved in the interdisciplinary approach to fraciure
management, as well as being of benefit to research personnel who may require
objective data about injury to the craniofacial region.

with this in mind, the alpha-numeric fracture coding system was d.eveloped
in order to provide an accurate appraisal ofthe degree ofbony disruption. ihe
alpha-numeric system is considered to be complementary to somó existing
classifications. The Le Fort system, for example, is now accepted for the description
of some osteotomy patterns and this will reinforce its continued use for uàrbøl
communicøtionrcIating to fractures. However, the alpha-numeric coding system
offers a succinct, but comprehensive, method of objective fractured,ocum,ãniation.
In addition, the alphanumeric system requires that all bones be coded, thus
ensuring that an observer makes a critical assessment of the total craniofacial
skeleton. In this way, alpha-numeric coding provides an evaluation of both
fracture location and fracture severity.

The anatomical zones included in this coding system were selected to
provide a comprehensive representation of the craniofacial region with due regard
for the common sites of fracture or diastasis. A few minor zones are r"p"esetrted
twice; in particular, the orbital roof (OR) is contained within the anterior cranial
fossa portion of the frontal bone (FA), the orbit's medial wall (oM) is formed by
the anterior and posterior ethmoid air cells (EA, EP), and the orbit's lateral wail
(OL) is duplicated within the body of zygoma (ZB) and the zygomatico-frontal
suture (Z:F). Such overlap is deliberate as it provides an appropriate "weighting',
to the bones forming the orbit as well as acting as an in-built double determinant
of an encoder's consistency.

The naso-ethmoid zone includes the anterior and posterior ethmoid air
cells, which have been labelled EA and EP respectively; such labelling is at
variance with other minor zone codes which all incorporate their major zone's
alphabetic label. This is to allow for isolated ethmoidal fracture, as in a medial
orbital wall "blow-out" in the absence of nasal bone fracturing. The pterygoid
plates, although actually part of the spheroid bone, are included with the maxilla,

F

P

s

T

0c

tiE

z

0

l0(

tÐ
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as M(T, because they are most commonly fractured with maxillary trauma.
Similarly, the frontal process of the maxilla is often fractured by impacts to the
nasal region and it is therefore coded as NI!D( in the nasoethmoidal zone. Also
the cribriform plate of the ethmoid which lies between the two orbital plates of
the frontal bone has been included in the frontal zone.

Components of the skull base have been included in the four major zones:
F, S, T and OC. The frontal zone contains the floor of the anterior cranial fossa,
FA, on each side with the cribriform plate, FCP, intervening. The spheroidal
zone contributes to the skull base with its lesser wing of spheroid, SL, and the
basal portion of the greaterwing, SB. As the junction of the spheroid and occipital
bones, the spheno-occipital s5mchrondrosis is represented as S:OC. In the floor
of the middle cranial fossa, in addition to SB, are two portions of the temporal
bone including the basal squama, TB, and the petrous part, TP. The occipital
region, OC, has been considered as the two minor zones OCC and OCB which
represent the calvarial squamous and the basilar parts respectively. OCB is that
part of the occipital bone which extends forwards and upwards from the foramen
magnum.

An example is presented to highlight the diffrculty of fracture description
with existing classifrcations. Although the alpha-numeric coding system is equally
suited to the coding offractures ofisolated bones, a case ofcomplex fracturing
was chosen to demonstrate this coding system's versatility:

FIG. 3. Three-dimensional CT reconstructions of a patient who sustain¿d multiple fractures
of the crøniofaciøI region in a car crash.

Case report

The left front seat passenger in a car that collided with a heavy vehicle sustained
multiple fractures of the craniofacial region (Fig. 3).

Cranium

A fracture extended from the posterior aspect ofthe right parietal bone to the
right supra-orbital rim. The squamosal and spheno-frontal sutures were diastased
and the anterior cranial fossa was traversed by an obviously displaced fracture
which radiated into the right lesser wing of spheroid.

Existing classifrcation systems may label the anterior component of this
cranial fracture:

xEscher Types III and IV
*Fain Type Vl
*Tvete Type 4

Face

Comminution of the entire naso-ethmoid region was associated with craniofacial
disjunction on the right with marked inferior displacement of the right zygoma

British Journal of Plastic Surgery (1989),42, l7-26
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and a pJrramidal-type extension on the left. There rvas a high horizontal fracture
across the maxilla at the mid-level of the piriform aperture. An undisplaced
mandibular symphyseal fracture extended downwards from an avulsed lower
right incisor.

Existing fracture classifrcations may yield a series of diagnoses for these
facial fractures:

*Le Fort I
*Hemi Le Fort II on left
*Hemi Le Fort III on right (strictly speaking, Le Fort described

only bilateral fractures).
*Wassmund type IV
*Gruss naso-ethmoid-orbital t¡rye B, plus type 4b on right side
*Stranc and Robertson plane B nasal injury
*Knight and North group V type zygomatic fracture on right side

The alpha-numeric coding of this patient's fractures is illustrated in Figure
4. The simple addition of the Cranial # Score (= 11/50) and the Facial # Score (=
38/50) produces this patient's Craniofacial Disruption Score of 4gVo. From the
individual major zone numerical scores it can be readily appreciated that the
principal contributing zones to this high level ofcraniofacial disruption include:
NE, 0, and M( (Fig. 5).

It is intended that the alpha-numeric coding of craniofacial bony disruption
will contribute to existing methods of trauma assessment by providing simple
and reproducible numerical data which are suitable for computer analysis.

Conclusion

The alpha-numeric coding technique is simple and provides objective data for
both clinicians and research personnel and also offers an overall craniofacial
disruption score (CDS) which is expressed as a percentage.
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Oblique Craniofacial
Fractures in Children
Mark H. Moore, F.R.A.C.S.*
David J, David,4.C., F.R.A.C.S.T
Rodney D. Cooter, M.8., B.S.+
N or th Ad,eI a id.e, Au str alia

The protected childhood environment and the anatomy ofthe craniofacial skeleton
largely protect children from experiencing facial fractures. However, when major
trauma to the head and face is sustained, an oblique pattern offractures has been
observed, distinct from those common in adults and explicable in terms of the
anatomic differences between the child's and the adult's head and face. This
difference in pattern of facial fracturing is relevant in terms of the examination,
investigation and treatment ofthe primary injury, and prevention ofany subsequent
facial growth disturbances.

Key words: Pediatric fractures, facial injuries, facial growth, cranial fractures

Children account for less than 10 percent ofthe total number offacial fractures.
1'3'7 The protected childhood environment and specific anatomic features of the
pediatric craniofacial skeleton combine to minimise the potential for such trauma
in a child.

Although there are recognised anatomic mechanical differences between
the child and the adult face and consequently, in the pattern offacial fractures,
most authors do not take these into account. They treat both children and adults
in the same \May, thus not making the necessary alterations to fixation techniques
in order to prevent disturbances offacial growth.

We present a series of severe pediatric craniofacial injuries that manifested
patterns offracturing at variance to those observed in adults. It is the objective
of this review to examine the potential contributors to the patterns of facial
fracturing observed in children in an endeavour to provide a more rational basis
for their management.

METHOD

During the 3 year period of May 1985 to April 19gg, 10 children between 2 and.
12 years of age were treated for severe craniofacial fracturing in the South
Australian Craniofacial Unit at the Adelaide Children's Hospital. Children who
sustain severe fractures, involving more than one facial bone, routinely und.ergo
computerised tomographic (CT) examination of the craniofacial skeleton, with
the generation of three dimensional reformats, as part of their preoperative
assessment. In children under the age of Z years and those who are cerebrally
irritated, the CT scan is performed under general anaesthesia. The preoperativl
clinical and radiographic examinations and the subsequent op"ruiiu" findings
were documented with a computer-based fracture coding system.2 This numerical
coding system summates individual subregions of injury to produce a facial
disruption index out of 50.

*Senior Registrar; tHead ofUnil; tRegistrar; The South Australian Craniofacial Unit, Adelaicle Children's Hospital, North Adelaide,
South Aust¡alia
Reprint requests: Mark H. Moore, F R.A.C.S , The South Australian Craniofacial Unit, Adelaicle Children,s Hospital, Z2 King
William Road, North Adelaide, South Australia 5006
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TABLE 1

Pediøtric Crønioføciøl Frøctures 1985' 1988

Case Age Mechanism Facial Fracture Pattern
Fracture Score(yrs)

7

29

2

2

I

2 MVA

CRUSH

MVA

MVA

MVA

Fall

MVA

MVA

MVA

33

34

35

56

967

I8

I

30

27

18

34

30

3172

10 t2 MVA 37

MVA = Motor vehicle accident
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RESULTS
I

The patterns ofcraniofacial fracturing in our patient gïoup are
in Table 1.

Almost all of these pediatric craniofacial injuries were sustained in high
velocity accidents, frequently involving the projection of the child from the confines
of a motor vehicle. One child died from her extensive craniofacial and primary
intracerebral injuries.

An obliquity of these fractures was consistently observed. Typically the
fracture extended obliquely across the frontal bone, with a radiation to a variable
extent into the posterior calvarium (Fig. 1). Inferior extcnsions of the frontal
fracture involved an irregular disruption of the orbital roof and walls, often with
extensions back to the orbital apex and greater and lesser wings of sphenoid
(Fig.2).

FIG. 1. Extensiue lineør frontøl
fracture with superior ertension
toward the coronal suture and
temporoparietal region, and inferior
rødiation onto the mid,face (see Table
7, Case 6)

FIG. 2. Top, Cross disruption of all
the bony margins of the Ieft orbit with
a linear extension a,cross the roof of
the right orbit. Bottom, View of the
anterior craniøI fossa demonstrating
the disruption to the roof of both
orbits (see Table 1, Case 3).

I The Journal of Craniofacial Surgery, Volume l, Number 1, January 1990
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J

FIG. 3. Compound conznlinuted
oblique fracturing pd,ttern from
suprøorbitdl mørgins aboue,
conuerging on the ndso.l cauitY
and radiating below into the
right midface (see Table 7, Case
8).

FIG. 4. Inferior tilting ønd
díslocation of the midface
associøted with oblique
craniofacial fracturing (see

Table 1, Case 9).

The facial component ofthese fractures also displayed an obliquity across
the orbit, orbital floor, medial orbital wall, and midface, with an infrequent
extension to the mandible (Fig. 3).

Grossly comminuted fractures traversing the paranasal and medial orbital
regions produced tilting of the midface and orbital floor, with an inferior prolapse
or orbital contents, which led to enophthalmos and vertical orbital dystopia (Fig.

4). Itwas uncommon for the pattern of midfacial fracturing to follow the classical
descriptions of Le Fort.a

Discussion

Due to the infrequent nature of pediatric facial fractures the assessment,
documentation and treatment of such injuries has evolved in a relatively
undisciplined manner. Consequently, despite the fact that the distinction between
the pediatric and adult facial skeleton is well recorded and the alterations in
surgical intervention are appropriately understood, approaches to fracture
treatment in children continue to assume adult-like patterns of facial
fracturing.l'3,7

The close clinical, radiologic, and operative examination of the severely
traumatised pediatric craniofacial skeleton has demonstrated a consistent pattern
of oblique fracturing that traverses the frontal bone, orbit, and midline nasal
structures with radiation to the contralateral midface, but with relative sparing
of the mandible. The application of CT scanning techniques including three-
dimensional reformats, has allowed more detailed preoperative fracture
delineation in the traumatised child, where both clinical and standard radiologic
examination are often notoriously diffrcult. The improved radiology, combined

I The Journal of Craniofacial Surgery, Volume 1, Number 1, January 1990
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with a wide opèrative exposure, makes a more complete anatomic restitution
possible thereby minimising the potential for persistent or late fäcial deformity,
in particular orbital dystopia and midfacial hypoplasia.s

It is postulated that the primary determinant of this pattern of facial
fracturing is the anatomy of the pediatric face.rRelative to the face, the cranium
is more prominent and exposed to direct injury in the child. Thus, the involvement
ofthe frontal bone by linear and depressed fractures is not unexpected.

A child's facial skeleton has relatively more cancellous and less cortical
bone than an adult's and is less mineralised. This, in combination with less
paranasal sinus pneumatisation, mixed dentition, and unerupted teeth, makes
the midface more elastic, stable, and thus resistant to fracturing. More
particularly, the structural pillars or buttresses that determine the classical
patterns of adult midfacial fracturing (eg., disjunction of the midface in a
horizontal plane) have not yet fully developed in the child.6 Furthermore, the
maxilla is not weakened by the extensive pneumatisation seen in the adult.

This may explain why the observed pattern of midfacial fractures in this
pediatric group radiated in an oblique fashion from the supraorbital rim above,
through the soft tissue frlled orbit, to the relatively weakened nasomaxillary
region and hence into the bony pyriform margin of the nose - the primary airfilled
structure in the pediatric midface. Variable extension into the adjacent maxilla,
and further into the mandible, occurred in those cases in which the impact force
was quite severe.

Documenting the pattern and extent of these severe craniofacial fractures
provides a basis for their accurate and complete primary anatomic restitution
and frxation with the minimisation of late facial growth disturbance.s

In adult midfacial fractures stabilisation techniques are directed toward
the reestablishment of the vertically orientated pillars or buttresses. By contrast
the oblique pattern of pediatric midfacial fracturing, in concert with the
prominence of the developing dentition, demands another level of finesse in the
approach to the mechanics of internal frxation. The disruption caused by these
fractures almost uniformly requires open reduction and internal frxation. The
disruption caused by these fractures almost uniformly requires open reduction
and internal frxation, the positioning and orientation of this being tailored to
both the need to preserve the unerupted permanent dentition and the obliquely
dislocated craniofacial skeleton.

I The Journal of Craniofacial Surgery, Volume 1, Number 1, January 1990
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Fractures of the Anterior Cranial
Fossa:
The Craniofacial Approach
D.A. Simpson, DJ. David and P.L. Reilly
NH&MRC Road, Accid.ent Research (Jnit, (Jniuersity of Ad,eløid,e ønd,
AustrøIian Crønioføcial Unit, Adelaide, Australiø

During the years 19õ4-1988, the neurosurgical staff of the Royal Adelaide ancl
Adelaide Children's Hospitals treated 238 cases ofanterior fossa fractures involving
the accessory need sinuses. complications included cerebrospinal fluid (csF)
rhinorrhoea (47.õvo), aerocele (26.2vo),meningitis (].ï.lvo) andbrain abscess(2.5vo).
strategies ofmanagement changed over this period from an initial policy ofroutine
subfrontal exploration in all suspected cerebrospinal fluid frstula, to a selective policy
of exploration in cases of prolonged leakage, fractures with bony separation, or
intracranial infection. This selective policy demands precise radiographic
examination ofthe skull base. There were associated fractures ofthe facial skeleton
in 89 patients (37.AVo)' Initially these facial fractures were treated separately; during
the last 12yearc, the development of craniofacial surgery has permitted combined
one stage repairs, usually carried out electively as soon as the cerebral swelling has
subsided.

These patients often have serious long-term disabilities, and may need
interdisciplinary rehabilitation.

KEY lvoRDs: skull fractures-facial injuries-brain injuries-meningitis-brain
ab sces s----cerebrospinal rhinonhea

Road crashes often injure the forehead and face. In head-on car crashes, the
impacting object is often the steering wheel, dashboard, windscreen, or roof pillar.

Motor cyclists may run head-on or face-on into a vehicle or some other
rigid structure, and their helmets may not save them. Both in civil and military
conflicts, and in suicidal attempts, the face and forehead may be the target of ä
bullet, and industrial accidents may also throw solid objects into the face.

central frontal impacts may shatter the strong frontal bone, and may also
buckle and fracture the much thinner bones of the ánterior cranial fossa in the
midline (Fig. 1)' Off-centre frontal impacts may have similar effects on the side
of impact, buckling the orbital roof and sending fracture lines radiating across
the anterior fossa. When the impact point is lower, on the nose or cheek bones,
the facial skeleton may suffer, and a Le Fort type II or III fracture may absorb
much of the impact energy, but there can nevertheless be involvement of the
anterior fossa in the ethmoid region (Fig. 2). Gunshots, whether suicidal, criminal,
or accidental, may disrupt the anterior cranial fossa in ways that are quite
unpredictable (Fig. 3).

These injuries may have serious consequences. Damage to the frontal lobes
may be lethal, or may cause permanent psychiatric disabilities. Damage to the
optic nerve in the optic foramen, or to the globe of the eye, may cause blindness.
Damage to the olfactory bulb or tract may cause anosmia. Damage to the carotid
artery within the cavernous sinus may result in a carotid cavernous fistula, which
causes proptosis and a bruit, and may lead to blindness. Finally, fractures of the

I Asian J SurC 13 (1):23-31
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a

anterior cranial fossa may tear the dura mater and open a communication into
the frontal, ethmoid or spheroid air sinuses, or into the nasopharJmx. These
internally compound fractures may establish a cranionasal frstula. The most
obvious signs of such a frstula are the escape of CSF from the nose, or the entry
of air into the cranial cavity, whether into the subdural or subarachnoid space,
or into the brain itself, presumably into an area of damaged brain, through a
valvular track, to expand as an aerocele. More seriously, a cranionasal frstula
may result in meningitis or brain abscessl. To prevent these very dangerous
complications, neurosurgeons have, since the pioneering work of Dandy in 19442,

devised standardised plans of management. These plans of management have
been reviewed in the light of neurosurgical and craniofacial experience in
Adelaide, South Australia.

FlG. t. Disruption of anterior fossa by
ø central frontal impact

FIG.2.Facial impøct causing Le Fort
II or III fracture and damage to the
ethmoid bone.

FIG. 3. Gunshot wound inuoluing
anterior cr ani al fo s s a,

{

t
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Patients and methods

Duringthe period 1954-1988 the neurosurgical units of the Royal Adelaide
and Adelaide Children's Hospital treated 238 cases of fractures of the anterior
cranial fossa involving the accessory nasal air sinuses. Most of these were patients
referred for neurosurgical management soon after injury; however, 19 patients
presented with late complications of injuries sustained from 6 weeks to 27 years
earlier. case summaries were examined, with special attention to the
complications of the injury and the outcome. Operation notes were studied to
determine the strategies of management as these evolved over the 85 years
covered by the survey.

Results

Age and Sex

The age incidence is set out in Fig. 4. There were 204 males and 84 females.

Cranial Fractures

There were 32 compound frontal fractures associated with external skin wounds;
in most of these, the frontal air sinuses were directly involved. In 114 cases,
there were fractures of the skull base (frontobasal fractures), involving the
ethmoid and./or other paranasal air sinuses, without external wounds. In ZB cases,
there were both external wounds and frontobasal fractures involving the
paranasal sinuses. There were also 10 cases of gunshot or other missile wounds
involving the anterior cranial fossa. In the remaining 9 cases, full classifrcation
of the cranial injury was not possible.

ANTERIOß FOSSA FRACTURES
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'1o % \t*qç\1,\q+\\\à' FIG. 4. Age incidence of ønterior fossa
fractures with and without clinical euidence
of cranionasal fistula.

AGE AT INJURY

Facial Fractures

ln89 (37.4Vo) cases, there were associated fractures of the facial skeleton (Table
1). The data were inadequate in many cases seen before Lg74, and. it has not
been possible to classify the facial fractures exactly: however, most of the 50
maxillary fractures were of the Le Fort type, chiefly types II and/or III.
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TABLE 1

Facial fractures ossociated with anterior fractures in 238 ca.ses.
Figures in brachets indicate cases listed a.s another fracture type

Principal facial fractures Number of patients
Naso-ethmoidal

Zygomatic
Orbital
Floor (blow-out type)
Other
Maxillary (Le Fort I-III etc.)

Mandibular
Other

4

10

3 (3)

13

50

2 (L2)

7

Total 89

Cranionasal Fistulae

In 158 (66.4Vo) cases, there was evidence of a cranionasal frstula at some period,
as witnessed by CSF rhinorrhea, X-ray evidence of aerocele, intracranial infection,
the escape of brain tissue through the nose, or some combination of these signs
(Table 2).

The sites of the frstulae were not always ascertained: even at operation, it
was not always certain whether the fistula entered the posterior part of the frontal
sinus, or an anterior ethmoid air cell. Table 3 sets out the locations as determined
from operation notes in 117 cases: in the cases classed as having multiple frstula
sites, the ethmoid air cells were thought to have been involved in all cases, and
the spheroid sinus in 6. The single case of fistula into a maxillary air sinus was a
gunshot wound involving also the middle cranial fossa.

TABLE 2

M ønife støtions of cr ønionas al fistuløe in 238 cases of ønterior fossø frøctures
Number of

patients
As Vo

series

CSF ¡hinorrhoea

A]one

With aerocele

With extruded brain

Total no ofpatients

Intradu¡al aerocele

Alone

With CSF rhinorrhoea

Total no. ofpatients

Brain tissue in nostrils

AIone

With CSF rhinorrhoea

TotaI no. ofpatients

Meningitis and/or brain abscess

Alone

With CSF rhinorrhoea

and-/or aerocele or

extruded brain

Total no. ofpatients

81

28

4

ïã

34.0

11.8

7.7

-4|.:6

13.4

11.8

-2t2

32

28

60

2

4

0.8

t.7

2.5

4.6

11.0

15.6

11

26
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TABLE 3

Sites of cranionøsal fistulae, as determined from
opera,tion, autopsy, or X-ray findings

Air sinus
Number of patients

Definite Possible
Ethmoid alone
Frontal alone

Sphenoid alone
Maxillary

58

L7

5

1

2T

8

3

4

Multi sites (chieflv ethmoid)
Total toz 15

fntracranial fnfections

The types of intracranial infection are set out in Table 4, with the infecting
organisms. The time of onset of infection varied: in g cases it occurred within 4
weeks of injury (one child developed fulminating meningitis within 24 hours), in
2 the interval is uncertain, and in 25 infections developed at later periods. One
\ryoman injured in the Second World War suffered B attacks of pneumococcal
meningitis L0, 14, and 15 years later3. There were 2 deaths from meningitis and
one from brain abscess; at least one patient suffered additional brainìamage
from pneumococcal meningitis.

TABLE 4

Meningitis and bran abscess complicøting anterior fos sø fractures
Organism Meningitis Meningitis

abscess
Cerebral
abscess

Streptococcus

pneumoniae
Other
streptococci

Neisseriø

meningitidis
Haemophilus
irufluenzae

Staphylococcus

aureus

Streptococcus

+ bacteroides

Pseudomonas

species

Enterobacter
"Mixed"
Unknown
Total

22 (1 died) 1

1 (died)

2

1

3

1

1

2

1

1

1 (died)

51
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1

Operations

TWenty-six patients underwent no defrnitive neurosurg'ical operations, either
because there was no indication, or because of poor condition. Five of these died,
3 from complications of cranionasal frstulae. Dural repair was carried out in 168

cases, with or without other procedures such as closure of an externally compound
fracture; 33 cases underwent only closure of externally compound fractures, and
the remainder underwent various neurosurg'ical procedures appropriate to other
complications (chiefly intracranial haemorrhage). There were 2 postoperative
deaths. Recurrent CSF leaks were reported in 7 patients (3.\Vo operated cases)

supposed to have undergone adequate operative repair, one of whom refused
further operation and later died of fulminating pneumococcal meningitis. TVo
other operated patients also later developed serious intracranial infections, and
there were 12 cases of sinusitis, osteomyelitis and other local infections.

Outcome

This was graded by the Glasgow outcome scorea: there were 99 (4l.6Vo) good

recoveries, 38 (l6.0Vo) recoveries with moderate disability, 17 (7 .lVo) recoveries
with severe disability, andT (2.9Vo) early deaths. ln77 (32.4Vo) cases, disability
was not accurately graded. Among the cases with moderate or severe disabilities,
there were 21 with visual impairment, 4 being totally blind.

Discussion

Age and Sex

Cranionasal frstulae are less common in childhoo¿ (Fig. 4). Young children and
infants are less likely to suffer impacts to the face and forehead than adults.
Moreover, the development of the paranasal air sinuses is a progressive post-natal
process; at birth, only the nasopharSmx is pneumatised, and although the ethmoid
air cells develop rapidly during the frrst 2 years of life, the frontal air sinuses
appear somewhat later, and the sphenoid sinuses later sti[, expansion continuing
at least until pubertys. Nevertheless, this relative immunity of the young should
not be exaggerated: there were 37 cases (15.6Vo) of fuactures involving the
paranasal sinuses in the age gïoup 0-14. The infant's ethmoids are well aerated
by 3 months, and we have had to operate for CSF leaks sustained at the ages of
14 months and 2 years-one from a steel drill poked up the nose, and the other
from a blunt frontal impact by a horse's hoof.

The high male-female ratio (6:1) presumably expresses the greater liability
of men, as car-drivers, and in various dangerous occupations, to suffer frontal or
facial impacts. However, women tend to have smaller air sinuses relative to the
size of the skull, and this may also be a factor.

Management of Externally Compound Fractures

There is little controversy over the mânagement of externally compound injuries
involving the frontal air sinuses. Operation is undertaken as soon as resuscitation
is complete. The fracture is explored, either through the wound or through a

concealed coronal scalp incision. The dural tear is exposed and the brain wound
is explored: foreign bodies, clot and necrotic brain are removed as gently as

possible, and the dural tear is closed, often with a pericranial graft. The frontal
sinus injury is inspected: if the sinus is shattered irreparably, we remove the
posterior wall and erase the sinus mucosa. We have not inserted a tube into the
frontonasal duct, as advocated by Raveh et al, 19846: indeed, ifthe exenteration
is complete, we have sometimes plugged the duct with muscle. We believe that
this management will usually result in obliteration of the frontal sinus, and in
this series we have seen only one câse of delayed frontal mucocele in a patient
treated thus. It must however be admitted that some cases of delayed extradural
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infection in our series may have resulted from poor sinus drainage. The anterior
wall of the frontal sinus is preserved; loose bone fragments are put into normal
position and held there by \Mires or small plates.

Management of Inernally Conpound Frontobasal Fractures

The management of these fractures is more debatable. There is no question that
frontobasal fractures may be complicated by intracranial infection, early or late
(Table 2). These infections result from incomplete healing of a meningoãerebral
hernia through a dural tear into an air sinus: the thin bone over the air sinuses
heals poorly, and infection can develop many years after the causative injury.
sir Hugh cairns and his colleagues in oxford sa\M many cases of delayed
intracranial infection during and after the Second World War: they emphasised
the importance of CSF rhinorrhoea as a warning sign of a cranion"s"l fi.trrl",
and advised transcranial exploration and operative repair in all cases of CSF
leaks, however transient. Lewin, 1goo7, reported on 55 operated. cases, with one
delayed infection and no deaths, compared with 26 unoperated cases of whom 6
developed delayed infection and 4 died. This philosophy ofpreventive exploration
after csF rhinorrhoea was widely accepted, and was the basis of managìment in
Adelaide for many years. our indications for operation have, however, been
modifred signifrcantly by experience, both our own and that reported. from other
centres.

when we first reported on experiences in Adelaide3, ïve gave equal
importance to CSF rhinorrhoea and aerocele as indications for anterior fossa
repairs, and we also suggested that there might be radiological indications for
such operations even in cases without rhinorrhoea or ae.o"ei", namely fractures
involving an air sinus with wide separation, bone d.efect, or a tilted bone spicule.
There is now much evidence to suggest that the signifrcance of transient CSF
rhinorrhoea has been overemphasised. The evidence has been well reviewed by
Loew et al, 1984s, who conclude that post-traumatic csF rhinorrhoea can bL
treated conservatively if it ceases spontaneously in one week, if there is no visible
fracture in the anterior fossa, or only a small linear fracture, and no anosmia.
we endorse this view, and indeed would not give decisive importance to the
presence or absence of olfaction though this should always be noted. Operative
treatment is mandatory if cSF leakage persists for more than one week, or r".or.
thereafber, or if there is a large aerocele. Operative treatment is certainlyindicated
if there is a previous history of meningitis, likely to be due to a cranionasal fistula,
and is also indicated ifthere is radiological evidence ofa fracture with separation
of bone edges and./or a tilted bone spicule. If these criteria had been always
respected, some of the intracranial infections recorded in our series might have
been avoided.

Conservative treatment, in our view, should include antibiotics. There have
been at least 5 published trials of the value of antibiotics in preventing infection
in skull base fractures, and none is entirely satisfactory: however, the Glasgow
study by Leech, 197410, did appear to show a protective benefit. The choicã of
antibiotic is obviously important: we favour Septrin, a trimethoprim sulphonamide
combination, which crosses the blood-CSF barrier, and ampicilHn or amoxycillin,
which do not, but will penetrate to the nasal mucosa. Medication is continued for
7-10 days after injury. It has been argued that the routine use of antibiotics will
promote the appearance of resistant organismslr. Review of our own experience
does not suggest that this is a serious problem: our series includes 3ìases of
infection with gram negative organisms where previous chemotherapy may have
been responsible, but all responded well to appropriate treatment with specific
antibiotics.

Although the broad indications for operation are now widely accepted, there
are still problems in individual cases. Thère may be doubt as to whether a nasal
leakage really is CSF. A profuse drip of watery fluid is unmistakeable. Chemical
tests for glucose mean very little, since serum and nasal mucusl2 may react
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positively. Immunochemical tests for proteins specific to CSF, (beta-trace-protein
and transferrin) may be more usefull3, and we are at present studying the value
of transferrin estimation. Intrathecal injections of radioactive agents can be used
to determine whether a leak is indeed CSF, and if so where is the fistula. This is
sometimes most useful, as in a case of ours with CSF rhinorrhoea from a frstula
into the middle earla. But if the leak temporarily ceases, then the test is useless.
The mainstay of pre-operative diagnosis is radiolory: plain radiographs and
tomograms to visualise the skull base, supplemented in selected cases by
intrathecal injection of metrizamide to visualise the basal cisterns and perhaps
the frstula itselfl5.

The timing of operation is important. When the brain is swollen, subfrontal
exploration is diffrcult, and may damage the already traumatised brain. Loew et
al, 1984e, reported the remarkably high mortality of 25Vo after operations in the
frrst few days, with a fall to 7Vo when operations \¡/ere postponed for about 3

weeks. In selected cases, and with good anaesthesia, earlier operation is of-ten
possible, but we have seen very few cases of meningitis when operation has been
electively postponed.

Most neurosurgeons use a bicoronal scalp flap, and a unilateral or bilateral
bone flap, depending on the need for bilateral exploration?'e. If the frontal bone is
already fractured, then the bone flap is modifred accordingly. With a slack brain,
a small dural incision is adequate, and it is rarely necessary to divide the falx.
Olfaction is preserved wherever possible. Adhesions, which are often very
vascular, are dissected awayfrom the floor ofthe anterior fossa, and the frstula
is located-there are often several possible sites. The fistula is packed with muscle,
or with a piece of bone if the defect is very large. The whole area is then covered
with a large sheet of temporalis fascia or pericranium; occasionally, fascia lata is
needed. We secure the graft with a few silk or absorbable sutures; some surgeons
prefer frbrin glue and others rely on the post-operative expansion ofthe brain to
hold the fascial graft in place. The dura is closed in watertight fashion, and the
bone flap is replaced. Burrholes and small bone defects are frlled with bone dust.
Sometimes there needs to be a final reconstitution of a shattered or deformed
orbital margin, with wires, plates, or bone grafts.

In general, transcranial duraplasty is effective. We have seen recurrent
CSF leaks in 7 cases and recurrent intracranial infections in 3. Of the latter, one
may have resulted from an extradural abscess spreading internally, rather than
from an inadequate repair. Recurrent leaks have been due chiefly to failure to
locate the chieffrstula: contributory causes included failure to explore bilaterally
and undertaking repair when intracranial pressure was elevated. In the 3 cases

where recurrent infection occurred, there was a time delay of 4 years: a long
follow-up is needed in the evaluation of treatment policies.

rWe feel in general satisfred with the transcranial repair of ethmoid and
frontal frstulae, which constitute the great majority in our series (Table 3).
Sphenoid frstulae behind the tuberculum sellae are, however, less easily exposed,
and placing a graftunder the chiasma may risk damage to the pituitary stalk. It
is for such frstulae that the trans-sphenoidal approach has merits. Loew et al,
1984e, advocate this approach, packing the sinus with muscle and bone, and
maintaining a low CSF pressure post-operatively by lumbar drainage. One case

in our series was successfully treated in this way: the leakage was well visualised
and has not recnrred since operation. This approach seems appropriate if the
frstula has been shown defrnitely to be into the spheroid sinus by X-ray, or if no
frstula was found by transcranial exploration.

Management of Facial Injuries

For patients with associated anterior fossa and facial injuries (Table 1), the
multidisciplinary approach of the modern craniofacial unit has been especially
valuablel6. When our series was begun, many maxillofacial surgeons, influenced
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by the fine work of Rowe and Killey, Ig55t7, immobilised maxillary fractures by
interdental wiring and by external splints which precluded early neurosurgical
intervention. It was believed that such immobilisation would in itself promote
healing of anterior fossa fractures, despite assertions to the contrary by
neurosurgeons. In Adelaide, during the period 1955-1925, it was usual for the
initial maxillofacial fracture management to be undertaken by plastic surgeons,
using the techniques of fixation then available: when the fractures were consid.ered
stable, a transcranial repair was done. In a typical case, this meant primary
closure of an externally compound wound on day 1, maxillary fixation on d"y d,
and transcranial repair on day 24 or evenlater. As has been indicated, there was
in this period an increasing readiness by neurosurgeons to accept that transient
csF leakages do not necessarily require dural repair, but there was also an
arMareness by maxillofacial surgeons that even the most rigid frxation of a Le
Fort III fracture will not guarantee dural healing; our series includes several
cases where leakage recurred after internal frxation,

The merits of the craniofacial approach have been evaluated in Adelaide
in 30 combined operations. Multidisciplinary assessments give a far more accurate
evaluation ofthe priorities. In a typical case, operation is performed 10-14 days
after injury, when the facial fractures are still mobile anùthe cerebral swelling
is subsiding. A preliminary tracheostomy is necessary when the jaws must bã
wired together, though the use of miniplates makes long-term intermaxillary
wiring a rare event. The operation begins with alignment of the lower fracturel
by dental arch bars and a wafer, giving temporary intermaxillary frxation. The
maxillary fractures are exposed by transbuccal and transconjunctival incisions.
Then a standard coronal scalp flap is turned down and the orbits are exposed
from above subpericranial dissection. The coronal scalp flap gives access io the
nasal and zygomatic bones, and much of the maxilla. Ttroanteìiãr fossa is explored
by a frontal craniotomy, and repaired appropriately: this is ideally done aftlr the
dissection ofthe facial skeleton but before the frxation, to ensurà that exposure
ofthe brain is as briefas possible. The facial fractures are reduced and definìtively
fixed with titanium miniplates-titanium is preferred because it does not interferL
with subsequent cr scanning (Fig. 5). Bone grafts are often used, for orbital
repair, rhinoplasty, or onlay reconstruction. If bone grafting is needed then
calvarial bone can be obtained by splitting the bone flap.

These combined operations are time consuming. They demand skilled team
work, including multidisciplinary planning, exact radiography, good anaesthesia
and control of intracranial pressure. But they h.u" 

"o-*o[statrãi"g advantages:
better aesthetic correction of facial deformities, shorter hospital .I"y, urrd 

"äryinterchange of ideas b-etween specialists, making possible .ir"rrg", of operativL
strategy in the light of what is found.

An interesting alternative to this stratery has been reported by Raveh et
al, 19846. In their preferred protocol, patients with csF rhinorrhoea undergo
unilateral or bilateral transethmoid exploration, through the frontal, ethmoid
and anterior spheroid air sinuses. Dural tears are locahdãnd patched with fascia
lata applied externally, after the mid-face has been fixed by iraxillomandibular
splints and transconjunctival fixation ofthe orbital floor. Transcranial exploration
is reserved for those cases with upward. dislocation of bone fragments or
intracranial haematomas needing evacuation. The merit of this strategy of repair
by transethmoid exposure is the capacity to explore early, even when there is
still cerebral swelling: the chief drawback appears to us to bethe limited exposure
and the need to repair extradurally. Nevertheless, it is clear that the method
exemplifies the increased range of options made available by the multidisciplinary
craniofacial team.
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FIG. õ. Radiography showing fixation
dfter a. cotnbined cranioføcial procedure
for ønterior fossa and facia'I fractures' The
bone fløp perntitted dural repair; ø
temporøI bone. fløp wøs qlso needed for an
associøted extradural clot. The facial
fractures were fixed with' small plates, ørch
børs and suspension wires: with
increasing experience, suspension wires
haue been found unnecessctry.

Rehabilitation

The value of an integrated multidisciplinary team is also evident in the field of
rehabilitation. The victims of craniofacial injuries often have very grave
disabilities. Many of our cases have major changes in intellect and personality,
reflecting frontal and. less often temporal lobe damage. Visual loss may result
from damage to the optic nerves or eyes-especially from shattered windscreens
before the advent of safer glass. Skilled neurological and visual rehabilitation,
combined with good aesthetic recovery from facial disfrgurement, offers these
unfortunate people, and their families, a better chance of social recovery.
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Fractures of the Forehead and
Anterior Granial Base

David J. David, F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S, and Mark H. Moore, F.R.A.C.S

Despite modern trends toward improved safety consciousness and the evolution
of means of protection of the craniofacial region, the upper third of the face and
forehead remain uniquely exposed to high velocity impact. Advances in the
resuscitation of such victims of complex acute traurna have prr-rduced significant
improvements in immediate patient survival. Consequently, greater numbers of
patients are now presenting for the assessment and management of complex
combined injuries of the cranium and face. These patients require the application
ofthe multidisciplinary team approach ofreconstructive craniofacial Àurgery to
the management of their ir{uries.l-3

Developed initially for the treatment of established craniofacial deformity,
in all its manifestations, the improved techniques of clinical diagnosis,
investigation, and surgical exposure, fracture reduction, fixation, aná
reconstruction are ideally applicable to the complex injuries of the forehead and
anterior cranial base - this watershed area.

Pathogen esis/Classif ication

The interface between forehead, cranial base and midface is formed by the frontal,
ethmoid, and spheroid bones centrally, and bythe frontal, zygomatic, and spheroiá
bones laterally.

In the pediatric population the cranium is more prominent and exposed to
direct injury, compared with the adult. Additionally, the bony architecture is
Iess mineralised and has relatively more cancellous and less compact bone. Less
extensive paranasal sinus pneumatization and the presence of unerupted teeth
in the midface make the child's face more elastic, stable, and resistant to
fracturing. Hence, when subjected to major impacts, the pattern of fracturing
does not follow the classic descriptions ofadult-type fractuies, (Le Fort I, II, anã
III) but rather tends to produce oblique fracture patterns involving the fore|ead
with extensions radiating into the orbits and midfacea (Fig. 1).

By contrast, the adult craniofacial skeleton is characterised by the
development of paranasal sinuses and the attendant production of regiðns of
relative bony weakness and adjacent skeletal sirength (buttrãsses).5
Understanding these anatomic characteristics in concert with recognition of the
velocity, direction, and transmission of impact to the cranioiacial region
establishes reproducible patterns of forehead, cranial base, and. upper facial
fracturing (Fig. 2).

Subclassification of these fractures is then possible according to the
involvement of the central forehead, lateral forehead, or combined complex central
and lateral forehead regions.3,6,7 Logically, the latter occur in association with a
more severe impact, with frequent extension posteriorly into the frontobasal
region and inferiority into the lower face.

Although all such grading or classification according to skeletal area of
involvement is preferable to a variety of epon¡rmous labels, no provision for
assessment of skeletal disruption is provided.s The advent of an alpha-numeric
coding system of fractures of the craniofacial skeleton produces localisation of
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(

fracturing, a level of quantifrcation of bony disruption, and hence a means of
accessing requirements for reconstruction.

Centrally directed impacts over the frontonasal region produce fractures
involving the frontonaso maxillary ancl frontoethmoidal vomerine buttresses with
extension into the frontal and ethmoid sinuses. The latter are associated with
comminution and displacement of the medial orbital walls (Fig. 3).

The presence of well-pneumatized frontal sinuses, just as in the midface,
absorbs much of the impact, with comminution of the anterior wall and the
potential for preservation of an intact posterior wall. rWhen the frontal sinus is
small or undeveloped, as in the podiatric age group, impacted oblique linear and
segmental fractures, with extension through the supraorbital rim to the orbital
roof, occur more frequently.aThe latter being a site of potential dural disruption,
in addition to dural injury at the posterior wall of the frontal sinus.

Lateral impact at the level of the cranial base produces fracturing of the
frontozygomaticomaxillary buttress with extension into the greater wing of
spheroid, and when more severe, to thc adjacent parietal and temporal bones
(Fig. 1) Intracranial complications are less frequent, with the principal symptoms
and signs relating to the inferior and lateral displacement of the orbital floor and
lateral orbital wall (Fig. 4).

Extreme impacts may less frequently produce glossly comminuted fractures
of both the central and lateral elements with an associated higher incidence of
intracranial ittjory and dislocation ofthe face on the cranial base.

FIG. 1. A, B. Seuere pediatric craniofacial
frøcturing with chørøcteristic oblique pattern
of inuolvement of the cølurium ønd facial
skeleton.

FIG. 2. Major cranioføcial frøcture in
ødult, inuoluing cornbinations of Le Fort
I, II, and III

B

A
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FIG. 3. Centrøl impact with disruption of
the frontonøsoethmoid region ex,tending to
inuolue the medial orbital wall.

AB
FIG. 4. 

^'8. 
Old inødequøtely treøted major frøctures of the right forehead, ønd orbit with

persistent foreheød flattening, orbitøl dystopia, enophthalrnos,-ønd retropositioning ofthe
zygom.a.

B

FIG. 5. A. B. C: Patterns of periorbitøI
bruising, subconj unctival hetnorrhøges,
ønd facial edema denote seuere fractures of
the anterior cranial base ønd periorbital
region.

A

c
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Diagnosis

A complete and thorough clinical examination is mandatory. Included in these
observations shoulcl be the patterns of facial bruising, position of the canthal
ligaments, subconjunctival hemorrhages, eye movements, and the presence or
absence of diplopia (Fig. 5).

Although the rapid onset of facial edema can obscure the clinical signs,
careful palpation can outline the bony skeleton ofthe frontonaso-orbital region.
Documenting sensory disturbances on the forehead and face, alterations in
Iacrimal drainage, nasal airway disturbance, and the presence of cerebrospinal
fluid rhinorrhea completes the local clinical examination.

Since the degree of force associated with fractures of the forehead and
anterior cranial base is signifrcant, a thorough general clinical examination is
essential, including a complete neurologic assessment.

Detailed radiologic assessment displays both the pattern and degtee of
displacement of fractures, often not appreciated by clinical examination in the
presence of rapidly developing facial edema.

Routine plain radiographs provide an overview and may detail the pattern
of linear fractures of the forehead (Caldwell view) or demonstrate any
pneumocephalus overlying the frontal lobes (lateral views). However, little
information is provided about injuries to and degrees of displacement of the inner
table, posterior wall ofthe frontal sinus, and extensions into the orbital roof and
cranial base.

Computerized tomography (CT) dramatically elevated the volume of
information about patterns and displacement of frontal fractures.T Axial CT scans

ideally demonstrate fractures of the anterior and posterior walls of the frontal
sinus, taking care to scan suffrciently inferiorþ to include views of the nasofrontal
duct (Fig. 6). Direct coronal CT, or reformatted coronal and sagittal scans, provided
detailed documentation oforbital roofand floor fractures, cribriform plate, and
skull base disruptions. Three-dimensional CT reconstructions provide a
qualitative visual overview, which aids in treatment planning and helps in the
operating room environment to give a rapid graphic interpretation offracture
patterns and disruption (Fig. 2).

AB
FIG. 6. A. Axiat com.puted tomography scøns delineate frontal fracture with depression of
supraorbital ridge.B. Postoperatiue dppearance after eleuøtion ønd internal fixøtion
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Management

General Philosophy

Technical advances in surgical management have kept pace with the rapid
improvement in diagnostic, and in particular radiographic, techniques, so tñat
the major step forward is more in terms of the general philosophy of treatment.
The forehead and cranial base lying as they do at the junction between cranium
and face, demand a coordinated, interactive and effrcient approach by a number
of surgical disciplines. Adequate pretreatment assessment should enable the
surgical correction of the fractures and their associated sequelae, both
intracranially and in the face, in a single major one-step surgical procedure. A
coordinated plastic, maxillofacial, and neurosurgical team perrnits rqtair of dural,
skeletal, and soft tissue disruptions in a stable patient in a single rtag".

Such an approach both minimises the need for the technically diffrcult and
complicated secondary or repeat dissections and explorations, and shortens the
duration ofhospitalisation. This complete multidisciplinary approach should also
reduce the incidence of the late and frequently troublesome secondary sequelae
that attend inadequate initial assessment and treatment (such as malunion,
enophthalmos) (FiS. 4).

Inherent in the successful application ofthis approach are the technical
facility to expose the involved regions widely, reduce ãdequately, and provide
stable fixation of the identifred fractures and appropriately rãconstruct primarily
those severely comminuted areas. These surgical techniques are no\ü widety
practiced and applied.

Surgical Techniques

The initial management of the patient presenting with frontal and cranial base
fracturing involves routine clinical assessment and stabilisation. Specific
investigation targeted at the involved area are instituted, enabling eiective
one-stage surgical correction oftheir injuries within 5 to 7 days ofpresentation.
Earlier intervention is often difficult because of the attendant facial swelling,
whereas delay beyond 2 weeks produces increased tissue adherence and a difficuit
dissection.

surgical exposure is through a bicoronal scalp flap, taking care to protect
the frontal branches of the facial nerve during flap elãvafion, and also being
selective in the dissection of the temporalis muscle where lateral fractures are tã
be exposed. Temporalis atrophy from denervation and./or d.evasculari zation, after
excessive dissection, can be a troublesome sequelae ofthe exposure.

Although the bicoronal exposure provides access to the forehead, upper
orbits, and medial and lateral orbital walls, a range of lower eyelid, subciliary,
and conjuctival incisions expose the lower orbit. Where the pattern of fracturing
extends into the midface, this can be defrned via an intraoral upper vestibular
incision

Once the subperiosteal exposure of the fractures is completed, a frontal
bone flap can be elevated to facilitate the required neurosurgicãI procedures. In
the presence of midfacial fractures mobile at the Le Fort III level, placing the
frontal bone flap more superiorly preserves a stable frontal bar onto whicñ the
midface is frxed.

After completion of the neurosurgical procedures, the identified fractures
are reduced and internally frxed with miniplates (Fig. 7) The sequence of fixation
being individual to each case and based on anatomic skeletal reconstruction built
from the visible stable elements or buttresses.
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1

In general, when cranial injury is minimal and facial injury severe, the
facial skeleton can be built on the reconstituted cranial vault. When the cranial
bony injury is major, initially the face is rebuilt in isolation, then reattached to
the remaining stable cranium before it to is reconstituted.

When there are bony defects or severe comminution in either the face or
cranium, rigrdly fixed primary bone grafts provide the ideal means of repair. Split
calvarium, either inner or outer table, split rib gfaft, and iliac bone provide a ready
source of bone graft for reconstruction. Local pedicled soft tissue flaps
(temporo-parietal fascial or galeal frontalis flaps) are available as a means of providing
vascularized soft tissue to separate the cranial and nasal cavities (Fig. 8).

Certain aspects of frontal and cranial base fractures require separate
discussion.

FIG. 7. BicoronøI flap exposure of
complex comminuted right fronto-
orbital fractures øfter reductíon and
ínternøl fixation of supraorbital ridge,
frontozygomatic and zygomøtic arch
wíth miniplates.

Frontal Sinus Fractures

The approach to treatment of fractures involving the frontal sinus depends on

their position and degree of displacement, whether the fracture is simple or
compound, and frnally the presence of an associated cerebrospinal fluid leak.3'7'e

Anterior wall fractures, when not displaced, closed, and not involving the
region of the nasofrontal duct, do not require surgical intervention. Open or
displaced anterior wall fractures require exploration, debridement of damaged

rnucosa, and appropriate bony reconstitution.

Associated undisplaced posterior wall fractures do not require treatment,
and only the anterior wall is reconstructed.

Gross comminution of the posterior wall is commonly attended by dural
injury and here the posterior wall is removed to aid neurosurgical access, and

bony reconstruction is confined to the anterior wall.
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When the pattern of frontal sinus fracture extends inferiorly, the risk of
nasofrontal duct obstruction, mucocoele, and sinusitis is increased. To minimise
this and obliterate the potential for ascending infection from the nose, the frontal
sinus and cranial cavity are ideally physically separated from the nasal cavity.
Stripping the retained sinus mucosa, bone grafts, and vascul anzed,galeal frontalis
flap, in concert with cranializing the sinus (removing the posterior wall), most
consistently accomplishes the separation of nose and cranial cavity.

Medial Orbital TÍall Fractures

rwhen fracturing of the cranial base is accompanied by marked posterior
displacement of the facial skeleton, there is frequent involvement of the medial
orbital wall with blowout into the adjacent ethmoid sinuses. In the acute injury
this is often asymptomatic, but untreated may be a cause of significant 1atô
post-traumatic enophthalmos.

Diagnosis is diffrcult on conventional films and may be frequently missed.
Axial and coronal CT scans will by contrast visualize this area extremely well
and should be performed when there is the slightest suspicion.

Surgical correction involves exposure via a bicoronal incision, reduction of
the fractures, and almost universal primary bone grafting of the medial orbital
wall. Split outer table of calvarium can be conveniently harvested through the
same exposure and contours well to the medial orbital wall.

tr'rontonasoethnoid Fractures

Although conventional open reduction and miniplate fixation achieves close to
anatomic restoration in most areas of the craniofacial skeleton, fractures of the
frontonasal region are challenging. Severe comminution of the nasal bridge is
common' with concomitant marked nasal septal buckling. The latter requires a
septoplasty as a late secondary procedure. premorbid nasal projection is not
restored by simple reduction and miniplate frxation, and primary augmentation
of the nasal dorsum is indicated with bone fixed as a cantilerr"" g"ãft or with
cartilage.l' when projection is maintained, an appropriate bridgõline may be
refined and when not ideal in terms of projection primary g".rtitrg servás to
stretch and expand the nasal soft tissue envelope, minimising the cõnhacture,
which is so difficult to overcome as a secondary procedure.

FIG. 8. TemporopørietøI fascial ønd, galeal frontalis flaps prouide uasculørized. børriers
to separate the craniøI and na,sal cøuities.
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Summary

The advent of the multidisciplinary approach to the clinical assessment, diagnosis,
and management of fractures of the forehead and junction of cranium and faces
has unveiled the opportunity for single-stage correction of these very complex
injuries. Detailed preoperation assessment, wide fracture exposure, open
reduction with stable internal fixation, and primary bone grafting will restore
both form and function at the frontonaso-orbital interface with a minimum of
Iong-term sequelae.
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Associated injuries ¡n facial
fractures: rev¡ew of 839 patients
L. H. Lim, L. K. Lam, M. H. Moore, J. A. Trott and D. J. David
Australiq,n CrøniofaciøI Unit and Department of pløstic and, Reconstructiue
Surgery, Royal Adelaide Hospital, Australiø

SUMMARY

Patients with facial trauma may have associated injuries requiring immediate or
specialised attention. This paper reports the incidence and nature of signifrcant
associated neurosurgical, ocular, spinal, torso and extremity injuries in facial fracture
patients treated by the Department of Plastic and Reconstructive surgery from
June 1989 to June 1992. of 839 patients treated during the period, 9ã patients
(1I'7Vo) sustained significant concomitant injuries outside the facial skeleton. There
were 45 (5.Avo) patients with associated neurosurgical injuries, BB (B.gz¿) with ocular
injuries, I (0.9Vo) with spinal injuries, 16 (l.9Vo) with injuries of the torso, and 62
(7.4vo)witt' injuries of the extremities. The spectrum of the injuries is presented.
Most neurosurgical iqjuries are a result of focal impact and the intervention required
is related mainly to local fracture management and the repair of dural tears. The
risk of significant ocular injury is highest when the fracture involves the orbit.
Injuries of the spine, torso (chest, abdomen, pelvis), and limbs were seen mainly in
road trauma patients.

Facial injury crosses the anatomical boundaries of several surgical subspecialities.
T'ocalised injury to the face may involve not only the soft tissue and the facial
skeleton but also by local extension the brain, the eyes, the sinuses and the
dentition. Where trauma occurs in more diffrrse highvelocityimpacts, concomitant
injuries that can be more immediately life-threatening tft"tr ttr" facial injury
have been frequently reported.l,2 This paper details thelncidence and spectrum
ofsignificant associated injuries in a prospectively studied group ofadult patients
with facial fractures evaluated and treated in our department.

Materials and methods

All patients with facial fractures presenting to the Department of plastic and
Reconstructive surgery at the Royal Adelaide Hospital between June 1gg9 to
June 1992 have had standardised data forms compieted on hospital discharge.
Included are full patient personal details, history of itr¡o"y, physical examination
findings, radiological frndings, diagnosis and treatment instiiuted. The frndings
on formal ophthalmological evaluation were noted for all patients wiih
orbitozygomatic, frontal nasoethmoid, midfacial and complex facial fractures.
Review by other specialties was instituted as indicated by the findings on
screening evaluation. From this large series of facial injuries, a smaller subþoup
was identifred in whom there were signifrcant associated injuries both locallly in
the craniofacial region and at a distance. The pattern of associated injury 

-has

been analysed and their relation to individual facial fractures identifieà.

Results

839 patients with facial fractures rüere evaluated and treated bythe Department
of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at the Royal Adelaide Hospitai over the
3-year period between June 1989 to June 1992, either a primary cõnsultation or
on referral from another department. The aetiological factors in this series are
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detailed in Table L. There were 678 males (80.9Vo) and 161 females (19'1Vo) and
the age range \Mas 15-88 years, with the peak incidence in the third decade of
Iife.

A total of 95 (I1.\Vn) patients sustained concomitant injuries to other parts
of the body. The incidence of the injuries according to the various sites is shown
in Table 2.

TA]JLT] T

Aetiologicøl factors in 839 patients with faciøl fractures

Aetiolory No. of patients (7o)

Road traffrc accident

Assault
Sports-related
Falls
Gunshot

Work-related
Others

Total

158 (18.8)

430 (51,2)

L37 (16.3)

81 (e.7)

6 (0.7)

13 (1.6)

14 (1.7)

839 (100.0)

TABLE 2

Associøted injuries in 839 patients with faciøl frøctures

Type of irfury No. of patients (%)

Neurosurgical
OcuIar

Spinal
Torso (chest, abdomen, pelvis)

Extremities

45

33

8

16

62

(5.4)

(3.e)

(0.e)

(1.e)

(7.4)

TABLE 3

Computerised tomography findings in 45 patients
with moderate to seuere head injury.

CT findinss No. of patients
Intracranial haemorrhage

Subdural haematoma

Extradu¡al haematoma

Contusional

Fractures: vault

SingIe

Multiple

Fractures: base

single

Multiple
Diffuse cerebral oedema

Pneumoencephaly

Within normal limits

Miscellaneous

5

2

I

t7
3

18

3

4

6

3

1
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TABLE 4

Aetiology offøciøl frøctures in the
45 patients with associated head tuury

Aetiology No. of patients (7o)

trafllc accidents 33 (73)

(e)

(e)

(7)

(2)

(1oo)

Assault
Falls
'Work-related

sport
Total

4

4

3

1

45

TABLE 5

As sociated oculør injuries
Type of iqiury No. of patients

Anterior segment
Corneoscleral abrasions/lacerations
Hyphaema
Severe chemosis with infection
Increased intraocular pressure

Posterior segment

Vitreous haemorrhage

Retinal oedema,/tearlb,aemorrhage

Commotio retinae
Choroidal haemorrhage/rupture
Optic nerve damage

4

10

1

1

3

10

3

1

5

3Penetrating globe injury (followed by enucleation)

TABLE 6
Aetiology offøcial fractures in the 38 pøtients with associated, ocular injury

Aetiology No. of patients (7o)

Road traffrc accidents
Assault
Falls
Sports

Others
Total

13 (3e)

t4 (43)

1 (3)

3 (e)

2 (6)

33 (100)

TABLE 7

Sites of frøcture in the p atient s w ith ø s s o ci a.ted ocular iniur.t
Site of facial fuacture No. of patients (7o)

Orbit
Zygoma

Nasal and related fractures
LeFort, panfacial and other
complex fractures

Total

6

11

2

(18)

(33)

(6)

(43)

(100)

T4

33
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TABLE 8

Aetiology and q,ssociated injuries of the spine, torso and
extrenxities in 839 pøtients with faciøI fractures

Aetiology/ iqjury RTA Assault Falls Sport Others

Torso:

Chest

Abdomen

Pelvis

Spine:

Cervical
Thoracic

Lumbar
Sacral

Extremities:
Single fracture
Multiple fractures

Others:

Brachial plexus

Compartment s¡mdrome

Of the neurosurgical group, only moderate to severe head injuries \Mere

included, these being injuries severe enough to warrant neurosurgical
consultation as well as computerised tomography of the brain. Excluded were
patients managed by the general surgeons with mild closed head injury and
temporary loss of consciousness who recovered without any neurological sequelae.
Also excluded were patients referred for neurosurgical assessment but who did
not require CT scanning and recovered without further intervention. There were
45 patients who fuIfrlled these criteria and their various CT findings are displayed
in Table 3. The patient classifred under 'miscellaneous'had a carotico-cavernous
frstula and a fractured mandible as a result of a fall. Table 4 shows the aetiology
in the head injured group. The majority of these patients sustained their injuries
in high velocity road traffic impacts. The facial fracture pattern was complex (i.e.

LeFort, panfacial, or complex) in 33 patients (73Eo). The other 12 patients
sustained fractures of the zygoma (4), mandible (6) and supraorbital ridge (2).

Neurosurgical intervention was required in 13 patients (29Vo) and of these, seven
patients required dural repair, four patients underwent elevation ofdepressed
skull fractures, one needed a cranioplasty for a severely comminuted frontal
fracture and one required drainage of a subdural haematoma' The
carotico-cavernous frstula was embolised.

The spectrum of ocular injuries is shown in Table 5, whilst the aetiology
and site of facial fracture in these patients are recorded in Tables 6 and 7.

Zygomatic fractures affecting the orbital floor were classifred under the zygoma.
Excluded from this group were patients with eyelid or adnexal injuries,
nonvisuallythreateninginjuries such as transient subconjunctivalhaemorrhages,
and socket-related problems such as enophthalmos and telecanthus which were
included in a previous report.3

The range ofother associated injuries according to the aetiolory is displayed
in Table 8. The vast majority of these occurred where the energy of impact was high.

6

2

3

2

1

4

1

4

132

18

16

1

1

J

2

1
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Discussion

Patients with facial fractures can present with a combination of associated injuries
of varying complexity and severity. Gwynet ø11 reviewed 567 patients with facial
fractures and found that 5l.6Vo had associated injuries and,28.ïVohad pre-existing
systemic disease. Luce et ø1.2 stressed the role of a capable primary surgeon in
making a proper overall assessment and organising management priorities. They
reported a \Avo incidence of associated injuries in the group injured in â
low-velocity circumstance (e.g. assault or fall) and64vo in the high-vetôcity group
(e.g. toad ttafftc' accident). Both these series had a relatively high proportion of
road traffic accidents 35vo and 65vo respectively. In keeping wilh recent
epidemiological trends, assault was the major aetiological factor lSt.Z Vo) in our
series of 839 patients, with 18.82o being due to road trauma (Table 1). It is this
changingpattern of aetiology, the change from highvelocityto lowvelocityimpact,
that would explain the lower incidence (]-I.TVo) of associated injuries in our r"ri"r.
However, the nature of these injuries continues to be signifrcant and the well
recognised need for a multidisciplinary approach to the management of facial
trauma remains evident.

Davidoff eú al.areportedt}¡rat 55Vo of 200 patients with facial fractures had.
closed head injury (CHI), which was defined as documented evidence of loss of
consciousness and,/or post-traumatic amnesia from reviews of ambulance and
police reports, and interviews with patients and witnesses. More t]nan gTVo of
their cases had minor CHI. Our overall incidence of moderate to severe head.
injury ís 5.4Vo. Apart from a different selection criteria, this lower incidence is
also attributed to a different aetiological profrle in the other series .12-TIVowere
due to road traffic accidents in previous series.a,s Although it is recognised that
mild CHI is not inconsequential, we chose to focus on the Sronp with Ãoderate to
severe head injury the better to evaluate the spectrum ofhéad injuries in our
patients with their pattern of facial fractures. In this series, the májority of the
injuries were skull fractures resulting from the focal traumatic impact, with a
smaller proportion having parench¡rmal injury. primary brain injury was thus
very uncommon' supporting the theory of the air-filled impact-absorbing facial
bones serving as a cushion protecting the brain.s In line with this, the
neurosurgical intervention requiredin2gVo of these patients was related mainly
to the repair of aural tears and local fracture management. Although five patients
demonstrated evidence of a subdural haematoma on cT scanning, only one of
them was large enough to require drainage. It is, however, recognised ihat the
presence of intracranial haemorrhage is associated with a poorer survival rate.6

The incidence of associated ocular injury varies from 2.7vo to 67vo ín
retrospectiveseries.2'3'Tlnarecentprospectiveseries, l2Voofthefacialfracture
patients had vision-threatening ocular injuries.B our incidence of
vision-threatening ocular injuries is B.gvo. This could parily be explained by the
sizable percentage ß6qo) of isolated mandibular fractures in our 889 patients
where the risk of an associated ocular injury is much lower. The risk is higtrest
when the fracture involves the orbit.s Aetiolory is varied in this gïoup, occurring
almost equally with high energy diffuse impacts (RTA) and thé more localiseã
but lower energ"y impact of an assault. Although the incidence is low, associated
ocular injury is sigrrificant in its nature and severity. The practice of a preoperative
ophthalmological assessment in high risk patients is useful not onþ because of
the possibility of fracture treatment-related complications, but also because
successful management of such injuries requires early recognition and prompt
intervention by the appropriate ophthalmic specialist. Injuriés of the torsã, spiie
and extremities were seen mainly in road traffic accidents. The more brutal
assaults resulted in rib and limb fractures which, although not infrequent, were
seldom life-threatening in the acute period nor associated with signiiicant
long-term functional disturbance. Previous series have also found associated spine
and torso injuries to be uncommon.l,2
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In summary, it is apparent that the incidence of associated injuries is altered
with changing patterns and aetiology of injury. However, it remains a
characteristic feature of facial trauma that the anatomical boundaries of various
disciplines are frequently crossed, on the face as well as in the rest of the body. It
should not only be viewed as an isolated injury of the facial skeleton but as part
of a spectrum of potentially disabling and sometimes life-threatening injuries
which requires a coordinated team approach.
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Sports-Related Facial Fractures:
A Review of 137 Patients

L. H. Lim, M. H. Moore, J. A. Trott and D. J. David
Australiq,n Cranioføcial unit ønd Department of plastic and. Reconstructiue
surgery, Royal Adelaide Hospitø\, Adelaide, south Australia, Australia

one hundred and thirty-seven patients with sports-related facial fractures were
reviewed. These made tp 16.3vo of BBg patients with facial fractures seen at the
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive surgery, Royal Adelaide Hospital, between
June 1989 and June 1992. Males made up gï.Avo of patients and gg.\vo werc aged,
below 35 years. There was an intent to injure in 112¿. Australian Rules football was
the causative sport in 52.6vo, all the injuries being the result of human contact.
orbitozygomatic fractures were the most frequently observed overall (62vo) as well
as in Australian Football (58.3Vo). Cricket contributed to l4.6Vo, the ball being the
agent of injury in all but one of the patients. Horse-riding injuries were the most
severe. 89.tvo ofthe patients required surgery and hospital stays ranged from 0 to
18 days with an average stay of 4.7 days. sports activities, although a signifrcant
source ofenjoyment, are a significant cause offacial fractures with their attendant
morbidity.

KEY WORDSz facial fractures, sports,

lntroduction

sports activities, in general, provide healthy recreation and consid.erable
gratifrcation for the participant but can at the same time cause injuries. In recent
decades, with greater overall participation in sports, a wider range ofsports and
a greater emphasis on physical frtness, sports-related injuries have Lecome a
topic ofinterest. The adverse sequelae apply not only to the injured player but
also to the sport itself, whigþ can easily iáf ioto disrepute if the riskì oima¡orinjury become unacceptably high. Most sports injuries involve the lower
extremitiesl-3 and, in the head and neck region, sports-related eye injuries have
been well discussed.a-6 However apart from dentaiinjuries, fractures of the facial
skeleton as a result ofsports injuries so far have been addressed to a small extent
only.TThe aim of this study was to review the extent of the problem, analyse the
spectrum offacial fractures sustained in sports in South Áustralia, discuss the
risk factors involved and suggest possible preventive measures.

Methods

A total of839 consecutive patients with facial fractures \ryere evaluated and treated
at the Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at the Royal Adelaide
Hospital from June 1989 to June 1992. A standardisãd iorm was completed for
each patient on discharge. All patients with sports-related. fractures were included
in this study and data recorded in these forms and obtained from a review of the
radiology were analysed. The areas of interest were age and sex of the patients,
the type of sport, the presence of an intent to injure, tie mechanism of in¡ury iÍ
known, the pattern of fracture sustained., the treatment required and the i""gttt
ofhospital stay. It should be noted that nasal fractures àre treated by thiee

Conespondence: Mr M, H. Moore, Depütment of plastic md Reconstructive Surgery,
Royal Adelaide Hospital, A.delaide, SA 5000, Australia.
Accepted for publication ?.Aprit 1993.
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departments in the Hospital (ENT, Plastic Surgery and Casualty) and occlusal
fractures are treated by two departments (Plastic Surgery and OraI Surgery);
hence there is likely be an underestimate of these two groups of fractures in the
statistics presented here.

Results

Of the 839 patients with facial fractures seen at the Department of Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery at the Royal Adelaide Hospital, 137 patients sustained
facial fractures as a result ofsporting activities. The ages ranged from 15 to 65
years witt. 1-22 patients (89.lVo) aged below 35 years. One hundred and
twenty-eight (93.4Vo) were males. The types of sporting activities causing the
facial fractures are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. There was an identifrable
:-r^-+ +^ :-:..*^ .:- 1 R -^+i^-+^ (110/^\llluljuu Ûw ltuurE ll' u P4Û1v¡!uÞ \r¡ /u,l'

Australian Rules football \Mas observed to cause the highest rate offacial
fractures corresponding to the high participation rate in contact sports as

compared to other types of sports. The injuries were sustained in a variety of
ways: a clash of heads, collision with the opponent during tackles or being struck
by the knee, elbow, shoulder or foot of the opponent during a struggle for the ball
(Fig. 1). Injuries as a result of human contact were also seen in soccer and rugby.
In cricket, however, 19 out of the 20 patients were injured by the ball. Eight of
the nine horse-related injuries occurred as a result ofthe patients being kicked
by the horse after falling off the animal that they were riding'

The injuries in hockey, golf, tennis, lacrosse and baseball were all
implemental, being due to the hockey stick, golf club or the balls, respectively.

Figure 2 demonstrates the sites of facial fracture seen in the 137 patients
with relation to each sport. In general, these fractures \Mere localized injuries
due to isolated blows to the facial skeleton. The most common were fractures of
the zygoma, seen in 66 patients (48.2Vo). Figure 3 demonstrates the pre- and
postoperative radiographs of a patient who had been struck by a cricket ball,
sustaining a fractured zygoma. Fractures of the mandible occurred in 40 patients
(29.2Vo) with fractures of the orbit, nose and more complex patterns making up
the rest. Fractures of the orbit included isolated fractures of the rim, floor or
walls of the orbit and excluded those that were related to zygomatic fractures.

Grouped together, orbitozygomatic fractures were observed ín 62Vo of the
patients overall and in 58.3Vo of the patients who played Australian Rules football.
Complex facial fractures were those where there were two or more fracture sites
(e.g. iractures of both the zygoma and the mandible) and included panfacial and

LeFort fractures. These were seen primarily in the horse-riding injuries. An
example is shown in Fig. 4. Table 3 shows a further analysis of the type of facial
fractures sustained. in Australian Rules football. As with the overall picture, the
zygoma was the most frequently fractured bone. The mandible was the next
most frequently injured. Fig. 5 shows the pre- and postoperative radiographs of
a patient with a fractured mandible sustained during a football tackle.

one hundred and twenty-two patients (89.IVo) of the patients required
surgery with the remainder receiving conservative treatment because the
fractures were either undisplaced or minimally displaced. Duration of hospital
stay ranged from 0 to 18 days with an average stay of 4.7 days.

I Bust. N.Z. J. Surg. 1993,63' 784-789
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TABLE 1

Sporting actiuities in 137 faciøl fracture p øtients
Sport Patients

rt. (Uo'¡

Australian Rules football 72 (52.6)

20 (14.6)

8 (5.8)

7 (5.1)

e (6.6)

2r (15.3)

737 (1oo)

Cricket
Rugby

Soccer

Horse-related
Others*
Total
*See Table 2.

TABLE 2

Examples of other causatiue sports in sports-related facial fractures
Hockey

Golf
Tennis

Lacrosse

Baseball

Karate, martial arts, kickboxing
Water sports: diving, skiing
Basketball

FlG. l, Australian Rules football-the most
con1,n1,on cause of injury in this series
(photogrøph courtesy of The Advertiser).

FæTBAI CRþI(ET Fl,g aoæ€R rcreE-E OilÈÆ
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FIG. 3a. Pre-operatiue radiograph of
a patient injured by a cricket baII
resulting in a fractured right zygomø.

FIG. 4a. Coronal CT scan of a complexfacial
fracture sustained in horse- riding accident.

FIG.3b. Postoperatiue rødiograph of
the patient in Fig. 3a.

FIG. 4b. A-rt al CT scan of the patient in
Fig.4a.

FIG. 4c. Postoperatiue radiograph of patient
in 4a demonstrating reduction and internal
fixation.

I Bust. N.Z. J Surg. 1993,63,784-789
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FIG. 4d. Clinical øppeørønce of the same
p a.tient immed.ia.tely following injury.

Discussion

FIG. 4e. Clinical øppearønce of the
søme patient three months after repair.

With the popularity of various sports increasing over the past few decades, it is
not surprising to see a rising number of sports-related injuries. Epidemiological
studies show that most sports injuries involve the lower extremitiès.L3 Althãugh
injuries above the clavicle make up a small proportion of sports injuries as-a
whole, the seriousness of the injuries in this area cannot bè overemphasised.
serious cervical cord injury during rugby and ocular injuries in siorts are
well-recognized4-6'8'e and chronic head injuries from repetitive blows have been
fully discussed recently.lo Awareness of a problem and accumulation of data on
it is the beginning of a solution, as is well-illustrated by the establishment of a
National Football Head and Neck Injury Registry in the USA where observations
led to a dramatic decrease in the occurrence of cervical quadriplegic from football.

Brook and Wood showed the number of sports-related facial fractures
increased from 1965 to 1980.11Sports-related facial fractures made up L6.BVo of
the total number of facial fractures in the present series (L. H. Lirn-and D. J.
David unpubl. data), L7 . vo in a swedish report,l2 gvo in an American studylo and
l-lOVo in other series.

sports injuries are often considered to be a necessary payment for the
physical amusement and psychological satisfaction derived frìm the sporting
activity. However recognition of patterns of injuries helps to identify inherent
risks in sports and hence the preventable injuries. Lehma¡n and Ravich classified
contact, competitive and individual sports into high and low risk groups with
particular reference to neurologic injury.l0 Representative higher risksports were
boxing, American football, 'amateur'ïvrestling, ice hockey, mãrtial arts and rugby,
while examples of lower risk individual sports were dancing, cheer leadins,
archery, joggrng, bicycling and horse-riding. pickham and Kohn discussed thé
risk factors as extrinsic and intrinsic.la Extrinsic risk factors were those potential
predictors of injury that are independent of the individual for example, the risk
inherent in the type of activity (jogging and stress injuries), climatic conditions,
status of equipment or quality of playing surface. Intrinsic factors were
predisposing characteristics present in the individual sports participant, for
example, biologic and psychosocial characteristics such as age, gender,
temperament and body size. The vast majority of the patients in this series were
males. This supports the role of gender as a potential risk factor for sports injury,
indicating the inclination of males towards more vigorous and p"õb.bly mo"e

I Bust. N.Z. J. Surg. 1993,63, 784-7Bg
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aggressive sports. Patients below 35 years of age made up 89.LVo of cases seen in
this study, indicating that the young are more likely to engage in sports. Age as
a risk factor is, however, difficult to defrne. Youthful vigour and temperament
may contribute to playing styles predisposing to injury. Conversely, advancing
age resulting in slowcr co-ordination and dcgcncrativc changcs in bonc and
ligaments may increase the chances of injury.

Australian Rules football, averypopular sport, is categorized as ahigh-risk
contact sport. Not surprisingly, it was the causative sport in more than half of
the present patients. The face is frequently at risk of injury when a player is
'bunowing' for the ball, where he may be struck by the opponent's knee or involved
in a head-on collision. The face may also be injured when a player attempts to
'spoil' the ball by hitting it off its course and hits another player instead or at any
time during the frenzied scurry for the ball. Eleven per cent of the patients could
identify a defrnite intent to injure, while a large proportion were unable to tell.
Several of these intentional injuries amounted to on-freld assaults. Injury
prevention should commence with strong discouragement of aggressive behaviour,
either during training or during play, to decrease the incidence of intentional
injury. Where persuasion fails, rules may need to be more strictly enforced or
even changed to ensure a safer sport. Immediate penalties during the game rather
than after should be more effective at regulating behaviour. Of the patients in
the present study, nearly 607o sustained orbitozygomatic fractures and almost
 |Vohad mandibular fractures. Protective headgear may be found to be benefrcial
and these fracture patterns should be taken into consideration in their design.

Rugby and soccer, the other two contact sports in this study group, made
smaller contributions being played less frequently than Australian Rules football.
Cricket, baseball and other small-ball games such as lacrosse and hockey have
all been known to cause facial fractures. A fast-flying or bouncing ball, rather
than the bat, was the predominant cause of injury in the cricket players. In
hockey and golf, however, the stick or club may be just as likely to injure.
Horse-riding although classifred with dancing and cheer leading as a low-risk
individual sporty caused the most severe injuries in this group of patients. These
injuries were mainly a result of falls followed by kicks, resulting in panfacial,
LeFort or other complex facial fractures, patterns seen more often in victims of
high-speed road accidents. Wearing of helmets may decrease the severity of these
injuries.

In conclusion, facial fractures, although not usually catastrophic injuries,
can result in longterm morbidity and deformity, and at the least may require
initial hospitalisation and surgery. As it primarily affects the young, it also results
in loss ofwork-hours. Injuries due to sports should not be accepted as a necessary
consequence of participation and enjoyment but should be looked upon as largely
preventable. Appropriate measures should be taken to maintain sports activities
in their rightful place as a healthy source of recreation allowing a pursuit of
excellence, and to stop them degenerating into treacherous physical violence.
More data on sports-related facial trauma should be accumulated, not only to
further defrne the magnitude of the problem but also to offer solutions.

FIG. 5a. Pre-operatiue radiograph of a
football injury resulting in ø frøctured
rnandible

FIG.5b. Postoperative radiogrøph of
the patient in Fig. 5a.
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TABLE 3
Facial fractures sustq.ined in Australiøn Rules football

Site of Fracture Patients
(Eo)t,

Mandible
Condyle

.Angle

Body
Double fractures

Zygoma
Zygomatic complex

Isolated arch
Orbit

Floor, walls (excluding

zygomatíc fractures)
Nose

Total

5 (6.e)

7 (e.7)

3 (4.2)

13 (18.1)

30 (4L.7)

6 (8.3)

(8.3)

(2.8)

(100)

6

2

72
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The relationship between fracture
severity and complication rate in
miniplate osteosynthesis of
mandibular fractu res
T. J. C. Edwards, D. J. David, D. A. Simpson and A. H. Abbott
The AustrøIian craniofacial (Jnit, women and, child,ren's HospitøI and, th.e
Royal Adelaide Hospital, Adeløide, Australiø

SUMMARY

There are many factors influencing the outcome of mandibular fracture management;
however, the relationship between fracture severity and complication rate has only
been recognised intuitively due to the absence ofan accepted system ofclassification
of the severity of these fractures. In 1g8g cooter and David described the alpha
numeric system of computer based coding for craniofacial fractures.r using this
system, a prospective sample of 824 patients with mandibular fractures presenting
to the Royal Adelaide Hospital was coded for fracture severity and their progress
followed with respect to complication rate. A strong correlation between complication
rate and fracture severity was established.

Mandibular fractures are common, and in order to achieve satisfactory cosmesis
and occlusion, open reduction and internal frxation is often necessary. This is
associated with a signifrcant morbidity, including infection, malocclusion, non
union, plate fracture, and the need for removal ofplates as a second procedúre in
some cases.2-a This study was designed to investigate the relationship between
the severity of the fracture being treated, and the incidence of com-plications
that develop following surgery.

Method

The patients included in this study included all patients with a facial fracture
pr,esenting to the Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at The Royal
Adelaide Hospital during the B-year period from 1 July 1gg9 upto and inctuding
30 June 1992. Prior to this, members of the Department of plasti. urrã
Reconstructive surgery met and designed a form known as the ,,Trauma Form,,.
This form remained with the patient's case notes for the d.uration of his or her
inpatient and outpatient treatment and details of management were entered. as
they occurred, thereby eliminating the need for retrospeãtirr" ."." note analysis.
In particular, the operative description was complãt"a uy the surgeon ïho
performed the surgery, and the outpatient details *"r" 

"rri"red 
at the time of

the examination by the clinician conducting the outpatient examination.

Alpha-numeric code and complication rate

All mandibular fractures were coded according to the alpha numeric system of
computer based coding for craniofacial fractures as described by Coóter and
David.l This system divides the craniofacial region into 10 bilateral major
anatomical zones, each of which is composed of minor zones. An alphabetic cðde
is assigned to each zone. The fracture is then assigned a numerical value where
an undisplaced fracture is scored 1, a displaced fracture 2, and, a comminuted
fracture 3 points.

- 
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The ten major zones are: cranial-frontal, parietal, spheroidal, temporal,
occipital;Facial-nasoethmoidal, zygotrratic, orbital, maxillary, mandibular.

Each of the major zones is divided into a number of minor zones. For the
mandible these zoncs are; cond.yle, ramus, body, dentoalveolar, coronoid process'

angle, symphyseal.

In the usual situation, the maximum score allowable for a major ipsilateral
zone is 5, thus the total points for the ten bilateral zones is 100. This enables the
total fracture score to be expressed as a percentage.

For the purposes of this study the total mandibular fracture score vras

considered, regardless of whether it exceeded the allowable 5 points. Thus the

fracture severity was then contrasted with the incidence of complications'

The patients included in this study were aii those whose fractures required
open reduction and internal fixation. This was carried out using monocortical

miniplate osteosSmthesis, according to the principles espoused by Champy.sa Any
complications that ensued were recorded on the trauma form as an inpatient,
andãIso at the following outpatient visits. These were recommended at 1 week,

3 weeks and 6 weeks postoperatively, and on a needs basis thereafter.

Results

During the period of the study, 324 patients with at least one fracture of the
mandible were treated. of these patients, 247 (76Vo) were treated by open

reduction and internal frxation using non-compression monocortical miniplate
osteosSmthesis. Overall there were 39 complications, resulting in a complication
rate of ].5.7Vo (Table 1).

The complication rate was then compared with the severity of fracture, as

determined by the alpha numeric coding score, to see whether or not postoperative

complication rate was related to fracture severity. As these two variables rffere

plotted against each other, the correlation coeffrcient was calculated to measure

lhe strength of the linear association between the two variables. The value of the
correlation coefñcient (r) lies between -1 and 1-, where a positive r indicates positive

associations. 1 \r 4-¡ J-)' rghere x =meanr- n_ 7 L¿ S* S" S*= standard deviation

It is apparent from Figure 1 that the incidence of complications with
miniplate frxation increases as the severity of the fracture (as given by the
alpha-numeric coding score) worsens, and that the correlation is strongly positive,

correlation = 0.96.

TABLE 1

Complications No. Vo

Plate fracture
Infection resulting in removal of plate

Infection responding to treatment
Malocclusion with corrective op required

Removal of plates

TMJ discomfort
TMJ ankylosis, bilateral reconstruction

Non union
TotaI

2

7

2

13

10

3

1

1

39

0.8

2.8

0.8

5.3

4.0

t.2
0.4

0.4

r5.7
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FIG. 1. Complicøtion rate increases as seuerity of frøcture u)orsens.

Conclusion

These frgures demonstrate that the incidence of complications associated with
the management of mandibular fractures is higher for fractures of greater
severity, with a correlation of 0.96 between fracture severity and complication
rate. Previously this association, although intuitively recognised., has not been
shown statistically due to the absence ofan objective and reproducible system of
classifrcation of these fractures that includes the location, number, and severity
of fractures. The development of the alpha numeric system of coding for
craniofacial fractures has allowed an objective and standardised 

^*r".r-"nt of
the degree of severity of the fracture to be made. The recognition of predictor
factors such as this enables the clinician to identify patients at greatér risk of
complications, and may facilitate the development of techniques to red.uce the
incidence of these complications.
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A Gomparative Study of
Miniplates Used in the Treatment
of Mandibular Fractures

Timothy J. C. Edwards, M.B.B.S., and
David J. David, 4.C,, F.R.A.C.S., F.R.C.S., F.R.C.S.(E)
North Adelaide, South Australiø

The purposes ofthis study were to investigate the differences in mechanical properties
of major miniplating systems used for noncompression miniplate osteosynthesis of
mandibular fractures and to determine whether these properties influence treatment
outcome. The study was conducted in two parts. First, six of the major miniplate
systems currently used at the Royal Adelaide Hospital were subjected to bending
tests at the university of Adelaide Engineering Department to quantifr the relative
stiffness of each plate. second, a prospective sample of patients presenting with
mandibular fractures was analyzed. These patients were treated with a variety of the
miniplating systems. The results of treatment as a whole were compared to identi$,
any direct benefit consequent on the miniplate selected. While significant differences
in stiffness were identifred between the plating systems, no signifrcant differences in
treatment outcome were identifred between the noncompression plates employed.
since no observable benefrts have been identified by choice of miniplate, selection
should be based on surgical preference, biocompatibility, cr compatibility, and unit
cost. Because ofthe variations in materials, design, properties, cr compatibility, and
unit cost, it is important not to regard all miniplates as equal and interchangeable.
(Plast. Reconstr. Surg.97: 1150, 1996.)

The fixation of mandibular fractures by noncompression monocortical miniplate
osteosynthesis according to the tension-band principle was introduced by Michelet
et al.l and champy et ar.z based on the experimental work of champy 

"t 
.1.,, *ho

showed that distraction forces operate at the upper border of the mãndible, white
compression forces operate at the lower border. This theory has since been
contradicted by Rudderman and Mullen,a who showed that zones of tension and
compression may be reversed when forces are generated along the posterior teeth.
Thus the original theory upon which this treatment modãhty was based has
been challenged; however, the method has been retained. because the
postoperative results and complication rate are comparable with those reported.
around the world, and the method holds signifrcant advantages over bicãrtical
compression plate osteosynthesis.

The advantages of monocortical miniplate osteosynthesis over bicortical
compression plates include the followings:

1' compression plating often requires an extraoral approach, which is
technically more diffrcult. The necessity for the extraoral approach has
been quoted at 60.8 to 78.5 percent of cases.6,z

2. Bicortical plates risk damage to the inferior alveolar nerve, whereas the
risk of damage to the inferior alveolar and mandibular nerves using the
monocortical plates is negligible.

3. Routine use ofintraoral incisions with monocortical plates requires minimal
dissection and avoids an external scar.

4. The technique is easily taught, and excellent results are achieved byjunior
registrars.s

I Plastic and Reconet¡uctive Surgery 9Z(6): 1150-1 157
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In simple fractures of the mandible, monocortical osteos¡mthesis provides
rigid frxation, and no complications are caused by inadequate stability of
frxation. e'10

It is diffrcult to make compression plates adapt to the bony curvatures.e

The Australian Craniofacial Unit uses a modified Champy approach to the
treatment of mandibular fractures, as described by Moore et al.5 To recognize
monocortical miniplate osteosynthesis as the treatment of choice for the open
reduction and internal fixation of mandibular fractures is to oversimplify the
issue. There is now a myriad of commercially available miniplating systems, and
these vary in their materials, design, physical properties, and cost.

rWith this in mind, the specifrc aims of this study were, ftrst, to compare
scientifrcally the engineering properties of miniplates commonly used in fracture
treatment ancl, second, in a clinical setting to compare the in vivo performances
of the same miniplates to iclentify which of these properties influence treatment
outcome.

Part 1: Comparison of the Biomechanical Properties
of Miniplates

Manufacturers have sought to improve miniplates by varying their design,
properties, profrle, and material composition. This has resulted in a great deal of
choice afforded to the clinician. However, despite the large number of obviously
different systems, little comparative work has been published to date.

The ideal miniplate will exhibit a number of features. It will be:

Cost-effective

Easy to mold to the contours of the facial skeleton

Suffrciently stiff to maintain rigid frxation and strong enough to resist
deformation across the plate during fracture healing

Completely biocompatible

Of low profiIe so as not to be palpable

Of composition so as not to produce scatter on CT scans

Not intrinsically responsible for producing complications

Any comparison of the engineering properties of miniplates must take into
consideration their metal composition. This is of particular importance because
many of these plates are often left in situ indefrnitely, so biologically inert metals
are preferred. The three commonly used implant materials are stainless steel,
Vitallium, and titanium. The choice of the implant material will influence the
strength and stiffness of the implant, the biocompatibility of the implant, and
the imaging properties of the implant, particularly with regard to CT
investigations. The AO/ASIF group suggests that titanium is the most biologically
inert of the three and therefore has the least chance of producing any low-grade
immunologic response. No allergic reactions to titanium have been reported.ll
With regard to CT compatibility, titanium is also the preferred implant because
it is the most radiolucent.lz

In choosing a plating system from the product information of the various
manufacturers, the clinician may be confounded by the terminology used. For
example, the hardness of the component metal may be expressed in a variety of
units such as the Vickers hardness number (VHN) and the Rockwell scale (R,

and R"). The tensile strength and elongation to fracture of the core metal are

other parameters often quoted. This information often refers to tests carried out

1.

2.

3,

4,

5.

6.

7.
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on the core metal and does not take into account the structural performance of
the individual plates. Thus the clinician is not provided with a simple guide to
compare different plates directly. In addition, most of the manufacturers make
no attempt to link the information they have provided with clinical trials that
demonstrate the reasoning behind the miniplate design.

As a result of the lack of experimental data, clinicians are left to select
plating systems on th-" basis of inadequate information. Taking this one step
further, the science of selection of the size and strength of platìng system fo-r
various regions of the craniofacial skeleton also has been neglecteá, leaving
clinicians to estimate the strength of plate that might be required for a specifrã
area, e.g., a'heavy" plate for a mandibular fracture d.ue to the perceived forces
applied across the mandible or a "small" plate to stabilise a nasoethmoid fracture
due to the absence of large muscular forces apptied across this fracture.

Recently, some literature has appeared analyzing the biomechanical
properties of miniplates. Damron et aI.13 compared the biomechanical properties
of Luhr vitallium minifragment plates, synthes titanium minifragmËnt plates,
and Synthes stainless steel minifragment plates designed for craniofacial uses
but in this study used for dorsal plate frxation of proximal phalangeal fractures.
Hegtvedt et al.la compared the Luhr minisystem with the Luhr microsystem to
provide a comparison ofthe biomechanical properties of each system. They showed
that there is a signifrcant difference in the force required io bend m-iniplates
compared with microplates. They then review some of the expected forces that
occur in vivo and make some guarded conclusions about correlating the in vitro
biomechanical properties with in vivo forces. For example, if a platã is shown to
withstand a certain force in a biomechanical mod.el, does this mean it can
withstand a similar occlusal force in vivo? The authors make it clear that clinical
studies are needed to confirm such an assumption.

The aim of this study was to produce a clinically relevant comparison of
the different mechanical properties of the miniplatãs. The most important
indicators to the clinician are the stiffness of the miniplate and the force rãquired
to permanently deform the plate. The clinician will then be able to select a
miniplate (taking into account the cost, biocompatibility, and CT compatibility
of the plate) able to withstand the expected forces yet siitt malleable enough tä
be shaped to the contours of the bone and hence ,,òperator friendly.', sincã the
complex in vivo forces are diffrcult to calculate, this must be coupleùwith clinical
trials that confirm miniplate effectiveness in individual regions.

Materials and Methods

This study was conrl'ctgd .t the Department of Materials Engineering at the
University of Adelaide. Five miniplate systems were selected fõr investìgation,
these being the frve systems available for use at the Royal Adelaide HÃpital,
i.e., the wurzburg, AO/ASIF, Medicon, and Aus systems urrd ch"rrrpy minipiates,
along with the Luhr minicompression plates.

Mechanical Properties

when considering the mechanical properties of miniplates, the prime
consideration should be their stiffness and strength in bending. Since wheie the
aim of this study was to test the miniplates already in use, nìt to develop new
miniplate design, it was possible to test each miniplate system and its screl¡¡s as
a functional unit rather than testing a standard fõrm of lhe pure alloy or metal.

stress versus strain behavior may be represented graphically (Fig. 1). In
the elastic section, the strain is reversible, that is to say tfr.i tfr" metal returns
to its original shape after the stress is removed. Hooke,s law suggests that for a
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linear elastic material, strain increases in direct proportion to the applied stresses.
The slope of the linear elastic section (denoted by E) is Young's modulus of
elasticity. Young's modulus of elasticity is a measure of the rigidity of the material
and is therefore a property of the material.

Stress

St¡aln
FIG. 1. Young's mod'ulus of elasticity E = stress I strøin.

At a certain point, the deformation of the material ceases to be elastic
(reversible) and becomes plastic (permanent). In the plastic region, strain changes

are no longer directly proportional to the applied stress. The point at which this
occurs is known as ttre yield point and is the most important value for design.

The critical properties of the plate in vivo are those which resist the bending
forces across a fracture line, i.e., the stiffness of the plate and its yield load. If E
is Youngis modulus of elasticity and.I is the moment of inertia of the cross-sectional

axis at midspan, then E x.I is the stiffrress of the plate (Fig. 2):

stiffness=EI= Il3
48v

where

w = load

y = displacement at the center of the span

I = length

w

v

I

w = Ioad
v
I

= displacement
= Ien{th

FIG. 2. Young's mod.ulus of elasticíty E tirnes moment of inertia I of the cross-sectional
øxis equøIs stiffness (EI= wU 48Y).
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FIG. 3. Instron 7026 tensile testing machine.

In conjunction with the Department of Materials Engineering of the
university of Adelaide, a testing rig was designed (Fig. B). A four-hole mìniplate
rvas screwed into a brass template with two holes on each side and a 0.25-mm
gap to simulate a fracture. The screw holes were pretapped to accept the particular
system's screws. This allowed each plating system to be testeùas a functional
unit. Since the length I is the distance between the grips, the equation gives the
empirical value of stiffness for the composite structure (minþtate .rrd br"r.
plates)' However, in this model the brass plates rvvere assum"d to b" infrnitely
stiff; thus only the deformation of the miniplating system could account for any
deformation recorded. obviously, the distance between the grips is chosen
empirically and does not attempt to reflect the real case in vivo. This system was
then placed in an Instron 1026 tensile testing machine, which is a ihreepoint
bender exerting a known load on the simulated fracture line. Each plate^ was
tested 10 times, and average stiffness and yield point were establisheã.

Results

The results of the engineering component of the study are shown in Table I. The
miniplates were shown to have similar yield points; however, the stiffness of the
plates varied signifrcantly.

Thus the clinician is now provided for the first time with a direct comparison
of the stiffness and yield point of these plating systems as functional units, i.e., a
four-hole plate and screlrys frxed to an u yielàing template.

TABLE I
Stiffness and Yield Point Analysis of the Miniplates

Yield Point (kg) Stiffness (EI)

Aus Systems miniplates
Wurzburg miniplates
Medicon miniplates
AO noncompression miniplates
Champy miniplates
Luhr compression miniplates

T,T2

L.25

2.2

1.8

1.8

25

295.I
5494.r

4864.2

295L.I

3699.1

73981.0
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Paft 2: Clinical Analysis of lnternal Fixation of
Mandibular Fractures Using Monocortical
Noncompression Mi n iplates

The in vivo performance of these miniplates was then investigated in a clinical
trial designed to identify any difference in treatment outcome related to the
selection of miniplate. The clinical sample included all patients with a mandibular
fracture requiring surgical fixation under the care of the Department of Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgery at the Royal Adelaide Hospital during the 3-year
period from 1989 to 1992. During this period, 832 patients with facial fractures
\Mere seen. A total of 324 patients had sustained a fracture of the mandible, and
of these, 247 were managed by noncompression osteoslmthesis.

Surgical Techniques

During the period of this study, the Australian Craniofacial Unit has used Luhr,
Medicon, Wurzburg, andAus Systems rniniplates interchangeably. Unfortunately,
the selection was not randomised; ho\Mever, the consultants, registrars, and fellows
all used a variety of the systems. No surgeon used one system exclusively, and
no protocol was in place for the use of any one system for any particular situation.

Materials and Method

The patients included in this study included all patients with a facial fracture
presenting to the Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at the Royal
Adelaide Hospital during the 3-year period from duly 1, 1989 up to and including
June 6,1992. The data were collected in a prospective fashion separate from the
case notes, thereby eliminating the need for retrospective case note analysis.

Results

A total of 324 patients with mandibular fractures presented during the 3-year
period ofthe study, and ofthes e,247 (76 percent) were treated by open reduction
and internal frxation with miniplates. A total of 77 patients were treated by
other methods, the majority having nondisplaced fractures managed
conservatively or minimally displaced condylar fractures also managed
conservatively or by elastic intermaxillary fixation. Two patients had their
fractures treated by lag screws.

The miniplates used were the Aus Systems noncompression monocortical
miniplates, the Wurzburg noncompression monocortical miniplates, the Medicon
noncompression monocortical miniplates, Luhr minicompression plates (used in
a noncompression fashion as described by Munrols in 1989), and Luhr compression
plates.

Atthough the selection of miniplate was not randomised, no bias has been

identifred regarding plate selection, Fractures were coded as to severity according
to the alphanumeric system of computer-based coding for craniofacial fractures.16

The complication rate correlated closely with the craniofacial fracture coding
score, the correlation being 0,96.1?However, there was no significant variation in
the distribution of fracture severity among the various miniplates (Table II). In
addition, analysis ofthe distribution offractures (symphyseal, body, angle, ramus'
condylar) showed no signifrcant bias in use between the miniplate groups (Table

III). Finally, there \¡/as no statistically signifrcant variation in the rate of tccth in
the fracture line requiring dental extraction. It was not feasible to look at
comparison of individual fracture patterns, since 26 patterns were observed.
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The results of open reduction and internal fixation at the Australian
Craniofacial Unit will be presented in two parts. First, the results as awhole will
be tabled, and second, the results of treatment will be examined to compare the
different miniplates in use at the unit to identify any discrepancies in outcome
related to the type of plates used. The miniplates used during the period of the
study are listed in Table IV. The overall complication rate was 15.8 percent and
is listed in Table V.

The complication rates for each ofthe main systems used on this unit (Aus
Systems, Würzburg, Luhr noncompression) were then considered individually
in an attempt to identifii any difference between the complication rates associated
with the use of each plating system (Table vI). only these three major systems
are compared, since the others used in this series were too few to be statistically
analyzed. These results \Mere compared with a chi-squared analysis (Table VIII;
Y = 3.842 (two degrees of freedom), i.e., 0.15 >p > 0.10.

TABLE II
Comparison of Fracture Seuerity uersu,s Miniplate (Ised,

Craniofacial Fracture Score
1 2 3 4 5 6 >6

Würzburg

Luhr

Aus Systems

6

5

8

10

2

7

24

19

23

26

19

30

22

45

25

4

5

4

I
5

5

TABLE III
Compørison of Fracture Location uersus Miniptate Used,

Fracture
Angle/Ramus Condylar Symphyseal/Body

Würzburg

Luhr
Aus Systems

19

t2
27

29

40

t)l)

(33Vo)

QSVo)

(4r%)

(27Vo)

(r\vo)

(l7Eo)

4t
42

65

(46Vo)

(45Vo)

( lVo)

TABLE TV

Miniplates Used in the Study at the Royat Adelaid.e Hospital

Miniplate Number
Aus Systems

Würzburg
Medicon

Luhr noncompression

Luhr compression

105

50

11

62

19
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TABLE V
Ou erall C omplicøtion Rates

Complications Number Percent
Plate fracture
Infection resulting in removal of plate

Infection responding to treatment
Malocclusion with corrective operation required
Removal of plates

TMJ discomfort
TMJ ankylosis, bilateral reconstruction

Nonunion
TOTAI

2

7

2

13

10

3

1

1

39

0.8

2.8

0.8

5.3

4.0

t.2
0,4

0.4

15.8

TABLD VI
Cornplicøtion Røtes of Indiuidual Miniplates

Number of Cases (Percentage)

Complications Aus Systems l[ürzburg Luhr
Compression

Plate fracture
Infection resulting in

removal of plate
Infection responding

to treatment
Malocclusion with

corrective operation
required

Removal of plates

TMJ discomfort
TMJ ankylosis, bilateral

reconstruction
Nonunion

TOTAL

2 (r..e)

1 (1.0)

1 (1.0)

2 (1.e)

4 (3.8)

2 (L.e)

L2(lL.4Vo)

1 (2.0)

4 (8.0)

4 (6.5)

1 (1.6)

4 (6.5)

5 (8.1)

1 (2.0)

1 (2.0)

7(l4.ÙVo) L4(22.íVo)

TABLE VII
Comparison. of Complications in the Møjor Miniplating Systems

Aus
Systems

Würzurg Luhr Total

Complication
No complication
TOTAL

t2
93

105

337

43

50

t4
48

62

184

2t7

Discussion

The information that has been presented on a large series of patients contrasting
the use of different makes of noncompression miniplates is the first review of its
kind of which we are aware. The complications noted by the Australian
Craniofacial Unit have been listed in Table V. Comparing results with those
published in the literature is diffrcult because of the different populations these
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studies may represent. A different proportionate representation of certain fracture
patterns may strongly influence the incidence of complications. The selection of
cases for open reduction and internal fixation also may vary between units. At
the Australian Craniofacial Unit, 76 percent of patients with mandibular fractures
underwent miniplate fixation of their fractures compared with only 18 percent
by Iizuka and Lindqvist.? The complication rate quoied is that per pafiônt, not
per fracture, as is quoted in many series. Reporls in the literaturè of overall
complication rates from compression plate osteosynthesis have ranged from 21
to 37 percent.T'r8-20 Ellis and Walker2r inlrgg4.compared the use of double miniplate
fixation for angle fractures and found only a slight improvement in complicåtion
rate as compared with compression plate osteosyntheìis (2g versus 82 percent).
They suggest that it is unlikely that fracture instability is the major reason for
the development of infections in this area. When pure angie fractures are extracted
from our data, the complication rate is 24,Lperãent, wiih an infection rate of g.6
percent' This would appear to be in line with the low complication rates reported
by authors employing miniplate frxation according to the techniques esioused
by Champy.s'8-70'22-24 There were two signifrcant claJses of complicaiions afiecting
the patients of this unit. The first was : 5.3 percent inciden^ce of postoperativã
malocclusion that required corrective so.gery. This amounted to l3ìases overall.
The second major class of complication was infection, which occurred in 8.6 percent
of cases. of the 9 cases of infection, there \Mere no episodes of osteomye[[is. the
policy of the Australian Craniofacial Unit has beei to treat all but ihe mildest
cases ofinfection by removal of the plate, debridement, and irrigation as necessary,
followed by replating the fracture with Luhr comprássion ptätes. In some cases
where the fracture appears rigidly fixed and 

"n 
ãb"."". hãs been drained, the

existing plate will be left in situ. Resolution of the infection and satisfaótory
union of the fracture were the ultimate outcome for all cases of postoperativä
infection.

As stated earlier, plates are not routinely removed on the Australian
for a variety of reasons, including
onsequent on soft -tissue breakdown,

nts when they can feel the plates under

a¡ p-art ofmanagemenr ofinfecrion and ..;r"låil1:l'"ti1i:":"ffi:l$i?i,xîJlîÏl
of these factors in the overall complicatiàn rate frgures should Uu 

"".ognir"J,since those who routineþ remove plates postoperãtively will not neceîsariÇ
document these as complications.

Noncompression Plating Comparison

dentify any
ompression
was similar

rzburg plates but higher for the Luhr
compression miniplates; however, this observedãifference was not statistically
signifrcant (0.15 >p > 0.10).

the 3::::',i,tr'"Tffï.'iffi1"",:åiï:ï1îiå:iïf,:il
sho on rate) is taken out ôf the equation, then two
similar noncompression miniplates with different bending characteristics can be
cornpared, also by means of the chi-squared analysis. Herel x, = 0.0g6 (one degree
of freedom), i.e., p > 0.25.

- Thus, sincep > 0.25,there is no evidence of a signifrcant difference between
the complication rate experienced by either the Aus systems or wurzburg plates.
Thys, although these plates exhibit different stiffness levels, yield pointslå"sign,
and materials, no relationship between plate selection anáireatment outcome
was identifred. Aus systems plates were the most malleable, as found in the
enqineering component of the study, yet no signifrcant adverse clinical results
could be detected in the in vivo study in compàrison with other plates; indeed,
the Aus Systems plates compared favorably.
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Conclusions

It is well known among clinicians that noncompression miniplate Osteosynthesis
is the treatment of choice for mandibular fractures but that significant differences
in design, materials, mechanical properties, and cost exist among the commercially
available miniplates. For this reason, miniplates should not be considered as

interchangeable. The absence of true randomisation in this study prevents a

clear demonstration of the differences in treatment outcome, but no signifrcant
variation in treatment outcome has been identifred among the noncompression
miniplates examined in this study. If this is the case, then miniplate selection
should be based on the unit cost, the biocompatibility of the implant, and the CT
compatibility of the implant. Further research is required to establish the most
appropriate miniplate for a given discrete region by properly randomised trials.
In ord.er to gather suffrcient data for such trials, a multicenter approach may be

necessary, and in this situation the alphanumeric system of computer-based
coding for craniofacial fractures would be useful in comparing results.

David J David, A.C, FR.A.C.S., FRC S., F.RCS (E)

The Àustralian Craniofacial Unit
Women and Children's Hospital
?2 King William Road
North Adelaide, South Auetralia 5006
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H istorical perspectives

D. A. Simpson, D. J. David

causes of lnjury in the craniomaxillofacial Region

The Head as a Target in War and Crime
Primate evolution has made the human head very vulnerable to frontal impacts.
In other species, the face is more protective: birds have beaks, reptiles-have
armoured snouts and most mammals have prognathous jaws, evolvãd to horrr"
large olfactory organs or for predatory mastication, but also serving to absorb
impact energy. In the evolution of Homo søpiens, the sense of smell ñas become
less important and mastication less aggressive. concurrently, the nose and jaws
have receded (Fig. 1.14), and the cerebral hemisphere, -- "r,.o"-ous 

when
compared with other primates - bulge forward in the frontal region, an attractive
target for blows and missiles (Fig. 1.1 B). The frontal skull is thick and has
considerable defensive value, both for the brain and for the eyes recessed in the
bony orbits, but this skeletal protection has limits and often faiis when challenged
by blunt or sharp objects.

The vulnerability of the human head would have fewer consequences ifwe
were less pugnacious and less inventive. B:ut Homo sapiens is both aggressive
and ingenious: 'v\¡ars and murderous assaults are older than recordelhistory
and in these conflicts the face and head have always been a favoured targei.
Hand-held clubs, spears and swords have been in military use since remote
antiquity and so have missiles. slingshots and arrows were not new when Troy
fell, about 1250 rc; Homer's ltiad (c.800 sc) has many very precise references to
missile wounds of the brain and face, penetrating *oorrà" from arrows and
bronze-pointed javelins, and blunt impacts by stones that could shatter a soldier,s
helmet; Adamson (1977) found mention of 5g head or neck wounds in Homer's
Iliad, of which 45 were lethal.

weapons driven by human muscles have limited killing power. Muscular
energy can be stored in a stretched bow or a tensed catapult and released to
propel an arrow or a b-olt; the long history of human violencå records many facial
and cerebral wounds from these weapons. Perhaps the most famous is the death
of Harold, king of the saxons, supposedly fromãn orbitocranial arrow wound,
sustained in 1066, a year renowned as one of the only two ,memorable, 

dates in
English history (Sellers & Yeatman 1930). Asian histôry records a similar arro\ry
wound, equally dramatic and better authenticated: thssecond battle of panipat
(1556) was \üon, and the future of India was decided, when a Mughal "r-*blinded the brilliant Hindu general Hemu at a tactical crisis in the batile. Missiles
propelled by chemical enerry have far greater power. Gunpowder - a mixture
of saltpetre, charcoal and sulphur - came into use c. eo 1800, and by the sixteenth
centurywas employed by all civilized armies. cannon, mines and the matchlock
muskets of Spanish, T\rrkish and Japanese professional soldiers made this century
the age of the gunpowder empires, and inflicted appalling wounds that were st
often septic that they seemed to be poisoned.

Advances in the design of offensive weapons were paralleled by improved
systems of defence, and the obvious vulnerability of the ?ace and treaa inspirea
the helmet (Gurdjian 1973). Awareness of the need for brain protection is evident
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Gorllla

P¡thêcanthroPus

Homo sapiens

A B

FIG, l.l. The torget. Crønioføcial euolution in the

gorilla, a prim and møn (Homo sapiens). Reproduced
"by peímiision Antecedents of Man. 2nd edn, 1962,

ødinburgh lJniuersity Press. A. The facial skeleton shows recession of the jaws an_d

increasilg prominenie of the frontal bo,ne. B. Endocranial casts show increøse in the bulk
and promiience of the fron'tal and temporal lobes of the brain'

in the leather and metal helmets worn by soldiers in Mediterranean and Middle
East armies well before 1200 sc. Greek soldiers also saw a need for facial
protection: Greek heavy infantry used well-designed helmets that covered the
*hol" face, with a nasal bar to ward off sword slashes (Fig' 1.2). These full-face
helmets restricted vision, and Greek warriors are often shown with their helmets
pushed up; the introduction of hinged visors in the European Middle Ages gave

lhe option of an open-faced helmet, and important persons used visored helmets

well into the seventeenth century (Fig. 1.3). As late as L641, a French army
commander is said to have inadvertently blown out his brains by pushing up his
visor with a loaded pistol. But these visors also reduced the user's freld of vision,
and some soldiers preferred to take their chances without facial protection.
Francois de Guise (1519-1563) got a lance through his face in this way at the
attack on Boulogne in 1545: the iron point went in below the eye and out behind
the ear, Iodging so firmly that it had to be extracted with blacksmith's pincers
(Pare 1649, Hamby 1967).

Advances in musketry and military organisation exposed the soldier to

increasing numbers of missiles, with increasing accuracy and hitting power
(Parker f98S). In the seventeenth century, what would now be called the
military-industrial complex,led by arms magnates in Liège, Holland and Sweden,

organized mass production of standardised frrearms in great quantities. The

srnoothbored muiket increasingly dominated the battlefield (Figs 1.4 and f .5A);

it was soon supplemented by the rifle, more accurate and with greater mlJzzle

velocity. Snipers were armed with rifles as early as the Thirty Years War
(1618-1648); rifles were used by guerillas on both sides of the War of American
Independen ce (L775-1781), and by British light infantry in 1800. Breechloaders
gave faster rates of fire, but the early designs were unreliable, and in the fierce

battles of the American Civil War (1861-1865) both sides chiefly relied on
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Bronze helmet, 
-used. by Greek heøuy infantry (hoptites)

- _ by permission from E. S. Gurdjiai, Head f4rr"y tom
chartes c. Thomas, spri*en:tîltgtili]tl**ence 

to Penetrating Head wounï'i rcrs,

muzzle-loading 0.58 in. rifled muskets frring,minny balls,, the cylindroconical
le,ad bullets designed by c. E. Minié, a French officãr of cúasseurs (Fig. 1.58).
The international armament industry became very competitive: desigfrs were
rapidly improved and in the Franco-prussian war (rgzo-1g21), single-shot
breech-loading rifles were in service in both armies. Magazine riflãs were
introduced in the chief European armies by 1g90, and also mãchine guns. These
weapons fired smaller bullets, approximately 0.s in. in diameter (Fig. 1.5c¡, driven
by new propellants more powerful than gunpowder, giving greater range and
impact force. Cordite, a smokeless mixture of nitroc"tllrtor" un¿ nitroglyãerine,
gave the British .303 in. service rifles of 190 O amuzzlevelocity in the range 6OO-
800 m/s, whereas smoothbore muskets frred with black powdlr seldom bettered
300 m/s. The frrst Hague convention (1ggg) outlawed expanding bullets, but to
offset this humane aspiration, new bullet designs produceã high vllocity Áissiles
able to cause still more massive tissue destruction. The effects of highãr mtzzle
velocities on the face and brain are discussed in Chapter 4. Automatic rifles and

mili II
ras Y,eis of

the terrorist/freedom frghter throughout the world.

Naval cannon appeared very early, and became the decisive weapon at
sea, where the impact of roundshot was multiplied by splinters struck from the
ship's timbers. cannon frring musket balls in uags or in a tin case inflicted
appalling wounds at close range. Richard Wiseman (c .1622_1676), then a young
surgeon serving on the king's side in the English civil war (1642-1646), noteã
this at the siege of Taunton.

one of colonel John Arundell's men, in storming the works, was shot in
the Face by case-shot. He ... \Mas carried off amongihe dead and laid in an
empty house.

, In the morning early, the colonel marching by that house heard a knocking
within against the Door. Some of the Offrcers deÀiring to know what it was, lookî
in, and saw this man standing by the Door without Eye, Face, Nose, or Mouth ...
His Face, with his Eyes, Nose, Mouth, and forepart of rhe Jaws, with the chin,
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FIG.1.3. Full head protection in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries . A. Tournament
helrnet, mød.e for king Henry VIII of England. in 1540. The hinged uisor gaue føciøl
protection but lirnited uision. By cou
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FIG. 1 ounds in the Nøpoleonicherniat sket ball wound., piesumably
June, 7 type haue been a corrlïrcn seq
late as BeIl, Illustrations of the Gr
1821.

was shot away, and the remaining parts of them driven in. one part of the Jaw
hung down by his Throat, and the other part pasht into it. I saw thá Brain working
out underneath the lacerated Scalp on both sides between his Ears and Browsl
(Wiseman 1977)

The man lived at least 6 days, being able to drink by holding down the root
of his tongue.

Concurrently, advances \Mere made in killing by fragmentation missiles.
Hand-thrown grenades and bombs shot from mortars were used in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries; shells frred from howitzers came somewhat later.
Difficulties in devising accurate fuses were slowly overcome; in the siege of
Gibraltar (1781) Henry shrapnel, a young English offrcer, saw the benefrts of
using shells so that they would burst in the air and by the time of the Americancivil war, explosive shells accounted for a sizeable minority of head wounds
(Otis, 1870). In the great wars of the twentieth century, more soldiers were killed
or wounded by shells than by bullets (Reister, 1925). In World War I (1914_1918),
shrapnel shells charged with high explosives such as trinitrotoluene caused sá
many head wounds that steel helmets came back to give head protection especially
against relatively low velocity fragmentation miJsiles 1p. ìrs). such helmets
remain a militarynecessity, and are now frtted with polycãrbonate visors for eye
protection; steel has been replaced by laminated cãmposites of aramid frbrls
(Kevlar@), giving 35vo greater protection without increãsed weight.

The brothers rffright, and also Graf Zeppelin, made it possible to drop bombs
from the air. This was also outlawed by ttr" Hague convãnfion, but teì years
after the Wrights'first flight in 1903, the potential of air attacks was being eagerly
touted by science-frction writers like H. G. wells and by the nascent u".o.p".ã
industry (Grahame-white & Harper 1g14). High explosive bombs were used Jarly
in world war I, and also incendiary bombs, contàining phosphorus and other
combustibles.

_ Fire is a very ancient weapon and wartime facial burns have a long history.
Byzantine warships carried 'Greek frre', an inflammable liquid 

"o"trt"it 
i.rg

bitumen, naphtha or pitch, which was sprayed. by bellows througñ copper nozzlis(watt 1980); this was used in sea fights with the Arabs 
", ""rly urìir" seventh

century ao. In 1915, burning oils propelled by compressed nitrogen were used in
trench warfare, initially with terrifying effect. Since the first use of gunfire in
naval war, burns have been a dreaded feature of sea fights; even modernïarships
burn furiously, as rffas seen in the Falklands rtrar. Fire is a horrible concomitant
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FIG. 1.5. A c enturXt of rnititøry missíles. A,. British seruíce musket ball, diameter 0'693
in., as used. atWaterloo. By couitesy of the Trustees of the lrnperiølWar Museum, London-
B. British Enfield. 1853 ,¡ft" Uuttet, diameter 0.550 in., with a hollow base to engage iryth9
rifling of the barrel when'fired. Such bullets were used by both sides in the American Ciuil
War,-though lacking the groouing of the United Støtes Arrny pattern Minie bullet. By
courtesy of the Trusiees of the Imperiøl War Museum, London. C. British Arrny Seruice

rifle biltet, d.iameter 0.303 in., as used in the First and Second World Wars: probably a
Mark VI bullet, approued in 7904.

of air warfare, both for aircrew and for the victims of bombing; napalm (a mixture
of petroleum and palm oil derivatives) has often been dropped from aircraft,
wifh varying degrees of discrimination, and white phosphorus has also been used.

These agents are capable of inflicting very severe facial burns (Fig. 17.11).

As might be expected, frrearms were early used in crime as well as in war:
muskets and pistols weïe used in several sixteenth-century political
assassinations, and private ambushes are mentioned by surgical writers of the
period. As military firearms evolved and diversifred, the criminal classes were
quick to see the utility of the smaller handguns. Pistols, originally used chiefly
ás a cavalry weapon, were easily hidden in pockets or under cloaks; in violent
societies, pistols came to replace the sword for 'self-protection' and as a part of

the male itnug". British duellists took to pistols rather than swords in the
eighteenth century, ancl became even more dangerous. It seems that the usual
target was the trunk, but head wounds were not unhnown. The Irish surgeon

Sylvester O'Halloran (1723-1807), in his racy account (1793) of the high incidence

oihead injuries in Munster ('our people, invincibly brave' '.. and highly irritable,
soon catch fire ... to this add the frequent abuse ofspirituous liquors, particularly
whiskey...') reported one such duel: the gallant O'C., an excellent shot, was

himself struck by a ball in the temple and died of what reads like cerebritis.
These d.uels were usually fought with single-shot pistols. There was felt to be a

need for pistols capable of more than one shot and in 1835, Samuel Colt patented
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his famous revolver: it was not a new idea, but colt's reliable weapons became
popular throughout the world, and their descendants are still very much with
us. While rifles can be used in hunting animals, pistols are primarily intended to
kill people, and as soon as they became cheap enough to be purchased by the
lower classes, governments began to try to restrict possession olth"r" dangårous
ïveapons to those considered to be socially responsible. In 1602, the viceroy of
catalonia prohibited pistols less than g0 cm long, 'in an attempt to reduceihe
death rate in the principality' (Elliott, 1969); the spirited Catalans greaily resented
this early gun law and it had little effect. Later gun laws have had varied success,
but no government has succeeded in the logical measure of total abolition, 

"*.upíthe Tokugawa administration in Japan. reyasu, the frrst and greatest rokugawa
shogun, took control of the firearms industry in 1609, and his successors cut
back production until the nation was virtually without guns (parker 19gg).

The Head in Traffic Accidents

War is of course not the only historic cause of injuries of the face and head.
Traffic accidents are today the leading cause of serious head injuries in most
parts of the world, and these also have a long history. The horse has been
domesticated for more than four millennia. In lraq, the Sumerians used horses
to pull chariots around 2000 sc and somewhat later horses were ridden, with
control by bridles and bits. Nobody who has ridden or driven horses will doubt
that this great technical achievement must have led almost immediately to
accidents and head injuries. There is an account ofa Chinese chariot accident in
the oracular archives of the shang dynasty (c. 1600-1000 ¡c): one of King wuding,s
courtiers was thrown out of his chariot when it hit an obstacle at high ,p"Ja.
(Gao Jian-Guo, personal communication.) A few hundred years later therã is a
literary reference to a chariot accident causing craniofacial injury in Homer,s
Iliqd. Eumelus is thrown in the course of a very dirty chariot race, when his
vehicle is sabotaged by the goddess Athene: he suffers facial abrasions and is
temporarily speechless, but recovers. No doubt there were many such accidents;
a galloping horse can reach a speed of 50 km/h, and at this speed fatal heaá
injuries can easily result from falls, impacts against trees or otlier overhanging
objects, or collisions with pedestrians. In imperial Rome, better roads and . u""y
self-indulgent aristocracy gave rise to complaints about bad driving (Ammanius
Marcellinus quoted by Gibbon 1854). Juvenal (c¡o 60-140) also listed heavy road
transport as one of the lethal hazards of Roman traffîc.

In the Renaissance, there are several case reports of facial and cranial
injuries from riding accidents. Giovanni da vigo 

-(?1460-1520) 
mentions a

gentleman in the service of the duke of Urbino who fell from his horse onto a
rock surface: his whole face swelled, and he was mute for 20 days, but recovered
with a permanent speech defect that sounds like a dysphasia. Transport accidents
\^/ere common in the seventeenth century. In the civilian practiãe of Richard'Wiseman, such accidents apparently accounted for a fifth of all the reported
injuries; a typical example is the Lady who was wounded ,down the whole iength
of the Forehead to the Nose, also transverse the left Eye-brow..,; her Eye a=nd
Face were also much bruised. It happened to her travelling in a Hackney]coach
[i.e. a taxi], upon the jetting üoltingl whereof she was thrãwn out of the hinder
seat against a Bar of Iron in the forepart of the coach,(wiseman Lgll).In the
eighteenth century, Percivall Pott (1714-1788) described 48 cases ofhead injury,
of which \2 (27.9vo) were riding or carriage accidents, some of them
alcohol-related: the series gives a picture very familiar to modern accident
surgeons (Table 1.1).

In the nineteenth century, the horse was supplemented by steam power.
Passenger-carrying steam trains came in England in 1g25, and as early as 1sB9
the Great Western Railway provided a fine museum specimen of a skull base
fracture for the Royal College ofSurgeons. Steam road carriages followed, but
were restrained by a speed limit of 4 miles/h, enforced by an act of parliament
that required a man holding a red flag to precede the steam car.
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TABLE 1.7

Head injuries in eighteenth century London
(from Pott 1779)

No. of cases Vo

J

Industry

Roads

Assauii eic.

Sport

Miscellaneous

Total

Scaffolding
Cranes

Other
Total
Carriages and carts

Riding horses

Hitting horses

TotaI
By reiaiives or neighbours

By rioters
By school masters

By the French (naval war)
Suicides

Total
Cricket

Quoits
Cudgels

Total
(including falls)

5

2

4

11

6

5

1

L2

+

2

1

1

1

I
2

1

1

4

7

43

25.6

27.9

20.9

16.3

100.00

FIG. 1.6. 'Sad. føtøIity øt Hørrow'. Accídent to ø Daimler waggonette dríuen by Engitæer
D. A. Sewett when carrying fiue gentlernen on 25 February 1899, The right rear wheel

collapsed at an estimated speed of 15 miles /h Sewell and his front seat pa'ssenger were

ejected and killed. By courtesy of Dr G. A. Ryan.

The modern motor car \Mas born in 1884-1886, when Gottlieb Daimler
(1834-1900) invented an effective internal combustion engine powered by petrol,
and installed it in a four-wheeled vehicle; the horseless carriage then became a

practicable means of road transport (Ovcry 1992,Lay 1993). At frrst the killing
po*"t of the motor car \ryas underestimated, and complaints centred on its effects

ãn the emotional balance of horses. The frrst automobile crash is said to have
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simultøneous.Iy ø fall after 1g20, presuugbty øs a result o¡ søfety meøsur"r. Éy iourtesy i¡J. W. Knott (in press) and L. Euans (1991).'

occurred in France, in 1893, when a vehicle driven by Baron de Zuylen struck a
motor brake belonging to the comte de Dion; happily these noblemen escaped
serious injury (Ryan 1965). Lay (1993) gives 1896 as the year of the first motor
martyrs; a London pedestrian, Ms Bridget Driscoll, was killed despite warning
cries from the driver of a car, and in the same year Emile Levassor was killed in
a motor race from Paris to Marseilles. In 1899, one of Daimler's fine wagonettes
demonstrated its killing power near Harrov¡ (uK). A wheel broke - it wás made
of inferior (non-British) oak - at perhaps 14 miles/h (Fig. 1.6). The driver
(Engineer E. A. sewell) was killed instantly, and a passenger, vta¡or 

"1. 
s. Richer,

died a few days later in coma (AnonJrnous lsggi. After ttre world war I thé
rising mortality rate from car crashes caused great public concern in the usA
and other motorized societies, and this has mounted ever since, until at last
concern has been implemented in legislation and the road toll has in most
countries begun to fall (Fig. 1.2).
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The Head as a Target in Sport

Boxing is an ancient sport. Greek and Roman boxers fought wearing the cestus,

a leather knuckleduster, and there are literary accounts of well-placed blows

damaging the face and brain. In Vergil's Aeneid (written 30-19 sc) a champion

boxer weárs gloves loaded with lead and iron, and stained wil,h blood and brains
from previous sporting contests. In nineteenth-century England, boxing was made

,rror" h**^ne by padded gloves and by the rules associated with the 8th Marquis
of Queensberry, Oscar Wilde's adversary, described by him as the screaming

scarlet marquis. Boxing persists today, as the only sport in which brain injury,
real or token, is the chief aim.

In the past, there were other sports in which the head and face \Mere targets.

Roman gladiators suffered head wounds; the great Galen (c. ¡o 131-199) spent

some years as surgeon to the gladiators of his native town Pergamon' and

mentións their depressed skull fractures. Medieval tournaments often ended with
head injuries; even the formalized contests of Renaissance elites could have

unhappy consequences. Both HenryVIII of England (149L-1547) and Henri II of
Franãe (1519-1559) suffered head impacts when jousting in full armour. Henry
VIII survived this head injury, and also another sustained in pole vaulting: his
apologists have attributed his later behaviour to traumatic or anoxic brain
aãmage. Henri II died of an accidental orbitocranial wound complicated by a
chronic subdural haematoma or empyema. For the lower classes there were other

martial sports, such as cudgels. Percivall Pott (1779) mentions a young player
who received a blow on the forehead: 'it did not seem to himself or to the spectators

a severe one, but as it prod.uced blood, it was deemed by the laws of the game a

broken head', and he lost the match, as well as developing what sounds like an

extradural abscess.

sports played with balls, or bats and balls, are not intended to cause

craniofacial injuries, but have often done so. Again, Pott provides a typical
eighteenth-century example: a boy struck in the forehead by a cricket bat, who

laler developed a frontal extradural abscess, cured by trephining' Cricket ball
injuries of the head or face became quite common in the twentieth century, with
tlre rise of fast bowling aimed at the body of the batsman; in the 1-977 /8 rWorld

Cup Cricket Series, a leading batsman first appeared wearing a helmet, and

since then serious players of cricket usually wear helmets with visors' Baseball
batsmen also use helmets. Football might be thought less likely to lead to head

injuries, but the vigour of the game and its opportunities for head contacts make

this, in all its forms, a common cause of craniofacial injury, in the past as now.

Sir Thomas Etyot (c. 1495-1546) sa'ff the Tudor form of football as 'nothyng but
beastely fury and extreme violence, whereof proceedeth hurte and consequently

.urr.oo1. and malice do remalme with thym that be wounded.' However, football
is not usually thought to demand protective headgear, except in the USA where
fullface helmets have long been considered necessary for serious players. Richard
Schneider (1966), an authority on the American form of this robust game' collected

225 cases of serious or fatal injury from football over a 5-year period: ofthese,
7 íVo w ete craniocerebral injuries.

Craniofacial kfury in Falls and Industrial Accidents

Falls must always have been responsible for such injuries. Industrial head injuries
are doubtless as old as building scaffolds and underground mines; in Pott's (1179)

series of head injuries, industrial accidents \Mere almost as numerous as road

accidents. Steam engines, introduced into the mining industry in England as

early as 1712, presumably increased the risks. In the nineteenth century, concern

ovei industriai accidents was widespread; Hudson (L877) described head injuries
among Cornish miners, and mentioned the routine use of protective hard hats.

Facial burns and scalds were also a frequent concomitant of the industrial
revolution.
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Facial Mutilation
In the ancient world, punitive facial mutilation was a favoured. way of humiliating
and tormenting one's enemies (Adamson,1990). Later, such mutilations werã
reserved for criminals, especially those of low social rating; in 1682, the King of
England's judges removed the ears of a barrister, a clerg¡rman and a doctor of
medicine, and this was meant as an especially humiliating punishment for persons
of upper middle class status, who would not ordinarily be penalized in thir *"y.
In India, nasal mutilation was used on a large scale and lor a long time. Thus,
Tipu sultan (1750-1799) the brilliant ruler of Mysore, when at war with the
British, offered a pagoda (gold coin weighing about 3.4 g) for each nose removed
from a supporter of the English East India company (McDowell, Lg77);modern
plastic surgery has been dated from the successful treatment of a victim of this
campaign (p. 16). Still more recently, similar mutilations were reported in Africa,
during wars of liberation: persons caught smoking enemy cigaréttes were likely
to lose their lips.

Apart from these punitive disfrgurements of the face, many ancient and
recent cultural practices involve mutilations of the face and orofacial soft tissues,
whether as rituals or for aesthetic reasons. Examples of decorative mutilation
include chipping and frling tooth crowns, tooth adornment with inlays or overlays
ofvarious materials, evulsion of teeth, facial tattooing, septal perforation, piercing
and plugging of the lips, removal of the uvula and faciãl scarring (wilson et a'Í
1992).

In most parts of the world today, judicial and political penalties do not
include facial mutilation; it is perhaps the onlyhistoric cause of facial injurythat
has been largely eliminated. Decorative mutilations are also less prevalent, túough
it is possible to find parallels with these in some aspects of modern aesthetic
surgery.

The Evolution of surgical concepts and rechniques
Craniomaxillofacial Surgery in Antiquity
The record of craniomaxillofacial (cMF) trauma over the last 4000 years is
paralleled by the history of endeavours to heal the wounds, mend the fiactures
and restore an acceptable appearance, undertaken by men and women who can
be called surgeons, whether they were seen by their contemporaries as priests,
wizards, physicians or skilled craftsmen. The Edwin smitñ pap5z.us, written
about 1600 ¡c but conveying much older thinking (Breasted 1980), gives in didactic
form the practice of an Egyptian surgeon. cases are described, lith treatment
policies: nasal fractures and dislocated mandibles are to be treated, but skull
fractures with neurological signs such as a squint or gait disorder, or infectedjaw fractures, are illnesses not to be treated (Horrmann-¡xthelm, 1gg2).'whereas
much Egyptian medicine is concerned with drugs and. incantations, the surgeon
behind this papyrus seems rational and objective. Majno (1gg1) notes îhat
Egyptian wound treatment included skin closure by adheÀive tapes and possibly
by sutures; he has tested the bactericidal action of the favourite Ègyptia.r *orrnä
salve, honey and grease, and found it effective against staphylococci and coliform
bacilli.

In ancient lraq, medical literature surviving in cuneiform inscriptions
stresses the therapeutic role of magic. Excavations from Nineveh 

"." .uid to
have discovered scalpels, a saw and a bronze trephine, but there is apparently
no literary evidence of surgical treatment, beyond the famous malpractìce laws
of Hammurabi enacting amputation for unsuccessful operations on persons of
noble rank, and lesser penalties for accidents in operatiãtr. on slaves.

Information on Indian medicine stems from the sanskrit vedas; these
include the Susruta Samhita, supposedlywritten around 600 nc, which d.escribes
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surgical procedures including restoration of a mutilated nose by swinging down
a pedicled flap from the forehead. This procedure is the Indian rhinoplasty,
practised by members of a specifrc caste over the next 2000 years and still in
general use (Fig. 17.18).

The surviving memorials of trauma m¿rnagement in antiquity portray the
responses of thoughtful surgeons confronted with the challenge of facial wounds
and skull fractures. Doubtless there were many such surgeons who left no written
memorials, yet transmitted their skills and experience verbally to enrich surgical
thinking in India, the Middle East and the eastern Mediterranean.

Graeco-Roman and Arabic Surgery of the Head and Face

In the frfth century nc, Kos, a small Greek island state, produced the towering
but shadowy personality of Hippocrates (c. 470-400 sc). The Hippocratic collection,
the body of writings attributed to him but now thought to have been written
somewhat later, inaugurated a succession of surgical texts that were extended
through the Hellenistic and Roman periods, to live on for more than a thousand
years in Byzantine compilations. In the field of CMF surgery, the most interesting
works in the Hippocratic collection are the treatises 'On Wounds in the Head'
and 'On Joints' (Hippocrates, 1927). The frrst describes trephining for head
wounds. It is clear that the operator was careful and thoughtful, with a proper
regard for the dangers of penetrating the intact dura mater, and had plenty of
experience of wound infection. It is much less obvious why he operated. It appears

that depressed fractures ofthe skull were left to suppurate, in the expectation
that the bone fragments would sequestrate and be discharged; fissured fractures
were, however, explored aggressively. De Moulin (1988) states that the operator
was looking for intracranial bleeding; Majno (1991) sees the operation as intended
to let out blood that would otherwise turn to pus. The management of various
types of fractures of the mandible is more comprehensible. The fracture was
immobilised by interdental wiring, using gold wire or thread, and splinted
externally with leather glued to the skin and tied behind the head. Union was
expected in only 20 days. Hippocratic surgery also included primary suture of
some wounds, especially in the face: the wound was stitched up after being washed
out with wine, and dressed with an ointment containing copper oxide and honey.
Majno (1991) has tested the antibacterial effect of wine and found it quite potent:
it appears that this is due to polyphenols in the wine, not to ethyl alcohol.

The Roman conquest of Greece widened the influence Greek culture; Roman
medicine was a partnership based on Italian organisational skills and Greek
science. The teachings of Hippocrates and the discoveries of his successors in
Alexandria were studied and elaborated by Roman writers such as Cornelius
Celsus (c. eo 30). Celsus has been disparaged as a popularizer of current medical
knowled.ge, not an original thinker, yet his very readable work is representative
of the best state of the art in imperial Rome. Celsus (1938) gave a good account of
plastic closure of areas of facial tissue loss, by two quadrangular advancement
flaps sutured together to close the defect; he used thread sutures. Nasal injuries
were seen as causes of deformity and airway obstruction: nasal displacements
were reduced with the fingers or with a probe or a quill in the nostril(s), and
immobilised by internal and external splints. Fractures and dislocations of the
mandible were described; interdental horsehair ligatures were used. His account
of the surgery of head injury gives some idea of the indications for trephining the
skull. He enquired frrst about neurological symptoms, such as vomiting, loss of
speech, and obscured vision. Thesc symptoms might point to a skull fracture in
need of treatment. More serious symptoms, such as coma ('torpor'), suggested

that the dura mater was violated, and operation might be ineffective. Irritation
of the meninges \Mas seen as a cause of harm - a concept that was to have a long
life. Celsus recognised the danger of bleeding under the intact skull, presumably
extradural, and advised operation for cranial osteomyelitis. His tools included
the modiolus, an iron cylindrical trephine, and the terebra, ancestor of the modern
perforator: large areas of bone were excised by making a ring of holes with the
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terebra and joining the holes with chisel cuts. AII in all, it appears that the
operative craniofacial surgery of Celsus went to the limits of what was then
possible, given the absence of anaesthesia and the consequent need for speed
and dexterity: celsus noted that the surgeon must be .ornpussiorrate, yet unmãved
by his patient's screams.

Galen (c. ao 130-199) is a greater frgure in medical biology than in the
history of surgery. It is even suggested that he had no praðiical surgical
experience, but this is nonsense. In his work as physician tã ttre gladiato"rs of
Pergamon, he certainly had to treat the less fortunate sportsmen, ánd he wrote
confrdently of operations on the skull (Galen, 1926). His animai experiments
suggest remarkable manual dexterity, and he \ryas â fine anatomist, lhough he
had to study monkeys and other animars, being debarred from using hüman
cadavers. (Iluman anatomy had been studied in the cadaver in Hellenist'ic Egypt,
but this invaluable aid to good surgery had been abandoned.) His experimînts
included making brain lesions in conscious animals: he was able to demonstrate
the serious effects of damage to the cerebral ventricles, especially the fourth
ventricle, and he noted similar effects from accidents in treftrining the human
head. The a\Mareness of the lethal effects of cerebral compression, both fro1¡
clinical observation and from animal experiment, foreshadoivs a central concept

But Galen's main surgical legacy \Mas a very
ogy; his concepts of cardiorespiratory and

hadenormousinnuence.whareve,tlrr:::r¿tHiltr"ir,","üîJ"::Ï;'.Ï:i?îî:
surgeons a set of working dogmas that were doubtless just as helpiul u, Ão"u
correct knowledge would have been, given the limitations of what was possible.
The Catalan Joseph Trueta (1897-1977), in our times a most influentialiilitary
surgical writer and a great surgical biologist, brames Galen for many things, anäparticularly for a fundamental error that prevented progress for fourteen
centuries - the belief that suppuration is a benign and inãeù essential process
in wound healing. In this, he is contrasted with Hippocrates (Trueta rg¿i). rhis
seems rather unfair. There were writers before Galen who saw suppuration as a
favourable event, while Galen himself clearly regarded healing by ftrst intention,
i.e. without suppuration, as the most desirableãutcome (De À[oulin 19sg).

Graeco-Roman medicine gave very serviceable rules for the management
offacial injuries; for craniocerebral injuries, the Hippocratic legacy wäs less
helpful but at least the basic surgical armamentarium was defined. Galen,s
concepts of Immoral on were certainly
unhappy; he bears m edingofwoundeä
persons over the ne er Galen's death, there were no great
speculative or experimental medical biologists in the declining Roman riorld,
but his ideas, and those ofhis prede"essors, were kept alive by surgeons in the
Byzantine cities, and by them transmitted to the Arab world.

fh9 great surge of Islam established a brilliant and tolerant cultural unity
from Delhi to Cordoba. In the intellectual centres of the Eastern and Western
caliphates, Graeco-Roman medicine \r¡as studied and advanced. But surgery
received relatively less attention, and most of the great frgures of Arab medical
science were primarily concerned with internal medicine-. The chief exception
was Albucasis, in Arabic Abu'l-easim (9g6-1018). His surgical textbook was
translated into Latin in Toledo, and widely read in western Eùope; he reiterated
Hippocratic teaching on the treatment of fractures of the *"ndibl" by dental
ligatures and external splints. It is also relevant that Albucasis is credited with
the belief that atmospheric air will infect wounds. This concept, not an
unreasonable deduction from everyday experience, was to have widã currency,
and especially in the misunderstanding of brain infections.

Medieval Surgery of the Skull and Face
Some ten centuries separate the political and social disintegration ofthe Western
Roman Empire from the dawn of the Renaissance in ltaly. In that long period,
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Western Europe produced few surgical writers of distinction or originality, and

little of what was written is relevant to the theme of this book. To a considerable
extent, learning \Mas confrned to the ecclesiastical establishment, and as clerics
were prohibited by the Church from shedding blood, there was a cleavage between
the learned physician who clid not operate and the surgical craftsman who did
not study. Nevertheless the picture of medieval scientifrc sterility and clerical
obscurantism has been much exaggerated. In Italy especially, there were priests

who did operate, even after this was banned by the Fourth Lateran Council in
1215. In Salerno, a multicultural seaport south of Naples, a lay medical school

emerged. around 900, and flourished for some 300 years: the surgeons of Salerno

studiãd anatomy, performed autopsies, and reported many cases of cranial and

facial wounds, including a fatal extradural haematoma from a slingshot impact
(De Moulin 1988). Before operating on the brain, the Salernitan surgeon washed
his hands, a practice that had to be rediscovered in the nineteenth century, and

also abstained from sexual intercourse and eating garlic. Universities, perhaps

the greatest intellectual achievement of the Middle Ages, estabiished meriicai
faculties, first in Bologna (1156) but soon elsewhere, and in Italy these universities
taught surgeïy and anatomy, with cadaver dissections from the early fourteenth
."rrtory atiatest. De Moulin (1988) has reviewed the surgical practice of French
writers such as Henri de Mondeville (c. L26O-L320) and Guy de Chauliac (c.

1298-1368): both gave attention to head injury management, and had sensible

things to say on wound healing.

The Sixteenth Century

Seen in retrospect, this century appears as a time of exhilarating intellectual
adventure. The religious revolution in Europe shattered old beliefs and

assumptions. The oceanic voyages of discovery expanded the world enormously,

and brãught back new diseases and new drugs. Humanist scholars rediscovered

o, ,"r¡orrtt"d Greek and Latin texts, and the printing press spread their frndings
in an enlarged intellectual community that extended from Poland to Portugal
and beyonú to the Americas. Medical texts were studied more widely: Celsus

was printed in7478,and much of Galen's workwas published in Latin translation
in 1490. An increased interest in human anatomy followed. Surgery, stimulated
by the effects of the terrifying new frrearms, shared in the expansion of medical
science. The northern Italian universities, already old as centres of learning,
were in the vanguard of the advance of surgical thinking. Padua, the university
of the powerfuI republic of Venice, \¡/as pre-eminent, and its professorial chairs
were held by a number of outstanding physician-surgeons' one of whom was

Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564) of Rrussels'

1543 is often given as the landmark year of Renaissance science, when
Vesalius brought outhis great textbook of anatomy,De Humani Corporis Føbricø,
Vesalius was at once a learned Galenist - there are more than 200 citations of
Galen in the index of his book - and an iconoclastic revolutionary, correcting
Galen's anatomical errors on the basis of his own meticulous dissections. His
book gave surgeons a superbly illustrated textbook that emphasized function as

weil Às structure. In particular, it gave a frne description of the skull and facial
skeleton, and of the external morphology of the brain and cranial nerves. Vesalius

was himself a daring surgeon, not least in the freld of CMF trauma, as is evident
in a famous case report from his practice after he left Padua. In 1562, Don Carlos,

the young and. very unsatisfactory crown prince of Spain, fell down a flight of
steps 'in ñasty following of a wench', and suffered a contused wound of the scalp,

which became infectecl. His conscious level worsened, and Vesalius, who was

then one ofthe royal physicians, evidently diagnosed intracranial suppuration.

'Dr. Vesalius was of the opinion that the lesion was inside and that there was no

other remedy but to penetrate the skull to the membranes'. This was not done,

but the later course of the illness makes it clear that Vesalius \Mas right in his

diagnosis (Simpson 1987).

The sixteenth century saw many notable surgical authors who wrote on

the management of CMF trauma. Berengario da Carpi (c. 1460-1530) wrote a
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book, De Fractura cranei, dealing specifrcally with head injuries, and remarkable
for its emphasis on their symptomatology. This work also figures the instruments
of the time; it is interesting to see that the modiolus hãs guards to prevent
overpenetration, and the terebra or perforator is supplemented by a burr (Fig.
1.8) of modern design. Other influential writers *""à th" Italian Giovanni da
vigo (c. 1460-1520), an enthusiast for the cautery, and the German Hieronymus
Braunschweig (1450-1533). AIso from the Germanic world was the lreat
Paracelsus (Philipp Bumbastus von Hohenheim, c. r4g4-r541). paracãlsus
exemplifres the Renaissance, in his flamboyant iconoclasm - he ceremoniously
burned one ofthe chieftraditional textbooks - and his readiness to explore new
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frelds; even in his interests in magic and the occult, to us less admirable, there is
a gusto that still fascinates. In surgery, his Grosse Wundarznel and his Spitalbuch
have much to say about wound treatment, but they are even more remarkable
for the author's total rejection of the traditional separation of medicine and
surgery: 'there can be no surgeon who is not also a physician'(Pager 1982). But
the best known, best loved and most typical Renaissance surgeon is Ambroise
Paré (c. 1510-1590), and his writings have much that is relevant in an evaluation
of the evolution of the surgery of CMF trauma.

Paré was born in Bourg-Hersent, a small village in Mayenne, but went
early to Paris. It appears that he learned his profession as apprentice to a
barber-surgeon, and also in the Hotel-Dieu, the chief public hospital in Paris. He

had no university education: in France, unlike Italy, universities did not teach
acad,emic surgery. Paré went to Italy in 1537 as personal surgeon to a commander
in the French royal army; thereafter, he served in many campaigns in the wars
withthe German emperor Charles V andhis aiiies. In 1559, he aitendedhis king
Henri II after the fätal tourney accident described above, together with Vesalius,
who was sent to Paris by the concerned king of Spain, Philip II. Paré also attended
many leading frgures in the religious wars that broke out after the death of Henri
II. He became immensely experienced, he designed many surgical instruments
and prostheses and he wrote many books - in vigorous French because he was
a poor Latinist. His management of head injuries is described in the tenth book

of his 'Complete Works' (Pare, 1649). His chief indication for operation on the
head appears to have been a compound depressed fracture, to relieve pressure

on the meninges and to allow the escape of 'corrupt and putrid blood'' It is not
always clear whether this meant evacuation of pus or blood clot. He used a

trephine on a brace, a gimlet perforator, and also a compass saw for larger bone

resections. Great care was taken to preserve the dura mater; bone fragments
were removed with elevators and forceps. Bone still attached to the pericranium
was not removed. Simple scalp wounds were pulled together with a few sutures,
or otherwise closed; deeper wounds were often left open to granulate.

Paré described his management of injuries of the face and jaws, and of the
eyes, in the same book. Facial wounds were carefully sutured with waxed thread,
or closed with strips of sticking plaster sutured together (Fig. 1.9). Fractures of
the mandible were treated as advised by Hippocrates, with interdental wiring
using gold or silver wire and an external leather restraint sewn to the patient's
night-cap. Union of the fracture was expected in 20 days, unless 'inflammation'
should supervene. Presumably the figUre of 20 days is derived from Hippocrates:
Paré qualifred it by noting that patients vary in the time needed for union. Paré

had little to say about midfacial fractures, though he quoted the gratifying case

of a soldier who suffered a disfrguring compound wound of the upper jaw, which
became infested with worms because of delay in getting surgical aid, and stank.
With appropriate local medication and delayed suture, the wound eventually
healed very well. Nasal wounds and fractures were discussed in more detail.
Paré noted that an amputated nose could not be replaced, but if there was any
adherence to the rest of the adjacent flesh, 'from whence it may receive life and
nourishment', then it should be sewn back. His ability to treat eye injuries was
Iimited, but he removed corneal foreign bodies, using a speculum, and was a\Mare

that penetrating eye wounds could heal well if the pupil was not injured. Human
milk was an excellent irrigating fluid for injured eyes, especially if the donor was

suckling a girl. Paré's contemporary Georg Bartisch (1535-1605), court oculist in
Dresden, was more adventurous as zur eye surgeon: he described the operation of
enucleation, and is said to have been the frrst to note sympathetic ophthalmia as

a sequel of eye injury (Albert & Diaz-Rohena, 1989).

Paré described in much detailhis various wound dressings; distilled spirits
were often used, and may have had some antimicrobial effect, though of course

he could not know this. He used frequent venesections for head injuries, in line
with traditional Galenic practice, bleeding from the cephalic vein'according to

the strength of the patient.'
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FrG. r.9. shin closure in the Renaissance. pøré's'd,ry suture'for wound6 of the cheek:pieces of cloth øre gummed. to the skin and. sutured, togeíher i¡tlr'inreo¿.

One procedure not in Paré's repertoire was repair of facial tissue loss by apedicle graft. However, his remarkabre contempãrary Gaspare Tagliacozzi
(1545-1599) was active in this freld. Tagliacozzíheld,a jrofessorial chair in the
university of Bologna, and was a very gifted surgeon. To-repair noses slashed offin civil or military clashes, he used a pedicle skin graft faken from the inner
surface of the arm, sutured to the freshened nasal áefect (Fis. 1.10). The arm
was bandaged to the head and trunk until union was established. Tagli acozzi,s
rhinoplasty \Mas a staged procedure, and might take up to fïve months. He used
a similar flap to restore defects in the lips and 

""rr, 
,rótirrg that restoration of a

whole ear was not possible. Done without anaesthesia, tLese operations must
have needed great skill in the surgeon and great fortitude in the patient.
Tagliacozzí's well-illustrated book is a classic in ttre history of plastic å,.,.gury,
but the operation was not widely performed, and the principie orihe uotog"iro,r,
pedicle graft was obscured by more or less fantastic iales ãf homografted noses
taken from the rumps of proletarian donors (Gnudi & webster, lggg).

It is always dangerous to read modern concepts into the minds of the
scientists of the past. Renaissance science included -rrìh th"o*aturgy and beliefin astrolory and alchemy \¡/as widespread; surgeons were not immùne to these
seductive aberrations. But one can see in the *"ìti.rg. of the elite surgeons of the
sixteenth century three themes of enduring importance: themes that had indeed
been evident in Graeco-Roman surgical practice, but had not previously come so
clearly into focus.

First, wound healing and tissue repair were seen as natural if still
mysterious processes, and were studied objectively. Early in the century, it had
been thought that gunshot wounds were poisoned, and should be purifred by the
c,autery or by irrigation with boiling oil. As is well known, parã reject"a thi.
doctrine on the basis of clinical observation. paré gave attention to theþuhesring
effect of the air and the depraved humours of the victim, but suppuration was
seen in natural terms as the effect of tissue damage by the force oiihe missile -
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FIG.1.10. Tagliøcozzí's rhinopløsty. Apedicled graft frorn the forearnt' høs been sutured
to the mutilaied nose, a,nd the arm is immobilised. From G. Tagliacozzû De Curtorum
Chirugia per Insitionem, 1597.

'! l:c f or nt of a nole ar t i Ji t i alþ n atlc, hotlt a lorc bl l þlf , ail allo vitb thc tt¡-
per-lip ioauttl ø i¡ p¿tc s'i¡h the bah of tlte bcard,

FIG.l.l1. Paré's prosthesis for ø mutíløted. nose. The prosthesis was made frorn gold,
siluer, paper, or glued. cloth, and wøs coloured appropriately; it wd's secured to the heød or
to the hat.

fthe vehemency of the contusion, dilaceration and fracture, caused by the bullets
too violent entry' - and to the effects of indriven fragments of cloth, missiles,
splinters of bone and bruised flesh (Paré 1649). His contemporary Leonardo

Botallo (1530-?) showed that gunpowder is not poisonous' and also attributed
the septic complications of gunshot wounds to indriven foreign matter (Trueta,

1944).

Second,, there was general concern to protect the brain from the secondary

effects of trauma. It is not always clear whether r,rperations on the head were

done to evacuate pus or blood clot, or indeed whether they were done
prophylactically. But it does appear that there was a\Mareness of the danger of
intiacranial collections. The distinction between pus and blood may not have

seemed so fundamental as it does now, since it was believed that blood was

transformed into pus as a natural process.

Lastly, there was full awareness of the aesthetic importance of facial
wounds. Here again, Parê speaks for the period, when he warns that bad
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management of facial wounds will 'leave deformed scars in the most specious
(precious) and beautiful!part of the body'(paré 1649). This awareness,in that
beautyJoving age, doubtless inspired ra gliacozzi's amazing operations an¿ paré,s
elaborate designs for facial prostheses (Fie. 1.11). itì impact of facial
disfrgurement is a main theme in this book.

The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
In these centuries, the philosophy of experimental science became generally
accepted, and Galen's physiology was slowly discarded. Wound healing becamL
better understood, especially after the work of John Hunt er (172g-1798). He
established that healing by primary union, without suppuration, must be the
surgical ideal, and should be promoted by wound closure. Like paré, he favoured
closure by adherent plasters because sutures induced ulceration, perhaps from
the use of contaminated thread. He studied pus with the primitive micr-oscopes
of the time and saw white blood cells; he could not establish their significarice,
but he came as close to understanding the nature of infection as was possible
before Pasteur's work. Most importantly, he denied that air, in itself, coulå induce
suppuration.

Bone healing was also studied: De Moulin (1988) cites the experimental
work of the Dutch physician Anton De Heide (1646-169?) on long bone and cranial
fractures in dogs. The anatomy of the facial structures, especiallythe air sinuses,
the salivary glands and their ducts, was clarified: the Dânish anatomist/bishop
Niels Stensen (1638-1686) and the Cromwellian physician Thomas Wharton (ó.
1616-1673) are commemorated by the parotid and submandibular ducts
respectively' Thomas Willis (L621-1675) published a fine neuroanatomical
textbook, illustrated by the young christopher'wren, which was especially
important in defining the anatomy of the cerebral circulation. Understanding of
the pathophysiology of head injuries made slower progress. As late as 1252, Jãhn
Hunter's learned brother william (1218-1zgg) could say ,as to the uses of the
different parts of the brain, we are quite ignorant' (Dowd 1922). However, at the
end of the period, one concept of fundamental importance was enunciated.: the
Monro-Kelly doctrine (Lundberg 1983). The Scottish anatomist Alexander MonroII (1733-1817) stated that the skull is 'a case of bone' whose contents are
incompressible and of constant volume; with some important modifrcations, this
observation underlies the modern concept of raised inlracranial pressure tp. gol.

The wars of the seventeenth centuryproduced some frne surgeons, notably
the German Johann schultes (1595-1645), better known as scultetus, a graduatL
_of 

Padua who practised in ulm during the Thirtyyears war. His manag-ement of
head injuries has been perceptively studied by Louis Bakay (1971), irimself a
distinguished neurosurgeon and a competent Latinist. Bakãy has shown that
scultetus's procedures were little different from those of paré and his
predecessors, both in technique and in rationale. His surgical armamentarium
included the hand trephine, various nibblers and. two -o-." .o-plex tools that
doubtless express the ingenuity of German craftsmen: a rotary saw and a screw
on a tripod to elevate depressed fractures (Fig. 1.12). His medical treatment was
traditional: his patients \Mere given enemas and bled vigorously to reduce fever
and inflammation. Faith in therapeutic venesection was to persist well into the
nineteenth century, despite the intelligent scepticism of the British naval surgeon
James Yonge (r646-L72L), a pioneer in the study of haemostasis (watt rgzsJ. In
the eighteenth century, Henri-François Le Dran (16g5-1220) of paris and
Percivall Pott (see P. 5) of London recognized the clinical importance of the lucid
interval before worsening in conscious level, as an indication of extradural
haemorrhage, and one must see this as a very notable conceptual advance. Several
eighteenth-century writers show awareness of the cruciál distinction between
the primary effects of head injury and the secondary - often remediable -complications. An article on trephination in the famous French Encycloped,ie
(Anonymous 1765) quoted the royal surgeon F. R. euesn ay (1694-1774) on the
indications for operation: these stressed late-onset (,consãcufif) syrnptoms, in
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FIG. 1.12. Crøníøl surgery ín the Thirty Yeørs Wør. A perforator with three points, a
simple eleuator, an ad,justable screw eleuator, and a paír ofbone forceps. From J. Scultetus,
Armamentarium Chirurgi c1rm,7 655.

contrast to the primary ('primitif) effects of injury. Both Quesnay and Pott (better

known for his puffy tumour of the scalp, associated with cranial osteomyelitis)
\Mere also very ready to trephine linear fractures on suspicion of underlying
mischief, or even prophylactically (Fig. 1.13). By the end of the eighteenth century,

there was general agreement on the detrimental effects of cerebral compression

and read.iness to relieve it immediately by operation at the site of impact: 'when
a Blow upon the Head is attended with considerable Symptoms, you cannot

enquire too soon into the State of the Cranium by making a large Incision upon

that Part which has received the Blow; and it is far more preferable to make a
useless Incision, than to neglect it in a dubious Case'(Le Dran 1740). The surgeons

of this period were keen observers, and one comment by Pott deserves record,

because of its relevance to CMF trauma: 'I think that I have seen more patients
get well, whose injuries have been in or under the frontal bone, than any other

bot". of the cranium. If this should be found to be generally true, may not the

ïeason be worth enquiring into?' In Chapter 4, this prophetic observation is related
to modern research on frontal impacts.

One can see in this period increasing skill in dealing with facial fractures.
Richard Wiseman (p. 3) described the reduction of mandibular dislocations along

what were then orthodox lines, but also described innovative approaches to

fractures of the midfacial skeleton. In one case' a child aged 8 years, he reduced

such a fracture with a hook behind the hard palate: the dislocation recurred, and

the only recourse available was for members of the family and the child himself
to takgturns in holding the maxillary segment forward until it became frxed in
the proper position. This was done with a good rcsult. Wiseman also described

several-casãs of bullet wounds in the face: he was at pains to extract the slug or

ball, especially if it was of iron or brass, as being more likely to'rust'than lead (p.
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surgerV i on. Skull trephined, possibly by John
are two he Extending øcross thlfrontøiregion, is
h rnqny b9_ ,tggesting chronic inflømrnøiion.. Repiod.uóed,

by courtesy of Trustees of the Hunterian Coltection, Royal Cottege of Surgeons, 
-n"gtàia'

Catalogue ofthe pøthological series p45g.

153), and he emphasized the danger of indriven rags. In one case, a pistol ball
lodged in the nose: it caused chronic discharge - 'a iretting ichor'- and had to
be removed through the palate. The palatal defect was closed with a plate.

In dental surgery, there is also evidence of conceptual and technical
progress, with use of dental methods in the managemenl of facial fractures.
Jean-Francois capperon (?-1268), Louis xv's dentist, collaborated with the
surgeon Henri-Francois Le Dran in a way that anticipated modern craniofacial
practice. ln L729 Le Dran treated a man injured in a road traffic accident; he had
been run over and both the mandible and the maxilla were fractured. Le Dran
immobilized both fractures by dental ligation. 'Being little acquainted with this
Method, I thought proper, for the Benefit of the palient, to dàsire Mr. capron,
operator for the Teeth to his Majesty, to go to the Hospital and perform this
Operation' - perhaps the first record of interdisciplinaiy collaboration in the
management of CMF trauma. Interdental ligation was not an innovative
procedure, but later in the century a new means of immobilisation was designed
for mandibular fractures: a kind of G-clamp, with iron plates frtting on the tãeth
above and under the chin below (Rowe & Killey 1955).

The Nineteenth Century

Nøpoleonic surgery

The savage battles of the Napoleonic wars produced some great surgeons, but it
cannot be said that the theory and practice of the surgery of CMF injuries changed
very much in the first half of the nineteenth century. Robert Liston (17g4-LBl7),
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FIG.1.14" Prussiøn mørillofacùa'l surgery in the Age of Bied'erm.eier. Apparatus
for splintíng fractured nxmillo from ø headband, deuised by C. C. F. Reiche of Berlin, and
reported in 1822. By courtesy of Professor W. Hoffmann'-Anthelm'

a Scot who became Professor of Surgery in the new North London (later University
College) Hospital, gave a good, succinct account of his treatment of fractures of
the nose, maxilla and'inferior maxilla'(mandible). He used interdental wiring,
or'a machine with blunt hooks and screws, to be had of the instrument-makers',
but in general his treatment was little in advance of eighteenth-century practice.
However, it is noteworthy that he used metal cap splints frtted to the teeth of the
upper and lower jaws and soldered together to immobilise the mandible before
excision of a tumour: a device which was to have much application in fracture
management (Liston, 1846). He gave credit for this to'my friend Mr' Nasmyth of
Edinburgh', presumably the Scottish dentist Alexander Nasmyth (1789-1848).

The cranial surgery of the period is weÌl exemplifred by the writings of George
Guthrie (1785-1856), who served as an army surgeon from the unusually young
age of 16. In 1847, he published a vivid treatise on head injuries, in which the
indications for trcphining are somewhat more precise than in earlier publications.
He operated urgently to elevate compound depressed fractures, to prevent what
he called cerebral irritation: his case reports suggest that this was bacterial
infection. He also operated for cerebral compression; his cases inelude five
extradural haematomas, trephined on the battlefreld, with three recoveries.
Guthrie was convinced of the value of bleeding: one of his patients was bled some
4 iitres in 3 days, and also purged (Guthrie 1847).

Facial repair was little advanced from Renaissance times. The Indian
rhinoplasty became known outside India after 1793, when one of the victims of
Tipu Sultan's terror mutilations (p. 8) underwent successful rhinoplasty by an
Indian surgeon (McDowell, 1977), and this operation was performed by several
European surgeons thereafter. CarI Ferdinand von Gräfe (1787-1840) ofBerlin
used both the Indian and the Tagliacotian rhinoplasties. Carl Reiche (1796-1860),

one of his pupils, reported an apparatus (Fig. 1.14) for frxing a fractured maxilla
to a steel head band (Hoffmann-Axthetm 1991). But if Paré and Tagliacozzihad
returned to the surgical world of 1845, they would have seen little to surprise
them. Over the next 50 years, the theory and practice of surgery changed beyond
recognition.

Anaestltesia and the Listerian. reuolution

In 1846, ether was first given, in Boston, to permit painless surgery; Liston
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performed the frrst operation under ether in Europe in the same year. In 1g65,
Joseph Lister (L827-1972) frrst used carbolic acid to prevent microbial wound
infection. These landmark events inaugurated modern surgery, yet much had to
be done before these revolutionary discoveries became relevant in the routine
management of CMF injuries.

John Snow (1813-1858), pioneer ofscientific anaesthesiology, noted as early
as 1848 that the risk of inhalation of blood made anaesthesia in the surgery of
the jaws especially hazardous, and this problem remained unsolved ,rntil th"
advent of endotracheal anaesthesia some 60 years later. Major operations on the
facial skeleton were done under chloroform or ether, usually given with a face
mask. This entailed very real risks, and for some time, jaw injuries were often
managed without anaesthesia. Likewise, the advent of antiseptic surgery was
not at first of much significance in the management ofjaw injuries: fear of infection
continued and it was many decades before internal fixation of mandibular
fractures bywiringwas considered an acceptable procedure, thoughthe procedure
had been described as early as 1846 by M. Fouchard in France and around the
same time by Gurdon Buck (1807-1877: see below) in the USA (Rowe & Killey
1955). Indeed, the chief nineteenth-century advances in the management ofjaw
fractures came from the use of new dental technologies for external fixation.
organized training in dentistry began around 1840, in several countries, but
most notably in the uSA, producing a generation of capable dentists some of
whom made important contributions in the fixation of jaw fractures. In many
instances, they utilized new dental techniques and materials, such as vulcanized
rubber; metal casting, swaged splints and wire frxation were also used in new
ways. In the USA, four dentists were particularly innovative in the treatment ofjaw fractures: Thomas Bryan Gunning (1819-1sgg), James Baxter Bean
(1834-1870), Thomas Lewis Gilmer (1849-1981), and Edward Hartley Angle
(1850-1930).

In 1861 Gunning, a New York dentist, immobilised mandibular fractures
with hard vulcanized rubber splints, made from dental impressions in wax and
frxed to the teeth by gold scre\Ã¡s; where necessary, the spiint was also frxed to
the intact maxilla, nutrition being maintained through a hole in the vulcanite
splint. Gunning also used his splints in edentulous patients, and for this purpose
'Gunning-type' splints are still in u se (p. 522). His papers make fascinating reaãing
(Gunning 1866-7): his cases of mandibular fractures included himseú and an
unnamed 'distinguished statesman in Washington', who was in fact Lincoln's
secretary of state and rival w. H. Seward (1801-1g22). Seward had suffered a
bilateral compound mandibular fracture in a road accident; nine days later, an
inept assassin tried to cut his throat and inflicted an extensive facial wound.
Gunning's polite record of his successful treatment of these injuries is a
maxillofacial classic.

This attempted assassination took place at the end of the American Civil
War, which has been described as the first modern war. It is certainly the first
large war to be documented in great detail. G. A. otis (1920) wrote a magnificent
surgical history of the war, giving statistics relating to 3312 hospitalised gunshot
wounds of the face (mortality 7L.4Vo),4350 gunshot wound.s of the skull (mortality
59.2vo), and 1190 gunshot wounds of the eye, with loss of sight of at least or" 

"yLin some 7íVo.Tt,e victims are identified by name or initials, and range in militarv
magnitude from Jefferson coates of the zth Wisconsin Volunteers, aged 20,
wounded at Gettysburg by a colloidal ball through both orbits, surviving blind
and anosmic but 'in good spirits', to 'AL, aged 56 years', who is clearly the
commander-in-chief Abraham Lincoln (1809-1s65) himself, assassinated by a
Derringer pistol shot in the brain (p. 1a0).

Head injuries of all t¡pes were often complicated by intracranial infection;
it cannot be said that the war produced real advances in the management of
cranial wounds (Table 1.2). The Northern armies were served by a special eye
hospital, but the management of eye wounds does not appear to have gone beyond
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TABLE T.2

Mortølity from penetrøting wounds of the head in wars
from 1853 to 1970 (modifr.ed from Gurdjian 1973)

Moúal|W (Vo)

J

Pre-Listerian era

Crimean War
(1853-5)

American Civil War
(1861-5)

Antiseptic era

South African War
(1899-1902)

World War I
(1914-8)

Antibiotic era

Second World War (British Army)
(1939-45)

Korean War (UN fu-t)
(1e50-2)

Vietnam War (US fu-y)
(1960-75)

75

69 -72

40-50
(Rawling 1915)

35-50
(29: Cushing 1918)

74

10

The range ofpercentages in earlier wars reflects differences in wound categorisation and sources of data.

excision of irreparably damaged eyes and the provision of glass eyes.
Ophthalmoscopy had been introduced in clinical practice in 1851 by Hermann
von Helmholtz (1821-1894) and had inaugurated the development of
ophthalmology as a clinical science. But ophthalmoscopy was rarely used in the
diagnosis of eye injuries in this war and Otis saw it as a superfluous refinement.
Among the documented cases of eye injury, there were 40 cases of so-called
sympathetic ophthalmitis, though only four went on to blindness. rffilliam
McKenzie (1791-1363) had given a brilliant description of six cases of this condition
in 1830, but it seems likely that its natural history (p. 412) was not yet understood.
Secondary haemorrhage from injuries of the face were often fatal, despite heroic
operations to ligate major arteries. The treatment of mandibular injuries does

appear to have made progress. Gunning's vulcanite splints and prostheses
received admiring comment from Otis, who also referred to interdental splints
devised for Confederate wounded by Bean of Atlanta, Georgia. Bean's splints
were also of vulcanite; Iike Gunning, he took plaster casts of the fractured
mandible, put the pieces into occlusion with the intact maxilla, and then made a
vulcanite splint to maintain the apposition (Hoffmann-Axthelm, 1982). Plastic
surgical repairs of residual facial deformity were recorded in only 32 cases; some

of these were seen as successful, notably three by the pioneer plastic surgeon
Gurdon Buck, but Otis was pessimistic about the utility of such procedures in
the vast majority of facial injuries.

Orql and møxilloføcial surgery

After the Civil War, American dental surgery advanced rapidly' Gilmer,
co-founder of the Dental School of North Western University, is credited with
the introduction of the practice of immobilising the fractured mandible to the
intact maxilla by interdental wiring to preserve a correct occlusal position; he

also tried open frxation of a mandibular fracture with platinum wire (McDowell
1977). Edward Angle, the father of orthodontics, pioneered the study of
post-traumatic malocclusion and its treatment by devising the comprehensive
classification of occlusion that bears his name (p. 3a7). He also laid the foundations
for the use of bands and arch wires to immobilise the teeth in correcting

10
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malocclusion' and advocated a similar system for fixation of mandibular fractures
(Fairbank 1936, Hoffmann-Axthelm 19g2). The evolution of oral surgery from
dentistry was well established by the end of the nineteenth century, and in Àeveral
American centres, jaw fractures \Mere seen as problems for the o."l 

"o"g"o.r 
rather

than for the general surgeon, who was otherwise responsible for trauma
management (Johnson 1986). Nevertheless, the most seminal work on
maxillofacial fractures at this time came from a French general surgeon, René
Le Fort (1869-1951) of Lille, His studies on 35 cadavers sub¡ected to blunt facial
impacts (Le Fort 1901) are of enduring importance

Le Fort's research methodology was robust. cadaver heads were struck
with a block of wood, or thrown against the edge of a marble table, until the skull
cracked; the soft tissues were then removed and the fracture or fractures
inspected. Le For[ considered nine t¡les of impact:

1. Anteroposterior impact on the upper lip: this tended to produce the
transverse (horizontal) Iower maxillary fracture described by Alphonse Guérin
(1817-1895) in 1866.

2. Lateral impact on the lower part of the maxilla: such impacts were
Iikely to injure the mandible and malar bones, but could also separate tne whole
upper jaw.

3.
s¡rmmetric
and the pt
with other

4. Impact from in front on the midface: this produced similar fractures.
5. Impact from above downwards on the root of the nose: Le Fort did

not himself study this impact, but quoted two cases from the literature.
6 Impact from below upwards on the mandible: fractures of the

mandible were often seen but the effect was also to impact the upper alveolar
arch from below, causing the fracture pattern resulting-from impacis B and 4.

7 ' Impacts on the malar bone - four variants: these impacts forced
the malar bone into the maxillary sinus, but could also cause othér fractures,
running across the midface.

8. simultaneous facial and cranial impacts: impacts over a large area
could separate the whole face from the skull baÀe.

9. Impacts at multiple sites/from multiple directions: Le Fort did not
study these himself, but noted that they can occur.

From these frndings, correlated with reported clinical experience and with
the architecture of the facial skeleton, Le Fori identifred his well-known lines of
weakness (p. 293). one ran between the skull (i.e. the neurocranium) and the
facial skeleton, and fractures in this plane could result from either frontal orlateral impacts on the maxillary .ottrplu*. This is now called the Le Fort III
fracture, and it is interesting that the discoverer saw it as a fracture along the
plane that protects the brain box (le boîte crâienne). He identified a second-line
of weakness in the midface, not wholly independent of the frrst line, running
from the root ofthe nose above the nasal canal (sic) into the orbital floor anã
back to the pterygomaxillary frssure. This is the Le Fort II fracture. His third
line of weakness ran from the lower margin of the piriform aperture across the
canine fossa, below the malar bone and into the pì".ygorrrr*illary fissure. He
called this the Guérin fracture, but his description is iar clearer than that of
Guérin, and the term Le Fort I fracture is now usual.

Neurosurgery

while modern concepts of maxillofacial surgery were thus being formulated,
neurosurgery \Mas taking shape under the liberating influences of anaesthesia
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and antisepsis/asepsis. For long cranial operations, inhalational anaesthesia was
an obvious advance, though early techniques often caused brain swelling. The
Listerian antiseptic method was of enormous importance in reducing the risk of
cerebral infection. Earlier in the nineteenth century, many surgeons had become

much more reluctant to operate on the head than their predecessors had been.

In the period 1860-1876, four London teaching hospitals recorded mortality rates
from trephining in excess of 7 íVo;the mortality for this operation was little lower
in the American Civil War. These appalling figures doubtless express not only
actual deaths from hospital infection but also deaths after operations delayed
because offear ofinfection (Hudson L877). After 1880 surgeons began to operate
on the brain with increasing confrdence: not only compound skull fractures but
also extradural haematomas were treated surgically, and the infective
complications of cranial trauma were recognized and treated 

-sometimes
successfully. William Macewen (L848-L924) of Glasgow described cerebral
abscesses with great clarity and detail. Of the 64 cases reported in his book
(Macewen 1893), 11 had various kinds of post-traumatic intracranial suppuration,
and six of these made good recoveries after surgical drainage. Macewen also

mad.e important contributions in the prevention of brain infection by proper
primary \¡/ound cleansing arìd suture. Greater readiness to operate on thc brain
ãlso led to more interest in cerebral physiology and especially in the physiology
of raised intracranial pressure: this work was summarized by the Swiss surgeon
Theodor Kocher (1841-1917) in a remarkable monograph on brain injuries (Kocher

1901), which includes experimental work done in Berne by the brilliant young

American suïgeon who was to be the founder of modern neurosurgery - Harvey
Cushing (1869-1939).

Radiology

Lastly, the nineteenth century saw the advent of in vivo imaging of bone and

organs. Conrad Röntgen (1845-1923) describedhis'newkind ofrays'late in 1895,

anã radiology entered the freld of CMF trauma as early as 1898, as a means of
localizing intraocular and intracranial missiles. Thereafter, clinical radiolory gtew

with a speed that seems amazing today, \Mhen innovative procedures are delayed

by so many safeguards, necessary and unnecessary'

World \ilar I, 1914-1918

Carnøge

Modern concepts of the specialized management of CMF trauma took shape during
this long and dreadful war. In 1914, these concepts were still embryonic' It was

still an ãge of omnicompetentgeneral suïgeons. Admittedly, ophthalmolory, ENT

surgery ãnd oral surgery \¡/ere recognised and although there were very few

committed neurosurgeons in the world, it was accepted that the surgery of the

brain required special knowledge and skills. Plastic surgical techniques had

evolved fiom rhinoplasty to employ skin flaps in many situations, and split-skin
grafts had been known for some 40 years, but plastic procedures were usually

ferformed by general surgeons. The chief surgical textbooks of the period

ãontained chapters on the surgery of the brain and the jaws by men with a special

interest in thãse frelds, and from these one can deduce that the common CMF
injuries of peacetime \Mere well understood. Nor were missile v/ounds ignored:

inãeed, the surgical literature from Wilhelm II's Germany showed an ominous

preoccupation with the effects of the ne\il weapons. Yet \Mhen war broke out in
ÀugustiOf4, the army medical services of the chief combatants - Germany,

Auãtria-Hungary, France, Russia and Great Britain - were soon overwhelmed

by the sheer numbers of wounds of the head. It is said (Zllz,l9I7) that in France

urrd n"lgin* alone, there were 90 000 head injuries in the frrst 10 months of

war. Facial wounds aroused special concerïl, because of their appalling appearance

and because the victims survived in large numbers, often bitterly aware of

disfrgurement. Brain wounds also received attention, especially when the high
incidence of delayed death from brain abscess became tragically apparent' Eye
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wounds' very numerous from the new fragmentation missiles, made the blinded
soldier a familiar frgure. It is said that eye wounds required removal of the eye in
two cases out ofthree. Perhaps this high rate ofenucleation in part reflecied a
dread of sympathetic ophthalmitis, which in fact appears to háve been a rare
complication in this and later wars (Albert & Diaz-Róhena 1989); nevertheless,
only 6 months after the outbreak of war, British ophthalmologists *"r" "*"r"that the risks of the demon of ophthalmitis did not justify sacrihcing a damaged
eye if there was some useful vision (Jessop 1915).

S p e ciali st nxo,nag en'Lent : M ore stin, Gittie s and Cushing

Management plans took different courses in the various combatant countries,
yet converged at the end of the war. For France, the war was chiefly fought on
French soil, not far from civilian hospitals of great distinction, weil équipled to
give multidisciplinary care for maxillofacial injuries. In Hippoþe Moresiin trsog-
1919), Paris had already a plastic surgeon of acknowleagedienius, and the dental
management ofjaw injuries had been well taught by claudã Martin (1s4g_1911)
of the Lyon school of military medicine (Hoffmann-Axthelm 1982). French wartime
literature contains mâny references to the benefrts of collaboration between
surgeons, stomatologists and dental technicians in the management of jaw
injuries; a short-lived bilingual period.ical, Lq, Restauration Møxlllofaciale, was
published to foster this collaboration. German medical authorities also saw the
importance of organized multidisciplinary centres for the care of facial injuries:
a22í-bedhospital was allotted for this purpose in Düsseldorf as early as Ãugust
1914. Brain wounds were given special attention both in France and in Germãny:
the famous Parisian hospital La sarpêtrière cared for many thousands of
brain-injured soldiers, and the university clinic in Frankfurt am Main played a
similar role for Germans wounded. on the Western Front: it was here that the
neurologist Kurt Goldstein (1878-1965) inaugurated. modern neurorehabilitation,
For Austria-Hungary, the war was fought on many fronts, often under great
logistic handicaps: perhaps for this ."".on, the pros and cons of early versuã late
closure of head wounds came into clear focus in Austrian surgical túinking. The
viennese Nobel Laureate Robert Baranyi (1g26-1996), dirring the siãge of

losure. Austrian surgeons on more remote frãnts,
inking when first seen, saw this as Utopian aná

braininrection(Arbrechrs:F"yliîff :Tlîiå,:ï.::*,^,ffi ;ff åî'SJåîî,|î',ïl
fighting under notorious administrative I andicaps, failed to evolve special s"rvi"es
for cMF injuries, although frne work was done-by individuals, notably v. p.
Filatov of Odessa. He is credited with the invention of the tubular pedicie skingraft (McDowell 19ZZ).

For the British army, the position was somewhat different. The chief effort

as possible, often in advanced hospitals. In this there seems to have been a
divergence from French policy: the reading French neurosurgeon of the day,
Thierry de Martel (1825-1940), believed that brain wounds did not require rr.geoi
operation (chatelin & de Martel 1g1g). British surgeons also agreãd thaieye
wounds should be treated as soon as possible. But mãxillofacial wounds did not
seem so urgent, and were sent for defrnitive treatment in England; there were
obvious psychological advantages in this. In 1912, the erruä'" riospital was
established at sidcup in Kent for these injuries, eventuaily disposing of 1000be cases. It became the focus of innovativì CMÉ surgeryof the inspiration of the New Zealand surgeon HaîoläGi had originally been an ENT surgeon; he had been
impressed by French work on facial injuries and inspired Britislh military medical
authorities to form a special hospital for such."rer. Australian, canadian, New
Zealand and US sections were added; the Australian section was commanded by
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1f

Henry Newland (1873-1969), a South Australian general surgeon and one of the
found.ers of Australian plastic surgery and neurosurgery (Hughes 1972). Gillies'
team included the dental surgeon W. Kelsey Fry (1889-1963), Ivan Magill (1888-

1986) the pioneer ofendotracheal anaesthesia, and Henry Tonks (1862-1937), a

distinguished acad.emic artist whose delicate pastel drawings of facial wounds
are haunting reminders of the brutality of war (Bennett 1986). Tonks was joined

by the young Australian artist Daryl Lindsay (1839-1976): his water-colours of
similar wounds in Australian soldiers are less well known but are equally precise

and moving (Fig. 1.15).

US troops did not come to the Western Front in substantial numbers until
1g18, but individual US surgeons were associated with French and British units
much earlier, and two of these made very important contributions in CMF surgery.
V. H. Kazanjian (1879-L974), a Harvard dental specialist, worked at frrst in
prosthetic reconstructions: he later became a leading plastic surgeon (Converse

Lg77). Harvey cushing, already the acknowiedgetÌ ieader of American
neurosurgery, served with a British frontline medical unit in 19L7, and
demonstrated the merits of early wound exploration and closure in two classic

papers, which are still well worth reading (Cushing 1918a,b). He reported a
iigororrr analysis of 133 head wounds with dural penetration treated over 3

mãnths during the terrible battles around Passchendaele: in this period, his early
mortality fell from 54.5Vo to 28.8Vo, an improvement attributed by him to better
technique rather than to case selection. Cushing is not remembered as a modest

man, but this report is remarkable for its generosity to British colleagues and for
a total absence of comment on the fact that the work was done in a casualty
clearing station dangerously close to battles which the author vividly described

in the diary he kept during his exhausting work (Cushing 1936).

The end of World War I saw the management of CMF trauma well advanced.

Gillies and his team had frrmly established the value of the multidisciplinary
team in the total care of maxillofacial injuries. His remarkable book (Gillies 1920)

described the contribution ofthe dental prosthetist in fixation ofjaw fractures
(Fig. 1.16); he detailed the various skin flaps evolved to repair regional facial
defãcts, including the tubed pedicle grafts for which he is famous. This procedure

was frrst used by him in a case of burns, a field in which he also made fundamental
contributions, in management strategy as well as in techniques;his principles of
burn management, still very relevant, are discussed in Chapter 17. The battle of

Jutland (3iMay/l June 1916) brought naval casualties to Sidcup, among them

Able Seaman Vicarage, one of the few pioneering patients whose name has not
been forgotten (Fig. 1.17). Vicarage had suffered appalling facial burns in a cordite

frre in the battleship HMS Malaya; Gillies gave him a new face 18 months later
by swinging two tubed pedicle grafts from the chest (Gillies 1920, case 338; Pound

1964).

Gillies also used and extended French techniques (Imbert & Real 1917) of

free bone grafting, using iliac or costochondral grafts. Bone grafts had been used

with succéss in long bone injuries; in the later years of the war, several small

series of mandibular reconstructions with free grafts were published, but the

results \Mere not briliant (Cote 1918), sepsis being a frequent cause of failure
(Fig. 1.18). Gillies has a central place in the history of the management of CMF

injuries, and he was a great teacher. Many Sidcup techniques have become

ständard procedures, but perhaps more fundamental has been the Sidcup

emphasis on aesthetic reconstruction as the prerequisite ofpsychological recovery.

concurrently, cushing had shown the merits of early operations, by

neuïosurgeons, for craniocerebral wounds; X-ray control, gentle debridement by

suction and irrigation became routine procedures, and Baranyi's vision of primary

wound closure was accepted as standard policy.

Advances in anaesthesia made these surgical achievements possible.

Cushing, and some German plastic surgeons (Lexer 1931), favoured local or
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c D
F.IG 1.15. The d,isøsters of wa.r. Four
Hospital, Sidcup, 19 18- 19.'Watercolou
AustrøIiasian College of Surgeons. A,
dppeo,rs to be a cerebral herniø. B. Massiu
upper jaw and nose. D. Ablation of lower jaw.

FIG. 1.16. Mørilløry fixøtíon in Wortd
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FIG. 1.17. Tubulør ped.icle grøfts for focial d.eformíty øfter burns: Gillíes' first
cøse. The patient had been seuerely burned some 78 months earlier. Gillies plønned to
excise the scar tissue and replace it with two fløps of uascularized skin from the ll¿otax.
He was inspired. to convert these fløps into tubes, Ã. Diagram of the pløn of operation. The

flaps took well, but the skin ouer the nose became necrotic B. When the pedicles were
'ualscularízed., 

the teft pedicle was detached ønd used to couer the nose. Later operøtions
corrected. ectropion oi both sides and replaced the eyebrows with scøIp grøfts. The nose

was reconstru"t"d with an allograft of cartilage. The finøl dppea'rctnce was consídered to
be aesthetically successful, and the eyelid functions were much improued.

regional blocks, but Magill's routine use of endotracheal anaesthesia for CMF
trauma showed the way to the future (Rowbotham & Magill 1921).

In retrospect, one can see some gaps in this record of achievement. The

need for long-term neurorehabilitation was ignored or soon forgotten. Good as

interdisciplinary collaboration between dentists and plastic surgeons had been

in war, there was in many countries no systematic professional formulation for
continuing this collaboration in peacetime. Nor did the need for routine
collaboration between plastic surgeons, oral surgeons and neurosurgeons emerge

during the war; indeed, increasing specialisation may have made this collaboration

Iess likely. Earlier in the war, a military writer on the surgery of the head could

discuss brain and jaw wounds together, in the knowledge that the same surgeon

might well treat both forms of CMF trauma (Rawling 1915). Later in the war, a
definite conceptual separation is evident. Thus, Cushing made reference to the
problems of craniocerebrofacial wounds, but did not enlarge on the contribution
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FIG. 
_1.18. Bone gra'fting InWorldWør I. Tibial bone graft (arrow) extrud,ing frorn the

mandible: wounded soldier treated Septernber 1917 to February 1919. Watercoloir by Sir
DaryI Lindsay. By courtesy of Royal Australøsian College of Surgeons.

ofthe plastic surgeon; his preferred use oftriradiate scalp incisions (Fig. 1.19)
suggests that he \Mould have benefrted from collaboration of this type. These
issues remained unresolved and perhaps unrecognised in the post-war years.

World TVar II, 1939-1945

Logistics: Tönnis ønd Cøirns

This war saw important advances in the logistic and organisational aspects of
cMF trauma management, both in the freld of maxillofacial surger¡and in
neurosurgical treatment. These wartime developments have had enduring
consequences in peacetime surgery. At the beginning of the war, two great
neurosurgeons were in positions of power in their respective countries: Wilhelm
Tönnis (1898-1978) as consultant surgeon to the German airforce(Luftwaffe),
and Hugh Cairns (1896-1952) as neurosurgical consultant in the British 

".*y.Both had served in the World war I, and both saw the need. for an integratãd
service that would give expert neurosurgical care as soon as possible, and would
maintain that care until rehabilitation was completed..

Tönnis created, from the outset of the war, a comprehensive service of this
type. Great use was made of air transport. when poland was attacked in 1g3g,
Luftwaffe aircraft, chiefly the famous three-engined Junkers JlJS2,brought some
2500 casualties back to established neurosurgical units in Berlin, Breslau and
vienna: the average flying time was under three hours, priority was given to
brain, eye and jaw wounds. The Luftwaffe was not the frrst service to useãircraft
in this way; indeed, aircraft had been used for peacetime accident cases in outback
Australia for many years. But the Luftwaffe's massive achievement impressed
even its enemies, and other combatants soon organized air ambulance sèrvices.
The small Australian air force pioneered with such a service in the Middle East
theatre of war. In the Pacifrc theatre, where there was often no alternative means
of transport, US medical authorities deployed special air evacuation units,
providing trained medical and nursing staff for care of patients in military
transport aircraft; these anticipated the modern air medical and paramedical
retrieval teams.

Hugh Cairns, a South Australian and the much-loved founder of the Oxford
neurosurgical school (Fraenkel 1991), approached the logistic challenge ofhead
injuries in a somewhat different way. He established a 300-bed base hõspital for
head injuries in oxford, but his most original concept was the ,mobile
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t

FIG. 1.19. Scølp closure In World, Wør I. Cushing's weII known tripod or three-legged
incision for wounds of the cranial vault. Personal experience has shown that closure by a
rotating flap is usually preferable. From Cushing (1918).

rreurosurgisal uni[', a srnall self-conl,ained [ea¡n Lha[ cr-ruld go anywhere. These
very flexible units, staffed by a dozen persons of whom only one was a fully
traìned nelrroslrrgeon, were ecluipped to work either close to the battlefreld, or in
a base hospital; Cairns (1947) has told their story well and for the present purpose
it is only necessary to say that these teams both advanced the technical
management of brain wounds and pioneered in the multidisciplinary management
of complex craniofacial injuries.

The Trinity

Maxillofacial wound management had a parallel evolution. Harold Gillies and
Kelsey Fry, with the prestige and experience of their Sidcup achievements, were
well qualifred to advise on the organization of services in this freld. Base units
were established in Great Britain, the best known being in Basingstoke under
Gillies himself. Rooksdown House in Basingstoke became a great teaching centre
during and after the war: from it came the classic textbookFrøctures of the Facial
Skeleton, written by two g¡eat oral surgeons, Norman Rowe (1915-1991) and
Homer Charles (Paddy) Killey (1915-1976). In addition to the base maxillofacial
and plastic units, mobile units analogous to Cairn's mobile neurosurgical units
were formed and deployed in various theatres; eventually there were six of these
in the British army and two more in India.

There were also in the British army special mobile opthalmological units,
deployed as far forward as possible (Goulden 1953). It was common practice to
group special neurosurgical, ophthalmological and maxillofacial units closely
together: as early as 1943, this grouping rwas being called 'The Trinity'. This
interdisciplinary grouping can be related to the increasing interest in complex
craniofacial and cranio-orbital wounds, which constituted up to a quarter of all
brain injuries in one large series.

Concern over the treatment of injuries involving the anterior cranial fossa
was relatively new. Between the two world \Mars, neurosurgeons had begun to
repair the anterior fossa in cases ofpost-traumatic cerebrospinal fluid leak: Walter
Dandy (1886-1946) had reported a successful case in 1926. rWartime experience of
a high incidence of infection after wounds opening the paranasal air sinuses made
it logical to carry out such repairs as part of the primary wound closure. However,
many rffounds of this type showed extensive tissue loss in the fronto-orbital region,
and elaborate plastic procedures were needed to close the defects. Thus,
interdisciplinary collaboration in CMF trauma management was carried a step
further. This is evident in the remarkable War Surgery Supplement of t}:re British
Journøl of Surgery which appeared in 1947: it was edited by Cairns, and includes
superb illustrations, many of which show craniofacial wounds (Fig. 1.20).

The war saw advanccs in managcment of faciomaxillary trauma' Bone
grafting of mandibular fractures became increasingly successful. In England,
Gillies'pupilRainsfordMowlem (1902-1938), also aNewZealander, demonstrated
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asofrontal wound,
Drawn by Audrey
re rightly famous.

the value of cancellous bone (Mowlem Lg44). Blocker & stout (1g4g) performed
what would now be called a meta-analysis of US wartime experience of bone
grafts, and found a final success rate of g7vo. However, the authors noted that
poor follow-up made this imposing achievement somewhat suspect. Fixation of
fractures of the mandible by external pins (Fig. 1.21) was also used where other
means failed: fear of infection had deterred surgeons from much use of open
frxation of mandibular fractures, but the advent of chemotherapy opened op ihi,
possibility also (Fry 1953). Maxillary fractures received more attention thãn in
the past; fixation to a plaster headcap became a routine procedure (wallace 1gg5).

Sulphonamide s ønd penicillin

chemotherapy was the great innovation of this period. surgeons dealing with
wounds in World rWar I had tried many external antisepti. .ge.tt* *ithout success
and the need for an antibacterial agent in the ciiculating blood had been
recognised. Antisera had been tried with no effect; urotropine, no\M a forgotten
drug, had been given in the hope that it would generate formaldehyde In the
tissues. But until the discovery of the sulphonamides in 1985, there was no
chemotherapeutic agent of real worth. Sulphonamides were indeed effective,
especially against streptococci, and they were given liberally, sometimes to the
neglect of good surgery; Tönnis (1943) wrote critically of 'sulphonamide fanatics'
who did not appreciate the primary importance of operaiive wound closure.
However, penicillin was far more potent, and its advent inlg42was particularly
effective in the treatment and prevention of brain infections. Penicillin was
brought into surgical use by Cairns, in collaboration with his fellow South
Australian Howard Florey (1s98-1968); it proved its value in cMF trauma
management in the 1943Italian campaign.

World War II brought the surgery of brain wounds in general, and especially
craniofacial wounds, to a stage that is recognisably close to modern practice (TabIã
1.2): later wars have emphasised the lessons learned then, and have only slightly
modifred them (p. 373). Head injury rehabilitation \ryas also stimulatã¿ ¡y t¡L
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FIG. 1.21. Ertentøl firation in World. Wør II. Pin fixøiion of mandibuiør fracture,
tile metl¿od employetl by Roger Antlersun for oll¿er Fra.ctures, and by G. Maurel in 1940.
Frorn Rowe & Killey (1955).

challenge of so many young men v¡ith neurological disabilities. In Russia,
Aleksandr Luria (7902-1977) advanced views on the nature of recovery from
brain injury that have since inspired many workers in this freld; in the USA, the
importance of systematic rehabilitation was emphasized by Goldstein, who had
emigrated to New York from Nazi Germany.

Multidisciplinary Management

Road crashes q,nd, trøumq. mønagement

After 1945, the USA and Western Europe experienced a mounting pandemic of
injuries due to road crashes, and within a few years, increasing motorization
brought this pandemic to most other parts of the world. Injuries in the CMF
region attracted particular attention, and not only as causes ofdeath: with better
airway management and nutritional support, prolonged survival in what was
later called the vegetative state became a common sequel of severe brain injury.

Surgeons responded to the challenge of these CMF injuries, often with
multiple injuries elsewhere, in many ways. These responses are nolv largely
embodied in modern thought and practice. Much of what was innovative in the
decade after the \Morld War II is still very relevant, and will be discussed in
appropriate parts of this book: in this chapter, only a few major developments
are considered.

Accident prevention became, perhaps for the first time in surgical history,
a leading consideration. In the USA, the neurosurgeon Elisha Gurdjian (1900-
1985) and the engineer Herbert Lissner (1907-1965) made Wayne State
University in Detroit a multidisciplinary centre for research in the bioengineering
aspects of head impacts, and this has had enormous importance in head and face
protection. Colonel John P. Stapp and other volunteers explored the effects of
high velocity accidents on themselves and on anaesthetised animals, using a

rocket-propelled sled devised by German wartime research workers concerned
with aircraft crashes. Stapp saw the relevance ofthese studies to road accidents
and annual Stapp Car Crash Conferences commemorate his initiative and
courage. In Oxford, Cairns inspired thc physicist A. H. S. Holbourn (1907-1962)

to investigate the dynamics of closed head injuries, and this led directly to Sabina
Strich's historic discovery of what is now called diffuse axonal injury (p. 139). In
Australia, the concern of a number of surgeons did much to give that country
priority in the mandatory use of crash helmets and seat belts and in alcohol
control.

Trauma management beneflrted from advances in diagnostic radiology.
Brain imaging began in 1918 with air contrast ventriculography and
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rlc. 1.22. P o rt u g u e s e c ont ríbut i o n : c erebr øl q,ng io g ra.p hy. c e reb r aI ang ío g r dp hy,
í.nt.roduced. by_Egas M9ni1, has been an important aãuance-inlhe *onog"*l"tá¡ cúr
injuries. The Lisbon school pioneered intracarotid injection ofthorotrast, tihich uisiatised
surface clots uery well. Unfortunately, the long-term cornplications of this rad,ioactiue
c_ontrast agent were often deuastating. From Lirna (1950), by courtesy ofOxford. (Jniuersity
Press.

encephalography, but these procedures had little place in the management of
acute brain injuries. Cerebral angiography, frrst reported by the portuguese
neurologist Egas Moniz (1875-1955) in 1927, was used to exclude complications
of head injury as early as 1936 (Lohr quoted by Lima 1950). Aiter 1950
percutaneous angiography was increasingly used even in acute cases (Fig. 1.22).
However, these invasive procedures rvere largely superseded by computed
tomography (cr), which came into clinical use in 1gz3. Tomography with a moving
X-ray source and conventional silver hatide film was used to visualize facial
fractures as early as 1940 (Curler t940); plain tomographywas found invaluable
in delineating the temporomandibular joint and the cribriform plate. In 1928,
the British physicist G. N. Hounsfield's inspired combination of computer analysis
with scintillation detection made computeã axial tomography the safest and most
effective means of imaging the brain, and it still holds this place in trauma
management despite the later advent of magnetic resonance imaging (p. 1s6).
The frrst generation of CT scanners did not provide sufficient definition to visualize
facial fractures, but later models could do this, and with software progïams
allowing three-dimensional reconstruction, the visualisation of facial trauma was
further advanced.

These increasingly complex methods of imaging the damaged brain and
the shattered face brought logistic problems: there was a large capital cost and
trained radiological staff had to be available at short notice. The care of the
comatose patient was also very demanding. Modern coma care began around
1950 with the general use of tracheotomy, both for the'stoved-in face' (Nelson
1958), and for the comatose craniocerebral injury where death from respiratory
complications would have been inevitable 20 years earlier (Echols et al 1950).
The success of tracheotomy encouraged other methods of maintaining normal
cerebral physiology, especially oxygenation and intracranial pressure (ICp).
Continuous ICP monitoring was introduced in France in 1951 (Guillaume & Janny
1951) and in sweden a few years later (Lundberg 1988); monitoring has since
become a routine part of neurosurgical intensive care, in conjunction with
mechanical ventilation. Intensive care rvas even more demanding in medical
and nursing staffand in laboratory services. only large, well-funded metropolitan
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hospitals could meet these needs, yet in most countries it became evident that
road crashes, unlike the industrial accidents of the nineteenth century, often
occurred far from major hospitals.

The concept of the'trauma centre'was evolved to provide expensive, highly
specialized multidisciplinary management for the victims of severe peacetime
trauma. This concept had indeed its roots in the experience of World War II,
after which Hugh Cairns and his successors had established in Oxford a trauma
service that embodied this philosophy. But experience in the long and tragic war
in Vietnam brought new insights and techniques. There, one side enjoyed total
air superiority: helicopters could be used to transport the wounded to mobile
surgical hospitals with unprecedented speed and greatly superior results. In West
Germany and somewhat later in the USA, similar rescue services were developed
for road and other civilian injuries, and based on metropolitan hospitals. In San
Francisco, rapid transport to centralized trauma management was compared
favoura'niy wiih iess systematic care in another area, Orange County. Trunkey
(1983), in a very influential paper, made a case for regional trauma centres, and
these have been widely accepted in the USA and Canada. Today, the concept of
the Trauma Centre is implicit in the multidisciplinary management of severe
CMF trauma in many parts of the world, not least in Australia, a country which
suffers more than most from what has been called the tyranny of distance - the
Iogistic constraints of geography and demography.

Aduent of craniofacial surgery

After 1970, a ne\M surgical philosophy began to modifr and refine the management
offacial injuries. In the preceding decade, Paul Tessier and his colleagues at the
Hôpital Foch in Paris had devised innovative surgical procedures to correct
congenital facial dysmorphisms, especially those involving severe orbital
deformity. In doing this, Tessier created the subspecialty of craniofacial surgery,
which in his hands embodied not only a variety of carefully designed anatomical
corrections in three dimensions, but also a multidisciplinary, team-based system
of assessment and holistic treatment. Tessier's achievements in the surgery of
congenital malformations lie outside the scope of this book, But the insights and
the methods of craniofacial surgery have greatly enriched the management of
CMF trauma.

Tessier was trained in the grand mainstream of French surgical teaching,
which has stressed the importance of trauma since the time of Paré, and his
formative experiences began during the World War II. He has told how in1.944,
only 2 years after his internship, he became an assistant in the Centre of
Maxillo-Facial Surgery in the Paris Military Region, which treated many facial
wounds in the tough frghting that liberated Paris. In 1946, this army service was
transferred to the Hôpital Foch, which for a while housed separate military and
civilian units. It will surprise nobody who loves France that these units 'did not
appreciate each other'; as an expression of this mood, the senior army surgeon
refused to give the young Tessier access to the hospital's prosthodontic
department. This forced Tessier to develop that reliance on internal fixation which
is so fundamental in modern craniofacial technique (Wolfe & Berkowitz 1989).
Paris was not the only place where it proved hard to maintain wartime
cooperation, both interdisciplinary and personal, in peacetime surgery, where
the isolationism of each specialty becomes stronger as time passes; it is not the
smallest of Tessier's achievements that he institutionalised the multidisciplinary
craniofacial team. Such teams need constant practice; Tessier (1971) emphasized
that engagement in a busy trauma service keeps the team's skills sharp and
ready to deal with the more complex problems of dysmorphia.

Tessier inspired many young plastic surgeons to form craniofacial units,
What is now the Australian Craniofacial Unit began in 1974, when one of us
(D.J.D) saw a need for a service of this type in South Australia, and entered into
close collaboration with a small group of neurosurgeons already much engaged
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FIG. 1.2
fractures
paper is
maxilla,
mandible. B. The fractures haue been red,uce
was fixed, with wires secured to upper teeth
The left zlgonLa and the mandiblà were also fixed by wiring. From Ad,ams (1g42).

in trauma management; several of them also had some acquaintance with missile
trauma in less peaceful countries. similar groups, each with its own mix of
specialties and its own personal dynamics, were established at the same time in
a number of centres in North America, Europe and elsewhere. The treatment of
cMF trauma received great impetus from multidisciplinary groups of this type.

Internal fixation of facial fractures

ln 1942, Adams of Memphis (Tennessee) advocated internal suspension and
frxation of midface fractures by wiring (Fig. 1.28); he reported a lowincidence of
infection, and the advent of chemotherapy made surgéons braver in accepting
techniques involving open exposure of fractures. Tessier's reconstructivã
techniques entailed internal fixation of mobilized components of the facial skeleton
by wires passed through small drill holes, and the 

".r..u., of these procedures
encouraged many surgeons to use similar methods to fix fractures of the mandible
and maxilla. Metal plates offered greater stability than wires. Metal plates had
been used for fixing long bone fractures since the nineteenth century, but the
use of inappropriate t¡pes of steel had led to inflammatory complications resulting
from metallic corrosion. In the decade preceding tworid war lI, experimentai
studies had shown the importance of biocompatibility in implanteùmaterials.
venable et al (1937) championed the alloy vitallium, Èut chromium -nickel-molybdenum (18/8/IIo) steel was also found to perform well in the tissues,
and was easier to forge. With the availability of these biocompatible metals, thó
Swiss Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen (AO) reåpened in 1g5d the
question of internal fixation of fractures, and soon Europàan maxillofacial
surgeons were successfully plating fractures of the facial skeleton (p.287),
Titanium, originally used in orthopaedic procedures, was found to be better
tolerated than steel or vitallium, and has been used widely for facial fracture
frxation and cranioplasty (pp. 270 and 549).
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Contemporøry nxcrnagenxent of CMF injurtes

From the shared experience of many workers in the malagement of CMF trauma
has emerged what can be called the craniofacial perspective:

1. Complex injuries demand a team. Tessier began his wr-rrk with the
orbit as the centrepiece: he deployed there the skills of both the maxillofacial
surgeon and the neurosurgeon, Other structures in the CMF region demand other
skills, especially in the oral area.

2. Modern methods of imaging show the nature of the damage, and
allow decision on the timing of surgical correction: delay is often benefrcial, but
the neurosurgical and ophthalmological complications of CMF trauma sometimes
need urgent action.

3. Wide exposure of the craniofacial skeleton is needed, either through
the bicoronal scalp fLap. or through one of a choice ofperiorbital, intraoral and
extraoral incisions.

4. Modern craniofacial surgery follows Tessier in aiming to effect
internal frxation by primary bone grafts, together with wires, plates ancl screws.
Small plates constructed of biologically acceptable materials have greatly
facilitated fixation.

5. Microvascular repair, introduced some 30 years ago (Jacobson &
Suarez 1960), has enlarged the scope of grafting with soft tissues and with bone;
aspects of the remarkable history of microvascularized bone grafts are given on
p. 623.

6. Advances in prosthetic design and materials can supplement surgical
correction oftraumatic defects by a range ofintraoral and extraoral prostheses,
including osseo-integrated implants.

7 . Advances in conservative dentistry have made it possible to salvage
injured teeth that would have been condemned in the past. The science of
endodontics has come of age, and the rationale and techniques of endodontic
therapy are now integrated in the modern management of maxillofacial trauma.

The surgery of CMF injuries has come a long way in the last four millennia
and without doubt it wiII go further. This book is an endeavour to assess current
techniques, and to identify the chief principles of treatment. In the perspective
of history, these principles are not new, but their interpretation is constantly
changing, and frnality remains an unattainable goal.
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Definition of the Craniomaxillofacial Region

An understanding of trauma in this region presupposes an appreciation of the
bony and soft tissue anatomy of the entire head, including the skull and the
cranial viscera. The skull comprises three principal structures: the calvaria or
vault, the cranial base and the facial skeleton. The calvaria provides mechanical
protection for the brain against external violence. The cranial base provides a
platform for the brain, with exit foramina for the cranial vessels and nãrves. It is
the template of the skull: from it is suspended the facial skeleton and above it
rises the domeshaped vault. Base and vault constitute the neurocranium. The
facial bones (sometimes called the viscerocranium) enclose the eyes, the upper
parts of the airway, and the upper digestive tract; they are coated with muscles
and ligaments which give the face much of its form and function. The frontal
component of the head, designated the craniomaxillofacial (cMF) region by
clinicians, comprises the facial skeleton and the associated visceia and
integuments, together with the anterior cranial fossa, the calvaria anterior to
the coronal sutures, and the frontal lobes ofthe brain (Fig. 2.1).

The Bones and Their Articulations

Calvaria

This part of the skull is formed chiefly by the frontal, parietal, temporal and
occipital bones. The thick frontal bone forms the forehead and is õonnected
anteriorly with the facial skeleton by the frontonasal, frontomaxillary and
frontozygomatic sutures. The thin paired orbital plates curve posteriorly to
articulate with other components of the cranial base by the sphenofrontal and
fronto-ethmoid sutures. Posteriorly the frontal bone articulateJwith the parietal
bones by the coronal suture. The parietal and occipital bones, which are outside
the cMF region as here defrned, articulate with each other, with the temporal
bones and with the greater wings of the sphenoid laterally. The temporalione
forms part of the cranial base and its squamous part articulates with thã mandible
by the temporomandibular joint. The calvarial bones are in principle composed
ofinner and outer plates ofcortical bone, separated by.an."lloo, bone which in
childhood contains haemopoietic marrow (Fig. 2 2). The layer of cancellous bone
constitutes a plane of cleavage, often burst open in comminuted calvarial fractures,
and exploited surgically in taking calvarial bone grafts 6 ZaD.

Cranial base

The cranial base is divided into the anterior, middle and posterior fossae: while
only the anterior fossa enters into the CMF region, the anterior part of the middle
fossa and the central part of the posterior fossa are important relations (Fig. 2.8).
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FIG. 2.1. Demørcøtìon of the
cra.niorna.silloføciøl re g ion. A
disjoined uiew of a normal shull:
the dotted line shows the
demarcation of the CMF region bY

the coronøl su'tu're, the sphenoid
bone and the externøI duditorY
rneatus. Within this region, it is
usual to diuide the face into thirds:
upper, middle and lower

FIG. 2.2. Ad.ult ønd infønt
cølaa,riøl structure, Sections of
pørietal bone of adult A. and of 1-
year-old infantB. (H & E stain).

FIG. 2.3. The ønterìor crøniq.l
fossø. Interior of skull,
reconstructed from fine cut (1.5
mm) CT scøn. The slice lines giue
a contour møp of the anterior ønd
middle cranial fossae, showing
bony prominences which
correspond with impressions in the

frontal and temporal lobes; in
closed heød injury, contusions are
often seen in relat,ior¿ to tlt'ese. In
contrast, the posterior fossa
contours are smooth.
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The anterior cranial fossa

The anterior cranial fossa is bounded anteriorly and laterally by the frontal bone
which contains the frontal air sinuses. The largest part of the floor of the anterior
cranial fossa is formed by the curved orbital roofs. Medially the floor on each side
dips downwards to _the cribiform plate, which, with the "ii.t" galli, is a part of
the ethmoid bone. The cribriform plate is directly related to the roof of thã nose;
on either side lie the anterior and middle ethmoid air cells. The lesser wing oí
the sphenoid laterally forms the crescentic posterior borders of the fossa. Centrälly
the body ofthe sphenoid roofs over the sphenoid sinuses; the optic canals run
lateral to the body, being formed by the two roots of the lesser wingìf the sphenoid
1p. 57). Fractures of the anterior fossa floor may therefore invãlve the-frontal,
ethmoid or sphenoid sinuses or the nasal cavity itself through the cribriform
plate; the optic canals may also be involved when the fracture line runs posteriorly
(p. 419). The extent of the frontal sinuses is extremely variable, .anging rro-
almost no pneumatization to extensive pneumatization involving the iooiof the
orbits. The dura ofthe cribriform plate is penetrated by the frne oifactory nerves;
they are accompanied by arachnoidal sheaths (Lang iggg). Stripping dlra from
the cribriform plate will lead to anosmia, and possibly to csF tàat<age.

In making extradural approaches to the supraorbital region, certain
anatomical features need to be borne in mind. The orbital roof may dip steeply
down towards the cribriform plate which itself may be quite ,r"""o*. o1 uu"rågä
the cribriform plate is 8 mm below the nasion, thé mosi deeply depressed poiit
on the bridge of the nose (Lang 1g8g). In frontal craniotomiãr, u.."r, is grèatly
improved by temporary removal of a bar of bone including the upper margins of
the orbits: this entails opening the frontal sinuses.

The middle cranial fossa

This is composed of portions of two bones - the sphenoid and the temporal bone.
The sphenoid is surely the most fascinating bone in the craniofacial complex. It
sits centrally as the keystone of the skull and has its manifestations in the middle
fossa, anterior fossa, infratemporal fossa, pterygomaxillary fossa and orbital
c,avity. The body of the sphenoid forms the centré of the miáale fossa and is in
close proximity to the vital neurovascular structures in the cavernous sinuses.
Anteriorly, the middle fossa is formed. by the greater and lesser wings off the
sphenoid, and between thsss the superior orbitál frssure; the wings form part of
the lateral wall of the orbit. Laterally the middle fossa is fãrmed bv the ,q.rärrrorr.
temporal bones, articulating with the mandibular condyles on their inferior
surfaces. Its posterior aspect is buttressed by the strong peirous temporal bones.
At the anterior margin of the apex of the petrous tempãral bone is a cluster of
foramina (lacerum, ovale, spinosum); the bone is penãhated by the ear clefts
and traversed by the carotid canar. Although the petrous temporal bones are
inherently strong their anterior borders are rãlatively weakened and the foramina
act as areas of stress concentration. The common hinge fracture of the skull base
runs along this line of weakness, crossing the midline through the body of the
sphenoid. Medially, the middle fossa ascends to join the pitìritary fossa (sella
turcica),

The floor of the middle fossa is penetrated by branches of the trigeminal
nerve - the ophthalmic nerve through the superior orbital fissure, the mãxillary
nerve through the foramen rotundum and the mandibular nerve through thä
foramen ovale. The internal carotid artery lies immediately beneath the floor in
the carotid canal, which may have no bfny roof; this u.i"ry ascends into the
cavernous sinus. The artery then curves upwards and forwards to pierce the
dura medial to the anterior clinoid procuss. The middle meningeal aìtery also
pierces the floor of the middle fossa, through the foramen spinosum posterolateral
to the foramen ovale.
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Facial skeleton

Nasal bones
These fragile bones are connected above with the frontal bone by the frontonasal
suture anã together they separate the frontal processes of the maxillae with
which they alsã articulate. Posteriorly the joined nasal bones are attached to the
perpendicular plate of the ethmoid and to the nasal spine of the frontal bone'

Ethmoid bone
The ethmoid bone is delicate and complex. The cribriform plate is perforated by

the exit foramina of the olfactory frlaments, running from the olfactory bulb to

the nasal epithelium. Lang (1983) found on average about 40 osseous perforations

on each side; however, there are fewer dural perforations, as the olfactory
frlaments are grouped into larger bundles as they pass into the dura' The central
perpendicular pla[e of the ethmoid contributes dorsally to the crista galli, and

venirally to the nasai septum; it articulates with the vorne-r and the septal
cartilage. 'fhe medial and lateral plates enclose the ethmoid air cells on each

side; the lateral plates, suspended from the cribriform plate above, form the medial
orbital wall. Thã lateral wàil is paper-thin, hence its alias lamina papyracea, and

in some individuals there are bony dehiscences. The ethmoid bone provides the

skeletal elements of the superior and middle nasal conchae' also known as

turbinate bones. The inferior concha is a separate bone articulating with the

maxilla and palatine bone. The ethmoid bone is connected to the frontal bone,

the sphenoid bone, the nasal bones and the maxillae.

Zygomatic bones
tlãse form the prominence of each cheek and contribute to the lateral wall and

inferior margin of each orbit. The zygomatic bone is interposed beh¡¡een the frontal
bone, the sphenoid bone and the maxilla and connects with the zygomatic process

of the temþoral bone forming the zygomatic arch. It is the length of this arch

which determines the forward projection of the cheek bone, and in reconstructing
the arch after injury, it is important to maintain its anteroposterior dimension
(p. 316).

Maxillae
These paired bones form the keystone of the midface (Fíg.2.Ð. Anteriorly the
maxiiláe join in the midline, below and behind the anterior nasal spine. They
contain the teeth of the upper jaw and together with the palatine bones form the
hard palate; they enclose the largest air spaces in the skull, the maxillary air
sinusãs, which occupy most of their bodies. The terminal branches of the
infraorbital nerve and artery exit through the infraorbital foramina below the
inferior orbital margins. The paired frontal processes of the maxilla connect with
the frontal bone above and the nasal bones medially. Laterally the maxillae flare
out to join with the zygomatic bones at the zygomaticomaxillary sutures. The

very thin orbital floor components of the maxillae are connected to the ethmoid
bone medially. Posteriorly the maxillae articulate with the palatine bones and

the pterygoid processes ofthe sphenoid bone. The keystone position of the maxillae

"ttubl" 
them to absorb the forces of mastication. These physiological forces are

transmitted from the occluding teeth to the cranial base through the maxillae,
which articulate with the frontal and zygomatic bones by the frontomaxillary
and zygomaticomaxillary sutures, Thus the maxilla is an essential component of

the system of vertical pillars or buttresses discussed below, together with the

nasai septum, the ethmoid bone, and the strong buttresses provided by the
junctionãf the pyramidal process of the palatine bone and the pterygoid laminae
of tn" sphenoid bone. The maxilla is composed of thin plates of compact bone,

which cãntain little cancellous bone, except in the alveolar region, where the

upper teeth and their roots are embedded in bone of this t¡pe; nevertheless these

thin plates are able to carry heavy loads when stressed in the vertical plane.

They-are less able to sustain horizontal stresses. The thinness of the maxilla
*rrrt b" remembered when scre!î¡s are inserted in reconstructing the vertical
buttresses of the facial skeleton with miniplates (p. 304); the walls of the maxillary
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air sinus are often only 0.5 mm thick or even less, but thicker bone is found
lateral to the piriform aperture,

Mønd.ible
This robust bone occupies a prominent and exposed position in the facial skeleton.
It articulates with the cranial base through its condyles which lie in the glenoid
fossae: condyle and glenoid fossa form the temporomandibular joint (T-MJ), a
synovial joint divided into two cavities by a disc of frbrocartilage (Fig. 2.5). This
important joint acts as a hinge, but also allows sliding movement in the
anteroposterior plane.

FIG.2,4. The marilløe. Seen in coronal
section, the marillae comprise dense
ølueolør bone supporting the teeth,
connected transuersely by the strong hard
pøløte. The uertical elements of the rnidface
øre stronger løterølly øndbehind; centrøIly
the walls of the nøsal cøvity ønd the septurn
øre very thin.
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The mandible comprises a number of named components: the condyles,
the coronoid processes, the rami, the angles and the two halves of the body,
joined anteriorly at the symphysis. The body of the mandible is shaped like a
horseshoe, though more open posteriorly; the rami, vertical platelike pillars,
project upwards from the free ends of the horseshoe. Viewed from the lateral
aspect, the ramus forms an angle of about 120" with the body of the bone in the
adult, slightly more in the very young and the elderly. Viewed from the superior
aspect there is a slight divergence of the rami. The alveolar portion of the bone

supporting the molar teeth does not follow the same line as that formed by the
Iower border of the mandible.

From afunctionalviewpoint, the mandible can be regarded as trvo conjoined
L-shaped cantilevers, acting under the influence of the masticatory muscles. The
temporalis muscle inserts predominantly into the medial surface of the coronoid
process, the masseter to the lateral surface of the ramus and angle. The medial
pterygoi<i muscle inserts on ihe mediai surface of ihe angle and lower ramus;
together with the masseter, it forms a powerful sling acting on the ramus of the
mandible. The two heads of the lateral pterygoid muscle unite to insert into the
anterior part of the capsule of the TMJ and the pterygoid fovea of the neck of the
condyle, with a few frbres passing to the articular disc (Fig. 2.5). The action of
this muscle is important in functional recovery after intracapsular fracture of
the condyle, and its insertion must be preserved (p' 286)'

In cross-section, the body of the mandible is seen as a flattened tube or U.
being composed of strong inner and outer cortical plates of bone, between which
are inserted the teeth and their roots, embedded in cancellous bone (Fig. 2.6).

The plates of compact bone have the typical structure for such a tissue, being
built up of haversian systems (osteons) and composed in the outer surface by
circumferential lamellae. Between the two plates of cortical bone runs the
mandibular or inferior dental canal, containing the inferior dental nerve on its
way from the mandibular foramen to the mental foramen. Knowledge of the
location of this nerve is of great importance in siting scre\ils for plate frxation'

FIG. 2.5. Dùssection of the
t e mp oromønd.ibulør i o int
ønd. løterøl pterygoid.
tnuscle. A,The condyle of the
mandible is in íts resting
position, Iocated within the
articular fossø, the
temporomøndibula.r disk is
hardly uisible. B. The
mandibular condyle is pulled
forwørds and downwards to
simulate the action of the
lateral pterygoid muscle
during a jøw-opening
movement. The fusion of the
superior and inferior
pterygoid heads and their
insertion into the neck of the
mandible øre shown. The
ternporomandibular disk
with the insertion of a few
fibres of the superior head of
the laterøl pterygoid into its
anterior region is clearly
uisible. Photographs by
courtesy of Professor G.C.
Townsend, The University of
Adelaide.

B

A
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The mandible is well adapted to withstand the vertical forces generated in
mastication; it has areas of weakness, notably at the condylar process, the angle
(especially if there is an unerupted third molar), and in the vicinity of the canine
tooth (Abbott et al L992;p.264).

The morphology of the mandible and the maxilla reflect the state of the
dentition. In infancy and childhood, the jaws become progressively more
prominent as the tooth buds successively enlarge and erupt. Loss of the teeth,
especially in old age, results in regression ofthe alveoli and. muscular processes,
with a significant reduction in the strength of the jaws. Alveolar regression is
associated with a relative upward migration of the inferior dental nerve-another
factor to be remembered when screws are inserted.

FlG. 2.6 -Adult møn d.ib I e.
A. Th¿ mand,ible is
sectioned through the
second, rnolar socket: the
mand.ibulør canal is øbout
3 mm in greatest d,iameter.
On the buccal surface, the
cortícal plate is 2.7 m.m
thick at its thinnest point.
B. The møndible is
sectioned through the
socket of the canine tooth:
the canal, now termed the
incisiue canal, is -7 mm in
d,iameter. The cortical
pløtes are 2.5-3 mm thick.

TABLE 2.7

Møjor ønd, minor zones in the cøIuaria and skull bøse,
identified alphøbetically (Cooter & Dauid 1989)

Major zone Mqjor code Minor zone Minor code

Frontal

Parietal

Sphenoidal

Temporal

Occipital

F calvarial
frontal sinus anterior
frontal sinus posterior
anterior fossa
cribriform plate
coronal suture
Calvarial
Sagittal suture
squamosal suture
lambdoid suture
lesser wing
greater wing
sph.-frontal suture
basal
sph,-occ, Synchond
calvarial
basal
petrous
cavarial
basal

FC
FSA
FSP
FA
FCP
F:P
PC
P:P
P:T
P:OC
SL
SG
S:F
SB
S:OC
TC
TB
TP
occ
ocB

P

S

T

OC
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TABLE 2.2

Major ønd minor zones of the faciøI skeleton,
identified a.IphøbeticøIlv(Cooter & Da.uid 1

Major zone Mqior code Minor zone Minor code

l

Naso-ethmoidal NE

Zygomatic

Orbital

Maxillary

Mandibular MD

nasal bone
naso-frontal suture
maxill. frontal process
ant. Ethmoid
post. ethmoid
arch
body
zyg. -frontal suture
zyg. maxill. suture
roof
medial wall
lateral wall
floor
inferior rim
superior rim
ant. Wall
buttress
palate
dento-alveolar
pterygoid
condyle
coronoid process
ramus
angle
body
symphyseal
dento-alveolar

Z

o

n/D(

N
N:F
NI!D(
EA
EP
ZA
ZB
Z:F
Z:Nß.
OR
OM
OL
OF
OI
OS
MXA
MXB
IVD(P
IVD(D
MXT
MDC
MDP
MDR
MDA
MDB
MDS
MDD

TABLE 2.3

Numerical coding of fracture seuerity (Cooter & Dauid 1989)

0-
1-
()_
o_

no fracture
undisplaced fracture
obviously displaced fracture
comminuted and./or compound fracture

Computer cod¡ng of CMF bones

Cooter & David (1989) have devised an alphanumeric system of coding fractures
of the skull according to their anatomical sites, coded alphabetically, and to their
severity, coded by a numerical scale (0-3). The bones of the skull are classed as

major zones; the sutures and various bone parts or regions are classed as minor
zones. The code letters for the major and minor zones are set out in Tables 2.1

and 2.2; the severity scale is set out in Table 2,3. The clinical use of this
alphanumeric system is considered in Chapter 11.

The Craniomaxillofacial Cavities

Cranial cavity

The cranial cavity is lined by the dura mater, a strong membrane of great surgical
importance. It is composed of interlacing collagen fibres, and some elastic fibres,
interspersed with frbrocytes and frbroblasts. The dura mater is both the inner
periosteum of the skull bones and the outer meningeal investment of the brain,
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and in keeping with its dual roles, it is composed of two separable layers. The
outer layer is osteogenic; it contains the meningeal arteries and veins, and also
the meningeal nerves; the dura, unlike the brain and the leptomeninges, is
pain-sensitive. The inner layer is separated from the arachnoid by the subdural
space, which is lined by flat cells of frbroblastic type. Nabeshima et aI (1g25)
considered that the subdural space is really intradural since electron microscopy
shows that the outer layer of the arachnoid is composed of mesothelial cells witir
tight junctions: in their interpretation, this layer is the true barrier between
dura and arachnoid, and the subdural space is a cleft in a fascial plane within
the dura. Haines et al (1998) have endorsed this concept. However this may be,
the subdural space is very real and very important in the surgical pathology oi
head injuries, and it is very easily opened up, even by the entry ofair intoihe
cranial cavity, if intracranial pressure is low (Fig. 19.1a).

Once the cranial sutures have fused and the fontanelles have closed, the
walls of the cranial cavity are rigid and the total intracranial volume is fixed.
The three major components (brain, spinal fluid and blood) are incompressible:
an increase in any one of these three, or the addition of another volumi such as
a clot or abscess, will cause a rise in intracranial pressure (ICP) unless an equal
volume is displaced extracranially. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) can be displaced
from the cranium, through the foramen magnum to the more d.istensible spinal
subarachloid space. Venous blood can be displaced via the dural venous sinuses
to the extracranial veins. This compensatory capacity is limited both in volume
and in rate of displacement. once the compensatory reserve is exceeded, ICp
rises exponentially. In patients with head injuries compensatory reserve may be
reduced by brain swelling, which may take several days to subside. Intracranial
surgery is then rendered diffrcult by the inability to retract the brain without
excessive force (p. 377) and nursing care and anaesthesia must be conducted in
such a way as to prevent any additional rises in ICp. This may be increased
inadvertentlyby overhydration, hypercarbia, hyperpyr.exia and the use ofvolatile
anaesthetic agents (p. 252). The clinical measurement of ICp is discussed in
chapter 13: in adults it is normally 5-15 mmHg, being somewhat lower in children
and lower still in infants.

Orbital cavity

The orbit is py'amidal in shape (Fie.2.7).It contains the globe of the eye,
the optic nerye' and the external ocular muscles, embedded and sheathed in the
orbital fat; the lacrimal gland lies in the upper outer corner ofthe orbit, in a bony
shallow fossa' The orbital cavity is not as high as it is wide and the globe of thä
eye is therefore nearer to the roofand floor than to the sides (Deuschle 1969).
The_maxillary component of the orbital floor is very thin as is the medial orbital
wall formed by the lateral plate of the ethmoid; thése parts of the orbit are often
fract-ured, either as part of a more extensive midfacial fracture, or in isolation as
an effect ofhydraulic pressure transmitted to the orbital floor through the orbital
fat after blunt impact on the globe of the eye (p. 104). The orbital roãf i, also thin
and may be fractured easily; such fractures are often part of a more extensive
craniofacial injury, especially an injury resulting from oltiqrr" frontal impact. In
contrast, the orbital margins are relatively thick, and constitute strong vertical
and transverse components of the facial skeleton. Lang (19g3), quoting G.
Oehmann, gives the following mean lengths of the adult orbit:

roof: 50.5 mm

floor: 48.4 mm

lateral wall: 47.2 mm

medial wall: 40.5 mm

The eye is protected from blunt trauma by the orbital rim, this protection
being least effective in the inferolateral area. The optic canal enters the orbit at
the apex of the pyramid: Lang (1988) found that the canal is on average g.g mm
long and 4.6 mm wide at its narrowest point. The optic nerve is often injured
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within the canal, either by impact forces transmitted through the intact bone of
the canal (Jend & Jend-Rossmann 1984) or orbital contents, or when a fracture
enters the canal. The nerve is protected from impact by the orbital fat and from
stretching by its tortuosity.

Nasal cavity

The irregularly shaped nasal cavity extends from the roof of the mouth to the
skull base and communicates with the other pneumatized cavities in the
craniofacial region (Fig. 2.8). It is divided in the midline by the nasal septum
comprised in part by the crest of the maxilla, the vomer, and the vertical plate of
the ethmoid, together with its cartilaginous component. It is further subdivided
by the three paired conchae (turbinate bones). The inferior concha demarcates
the inferior meatus, into which debauches the nasolacrimal duct. The middle
concha demarcates the middle meatus, which is extended anteriorly as the
ethmoid infundibulum; into this drain the ostia of the anterior ethmoid air cells,
the maxillary air sinus, and in some individuals the frontal sinus. In other
individuals, the frontal sinus drains directly into a recess of the middle meatus,
the anatomy being depcndcnt on the position of the uncinate process
(Stammberger 1991). Many anatomists have described the frontal sinus drainage
as an actual duct (frontonasal or nasofrontal duct). Stammberger has shown
that this is a rare frnding; in most individuals, the ostium of the frontal sinus lies
at the junction of two funnel-shaped cavities - the upper leading down from the
floor of the sinus and the lower extending up as the frontal recess, which opens

into the middle meatus or infundibulum. In this book, the terms frontonasal
duct and frontal recess are used interchangeably and with no implication that
the drainage system is either a cylindrical duct or a funnel-shaped recess. The

superior concha, which is often split into trro components, demarcates the superior
meatus, into which drain the posterior ethmoid air cells. Above and posterior to
the superior concha is the spheno-ethmoid recess, in which the sphenoid air
sinuses have their ostia.

The nasal cavity is enclosed by the bony and cartilaginous skeleton ofthe
nose. This comprises ân upper immobile bony portion and a lower, mobile
cartilaginous portion. Pollock (1992) subdivides the cartilaginous element further,
into a middle subregion which equates with the upper lateral nasal cartilages,
and a lower area corresponding to the lower lateral or alar cartilages.

The upper osseous portion comprises the paired nasal bones capping a

pyramid whose base is formed by the frontal process of the maxilla on each side.

Articulating above with the frontal bone, the nasal bone is thick; inferiorly it
becomes thin as it meets the upper lateral cartilages. Lnng deep to the nasal
bones is the perpendicular plate of the ethmoid, and the septal cartilage, and

with the vomer at the bone-cartilaginous junction of the septum. In the middle
section the upper lateral cartilages overlie the septal cartilage alone, whilst more

inferiorly the alar cartilages are tethered to the anterior nasal spine via their
medial crura.

The septal cartilage varies in thickness, being strongest and providing most

support superiorly at its junction with the vomer. The caudal end and dorsal
boider are also thickened with a central, relatively thin portion. The cartilage
connects to the perpendicular plate of the ethmoid posterosuperiorly, and to the
vomerine gïoove postero-inferiorly. Septal injury is of great importance in more

severe nasal fractures, and if not treated may cause nasal obstruction (p. 333).

The nasal cavity is lined with pseudostratified columnar ciliated epithelium
(Moran et al 1991), except in the nasal vestibule and nostrils, where the epithelium
is stratified squamous, becoming keratinized as it approaches the skin. The

epithelium contains goblet cells, secreting mucus, and ciliated cells. The mucus

f6rms on the surface of the nasal cavity in two layers: a fluid inner layer, termed
the sol phase, and. a viscous outer layer, the gel phase (stammberger 1991). The
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A

FIG 2.7. The orbítal caú¿tíes. A. Coronøl CT sections show that the lateral wøIl is
reløtiu:ly_thick, the floor and med,ial wall uery thin, the roof uøriable but so*"ti*"i i"rythin' B. Horizontal sections show the pyro*ídot tîop" ona ä"iláie relat¡ons with the
ethrnoid, a,ir sinuses.
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FIG. 2.8. The nasøl ca.uity @nd. pørønøsøl øir sinuses. A. Diagranx shows the lateral
wall of the nasal cøuity after remival of the turbinate bones. The drainage routes of the
pcffonasal øir sinuses o,re shown (broken o,rrows). B. CT scøn: a, parasagittal cut shows
the inferior (i) and middte (m) nasal colLchøe; the upper part of the bulla ethmoidalis is
seen aboue the attøchment of the middte conchd. The sphenoid (s) sinus is well seen. C. CT
scdn: more løterally, the ethmoid (e) and frontal (f) air sinuses e.re seen. D. CT scan: an
anterior frontal cut shows the frontøI (Í) and ønteríor ethmoid (fl air cells; the møxillary
øir sinuies (m) are also seen. The lacrimal ducts (arrows) o,re seen on each side E. CT
sco/L: n1.ore posteriorly, the maxillary øir sinuses (rn) are well deueloped. On the right side,
an arrott) ind.icates the site of the drainage of the maxilløry air sinuses into the nasal
cauity under couer of the uncinate process. The ethmoid air cells (e) are separated from the
orbital contents only by the thín lømina pøpyracea. F. CT scan: skull more posteriorly, the
rnaxillary (m) o,nd posterior ethmoid (e) air cells are well deueloped; the eth'moid air cells
haue a large surface relation to the dura of the anteríor crønial fossa'
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cilia beat continually in the sol layer, slowly moving the overlying gel layer back
to the pharynx; foreign material caught on the viscid surface layer is thus moved
out of the nasal cavity and swallowed. The nasal epithelium is adherent to the
periosteum or perichondrium ofthe underlying skeletal structures, and contains
mucous and serous glands, as well as many blood vessels; the epithelium
regenerates well after injury. The nasal conchae have a bony skeleton, covered
with a thick mucosa containing venous sinuses with erectile properties. The
erectile tissue intermittently dilates and contracts in the normal nasal cycle which
regulates air flow through one nostril or the other. In the roofofthe nose above
the superior concha, the epithelium over an area of about 2 cm2 is specialized for
olfaction: here are found the ciliated olfactory receptor cells. These are bipolar
neurons which send their axons through the olfactory frlaments to the olfactory
bulb; they have considerable regenerative capacity, being replaced by
undifferentiated basal cells, but this capacity is lost if the olfactory bulb is
destroyed (Fig. 2.9).

The skin cover ofthe nasal skeleton and cartilages is ofvariable thickness.
Fascial interconnections exist between the lower cartilaginous structures aiding
in the maintenance of shape and structure. These tend to be strong in the region
between the alar domes but more lax in the junction between alar and opp""
lateral cartilages.

Paranasal air sinuses

These sinuses are lined with columnar ciliated epithelium, containing
mucus-secreting goblet cells; both cilia and goblet cells are less numerous than
in the nasal mucosa. The mucus is transported by ciliary action to the ostia of the
sinuses, and then into the nasal cavity; endoscopic studies (Stammberger 1991)
have shown that each sinus has its characteristic pattern of transport ãf mucus
secretions.

The anatomy of the paranasal air sinuses is very variable, and these
variations are best studied in high resolution thin-section CT scans (Fig. 2.gB-F).
This is especially important when endonasal or transnasal surgery is planned.

Maxillary sinuses
At birth, all the paranasal sinuses are rudimentary. The maxillary sinuses are
present as narro\tr slits or pouches in the wall of the nasal cavity; they expand
slowly at frrst, and more rapidly after the eruption of the permanent dentition.

OLFACTOBY BULB

Mitral cell Tufted cell

Glomerulus

Olfactory epithelium

FIG.2.9. OlføctorSt pøthwøyts. The diagrøm shows the olføctory bulb in the cribriform
fossø, and' its connections with the olføctory epithelium; some of the centripetøl pathiays
are shown, with their centrøI connections

CENTFAL CONNECTIONS
Anter¡or commissure
Anterior olf actory nucleus
Olfactory tubercle
Opposite olfacto/y bulb

Pr¡ma¡y olfactory co¡tex:
Prepir¡lorm cortex
Periamygdaloid cortex
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In adult life, the maxillary sinus usually fills the entire body of the maxilla; it
may even extend into the zygomatic arch and below the floor of the nose. The
maxilla has fragile walls and is easily fractured.

Eth.moid. sinuses
The labyrinthine ethmoid air cells are variable in number, shape and size. They
are well formed but small at birth, when they have no direct relation with the
dura ofthe anterior cranial fossa; however, they expand rapidly and by the third
year oflife they are quite capacious, being separated from the dura by only a
thin plate ofbone, and in relation to the anterior fossa over an area of about 5
cm2 (Caldicott et al 1973). In adult life, ethmoid pneumatization may be extensive;
the crista galli), and even structures outside the ethmoid bone, may be
pneumatized.

Fronta,l sinuses
The frontal sinus develops between the inner and outer iabies of ihe frontai
bone; pneumatization is said to become evident during the third year, but in our
experience these air sinuses do not usually develop a relationship with the anterior
cranial fossa until the age of 4 years or even later. The anterior and posterior
walls of the frontal sinus may be quite thin and easily fractured. The sinuses
may be large and then contribute to the fullness and shape of the frontonasal
region.

Sphenoid sinuses
These sinuses are evident at birth but enlarge slowly and are the last of the
paranasal sinuses to establish a relation to the anterior cranial fossa (Fig. 2.10);
much of their development takes place after puberty.

Ostiø
The oriflrces of the paranasal sinuses (Fig. 2.8,A.) have surgical importance. If
they are obstructed, the secretions of the sinus are retained and a tension mucocele
or chronic sinusitis may result. The frontal sinus ostium and frontal recess are
often involved in depressed frontal fractures, and post-traumatic frontal mucoceles

are not uncommon; measures to prevent infection or mucocele formation are
discussed on page 372.Tlne ethmoid ostia may also be blocked, resulting in local
infection or orbital cellulitis. Farmand & Gottsauner (1991) reported on the
findings of endoscopy of the maxillary air sinuses after injury; they could visualize
the ostium of the sinus in only half their cases, but concluded that it is rarely
obstructed except when there is a severe deviation of the nasal septum.

Oral cavity

The oral cavity is incompletely enclosed by the inner surface of the alveolar
processes and the lingual surfaces of the teeth: these form lateral anterior walls,
the roof being formed by the hard palate. Posteriorly, the mouth is continuous
with the oropharynx, the posterior wall of which is formed by the upper two
cervical vertebrae. It is lined by stratifred non-keratinizing squamous epithelium,
which is heaped up in papillae of several t¡les over the surface of the tongue: the
frliform and circumvallate papillae contain chemoceptive cells organized in taste
buds and responsible for perception of the basic tastes - salt, sweet, sour and
bitter. The oral cavity is irrigated by saliva from the sublingual, submandibular
and parotid salivary glands and from numerous smaller buccal and labial glands
(see below).

Alveoli and teeth

The teeth are supported by the alveolar processes of the maxillae and mandible.
The alveolar bone is formed as the teeth develop from tooth germs, emerge and
eventually take up their positions within the dental arches. When teeth are lost
through disease or trauma, the alveolar processes or parts ofthem are resorbed;
the edentulous jaw may indeed be devoid of all alveolar processes (Fig. 19.11)
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A

5 months Syears Adult

ffi rront"l ! Nar"t ,"riri", Middte ear

ethmoid Ësphenoid ffiMaxiltary

FIG. 2.10. Growlh of the pøranøsal øir sínuses. Diagrams, based on d,issections or
C.T scans, show the øpproximate size of the øir sinuses at-í months, 5 years and, in ødult
life. There is much indiuid,ual uariation. A,. i s as seen fr:om aboue, shoiiig
dr^eds separa,ted by thin bone from the dura ld.icott etãl QsrÐ, bi ;o";;";y
of the JournøI of Neurosurgery. B. The air from in front.

and is then extremely fragile.

Between about 6 months and 2 years, the primary dentition of eight incisors,
four canines and eight molars erupts through the alveolar bone and covering
gum tissue (Table 2.4). Ttre permanent teeth, eight incisors, four canines, eigh-t
premolars and twelve molars erupt later, between about 6-20 years (Tabies Þ.s
and 2.6). For a period of time, around 6-14 years, the mixed dentition is present
with some teeth from both deciduous and permanent dentitions (Fig. z.ir).

Each tooth is held fîrmly in its socket within the alveolus by the tough
periodontal ligament passing between cementum on the tooth root and the cortical
lamina dura lining the tooth socket. The periodontal ligament has an important
sensory function also as it contains proprioceptive nerve endings that provide
information to guide mandibular movements during function. The *orihology
of a tooth and its supporting structures is shown in Èig. 2.12. Relatiotrr ãf t""tit
and alveoli can be visualized in a panoramic radiograph of the jaws (Fig. 2.18).

Normally each tooth contacts a neighbouring tooth at the regions of
maximum crown curvature (Fig. 2.L2). The adjacent tooth roots, each within
their individual sockets, are separated by wedges of alveolar bone which form
the interdental septa. These septa are composed of cancellous bone with a thin
covering of compact cortical bone termed the lamina dura. A healthy lamina
dura appears as a thin radio-opaque line on radiographs. The septa are covered
by gingival tissue which extends some distance into fhe interdental space. This
tissue is known as the interdental papilla.
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Emersence ,r*"TÏ, *'"1o71,, **o (months)
in two Cøucøsian populøtions studied longitudinølly

A Maxilla
Population* Authors i1 l- mr m2n c

umea, Dweoen

London, England

LyseII et al 1 1 r0.2 tl.4I t9.2

L8.2

16.0 29.r
(t962)
Leighton
(1e68)

84 9.2 10.6 14.7 26.3

B Mandible
Population* Authors c ml m2n ir

Umea, Sweden

T ^-,t^- E --l--,1!¡¡É¡4rru

Lysell et al
(1e62)

(1 s68)

t7t

9L

8.0

?.3

t3.2

11.5

19.7

l-8.¿1

16.3

14.8

27.r

2.5.7

* Male and female data combined in absence of significant differences between sexee.

TABLE 2.5

Emergence times of pernxqnent teeth (years)
in South Australian school children*

A Maxilla
Ir 12c Pnl Pm2 Mr M2

Males

Females

5rh
Percentile
Median
gSrh

Percentile
Range
5th
Percentile
Median
95th
Percentile
Range

5.8 6.4 9.5 8.9

10.9

9.7 5.1 10.3

7.4
9.1

5.6

7.2
8.7

tl.2
13.7

11.8
t4.2

4.7
8.8

11.3
13.6

4.7
8.6

6.7
8.4

OD

4.8

6.6
8.3

3.6

t2.7
15.1

4.8
9.9

t2.l
14.4

10.8
13.0

tL.7
74.2

t2.3
t4.7

86

48
92

4.6
6.0

8.2
10.5

3.1 4.5 4.9 4.4 5.0 4.8

B Mandible
I1 lz c Pmr Pmz Mr M2

MaIes

Females

5th
Percentile
Median
95th
Percentile
Range
5rh
Percentile
Median
gSrh

Percentile
Range

5.0

6.6
8.3

3.3
4.8

6.0 8.9 9.0 9.7 5.0 9.8

4.3 5.1 3.1 4.7

7.8
9.6

TI,2
13.3

t2.l
t4.5

6.6
8.3

t2.2
t4.5

11.0
13.1

3.6
5.7

4.9
9.1

4.7
9.4

7.5
9.3

10.1
t2.2

10.6
t2.7

tt.7
14.2

6.4
8.0

11.8
L4.I

35
49

43
85

4.2
8.0

6.4
8.0

3.2 3.5 4.2

+ Percentiles derived by logistic regression of data from over 37 000
children aged 4-16 years wbo were examined in 1988 (Dimanii 1991).

The gingival tissues, which act as cuffs around all the teeth, are composed

of tough stratifred squamous epithelium and frbrous connective tissue. The
gingival crest is the free part oftissue separated from the neck ofthe tooth by a
capillary space, the gingival crevice. Gingivae are attached to the necks of teeth
at their gingival attachments and to the periodontal ligaments and septal bone.

This region, where the gingival tissues surround the teeth, is light pink in colour
and tightty bound to the underlying fibrous tissue, giving the characteristic
'orange-peel' appearance of healthy gums. Over the apical part of the alveolus,
however, the gingival tissues merge, at the vermilion border, with the alveolar
mucosa which is reddish and highly vascular like the epithelium lining the oral
cavity.
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In the upper jaw, the maxillary sinus is an important superior relation to
the premolars and molars, often extending from the region of the frrst premolar
posteriorly as far as the maxillary tuberosity which it often invades, particularly
in later life. In radiographs, the maxillary posterior tooth roots sometimes appear
to perforate the floor of the sinus but there is a layer of bone, albeit very thin,
separating the roots from the lining of the sinus.

Immediately behind the maxillary third molar lies the tuberosity, the
hamular notch and the hamular process of the medial pterygoid plate around.
which the tendon of the tensor palati muscle passes. The hard palatè can be seen
on orthopantomograms lying above the level of the tooth roots.

In the mandible, the most important relation of the tooth roots and alveoli
is the mandibular or inferior alveolar canal (Fig. 2.6) with its enclosed
neurovascular bundle. This canal passes very close to the third molar roots and,
rarely, it may be encircled bythem. The canal passes below the posterior teeth to
the mental foremen located in the region of the apex of the second premolar
tooth. Here, the canal divides into mental and incisive terminations.

Another important relation ofthe lower alveolus is the lingual nerve which
arises in the infratemporal fossa and gains access to the oral cavity by passing
bglow a small ridge of bone lingual to the last mandibular tooth, which in thã
adult is the third molar. In this position the nerve is protected only by this ridge
of bone, which has been termed the endalveolar crest, and by the .orr"tittg -rr.oã"(Volchansky & Makings 1984; Penhall 1992). Figure 2.14 illustrates the relations
of the maxillary and mandibular alveoli in the region of the second molar. The
mylohyoid muscle, suspended from the mylohyoid lines on each side of the
mandible and attached in front to the inside of the symphysis and below to the
hyoid bone, forms the interface between the intraoral structures and those lying
in the submandibular region. Important structures lie superior to the mylohyoiã
muscle in the floor of the mouth in close relation to the mãndibular alveôlus: the
sublingual gland, submandibular duct, lingual nerve and at a deeper level the
hypoglossal nerve and lingual artery.

TABLE 2.6

Emergence times of permønent teeth (years) in four populations
A Maxilla
Population Authors I1 Ir 12 c Pml Pm2 Mr M2

USA
(Blacks)
USA
(Whites)
Hong Kong
(Chinese)
New Guinea
(Kaiapit)

Garn et al
(t972)
Garn et al
(t972)
Lee et al
(r965)
Malcolm
& Bue
(1970)

Males
Females
Males
Females
Males
Females
Males

6.8
6.8
7.3
7.1
7.4
7.2
b.õ

8.1
7.9
8.4
7.8
8.7
8.3
7.4

10.9
I0.2
11.5
10.7
11.3
t0.4
t0.7

r0.2
9.7

10.9
10.4
9.8
9.5

L0.2

10.8
10.5
11.5
10.8
10.9
10.4
11.3

6.5
6.2
6.2
6.4
6.4
6.2
õ.7

L2.3
t2.0
72.6

17.7
72.6
12.0
LL.2

Fernales 6.7 7.3 9.3 9.5 10.4 5.7 10.8

B Mandible
Population Authors fl Ir 12 c Pmr Pm2 Mr M2

USA
(Blacks)
USA
(Whites)
Hong Kong
(Chinese)
New Guinea
(Kaiapit)

Garn et al
(ts72)
Garn et aI
(1972)
Lee et al
(1965)
Malcolm
& Bue
(1970)

Males
Females
Males
Females
Males
Females
Males

Females 6.5 6.9

7.2
6.7
,.o
7.7
7.5
7.2
6.8

10.2
9.4

10.9
9.9

10.5
9,6

10.3
9.7

11.0
10.5
t0.4
9.8

t0.4

tt.2
10.7
11.8
71,2
11.3
10.7
lt.4

6.2
5.9
6.2
6.2
6.0
5.9
6.2

11.9
11.3
70.2
11.5
11.9
11.3
11.3

6.1
5.8
6.2
6.4
6.2
6.1
6.2
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8.9 10.1 10.4 5,5 10.3
* From data tabulated by Eveleth & Tanne¡ (19?6).
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FIG. 2.11. The tnired.
dentìtíon. Dissectíon of a
young (8-9-year-old) skull
showing sonxe pernldnent
incisors and the first
permønent molars fully
erupted. Also uisible are the
primcry mclars snd s
nu.m,ber of su,ceed,o,neou.s
permønent teeth developing
within their crypts.
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FIG. 2.12. Morphology of teeth ønd. sutound.íng tissues. Section through ø

mandibular second premolar and first mola,r showing internøl dental structures and the

features ofthe alueolus and interdentøl region.
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FIG. 2.13. Anøtonticøl reløtions of the teeth ønd' ølaeolí. Drawing of an
orthopantornogranl showíng the principal anøtomical relations of the teeth ønd alueoli:
(1) maxiltary sinus; (2) rnøxíllary tuberosity; (3) laterøI pterygoid plate; (4) orbitøI cauity;
(5) hørd. po,tøte; (6) soft palate; (7) articular erninence; (8) posterior ph.øryngeal waII; (9)

inferior àIueolar (mandibulør) canal; (10) tnental foramen; (11) hyoid bone; (12) nasal
septum.

R
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There have been several attempts to produce geometric models of the craniofacial
skeleton. These models present simplified interpretations of the complex anatomy
of the bony structural pillars that transmit the forces of mastication, devised tä
further the understanding of fracture patterns (Fig. 2.15).

The dispersion of masticatory forces through vertical bony columns to the
broad areas of the skull base was appreciated by Le Fort himsell(p. 1z). Rowe &
Killey (1955) emphasized the mechanical strength of the alveoli and the transverse
palatal arch, on which rest the paired buttresses of the maxillae, the
palatine-pterygoid buttresses posteriorly and the zygomaticcomplexes laterally;
they saw additional support in the central buttress of the vomer and ethmoid
vertical plate (Fig. 2.154). In a functional analysis of the facial skeleton, Sicher
& Du Brul (1975) considered that the facial structures were anchored to the
skr¡ll base by three pairs of curved vertical pillars: the canine pillar, the zygomatic
pillar, and the pterygoid pillar (Fig. 2.158). Sturla et aI (19g0) performeã ãadaver
impaction studies, on the basis of which they proposed a lattice-shaped structure
whose central and lateral vertical pillars spanned between a superior cranial
shelf and an inferior palatal platform (Fig. 2.15c). Their lattice shaped model
had a layout resembling the architectural concept of Rowe & Killey (r-gss): ¡oth
were essentially anatomical schematizations of the face with the thin laminae of
bone removed. The projection of these vertical facial pillars to the main structural
zones of the cranial base has been reviewed by Fain (1gg0) who examined the
effects of facial bone trauma on the basal structures The concept of structural
pillars of the facial skeleton has also formed a basis for fracture management
whereby the anterior vertical buttresses are reconstituted to preserve thã facial
height (Manson et al 1980; Gruss & Mackinnon 19g6).

In a less anatomical fashion, Gentry et al (19g8) conceived. the face
geometrically as a series of triplanar osseous struts (Fig. 2.15D; Tables 7.1-7.8;
p. 183). They identifred three major struts in the horizontal plane, frve in the
sagittal plane, and two in the coronal plane; also considered w"ráth" relationships
of the soft tissues to each strut. This analysis was based on high resolutiôn
computer tomography of the traumatized face, and was not designeã to illustrate
mechanical concepts of the facial skeleton. Luce (1gg4) also proposed a less
anatomical format when he illustrated the relationship betwe"n the anterior
cranial fossa, frontal sinus, orbits and the ethmoid air cells with a diagram in
which each region is depicted as a box. This cellular concept of CMF analtomy is
of interest in relation to the mechanical role of the paranasal air sinuses. ihe
sinuses form a large aerated honeycomb: from a teleological view, this structure
seems designed to absorb the energy of facial impact rt d ro to protect the brain
and the sensory organs (Blanton & Biggs 1969). Wh"r force is transmitted from
below, the pyramidal orientation of these sinuses, with the maxillary sinuses
forming the base and the sphenoid sinus as the apex, constitutes an architectural
structure that is particularly well suited to a protective, energy-absorbing role
(Riu et al 1960).

The forces required to fracture the craniofacial bones are impressivelyhigh;
in Chapter 4, the data derived from cadaver studies are reviewea. ft is tt""är.ãl
to relate the skeletal anatomy of a fracture to the direction of the impacting forcä
as well as to its magnitude. The facial skeleton is well adapted to withstand the
vertical forces of mastication, but it is less tolerant of foices in the horizontal
plane, which may detach the alveolar complex from its supports, or cause complete
craniofacial disjunction. The bones of the craniofacial region are intricatelylinked
and the majority of their junctions are immovable sutures. As a result of this
confrguration there is a high propensity for a stereot¡ryed pattern of fracturing to
result from a single blow and the angle ofimpact may be an important determinant
of the final fracture pattern. From a knowledge of the normal spatial relationships
of the bones, their major structural components and their impact tolerances, a

Geometric Concepts of the Craniofacial Skeleton
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clear insight can be gained into the dynamic responses to severe impact, the
frnal result of which is the fracture pattern.

Masseler

Buccinatol

Slyloglossus

and ¡inoual nerve

l'lyoglossus

Geníoglossus

submand¡bular duc!

Hypoglossal nerve
lingual artery

Plalysrna

Mylohyoid

Sublingual glar¡d

Submandibular gland

ceil¡ohyo¡d

Digastr¡c

llyo¡d bone

FIG. 2.14. Sublinguøt ønd. subnønd.ìbulør regions. Coronal section in the region of
the second tnolørs showing the sublíngual and submandibulør relations of the teeth and
alueoli.

Blood Vessels

The blood supply ofa region is studied to assess the viability ofstructures selected
for skin flaps and bone flaps, to design surgical approaches and to deal with
primary and secondary haemorrhage. Modern concepts of craniofacial surgery
have added the need to understand the effects ofwide periosteal stripping ofthe
craniofacial skeleton on fracture healing, and to know how to preserve blood
vessels and nerves contained in the soft tissues (p. 293). Furthermore,
microvascular surgical reconstruction now has a great and increasing role in all
aspects of CMF surgery, and this demands knowledge of the vascularity of a
region and the potential scope for microvascular anastomosis.

Arterial supply

The arterial blood supply of the CMF structures is derived from branches of the
external and internal carotid arteries. There is free anastomosis across the midline
(Har-Shai et al 1992) and anastomosis between the internal and external systems

in the region of the orbital and nasal cavities (Fig. 2.16).

The common carotid artery divides, usually at the level of the disc between
the third and fourth cervical vertebrae, into the internal and external carotid
arteries. The internal carotid artery does not branch in the neck and proceeds to
enter the base of skull through the carotid canal in the petrous temporal bone.

The artery leaves the carotid canal at the foramen lacerum and pierces the dura
mater; it then runs forward within the cavernous sinus for about 2 cm before
turning upwards and piercing the dura again to enter the subarachnoid space.

Within the cavernous sinus, the internal carotid artery gives rise to several small
but important arteries. Following Parkinson (1984), most surgical anatomist
authors identify the meningohypophyseal trunk, the artery of the inferior
cavernous sinus, and McConnell's artery supplying the capsule of the pituitary
gland (stephens & stilwell, 1969). lithe meningohypophyseal artery typically
gives rise to threc branches: the tentorial artery, the dorsal meningeal artery
and the inferior hypophyseal artery, which supplies the posterior lobe of the
pituitary gland (see below). Lang (1983) describes two arterial trunks, a superior
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caroticocavernous trunk supplying the pituitary and the clival region, and a lateral
caroticocavernous trunk supplying the trigeminal ganglion and the ocular motor
nerves. Avulsion of one of these branches can be a cause of carotid-cavernous
frstula (pp. 146 and 392). The internal carotid artery then gives off its important
branchthe ophthalmic artery, From this arises the anterior ethmoid arterywhich
arises in the orbit, enters the ethmoid in its o\Mn canal, traverses the cribriform
plate, and enters the nose through the cribro-ethmoid canal to anastomose with
branches of the maxillary artery. The ophthalmic artery also gives rise to the
central artery of the retina and the supraorbital and supratrochlear arteries,
which anastomose with the facial artery (Fig. 2.16). The internal carotid artery
then gives offthe anterior choroidal, anterior cerebral and middle cerebral arteries
and anastomoses with the vertebrobasilar system through the circle of Willis.
The details of the vascular supply of the brain lie outside the scope of this book.

The external carotid artery gives off named branches to the pharlmx,
occiput, thyroid, tongue and face; it then divides into the superircial temporal
artery and the maxillary artery.

Togethcr with thc ophthalmic and occipital arteries, the superficial
temporal artery supplies the scalp, and is therefore the nutrient artery of many
useful flaps. It divides into two main branches, anterior (frontal) and posterior
(parietal), and there are several variations on this pattern (Marano et al 1985).
These main branches (which are usually palpable) divide repeatedly, and as they
near their terminations they become more superfrcial; this can prejudice the
survival of galeal flaps dissected away from the scalp (Har-Shai et al 1992). The
superfrcial temporal artery contributes to the temporalis muscle and fascia,
though the main supply of the temporalis muscle is the deep temporal artery'

The maxillary artery's relationship to the condylar neck and posterior
maxilla is important surgically (p. 293), and its anastomosis with the internal
system, in and about the nose, has significance in primary and secondary
haemorrhage from this area. The maxillary artery gives rise to the middle
meningeal artery, which enters the middle cranial fossa, sending an anterior
branch to the region ofthe pterion, and the inferior dental artery, which enters
the mandibular canal.

The middle meningeal artery supplies a wide area of the dura mater; it
contributes to the supply of the anterior cranial fossa, anastomosing with branches
of the ophthalmic artery, the posterior and anterior ethmoid arteries, and with
the small accessory meningeal artery, which may arise from it or from the
maxillary artery itself. The extradural haemorrhages complicating impacts in
the CMF region (p. 385) are usually the result of bleeding from the small
meningeal arteries in the anterior fossa rather than from the main trunk of the
middle meningeal artery, which is typically lacerated by vertical fractures of the
temporal bone. The flat bones of the calvaria receive their blood supply from the
pericranium externally, and internally from the dura mater, whose outer layer
is functionally equivalent to the pericranium.

Further in its course, the maxillary artery supplies the maxilla and the
palate, through the infraorbital artery, the greater palatine artery and the
superior dental arteries, and terminates as the sphenopalatine artery. The teeth
and their supporting structures are supplied by the inferior and superior dental
branches of the maxillary artery but with contributions from the lingual and
facial arteries. As the maxillary artery crosses the pterygomaxillary fissure it
gives rise to the posterior superior dental artery from which branches enter the
maxilla through small foramina above the maxillary tuberosity. These then divide
into smaller branches supplying the upper molar and premolar teeth, the lining
of the maxillary sinus and the surrounding alveolus. Other branches run outside
the alveolus to supply the alveolar mucosa and other soft tissues in the posterior
maxillary region. The maxillary artery passes anteriorly along the inf'raorbital
canal, becoming the infraorbital artery and giving offthe anterior, and sometimes
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middle, superior dental branches to the remaining teeth and supporting tissues.
The infraorbital artery provides terminal branches to the upper lip and to the
nasal vestibular tissues.

The maxillary artery also gives palatine branches as it crosses the
pterygomaxillary frssure. The greater palatine artery enters a canal, passes
downwards and emerges through the greater palatine foramen in the posterior
region of the palate. From here it passes forwards supplying the palatal mucosa
and the gingival tissues on the lingual surfaces of the maxillary teeth. In the
region of the incisors it anastomoses with the terminal nasal branches of the
maxillary artery emerging through the incisive canal. Lesser palatine arteries
also emerge near the posterior border ofthe hard palate to supply the soft palate
where they communicate with branches of the tonsillar and 

"rõ"ttàing 
pharyngeal

arteries.

The mandibular teeth are supplied by the inferior dental artery. Passing
forwards in the mandibular canal the inferior dental artery supplies thã posterioi
mandibular teeth, tooth sockets and cancellous bone of thã mandible before
dividing into mental and incisive branches in the region of the premolar teeth.
The mental branch emerges through the mental foiamen to supply lower lip,
cheeks and gum tissue as far as the midline where it anastomoses with branches
of the facial artery. The incisive branch continues within the mandible to supply
anterior teeth and supporting bone.

The buccal mucosa over the mandible is supplied by the buccal branch of
the maxillary artery which pierces the bucciiatoi musclé to gain access to the
intraoral region. Anastomoses with branches of the facial artery occur in this
legion also. The lingual mucosa in the mandible is supplied by branches of the
lingual artery.

The lingual artery supplies principally the tongue and the floor of the
mouth. It arises from the external carotid artery near thL tip ofthe greater cornu
of the hyoid bone where it lies on the middle constrictor of the fharynx. The
artery then loops ab_ove the tip ofthe hyoid and is crossed by th" hypoglossal
nerve before descending to enter the floor of the mouth by passing ¡ã"ea1ft tfte
hyoglossus muscle. Near the anterior bord.er of hyoglossor th" Itgual artery
gives its submental branch to the sublingual gland und floo. of thelouth and
continues as the deep artery of the tongue which gives many branches to the
muscles and mucosa of the tongue.

The facial artery is the main nutrient of the facial musculature and soft
tissues' It arises in the neck from the external carotid just superior to the lingual
artery. It then passes upwards, grooving the submand.ibular gland, before pu.ãirrg
over the gland and descending between the gland and the r"*r, of the mandible.
While in the neck it gives the ascending palatine and tonsillar branches to the
region of the oral fauces. The facial artery crosses the lower bord.er of the mandible
at the anterior border of the masseter muscle where the arterial pulse can be felt
quite readily. The facial artery takes a tortuous course across the face giving
branches to lower and upper lips; it terminates at the side of the nose *he.e ii
becomes the angular artery, usually passing in its course within the muscles of
the region. During its course across the face, the facial artery anastomoses with
other arteries in the region, particularly branches of the mâxi[ary, superficial
temporal and ophthalmic arteries. The chief superficial facial branches arì shown
in Fig. 2.16. It is of surgical importance to note that the mandible is unique in
the CMF region in the nature of its blood supply. The other facial bones, like the
calvarial bones, derive their blood supply from superfrcial periosteal arteries.
The mandible has in addition a central artery, the inferior dôntal artery, and in
this it is comparable with the limb bones. The inferior dental artery is vulnerable
in fractures of the body of the mandible. In elderly people, this ârtery is often
obliterated, presumably from atherosclerosis (Bradley t9z5; pogrel et al lggz).
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The facial artery is the artery of choice in providing blood supply by
microsurgical anastomosis for a free bone graft in restoring a mandibular defect
(p. 621). The superfrcial temporal artery has also been used, or even the occipital
artery; the superior thyroid artery is sometimes too small. All the branches of
the external carotid artery have relatively thin walls and are apt to go into spasm
when microvascular anastomosis is done.
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FIG. 2.16. Arteries of the føce ønd. scølp. With the exception of the suprøorbital ørtery
(a branch of the ophthølmic artery), all the nø¡ned arteries in the díagram are deríued
from the external carotid artery. There are møny uariations in origin, calibre ønd
anastomoses; these variations often determine the feøsibility of mícrouascular replantations.
Redrawn after Gray's Anatomy ønd other sources.

Venous drainage

The posterior part of the superfrcial facial venous system (Fig.2.L7) drains into
the external jugular vein through the retromandibular vein from the upper part
of the face and temporal region; the facial vein, arising in the medial canthal
region, drains into the internal jugular vein, but has anastomotic connections
both with the external jugular vein and the cavernous sinus. There are no valves
in the superficial facial veins. There are deep venous systems of surgical
signifrcance, the lingual veins, the pharyngeal plexus and the pterygoid plexus,
all of which drain into the internal jugular vein. The large pterygoid plexus,
Iying around the pterygoid muscles, anastomoses with the facial vein and also
with the cavernous sinus; it receives venous blood from the meninges and the
orbit as well as from the subtemporal region. The venous drainage of the orbit is
in communication with both the pterygoid plexus and with the cavernous sinus;
these communications become very obvious in the presence of a carotid-cavernous
fistula (Fig. 13.1a) and are relevant in determining the spread of infection.

The venous drainage of the maxillary and mandibular teeth is through
veins that accompany the arteries and pass forward into the anterior facial vein
or backward into the pterygoid plexus and so into the cervical jugular system.

The venous blood from the cranial cavity frnds its way out through the
sagittal transverse and sigmoid sinuses to the jugular veins, and to a much lesser
extent through the cavernous sinus system to the facial venous plexuses. The
cavernous sinus is an intradural blood space situated adjacent to the pituitary
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fossa and body of the sphenoid sinus (Fig. 2.18). It is pyramidal, with the apex
anteriorly, and lies between two layers of dura. The medial and inferior walls
are formed by the periosteal dura of the body of the sphenoid and the dural fold
which forms the lateral wall of the pituitary fossa. The superior surface is
triangular and formed by the free and the attached edges of the tentorium and
by the interclinoid ligament.

Medially the cavernous sinus is related to the pituitary fossa and the
sphenoid air sinus; Iaterally to the temporal lobe. The posterior wall lies within
the posterior fossa and is related to the brain stem. The apex of the cavernous
sinus is related to the apex ofthe orbit and the superior orbital frssure. Inferiorly
lies the sphenoid air sinus.

The major venous tributaries of the sinus are: the superior ophthalmic
vein which leaves the orbit through the superior orbital frJsure to enter the
cavernous sinus anteriorly; the sphenoparietal sinus which lies alongthe edge of
the lesser wing of the sphenoid; the superior and inferior petrosal sinuses *hi"h
connect the cavernous sinus with the sigmoid sinus and jugular bulb respectively;
the superfrcial and deep middle cerebral veins.

The cavernous sinuses on each side are united by a variable pattern of
intercavernous sinuses which lie within the dural wall of the pituitary fossa and
by a basilar plexus of dural veins which lie between the dura overt¡ng ttre clivus.
Other venous tributaries connect the cavernous sinuses to extracranial venous
plexuses such as the pterygoid plexus. The sinus contains the internal carotid
artery, and the third, fourth, frfth and sixth cranial nerves. rWithin the cavernous
sinus the internal carotid artery gives rise to the small but important branches
described above b. aD.
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Lymphatic drainage

Lymphatic vessels from the scalp and the superficial facial tissues drain into
named and unnâmed lymph nodes: the chief of these are the submental,
submandibular, parotid, retroauricular and occipital nodes. Thcsc in turn drain
into deep cervical nodes. Lymphatics from the deeper oral viscera and from the
nasal, nasopharSmgeal and tympanic cavities also drain into deep cervical nodes.
tytoph drainage ofthe teeth and supporting tissues reaches regional nodes in
the sublingual and submandibular region before entering the deep cervical vessels.
The dura mater has a rich lymphatic system (Miller & Woollam L962), but the
brain,like the eye, has no lymphatic drainage.

Oculomotor nerve

Trochlear nerye

Internal carotid artery
.(l s

Ophthalmic nerve

Abducent nerve

Maxillary nerve

bÞ
12.'

alr stnus

FIG. 2.f 8. The cøaernous sínus. The diøgram shows the sinus ønd its contents in coronal
section. The sixth (abducent) cro,nial nerue is within the lumen of the sinus. The maxillary
and ophtltalmic branches of the fifth craníøl nert)e o,re embedded in the deep dural plate
ofthe lateral waII ofthe sinus, as are the third (oculomotor) ønd fourth (trochleør) nerues:
Lang (1983) has shown that these netues are sheo,thed in arachnoid for short distønces
after they enter the wall of the sinus.

ffiiffi-

FIG. 2.19. Med.iøt øspect of cerebrøl hemisphere. Díøgram showing the chief cortical
areas of the medial frontøI lobe; the nurnerøls indicate cortical areas identified by
Brodmann.
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FIG. 2.20. ¡'ibre eonnectìons of prefrontøI ønd. orbita,l cortex. The granular prefrontal
areas haue strong two-wøy connections with the d,orsomed.iøl nucleus of the'thøtamus
t-hrough the thal.amofrontal bundle. The posterior orbítøl cortex has connections with the
hypothalamus through the med.ial forebrain bund,Ie.

Brain

Within the cranial cavity is the brain, lying in the protective bath of CSF provided
by the subarachnoid cisterns. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) makes it possible
to visualize cerebral lesions and anatomical structures as small as 5 mm in
diameter, or even smaller. Knowledge of the gross anatomy of the brain has
therefore become clinically more relevant than in the pasi, while functional
neuroanatomy remains indispensable in understanding the neurological effects
of head injury. However, gross anatomy is best studied in correlalive atlases
(Lang 1983; Duvernoy 1991), and clinical neuroanatomy is too vast a subject to
be reviewed here; for those interested in the anatomy of nuclei and frbre ,yÃt"-.,
Brodal (1981) and carpenter & sutin (19g8) provide very detailea textbooks,
while Noback et aI (1991) give a well-illustrated introductory account. However,
it is necessary to consider the clinical and surgical anatomy of those parts of thá
brain which are in direct relation to the frontal bone and the floor ofthe anterior
fossa, and to consider their functions in the context of cMF trauma.

Frontal lobes

Any part of the brain may be injured by impacts striking the cMF region (p.
138), but the frontal lobes are especially vulnerable. The neuroanatomy of thefrontal lobes is therefore clinically very important. in understânding
post-traumatic cerebr¿l disabilities (p. 659) and their neuropsychologica"l
evaluation (Appendix III).

The inferior surface of each frontal lobe conforms closely with the contours
of the anterior cranial fossa. Medially, the narrow g¡irus rectus extends back
from the region of the crista galti to the level of the tuberculum sellae. It is
bounded laterally by the olfactory sulcus, in which rests the olfactory tract, and
medially by the interhemispheric frssure; it extends back to the medial olfactory
strict, one of the terminal components of the olfactory tract. Lateral to the olfactory
sulcus are the orbital g'yri, overlying the orbital plates and often showing sulci
conforming with ridges in the bony surface. Histologically, these gyri are coriposed
oftypical six-layered neocortex, and except in the posterior part, the cortex .ho*,
numerous granule cells, especially in layer IV. It is usual to identifu this granular
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part of the frontal cortex by the Brodmann numbers 9, 10 and 1L, though one
may be sceptical of the precise demarcations in the mosaic maps of cortical areas
devised by Korbinian Brodmann (1868-1918) and later students of the
cytoarchitectonics of the cortex (Fig. 2.19). Posteriorly, the cortex contains fewer
granule cells, and incleed the most posterior part is agranular (area 13 in current
terminology); there is considerable individual variation in the demarcations of
these areas (Beck et al 1950).

The orbital cortex receives a strong projection from the dorsomedial nucleus
of the thalamus through the compact thalamofrontal bundle (Fig. 2.20). There
are also numerous fibre connections with the hypothalamus, suggesting autonomic
functions. The orbital frontal cortex is often damaged in anterior fossa fractures,
especially when the orbital plates are shattered. The clinical effects are striking
only when the damage is massive and bilateral (Fig. 2.21). Surgical isolation of
the orbital cortex, by cutting through the white matter, was a standard operation
in the era of limited psychosurgery. It was found that bilateral lesions of this
selective type caused flattening of mood, or sometimes mild euphoria, but without
intellectual defrcits detectable by the tests then available (Tow S: Lewin 1953).
More extensive lesions extending back into the posterior orbital cortex, the
anterior striatum and the nasofrontal nuclei, were sometimes complicated by
severe apathy or even stupor, nutritional disturbances and persisting urinary
incontinence (Beck et aI 1950).

The medial surface of the frontal lobe is related to the medial segment of
the falx and to the opposite frontal lobe (Fig. 2.19). Anteriorly and inferiorly, the
cortex is granular and is an extension of areas 9-1L. Posteriorly is the large
cingulate g¡rrus (areas 23 and 24), curving around the corpus callosum. The
cingulate gyrus receives frbres from the anterior nucleus of the thalamus, which
is connected with the mammillary body in the hypothalamus (Fie.2.22) through
the mammillothalamic tract. The medial mammillary nucleus in turn receives a
tightly organised, point-to-point projection from the hippocampal complex
(Simpson 1952) through the fornix. The cingulate gyros, the mammillary nuclei
and the hippocampal complex have been conceptualised as part of the limbic
system, and functionally related both to mood and to memory. The cingulate
gyrus is rarely injured in isolation, but psychosurgical cingulate ablation was
once much used for obsessive states; the effects of this operation included transient
memory impairment (Whitty & Lewin 1960), but this did not constitute a
permanent disability. Lesions in the mammillary bodies (Dusoir et aI 1990), or
bilateral destruction of the hippocampal complex, cause gross impairments of
memory.

On its convex lateral surface, the frontal lobe is related to the frontal bone,
and more posteriorly to the parietal bone (Fig. 2.23), since the precentral g¡rrus

- the posterior limit of the frontal lobe - Iies well behind the coronal suture.
Anteriorly, the cortex is rich in granule cells and is a part of areas 9-11: thus,
these cortical areas are located on all the surfaces of the frontal pole and are
often called prefrontal cortex. More posteriorly, the cortex (areas 8,6, 45 and 46)
shows fewer granule cells, and large pyramidal cells become more conspicuous;
the precentral g¡rrus (area 4) is agranular, containinglarge pyramidal neurons,
some of which send axons to synapse directly on spinal motor neurons. The
posterior frontal convexity cortex is concerned especially with motor function,
including limb movements (areas 4, 6 and 8) and conjugate eye movement (area

8); on the dominant side, the frontal cortex is concerned with expressive speech
(supposedly areas 44 and 45). Traumatic lesions posterior to the coronal suture
are often associated with contralateral limb or facial weakness, or with non-fluent
dysphasia when the dominant hemisphere is injured. But lesions in the prefrontal
region, even those causing substantial cortical and subcortical damage, may show
no limb signs or speech impairment, and in the past this has given the mistaken
impression that this is a'silent area'. In fact, bilateral prefrontal lesions often
cause very disabling changes in intellect and personality.
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At present, the evidence does not allow exact correlations between the
neuropsychological effects of frontal lobe injury and localized damage to specific
cortical areas. But there is general agreement that destruction ofthe dorsolateral
quadrants of the frontal lobes is more disastrous than damage to the inferior an¿
medial quadrants, which may cause little or no obvious clinical impairment (Fig.
2.21). From his large experience ofthe effects ofpsychosurgery and ofhead injury,
Walsh (1978, 1985) has made some general correlations between lesion site and
neuropsychological sequelae. He associates the dorsolateral cortex with the
ideational preparation and execution of actions;patients with lesions in this region
may suffer severe intellectual disabilities in planning and learning, despite normal
performance in standard IQ tests. There is a characteristic difEculty inintegrating
data to solve a problem; thinking tends to be rigid or inflexible (Walsh f gZã), anã
this is reflected in the content of speech, though rigid thinking is seen after
injuries elsewhere in the brain. The medial frontal cortex, p."rrr-ãbly including
the anterior cingulate gyrus, is concernedwith self-initiated action andsustainin!
behaviour at an appropriate level. severe damage in this region may explain thã
adynamia-lack of drive-so often seen after frontal lobe damage. walsh (1gg5)
relates the basal (orbitofrontal) and basomedial cortex with'the flexible control
of excitation and inhibition and the emotional control of behaviour': large bilateral
lesions in this region may be associated with socially disastrous disinhibition,
loss ofinsight and egotistic behaviour. In practice, the frontal lobe lesions seen
after cMF injury are rarely confined exactly to a particular region, and when
they are, the effects are not always what one would forecast. Buithe changes in
personality and behaviour described by Walsh and others are very familiar as
disastrous sequelae of frontal lobe damage: they are seen in various combinations,
which no doubt express differences in anatomical damage as well as different
pretraumatic personalities.

FIG. 2.21. Biþontøl polør d.ømøge.
MRI scan of a young man who had
suffered a centrøl frontøI impact in a car
crøsh at age 5 years. The uictim has a
stable persona.lity and intelligence within
the normal ra.nge. A. Low signal
abnormalities in the Tl-weighted coronal
imøge: the white møtter is lørgely
destroyed., especiølly in the d,orsomedial
quadrants. B. Bifrontal high signal
abnorm.alitie s in T2 - w eig hted imøgãs.
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FIG. 2.22. Pøthwøys
connectíng the nønmillørX,
nucleí uíth the a.nterior
thøIø¡nic nueleus ønd' the
cínguløte gyros. Neurons in
the subiculurn (Pqrt of the
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rornix mammilløry nucleus and øIso

to the sePtøl nuclei and other
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FIG. 2.23. Frontol conaexitY, in
reløtion to coronøl suture. The
anatomicøI frontal lobe is demarcated
(dashedlines) by the central sulcus and
the syluiøn fissure. The chief cortical
at'eas o.re identified by Brodmønn's
nurnbers.

Corpus callosum

The genu and the rostrum of the corpus callosum constitute a massive
commissural system joining the two frontal lobes. In our experience, surgical
lesions in the middle and posterior sections of the corpus callosum may cause

mild but detectable impairments of interhemispheric transfer (Jeeves et al 1979),

but later writers have not confirmed this, and certainly small surgical transections
in the body of the corpus callosum are well tolerated. Surgical transection of the
genu does not cause any obvious clinical effects.

The corpus callosum is often injured in closed head injuries. MRI scans

visualize callosal lesions well (Fig. 5.16), though it should be remembered that
there are numerous variations in the normal structure of the body of the
commissure.

Basal forebrain nuclei

The posterior margins of the gyrus rectus and the medial orbital gyri are

cle¡raìcated by the bifurcation of the olfactory tract. The tract forms a lateral
olfactory stria,which goes to the primary olfactory cortex in the medial temporal
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region (see below), and a medial stria which terminates in the basal forebrain
area. Posterior to the termination ofthe olfactory tract is the anterior perforated
substance, so called because it is perforated by the medial striate arteries and
more laterally by the recurrent artery of Heubner, a branch of the anterior cerebral
artery. Dorsal and posterior to the anterior perforated substance are a number
of important basal frontal nuclei, which are linked with the frontal cortex by the
medial forebrain bundle (Fig.2.20) and with the hippocampal complex by the
anterior component of the fornix (Fig.2.22). Of these, the basal nucleusìf Meynert,
the medial septal nucleus and certain other cell masses are composed oflarge
neurons which send cholinergic axons to the neocortex and also to the limbic
system. These magnocellular basal nuclei are thought to be a cholinergic arousal
or modulatory system and dysfunction in this system has been seen as part of
Alzheimer's dementia; to our knowledge, this has not been postulated in
post-traumatic dementia, but as the area is sometimes damaged in closed head
injuries, the possibility deserves consideration.

Temporal lobes

These lie postero-inferior to the frontal lobes to which they are linked by several
frbre systems' The anatomy of the temporal lobes is too cãmplex to be ieviewed
here: it is however important to note that the medial parts of the temporal lobes
contain the hippocampus and the amygdaloid nucleus, and thesã are both
connected with the basal forebrain nuclei and diencephalon (Fie. z.22). of all the
structures concerned in the functions of memory, Amaral (1gsz) concluded,that
the hippocampal formation and the amygdaloid complex are principal candidates
for roles in memory processing', and clinical experience has Âhown that bilateral
ablation of these structures can cause very serrure and prolonged impairment of
memory. Graff-Radford et al (1990) have argued that it is necessary to destroy
components of both the hippocampal and amygdaloid systems to producL
permanent amnesias, but this is stilt debatable.

Brief post-traumatic memory impairment is the chief clinical characteristic
of minor head injury, and the duration of post-traumatic amnesia is a much used.
measure of the severity of the injury (p. gS4). At present, it cannot be said with
confrdence what are the anatomical correlates of post-traumatic amnesia, or of
the prolonged dysmnesias that sometimes follow head injuries from which in
other respects the patient appears to have made a gooä 

"""orrery. 
But it is

noteworthy that bilateral contusions or ischaemic infarctions of the medial and
polar temporal lobes are very common results of blunt impact to the head.

Cerebral blood supply

The frontal lobes receive their arterial supply from branches of the anterior
cerebral artery, while the middle cerebral arterymakes an important contribution
to the supply of the frontal convexity. The proximal parts oi both arteries send
striate branches to the basal frontal nuclei, and, tàgether with the anterior
choroidal and posterior cerebral arteries, supply thã basal ganglia and the
diencephalon.

TWo superficial venous systems drain the frontal cortex. Several large veins
from the frontal convexity bridge the subarachnoid space to enter the sagittal
sinus; Iaterally, veins run into the superfrcial middte cerebral vein to ãrain
ultimately into the transverse sinus, with an anastomotic connection to the
sagittal sinus' These anastomoses usually prevent venous infarction when cortical
veins or even the anterior third of the sagittal sinus are injured; however, it is
unwise to presume on this, and even the origin of the sagittal sinus should not be
divided unless there is a real need to transect the falx (p. Bg0). Rupture of the
medial bridging veins is one of the causes of subdural blÀeding and haematoma
formation after head impact.
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Hy¡lothalamus

This small but vital area lies posterior to the basal frontal nuclei and the optic

chiasm; it forms the ventral lialts and floor of the third ventricle. From it the

vasculár infundibulum or pituitary stalk runs forward and downward to join the

posterior lobe of the piiuitary gland (neurohypophysis) Gie' 2.2Ð. The

mammillary nuclei constitute thã posterior part of the hypothalamus. The-

hypothalamus has an array of nuclei, which are concerned with the regulation of

bàdy temperature, various vegetative and metabolic functions, and certain aspects

of behaviour, including aggression. Hypothalamic nuclei also regulate the

endocrine activity of the pituitary gland.

The well-defrned paraventricular and supraoptic nuclei (Fig. 2.254) are

composed of large rr"oroì" which synthesize the peptide hormones vasopressin

and oxytocin. These hormones pass by axoplasmic flowto the nituitary stalk and

the neïrohypophysis, from which they are liberated into the blood stream.

Vasopressin ìs liberated in response to changes in serum osmolality, to which

osmo-ceptive cells in the nucleirespond; vasopressin preserves homeostasis in
water úalance by regulating diuresis. Damage to the stalk results in diabetes

insipidus. The hormãnal ouiput of the adenohypophysis (anterior lobe and pars

intermedia) is regulated by aãifferent system (Fig' 2.258). Neurons in the ventral

hypophysis, ".p".ir1y 
thé small-celled tuberal nuclei, liberate hypophysiotropic

ú;tid; (hormãnal reieasing or inhibiting factors) into the system ofportal vessels

r11-o¡1itrg down the infundibulum into the gland, and these induce the release of

stored hormones formed. by the cells of the adenohypophysis. The hypothalamus

is often damaged in severe head. injuries (Crompton 1971), and partial or complete

lesions of the pituitary stalk are also often seen, especially in cases of anterior
fossa fractu¡s (p. 382).

FIG. 2.24. Arteriøl supply ønd' p ortøl d.

stalh, A. The superior hypophyseal arteries

ng the hypophyseal' 
"¡al'þ 

(HS) to enter the-

iituitøry- (iars distølis - PD)' Reproduced

by pennission frorn Xuereb et øl (1954a,b)'
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Anlerior commissllre

Paravenlricular nucleus

Supfaoplic nucleus

Oplic ch¡asm

Supraoptico-hypophyseal tract

A

Tuberal nuclo¡,
giv¡ng r¡se to tub€rohypophysêal lract

Hypophysèal podal voins

B Anter¡or lobe (adenohypophysis)

FIG. 2.26. Hypothølømùe con.trol of pùtuítøry secretion. A. Vasopressin ønd, oxytocinare secreted, in the parauentricular ãnd, supraoptic nuclei of the'hypothàtr*1, in¿
transported in the atcons of the supraopti
pituitary gland: these hormones are then
releasing hornLones øre formed, in the hypot
forrned. by the superior hypophyseal ørtàries
stem of the hypothalømus; these hormones
talen by the portøI ueins to the ødenohypop
of the hormones of the adenohypophysis.-

,
I

Mâmmillâry body

Poslerior lobe (neuroh'ypophys¡s)

Mamm¡llâry body

Superior hypophyseal artery
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Pituitary gland (hypophysis)

The gland is well protected in the sella turcica. It has its own capsule, separate
from the dura-periosteum of the sella. On either side, it is flanked by the cavernous
sinuses; ventrally it is separated from the sphenoid air sinus by a variable
thickness of bone. It is covered by the diaphragma sellae, which is an extension
of the dura of the skull base. The diaphragma has a central foramen through
which the infundibulum passes to join the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland,
of which it is functionally and histologically a part. There is an arachnoid cistern
around the infundibulum, which extends into the sella to spread out over the
surface ofthe anterior lobe (Lang 1983).

Direct injury to the pituitary gland is unusual, at least in surviving cases.

Fractures through the body of the sphenoid may injure the gland, and in theory
could open a frstulas communication with the subarachnoid space, but in our
experience CSF leakage through the sella turcica is rare. However, the pituitary
may be infected by trauma to its blood supply.

The gland has a dual blood supply. It receives a direct supply from the
inferior hypophyseal artery (p. 47). It is also supplied bythe superior hypophyseal
artery, arising from the internal carotid artery after it leaves the cavernous sinus
(Fí5.2.24A). The superior hypophyseal arteries send branches to capillaries in
the hypothalamus and the infundibulum (Xuereb et al 1954a,b); from these
capillaries arise portal veins which run down the infundibulum to the sinusoids
in the adenohypophysis (Fig. 2.248). These portal veins convey the
hypophysiotropic factors elaborated in the hypothalamus; transection of the
pituitary stalk interrupts this pathway, and usually causes infarction of much of
the gland. In our experience, the subcapsular glandular tissue may be spared,
perhaps because it is supplied by the inferior hypophyseal arteries.
Hypopituitarism is occasionally seen after head injury (Winternitz & Dzur 1976),
and presumably the basis is an infarction of the adenohypophysis. Daniel et al
(1959) showed that autopsy evidence ofinfarction is quite often seen after severe

head injuries ofdifferent types; transection ofthe superior portal vessels seems

the likeliest cause.

Disturbed function of the neurohypophysis is a commoner frnding in cMF
injuries. Damage to the hypothalamus, or traumatic transection of the
infundibulum, interrupts the hypothalamohypophyseal tract, causing failure of
vasopressin secretion and temporary or permanent diabetes insipidus (p. 382).

The converse state of overproduction of vasopressin is common after brain injury
as a stress response, and often reaches a level inappropriate to the physiological
requirements of the injured person (Fox et al 1971).

Cranial Nerves

First (olfactory) nerve

The sensory receptors are in the olfactory epithelium in the roof of the nose. The
frne olfactory filaments traverse the cribriform plate in bundles, which are
enclosed in an arachnoid sheath, and terminate in the olfactory bulb (Fig. 2.9).

The complex central connections of the olfactory tract are described by Carpenter
& Sutin (1983) and in more detail by Shipley & Reyes (1991);for present, purposes,

it is relevant that secondary sensory axons from the olfactory bulb run back in
the olfactory tract and the lateral olfactory stria to the primary olfactory cortical
areas (prepiriform cortex and periamygdaloid cortex) in the medial temporal
lobe. While it is likely that posttraumatic anosmia is usually due to damage to
the fragile olfactory frlaments, bulb or tract, the possibility that damage to the
central connections may be responsible has not been excluded; Sumner (1976)

suggested that post-traumatic loss of both taste and smell could be due to central
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damage, though we have not seen a case that supports this interpretation. Lesions
in the primary olfactory cortex may result in epileptic seizures with an olfactory
aura, but this type ofepilepsy is rare after head injury. The tract and bulb are
exposed in intradural subfrontal craniotomies, and the bulb is easily avulsed
from the olfactory fossa. However, the bulb can be preserved by freeing it from
the overlying gytus rectus.

Second (optic) nerve

In the orbit, the optic nerve runs back in the centre of the cone of muscles; this
segment of the nerve is about 25 mm long. The complex anatomical relations are
described and illustrated by Lang (1988) and by Blinkov et al (19g6). The nerve
then enters the optic canal, between the roots of the lesser wing of the sphenoid
bone. Ventral to the nerye runs the ophthalmic artery. This artery has a surgically
important relation to the nerve: it arises from the internal carotid artei (seô
above), usuallyventromedial to the nerve, but the point of origin is variable. The
final section ofthe optic nerve is intra cranial: the nerve runs back to the chiasm,
a distance ranging from 7 to 16mm (Lang 1989). The nerve can be injured in any
part ofits course (p. 418), but clinical interest has centred on the intracanalicular
section (Fíg. 2.26), since here the possibility of remediable compression arises.
Maniscalco & Habal (1978) dissected 88 cadavers, of unspecifiedãges, and found
that the canals were on average g.22 mmlong, ranging from 5.5 to 11.5 mm. The
canal is elliptical in cross-section, the widest diameter being horizontal at the
intracranial end and vertical at the narrower orbital end. The wall of the canal is
thickest at the orbital end of the canal, sometimes called the optic ring, and it is
here that the canal is narrowest. On its medial side, the canal has a close relation
with the sphenoid air sinus, and indeed there is usually a bulge in the wall of the
s_imrs, representing the canal (p. a20). In some individuals, there is a bony
defrciency in the canal, when the optic nerve is covered only by dura mater aná
the mucosa of the sinus (Renn & Rhoton 1gZ5).

The optic nerve is formed from the axons of the retinal ganglion cells.
Fibres from the nasal half of each retina, serving the temporal haliof ãach visual
freld, run back in the nerve, those from the macula being in the centre; they
decussate in the optic chiasm, where they are joined by uncrossed. nasal fibres
from the opposite eye to form the optic tract (Fis.2.z7). The frbre arrangement
explains the freld defects seen in cases of CMF trauma. Thus, injuries of the
optic nerve, if not complete, may cause central visual loss of scotomatous type
when the macular bundle is damaged. When the superior surface of the n"*" i"
damaged - not a rare event - there is an inferior horizontal freld defect,
sometimes bilateral. Injury of the decussating chiasmal frbres gives a bitemporai
hemianopia. Injury at the part of the optic nerve joining the chiasm - the anterior
chiasmal angle - may affect the upper temporal freld of the opposite eye, because
the decussating lower nasal frbres from the opposite retina loopã variable distance
into the ipsilateral optic nerve; the freld defect sometimes takes the form of a
junctional scotoma. Posterior to the chiasm, freld defects are homonJrnous.

The optic nerve is surrounded by a sheath of d.ura mater and an extension
of the subarachnoid space; at the inner orifice of the optic foramen, the dural
sheath leaves the nerve to merge with the dura of the anterior and middle cranial
fossae, while the arachnoid sheath forms part of a cistern around. the nerve,

Third (oculomotor) fourth (trochlear) and sixth (abducent) nerves

These nerves arise in the midbrain (third and fourth nerves) and. lower pans
(sixth nerve). They course through the subarachnoid space to enter the ."rr"rrror5
sinus through separate portals. The third nerve pierces the dura midway between
the anterior and posterior clinoid processes and runs in the lateral wall of the
sinus. The portal of the fourth nerve is more posterior and lateral; it also runs in
the wall of the sinus. The sixth nerve enters the dura over the clivus and. runs
through the inferior petrosal sinus to enter the cavernous sinus, where it lies
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FIG. 2.26. Optic cønøL. The canal lies between the two roots of the lesser wing of the
sphenoid bone. It transmits the optic nerue dnd the ophthalmic artery. It is in close but
uariable relation wíth the sphenoid ønd ethmoidal air sinuses. A. The right optic candl is
exposed by remoual of its thick roof It is a funnel-shaped canal, nørrowing cts it enters the
orbit. B. Seen from behind, ouer the dorsum sellae, the optic canal is oual and narrowed in
the uertical diameter. In life, the sharp upper margin is prolonged back by a thín fold of
dura, the falciform process The anterior clinoid processes (ørrow) Iie lateral to the optic
nerues. C. Seen from in front through the orbit, the optic canal is formed by ø thick bony
ring; it is narcowed, in the horizontal díameter. The lamino. p&pyracea. of the ethmoid bone
(e) lies medially. D. The cønø\, containing the optic nerue (sim.ulated: white arrow head),
has a medial relationship with the sphenoid (s) and posterior ethmoid (e) air sinuses. In
this specimen, there is poor pneumatization and the cana,I is protected by a relatiuely thick
layer ofbone. In many cases, the canal bulges into the sphenoid sinus and the optic nerue
may be couered by a uery thin løyer of bone, or et)en by mucosa only.

LEFT BIGHT

Optic nsrvo
Cenlral scoloma

Hetina

Optic neruo

Chiasmal ångle

Chiasm

Opllc

Incongruous right
homonymous hemianopia

Lelt
Conlralateral upp€r

R¡ght
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bllnd ey€tsmporal lõs

Opllc radlal¡on and vlsuâl corlex

and optlc n€rvo

o

oo
Left homonyoous h€mianop¡a

r¡l|. 2.27. VisuøI pathwøys. The d.iøgram ,io*, tnn nd.scrl cmd. temporal retinal fibres
passing through the optic nerue, with the nasal fibres (subserving the temporal hemifield)
-decussating 

in the cltiasm, synapsing in the lateral geniculate body and then passing in
the optic ràdiation to the uisual cortex. Lesions of an optic nerue produce a unilateral
uisuãt field defect, except at the anterior chiøsmal angle where a junctíonal scotoma with
a contralateral upper temporal field loss is produced, øs shown in the diagram Chiasmal
Iesions produce bíiemporøI fietd defects. Retrochiasntallesions produce homonyrnous ft'eld
defects wltich become n'Lore congruous as the fibres pass back towards the uisual cortex.

OO
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between the internal carotid artery and the dural envelope of the trigeminal
ganglion (Fig. 2.18). These nerves are sheathed by sleeves ofarachnoid as they
enter the dura (Lang 1983). They leave the sinus to enter the orbit through the
superior orbital frssure, together with the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal
nerve. Before it leaves, the third nerve divides into two divisions. The superior
division supplies the superior rectus muscle and the levator palpebrae superioris.
The larger inferior division supplies the medial and inferior rectus muscles and
the inferior oblique muscle. It also sends parasympathetic fibres to innervate
the smooth muscles of the iris and the ciliary body, through the ciliary ganglion
and the short ciliary nerves. It is thus the motor component of the light,
accommodation and convergence reflexes. The fourth nerve passes above the
upper tendinous head ofthe superior rectus muscle to supplythã superior oblique
muscle.

The sixth nerve passes below the upper tendinous head, together with
both divisions of the third nerve, to supply the lateral rectus muscle.

The sympathetic nerves supplying the pupillary dilator muscle usually
join and travel with the sixth nerve in the cavernous sinus, though in some
individuals they may travel with the third or fourth nerve.

These nerves are often injured. Nuclear or supranuclear damage is seen
as a result of severe brainstem damage. The nerves may be contused or avulsed
either at their origins from the brainstem (Heinze 1969), or where they pierce
the dura; this usually results from a severe impact, though third anã fourth
nerve paralyses occasionally follow less severe violence. The third nerve may be
compressed in its subarachnoid course by an anterior transtentorial herniation:
the parasyrnpathetic fibres are especially sensitive, and pupillary paralysis is
therefore the classical sign of transtentorial herniation (Fig. 2.28). PoÀterior
transtentorial herniation may be evident as signs of compression of the midbrain
nuclear and supranuclear control ofthird nerve function - bilateral ptosis and
inability to look up. The sixth nerve is often injured in transverse petrous
fractures, presumably in its intradural course. All three nerves may be involved
in the cavernous sinus, either by the primary injury or from the effects of a
carotid-cavernous sinus fistula. Because of the often close relationship of the
sixth nerve and the sympathetic pupillodilator fibres, the combination of a
Homer's s¡mdrome and a sixth nerve paralysis suggests a lesion in the cavernous
sinus' Injury in the superior orbital fissure from skull base fracture may result
in simultaneous oculomotor and ophthalmic nerye paralysis. The clinicáI signs
of paralyses of these nerves are set out in Table 2.7, and. are further discusseã in
Chapter 6.

Fifth (trigeminal) nerve

This large nerve takes origin from the upper pons; its brainstem nuclei extend.
from the midbrain to the second cervical cord segment. Its motor and sensory
roots run through the subarachnoid space to the trigeminal sensory ganglion,
Iying snugly in its aural cave lateral to the cavernous sinus. The mãtor root
passes below the ganglion to enter the mandibular division. Injuries of the roots
or the ganglion are rare. Through its three divisions, the trigeminal nerve supplies
sensation to almost all the structures in the CMF region (Fig.2.2g):the ophthalmic
division provides sensation to the forehead, the maxillary division to the middle
third of the face and the mandibular division sensation to the lower face, as well
as innervating the muscles of mastication. The supraorbital and. supratrochlear
nerves emerge from the orbit separately over the supraorbital margin; the
supraorbital nerve passes through a notch or foramen, from which it hãs to be
freed by chisel cuts in the standard frontal exposure ofthe orbits (p. 2Bg). The
infraorbital nerve passes through the orbital floor and the infraorbi[al foramen,
supplying sensation to the lateral side of the nose and upper lip and the maxillary
teeth via the superior alveolar nerves. Zygomaticofacial and zygomaticotemporal
branches emerge through foramina in the bones, being often damaged during
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Aqueduct
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Poslerlor c€rebral artery
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Sixth n€rve

Basilar artery
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FIG. 2.28. Clinicøl ønøtomy of intrøcrøniøI d.ispløcernents. An intracranial rnass,
such ds a haerndtonxa, nLay expdnd and displace cerebrdl tissue medially under the falx
o.nd downuards through the tentoríal hiøtus. A.The norrrla,l tentorial hiatus: the midbraín,
seen frorn aboue in horizontal section, is surrounded by the quadrigeminal and an'Lbiens
cisterns (not shown). Anteriorly a.re the bøsilar artery ønd the third nerues runníng forwørd
to the cauernous sinuses; the posterior cerebra,I arteries curve around the upper brøinstem
on their way to supply the occipitøl uisual cortex. B. Posterior transtentorial herniation:
the medial temporal lobes on both sides are forced ínto the hiatus and conLpress the dorsal
rnidbrain (clinical signs: bilateral ptosis, inability to look up and drowsiness). One or
both posterior cerebral arteries nxary be blocked (clinical signs: hemianopia or cortical
blindness). The quødrigeminøl cisterns a.re conl.pressed (CT signs: obliteration of cisterns).
C. Anterior transtentorial herniation: one medial temporal lobe is displaced by an
i,psilateral rnass lesion, e.g. a middle meningeal extradura,l haematotna, into the hiatus,
compressing the lateral side of the midbrain and Inking the third acre (clinical signs:
ipsilateral papillary dilatation and ptosis, drowsiness). D. The normal brainstem in
sagittal section: the basilør artery supplies the ports ønd uentrøI midbrain. E. Brainstem
díiplacement and cerebellar herniation: accon'Lpo.nying transtentorial herniation is a
downward displa,cement of the whole brainstem. The blood supply of the pans ønd midbraín
is irnperilled; there tnøy be haemorrhøges (Duret type) into the uentral brainstem (clinical
signs: deepening coma, decerebration, bradycardia, fixed pupils, respiratory failute). The
cerebellar tonsils are forced into the foramen n'Lagnunx.

\

/
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periosteal stripping as well as by trauma. The inferior dental nerve enters the
mandibular canal (Fig. 2.6) atthe lingula and traverses the body ofthe mandible
to give sensation to the posterior teeth; in this part of its course, the nerve is
easily injured (p. 265). The nerve terminates as the mental and incisive neryes
to provide sensation to the anterior teeth, chin and lower lip.

Suprao¡bítal nerue --.- F onlal nerve

Lacrimal nerve
lnfratroch16ar nerue

-- Anterior ethmoldal nerus

Nasoc¡liary nerve

lnlraorb¡lal nêrue

Exlernal nasal
ne rve

Antsrior suparlor
alveolar
(dental) nerve

Auriculotemporel
norve

Posler¡or 6uper¡or alveolar
(denlal) nervo

Middle super¡or alveolar
(dental) nerve

--- - L¡ngual nerve

lnfefior alveolal
(dêntal) nerue

Euccal nerve

--- - Mênlâl nêrvo

FIG. 2.29. The trigem.inøl ùerae. Diagrørn of the sensory d,istribution of the trigeminal
nerue. The intracranial course of the anterior ethmoid.al nárue is not shown: 

"¡t"rZ"t"iiigthe ethmoid bone, the nerue po,sses across the cr-ibriform fossø anterior to the'fiIaments o:f
the olføctory nerue and enters the nasal cøuity, whici it suppties, to terminate ai the externil
nasøl nerue.

Seventh (facial) nerve

This largely motor nerve has its nucleus of origin in the pons. It runs through
the subarachnoid space into the internal auditory meatus ird enters the petrous
temporal bone, to emerge at the stylomastoid foramen. It then runs into the
substance of the parotid gland from which it emerges to supply the muscles of
facial expression (Fig. 2.80). Kempe (1990) has shown by stimúlation under local
anaesthesia that there is functional segregation in the facial nerve even within
the stylomastoid canal. He has identifred three components, each constituting a
fascicle. One innervates the perioral muscular sphincter, the orbicularis oris aìrd
a second supplies the ocular sphincter, the orbicularis oculi. The third fascicle,
termed by Kempe the mimic fascicle, supplies a crescent of facial muscles including
the frontalis muscle, the zygomaticus major, the levator labii superioris, thã
depressor anguli oris, the mentalis and the platysma (Fie. 2.80A).

Through its chorda tympani branch, the facial nerve transmits sensation
from taste buds in the anterior two thirds of the tongue (Fig.2.g1). The facial
nerve also contains parasJrnpathetic secretomotor frbres to tlie lacrimal and the
submandilular and sublingual salivary glands, via the chorda tympani and the
greater superficial petrosal nerve (Fig. z.g2). These secretomotoi fibres have
their cells of origin in the superior salivatory nucleus, in the pons.

Injuries of the facial nerve are common, both in its petrous course and in
the region ofthe parotid gland. These injuries are discussãd in chapter 15.
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Eighth (vestibular and cochlear) nerves

These nerves are outside the scope of this book; theirneuroanatomyis well described
by Brodal (1981) and by Carpenter & Sutin (1983). The eighth cranial nerve may
be injured in fractures of the skull base involving the petrous bone (p. 439).

I

lato ganglion

Chorcla tympani

Temporal brs. of vII

Zygomal'rc brs. ol VII

Stylomasloid foramen

Fac¡al nerve (VII)

Buccal brs. of vll

Mand¡bular brs. ol vll

Cervical brs of VII

A

FIG. 2.30. The føciøl nerae. A. Within the petrous temporal bone the nerue is already
d.iuid.ed. into fascicles destined to inneruate indíuidual rnuscles of facial expression. Kempe
(1980) has identifted three groups inneruating: (1) the orbiculørís oris sphíncter, (2) the-

orbicularis oculi sphincter, ß) the muscles offaciøl expression. Reproducedby courtesy of
the J ournal of Neurosurgery.

Ninth (glossopharJrngeal), tenth (vagal) and
eleventh (accessory) nerves

These supply the striated muscles of the pharynx and larynx; the spinal root of
the accessorynerve supplies the trapezius and sternomastoid muscles. The nerve
trunks are rarely injured, except in cases of penetrating wounds of the neck. The
glossopharyngeal nerve conveys sensation, including taste, from the posterior
third of the tongue (Fig. 2.31), and supplies parasJ¡mpathetic secretomotor frbres
(Fíg.2.32) to the parotid salivary gland through the small tympanic nerve and

the lesser superfrcial petrosal nerve (Brodal 1981). These secretornotor frbres

have their cells of origin in the inferior salivatory nucleus of the medulla. The

visceral distributions of these nerves are chiefly outside the CMF region.

Twelfth (hypoglossal) nerve

This motor ncrve is often injured by missile \Mounds in the region of the mandible.
The nerve leaves the skull base through its own deeply placed canal, and runs
deep to the internal carotid artery and the jugular vein to the level ofthe angle
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of the mandible. Here it passes forward superfrcial to the internal carotid artery,
usually crossing the lingual artery, and then runs d.eep to the mylohyoid -rrr.Íuto supply the muscles of the tongue.

!tylo-oÀltoid

Thalamus & cortgx
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FIG. 2.3O. The føciøl nerve. .8. After leøuing the stylomastoid, forørnen, the facial nerve
enters the pørotid gland and breaks up intobrancies supplyiig the muscteí ofthe faii.C.The stand.ørd coronal scølp incisíon should, be sited, toài io sfare the frontøt'branci o¡
the facial nerue; submand,ibular incisions should, spøre the mand.ibutar branch.
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Sympathetic innervation

The whole cMF region receives postganglionic, and some preganglionic, frbres
from the cervical sympathetic chain, which are distributed thrãugh branches of
the cranial and upper cervical neryes, and along perivascular plexuses. These
fibres innervate blood vessels, sweat gland.s, salivary glands, and the smooth
muscle of the orbital muscles, iris and ciliary body. Ablation of the superior cervical
sympathetic ganglion causes immediate pupilrary constriction, mild ptosis, and

Chorda tympani

vII
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abolition of sweating; there is also vasodilatation, often causing a stuffy nose on
the side of the ablation, from vascular dilatation in the nasal mucosa. But injury
to this ganglion is unusual in CMF injuries, and damage to the peripheral
branches of the sympathetic system is not usually of clinical significance, unless
as a sign ofa cavernous sinus lesion.

The Salivary Glands

Saliva

Saliva is a viscous, colourless liquid produced in volumes of around 1.5 I per day
by the major salivary glands and the many smaller glands lying under the oral
mucosa.

Tt has many functions. Saliva assists mastication and swallowing by
moistening food and by enzymatic predigestion of starch, and it aids taste
perception by acting as a solvent for chemical substances. Saliva moistens the
oral lining surfaces, facilitating movements of the mouth in speech and
mastication, and helping to maintain oral hygiene in the self-cleansing of the
teeth. Moreover, salivary lactoperoxidase has an important antimicrobial role.

Lærimal

Sphenopalaline
gangl¡on

Greatsr supalicial
petrosal nsrvg

Parolld

ivatory
Sublingu,

Ix (Glossopharyng6el)
Submend¡bular
ganglion

gland

Lsssor superllclal
pelrosal nsrv€

FIG. 2.32. Pørøsympøthetic inneruøtion of the chìef søliaøry glønds ønd. the
Iøcrimal gtønd.. Þregønglionic fibres arise in the brainstem, trauel in the 7th, 9th and
10th craniãI nert)es ønd t"lminate in smøII peripheral ganglia, from which postganglionic

fibres are distributed to inneruøte secretory cells in the named o'nd unnamed søliuary
glands ønd the lacrimøI gland.

Parotid gland

This is a pure serous-secreting gland, which is enclosed in a dense frbrous capsule

bound to adjacent structures by the deep investing fascia of the neck. It is
lobulated, irregular in shape and wedged into the space bounded anteriorly by
the posterior margin of the manclible and posteriorly by the styloid and mastoid
processes and their attached muscles. It extends up to the zygomatic arch and

the temporomandibular joint, and an extension of the gland lies on the masseter
muscle. Within the gland are the external carotid artery, dividing into its terminal
branches, and the superfrcial temporal and maxillary veins' anastomosing to
form the posterior facial or retromandibular vein, which usually divides to form
the common facial and external jugular veins. The facial nerve enters the gland
from its posterior aspect, and divides into upper and lower divisions, which ramifr
to supply the facial muscles; the nerve lies superficial to these veins, in what is

g and
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termed the faciovenous cleavage plane. The gland is divided into deep and
superficial components by this plane, a cleavage of considerable surgical
importance when the facial nerve has to be exposed. The parotid duct fãrms
within the gland, emerges from its anterior aspect, and runs subcutaneously
over the masseter to pierce the check muscles and enter the oral cavity at thL
Ievel of the crorvn of the second molar tooth. The gland and the duct arl easily
wounded; branches of the facial nerve are ofben cut at the same time (p. 4Bg).

The parasyrnpathetic secretomotor supply (Fís.2.82) is derived from the
glossopharyngeal nerve: the preganglionic frbres synapse in the otic ganglion
and the postganglionic fibres are distributed by the auriculotemporal ¡ranãfr of
the mandibular nerve. Injury to these parasympathetic frbres, followed by
aberrant regeneration along sympathetic nerves, is thought to explain the findin!
of facial sweating and flushing on gustatory stimulation, sometimes seen afTer
surgical or traumatic damage to the parotid gland,

Submandibular gland

This has both mucous and serous secretory cells. It lies below and deep to the
body of the mandible and comprises superficial and deep components, aiviaea ly
the posterior border of the mylohyoid muscle. The submãndibular duct runs from
the deep surface of the gland, under the mylohyoid, to enter the mouth through
the sublingual papilla on the side of the frenulum. The gland receivãs
preganglionic parasympathetic innervation from the chord.a tympani nerve (see
below); the postganglionic relav fibres arise in the submandibulár ganglion.

The sublingual gland

This has predominantly mucous secretory cells. It lies beneath the mucosa of the
floor of the mouth, medial to the sublingual fossa in the inner surface of the
anterior part of the mandible, dorsal to the mylohyoid line. The ducts of the
gland drain directly or via the submandibular duct into the mouth. The nerve
supply is, like that of the submandibular gland, from the chord.a tympani.

Muscles

Muscles of facial expression

R' J. Last in his excellent textbook of anatomy emphasizes that the muscles of
facial expression are developed from the mesoderm of the second. pharyngeal
arch (McMinn 1990). During their migration, they drag with them the nãrve of
that arch, the seventh (facial) cranial nerve. These muscles are part of the
panniculus carnosus, the sheet of subcutaneous striated muscles *fri.fr arises
from and inserts into the dermis. In lower mammals this sheet is very extensive;
in-man, it is largely confrned to the muscles influencing facial expression. From
a functional viewpoint, the facial muscles are grouped ãround the orifrces of the
orbit, the nostrils and the mouth; they providé sphìncters to close these orifrces
and dilators to open them.

Muscles of the eyelids

The orbicularis oculi surtounds the orbital entrance and spreads over the eyelids. It
is opposed by two dilator muscles, the levator palpeÈrae superioris and the
occipitofrontalis. Ttre orbicularis oculi comprises hvo main parts: palpebral and orbital,
some anatomists identiff a third lacrimal component (Davies-& coupland 1962).

The palpebral fibres arise from the medial canthal ligament, and arch across
both lids in front of the tarsal plates, to form the lateral cãnthat ligament. These
important ligaments are variously designated as palpebral and canthal; the medial
ligament is so well defrned that it is often termed a tend.on, while the lateral
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Iigament is considered by some anatomists to be no more than a rapine of muscle
frbres. In this book, the terms medial and lateral canthal ligaments are preferred.

The orbital portion of the sphincter has a wider extent, and its frbres form
loops around the orbit, without interruption on the lateral side; they arise and
insert in the nasal part of the frontal bone and the frontal process of the maxilla.
The sphincter is opposed by the levator palpebrae superioris, arising from the
under surface of the lesser wing of the sphenoid bone just above the optic canal
and by the occipitofrontalis, the frontal belly of which runs from the galea
aponeurotica of the scalp to insert in the muscles of the orbit and nose. Contraction
of the occipitofrontalis elevates the eyebrows and creases the frontal skin; its
nerve supply may be damaged by frontal trauma, or iatrogenically in raising a

bicoronal scalp flap. The dilator elevator capacity of this muscle is utilized in
brow suspension operations for ptosis @. a23). The levator palpebrae superioris
is supplied by the third cranial nerve, and may be paralysed by injury to that
nerve, resulting in a ptosis much more severe than that caused by paralysis of
the occipitofrontalis.

The lacrimal or prctarsal flrbres of orbicularis oculi are attached to the
fascia over the lacrimal sac and insert in the tarsi or interlace in the lateral
canthal ligament or rapine; their important role in the blink reflex is described
below (p. 76).

Medial canthus

An understanding of the anatomical relationships at the medial canthus is
necessary for successful post-traumatic reconstruction: the surgeon must take
into account the medial canthal ligament, its relationship to the lacrimal
apparatus, its attachments to bone, and its relationships to the orbicularis oculi
muscle, skin and conjunctive. Displacement or detachment of the medial canthal
ligament may produce a change in the shape of the palpebral frssure'

The medial canthal ligament (also termed a tendon) is a strong, complex
structure (Fig.2.33). It attaches to the bone of the medial orbit by an element
that passes deep to the lacrimal sac, and another more massive component that
passes superfrcial to the sac and inserts into the frontal process of the maxilla.
Zide and McCarthy (1983) have described a vertical component to the superfrcial
part of the ligament which inserts into the medial orbital rim adjacent to the
nasofrontal suture. The deep portion of the ligament arches, above and below
the ampullae of the canaliculi, and inserts into the lacrimal sac behind the
posterior lacrimal crest. The strong, thick, superfrcial part of the medial canthal
Iigament is attached frrmly to the anterior lacrimal crest and extends onto the
nasal bone beyond (Rodriguez &Zide 1988). The anterior lacrimal crest protects
the lacrimal sac as it nestles in its fossa and the palpable part of the ligament is
medial and lies over the bone.

The telecanthus and canthal dystopia which result from damage in this
area can be related to severance of all or part of the ligamentous attachment, or
to displacement of the bones to which it is attached. The relationship of ligament
to lacrimal drainage apparatus is vital when considering diagnosis and treatment
of trauma in this area (p. 309 and 582),

Lateral canthus

The anatomy of the lateral canthal region is not well defrned. There is some

controversy as to whether or not there is a true ligamentous attachment of the
tarsi to the orbital bone or whether there is just a thickening of the periosteum.

Couly et al (1976) came down on the side of a definite structure, describing a

'true' ligament, divided into two divergent bundles. The base of this ligament
which has the tbrm of a Y, is attached to the external angle of the two tarsi. The

bundles diverge, a deep part attaching to the frontal process of the malar bone
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2 mm behind the orbital rim, the superficial part continuing over the frontal
process and attached to its periosteum.

\ilhitaker (1984) gave some credibility to the existence of the lateral canthal
ligament, and others workers in different disciplines, seeing the technical
applications of adjustments to this region, make reference to it. In contrast to its
medial counterpart its structure is not impressive but in surgical manoeuvres
for establishing the correct positioning ofthe tarsi in relationship to the bone,
the lateral canthal ligaments are important none the less.

Medial canthal
tendon

Orbital fat Posterior lacrimal crest

Lacrimal sac
-\.

*) Deep heads of pretars
and preseptal musclet

Lacrimal sac

of
lacrimal sac

Deep heads of
pretarsal and
preseptal muscles

A B

Lacrimal fascia

Medial canthal tendon

Anterior lacrimal crest

FIG. 2.33. The med.iøl cønthøl ligo
shown with its superft.cial part peeled
fibrous band, is shown attaching to the an
sac; the ligament (tendon) has been diuide
plates is not shown. The preseptal and, pretørsal fibres of orbicularis oculi are shown in
simplified, form lying posterior to the lacrimøl sac ønd, atiaching to the posterior lacrimal
crest. Redrawn frorn Rodriguez & Zide (1988).

Muscles of the nostrils

The sphincter of the nostril is the compressor naris, which surrounds the alar
cartilages and arises from the maxilla; it is opposed by the dilatator naris, which
also arises from the maxilla and is inserted into the ala. The tip of the nose is
elevated by the procerus muscle, an extension of the frontãl belly of the
occipitofrontalis muscle; it is assisted by the levator labii superioris alaeque nasi,
and opposed by the depressor septi.

Muscles of the lips and cheeks

The orbicularis oris muscle forms the sphincter of the mouth; the dilators are
facial muscles radiating from the lips. The orbicularis oris muscle has fibres
which attach near the midline to the upper and lower jaws; these intermingle
with frbres of the dilator muscles at the angles of the mouth on each side at a
point of convergence called the modiolus, where some frbres actually cross in the
form of a chiasma. This modiolus is often diffrcult to reconstruct after injury.

The buccinator muscle arises from both jaws opposite the molar teeth and
from the pterygomandibular rapine (Fig. 2.1a). It arises from the whole length of
this rapine, interdigitating with fibres from the superior constrictor of the
pharynx. The muscle converges on the modiolus, where fibres arising from the
rapine decussate. It is pierced by the parotid duct and by the buccal branch of
the mandibular nerve, whose frbres supply the muscle. The buccinator is the
muscle of the cheek pouch and is lined by adherent mucous membrane; it forms
the basis of a very useful musculocutaneous flap for intraoral reconstruction. It
is basically a muscle of mastication, but has other functions.
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The dilator muscles of the lips radiate from the orbicularis oris like the
spokes of a wheel and are inserted into the lips and the modiolus. When these
muscles all contract together, they open the lips to the widest possible extent. Of
these radial dilators, the levator labii superioris alaeque nasi arises from the
frontal process of the maxilla to insert into the alar cartilage (see above) ancl the
lateral part of the upper lip, which it elevates. The levator labii superioris arises
from the inferior orbital margin and is inserted into the remainder of the upper
lip, also as an elevator. The levator anguli oris arises from the canine fossa below
the inferior orbital margin; it inserts into the angle of the mouth, where it merges
with the depressor anguli oris. The zygomaticus minor arises from the
zygomaticomaxillary suture and the zygomaticus major further out on the
zygomatic bone; both muscles converge on the modiolus. Risorius, a variable
muscle derived from the platysma, inserts into the angle of the mouth. The
depressor anguli oris arises from the oblique line of the mandible; it is a superficial
muscle and passes through the modiolus to insert into the angle of the mouth. It
is in part continuous with the levator anguli oris above, and in part with the
platysma below. The depressor labii inferioris arises deep to the depressor anguli
oris and inserts into the lower lip. The mentalis is a muscle arising from the
mandible on each side of the symphysis mentis; its fibres pass downwards through
the depressor labii inferioris to insert into the skin of the chin. It is an elevator of
the centre of the lower lip and has signifrcance in facial aesthetics and in denture
control (McMinn 1990).

AII these muscles are supplied by the seventh cranial nerve (see above p.
62). There are many variations, some of them important to the surgeon (Fig. 9.a).

Muscles of mastication

The temporalis muscle originates from the temporal bone and inserts on the
apex and medial side of the coronoid process of the mandible (Fig. 2.34). Its
functional importance in closingthe jaws is considerable. The temporalis muscle
is stripped away in the routine bicoronal approach to the craniofacial skeleton
(p. 238), and we urge meticulous reattachment to the temporal lines and margins
of the temporal fossa. Segments of the muscle can be stripped from the bone and
used for reanimation of the face; the blood and nerve supply are preserved. A
segment of muscle can be mobilized with a piece of underlying attached calvarium
for bony reconstruction ofthe face (p.622).

The powerful masseter muscle arises chiefly from the zygomatic arch and
inserts on the ramus of the mandible, and assists in closing the jaws. The extensive
upper attachment to the zygomais of the utmost importance in fractures of this
bone and their tendency to displace after correction (p. 315). The pull of the
masseter and the pterygoid muscles also influences fractures of the angle of the
mandible.

The lateral pterygoid muscle takes origin by two heads, from the
infratemporal surface of the greater wing of the sphenoid bone and from the
lateral surface of the lateral pterygoid plate. It has a frrm round attachment
high up to the condylar neck (Fig. 2.5) and to the meniscus of the
temporomandibular joint, important in the pattern of displacement of fractures
and fracture dislocations of this region. It is the chief agent in opening the mouth.

The medial pterygoid muscle arises from the medial surface of the lateral
pterygoid plate and the adjoining palatine bone; it inserts on the ramus and
body of the mandible. The medial pterygoid muscle closes the mouth and also
moves the mandible in the horizontal plane in side-to-side chewing. The masseter
laterally and the medial pterygoid muscle medially enclose the ramus and angle
of the mandible.

The digastric muscle with its interesting central tendon bound down to
the hyloid bone and its dual innervation from the frfth and seventh nerve assists
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in the opening of the lower jaw, and also depresses and retracts the chin. It may
be used for reconstructive purposes.

e temporalis
ligam.entous
of Professor

Muscles of speech and swallowing

The tongue with its intrinsic and extrinsic musculature, lying in the floor of the
mouth and attached to the mandible anteriorly and laterâlty, helps to form the
shape and size of this bone as it develops. McMinn (1990) notãs that the intrinsic
muscles act in changing the shape of the tongue, whereas the three paired
extrinsic muscles stabilize the organ and change its position. Of the extinsic
muscles, the genioglossus arises from the superior mental spine of the mandible,
the hyoglossus from,the body and greater horn of the hyoid bone; these muscles
are likely to be detached or destroyed in avulsive injuries of the anterior mandible.
The smaller styloglossus muscles are situated more posteriorly and have less
individual importance.

The motor supply is by the twelfth or hypoglossal cranial nerve. Loss of
sensation and motor-supply to the tongue are 6oth clinically significant, as is
loss of the mandibular muscular attachment support whiäh -.y p"odo." 

"retrodisplacement of the tongue and airway obstruction.

The soft palate consists of the tensor veli palatini muscle, which arises
at the base of the medial pterygoid plate, the spine
d and the anterolateral aspect of theìarfilage of-the

wheresomeof itsbundresiÏ:i1älf:".ïy.iå"îî"ilîî:l:îï*î:i:,î:î"*å
of the palate' It terminates along the oral side of the aponeurosis which occupies
the whole of the anterior third of the velum or directiy into it. The levator velipalatini is a cylindrical muscle which arises from the undersurface of the apex of
the petrous temporal bone and from the edge of the canal for the passage ãf tfr"
internal carotid artery. Its anterior bundles arise from the posteromedial side
and base of the cartilaginous auditory tube. This portion of the Eustachian tube
elevates and shifts the soft palate backwards, the muscles of both sides form a
sling suspended from the base of the skull. The palatopharyngeus muscle passes
from the thyroid cartilage and the adjacent part of thã pharyngeal wall through
the palatopharyngeal arch to a fan shaped origin from tLe posterior border ofthe
hard palate. It comprises two parts. The pterygopharyngãal part of the muscle
runs from the posterolateral part of the pharynx and atlachãs to the hamulus
and the palatine aponeurosis.lhe salpingopharyngeal part is the weakest portion:
its bundles are attached to the inferior edge ofthe cartilage ofthe eusiachian
tube orifice and blend with the stylopharyngeus muscle iMcMinn 1990) The
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palatoglossus is a slender muscle arising from the transverse bundles of the
tongue; it passes up into the palatoglossal arch and inserts fan-wise into the
muscles of the soft palate. Together with its opposite muscle it forms the anterior
pretonsillar sphincter. The superior pharyngeal constrictor is a quadrangular
muscle surrounding from behind and laterally the upper third of the pharyngeal
wall. It is the deepest of the pharyngeal constrictors.
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FIG. 2.35. The ertrø-oculør muscles. The diagram shows the insertions of these muscles.
A. The left eye from in front, shouing the four rectus muscles ínserting into the globe at
uaryíng distances from the lirnbus, øs shown by the spiralling ørrow. B. The left eye from
behind, showing the insertions of the two oblique muscles: these are øttached lateral to the
axis ofthe globe and posterior to its equator. Also shown øre the entry ofthe short ciliary
nen)es and ueins into the posterior segment of the eye.

Extraocular mrrscles

Eye movement is controlled by the six striated extraocular muscles which include
the four rectus muscles and the two oblique muscles (Fig. 2.35). At the apex of
the orbit is the annulus of Zinn which is continuous with the dural sheath of the
optic nerve and with periorbital and apical connective tissue. From this annulus
arise the rectus muscles. The annulus has an upper tendon (of Lockwood) and a
lower tendon (of Zinn). Pathological processes such as trauma may affect all
these structures simultaneously, because of their intimate relationship.

Anteriorly, the rectus muscles insert on the globe Some 5.5-7.9 mm posterior

to the limbus. The medial rectus inserts closest to the limbus; the inferior, lateral
and superior muscles inserb at increasing distances from the limbus. The superior
oblique muscle originates just superior to the annulus and runs forward and
becomes tendinous to run through the trochlea which is some 4 mm posterior to
the orbital margin and just medial to the supraorbital notch. After passing through
the trochlea, the tendon extends in a slightly posterior and lateral direction to
fan out inserting on the superior aspect of the globe. The inferior oblique muscle
arises from the bone just posterolateral to the nasolacrimal fossa, extending in a
similar posterior lateral direction, coursing beneath the inferior rectus and
inserting on the inferolateral aspect of the eye. The superior oblique muscle is

innervated by the trochlear nerve, and when it contracts the muscle depresses

the globe and causes incyclo-version (intorsion orr\Ã/heel-in') of the vertical axis
of the eye. The superior oblique has maximum depressing ability when the eye is
adducted and maximum rotational ability when the eye is abducted. The muscle
also acts as an abductor. The lateral rectus is innervated by the abducent nerve
and this muscle abducts the globe. The remaining four extraocular muscles are
innervated by branches of the oculomotor nerve. The inferior rectus depresses

the globe whilst the medial rectus adducts it and the superior rectus elevates the
eye particularly when the eye is abducted. The superior and inferior rectus

muscles also act together as adductors. The inferior oblique muscle acts both as

an elevator (this is maximal when the eye is adducted) and outward rotator of
the vertical axis of the eye, with maximal excyclo-rotation (extorsion or 'wheel-out')
occurring in abduction; with the superior oblique it acts as an abductor. Table

2.7 glves the clinical signs of acute paralyses of individual muscles.

\
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The approximate anteroposterior lengths of the rectus muscles and the
belly of the superior oblique muscle are 4 cm. Their nerve supply enters at the
junction of the posterior and middle thirds of the muscle bellies. The inferior
oblique is some 3.5 cm in length; its nerve supply arises from the inferior division
of the oculomotor nerve and enters the muscle belly posteriorly after running
lateral to the inferior rectus and behind the equator ofthe globe.

The Eye and its Adnexae

The structure of the eye is very complex (Fig. 2.86): those requiring a full review
are referred to such texts as Last (1g27). Some aspects of ocularãnatomy and
physiology require discussion because of their relevance to the pathology and
management of eye injuries.

The globe ofthe eye can be seen as three concentric layers oftissue, each
serving a different function. Externally, the frbrous sclerocorneal layer provides
structural integrity. Within this layer, the vascular uveal layer (iris, ciliãry body
and choroid) provides nutrition to the rest of the globe, and especiallyio thl
innermost neurosensory layer, the retina.

TABLE 2.7

Clinical chørq,cteristics of pøralyses of third, fourth and
sixth cro,niøl nerues and, of the muscles inneruqted, by them.

The signs uary according to the degree ofparalysis

Nerve Muscle Diplopia Other signs

Third (oculomotor) Medial rectus Horizontal: on gaze to opposite
side

Ve¡tical: on gaze up
Vertical: gaze down
Vertical: on gaze up, with
torsional element

Ptosis, fixed dilated pupil,
divergent squint; eye may
be turned slightly down;
paralysed accommodation

Often subtle sigrrs:
compensatory head tilt to
opposite side, diffrculty in
looking down

Superior rectus
Inferior rectus
Inferior oblique

Fourth (trochlear)

Sixth (abducent) Lateral rectus

Superior oblique Vertical: on gaze down, with
torsional element

Ho¡izontal: on gaze to 6ame
side

Compensatory face turn to
same side, weak
abduction, convergent

squint, worse fo¡ distant frxation

Sclera and cornea

The sclera is composed of collagen and elastic frbres arranged in criss-crossing
bundles, with sparse fibroblasts between the frbres. It is about 1 mm thick at thé
posterior pole of the eye, where the optic nerve enters, and only 0.3-0.4 mm
where the rectus muscles insert. The sclera is continuous anteriorly with the
cornea, the limbus being the junctional line.

The translucent cornea (Fig. 2.37) is composed chiefly of a stroma of collagen
frbrils arranged in regular fashion; between the frbres are stromal cells with
fibroblastic capacity. Anteriorly, the cornea is bounded by a layer of
non-keratinizing stratified squamous epithelium, resting on Bowman's
membrane, which is a homogeneous condensation of the corneal stroma. on
electron microscopy, the epithelial cells are seen to have microvilli projecting
into the tear film (see below). Posteriorly, the cornea is bounded by asinglã
endothelial layer of hexagonal cells, resting on Descemet,s membrane, abasemãnt
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membrane containing elastic frbrils. The cornea is thinnest (about 0.5 mm)
centrally and thickest where it joins the sclera.

It is the major refracting structure in the eye, providing three-quarters of
the optical po\¡/er of the eye as a lens system.

The cornea is wholly avascular, deriving nutrition chiefly from the aqueous
humor; the corneal stroma is hydrophilic, and attracts water, glucose and other
requirements to maintain the active metabolic requirements of the cellular
elements, especially the epithelial cells. Oxygen is also obtained by diffusion,
externally through the tear film, internally from the aqueous. The thickness of
the cornea, and also its transparency, relate to the water content; dehydration of
the cornea causes thinning and loss of normal lucency. The intraocular pressure,
in adults normally 16-20mmHg, is also important in maintaining corneal clarity,
and excessive pressure causes corneal oedema.

The cornea is sensitive to pain, touch and cold (Walsh & Hoyt 1985); it is
innervated by the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal nerve, through the long
ciliary nerves, It has been argued that in some individuals, the lower part of the
cornea is innervated by the infraorbital nerve; Rowbotham (1939) found no
evidence for this, but our clinical observations suggest that this may still be still
an open question.

Uveal layer

The iris is pigmented, reducing tight scatter, and contains a diaphragm of
constrictor and dilator smooth muscle fibres which represents the effector
component of the pupillary light reflex. The vascular ciliary body produces the
aqueous humor, which frlls the anterior segment of the eye and is absorbed
through the trabecular meshwork into the canal (or canals) of Schlemm, which
drains through collecting channels into the conjunctival veins (Fig. 2.36C). The
ciliary body also contains smooth muscle, acting on the lens through the
suspensory zonule in reflex accommodation.

The choroid, also pigmented, is highly vascular and provides nutrition to
the outer two thirds of the retina; it also rids the retina of metabolic waste
products, and acts as aheat sink.

me lâe
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The lens lies behind the iris and is suspended from the ciliary body by the
fibres of the zonule. It is the variable part of the dioptric po\Mer of the eye, and
has the capacity to absorb ultraviolet light. The lens is composed of tightly packed

epithelial cells which elongate to produce long prismatic lens fibres, contained
within a capsule 2-2}.pm thick and made of an elastic, collagenJike substance'
Like the cornea, the lens is nourished by diffusion from the aqueous humor, and
also from the vitreous body; also like the cornea, the lucency of the lens depends
on its hydration. Throughout life the epithelial cells of the lens are forming new
lens fibres by mitotic division, and like all mitotically active cells they are sensitive
to radiation: this is the basis ofradiation cataract (p. 186).

The vitreous body occupies the posterior segment of the globe, a volume of
about 4 ml. It is a hydro-gel containing ggVowaLer nevertheless it is in a dynamic
metabolic state, providing nutrition to the lens and to the retina, and also

mechanical support. The junctional surface between the vitreous and the retina
is the internal limiting lamina of the retina, a basement membrane deiimiting
the internal layer of the retinal glial cells and a layer of dense collagen frbrils.

Retina

This comprises two layers, the outer pigmented epithelial layer, and the inner
neuroepithelial layer (Fig. 2.36D,8). Between these layers is a potential space,

and it is here that separation occurs when the retina is detached (p. 403)' The

retina is a most complex structure, containing not only light-sensitive rods and

cones, but also neurons engaged in visual processing. The most sensitive part of
the retina is the macula, whose centre - the foveola - is situated some 3 mm
temporal to the optic disc; the retina varies in thickness, being thinnest at the
foveola, and thickest where the retinal nerve fibres enter the optic nerve'

Blood supply

The eye is supplied by branches of the ophthalmic artery, the central artery of
the retina, the long and short posterior ciliary arteries and the anterior ciliary
arteries. These anastomose, but effectively the retina is dependent solely on its
central artery. The retinal neuroepithelial cells are vulnerable to anoxia, but
less so than might be supposed. Bock et al (1963) found that ischaemia for 6 min
obliterated the electroretinogram, but even after 60 min. recovery of vision was
possible; total irreversible loss of retinal function was established after 120 min.
this frnding of recovery after prolonged retinal ischaemia is supported by recent
experimental studies in a monkey model (Young et al 1992).

The eyelids and lacrimal apparatus

The frrm yet flexible nature of the eyelids (Fig. 2.368) is given by the tarsal
plate, the skeleton of the lid. The tarsal plates are composed of fibrous tissue;the
opp". plate is more prominent, and receives frbres of the aponeurosis of the

ievator palpebrae superioris, and also smooth muscle fibres which arise from
that muscle and are under sympathetic innervation. The tarsal plates are

connected to the circumference of the orbit by the orbital septum, and at their
ends, they are attached to the lateral and medial palpebral ligaments. Each tarsal
plate contains some 30 Meibomian glands, which open on the lid margin and
-secrete 

the oily element in tears. The lids are covered anteriorly by thin skin
with lax, easily distensible subcutaneous tissue; posteriorly, they are covered by

the conjunctiva, a stratifred columnar epithelium containing goblet cells which
contribute to the tear frlm. The lid margin, the free edge of the lid, has anteriorly
the row of eyelashes, and posteriorly the row of orifices of the Meibomian glands:

the 'grey line' between these rows is an important landmark in the surgery of the

eyelid. ih""" are some 150 lashes on the upper eyelid and about half that number

ott th" lower lid; each lash is a typical short stout hair growing from a follicle
that contains a sebaceous gland adding sebum to the tears. At the medial end of

each eyelid is the lacrimal punctum, draining tears through the lacrimal canaliculi
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into the lacrimal sac, and so through the nasolacrimal duct into the inferior meatus
of the nasal cavity (Fig. 2.s8). The bulk of the tears goes by this route; the rest
(some 25vo) ís lost by evaporation. Tear flow is promoted by gravity, capillary
attraction and the massaging action of the orbicularis oculi (Zide & Jelks 1gS5i.

The blink and the tears

The tear frlm is said to be made up of three layers, a superficial oily layer, an
aqueous layer, and a layer of mucus opposed to the microvilli of the corneal
epithelial cells (Fig. 2.39c). Each has a specifrc function. The oily layer helps to
prevent tear spillage. The mucus promotes adherence to the corneal epithelium.
The aqueous layer, in bulk the largest, has nutritive and excretory functions, as
described above, and is essential in maintaining corneal hydration; it is secreîed
by the lacrimal gland and other accessory glands which open into the conjunctival
fornices. It is thought that the accessory lacrimal glands maintain tear secretion
at a basal level, while the lacrimal gland proper responds to corneal irritation or
emotional stimuli. The tear frlm is spread by the blink, and this is essential to
maintain comfort and optical clarity. The normal blink is produced by contraction
of the pretarsal frbres of orbicularis oculi, combined with ielaxation of the levator
muscle and contraction of the superior rectus muscle (Bell's phenomenon); forced
lid closure is effected by the orbital component of orbicularis òculi. During normal
blinking, the lower lid remains almost stationary, while the upper lid clãses like
a blind, with a final zipper-like narrowing of the palpebral fissure from lateral to
medial canthus: the action helps to move tears toward. the lacrimal puncta. In
man, the normal blink rate is about 25/min, each blink taking about 0.8 s.

Growth of the Face

Early development

The face of a young child is not simply the miniature of the adult face; the face
does not have the same proportions between the various regions or parts at all
stages of growth (Fig. 2.39). In one of the earliest X-ray cephalometric studies,
Broadbent (1937) showed that whereas the cranial vaulf and the orbits are
approximately of adult size as early as the age of 10 years, the facial skeleton
continues to enlarge until growth ceases after about 21 years only minor growth
continuing thereafter. During the frrst year of life, both the calvarial anJ facial
components of the skull increase in size by about B\vo;inthe adult, however, the
calvarial skeleton is about 60Vo greater than its neonatal size, whereas the facial
skeleton has enlarged by some gSVo.Tlne transformation from neonatal to adult
proportions involves a general displacement of the facial skeleton away from the
cranial vault in a downward and forward direction; furthermore, mand.ibular
growth tends to outpace maxillary growth, so that the facial profrle becomes
straighter with age. Thus, the forehead of the chitd is relatively more prominent

- and thus more vulnerable - than the lower facial structures, whereas the
mandible is less prominent. This can be related to the greater incidence of
childhood injuries in the frontal region, and the relative rarity of mandibular
fractures (p. 502).

At birth, the fetal chondrocranium has been largely ossified, an¿ membrane
bones have formed in the fibrous capsules of the brain and the facial viscera.
New bone is formed by osteoblasts adjacent to proliferating cartilage in the
synchondroses which separate the components of the cranial base: the
spheno-occipital synchondrosis is the chiefofthese, This process ofendochondral
ossification likewise takes place in the septo-ethmoid region and in the mandibular
condyle. Bone is also produced by osteoblasts in the periosteum and end.osteum
covering the developing bones and in the sutures that separate them: the calvarial
and facial sutures constitute an important mechanism for continuing ossification
of membrane bones in response to the tissue-separating effects of growingviscera
such as the brain, the tongue and the nasal cavity. As growth progresses, and in
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FIG. 2.39. Growth changes in the skull. Skulls in la,teral oblíque uiew, demonstrating
the changing proportions between cran.ial uault and facial skeleton with growth. The older
skulls have been reduced to the approximate size ofthe foetal skull Ã, Late foetøl or early
postnatal skull. B. Child.'s skull C. Adolescent shull. D. Adult skull.
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response to growthrequirements, the bones are remodelled. Surface remodelling
is effected by a combination ofbone deposition by osteoblasts and bone resorption
by osteoclasts. This results in changes in the size and sometimes also the 

"h"p"ofthe cranial bones.

Bone remodelling and translation

Although these histological mechanisms are well understood., there is controversy
over the nature of the dynamic forces that govern the complex process of bonã
remodelling and translocation of elements of the skull. Enlo* (fgAZ) clarifred
understanding of these changes by emphasising the concepts of d,rift and,
displacement. Drift represents remodelling of the borders of growing torrur;
displacement is seen when a bone moves in response to growth elsewhere, as in
the descent of the body of the mandible in response to the upward growth of the
condyles' Enlow was also interested in the relationship between bonõ remodelling
and the direction of bone growth. His workinghypothesis was that the surface o1
new bone formation always faces the direction of growth.

Bjork, in copenhagen, used metallic implants placed und.er the periosteum
at various key sites in the maxilla and mandible to study craniofacial growth in
children. These implants constituted a stable system of markers oi growth.
Superimposed serial cephalometric radiographs allowed visualisation and
quantification of the processes of drift and displacement over time (Bjork 1g6g,
Bjork & Skieller 1972,197 4,1926, 1989). Bjork was able to show that the maxilla
and mandible rotate away from the cranial base during growth, causing changes
in the angulation between the anterior cranial base andãiinejoiningtwo markers.
With the face viewed in left profrle, anterior rotations o".n"ród *hãn the implant
line rotated in a clockwise direction, and posterior rotations when the line turned
counterclockwise (Fig. 2.a0). Each type of rotation produced characteristic
morphological results. Thus, pronounced anterior rotation of the mandible tended
!o grve a closed bite, an anterior facial height short in relation to posterior facial
height, and a squarish face; the reverse morpholory resulted fróm pronounced
posterior rotation' Despite substantial rotations and remod.elling, the-basic shape
of the mandible remained fairly constant. Bjork & Skieller (tg77) also showãd
that the maxilla likewise rotates during growth, and this rotation correlates with
that of the mandible; the paths of dental eruption are to some extent determined
by these rotations. The implant studies also allowed quantifrcation of the anterior
migration of the whole dentition and the associated alveolar remodelling that
provides space for the later erupting molar teeth.

Postnatal growth: sites, centres and forces

Earlier workers stressed intrinsic bone growth as a driving force in craniofacial
growth, especially endochondral ossification in the spheno-occipital synchondrosis,
the septal cartilage, and the mandibular condyles (Scott 1g6Z) Weinmann & Sicher
(L947) noted that many sutures are parallel to each other and at right angles to
the direction of facial growth downwards and forwards. This was correlated with
the older view that sutures also produce a growth force - a view not widely held
today: sutural growth is now seen as largely a passive response to expansion of
the craniofacial viscera.

Moss (1971 , L972) built on his own and earlier work to formulate his still
controversialfunctional matrix theory of craniofacial growth. He saw the head as
a structure designed to carry out many functions, notably neural integration,
respiration, speech, ingestion and mastication, and the special sensory functions.
Each function is exercised by a functional matrix of soft tissues and spaces, and
each functional matrix is supported and protected by a micro- or macroskeletal
unit. Moss postulated that the growth of skeletal units is subordinate to the growth
of the related functional matrices. In this view, the skull bones have no inherent
genetic information to direct their growth, which is entirely provided by the
functional matrices - the brain, the eyes, and the muscles, teetÌ¡ fat and glands.
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Growth in the CMF region is still a controversial subject: those interested
are referred to the authors cited here and to the series of monographs published
by the Center for Human Growth in the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Clinicians who manage paediatric injuries must be a\Mare of these controversies.
Unquestionably, visceral growth plays a crucial role in determining the
morphological appearance of the face, but it is still uncertain whether independent
skeletal growth is also a factor.

In the growth of the cranial base, the spheno-occipital synchondrosis is
regarded as a major postnatal growth centre: endochondral ossification takes
place on both sides ofthe cartilaginous plate, causing an increase in the length of
the skull base posterior to the sella turcica. The synchondrosis closes in females
between 11 and 14 years of age, and in males between 13 and 16 years.

The cranial base forms a junctional zone between the calvaria and the
facial skeleton, and the growth of these structures is inter<iependent. The shape
of the calvarial vault expresses both the growth of the brain and the growth of
the cranial base. The membrane bones of the calvaria are separated by sutures
which are sites of bone deposition during the period of rapid brain growth (Fig.
2.41). Sutural growth ceases when the brain ceases to grow, though surface
deposition of bone enlarges the calvarial skull for some time into adult life. The
sutures fuse at various ages, the metopic suture usually in infancy, the others
much later (30-40 years) or never.

There is also little doubt that the form of the skull base influences facial
morphology (Bjork 1960). Marked flexion of the skull base, measured by the
angle between the plane of the clivus and the floor of the anterior cranial fossa
(planum sphenoidale), is associated with a low middle fossa, prognathism and a
short anterior facial height; conversely, a flat cranial base is associated with the
reverse appearance ofthe face.

The morphology of the upper third of the face and the orbits also relates to
the growth of the skull base as well as to the growth of the brain and the eyes
(FiS.2.aÐ. However, the middle third displays a more general growth pattern,
with greater postnatal growth relative to the growth of the calvaria (see above),
and in particular an adolescent spurt. During postnatal growth, the entire facial
skeleton is displaced downwards and forwards away from the skull base; the
implant studies of Bjork & Skieller (1976, 1977) have shown that there is much
individual variation in this movement.

The nature of this displacement is in dispute. Most authorities no longer
regard growth in the complex system of sutures separating the facial bones as a

dynamic force carrying the face down and forwards, though like the calvarial
sutures these sutures show continuing deposition of bone during the period of
facial growth, and there is concurrent bone remodelling by apposition and
resorption on the external and internal surfaces of the maxilla and other facial
bones. Bone remodelling is responsible for much of the growth in facial breadth
and depth, and in the formation and modification of the alveolar processes to
accommodate the primary and later the secondary dentition. Bone remodelling
is also involved in the downward relocation of the hard palate-an example of
bone drift.

The nasal septum is also involved in this downward and forward
displacement. The septum comprises the vertical plate of the ethmoid, the vomer
and the septal cartilage, which is a persisting non-ossifred component of the
embryonic nasal capsule. There is a site of endochondral ossifrcation at the
septo-ethmoid junction, and a site of cartilage proliferation at the septo-vomeral
junction. The cartilage retains its osteogenic potential for some time after birth,
and bone is deposited along its posterior edge. The time at which septal growth
ceases is debatable; Scott (1967) stated that the process ends by the tenth year'
The role of the nasal septum is contentious. Is it a primary growth centre, driving
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the downward movement of the face, or does it respond passively to other growth
forces, such as the expansion of oronasal soft tissues and organ .p".".? Thi,
unsolved question is central in the debate over Moss's functionãl maìrix theory.

Because the teeth must meet in occlusion, growth of the middle third of
the face is coordinated with growth of the mandible. Growth changes in the hard
palate and maxillary dental arch are also important. During the transitional
phase of dental development there are changes in the positions of individual
teeth as occlusal relationships are established (Bjork & Skieller I1TZ). As the
primary teeth are gradually replaced, there is a decrease in the depth of the
dental arch measured from the contact between central incisors to a line langential
to the mesial surfaces of the first permanent molars. This reduction is associated
partly with the size differences between the larger primary molars and the
succeeding but smaller permanent premolars (Brown et al 19g0). Arch breadth
increases slightly, particularly in the posterior region, as a result of growth at
the midpalatal suture combined with alveolar remodelling, and thð incisors
become more upright. The mandible is largely formed by membrane bone laid
down lateral to Meckel's cartilage, the embryonic skeleton of the first visceral
arch; remnants of Meckel's cartilage persist near the symphysis (Fig. 2.aÐ.
Secondary growth cartilages appear in the condylar procesÁ about 12 weeks after
conception; after birth these condylar cartilages persist as a zone ofproliferating
cartilage cells under the fibrous covering of the articular soiface of thã
temporomandibular joint. Under this zone of proliferation, new bone is formed
by endochondral ossifrcation. Thus by generation of new cartilage above, and
new bone below, the condylar cartilages gradually add to the height of the
mandibular rami, and displace the mandible downwards.

Growth at the condyles and bone remodelling are the main growth processes
responsible for the postnatal changes in the size and shape of the mandible.
Nevertheless, despite many experimental stud.ies, there is stilll uncertainty about
the role of the condylar cartilage as a primary growth centre. when the ðondyle
is resected experimentally in the monkey, the resulting deformity is limited to
the operated side, the other components of the 

^"ndiblu being relatively
unaffected; this is also the case when condylar growth is disturbedly injury or
disease in early human life, unless bony ankylori, o..orr, when gross deformity
results (p. 598). Moreover, transplanted components of the rat mandible do noi
show the independent growth capacity exhibited by transplanted epiphyseal
cartilages, unless the transplanted component includes ro*" oithu ossifieå rámus
(Koski 1971). These observations suggest that the mandibular condyle is not aprimary growth centre but a compensatory structure maintaining correct
relationships between the functional components ofthe temporomandibutarjoint
as the face enlarges.

Bone remodelling is also crucial in postnatal growth of the mandible.
Deposition and resorption of bone preserve the shape or tnu mandible and are
also responsible for the development of the alveolar pror""r". under the stimulus
of the emerging teeth. Although the symphyseal region remains relatively
unchanged with age, there is extensive remodelling elsewhere. Resorption alon"g
the anterior border ofthe coronoid process provides room for the eruition ofthã
third molar teeth; on the other hand, deposition along the ,op"iio" border
increases its height. Remodelling also occurs along the lower border of the body
and the posterior border of the ramus, preserving the basic shape of the mandibll
and its relations with the growing sub- and retromand.ibular tissues. Though
increase in the breadth of the skull base may be a contributory factor, growth"of
the width of the mandible is predominanily due to remodeùing - b'one drift
againl
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Aesthetics of the Face

Ideal proportions

Aesthetics is the science and art of sensual perception. Greek philosphers defined
it as harmony, balance and proportion, expressed most subtly in the 'golden
section': the concept of subdividing an object so that the smaller part is to the
greater as the greater is to the whole. This formula for beauty implies thal all
beautiful things, including the face, are divisible into parts expressing the golden
relation 1: 1.618 (Fi5.2.4Ð. As a measure of beauty, this proportion still has its
champion: Ricketts (1981, 1982) has designed a golden divider to ensure that
facial landmarks are related in this way. Some medieval artists used the magical
number 7; others used the number 5. In the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci
expressed facial proportions in geometric terms; Converse (L977) has shown that
ihese remain reievani, in art and iri aesitretic surgeÍy, and modern artists still
take from Leonardo the rule that the distance be[ween each eye is the width of
one eye. This rule has been formulated in the vertical division of the frontal face
into fifths, each the width of the eye from canthus to canthus (Powell &
Humphreys 1984); in the deformity of hypertelorism, the intercanthal distance
is greater (telecanthus) than one-frfth of the face, and conversely smaller in
hypotelorism. The search for the mathematical basis of beauty has persisted so

that we still analyse faces using cephalometric X-ray pictures and tracings from
these, and relate normal populations to the abnormal, both beautiful and ugly.
Nevertheless, aesthetic surgeons who make adjustments of the facial skeleton to
beautify normal faces do so on intuitive appreciations and on the wishes of their
patients as well as on cephalometric norms (Rosen 1992; Munro 1992)'

Measurement

Anthropometry is concerned with the measurements of points on the face itself.
Measurement has grown to be very sophisticated, and may be made on 3-D images
obtained from CT scans or 3-D wire diagrams from biplanar cephlometrics; the
production of CAD/CAM (see p. 549) models of faces is a natural progression of
the search for the mathematical secrets of beauty. Hard tissue proportions are
embodied in the many cephalometric analyses available. Steiner's S-curve and
-line correlate soft-tissue points of the nose, lips and chin; Holdaway's H-angle
endeavours to relate hard tissue to soft tissue. Fig.2.45 shows these, and two
other profrle relationships, which we have found helpful in surgical planning.
Powell & Humphreys (1984) have analysed the beautiful profrle in terms of the
following soft-tissue geometric relationships: the nasofrontal, nasofacial,
nasomental, and mentofacial angles, and the nasomental line. For each, norms
have been derived from supposedly beautiful models, celebrities and patients.

Value judgements

There are many different ideas about the essentials of beauty, ranging from
Hogarth's'smooth serpentine line'to Francis Bacon's need for some element of
strangeness, perfect symmetry being boring; the Miss Universe contests give
much support to Bacon's view. Kant believed in simplicity, and this view
periodically surfaces in aesthetic fashions, Some modern psychologists believe
that aesthetic judgments are the result of a whole pattern of experiences at a
particular time - the total experience. The total experience necessarily involves
the brain behind the eye of the beholder if beauty is to be 'in the eye of the
beholder'. The behotders, with few exceptions, include the persons themselves'

Freudian psychologists have related beauty to potential sexual function.
Vigorous young men and healthy young women present the strenglh of one and
the child-bearing potential of the other. These views have been roundly attacked
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by Schopenhauer and more recently by Simone de Beauvoir and her followers;
but they seem to have relentless persistence. rWhat also persists is the connection
between goodness and beauty - an everyday assumption in modern frlm and
television.

Angle ANB

H-angle

Hold¡way H-angle SleinEr æolhgtlê plãno Rl.dGl plâne R¡okett's E.line

lt:\.

Þ-\"õ'
s

e

FIG. 2.45. Aesthetic geometry ín the profi.le, In planning surgical reconstructions
tltat wilt affect the profile, geometric concepts of the ideal adult profile are used.
A. Holdaway's H-øngle: bone - soft tissue. Lines are drawn from the nasion N to the
supramentale point B (deepest point in outer mandibulør concauity) and the subspinale
point A (deepest poínt in outer premaxillary concøvity). The H line is drawn tøngential to
lhe soft tissue of the chin and upper lip; it ma.kes an angle H with the line B. When the
angle between NA and NB is 7-3", the øngle H ought to be 7-9". B. Steíner's aesthetíc
soft-tíssue plane. The lower border of the columella and the upper lip form a lazy S curu,e,

(heauy line in profiIe): a line is drawn from the middle of the S to the chin. The lips should
Iie on this line. C. Riedel's soft-tissue plane. The upper lip,lower lip ønd chin should lie on
a straight line. Redrøwn from PoweII & Humphreys (1984) by courtesy of Thieme Medical
Publishers, Inc. D. Richett's soft-tissue D-Iine. A line from the nasal tip to the chin should
be about 4 rnm anteríor to the upper lip and about 2 mrn anterior to the lower líp.

'When the Scottish philosopher David Hume (L7IL-1776) threw his weight
behind the concept that beauty is in the eye of the beholder, there was an
imperative need to examine the eye of the beholder both in individuals and in
the societies that mould them, in which there is infinite variety. If to some extent
the face that we see (other than our own in the mirror) is a vehicle for personal
projections, then there is an argument for examining the mind behind the eye of
the beholder. Impressionist painters gave us every opportunity to use our eyes

and our imaginations, and the surrealists such as Magritte show us some of the
disturbances that may emerge.

Race provides a great variety of aesthetic ideals. There are significant
variations of facial form and colour between the major human races, and within
each of these are superimposed local cultural and personal preferences (Vistnes

& Eskenazi 1991). Concepts ofbeauty vary radically on a national and cultural
basis, and underlying these ethnic stereotSpes are the desires and prejudices of
the individual.

Trauna and aesthetics

In the setting of recent trauma, the aesthetics of the face may be disrupted in
many ways; integument, bone, contour and muscle function may all be deformed
or destroyed. With the exception of injury occuring in infancy and early childhood,
it is the change that has been wrought that is important in planning treatment'
The results of the treatment to correct the deformity produce a wide range of
feelings in the affected individual, the family and the community. It is always
helpful to have some idea of the appearance of the individual before the trauma,
especially in a severely injured patient.
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Aesthetic reconstruction is very complex, dealing as it does with bone,
rnuscle, fat, skin and all the specialized structures of the face including the eyes,
the nose, and the very special functions involved in movement, such as facial
muscular action and eyelid closure, down to the beautiful lines of the lips with
its vermillion and white roll borders. In trauma the problem for the treating
team is not how to agree on the aesthetic ideal as visualised by the patient and
then to conceptualise and deliver it. It is the problem ofrestoration where possible,
as close as possible, to the pre-existing appearance as known to the patient. The
aim is restoration not only of self-image but of body-image, so the problems of
aesthetics that come into so many other aspects of cosmetic contouring of the
craniofacial skeleton are set against a need to return the patient to the former
self. This puts the use of measurements against objective stand.ards raised from
particular populations into perspective. The demanding requirement to restore
the patient to the fr¡rmer self does indeed require some knowledge of the
mensuration of ideal facial form but it is not necessary to have more than a
reference to this as the emphasis is on restoring the former self. An excellent
up-to-date perspective ofaesthetics in facial skeleton surgery is given by Rosen
(1992) with expert commentary by Munro. Ricketts (1991) and Barkovic (1991)
provide similar up-to-date references from the orthodontic point of view.
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Pathology of ¡niury and repa¡r

D. A. Simpson, J. Abbott
Contributing authors: D. J. David, M. Hammerton, L O. W. Leitch

lntroduction

The pathology of craniomaxillofacial (cMF) injuries expresses the general
pathology of trauma, modifred by the structural and functional peculiarities of
the cMF region and its component tissues and organs. of these, the brain, the
eyes and the teeth are so specialised that their responses to trauma are in many
respects unique: each has its own special pathology. Even for less specialised
tissues such as skin and bone, the primary effects of injuries in the cMF region
show features that demand individual consideration.

The secondary effects of trauma are very diverse. Some result from acute
disorders of normal physiology: the secondary pathophysiology of brain injuries
is a subject in itself. Other secondary complications represent microbial
colonisation, either by organisms normally colonising epithelial surfaces or by
exogenous bacteria; the face, the mouth and the nasopharynx have rich anâ
variable microbial populations.

The reparative processes of the CMF tissues also require individual
consideration. As elsewhere in the body, epithelial surfac"r 

".td 
bone heal well;

the peripheral nerves of the face regenerate exceptionally well. Cartilage cells
and striated muscle frbres have only limited regenerative capacity, but wounds
of the facial cartilages or muscles do not as a rule have serious consequences,
whereas the complete inability of the neurons of the central neryous system to
regenerate is the chief cause of permanent disability from injuries in ihe CMF
region. The processes of repair are mediated by a large number of biologically
active chemical substances, of which the proteins identifred as specific gxowtiì
factors are especially important from the surgical viewpoint. Some growthiactors
are no\M being used experimentally as therapeutic agents.

In the management of any injury, the surgeon's fundamental aim is to
utilize and foster natural healing. When there is massive tissue loss, it may be
necessary to supplement local reparative processes by a transplant from elsewhere
in the body, or from another individual, or even from another species: reactions
to autografts, allografts and xenografts are part of the surgical pathology of
trauma. Finally, some injuries are best managed with the help of a surg[cal
implant: the choice and use of implants require und.erstanding of the ti-ssue
reactions to foreign materials.

Microbial Flora

Linton & Hinton (1990) have described the normal flora, or more correctty the
microbiota, of surfaces and cavities in the cMF region, notably the skin, the
upper respiratory tract and the mouth. They emphasize that the 'normal'resident
microbes are constantly supplemented by transient intruders from the
environment or from other parts of the body. Ecosystems vary between individuals
and in the same individual, according to age and health; severe injury may reduce
local or systemic resistance and more virulent organisms may establish
themselves. In abnormal environments, such as intensive care units, cross
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infection may alter the individual's microbiotic ecosystem; invasive procedures
may allow intrusion by organisms into cavities which are not ordinarily colonized.
Diseases, such as aquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS; p. 535), and
therapeutic interventions, such as antibiotic therapy, create situations where
organisms not usually pathogenic can cause opportunistic infections. Yet, within
limits, the composition of the chief regional ecosystems in the CMF region is
remarkably constant.

The incidence of infections after wounds of the face and scalp is low
compared with wounds in other sites, such as the feet, presumably because the
number of endogenous potential pathogens is lower, and also because of the rich
blood supply. The facial skin harbours large numbers of coagulase-negative
staphylococci, especially Staphylococcus epidermidis, which has a predilection
for sebaceous glands. Cor¡meform bacteria are also numerous, especially where
the skin sebum content is high. These organisms are weak pathogens, but the
skin may also be colonised by coagulase-positive Støph. a.ureu,s. These otten
aggressive organisms are especially prevalent in hairy areas, such as the beard
and the scalp. The scalp microbiota also includes organisms of little clinical
importance, such as the Pityrosporurn yeasts; these seem incapable of causing
infection, even in the favourable environment of a penetrating wound. Støph.
o,u,reu,s, on the other hand, is the organism usually responsible for the cerebral
infections complicating scalp wounds (Carey et al 1971, de Louvois et al7977),
except when the use of prophylactic antibiotics has fostered gtam-negative
organisms.

Respiratory tract
The upper respiratory tract harbours a number of separate ecosystems. The
anterior nares are often colonised by potentially pathogenic coagulase-positive
staphylococci; Wheat et al (1981) quote carrier incidences of |O-íOVo in healthy
populations. The nasopharynx commonly has a normal microbiota of streptococci,
especially of the viridans type, and gram-negative cocci. These include many
organisms that are not pathogenic, or pathogenic only under favourable
conditions. But it is of great clinical importance that Streptococcus pneurnoniøe,
Haemophilus influencae and the meningococcus may normally or transiently
colonise the nasopharJmx. The pneumococcus is the chief cause of meningitis
after CMF trauma; repeated attacks of pneumococcal meningitis occurring long
after injury (p. 388) may relate to intermittent transient colonization byvirulent
pneumococci in association with a poorly healed fracture of the anterior cranial
fossa. The accessory nasal air sinuses are normally sterile.

Conjunctiva

The conjunctiva is sometimes colonised by Staph. epidermidis or by diphtheroids;
however, serious pathogens are rarely found except when there is clinical evidence
of infection. This paucity of significant conjunctival organisms is attributed to
the effrciency of lacrimation and lacrimal drainage: the tears contain lysoz5rme
and other antibacterial agents, and the eyelids, acting like a wind screen wiper,
maintain movement of tears to the nasolacrimal duct (p. 74).

Oral cavity

The mouth has an extremely complex microbiota, including yeasts, viruses and
protozoa as well as bacteria. The dental age ofthe individual, the state ofdental
hygiene and the presence of foreign materials such as dentures are important in
determining the composition of the oral microbiota. Notably absent from the
normal oral microbiota are coagulase-positive staphylococci and the intestinal
gram-negative bacteria. Organisms of potential clinical importance include
numerous types of streptococci, including Strep. milleri, and anaerobes such as

bacteroides; also of clinical interest is the gram-negative facultative anaerobe
Eikenella. corrodens, a coccobacillus found on mucous membranes but capable of
causing infection. Yeasts of the candida genus and actinomycetes may assume
pathogenic roles in abnormal circumstances. It might be supposed that oral
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wounds would show a high incidence of infection, but this is not so (Lieblich &
Topazian 1991): the oral mucosa has antibacterial defences, including secretory
immunoglobulin A, and infection is rare unless there is associated bone injury.
Fractures of the mandible are notoriously prone to cause osteomyelitis if not
treated effectively; the organisms responsible often include anaerobes which are
not easily cultured. Actinomyces species are often found in the normal mouth
and chronic actinomycotic infections may complicate orofacial trauma. The human
oral microbial population assumes a different significance when man bites man
(or woman): some organisms not often seen as wound pathogens may then cause
infections in the victim @. a9Ð. E. conodens is not uncommonly found in infected
human bites.

Intestinal tract
under abnormal conditions, the microbiota of the gut often complicate the
management of CMF injuries. After extensive burns and other forms of very
severe trauma, the gut mucosa may atrophy, causing breakdown of the mucosal
barrier. It is believed that this contributes to the passage (translocation) of
gram-negative bacteria and enterococci into the lymphatic system and
bloodstream, resulting in septicaemia, endotoxaemia and multiple organ failure
(Rush et al 1988). The experimental evidence for this concept is strong, and there
is circumstantial support from clinical studies. It is suggested that an insulin-like
growth factor (IGF- 1) may have a protective effect in maintaining mucosal
integrity (Huang et al 1993); epidermal growth factor (EGF) has also béen shown
to reduce bacterial translocation after severe burn injury in an experimental
model (Ahdoot et al 1992, Zapata-Sirvent et al 1998).

Soft Tissues

Skin wounds

The general processes of skin wound healing have been much studied and. several
excellent reviews of the recent literature hate been published (Feinberg & Larsen
1991, colon et al 1992). Healing follows a sequence of overlapping phases:
haemostasis is followed by an inflammatory phase, commonly tãsting up to 5
days; this merges into a phase of proliferation and after perhaps B wãeks to a
phase of maturation (Fig. 5.1).

Hq,emostøsis q,nd inflammation

Incised wounds of the face usually heal by primary union (healing by first
intention). If the skin edges are not widely separated, they are frrst coapted by a
frbrinous coagulum, formed during the immediate haemãstatic respon-se to ihe
i4jury: blood platelets, tissue thromboplastin and the plasma coagulãfion factors
together mediate the formation ofthis weak union. Within a few hours, a leukocyte
response initiates an antibacterial defence process. Neutrophil polymorphs 

"ppår.in large numbers in the wound margins, and kill bacteriá. It haÀ beul sopiãs"d
that their chief role is to phagocytose organisms, but it appears that their more
important function is to liberate proteolytic enzSrmes ,rrd o"yg"rr-derived free
radicles, which have microbicidal effects (rtrahl & Wahl lggz). Èlood monocytes
appear, at frrst in small numbers; they transform to become macrophag"., *iri.h
rcmove dead tissue and in other ways promote wound healing. Aftòr the first few
days, the macrophages are more numerous than the polymorphs, which have a
much shorter cell half-Iife; the macrophage is seen as the -o"l i-po"tant cell in
the first stage of wound healing. These leukocyte responses are stimulated by
numerous mediator agents released from damaged tissues and from the blood
platelets, as well as by activated complement from the plasma (Fig. 5.1). In
addition to chemotactic agents derived from tissue breatdown and bacterial
action, curuent opinion emphasizes the roles of c5rtokines, hormone-like regulators
of cellular activity (McKay & Leigh 1991). of these c5rtokines, the peptide growth
factors appear especially important; some of their sites of jctìon 
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abbreviations used to identify them are set out in Fig. 5.1. The platelet-derived
growth factor (PDGF) is vital in promoting the cellular response to injury (Ross
et aI 1986); however, it is only one of an array of growth factors contained in the
platelets and believed to be important in wound healing. The mast cells, very
numerous in the subcutaneous connective tissues, liberate histamine and
chemotactic substances (leukotrienes). Blood vessels dilate under the influence
of histamine and other agents; endothelial cells alter in morphology and begin to
proliferate under the stimulation of mitogenic agents, including the fibroblast
growth factors (FGF: Schweigerer et al 1987), of which seven have been identified
(werner et al 1992). Lymphocytes and macrophages become active in defence
mechanisms; they produce lymphokines and monokines, active agents among
which the interleukins have been shown to stimulate the local cellular
inflammatory responses as well as the systemic metabolic response to injury.
Interleukin-l (IL-1), which is produced by activated macrophages, is especially
important in the inflammatory response, and also has a role in epidermal
regeneration.

concurrently, and also in response to mediator agents, epithelial cells
(keratinocytes) become active. Keratinocytes in the basal layer of the epidermis
at the wound edges show amoeboid movement: they proliferate by mitosis and
grow into the wound gap. The agents responsible for this include epidermal growbh
factor (EGF), keratinocyte growth factor (KGF: werner et al 1992) and other
cytokines; Lynch et al (1989a) have shown that two of these, one of the
transforming growth factors (TGFß) and an insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1),
act only in synergy. However, epitheliat growth does not provide wound cover
until there is a substrate ofgranulation tissue.

The formation of granulation tissue begins only a little after the leukocyte
reaction. capillary buds grow into the wound, together with a migration of
frbroblasts and lymphocytes. This inflammatory response is chemically mediated,
being promoted by a cascade of mediator agents including PDGF which stimulates
frbroblast growth as well as leukocyte migration, and the transforming growth
factors (TGFa and Ê) which have many actions, including the stimulaiion of
collagen formation Jeffrey 1gg2). Lymphocytes have *utty 

"oi". 
in wound healing,

not all ofwhich are yet understood; the TJymphocytes produce agents promoting
frbrobl ast proliferation.

Proliferation

The inflammatory phase is followed by the second or proliferative phase of wound
healing' Epithelialization, fibroblastic activity and deposition of collagen dominate
this stage. Epidermal cells migrating into the wound meet other epidermal cells
and establish continuous epithelial cover; they then cease to migrate and by
continued mitosis they establish a mature stratifred epidermal layer. When
migration ceases, the keratinocytes lay down a new basement membrane
composed of type IV collagen.

The frbroblasts secrete extracellular matrix; they lay down collagen in the
form of an unorganized gel as early as the second day after injury. Initially,
collagen of the embryonic type III is deposited in the extracellular matrix Collagán
formation is promoted by the growth factor TGFp but retarded by glucocorticoids.

Møturation

This is the third stage of healing and continues for some months. In the deeper
Iayers of the wound, cross-linked type I collagen replaces type III collagen, ánd
gives a stronger union. Estimates of wound tensile strength depend to some extent
on the technique of measurement chosen; after the third or fourth day, strength
increases, but it is stated that as late as B weeks, skin wounds commonly háve
only a third of their normal tensile strength. Collagen frbres are remod.elled and
tensile strength increased though experimental wounds in aponeurotic tissue
are said to be less strong than normal controls even a year later (Douglas 1969).
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c
FIG. 6.2. Aó nor'rna.I hea.ling ín skín wound.* These biopsics shout uarious complica.tions
in wound healing, all of which can result in deløyed healing andlor ugly scdrs.
A.. Inflammøtory reaction, with giant cells in relation to ø foreign body, the overlying
epithelium is thickened. Haemøtoxylin ønd, eosin (H&E); x f 69 B. Dehiscence: ø layer of
dead epidermis couers the separated edges of healthy epidermis a.nd ø cellular exudøte has
formcd in the centre of the wound. HOE, x 73. C, Subcutøneous keloid,: bundles ønd sheaues
of coarse colløgen, with many fibroblasts. H&8, x 169.

The wound becomes less vascular, by regression of newly formed capillaries;
however, larger vessels are formed, giving better flow of blood across the line of
the healed wounds The wound becomes a scar and maturation of the scar may
continue for some years. Maturation and scar shrinkage are unpredictable
processes, variable both in time and in extent; this unpredictability explains the
occasionally disappointing aesthetic result of some reconstructive surgical
procedures, especially in the orbital region (p. 573).
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Complications

The idealized process of primary wound healing is seen after surgical incisions
in the face and scalp. and many clean accidental wounds follow a similar course,
However, facial injuries due to blunt impact may be bruised or abraded; there
may be implanted foreign matter (FiS. 5.24). Abrasion of the epidermis and even
of the dermis is often seen, and this may lead to delayed wound healing (healing
by second intention). The abraded surface is covered by a frbrinous coagulum,
which hardens as a scab. Epithelialization may then result from cellular migration
from the margins of the abraded area, or from residual skin appendages such as
swear glands and hair follicles under the scab. This process is facilitated by
contraction ofthe injured area: frbroblasts (Derby et al 1990) in the granulating
wound develop the contractile properties of smooth muscle cells and the action
of these so-called myofrbroblasts (Guber & Rudolph 1978) reduces the area to Ì¡e
covered by epithelial cells. However, the process of contraction mayhave adverse
aesthetic and functional effects (p. 475). Wound contraction is more effective in
young tissues (Catty 1965).

The general processes of wound healing can take different forms in various
parts of the cMF region. scalp wounds usually heal well, unless there is
impairment of blood supply, when areas of marginal necrosis may be seen: this is
especially likely if the wound is closed under tension, for the scalp has less
elasticity than the facial skin (Fig. 5.28). Incised wounds of the facé also heal
well; however, facial abrasion and tissue loss can lead to an unsightly scar, as
can indriven foreign matter. Explosions can drive grains of earth or debris into
the skin causing permanent tattooing. Keloid formation (Fig. 5.2C) represents
an abnormal and excessive overgrowth of frbrous tissue in a wound; keloid tissue
is characterised by nodules ofvascular and fibroblastic hyperplasia, with poorly
organised bundles of collagen (Murray & pinnell rgg2), often includinglargL
hyalinized frbres. Keloid formation is not especially common in the cMF region,
but is by no means rare.

Facial burns
Thermal or chemical injury causes denaturation of cellular proteins and
consequent cellular necrosis (p. 115). Depending on the intensity and duration of
the injurious event, the cells may suffer immediate coagulative destruction, or
may appear intact but undergo delayed death, or may show reversible swelling
(Sevitt L957). Necrosis is first evident in the tissue layer closest to the injuriouã
agent, normally the epidermis (Fig. 5.3); if exposure is prolonged, as when an
unconscious accident victim lies against a hot structure, the considerable
protective capacity of the epidermis is destroyed and deeper tissues undergo
necrosis - first the dermis and then muscle, bone and even brain. In a superfrciãl
skin burn, keratinocytes in the outer layers of the epidermis die, but the basal
cell layer remains intact (Fig. 5.44). The subcutaneous capillary plexus shows
vasodilatation, evident as erythema, but there is no bliiter foimation. The
epidermis regenerates in a few days and the erythema subsid.es. In deeper burns,
both epidermis (Fig. 5.48) and dermis (Fig. b.4c, D) are involved. Tissue damagá
evokes an outpouring of inflammatory mediators which increase capillary
permeability, allowing escape of serum to form oedema fluid. This may separatL
viable from non-viable tissue; in partial thickness (second degree) burns, oàd"*u
fluid raises a blister by separating necrotic or partly n"r"ãti. epidermis from
living dermis' When the blister ruptures, the protein-aceous fluid leaks out and
the dermis is exposed, typically as a moist surface with intact pinprick sensation
and intact capillary circulation. Such burns will usually héal Èpontaneously.
Modern biologically compatible dressings allow more rapid re-epithelialization
and give better cosmesis and function. More severe burning destroys an increasing
depth of dermis. In a full-thickness burn all epithelial structures are lost and thé
dermal collagen shows coagulation necrosis, losing its normal eosinophilia and
fusing into coarse strap-like bands (Fig. 5.aD). There may be completã capillary
stasis, and secondary thrombosis may be seen. Between these extre-ur, th"rã
may be burns of intermediate depth, in which a few epidermal structures are
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FIG. 5.3. The shin: thermøl d.efence in d.epth, The epidermis constitutes a significant
barrier against thermal and chemical injury, the epidermal glands and hair follicles
prouide rnitotically actiue cells for regeneration ofthe epidermis ifthis has been destroyed.
A. Diagram of a skin burn showing the layers and the chíef sources of epithelial
regeneration. B, Ha.ir follicle, surround.ed. by sebaceous glønds; a síngle coil of a sweat
gland is shown at the top of the held (arrow). H&8, x169. C. One of the cells in a sebaceous
gland is in mitosis (ørrow) H&8, x 507 D. Sweat gland deeply placed in the dermís.
H&8, x85.

preserved, resulting in slower or incomplete re-epithelialization. In deep burns,
the collagen necrosis results in formation of a slough or eschar.

A burn is a three-dimensional wound, often involving a considerable area
and extending to varying depths. Jackson (1993) distinguished a central zone of
coagulation surrounded by a zone of capillary stasis; in his experiments the
vascular stasis led to an increase in the necrotic zone, and this is in accord with
the clinical observation ofprogressive increase in the area ofnon-viable tissue
3-5 days after the burn. Surrounding the zone of stasis was a zone of inflammatory
hyperaemia. Later research has amplifred these frndings. The hyperaemic zone
is the result of the liberation of vascular mediators such as histamine, serotonin
and vasoactive kinines. When the inflammatory reaction subsides, normal healing
begins in the h¡leraemic zone. Robson et al (1979) studied the progressive loss
of dermal perfusion in the zone of vascular stasis, and demonstrated that
thrombosis was the cause of the increase in the area of coagulation. This process
is thought to begin with platelet thrombo-embolism which causes venous
obstruction in the presence of continued pulsatile arteriolar flow. Robson et al
(1979) have implicated prostaglandins, especially thromboxane A2 as one cause
of the intradermal vascular shutdown. The progress of necrosis in the zone of
stasis can be partly arrested by wound cooling (Boykin & Molnar L992), and by a
biologically compatible dressing such as porcine skin (Zawacki 1974).

Electrical burns have unique characteristics. Necrosis is intense at the
point of entry, but may extend deeply along tissue planes in an unpredictable
way. Fig. 17.20 shows the effects of a severe electrical burn in the frontal
region:necrosis of the scalp and skull, thrombosis of the underlying sagittal sinus
and of smaller vessels in its vicinity, and necrosis of areas of the dura mater. In
this case, it was noteworthy that the inflammatory reaction, though quite strong
on the surface of viable dura mater, showed no sign of invasion of the necrotic
aura nearly 4 weeks after the burn.
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Superfrcial burns heal rapidly: the epidermis regenerates from mitosis in
the basal layer, or if this is destroyed, f'rom squamous cells in the surviving hair
follicles, sebaceous glands and sweat glands (Fig, 5.BB-D); Boykin & Molnar (1992)
quote work indicating that the hair follicles are the chief source of epidermal
regeneration. It appears that the process is promoted by EGF and transforming
growth factors, Deeper burns with destruction of the epidermal glands and hair
follicles must heal by second intention (see above). Granulation tissue forms,
and collagen is laid down: this contracts under the influence of myofibroblasts,
and the scar is then epithelialized by migration of epidermal cells from the
periphery. This process is retarded by overlying eschar. Slow healing predisposes
to hypertrophic scar formation and an ugly secondary deformity often with
considerable functional loss (p. 486). Modern burn management includes early
tangential excision of eschar to accelerate the healing process and to minimise
wound contraction.

Skin grafts

In the routine procedure of split-skin grafting, an area of normal skin is
cut to give a sheet of epidermis, with a variable amount of the underlying dermis
(converse et al 1977); a medium thickness split-skin graft is 0.016 in. (0.¿ mm)
in depth. The graft is secured on the denuded area to be covered whether this be
a granulating burn, an area of exposed pericranium or an area of cancellous
bone. Survival depends initially on nutritional support by serum exuded from
the capillaries in the denuded tissue. Permanent survival depends on vascular
connections between the dermal elements in the graft and the host tissue, and
these appear within 48 h of graft application. Capillary buds and later frbroblasts
invade the deeper layers of the graft, and within z-10 days both vascular supply
and drainage are established. The nature of this critically important proce-s of
revascularization is reviewed by Converse et aI (L977). The stratum corneum of
the graft is usually desquamated in the second week. Klein & Rudolph (rg72)
showed that the collagen components of a skin graft are rapidly replacãd by new
collagen locally synthesised during the last 4 weeks. New collagen is taia áo*r1.,
and this contracts under the influence of myofibroblasts. The process of wound
contraction may result in shrinkage ofthe grafted area and an ugly appearance;
Rudolph et aI (1992) have reviewed evidence showing that myofrbroblastic activity
is inhibited by a surviving skin graft. The success of the process of grafting depends
on maintaining contact between graft and host tissue: this is lost if the graft
moves, or if bleeding takes place under the graft. Infection, especially by Sirep.
pyogenes ot Pseudomonas pyocyøneus, r¡¡ray also cause graft failure. Full-thickness
skin grafts, denuded of fat, are less rapidly revascularized., but have the merit
that they are less apt to contract or to become pigmented.

skin allografts, whether taken from a living donor or from a cadaver, are
invariably rejected, unless taken from an identical twin. The grafted skin is at
first accepted and invaded by capillaries, but arter 2-4weeks the host lymphocytes
recognize tissue incompatibility and the graft becomes necrotic. Cadaver Àkin
has nevertheless been much used as a temporary dressing to cover a large area
of burned skin. Alternatively, autogenous keratinocytes can be grown in tissue
culture, the growth being accelerated with EGF, and may then be used to cover
a large area, perhaps in conjunction with other types of skin graft. Hansbrough
(1990) and Boykin & Molnar (1992) have reviewed current *oik on cadaver skin
and other substitutes for autogenous skin grafts.

Striated muscle

If a muscle is lacerated or severely contused, the sarcolemmal sheaths of the
muscle fibres are disrupted, and the frbres undergo necrosis and are removed by
macrophages. TVo types of reparative process may then follow. Under favourable
conditions, true regeneration of new muscle frbres takes place. Long ago, Le Gros
Clark (Clark 1960) noted that if the endomysial connective tissue tubes were
preserved, buds of sarcolemmal proliferation might regenerate new muscle fibres.
It is now known that this regeneration represents the activation of satellite cells
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BA

CD
FIG. 5.4. Skin burns. These biopsies show types of burn, seuer(tl days after injury.
A. Superficial burn, with blister forrnation (arrow); the basøl epitheliøI løyer has suruived
and. is beginning to regerærøte. H&8, x 146. B. Deeper burn, with tæcrosis of whole epidermis
and some of the dermís. H&8, x 146. C. Necrosis of hair follicle (arrow) ønd adjacent
glandular tissue. H&8, x 146, D. Deep burn, with necrosis of epidermís (ørrow) and
underlying derrnis; the hair folllicles and glønds are alrnost unrecognisøble. H&8, x 146.

Iying within the muscle frbre; they are transformed into myoblasts and finally
into mature contractile muscle frbres (Lehto & Jåirvinen 1991). However, repair
by frbrous tissue is more usual. In facial muscular lacerations, the divided ends
of the cut muscles are almost always separated and unite by scar tissue.
Fibroblastic activity fills the gap between the muscle ends and they are joined
by a collagenous scar: a reduced contractile capacity results, especially ifthere
is also damage to the innervation of the muscle. This may affect the aesthetics
offacial expression.

Adipose tissue

This has very limited regenerative power. Damaged fat cells liberate their
contents and these are removed by phagocytosis; in orbital irfuries, Ioss oftissue
fat may result in permanent recession of the globe. The inability of fibrofatty
tissue to regenerate effectively is also seen in the cheeks: damage to a cheek pad
can result in loss of the normal contour of the face.

Skeletal Tissues

Bone

Fracture types

Fractures of the facial skeleton and calvaria take many forms and these can be
extremely complex. However, two main fracture types are traditionally identified:
linear - with or without displacement - and depressed. In a depressed fracture,
an area of bone is detached and driven in below the normal anatomical surface.
One can identify a third t¡le of penetration fracture, in which a missile or sharp
object pierces bone, leaving a bone defect.
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Linear fractures, usually without displacement, are often seen in the
calvarial bones (Fig. 5,54). Blunt impacts in the frontal region may crack the
strong frontal bone and propagate linear fractures running into the temporal
bone or the roof of the orbit; more posterior frontal impacts may diastarã th"
coronal suture, again with linear extensions. Mandibular fractures are usually
linear (Fig. 5.64) and occur in sites of structural weakness; the action of the
powerful masticatory muscles often causes displacement. Linear fractures are
also often seen in the maxillary complex, running along the lines of weakness
identified by Le Fort (p. 18); these are usually associated with some degree of
displacement.

Depressed frøcture

These fractures result from localized overload (p. 102). An area ofbone is driven
in, and displaced into the underlying soft tissues. Such fractures often result
from impacts on the frontal bone (Fig. 5.58), the depressed fragment(s) being

I'IG. g15. Frøcture pøtterns ùn the calaariq- A. CT scan: linear fracture in frontøl
bone. There wcr,s dn underlying cortical haematomø. B. cT scan: depressed, frøctuie, with
shattering of bone at med,ial margin of depression. There was exteniive froitat contision.
C. CT scan: frontal penetrøting bullet wound with ind,riuen bone chip.

Lineør fracture
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driven into the brain or the frontal air sinus. Fractures of the zygomatic bone are
also usually depressed the slender arch breaks and the body ofthe bone is driven
into the temporalis muscle, with variable infracturing of the lateral wall. Blow-out
fractures ofthe floor ofthe orbit are depressed by force transmitted through the
orbital contents (p. 10a); clepressed fractures of the orbital wall (Fig. 5.58) or
roof may be caused by buckling. Missile wounds sometimes cause depressed
fractures, when the missile has a low impact velocity, or when it strikes the skull
tangentially.

Penetration fracture

The penetrating or perforating wounds inflicted by bullets are characterised by
a round bone defect, often not much larger than the bullet; numerous small chips
of shattered bone are driven deeply into the brain or facial soft tissues - (Figs
5.5C and 5.6C,D). Very high energy missiles leave a larger bone defect, but these
are usually lethal.

Bone healing

'Whatever the fracture pattem, the healing process expresses the general tendency
of bone to reconstitute unless there are adverse local or systemic conditions.
Although most parts of the facial and calvarial skeleton differ from the long
bones in embryological origin, there is no reason to think that the healing
processes are qualitatively different: facial fractures tend to unite more rapidly
than most long bone fractures, but this can be attributed to their small size and
good local vascularity (Phillips & Rahn 1992).

Bone healing may take two forms: primary, or direct, and secondary, or
healing by callus. Direct bone healing is further classified as contact and gap
healing, according to the distance between the bone edges.

Primary bone heøling

This is seen when the bone edges are in good apposition and immobile
(Spiessl.1989). If there is less than 0.1 mm between the edges, it is usual to
speak of contact healing (Fie. 5.74); if the distance is 0.L-1 mm, the process is
termed gap healing (Fig. 5.7B). T\vo phases are recognized: an initial inflammatory
phase and a later phase of remodelling. In the first, which is analoguous to the
inflammatory phase of healing of a skin \Mound, there is a proliferation of
capillaries, osteoblasts and osteoclasts from the edges ofthe fractured bones: the
endosteum, the haversian canals and the periosteum all contribute, Osteoblasts
lay down new bone; osteoclasts remodel surviving compact and trabecular bone.

In contact healing, the process is direct: bridges ofnew bone extend from
one bone surface into holes reamed out of the opposite face, so that continuous
haversian systems are established. Rahn (Spiessl 1989) has visualized this process
very elegantly in scanning electron micrographs taken after separation of the
bone edges: wedges ofnew bone are seen projecting to engage in reciprocal pits
in the opposite bone face. Contact healing is nevertheless associated with initial
osteoporosis and loss ofstructural strength.

When the gap between the edges is too wide to allow direct union of
haversian systems (osteons), the interspace is frlled with osteogenic granulation
tissuc, in which trabeculae of bone are laid down, often in a plane parallel to the
fracture line. In the second stage of bone healing, the process of remodelling,
these trabeculae are converted into lamellar bone. Gap healing is slower than
contact healing, but ultimately as strong.

Secondary bone healing

This is seen when the bone edges are not fully immobilize¿ (Fig. 5.7C). Bleeding
into the fracture site forms a haematoma which is invaded by blood vessels,
macrophages and fibroblasts. It appears that the haematoma fluid develops
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FIG. 5.6. Frøcture pa.tterns in the føci
in the mandible. B, CT scøn: depressed frø
(open ørrow) on the nlaldr eminence. C, CT
hunting rifle bullet. D. Autopsy (same cas
posterolateral wøll of the orbit, below the sp

osteo-inductive capacities (Mizuno et al 1g90). Collagen is laid d.own and there is
an influx of cells capable of osteoblastic and chondroblastic activity. Variable
amounts of frbrocartilage and osteoid appear and glue the bone edgòs together.
As the blood supplyimproves, the cartilage becomes calcifred and frnally o-,ssifred
as a mass of callus joining the bone ends with increasing rigidity. In thà stage of
remodelling, the callus is converted into cortical and trabecular bone utrd th"
structure ofthe bone at the fracture site is restored.

Regulation of bone healing

Bone healing is apparently promoted and regulated by a cascade of growth factors;
PDGR and IGF-1 are considered to be important (Lynch et al 1g-g9b). proteins
present in bone matrix evidently stimulate local cellular activity; one of these,
known as bone morphogenetic protein, is potent in inducing new bone formation
(see p. 134). Bioelectric forces also play a local role in the prãcess, while systemic
parathormone appears to modulate the formation and release of growthfactors
(Mohan & Baylink 1990).
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Bone healing in the CMF region

In this reg'ion, both types of bone healing may be seen. Calvarial fractures unite
by the primary or direct process: the intact bone edges slowly generate new bone.
This is accompanied by a transient'increase in vascularity evident in X-ray
pictures as osteoporosis. A similar process is seen in depressed calvarial fractures:
pieces ofdetached bone undergo avascular necrosis, appearing abnormally dense,
with surrounding osteoporosis in the intact bone (Fig. 5.8). Even untreated
depressed fractures of the skull vault heal in this way: the depressed fragment is
eventually fully incorporated, still in the depressed position, with the tables and
diploe reconstituted. Similar primary union is seen in facial fractures and
osteotomies: Thaller & Kawamoto (1990) have shown full reconstitution of
lamellar architecture in biopsies of middle third facial fractures. Indeed, the
thin well-vascularized plates of facial bone commonly unite rapidly by contact or
gap union.

Only in fractures of the mandible has union after callus forrnation been a
common frnding, and this of course expresses the difficulty of achieving complete
immobility of the fractured mandible. Rowe & Killey (1955) illustrated the process
of secondary healing in a series of biopsies of mandibular fractures. First, the
fracture haematoma was invaded by monoc¡rtes, followed by fibroblasts depositing
collagen, which effected fibrous union after 3 weeks. Primary callus was evident
at 6 weeks: the authors saw this as woven bone, though their beautiful
micrographs suggest that some cartilage may have been present. Later
remodelling created lamellar bone. Rever et al (1991) have found that
experimental fractures in the rabbit zygoma show an intermediate phase of
cartilaginous union before eventual complete bony union. Modern methods of
miniplate frxation (p.237) should achieve primary union in all facial fractures.

Fracture complications

These include non-union, mal-union and infection. In the CMF region, fractures
of the mandible are especially likely to show these complications, but fractures
in other parts of the facial and calvarial skeleton may also exhibit abnormal
healing patterns.

Non-union

This may result from displacement of bone fragments and interposition of soft
tissue (Fig. 5.9). This is seen especially in the roof and floor of the orbit: herniations
ofbrain and orbital contents respectively prevent reconstruction ofthe skeletal
anatomy. Herniations of brain and/or leptomeninges will prevent bone healing
in the skull base; Linell & Robinson (1941) showed in autopsy material that this
failure of healing in the vicinity of one of the paranasal air sinuses is a cause of
delayed meningitis (p.1a7). In infants and young children, pulsating
leptomeningeal herniations may actually expand a fracture line, constituting a
growing fracture (p. 511). Growing fractures are usually seen in the parietal
region, but have been reported in the frontal bone. Non-union of mandibular
fractures, when not due to infection, may be due to poor blood supply, as in the
edentulous mandible, or to failure in immobilization (Spiessl 1989).

Mal-union

This is basically the result offailures in reduction and fixation offractures; these
are discussed in Chapter 11.

Infection

This is no longer a common event in developed countries, but may always occur
if wounds in the CMF area are neglected. Infected cranial fractures can be
complicated by spreading osteomyelitis, and by infection in the extradural space;

extradural abscess is potentially a serious condition, since it can lead to subdural
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and./or cerebral suppuration (p.La7). Horvever, the intact cranial bone usually
resists infection though ischaemic fragments of bone are likely to be sequestrated.

Osteomyelitis of the mandible is always a threat, since fractures of this
bone are often compound into the mouth (Fig. 5.10). The older literature contains
many references to such infections; Rowe & Killey (1955) identifred dead teeth
or tooth roots, foreign material and delayed treatment as aetiological factors.
Haematoma formation has also been cited as a cause (Bochlogyros 1985).
Devitalized bone is also likely to be infected; the rich blood supply of the mandible
makes bone necrosis unlikely in civilian practice, though missile wounds with
extensive tissue loss and devitalization may be complicated by sequestration of
infected bone fragments.

Bone grafts

ît î r I Lr 1 t! al - ----:,--ff-^:^lf-^^a-----
.F ree graILS oI autoB,etrous DOIre are rouLlllcly useu rll Lile rcParr ur raural lr auLur us
(p.331) and calvarial bone defects (p.5a8); vascularizecl bo¡re [ransfers are
increasingly used in the repair of gunshot wounds of the mandible when a large
segment of tissue is lost (p. 626). The process of bone transplantation is therefore
of fundamental importance in CMF trauma surgery.

'We use grafts of iliac crest, rib and calvarial bone. These are as a rule
composed of both cancellous and cortical bone. Cancellous bone is rapidly and
reliably accepted and incorporated into the host bor ' ';he process known as

creeping substitution (Burchardt 1983). The transplanted bone has no blood
supply, and most of its cellular elements die before the graft undergoes
neovascularízaLíon, though some osteoblasts on the periphery of the graft may
survive to join with cells from the host tissue - usually a fracture site or cranial
defect - to form new bone. Granulation tissue from the host tissue forms around
the graft, and mesenchymal cells in the granulation are induced to become the
precursors ofosteoblasts and osteoclasts. The process ofbone induction is governed
by growth factors derived from the grafted bone as well as from the host tissue;
Urist et al(1983) have stressed the role of bone morphogenetic protein, which is
present in demineralized bone matrix and able to induce bone and cartilage in
ectopic sites. When cells with osteogenic capacity have been induced, the process
known as osteoconduction begins. The marrow spaces of the transplanted
cancellous bone are invaded by new blood vessels, and osteoblasts deposit
appositional new bone on the trabeculae ofdead graft bone. For a period, living
and dead bone coexist, and the graft actually appears in radiographs to be denser
than normal bone. (FiS. 5.88 shows this in a piece of replanted calvarial bone.)
Later, osteoclasts remove the dead bone, and eventually the cancellous graft is
entirely replaced by new bone. The process of bone conduction appears to be

faster in young persons.

Cortical bone is often used to give structural strength or a smooth contour.
The incorporation of cortical bone is slower. First, osteoclasts ream out the
haversian canals ofthe graft, which are then revascularized; during this process,

the graft loses density and strength. New bone is then laid down and the graft is
partially replaced by creeping substitution; however, some of the dead cortical
bone is incorporated and remains permanently in the reconstituted structure.
Manchester (L972) showed that a large graft of cancellous and cortical iliac bone,
used to replace an excised hemimandible, may survive and behave like living
bone, healing when osteotomized and showing trabecular remodelling. He
attributed the success ofsuch large grafts to rapid revascularization in the absence

of haematoma formation. This emphasises the importance of the state of the
host bed in which the graft is placed. In the facial region, the soft tissues are
normally very vascular' and in general bone grafts survive well if frrmly frxed.
This is not always so with bone grafts placed in calvarial defects, perhaps because
the adjacent diploe is often poorly vascularized.

It is sometimes convenient to use autogenous bone preserved by freezing,
as when a craniotomy flap has been removed because of brain swelling. In such
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c
FIg. 5r8. Heøling ìn ø d,epressed cølaaríøl frøeture. A child, øged, g wøs hit with a
cricket bat; he sustøined a depressed fracture in the pørietøI region, øid, a smøIl extrad,ural
høemøtoma, After some u)ds euacuøted,. The
bone fragments were rep arpr"rr"a ¡il*""t

f;;:ïl"i:;"::;,:,ïuï,ouna"¿ by hypod,ens" y";i:::H;:i#":,
(arrow) is less dense and a.ppeørs tibe incorporated with the rest of ihe catuãr¡la. fne
Iineør frøcture (ørrow head,) is largely but not wholly united.
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A

B
FIG. 5.9. Pørtíøl healing of o lineør cøloorìol fracture, Fro,cture of parietal bone in
a boy injured at the age of 3 yeørs. A. The fracture shows sotne sepørøtion of the edges soon
after injury. B. At the age of 10 yeørs, the fracture edges (arrow) show failure of healing
and slightly increased separøtion. There wøs no palpable defect or pulsøtion. There was
complete healing in the midline.

grafts, the osteocytes are presumably dead, but osteo-inductive factors such as

bone morphogenetic protein may survive. Frozen autografted bone is usually
accepted, though we have seen resorption of such grafts under circumstances us
which a fresh graft would probably have survived. At one time, we sterilized
such preserved autografts by gamma irradiation: most of the grafts underwent
resorption and this is in accord with the observation that bone morphogenetic
protein and other bone growth factors are destroyed by irradiation (Marx &
Stevens 1991).

When a bone graft is vascularized by microsurgical anastomosis, the
transplanted bone survives unless the period of ischaemia is too long. Ostrup &
Frederickson (1974), in their pioneering experimental study of mandibular
reconstruction with a vascularized rib, found that many grafted osteocytes did
die, presumably from ischaemia, but no massive bone necrosis took place and
the graft formed abundant new bone. The general success ofvascularized bone
grafts confîrms that the process of incorporation is more direct and more rapid
than with free autogenous grafts.
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FIG. 5.1O. Cellulør øctiu¡t! in øn lør Biopsies show
stagesofbonenecrosisøndrepair. A,.S bon naicontaining
no osteocytes; uery little cellulør activity on th e bo 10. B. chronlc
inflørnmatory gra.nulomatous.reaction H&8, x 219. c. osteoblasts laying d,own n"* tiri;
ørrow indicates old'er bone being remod.etted.. H&8, x210. D.Two osíeoc'lasts re*i¿Aläá
living bone. H&8, x 210.

since the supply of autogenous bone is limited, efforts have been mad.e to
promote bone union by cadaver bone grafts. These allografts are immunologically
active and may be rejected, but the allogeneic bone can act as a resorbable
supporting matrix, especially if used in conjunction with an agent able to induce
new bone forrnation, such as autogenous bone or bone marroù. M"r* & stevens
(1991) give an excellent account of the use of cadaver bone in conjunction with
autogenous cancellous bone to repair mandibular defects, but we have not used
this method. Nor have we used deproteinized animal bone for CMF injuries: the
use of this material, in conjunction with autogenous marrorry grafts, has been
reviewed by Salama (1983). Oberg & Rosenquist (1994) have described the
osteogenic effects of implants of allogeneic bone from which antigens had been
extracted, combined with hydroxyapatite: exuberant bone orr""g"o*th appeared,
presumably from the action of bone morphogenetic protein. e""p".åtiorn oi
purified bone morphogenetic protein are being used cliniãaily to promote retention
of surgical implants in the facial skeleton (Sailer & Kolb 1-994).

Cartilage

Mature cartilage has very little reparative capacity and most wounds involving
cartilage unite, if at all, by frbroblastic activity. on the other hand, cartilage iã
very tolerant of ischaemia. In the cMF region, several types of cartilagJare
found, and it is likely that their reparative capacities are somewhat diffãrent.
Hyaline cartilage is found in the nose and nasal septum, and the external ear
contains yellow elastic cartilage; incised wounds of these structures unite only
by frbrous scar tissue. The articular surfaces of the temporomandibular joini
(TMJ) and its disc are frbrocartilaginous; wounds of the joint may be frlled with
fibrous tissue from the joint capsule, and this may be transformed itrto cartilage
to re-establish the original joint surface. Robinson (lggg) has shown this in tñe
marmoset: small lesions in the mandibular condylar cartilage were frrst filled
with collagen fibres and then with normal-seeming cartilage. It appeared that
the new chondrocytes were derived from precursor cells in the periosteum, rather
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than from the adjacent uninjured condylar cartilage. This reparative capacity is
not seen in other cartilaginous joints; it is unclear whether it is relevant in the
recovery of the TMJ after trauma.

The cartilages of the nose and ear may be damaged in facial burns. There
is only a thin layer of subdermal tissue between skin and cartilage, and the
subcutaneous vasculature is intimately related to the perichondrial blood supply;
thermal skin injury may be associated with necrosis ofthe cartilage and secondary
deformity (p. a79).

Cartilage gtafts

Free grafts of autogenous rib cartilage, or combined rib bone and cartilage' are
used in repair of some CMF injuries, especially those involving the
temporomandibular join¿ (p. 287). Cartilage, an avasculartissue, usuaþ survives
well, unless unable to obtain nutrition by diffusion from the surrounding tissues
or exposed by skin breakdown or absence of the mucoperichondrium. However,
sculpting cartilage to meet an aesthetic need mayunbalance tensions within the
graft, which may then \Marp; the literature on this is briefly reviewed by Wornom
& Buchman (1992). Cartilage cadaver grafts have been used, but cartilage has
some immunogenic capacity and it appears that cartilage allografts are less
satisfactory than autogenous grafts (Burwell 1985).

Teeth

The teeth have limited reparative capacities, even in young persons, and certain
types of localized injury may lead to destruction of the entire tooth and even to
spread of infection to the underlying bone.

Dental fractures

These are common injuries, young permanent upper incisors being especially at
risk; the fracture can involve the palatal, incisal or proximal surfaces of the tooth.
Andreasen (1981) classifred dental fractures on an anatomical basis:

1. Crown infraction: crack involving only enamel, with no loss of tooth
substance.

2. Crown fracture:

a. uncomplicated

-involving 
enamel only (Fig. 5.114)

-involving 
enamel and dentine, but not the pulp (Fig. 5.118)

b. complicated-involving enamel, dentine and pulp (Fig. 5.11C)

3. Crown-root fracture:

a. uncomplicated-involving enamel, dentine and cementum but not
involving pulp

b. complicated-involving enamel, dentine, cementum and pulp (Fig.

5.11D)

4. Root fractures-involving dentine, cementum and pulp (Fig. 5'11E)

5. Subluxation: toothloose but not displaced

6. Luxation: tooth displaced into the alveolar bone (intrusive), or partially
avulsed (extrusive), or displaced laterally

7. Exarticulation-toothcompletelyavulsed.

Fractures involving only the enamel present minimal risk to the pulp or
periodontal tissues. When the fracture involves the dentinal layer, bacteria invade
the dentinal tubules. The prognosis for the tooth then depends largely on the
extent of the fracture: a fracture involving only a small exposure of dentin, such
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as a mesio- or disto-incisal edge fracture, is less likely to go on to necrosis than a
fracture going deeply into the dentine.

After a fracture complicated by pulp exposure, blood clot, fibrin and
inflammatory cells may be present on the pulpal surface (Fig. 5.12A). If treatment
is delayed for a few days, the exposed pulp usually develops a hyperplastic mass
of exudate rich in frbrin, cells and antibodies. This deience rãa.iio.r may be
followed by sealing of the exposed dentinal tubules by a calcifrc layer (Fig. s.izF.);
secondary dentine may be formed in the pulp cavity, and the tooth may be saved.
However, the formation of plaque on exposed dentinal tubules mãy lead to
diffusion of microorganisms through these tubules into the pulpal tissue a deeper
inflammatory response is now established under the surface of the fracture, whìch
can spread to the periapical tissues and beyond as osteomyelitis of the jaw. The
dental defence mechanism can be frustrated if there is excessive bleeding,
separation of the pulp tissue from the pulp wall at the moment of fracture, anã7
or fluid build-up under pressure in the pulp chamber.

Pulp injuries

The pulp occupies the central cavity of the tooth, and is enclosed. by dentine.
Although the cells lining this cavity can be regarded as mesenchymal õonnective
tissue, they carry out a number of vital functions, During the developmental
period, the pulp mesenchyme has cells (odontoblasts) which are capable of
producing dentine. In the adult tooth, these cells continue to produce physiological
dentine, and if the tooth is traumatised, a reparative p"oõ".s begrns, wheieby
secondary dentin is laid down under the site of the assault. This may go on tã
obliterate the pulp chamber.

The dental pulp responds to injury by manifesting all the classical signs of
inflammation: dilation of blood vessels, transudation of serum and extravascular
migration of leukocytes within the pulp chamber. The presence of extravascular
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FIG. 5.12. Complications of d,entøl fiøctures. A. Granulom.ø forrned in pulp cauity.
B. Calcific budge closing the fracture and sealing the pulp cauity C. BacteriøI infection ín
the pulp cauity, giuing rise to an apical abscess. Modified after Andreasen (1972).

exudates in the confrned space of the rigid pulp chamber results in increased
pressure and pain from stimulation of pulp newes and nerve endings. If the
process is mild in nature and of short duration, the pulp tissue will usually recover;
in severe cases, the pulp may undergo necrosis and the tooth may be lost.

Bacterial invasion follows traumatic exposure of the pulp. The pulp tissue
reacts in a protective manner, but the resulting inflammatory processes may
continue and lead to pulp necrosis and apical abscess formation (Fig. 5.12C).
Young teeth have a large pulp chamber which has considerable capacity to survive
injury. However, it is important in dealing with injuries of young teeth having
incomplete root development to ensure that pulp vitality is protected. The
treatment of pulp exposure is discussed on p. 349,

Denta.l q.nd alueolar resorption

Severely traumatised teeth may occasionally undergo resorption (Fig. 5.13). This
peculiar dystrophy of the pulp tissue results in massive destruction of the dental
hard tissues. The process begins in the pulp and spreads laterally through the
dentine; in all probability, the internal resorption of the dentine, as in other
hard tissue resorptions, is the work of macrophages and multinucleate giant
cells, indistinguishable from osteoclasts (Fig. 5.10D). The lost dentine is replaced
by chronic inflammatory tissue. The process may or may not result in loosening
and loss ofthe affected tooth; appropriate endodontal therapy may prevent this,
though in the case of Fig. 5.13 this treatment was unsuccessful.

In adults, Ioss ofteeth by trauma or extraction results in resorption ofthe
dental alveolus. This is especially important in the anterior maxilla following
the loss of one or more teeth. This bone resorption can jeopardize aesthetic tooth
replacement by frxed bridgework, and may also prevent the insertion of dental
titanium implants to hold replacement tooth crowns. Bone grafting may be

necessary to augment the alveolus before placing an implant (p. 637).

Glandular Tissues

Salivary glands

These glands are often contused or lacerated; the parotid gland is especially
vulnerable. The chief complications of parotid injury are pseudocyst formation
and salivary frstula. It appears that permanent obstruction of the parotid duct
leads to atrophy of the secretory cells (Landau & Stewart 1985). Harrison &
Garrett (1976) showed this in the cat: parotid duct ligation caused severe
progressive glandular atrophy, but ligation of the submandibular and sublingual
d.ucts caused less striking changes. Parasympathetic denervation also induces
some degree of glandular atrophy.
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FIG. õ.13. Severe resorption fottowing
Radiograph showing maxilløry incisors a
crown fractures. In the two incisor teeth, th
was inserted in the hope of søuing the tooth,
the mid root regions (white arrow) and in
pulp wøs not opened.

Neural Tissues

Cranial nerves

First ciønial nerve

The olfactory system is complex (p. 5Z). The olfactory tract and bulb are part of
the central nervous system; they are often contused or lacerated in association
with frontal lobe damage and have no capacity to regenerate. The olfactory
frlaments are peripheral nerves and are said to have some capacity to regeneratð,
at least in the monkey (Monti-Graziadei et al 1gg0); this may explain the rare
but well-documented recovery of olfaction after closed head injury.

Second, cranial nerue

The optic nerve is a component of the central nervous system and has no capacity
to regenerate. The optic nerve and chiasm are often damaged in cases of cui.
trauma; they may be lacerated, contused or rendered ischaemic. The end result
of such injuries is optic atrophy and demyelination. The pathology of optic nerve
trauma has been well reviewed by'walsh & Hoyt (19g2-1991) and by Kline et al
(1984) but is still controversial. Several surgeons have ventured. to biofsy damaged
nerves soon after loss of sight, and the appearances have been variously
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TABLE 5.1

Classification ofnerue injuries (after Seddon 1972)

Characteristics Neurotmesis Axonotnesis Neurapraxia
Pathology

Clicincal

Treatment

Recovery

Continuity lost in
all elements

Complete paralysis

Nerve suture

1-2 mm/day; likely
to be imperfect

Epi- and perineurium Nerve in continuity;
and Schwann preserved; selective focal
axons interrupted demyelination

of larger axons

Complete paralysis Motor paralysis;
often sensory sparing

Expectant Expectant

t-2 mmlday, usually Perfect
perfect

J interpreted as indicative of ischaemic necrosis due to damage to the pial vascular
supply of the nerve, or to axonal shear damage. Crompton (1970) found evidence
of one or both processes in 37 of 84 autopsied cases, but concluded that it was
impossible to distinguish between them in histological material. The clinical
implications of this uncertainty are discussed in Chapter 14 (p. 420).

Nerue regenera,tion

The remaining cranial nerves are often injured in association with CMF trauma;
they are peripheral nerves with Schwann cell sheaths, and they are capable of
regeneration. Seddon (]^972) and Sunderland (1978) devised classifrcations of
peripheral nerve injury, using terms which express the loss of continuity of the
components of the nerve. Table 5,1 gives the classifrcation and nomenclature
popularised by Seddon, though he did not coin the elegant names neurotmesis,
axonotrnesis and neurapraxia . Ifthe axon is transected, as in both neurotrnesis
and axonotrnesis, then it degenerates distally in its whole course: the classical
Wallerian degeneration. The proximal axon degenerates to the frrst node of
Ranvier, and sometimes further if there has been severe trauma, as in a gunshot
wound. The cell body of the parent neuron shows loss of Nissel substance, but
usually survives and synthesizes the proteins necessary for axonal regeneration.
The distal axon shows swelling and clumping of mitochondria; the axoplasmic
reticulum breaks up and the neurofrlaments fragment, The myelin sheath also
breaks down and the degenerating fragments are removed by macrophages. The
Schwann cells along the course of the degenerating axon swell and undergo mitotic
division under the stimulus of a mitogen or mitogens produced bythe degenerating
axon or its sheath,

The Schwann cells form tubes and cords extending distally from the point
of nerve section. It appears that these cells form or attract neuronotrophic
substances, of which nerve growth factor (NGF) is the best studied (Taniuchi et
aI 1988). Under the stimulus of such chemo-attractive agents, axons sprout from
the proximal stump of the nerve and form multiple small unmyelinated frbres,
one of which - all being well - frnds a Schwann cell tube, enters it and glo\ils
toward the target structure at a rate usually estimated as 1 mm/day. Eventually,
the target structure (muscle frbre, gland or sensory terminal) is reinnervated
and function is restored.

The success of this remarkable process depends on the nature of the injury:
in axonotmesis, as in a crushed nerve, full regeneration is often seen, whereas in
neurotrnesis recovery will be prevented ifthe severed ends are not apposed or if
there is local sepsis. Age, the nature of the nerve and other factors also influence
the degree ofrecovery. Not rarely, regenerating axons take aberrant paths, and
reach inappropriate muscle fibres or secretory cells.

In facial injuries, the nerves likely to be injured are the facial nerve, a

predominantly motor nerve, and the trigeminal nerve which is for practical
purposes a sensory nerve, since its motor component is deeply placed and only
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injured by penetrating trauma. The third, fourth and sixth cranial nerves are
often injured in closed head injuries.

The facial nerve may be divided or less often crushed at any point in its
course. It has a remarkable capacity to recover, if the ends are in continuity. But
the complex anatomy of the facial nerve (p.62) makes aberrant regeneration a
common sequel of CMF injuries involving that nerve; mass facial muscular action,
gustatory sweating (Frey syndrome) and lacrimation (crocodile tears) may be
disfiguring consequences (p. 441). Misdirected axonal regeneration may also foilow
injury of the oculomotor nerve (p. a05).

The branches of the trigeminal nerve are likely to be injured when
traversing bony canals or grooves: damage to the supraorbital, infraorbital and
inferior dental ttet'ves are commonly associated with facial fractures of various
types' The trigeminal ganglion and its main branches are sometimes injured in
skull base fractures. McGovern et aI (19g6) have reported a case of
trigemino-abducens synkinesis after a severe cMF injury, which appeared to
represent aberrant regeneration of trigeminal motor axons into the proprioceptive
innervation of the abducent nerve (P. 415)

sensory nerve recovery is often less than perfect, but may be masked by
lateral ingrowth by the terminals of intact nerves supplying the,neighbourhooá
of the denervated area. If nerve regeneration is not achieved, there will be a
neuroma at the point of section, composed of axon end bulbs and proliferating
schwann cells and fibroblasts; these neuromas may be painful, but their
importance as a cause of chronic post-traumatic facial pain is in doubt (p. 660).

Nerve grafts

Autogenous nerve grafts are used to repair gaps in the inferior dental nerve,
usually iatrogenic, and in facial nerve repair. The grafted nerve provides tubes
of living Schwann cells to guide the regenerating axons to the distfu nerve trunk.
To survive, the graft must be revascularized from the proximal and distal nerve
stumps and from the host bed within a few days: if this does not happen, the
graft undergoes ischaemic necrosis. The facial tissues are lr"ry ,r".*lar, and
with good microsurgical technique excellent results are usually obtained with
free grafts. However, for the long transfacial anastomoses used to reinnervate
the facial nerve from the opposite side, a microvascularized graft from the
saphenous nerve has been used (Karcher et al 1989) and increasing use is being
made of this method of promoting regeneration.

There is an extensive literature on nerve allografts, but at present these
are not recommended.

Meninges

The dura mater is of great importance in cranial trauma. The outer layer is
osteogenic and participates in the repair of fractures of the calvaria anùskull
base; in infants and young children, large calvarial bone defects may close
spontaneously if the dura is intact. There is some debate on the capacity of older
subjects to achieve this spontaneous regeneration. Kent & Misiek (19fi1) give 6
years as the upper age limit; we have seen substantial reossification in adolesãents,
especiallywhen the pericranium is intact, but agree that this is not always evident.

Haemorrhages from arteries and veins in the outer layer of the dura can
give rise to extradural haematomas (see below); if these do not cause serious
cerebral compression, they are invaded by frbrovascular tissue and absorbed, or
less often encapsulated by frbrous tissue and even bone from the dura -"i"..The inner layer ofthe dura (p. 36) is also capable ofconsiderable frbrovascular
activity in response to subdural bleeding, forming the inner and outer membranes
seen in chronic subdural haematomas (p. 524).
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The dura is a valuable barrier against infection; tears or penetrating dural
wounds usually require surgical closure to reconstitute the barrier. Incised
wounds of the dura mater heal well if the edges are coapted. However, dural
healing may be deficient if leptomeninges and brain tissue are interposed between
the edges of the dural tear (see below), or if the tear is in proximity to a
cerebrospinal fluid cistern. Dural defects are closed by a neomembrane formed
from the adjacent soft tissues rather than from the edges ofthe torn dura, and
this may constitute a false meningocele. The arachnoid and pia mater are almost
always torn in penetrating wounds of the dura, and participate with it in forming
a frbroglial meningocerebral scar.

Dural grafts

Autogenous fascia or pericranium is often used to close dural defects; in a few
months the graft usually appears to have fused with the rest ofthe dura. Allografts
of freeze-dried (Iyophilized) cadaver dura mater have been used for some 40
years (Campbell et al 1958), and with considerable success; the process of
lyophilization eliminates the immunogenicity of the transplant. The transplanted
collagen hyalinizes and is slowly removed and replaced by new collagen; after a
few months the graft appears incorporated. However, Brown et al (1992) have
reported seven cases ofprogressive dementia and death from Creutzfeld-Jakob
disease after implants of this allograft, and we have ceased to use it. Xenografts
of freeze-dried porcine dermis have been used to repair dural defects (O'Neill
and Booth, 1984), and it appears that the grafted collagen was not rejected.

Brain
It is usual to distinguish between closed and open head injuries, and this
distinction is especially relevant in the neuropathology of impacts in the CMF
region. In closed head injuries, primary brain damage is inflicted by acute tissue
deformation due either to acceleration imparted to the whole head (Fig. 4.8), or
to force acting locally at the impact site (Fig. 4.1): the resulting brain lesions may
be diffuse or focal. In open head injuries, localized primary brain damage may be
inflicted by something that penetrates the protective capsule of the brain, the
skull andmeninges (Fig.a.7). Bothtypes ofinjurymaybe complicatedbysecondary
pathological processes, such as cerebral compression or anoxia; in open head
injuries, there is the additional risk of microbial infection. In the CMF region,
open brain injuries are common and often serious; they may involve the paranasal
air sinuses, and may give rise to cranionasal frstulas (p. 376).

Closed brain iqiuries
The primary effects of blunt head impact have been well reviewed by Adams
(1992). Focal effects include contusions andlacerations. Frontalimpacts commonly
cause haemorrhagic contusions in the frontal lobes, especially in the polar and
orbital cortex; the temporal poles may also be injured. Thus, CMF injuries are
likely to be complicated by frontotemporal brain damage; contrecoup occipital
damage is very unusual except after impacts incompatible with survival. The
probable mechanisms have been discussed (p. 106).

Contusions
Small contusions are typically collections of red blood cells, often grouped around
a small vessel running at right angles to the surface of the cortex. Larger
haemorrhagic contusions may extend into the white matter, and subarachnoid
bleeding is also often seen. The red cells remain intact for a day or more and then
show lysis; there is a macrophage reaction and deposition of bilirubin. There is
neuronal death in the contused area and eventually replacement by astrocytic
gliosis, often stained yellow by the bilirubin. The site of an old contusion is evident
as an area of atrophy, typically at the convexity of a convolution and stained
yellow or brown.

The sequential changes in a cerebral contusion are mirrored in radiological
images. In computerized tomograms (CT), the haemorrhagic components of the
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FrG. 5.14. contusionøl brøìn iniury from frontol ímpøct. A-26-year-old, man fellfrorn a slowly mouing car and struck hii head,-in the teft flontøl ,"gion. He sustøined, a
A. CT 24 h after injury showed multiple
umably høemorrhagic contusions. ScàIp
ørrowhead). B. CT 6 weeks løter showed

represent øxonat d,estruction and, sriosis. ,o!i';";:i:"::::"#î:;:ir'*1:: åî::ffiî:r?

contusion are obvious as h¡¡perdense masses ((Fis. 5.laA), while the associated
oedema and later s_tgs_is lppear as hypodenr"ã""u, (Fig. 5.1a8). Magnetic
resonance images (MRI) also visualize contusions well, ãnd the progrãssive
degradation ofhaemoglobin gives changing appearances that relateto th" age of
the lesion (Table 7.5).

Lacerations
These are areas of disruption of brain and meninges; they are seen specially in
association with depressed skull fractures, but may alsã be caused. 

-by 
vioient

movement of the brain. The junction of the pons and the medulla is óften the
site of a laceration, or even a complete pontomedullary transection; this injury
sometimes follows high velocity impacts in the cMF region (simpson et al rbgg)
and usually results in instant death, though smaller lesions are compatible with
prolonged survival (P. 272).

Diffuse brain injury
The diffuse effects ofblunt head impact include damage to axons, dendrites vessels
and glia. rwidespread axonal damage presumably from shearing stresses, is
termed diffuse axonal injury (DAI). The axonal lesions are often multifocal ratÍrer
than diffuse, and there are sites ofpredilection, notably the corpus callosum an¿
the superior cerebellar peduncle (Fig. 5.15). Similar imiacts may cause multifocal
or diffuse vascular injury (DVI), and again there are sites of predilection: these
include the corpus callosum and the superior cerebellar pedincle, but also the
parasagittal cortex and the basal ganglia. It is not y"t koo*r, whether the
distribution of DAI lesions is related to the site of the causative impact;however,
it is clear that DAI is often seen after impacts in the cMF region. In life, DAI can
be inferred on clinical grounds, but cannot be verifred rad-iologically, whereas
the larger (5-10mm) lesions of DVI can usually be seen in CT or MRI scans. It is
often assumed that DVI ('tissue tear haemorrhage,) is a marker of DAI, and that
nonhaemorrhagic lesions seen in MRI scans are areas of ¡AI (p. 210). These
assumptions are often correct, but the correlations between radiological patholog¡r
and histopathology need fuller documentation. Damage to glial ôeus mãy
accompanyDAl (Blumbergs &Wainright 19gg);the clinicaisignificance of diffusL
glial injury remains to be explored.
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FIG. 5.1õ. Vulnerable sítes: the mid.brøin. The attøchment of the superior cerebellar
ped.uncle to the lower mídbrøin appears to be a uulnera.ble site in d'iffuse brøin injury:
both uascular and. øxonal d.ømøge øre often seen in this areø. A. CT in young ødult hurt in
motor cycle øccident: the hyperdense lesion (arrow) is presumøbly a høemorrhøge. Note
the absence ofthe perimeseniephølic cisterns: a sign ofraised intracrønial pressure, though
it may also resuli frorn subarøchnoid bleeding. B. Similør lesion in øutopsied cøse.

Minor head injuries
Clinicopathological correlation is more diffrcult in cases of closed head injury
caused by less severe impacts since autopsy evidence is rarely available and
radiological evidence of damage may be absent. The pathology of minor head
injuries is still largeþ unknown, but minimal lesions of DAI t¡pe are demonstrable
(Oppenheimer 1968), and the upper brainstem is the probable site in cases of
transient loss of consciousness ('concussion'). P. Blumbergs (personal
communication) has also noted a high incidence of lesions in the fornices after
minor head injury.

Open brain irfuries

These are characterised by focal penetration of the meninges and brain, with
variable remote damage. At the point of focal penetration, there is a cerebral
laceration, usually with some haemorrhage'

A distinction is made between brain wounds made by depressed skull
fractures, penetrating brain wounds and perforating ('through-and-through')

brain wounds. This distinction expresses the size of the impacting object and its
kinetic energ"y. A large, relatively blunt object will depress a Iarge area of bone
(Fig. 5.58), and the underþing brain will be contused and often lacerated, but
unlèss the impact force is very great, damage will be confined to the impact site.

Smaller objects withhighkinetic energywill penetrate the bone (Fig. 5.5C), and

if the kinetic energy is not attenuated at the initial impact, there is likely to be

deep penetration and widespread brain damage'

Missile brain wounds

If the penetrating agent is a bullet or shell fragment, there will be a track of
brain destruction; if the missile has very high energy, there will be extensive

local cavitation causing deformation and bleeding wide of the missile track (Fig.

5.124). High energymissiles may also cause contusional damage in remote parts

of the brain and even fractures of the skull base by transmitted force; this is seen

especially in the thin bones ofthe orbital roofs (Strich 1976, Allen et al 1982)'

The autopsy on President Lincoln (p. 17) showed shattered orbits, supposedly
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injury, death being due to an intra-abdomir,øl haernorrhøge.

from this mechanism. The initial effects of mechanical disruption are increased
by haemorrhage, oedema and loss of vascular autoregulaiion, combining to
produce raised intracranial pressure (Icp) with all its .ãnr"qo"rr."..

For surgical purposes, craniocerebral missile wounds are categorized as
penetrating, perforating and tangential. In a penetrating wound, the missile
penetrates the scalp, the skull and the dura, but does nofleave the head (Fig.
5'184): there is no exit wound. In a perforating wound, the missile traverses thle
brain ('through and through') and has both entry and exit wound.s (Fig. 6.2). A
missile wound is described as tangential when it grazes the skull buidoes not
penetrate it; the skull may or may not be fractured, a¡rd the brain may be damaged
by transmitted energy (Fig. 5.178). Missile wounds may be complicated-by
intracerebral or subd¡'ral haemorrhage, sometimes of delayed onset; Hadas et al
(1990) have reported cortical laceration and acute subdural bleeâing after a
tangential pistol wound without breach of the calvarial bone.
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B
FIG. 5.17 Missile úoound.s of the brøin. Ix Perþrøting frontal suicidøI wound with
wid,espread, høemorrhøg"t, ihe bullet trøuersed both frontgl lobes. Møny satellite
haemorrhages are seen; lhnt" or" not directly in the track ofthe bullet, ønd result from
øcute deþimation. B. Tangential wound, with contusion of the cortex; bone chips were

driven in from the caluøriø.

Metallic fragments and even entire bullets may remain in the brain. Lead

and iron fragments are usually frxed in a chronic frbroglial scar (Fig' S.18B,C);

missiles containing coppü are more toúc and evoke a local inflammatory reaction
(see below). Largebullets may remain mobile in a cyst or in the ventricular system,

changing position according to the posture of the head (Fig' 5.19).

Histopathology of brain iqiury
Whatever the cause of injury, the microscopic appearances are dominated by
neuronal death and its consequences. Neurons in the central nervous system

have very little reparative capacity. Ifan axon is severed or a neuronal cell body

ruptured, then the entire neuron dies; there may even be trans-synaptic
degeneration of other neurons deprived of functional stimulation' The axon

onã"rgo". degeneration in its whole length, as do the dendrites. The synaptic
terminals swell and become argyrophilic. The axis cylinder becomes fragmented,
and light microscopy shows globular and fusiform masses which stain pink with
eosin and blackwith reduced silver stains (Fig. 5.20^{); electron microscopy shows

that these masses are electron-dense and composed of degenerating neurofrbrils,
mitochondria and other organelles. These axonal changes are seen by light
microscopy 3 or 4 days after injury or even earlier; recent neuropathological
studies in our laboratory (P.Blumbergs, personal communication) have shown
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FrG. 5.18. Penetrating brøin wound: histology of a meningocerebr@l sc'r. A
S9-year-old' man fired a .22 in lead bullet through-his óhin ioto n¡Z ba¡n. He surviuel.

reaction, includi tt. H&8, x I
probably carbon nt. H&8, x 1
fragment: foamy and, a fr:agm

that immulochemical stains for Alzheimer precursor protein (APp) show swollen
axons at an earlier stage after injury than the silver stains. These may represent
interference in fast axoplasmic transport. Electron microscopy (povlishock et al
1989) has shown in experimental studies that the axon may be intact in the first
few hours after injury, but later swels and fragments. (This frnding raises hopes
that early use of neuron protective drugs may preserve axons). ðorr.rr.r"rrily,
the neuronal body loses its Nissl substance and the cytoplasm b".o*ã.
homogeneously eosinophilic (Duchen, lgg2). The myelin sheath at first looks
unaffected, but after several weeks, it begins to fragment, at first near the point
of injury and along the whole length of the frbre. The myelin changes its chemical
structure and becomes stainable by the Marchi stain; later there is a further
breakdown to simple lipids which can be stained by ordinary fat stains. Eventually
the entire neuron usually disappears. This process ofrelentless degeneration is
seen in the brain and also in the optic nerve and olfactory tract; it ùnderlies the
permanent neurological and opthalmological disabilities so often seen after CMF
traum¿. But some qualifrcations can be made. A neuron may survive a distal
axonal injury if its functional activity is maintained through a collateral branch
proximal to the point of injury A neuron deprived of its input will survive if its
functional activity is maintained by other inputs; it may eveì obtain more inputs
by the sprouting of new sJmapses from intaci neurons, ihough the signifrcanäe of
this process in clinical recovery is still uncertain.

The inflammatory response to brain injury is very different from what is
seen in other tissues. Polymorphs are seen in penetiating wounds but are
inconspicuous in closed brain injuries. Macrophages 

"pp"uiin large numbers
when there is necrotic neural tissue (Fig. 5.19D). some olih"*" macrõphages are
circulating monoc¡rtes from the circulating blood (Imamoto & Leblondìgzi), ana
some are thought to be mobilized microglial cells, though the evidence for this
metamorphosis is questionable. These celrs phagorytose the products of
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FIG. 5.19. Mìgrøtíng bullet. Military rifle bullet in the brain of a young child, hit øt
Iong range by ã random shot. in the occipitøl region. A. In the brow up position, the bullet
Iiei neøi the point of entry. B. In the brow down position, the bullet høs moued' forwørd
into the lateral uentrícle. Arrows point down.

degenerating myelin and other debris and soon become stuffed with lipid material.
Somewhat later, astrocJrtes respond to the injury: they multiply by mitosis as

early as 10 days after injury and lay down glial fibrils in the damaged areas. It is
probable that the activity of astrocytes is stimulated and regulated by growth
factors; Lipton (1989) has reviewed possible roles of these in promoting favourable
interactions between glial cells and injured neurons. Eventually, aft,er months
or years, the site of injury and the course of the degenerated fibre systems are
identifrable by an increased glial population as well as by absence of neurons
and their processes. Fibroblasts play little part in the reparative processes of
clean brain wounds, but appear in great numbers when an abscess forms: the
walls of chronic abscesses are densely collagenous. Fibroblasts are also active in
meningeal and meningocerebral scars.

Secondary complications of head injury
These include:

1. Intracranial haemorrhage - extradural, subdural and intracerebral

2. Brain swelling

3. Hypoxic brain damage

4. Arterial injury - traumatic thrombosis, false aneurysm formation and
carotid-cavernous fi stula

5. Infection - cerebral abscess, subdural abscess, pyogenic thrombophlebitis
and leptomeningitis; extradural abscess and cranial osteomyelitis are less

serious forms of infection

6. Obstructivehydrocephalus.

The clinical implications of these life-threatening complications are

discussed in Chapter 13. Here it is appropriate to review briefly their pathology
and to discuss to what extent general neuropathological descriptions apply to
the complications seen after the frontal impacts which cause CMF injuries.
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E xtr adural haemorrhag e

Extradural haematomas of clinical importance usually result from injury to a
meningeal artery. In our experience, a substantial minority of exîradural
haematomas are located in the frontal or subfrontal area. Most of these result
from off-centre frontal impacts. In our series of 866 cases of extradural
haematomas of all types (Jones et al 1g9B), ll. Vowere classed as frontal and the
percentage was higher in children (Molloy et al 1g90). Commonly, these frontal
haematomas result from tears of relatively small branches of the middle
meningeal artery, and are less rapid in onset, hence less serious, than temporal
or subtemporal extradural haematomas (Fig. 4.14).

Subdural høernorrhage

Subdural haematomas of clinical importance may result from injury to a bridging
cortical vein, or from bleeding related to a severe cerebral contusion. Subdural
haemorrhage is not especially common after frontal impacts, but can occur. The
presentation maybe acute or chronic; the chronic haematomas of elderlypersons
are rare as sequels of CMF injury (p.52Ð.

Intr acer eb ral hae mor rhag e

Intracerebral haematomas may complicate both closed and penetrating iñjuries.
Severe closed frontal impacts may cause deep frontal or basãl ganglionic arterial
bleeding; the striate arteries appear to be the usual roo".". Missile wounds
usually cause some intracerebral bleeding, and sometimes this is severe enough
to constitute a space-occupying lesion.
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Brq,in swelling

This is a common and often lethal complication of severe brain injury. Localized
swelling is a usual pathological concomitant of contusions. Diffuse hemispheric
brain swelling is a common complication of acute subdural haematomas; it may
also be seen in association with hyperacute extradural haemorrhage and around
missile tracks (Carey et al 1990). Under the light microscope, the white matter is
most obviously affected: myelin stains show pallor in the vicinity of a contusion,
and the myelin sheaths are seen to be swollen vacuolated and beaded (Miller &
Adams 1^992). However, the histopathological examination of brain swelling is
often uninformative, and the best understanding of this very important
complication has come from clinical and experimental studies.

Brain swelling may represent true oedema in the sense of extravascular
fluid collection, or vasodilation attributable to failure of autoregulation. North &
Reilly (1990) recognize several forms of cerebral oedema:

Vasogenic oedema, where a protein-rich transudate passes into the
extracellular space through a dysfunction ofthe blood-brain barrier in the cerebral
capillaries. This process is increased by increased intravascular pressure and/or
increased cerebral blood flow due to hy¡lercarbia or hyperpyrexia. It is the most
important form of post-traumatic oedema.

Cytotoxic oedema, where fluid accumulates within the cell bodies of
neurons, glial cells and endothelial cells, because of failure of cell membrane
mechanisms, as in anoxic or ischaemic states.

Hydrostatic oedema, where fluid transudes from the ventricles into the
periventricular white matter as a result of increased intraventricular pressure

- this is also called interstitial oedema. Hydrostatic oedema is also seen after
the evacuation ofa large intracranial clot, when increased intravascular pressure
is suddenly transmitted into an unprotected, possibly damaged, capillary bed.
H¡peremic vascular engorgement due to an increase in cerebral blood volume
may result from loss of the autoregulatory functions of the cerebral vasculature,
especially the arterioles. This is said to be especially common after head impacts
in children; the evidence for this is considered in Chapter 19.

Cerebral hypoxia

This is is a common complication of severe head injury and has many causes.

After CMF injuries, airway obstruction is often seen and may convert a recoverable
brain injury into irt'eversible brain damage. Arterial hypotension may occur after
a severe brain injury or as the result of blood loss from a maxillofacial wound;
this may impair cerebral tissue perfusion. Raised ICP may have the same effect.
The most obvious early microscopic sign of neuronal anoxia is loss of Nissl
substance and eosinophilic cytoplasmic change; later, neuronal outfall is seen,

typically in such vulnerable areas as the hippocampal cortex and the cerebellar
Purkinje cell layer.

Arterial injury

Injury of small cerebral arteries is a common effect of closed head injury, but
damage to larger arteries is relatively unusual. However, the internal carotid
artery is vulnerable in its cervical course and within the skull. In both sites, the
arterial injury may complicate the management of other CMF injuries. An impact
in the neck may crush the internal carotid artery in its extracranial course,
perhaps against the vertebral column. Giannotti & Gruen (1992) report an
association between displaced mandibular fracture and damage to the underlying
internal carotid artery; we have not seen this association, nor does it appear in
the large series of carotid injuries reviewed by Krajewski & Hertzer (1980), though
these authors mention a case associated with temporomandibular dislocation.
The internal carotid artery may also be stretched or even ruptured by violent
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hyperextension of the head, often a consequence of impact in the cMF area. In
both types ofarterial injury, the pathological frndings include a fracture ofthe
intima, possibly rupture of the media, and thrombosis. Occlusion of the artery,
or secondary embolism from the thrombosis, may cause cerebral infarction (Fig.
5.2L).

C ar otid - c a,u ernou s fi stula

The internal carotid artery may also be injured within the cavernous sinus, as a
result of a fracture ofthe skull base. The artery is fixed at its point ofentry into
the cavernous sinus, and also where it leaves the sinus anteriorly; it is susceptible
to shearing stresses between these points of frxation. Transverse fracturesàfthe
spheroid bone are especially likely to cause intracavernous arterial injury, and
the injured artery may rupture into the cavernous sinus. In some reporied cases,
there has been a rent in the anterior part of the artery within the sinus; in others,
the artery has been totally transected. Under these circumstances, there is a
high-flow leak of arterial blood into the cavernous sinus. When one of the small
intracavernous arterial branches of the artery is torn (p. 47), there may be a
low-flow leakage from both ends of the torn artery (parkinson 1965).

The pathological effects of a carotid-cavernous fistula can be dramatic.
The regional draining veins dilate under arterial pressure, and may rupture into
the nasal cavity or the subarachnoid space. This however is unusual; mìre often,
the arteriovenous frstula produces proptosis and other visual symptoms. The
visual effects of carotidcavernous fistulae include impaired extraocular muscle
action, hypoxic retinopathy and secondary glaucoma Jorgenson & Gutthoff 1gg5).
The flow dynamics and surgical management of these lesions are d.iscussed on p.
392.

Traumatic a,neurysrn

Penetrating wounds may easily injure large arteries, and traumatic aneurysms
may form at the site of the arterial wound. These are false aneurysms, and. have
been described after both missile and knife wounds (de villiers 1gz5).
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Cerebrq,l q.bscess

A suppurative infection may result from implantation of microbes in the brain
substance in a penetrating wound or by secondary spread from infection outside
the brain. Thrombophlebitis is a possible mechanism of spread from a local source
of injection, and haematogenous seeding can occur as a result of post-traumatic
septciaemia. Implanted foreign bodies are a well-attested cause of brain abscess
(Fig. 13.12).

The first response to cerebral infection is a migration of circulating
polymorphs into the brain; macrophages and lymphocytes are also mobilized
and an area of cerebritis develops, with necrosis of brain tissue. Macrophages
ingest the products of degeneration, especially þoid material. Continued bacterial
growth in the necrotic area and continued response by leukocytes generate pus.
Ifthe infection is contained, and does not spread or burst into the lateral ventricle,
gianulation tissue forms around the purulent cerebritis; frbroblasts appear,
presumably migrating from the adventitia of small blood vessels, and form a
collagenous abscess capsule. Astrocytes also lay down a frbrillary gliosis.

Brain abscesses resulting from externally compound skull fractures are
most often due to staphylococcal infection, but many other organisms have been
reported, including clostridia; brain abscesses complicating fractures of the skull
base may give more diverse microbial cultures (Table 5.2). The reported increase
in infections by gram-negative infections may result from prophylactic antibiotic
medication (Rish et al 1981).

Subdural øbscess

This form of intracranial suppuration, also known as subdural empyema, is rare
as a sequel of penetrating brain injury. It is an extremely dangerous infection,
spreading and pocketing over the surface of the cortex and often loculating
between the cerebral hemispheres in relation to the falx. Vasculitis may cause
infarction of the underlying cortex and sometimes this leads to survival with
devastating brain damage. The literature on post-traumatic subdural abscess is
too scanty to comment on the bacteriolory; in two cases of ours, a blunt frontal
impact of no great severitywas followed by aggressive extra and subdural infection
due to a multiplicity of organisms, suggesting pre-existing paranasal sinusitis
(p.3e0).

Extrq.dural oóscess

Extradural pyogenic infection is usually found in association with cranial
osteomyelitis (see above), and has also been seen as a sequel ofoperative repair
of compound frontal fractures (p. 372). The dura mater is a good barrier against
the spread of infection to the leptomeninges, and extradural infection is usually
far less serious than subdural infection.

Acute leptomeningitis

Bacterial meningitis is a frequent complication of fractures involving the
paranasal air sinuses. Table 5.2 gives the bacteriological frndings in 31 cases of
meningitis in a series of 238 cases of anterior fossa fractures treated by us. In
this series, the chief organism was Súrep. pneumoniae, and the infection was
often fulminating, though the overall mortality was low.

It cannot be too strongly emphasised that these infections can occur many
years after injury (Simpson et al 1990). Fractures involving the skull base may
never heal if a protrusion of brain has been driven into the fracture line. The
poor healing of fractures in the vicinity of the paranasal air sinuses is familiar to
neurosurgeons exploring the anterior fossa in cases of post-traumatic meningitis
and was well shown histologically in autopsy material by Linell & Robinson (1941),

but is often forgotten by persons who are reassured by the cessation ofa leak of
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TABLE 5.2

Meningitis ønd, brain a.bscess coïLplicating anterior fossq
frøctures (from Sim.pson et al 79eo)

Organism Meningitis
abscess

Meningitis
abscess

Cerebral

S tr ep toco c c us p ne urnoniae

Other streptococci

Neisseria meningitidis
Haemophílus infl,uenzae

Staphylococcus aureus

Streptococcus + Bacteroides

Pseudomonas spp.

Enterobacter

Mixed

Unknown
Total

22 (L died)

2

1

3

1

I

1 (died)

31

1

1

2

1

1

(died)1

5

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). In our series, the longest latent period between injury
and meningitis was 10 years, but we know of longer intervals.

C erebral thrombophlebitis and u enous sinus itis

These conditions are not often seen as complications of CMF injury; I(rayenbuhl
(1967) reported on a series of73 cases ofcerebral and venous sinus thrómboses
of all kinds, and in only three was trauma seen as an aetiological factor.
Nevertheless, pyogenic cortical thrombophlebitis is sometimes seen as a sequel
of post-traumatic extradural or subdural infection; it may lead to cerebral abscess
formation. Septic cavernous sinus thrombosis has been reported as a sequel of
infected facial wounds or posttraumatic infections of the ìthmoid or spireroid
sinuses, and also as a complication of facial surgery (p. Bg1);however,ãven in
the pre-antibiotic era, trauma does not appear to have been a frequent cause of
this deadly infection. It may be associated with meningitis and cerebral venous
infarction. Septic thrombosis of the superior sagittal ritror .ppu.rs to be even
rarer as a complication of cMF injury, though it may follow rrontal sinusitis; we
have seen thrombosis of this sinus in a case of deep fontal electric burn, but the
histology of the sinus suggested that the thrombosis was due to the burn rather
than to secondary infection (Fig. a7g).

Po st-traum,atic hy drocep halus

Obstructive hydrocephalus is sometimes seen after severe closed head injury. It
seems likely that the cause is blockage of CSF circulation by the b.eatdã*rt
products of traumatic bleeding into the ventricular system or the subarachnoid
space; the site of blockage is presumed to be the arachnoid villi, though
occasionally post-traumatic aqueduct obstruction is seen. Obstructive ventricular
dilatation must be distinguished from ventricular dilatation due to cerebral
atrophy.

Raised ICP o,nd internal cerebral displacements

These are life-threatening complications of many types of cMF injury. A mass
lesion complicating a frontal impact, whether acutele.g. an extradural clot) or
chronic (e.g. a frontal lobe abscess), may expand within the cranial cavity. A
small expanding mass is at frrst accommodated by two mechanisms: cSF is
displaced into the spinal canal, and venous blood is displaced from the cerebral
veins into the general extracranial circulation. When the mass exceeds a critical
volume, these compensatory displacements are insuffrcient and ICP rises. The
pathophysiolory of raised ICP has been reviewed by North & Reilly (1990).
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Severe and sustained elevation in ICP can impâir cerebral blood flow (CBF).
In any vascular bed, blood flow is dependent on the gradient between arterial
and venous pressures, and on the vascular resistance to flow. Since the cerebral
veins are thin-walled and collapsible, venous pressure and ICP are closely related:
in practice, sagittal sinus venous pressure is 1-2 mmHg lower than ICP. So the
relation can be expressed by the equation:

arterial pressure - ICP
CBF =

cerebrovascular resistance

Normally, total CBF is maintained at a fairly constant rate (about 50mV
100 g brain tissue/min) by variations in vascular resistance: these variations
express the ability ofthe cerebral arterioles to dilate or contract in response to
the local metobolic demands of the brain. This mechanism is termed
autoregulation. When ICP rises, autoregulation causes arteriolar dilatation, and
¡ì ' ) L1 :rl 
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perfusion. But if ICP reaches an exbrerlre heighL, or if auturegulation fails, then
the cerebral resistance vessels dilate passively and CBF falls, Experimental
studies suggest that neuronal activity ceases when CBF is than 12mV100g brain
tissue/min (Astrup 1985). With very high ICP, flow through the internal carotid
artery ceases altogether and this is a recognized sign ofbrain death (p. 231).

Often, the effects of post-traumatic mass lesions are; due to internal cerebral
displacements rather than to a: general elevation in ICP. The cranial cavity is
compartmented by the falx and the tentorium. An expanding haematoma or
locaÌized area of brain swelling may displace the cingular g¡rrus under the falx
(subfalcine herniation). More seriously, the medial temporal lobes may be
displaced through the tentorial hiatus (transtentorial herniation: Fig. 2.28). The
midbrain may be compressed and the quadrigeminal cistern may be obliterated

- a danger sign in the CT scan (p. 209). Laterally placed mass lesions
characteristically cause medial and downward displacement of the ipsilateral
temporal lobe, with compression of the ipsilateral third nerve and pupillary
paralysis, but the frontal haemorrhages and brain swelling more characteristic
of impacts in the CMF area are likely to cause symmetrical transtentorial
herniation. A rare but very serious effect oftranstentorial herniation is kinking
and occlusion ofone or both posterior cerebral arteries: this can result in bilateral
occipital infarction and cortical blindness. Tvvith more advanced downward
displacement, the vessels supplying the brainstem may be stretched: areas of
ischaemia and small haemorrhages may appear in the midbrain and pons. This
usually means that the process is clinically irreversible. For the pathologist, these
secondary effects of a mass lesion must be carefully distinguished from primary
brainstem haemorrhages which represent an element in diffuse vascular injury:
these haemorrhages are more likely to be in the dorsal tegmentum and in the
superior cerebellar peduncles. Finally, the expansion ofthe intracranial contents
may squeeze the cerebellar tonsils into the spinal canal: this is tonsillar herniation.

The Eye

Ocular i4juries

The globe of the eye may suffer primary damage from a penetrating agent (Fig.

5.22) or from blunt violence (Fig. 5.23); thc eye may also suffer secondary effects
of injury to some part of the visual apparatus, such as the aqueous drainage, the
blood supply of the retina or the blink mechanism and the lacrimal system. The
eye may also be injured by thermal energy, radiation, or chemical agents,
especially alkalis. The pathology of ocular trauma is well discussed by Iyer &
Rowland (1993).

The eye is unique in possessing a transparent optical pathwaywhich focuses

light on the light-sensitive photoreceptors in the retina, To maintain the
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FIG. 5.22. CorneøI lacerøtùon. A'. Composite diagrøm showing the effects of penetrøting
(sharp) traunTd, to the anterior segrnen¡: superfiliat non-perfóratiig, sheiuing ,orn"ãllaceration corneal lacerøtion witl iris aniprolapse
lea-díng to mø (i.e. blood, clot ín anterior chømber) and.subconjun in section.

laar

FrG. õ.23, Blunt traumø to posterior pote of the eye. composite d,iøgram showing
detachment of the iris from its insertion (diøIysis) with a d.istorted. puplt; blood in th"e
anterior chamber (hyphaema); catarøct formatíon in the lens.

transparency of this optical pathway the structures through which light travels
are predominantly avascular. The effects of injury and. also the effects of healing
processes will in most instances produce changes in the clarity of the optical
pathway or induce alterations in the lens system (cornea and crystalline lens).
The unique hypovascularity of the globe renders it excessiveiy sensitive to
infection and slows normal healing processes. Moreover, the globe is enclosed. in
a corneo-scleral skeletal envelope and is isolated by a physiological blood-ocular
barrier: it is thus relatively sequestered from the immune 

"""õtiotrr 
of the body

as a whole. The neural tissues of the retina and optic nerve have very little
reparative capacity: indeed the effects of injury and of healing on the ganglion
cell axons which form the optic nerve are as adverse as those ofthe brain.

The basic healing processes of coagulation, inflammation, proliferation of
frbrovascular tissue and surface cells and tissue remodelling occur in all sites of
the eye after injury. These processes are modifred in the avascular zones. Thus
there is little in the way of haemostasis around corneal wounds; however, the
composition of the aqueous in the anterior chamber undergoes secondary changes
after penetrating injury, developing a high protein content and frbrin clot, and
this, combined with the swelling of corneal stromal frbres, prevents excessive
leakage of aqueous.
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Cornea

The cornea can be damaged primarily from an impact or a burn, or secondarily
from injuries of the lids, conjunctive and limbal region. Distortion of the normal
lamellar arrangement of the collagen fibres in tÌre cornea produces scarring and
refractive changes such as astigmatism which may be progressive. Scarring in
the optical axis of the eye wiII produce reduced vision or glare and light
intolerance.

rWhen the cornea is lacerated epithelial cells are damaged for a variable
distance from the anterior aspect of the wound edge. Stromal keratocytes are
transected and endothelial cells are destroyed or dislodged from the posterior
aspect of the wound (Matsuda & Smelser 1973). The corneal epithelial layer can
regenerate itself by mitotic division and cell migration over the denuded part of
the cornea; regeneration is faster if the basement membrane is intact (Khodadaust
et al 1968). Undamaged epithelial cells aggregate and after a brief refractory
period migrate towards the wound edge (Buck 1979). The origin of these cells is
the limbal stem cell population; their migration is guided by the topographical
features of the epithelium and eyelids and by chemical messengers (Cameron et
al 1988). Limbal stem cells are of great importance in corneal epithelial healing;
ischaemia of the limbal region, often produced by alkali injury, is one of the most
important factors in predicting the outcome of such injuries. Corneal healing
will not be satisfactory if the limbal region is severely damaged,

The migration continues over exposed Bowman's membrane until the cells
meet the physical barrier of corneal stroma, frbrin clot or healthy endothelium.
When migration is complete, further mitotic cell division occurs and the corneal
epithelium is reconstituted. If Bowman's membrane is intact, this process leaves
no scar. If this membrane, which does not regenerate, is damaged, the epithelium
is restored, but there may be a corneal nebula in the injured area. Wounds of the
corneal stroma are repaired by fibroblastic proliferation. The corneal keratoc¡rtes
have a long refractory period: after several days the keratocytes repopulate the
wound area and begin producing new collagen which lacks the original sheathing.
The new collagen is not arranged in the highly organized fashion of undamaged
cornea and therefore does not provide complete clarity. The corneal endothelium
has little capacity to restore itself. Defects in the endothelial layer may be covered
by migration and stretching of the remaining cells. The migration extends over
Descemet's membrane as a monolayer of cells and mitosis is very limited,
Generally the endothelium regenerates and heals poorly and this may lead to
persistent corneal oedema. In future, agents such as EGF, TGFo and -p and
frbronectin may be used in promoting corneal healing (Schultz et aI 1992); zinc
and other trace metals as well as vitamins may also have a role in this. Perforating
wounds of the cornea may be complicated by prolapse of the contents of the globe,
forced out by the intraocular pressure: uveal tissue or the lens capsule may be

trapped in the corneal wound, and this will prevent healing (Fig' 5.24). The
prolapsed tissue may be welded to the cornea by granulation tissue invading the
cornea, or corneal epithelium may migrate through the wound into the anterior
chamber of the eye; if this invading epithelium obliterates the filtration angle of
the anterior chamber, then aqueous drainage is blocked and glaucoma is the
outcome. Penetrating wounds of the cornea may also lead to bacterial infection-
a corneal abscess or hypopyon. Blunt injury of the cornea may cause internal
damage to the endothelial layer, allowing aqueous to be forced into the corneal
strorna, which becomes hazy.

When the cornea has been signifrcantly damaged and there is distortion of
the usual lamellar collagen frbrils as well as disturbances of the limbal anatomy,
blood vessels grow into all layers of the cornea. These abnormal blood vessels

contribute to the healing process but naturally have an undesirable effect on

vision in that they increase the opacity of the cornea'
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FlG.6.24.Penetrq,t¿ng ticcleftinthecorneøinth¿l on
of iris tissue extend,s de js
intøct. H&8, x c. 35. B.Iris tissue, which contains much pigment, is applied, to the løcerated.
cotnea.. Descernet's membrane (a.rrow) shows no sigi of regeneration. H&8, x c. gJ.
C. Island of comcal epithelium in the corneøl tøcerøtiln, píesuú.øbly ø trøumøtic inclusion
cyst. H&8, x c. 165. By courtesy of Dr Premø lyer.
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Sclera

Perforation of the sclera heals well unless complicated by extrusion of uveal tissue;
healing involves the formation of vascular granulation from the choroid and/or
the episcleral layer, followed by scar formation. Blunt violence to the globe may
rupture the sclera, sometimes at the site of impact, sometimes elsewhere, perhaps
at the thin equator of the globe (n. 72), perhaps at the limbus. As a rule, the eye
is destroyed by an impact severe enough to cause scleral rupture. The sclera
heals mostly from the fibrovascular components of the episclera and uveal tract.

Iris and ciliary body

The iris may be damaged both by penetrating and non penetrating trauma (Figs
5.22 and 5.23). Bleeding results, and the red cells may sink to the lower part of
the anterior chamber as a compact mass or hyphema. This eventually absorbs,
but if the hyphaema is large the cornea may be stained. Bleeding into the aqueous
can lead to glaucoma, specially if the bleeding recurs.

Trauma to the iris may cause alterations in pigmentation and loss of the
posterior pigmented epithelial layer leading to a translucent iris. There may
also be alterations in the muscular structures of the iris producing irregularities
in the size and shape of the pupil. There may be functional changes in that the
pupil does not constrict normally to light (traumatic mydriasis). These changes,
although relatively minor, may affect vision by including optical aberrations and
by reducing the eye's tolerance of glare. Dialysis of the iris occurs if the iris is
torn from its root; generally this iÀ not of major clinical imporiance, though it
increases sensitivity to glare and occasionally causes diplopia. Traumatic
inflammatory responses may produce adhesions of the iris to the cornea or lens
(anterior or posterior synechiae), and also secondary glaucoma and cataract. In
severe contusive injuries the iris root and the anterior chamber angle may be
cleft, producing angle recession. The frbrous reparative tissue may then impede
aqueous outflow and produce secondary glaucoma.

Lens

In most instances, the lens responds to trauma by becoming opaque. This may be
as a result of direct injury to the lens or may be a secondary effect of forces such
as those of electrocution or shock waves, producing damage to the mitotically
active lens epithelium and perhaps inducing structural changes in the lens
proteins. The lens has little reparative capacity. A small perforation of the lens
capsule will heal, but a larger tear admits aqueous into the lens substance: the
lens frbres swell and usually fragment, and the lens becomes opaque. Blunt
violence may tear the attachments of the lens to the zonule; the lens may be
partially or totally dislocated.

Posterior segment trauma

The prognosis for posterior segment trauma is generally bad. Blindness frequently
results from frbrovascular and glial proliferation within the vitreous cavity,
causing retinal detachment and ciliary body damage leading to a blind hypotonic
eye.

Blunt injury to the globe causes deformation (Delori et al 1969) This can
lead to posterior pole and vitreous changes remote from the impact site (Fig.
5.25). This may be seen as retinal oedema or retinal tears. Vitreo-retinal traction
may cause retinal breaks, most commonly dialyses. Horseshoe tears may
occasionally be found, most frequently in the upper nasal quadrant. There may
also be mechanical fragmentation of the retina.

In contusion injuries of the posterior segment there is h¡peraemia and
dilatation of the choroidal vessels at the impact site, with infiltration of
polymorphonuclear leukocytes (Gregor & Ryan 1982); as in other inflammatory
reactions, macrophages later become the predominant cell type. Subretinal
haemorrhage may result from rupture of choroidal vessels; these may bleed into
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FIG. 5.25. Blunt trøumø to posterior segtnent. Cornposite diagram showing some of
the effects of blunt trauma as seen by ophthalmoscopy: ietinøt teals; a traumatic hote ii
the macula Aikely to cause loss of acuity and a central scotoma); a small blood. clot obscuring
a choroidal rupture through the møculop úllary bundle (tikety to cause centra.I uisuil
Ioss); retinal detach¡nent (diølysis; likely to cause flashes, floãters and. ø field. d.efect);
inferiorly a uitreous haemonhøge.

Hyphaema

the vitreous. Subretinal blood is replaced by fibrocellular membranes resulting
from proliferation of the retinal pigment epithelium. Intravitreal proliferation
may be stimulated by serum-derived proteins such as fibronectin, PDGF,
complement and interleukin-l. These substances are chemotactic for retinal
pigment epithelial cells, frbroblasts and glial cells (Campochiaro et al 1g84, Glaser
et al 1987).

when severe penetrating trauma produces gross tissue disruption or
expulsive choroidal haemorrhage, there is little potential for visual 

"ã"orr""y.Penetrating trauma involving the vitreous and the lens prod.uces cataract and
vitreous haemorrhage, with fibrovascular ingrowth into the vitreous which
produces membranes of a contractile nature. Ultrastructural studies have
revealed cells with the characteristics of myofibroblasts (p. 123) embedded in the
matrix of collagen-like frbrils within the vitreous at 2-6 weeks following injury
(Cleary et al 1980). These cells are contractile frbroblasts, which proliferÀte iroÅ
the pigmented and non-pigmented cells of the ciliary epithelium. They extend
into the vitreous cavity along the surface ofthe detached posterior vitreous.

By 4-6 weeks after the injury, multilayered epiretinal membranes occur
on the posterior retina; subretinal membranes may also occur. With these
membranes may be associated areas of subretinal haemorrhage and proliferation
of retinal pigment epithelium. The retina heals very poorly bui occasionally there
may be some visual recovery: this depends on the degree and severity of ietinal
damage and the persistence of haemorrhage and oedema, which- delay the
establishment of retinal layer continuity.

The contractile properties of intravitreal membranes are responsible for
the development of tractional retinal detachment. using microshãin gauges,
forces of 30-100 mg \Mere generated by these membranes (Kirmani & Ryan rgssl.

Secondary complications of eye i4juries
These include:

1. Raised intraocular pressure (glaucoma)

2. Infection

3. Sympatheticophthalmitis.

Raised intraoculør pressure

Secondary glaucoma may be due to direct damage to the anterior chamber angle
and trabecular meshwork with fibrovascular tissue distorting the normal aqueous
outflow channels and producing a rise in pressure. This may result from anterior
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FIG. 5.26. Post-trøutnøtic gløucornø, The optic disc is deeply cupped; the optíc nerue
sh.ows euidence of cttrophy. H8¿8, x 50. By courtesy Dr Prerna lyer.

chamber inflammatory reactions, debris from red blood cell breakdown, and
accumulations of inflammatory and phagocytic cells in the anterior chamber angle,
blocking the trabecular meshwork.

Raised intraocular pressure may also arise after lens rupture. Phakolytic
and phakoanaphylactic glaucoma and uveitis occur when the lens capsule has
been ruptured and cataract has formed, releasing lens proteins into the general
circulation. This complication was frrst described by Verhoeff (Shingleton et al
f 991); it is characterised by polymorphonuclear leukocytes, eosinophils and giant
cells in the presence of lens matter. Lens proteins normally enjoy an
immunologically sequestered position within the lens capsule: the inflammatory
reaction to released lens protein may block aqueous drainage through the
trabecular meshwork. Secondary glaucoma results in cupping of the optic disc
and thinning of the nerve frbres, which may go on to optic atrophy (Fig. 5.26).

Infection

Microbial infection may be implanted in the eye by a penetrating \Mound, especially
when a foreign body has been introduced. A wide range of organisms may be
responsible; since the eye is immunologically isolated, its antimicrobial defences
are not strong and even bacteria and fungi oflow virulence can establish a severe
endophthalmitis (p. 410). The infection may at first be localised, but is likely to
spread throughout the eye (panophthalmitis). There is hyperaemia of the uveal
tissues, with an effusion of leukocytes and serum; this tends to pool in the lower
part of the anterior chamber (hypopyon). The posterior chamber may also be

affected, and destruction of the retina may result.

S y mp athe tic op hthalmitis

This devastating complication of ocular injury can lead to complete blindness of
the uninjured as well as the injured eye. It is a delayed inflammatory reaction in
the uveal tract, usually seen some weeks after perforating injury of the iris,
ciliary body or lens capsule. The histological features were described long ago by
Fuchs (1905). The whole uveal tract, the choroid especially, is infrltrated by
lymphocytes, epithelioid cells and some giant cells the epithelioid and giant cells
may phagocytose pigment (Fig. 5.27). Eosinophils are also seen. Nodular
aggregations form on the inner surface of the choroid (Dalén-Fuchs nodules).
Lymphocytes form a mantle on the perforating posterior ciliary vessels and vortex
veins. Electron microscopy and immunohistological staining show that
Daién-Fuchs nodules are transformed retinal pigment epithelial cells (Jakobiec

et al 1983); mature nodules contain depigmented retinal epithelial cells,
histioc¡'tes and a few lymphocytes. As the disease advances, the immunological
and ultrastructural properties of the uveal infiltrate change, the helper/inducer
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FrG. 5.27. sympøthetíc ophthølmitis. The choroid. is expanded, by a diffuse
gra_nulomatous inflant'matory infiltrate containing lymphocytes, plot*ø celli, epitháiioid.
cells and multinucleate giant cells. H&8, x 50. B, couitesy-of D, pr"*o lyer'. '

subset of T lymphocytes being replaced by suppressor/cytotoxic cells (Kaplan et
al 1986).

The cellular infrltration spreads out into the extraocular tissues along
vascular and neural pathways. The inflammation goes on to diffuse atrophy anã
frbrosis of the choroid, gliotic destruction of the retina and finally cãmplete
disorganisation of the globe. The onset is insidious and the course is often
remittent.

Both the histopathological appearances and the results of animal
experimentation strongly suggest that sympathetic ophthalmitis is a cell-mediated
h54persensitivity response to antigens liberated by damaged uveal tissue. The
relatively normal lymphoid cell distribution in the peripheral blood suggests that
the condition is a localized and not a systemic disease (Müller-Hermelink et al
1984). The eye, as Medawar (1948) showed, is a privileged site, exempt from
many immune reactions; however, it is believed that ocular perforation allows
intraocular antigens to reach regional lymph nodes, inducing immunopathological
responses within the eye. This concept explains the absence of sympathetic
ophthalmitis after non-penetrating trauma, however severe, and aftei retinal
detachment or photocoagulation (Rao et al 1929).

Wacker et al (1975) have identified three distinct antigens: S and P antigens
from the retina and U from the membrane of Bruch in the choroid. It is now
believed that the P antigen is identical with the visual pigment rhodopsin.
Experimental studies in guinea-pigs have shown that as little as 5-10 pg of ihe s
antigen will produce a granulomatous panuveitis with histological features similar
to those of sympathetic ophthalmia. HLA A-11 antigens appear to be a genetic
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marker for increased susceptibilty to sympathetic ophthalmitis complicating
ocular perforation (Reynard et al 1983).

Corrreal grafts

Cadaver corneal allografts are widely used; because the Cornea is to a considerable
extent immumologically privileged, the risks of rejection are much less than with
other tissue allografts. Nevertheless, there are immunogenic cells in corneal
grafts, and if these come into contact with host cells then rejection is likely.
Previous corneal vascularization or infection may result in graft failure (Coster
& Williams 1989); when done for post-traumatic corneal opacities the risk of
rejection is not inconsiderable (p. 407).

Tissue Reactions to Foreign Material

Causes of implantation
Foreign material may be implanted by accident or surgical intention. Accidental
implantation is seen when earth, road material, wood, windscreen glass, bullets
or shell fragments are driven into the tissues. Such implants are often
contaminated with bacteria. Surgical implants, on which there is a vast literature
(see Kent & Misiek 1991), are used in many of the procedures discussed in this
book.

Histopathology

Unless wholly biocompatible, implanted foreign matter excites a cellular reaction
and a chronic inflammatory state may develop. It appears that the macrophage
is the chief cell mobilised in response to foreign material, followed by a fibroblastic
response. Macrophages can engulf small particles, but if the material is resistant
to enzymic dissolution, the macrophages beome less active as phagocytes, and
assume an epithelioid appearance. Multinucleated giant cells are characteristic
of a foreign body reaction (Fig. 5.24): they are formed by coalescence of
macrophages. Sometimes, a giant cell may contain a fragment of silica o some
other exogenous material. The histological picture may be complicated by
reactions to implanted microorganisms or by an immune response. The presence
of continuing low-grade microbial infection may attract polymorphs; lymphocybes
and plasma cells suggest an immune response. But the typical response to an
irritative foreign body is the macrophage-giant cell reaction; non-irritative foreign
bodies evoke a protective frbroblastic response and become encapsulated.

Accidental metallic implants

The materials often accidentally implanted include some which are extremely
irritative or even toxic.

Copper

Of the metals tikely to be implanted, copper-used as a jacket in some bullets (p.

114)-is probably the worst (Wigle 1992). Copper ions pass into the tissues and
form toxic salts; in the eye or the brain, this can cause severe neuronal destruction
(Sights & Bye 1970).

Lead

Lead salts may be toxic, but lead ln the tissues forms an oxide which is well
tolerated, and lead missiles are encapsulated by frbrous tissue without much
Iocal tissue damage (Fig. 5.18). In the past, shotgun pellets were made of lead,
and rare cases of systemic lead toxicity have been recorded when large numbers
of pellets are implanted (Stromberg 1990).
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FIG 5.28. Tissue rea.et¡ons to
infected and wos remoued.. The bi
membrøne encapsulating the plate; there i
contact with the plate. H&8, x c. 163. B.
because a. dermal sinus formed in one of the
integrated into the skull ønd bone had, grown over its ed,ges: biopsy of thin bone on the

H&8, x c, 82.

Iron

Iron salts are much less toxic, but iron and mild steel, used in shell casings,
corrode in the tissues and can cause a local inflammatory reaction. Iron fragments
in the eye may cause progressive retinal destruction (siderosis bulbi). Corrosion
is increased by electrolytic action, and this is especially seen when two dissimilar
metals are in proximity.

Surgical implants
These must be fully biocompatible. Tests for bio-compatibility begin with in vitro
chemical screening tests for cytotoxic agents, followed by tests in cell cultures
(Kent & Misiek (1991). Animal experimentation is then necessary before clinical
trials. Even when an implant material is approved, surgeons who re-explore the
tissues in the vicinity of an implant should obtain a biopsy if there is any zuspicion
of an unusual reaction, as ma¡rufacturing errors or adventitious contamination
can occur. A surgical implant should not excite a prolonged macrophage lgtant
cell response, and is usually encapsulated in collagenous fibrous tissue *ith u
smooth lining of flattened cells apposed to the implant surface. Fig. 5.2g shows
such appearances in biopsies from the vicinity of tantalum and titanium implants:
tantalum is now little used, but titanium is now employed in many cMF
procedures.
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The requirements for a surgical implant relate to its purpose, and go far
beyond biocompatibility: strength and other mechanical properties, ease of
sterilisation and handling in the theatre, colour, radiolucency, and cheapness
may all be relevant.

Pløstics ønd cerømics

Of the plastic materials used for implants in the CMF region, methyl methacrylate
polymer is reasonably well accepted by the tissues, but monomer left after the
process of polymerization can excite a strong reaction, often with a serous effi¡sion.
Silicone rubber is still less likely to evoke an adverse tissue response, though
over time calcifrcation may form over the implant, and occasionally materials
used in the preparation of the implant may be irritative. Polyethylenes have
been used in facial reconstruction for many years. Polyethylene implants evoke
a frbroblastic reaction and if the implant is porous, it will be invaded and frxed by
frbro-vas cul ar proliferation. Porous high-density polyethylene (Medpor@) is no'¡¡
widely used to replace aesthetic defrciencies in the facial shelcton, and oppcars
to be well tolerated (p. 563). Howevet, polyethylenes are not recommended as
load-bearing or protective implants.

Polybetrafluoroethylene (Teflon@) has been much used as an implant. It is
inert chemically and is well tolerated, though the initial tissue response is
inflammatory, with a giant cell reaction. Proplast@ is a porous bone-like composite,
in which polytetrafluoroethylene is the chief ingredient. In the original Proplast,
carbon frbres were used to give the mechanical properties of bone; in later variants,
aluminium hydroxide or hydroxyapatite has replaced the carbon fibre. When
implanted, Proplast evokes a cellular response and its pores are invaded by
granulation tissue; this is later replaced by frbrous tissue, or in favourable
situations by osteoid or in the case of Proplast-hydroxyapatite by mature bone.
Unfortunately, it has been found that Proplast@ Teflon@ may evoke a local
osteolytic reaction, and the use of this substance is now in question, especially in
a load-bearing structure (Feinerman & Piecuch 1993). Hydroxyapatite is the
chief mineral element in bone and has therefore obvious attractions; it is now
available for use in implants. Porous or dense ceramics of hydroxyapatite have
been used as bone substitutes in cranioplasty and for other purposes; their clinical
utility is at present uncertain. Coralline hydroxyapatite has proved satisfactory
in our hands as an orbital implant after enucleation of a blind eye, unless
Complicated by infection (p. 408).

Meta.ls

Many metals have been used as implants in the surgery Of the face and calvaria.
At present, the chief in use are 316L stainless steel, titanium and the
cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloy Vitallium. AII are well tolerated in clinical
practice. The Swiss AO/ASIF (p. 26) form of 316L steel typically contains 62.5Vo

iron, 17.6Vo chromium, L4.5Vo nickel, 2.8Vo molybdenum and minor amounts of
other elements (Disegi 1992). This steel is paramagnetic and does not move or
become heated in the course of MRI; however, it is dense in X-ray images, as is
Vitallium. Both the 316L stainless steel and Vitallium resist corrosion by forming
a protective surface frlm of chromium oxide. Titanium has been used by us for
some 30 years chiefly because it is relatively radiolucent (Simpson 1965); it is
very well accepted by the tissues. In modern CMF surgery, titanium is used as

mesh, plates, miniplates, screlvs and neurosurgical haemostatic clips. When
implanted, a film of titanium dioxide forms over the surface of the rnetal and this
makes the implant very resistant to corrosion. Usually titanium implants are
encapsulated in frbrous tissue, with very little inflammatory reaction. Pigmented
masses of titanium dioxide are sometimes seen in the tissues near an implant,
but at present there is nothing to suggest that these are irritative or otherwise
detrimental (Rosenberg et al 1993). In favourable conditions, bone grows over
the implant and may incorporate it. This integration of bone and titanium has
been seen with titanium cranioplasty plates (Fig. 5.28), and is the basis for the
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use of titanium in osseo-integrated Implants to support external prostheses (p.
637). For some purposes titanium is too soft, but titanium-aluminum-vanadium
alloys are harder and are said to be as well tolerated.

Even metals or metallic alloys showing good biocompatibility will corrode
ifsubjected to continued abrasion, as injoint prostheses. Corrosion is also likely
if the implant is in proximity to a dissimilar metal: this can happen when a
surgeon ignorantly places a dissimilar screlv in an implanted plate, but it may
also occur if a piece of a dissimilar tool is broken off or cold-welded on the surfacL
of the implant. We have advised the use of titanium-tipped screwd.rivers to
minimize this risk (Simpson 1965).

Concern must arise at the possibility of a carcinogenic reaction to a surgical
implant, especially in children. Altobelli (1992) cites ll reported cases of malignant
tumours arising in relation to metallic implants, most of which contained.
chromium. chromates and chromium alloys, and also nickel, have shown
carcinogenicity in animal experiments. Friedman & Vernon (1ggg) have reported
a case of oral squamous-cell carcinoma developing in relation to a mandibular
staple supposedly made of titanium-aluminium-vanadium alloy, but this \Mas a
permucosal implant associated with much local irritation; so far it seems that no
case associated with commercially pure titanium has been reported.
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Emergency Management

R. M. Edwards, D. J. David
Contributing authors:J. Tomich, M. H. Moore

lntroduction

craniomaxillary (cMF) injury may be an immediate threat to life. Impacts on
the face may completely close the airway at the time of the accidãnt; the
obstruction may be due to shattering of the facial skeleton, or to dislodged
dentures, or to collapse of the mandibular arch and retroposition of the tongìre.
Obstruction may appear after an interval of a few hou"r, ur in¡rr."d tissues swell
or burns blister. The resulting hypoxia and h¡percarbia may affect the brain,
causing confusion and even coma, or worsening in the effects of an associated
brain injury.

severe cMF injuries, especially facial wounds caused by missiles, flây
bleed, causing h¡rovolaemic shock and hypotension-another threat to brain
function. Associated. brain injuries may be life-threatening in themselves, by
causing depression in the vital protective reflexe., 

".p""i"lly the cough anä
swallow reflexes. Blood and vomit may be inhaled, and this also promotes hypoxia;
massive aspiration of blood is a common frnding in cases of mãxilofaciaiin¡ury
found dead at the accident site (Arajärvi et al 1996).

cMF injuries are often associated with injuries elsewhere in the body,
which may cause hypotension and other disorders of cardiorespiratory function.
Major chest injuries were present in 396 (37Vo) of 1159 fatal heai injuries studied
by Selecki et al (1981).

All patients with severe CMF trauma need. careful cardiovascular,
respiratory and cerebral monitoring, Any degree of airway obstruction, hSpoxia
or hypercarbia is unacceptable, and must be relieved. To aãhieve this, therã must
be appropriate emergency care at all stages from the accident site to the intensive
care unit. This means skilled staff in an organised trauma service, and every
community must accept the need for a trauma service appropriate to its
demographic and economic circumstances.

Life Support

First aid at the accident site
Hossack (L972), on the basis of autopsy frndings, thought that up to |vo of all
road trauma deaths in Australia \ryere due to asphyxia and might have been
prevented had someone with basic frrst aid skills been present at the road side.
In England, Hoffman (1982) studied 844 road deaths, half of which were at the
accident site; at autopsy there was inhaled blood in many, especially in cases of
skull base fracture or maxillofacial trauma, and in g.Bvothisãppeared to be the
chief or sole cause of death. However, Ottoson (1985) studied a similar series of
158 fatalities, and doubted whether the number of preventable deaths was really
signifrcant. Whatever the percentage of preventable trauma deaths, there is nä
doubt that good frrst aid is desirable, and Canadian experience has shown that
intensive community training in frrst aid has benefits in accident prevention as
well as in better injury control (Hunt rg77).In some countries, notatty Germany,
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basic frrst aid training has been a prerequisite for a driving licence, but it has

been questioned whether this is effective (Scbneider & Schneider 1987) and an

offrcial German survey in L980 suggested that only 187¿ of those holding driving
Iicences felt confrdent to give frrst aid alone.

The frrst aider should be able:

1. To open the mouth and remove airway obstruction by dentures or other
impacting body

2. To control external haemorrhage by local pressure

3. To place the victim in the lateral position to promote drainage of oral
secretions or blood and to allow injured tissues to fall forward by gravity,
thus opening the airway

4. To assess other injuries and to provide expired air (mouth-to-mouth)
ventilation if necessary and possible: in some cMF injuries, the mouth
and nose are completely disrupted

5. To arrange transport to a medical centre able to treat trauma.

These basic skills need to be taught in relation to CMF injuries as well as

to other types of injury. To open the mouth and clear the airway without
hy¡lerextending the neck, two manoeuvres are useful: jaw thrust and chin lift. In
the frrst, the mandible is thrust forward by pushing the angles on both sides

from behind with the forefrngers. In the second, the chin is lifted by grasping the
symphysis menti with thumb and frnger ßig. 8.1). First aid teachers should
pr"p"r" the class for the shock of feeling a shattered mandible. Control of
haemorrhage is to be done with gentleness in facial wounds, and still more so in
scalp wounds with an underlying depressed skull fracture; the use of a spring
pupèr clip to control scalp bleeding can be demonstrated. The value of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation should be taught, and the frrst aider should be

*u6"ã of the problems arising if there is massive facial trauma. The use of the
Iateral or semiprone position may be life-saving in some facial fractures, especially
if the tongue has lost its mandibular support.

Advanced life support at the accident site and in the ambulance

Good first aid will allow some accident victims to survive the journey to hospital
and to arrive in better condition. However, more advanced forms of life support
may be needed to deal with the airway obstruction and bleeding often seen in
CMF injuries, especially missile injuries of the face and neck. Dndotracheal
intubation, venous cannulation and cricothyroidotomy or tracheostomy may be

life-saving. These procedures may be carried out by a skilled paramedic or by a
medical specialist.

In the USA, inspired bywartime experience, paramedic services have been

developed to a high standard in many regions. Reines et al (1988) studied the
management of multisystem trauma in urban and rural South Carolina: they
found that paramedics were present at the accident scene in 93Vo of urban cases

and,807o ofrural cases. Life supportive procedures were not always successful:

failure was recorde d in 33Vo of attempts at endotracheal intubation and in l2Vo

of attempts at intravenous cannulation. Nevertheless, the authors concluded that
advanced life support administered by paramedics had been benefrcial in some

85Vo of cases. In Germany, great emphasis has been placed on hospital-based
medical retrieval teams brought to the accident site by helicopter or road
ambulance at the request of the police or local ambulance service; Tscherne et al
( 1990) give a good account of this impressive system, which has been compared

favouraÍly with a similar US paramedic retrieval service (Schmidt et al 1992).

Medical retrieval teams have obvious merits, and are used selectively in our
practice. However, medically staffed teams are relatively expensive, and in rural
ãccidents they are likely to arrive to the accident scene later than a locally
deployed ambulance. rWe have often combined both systems: initial management
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A
FIG. 8.1. Airwøy control in ure. A 26-year-old, man was foundunconscious beside his crashed c al fracturei and, required.ja* ,ippor}
at the øccident site to maintain t ti¡t. ø.,1o* thrust.

is begun by a rural ambulance team which is joined at the site, or on the road, by
the hospital-based retrieval team.

The level of advanced skills that can be developed by an ambulance service
depends on the population density and geography of the region, and. on its
resources ofhealth personnel. A paramedic who rarely cannulates a vein or passes
an endotracheal tube should not be expected to give these services to a patient
who is shocked and asphyxiated from facial injuries. The paramedic, who works
in a populous North American urban area is more likely to be able to maintain
these skills than is possible in a country such as Australìa, where about half the
major trauma occurs in isolated, thinly settled country areas: yet it is especially
in places remote from a trauma centre that lives may be 

"urr"á 
by good iri-ury

care. Throughout the world, ambulance services are having to decide wnìther tã
train their offlrcers to 'Ioad and go', after only basic frrst aid,ir to provide training
in more complex skills in immediate resuscitation, or to rely on medically staffeã
retrieval teams. The debate is sometimes acrimonious, especially whenit raises
issues of status and payment. Medical trauma experts shãuld wôrk closely with
ambulance services to produce protocols, both logistic and tech¡ical, thât are
appropriate for their localities. Their patients will benefrt.

The emergency physician, the flight nurse and the rural medical
practitioner need to gain wisdom from experience and skill from practice in
procedures. Special courses in Advanced Life Support (ATLS) were introduced
by the American College of Surgeons in 1978, 

"nã 
huu" been very successful in

many countries, including Australia; however, they have obvious limitations,
and the skills they impart can be lost with the passage of time.

Resuscitation

Accident site airway control must succeed quickly to be justifrable. Endotracheal
intubation is not easy at the roadside, or even in an ambulance, and unsuccessful
attempts to intubate may leave the victim's airway in worse state, as well causing
possibly lethal delay. Similarly, futile attempts at intravenous cannulation can
be detrimental. Nevertheless, blood volume restoration before and during
transport to hospital may be life-saving. The medical retrieval team can undertakã
this and in our practice often does; in situations where a retrieval team cannot
be provided, a skilled paramedic may have an important role.

Fluid volume replacement

There has been much controversy over the relative merits Of crystalloids and
colloid solutions in emergency resuscitation after trauma (ShoLmaker 1g76,
Lamke & Liljedah 1978, Kox & Gamble 1988). Reviewing the literature, Fischer
(1989) has concluded that this controversy is unlikely corné to a decisive resolution,
and that traumatologists should be skilled in using both types of fluid replacemeni
according to circumstances. We favour the use of colloids - gelatin (Hâemaccel),
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dextran 70 (Macrodex), or SVonormalserum albumen. In experimental animals,
haemodilution with colloid solutions is tolerated to a haemoglobin level as low as

4.0g/dl (Takaori & Safar 1966)

In the emergency situation, the primary need is to restore and to maintain
the volume of the intravascular compartment. Colloids remain in the intravascular
compartment, whereas sodium is rapidly distributed throughout the extracellular
fluid because the sodium pump mechanism effectively pumps sodium ions out of
cells. Crystalloid solutions such as normal saline and Hartmann's solution expand

the intracellular fluid space; only one-third remains within the intravascular
compartment. Hypertonic saline solutions (3Vo or 7.5Vo) arc more effective in
expãnding the intravascular space, because they drag water from the
extravascular space, giving an expansion greater than the volume of the infusion
(Holcroft et al 1987).

Those iluiris whose isotonicity <iepends whoily or partiy on dextrose have
no place in blood volume expansion; dextrose is rapidly rne[aL¡olised, Ieaving
only the water infused.

We believe that large volumes of crystalloids are best avoided in patients

with a tend.ency to pulmonary oedema or with a head injury. Admittedly, blood

volume expansion by as much as three times the intravascular defrcit by infusion
of crystalloid solutions is tolerated by young patients. However, the large volume
of fluid passing into the extravascular compartment affects both the lung and

the brain. In those patients, especially the elderly, in whom the left ventricle is

failing as a pump, pulmonary venous pressure will rise and more fluid will be

sequeitered in the lung. Pulmonary capillaries may have been damaged by
aspiration of acid gastric contents or by direct contusion, or latel as part of
multisystem organ failure. Water, electrolytes, fibrin and even red cells may
pass into the pulmonary interstitial space and eventually flood the alveoli. A
sticky conglomerate resembling treacle frlls the alveoli, and surfactant production
may fail résdting in hypoxia and microatelectasis. An increase in the interstitial
and intracellular water content is also undesirable in head injuries at risk of
cerebral oedema.

These issues should be clearþunderstood and a simple plan of management
should be formulated; in emergency resuscitation, whether at the accident site

or in hospital, there is no time for debate. Our preference is to use colloids, in the
form of |Vo tirormal serum albumin (sodium 140 mmoL/I, chloride 125 mmol,/l) or

Haemaccel if available; if these are not at hand, crystalloids (normal saline or
Hartmann's solution) are used. Haemodilution to 7 gldl is quite acceptable.
Hypertonic saline solution may be a good alternative, especially when there is
likely to be a swollen brain. We prefer to replace losses of > 2OVo of the blood

volume with whole blood as soon as possible'

If haemorrhage is massive, transfusion with unmatched blood may be

required during transport. Ideally, O Rh- blood should be used; however, if this
is not available, O Rh+ blood can be used with little increased risk. Some 507o of
unimmunized Rh- individuals will develop anti-Rh antibodies if transfused with
Rh+ blood, though this is less likely to happen when the transfusion reaches

wash-out magnitude; the risk of later problems in transfusion and in pregnancy

must be balanced against the immediate risk of death from exsanguination. But
if possible, blood transfusion with whole blood or packed cells is done later after
full matching of blood from donors appropriately screened for viral infection.

Monitoring of the circulatory, respiratory and neurological functio¡5 (p. 160)

is begun at the accident site; the results are recorded and re-evaluated at appropriate

intÑals. In battle, and after civilian disasters, the accurate recording of such data

is especially vital, so that deterioration may be evident to anyone seeing the injured
person for the first time at a later stage in management (Fig' 8'2)'
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The role of the peripheral hospital
Severe CMF trauma needs the facilities of a trauma centre able to give defrnitive
care for all the effects and complications of the injury; intensive care and
neurosurgical services, CT scanning and specialized oral - faciomaxillary care
are usually essential. When the accident victim cannot be admitted quickly to
such a centre, there are important roles for the less well equipped hospiial which
is nearer to the accident site. Such hospitals should be prepared to pròvide blood
volume replacement, surgical procedures to arrest haemorrhage, correction of
airway obstruction, chest drainage and splinting of fractures. These procedures
can be carried out during a short stop in the Accident and Emerg"tr"y D"p"rtment
or even in the ambulance; patients with spinal injuries should be moved as little
as possible. However, in country hospitals several hundred kilometres away from
the trauma centre, a more prolonged admission may be wise, to allow fuller
assessment and stabilisation. This is especially prudent when the injured person
is unconscious from a head injury: a period of observation may deìect a
life-threatening condition such as an extradural haemorrhage or a ruptured
abdominal viscus. In all circumstances, there should be telephotr" .on.rrlt"tiort
between the peripheral hospital and the trauma centre, *hi.h should have a
skilled specialist in intensive care and a neurosurgeon available for such
consultations at shortnotice (Simpson et aI 1988), There should also be atransport
system able to get the injured person to the trauma centre as quickly and safely
as possible: this may be by road ambulance, helicopter or fixed-wing aircraft.

Inevitably, the quality of trauma management in a peripheral hospital
does not always reach the level attainable in a major trauma centre. In a
prospective audit of 153 cases of severe neurotrauma referred to Adelaide from
country hospitals, Simpson et al (1984) found defrciencies in management in 11
patients; these were chiefly in dealing with cardiopulmonary emergencies.
Nevertheless, in Australia and in countries with similar demographic problems
(Nordström et al 1989), peripheral hospitals are essential components in regional
trauma services. Indeed, in countries where climatic or economic conditions rnake
air transport less readily available, the role of the peripheral hospital may be
more ambitious, and may include definitive management of a largér p"oportiol
of CMF injuries.

Transport to the trauma centre
In the choice of transport, one must carefully weigh the needs of the injured
person against the hazards and costs of transport. While it is useful to have
agreed guidelines, it is also important to ensure that there is good, communication
between the intensivist or surgeon in them trauma centre, the ambulance or air
service providing transport, and the medical officer caring for the patient in the
peripheral hospital or at the accident site.

Road ambulances are cheap, safe, and capacious. Nevertheless, air
transport is often the best way ofbringing an injured person to the appropriate
trauma centre with speed and-when this is necessary-under inteniive care.
Helicopters have been used with great success in war, and in populous urban
areas where road transport is slow and uncertain; they are invaluablã in mountain
terrain and at sea (Liskiewicz lgg2). We have employed helicopters both for
primary transport from the accident site, and more frequently for secondary
transfer from a peripheral hospital. However, helicopters are expensive and the
accident rate is not inconsiderable, especially when pilots 

""e 
lrtrd". pressure to

extricate a critically injured person from a diffrcult place. It is our practice to use
road transport in the metropolitan area and for non-urgent transport in the
country; helicopters have been used for urgent retrieval in a radius oi about 50-
200 km' In countries with severe urban congestion, helicopter retrieval is used
over much shorter ranges. The single-engined helicopters formerly used were
cramped, and unsuitable for in-flight intensive care; larger helicopters with a
longer range have been available in recent years. we have found the Belt 412
helicopter very suitable for our purposes.
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Fixed-wing air ambulances frnd an invaluable role in secondary transfer
between the peripheral hospital and the trauma centre over long distances;they
are also used in international transfers, when a severely injured person is sent
to another country for specialist care or to return to hisflrer place of origin. We
have routinely used twin-engined turbopropeller-driven aeroplanes with
pressurized cabins for distances in excess of 200 km in cases of head injury
requiring intensive care in transit (Simpson al 1988); the aircraft at present in
service are Beechcraft 8200 Kingairs, with a usual gTound speed of -400 km/h.
Over distances > 1500 km, economic considerations may favour the use of a
commercial air liner. To transport an unconscious patient needing ventilation,
we have deployed a team of one medical specialist and two expert nurses; this
necessitated the use of 15 seats, but a chartered jet would have been more
expensive. The need for very long range intercontinental transport is unusual,
but sometimes does arise when highly specialised treatment is required, or where
the injury occurred in some remote place isolated by geography or politico-military
events (Spittal et al 1992). Dedicated long-range jet aircraft are ideal for such
purposes, and are being used in several parts of the world. We now employ a
twinjet Bae 800 for transport over long distances in Australia; this aircraft has a
speed of -800 km/tr and for distances > 1500 km it is our preferred means of
transport J. E. Gilligan, personal communication).

If air transport is to be used to retrieve critically injured patients it is
important that the retrieval team have appropriate training and equipment.
Gilligan (1990), who has been a pioneer in organizing and operating aeromedical
services in our region, has emphasised the importance of stabilising the injured
person's physiological state before transport by air, He has listed the ideal
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requisites for any modality of transport of a severely injured person:

1. Physical safety; flying conditions or enemy action may affect this
requirement

2. No abrupt movement in any axis

3. Sufficient space, with an attendant at the head end

4. Adequate supply of gases for life support and energy for the delivery
systems: nickel-cadmium batteries are favoured, but must be kept charged

5. Easy embarkation and disembarkation of the injured person

6. Adequate lighting and internal climate control, including cabin
pressurisation: even in so-called pressurized aircraft, the cabin pressure
may be equivalent to 2000-2500 m altitude, and in some circumstances
low-level flight may be requested, at the cost of a bumpy flight

7. Tolerable noise and vibration

8. Flying speed appropriate to the degree of medical urgency

9. Minimal secondary transport (e.g. transport by road to or from the airfreld)
10. Good communications with the sending and receiving medical centres.

Ideally, the aircraft should be equipped as a mobile intensive care unit; a
commercial plane temporarily adapted to transport an injured person is a poor
substitute. Even when good in-flight facilities are available, it is best to perform
procedures such as endotracheal incubation and intravenous cannulation b"for"
leaving the primary hospital. In our air ambulances, the cabins have full facilities
for in-flight resuscitation and ventilation, including blood gas analysis,
capnography, and oximetry. Arterial and intracranial manometry can be done,
using lightweight battery-operated display systems.

Flying to higher altitudes entails lower atmospheric pressure. An eye with
a penetrating wound must be presumed to contain air, and in accordance with
Boyle's Law this air will expand if atmospheric pressure falls. Since the inelastic
eye cannot expand, the intraocular pressure will rise; in the presence of a
perforating wound, the increased pressure will force intraoculãr contents-
aqueous' iris, lens, vitreous - out through the wound (Fig. g.BA,B). when
atmospheric pressure rises again, as when the plane comes dìwn, the eye will
collapse; blindness is the likely outcome. This lesson was first learned in the
Korean War (1950-1951); it has been confirmed by primate experiments (Dieckert
et al 1986). It is now recommended that penetrating wo.rtrdr of the eye should
not be exposed to atmospheric pressure at altitudes >650 m, from fear ofiromoting
prolapse of intraocular contents. For penetrating eye wounds, it is wise to avoiã
low cabin pressures and to maintain cerebral oxygenation in flight with a high
flow mask; vomiting should be prevented with an anti-emetic and the eyes shou-ld
be padded (Colvin 1981). It is also considered that intracranial air could expand
in a detrimental way at low environmental pressures; routine skull radiogräphy
befoie flight should exclude this risk, but it is again wise to keep cabin prÃsures
at sea level during flight ifan aerocele is a real possibility. Thã aircrait used by
us permit this.

Other possible effects of high altitude flight in an unpressurized aircraft
include expansion ofthe cuffofan endotracheal tube and aõcelerated flow from
an intravenous line, due to expansion of gas in the drip chamber.

Emergency room

This may give the frrst opportunity to perform the head-to-toe examination
described on p. 160, and to take a detailed history. It is often the place where
defrnitive measures to support life are undertaken.
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SEA LEVEL HIGHER ALÎTUDE
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Stab wound Exlruslon ol oillar ærìteris

AB
FIG. 8.3. Air in the eyeball: the effect of high øltítud'e flying. A. A penetrating
wound of the globe has admitted a bubble of air into the posterior charnber. B. At low
atm.ospheric pressure, the bubble expønds, forcing vitreous ønd other intraocular contents
out of the eye.

Assessing the airway
TWo dangerous associated injuries should be carefully looked for.

Fracture of the lørynx

This contraindicates an attempt to pass an endotracheal tube (Schaefer 1991).
The signs are:

. hoarseness and stridor

. local bruising and swelling

. Ioss of the normal laryngeal prominence

. haemoptysis

. surgical oedema

. inability to voice a high'E'.

Attempts to pass an endotracheal tube may produce complete disruption of the
larynx and airway obstruction from dissection into the tissues of the neck by the
tube; even in the absence of airway obstruction, the delicate components of the
larynx may be damaged. Cricothyroidotomy may have similar dangers, and
tracheostomy under local anaesthesia should be considered (Nahum 1969).

Spinal injury

Afracture or dislocation of the cervical spine maybe associatedwith CMF trauma,
and attempts to secure the airway may then endanger the spinal cord. Injury to
the vertebral column should be assumed until excluded by radiographs, and the
neck is immobilized in all unconscious trauma victims. Therefore, if it is at all
possible, a lateral X-ray picture ofthe neck should be taken before endotracheal
intubation is attempted. The emergency room should have an overhead X-ray
machine for this purpose. However, in cases of CMF injury, airway obstruction
is common and cervical spinal injury is not so common, and fear of quadriplegica
should not cause delay in clearing the airway if the patient is asphyxiating. Ross

et at (1992) found that the chief clinical indicators of an unstable cervical spinal
injury are loss of consciousness -even if brief-from head injury, spinal
tenderness, and ofcourse neurological signs; fracture or soft-tissue injury ofthe
face did not appear to be a signifrcant warning sign.

In assessing the X-ray picture (Fig. 7.2), care is needed to ensure that all
seven cervical vertebrae are seen. In the ATLS (1993) manual, the following
guidelines are given to identify signifrcant abnormalities.

.{__r_
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A. Alignment

1. Vertebral malalignment > 3.0 mm = dislocation

2. Anteroposterior spinal canal space < 13 mm = cord compression

3. Angulation ofan intervertebral space > 11'

B Bones

1. Vertebral body

a" Anterior height < 3 mm posterior height = compression fracture

b. Olique lucency = tear-drop fracture

2. Lack of parallel facets of the lateral mass = possible lateral compression
fracture

3. Lucency through the tip ofthe spinous process = avulsion fracture
4. Atlas and axis (C1 and C2)

a. Distance between posterior aspect of c 1 to anterior surface of
odontoid process > 3 mm = dislocation

b. Lucency through the odontoid process = fracture.

C Soft-tissue space

1. widening of the prevertebral space > 5 mm = haemorrhage accompanying
spinal injury

2. Loss of prevertebral fat stripe = fracture at same level
3. Widening of space between spinous processes = torn interspinous ligaments

and likely spinal fracture anteriorly.

These guidelines are not absolute indicators of trauma and the X-ray frndings
should be discussed with a radiologist. In a recent prospective study of45g ."rã.
of fractures and subluxations of the cervical spine, Woodring & Lee (1gg3) found
that6lVo of unstable fractures andS6Vo of subluxations were incorrectly diagnosed
by plain x-ray examination; indeed, in nearly one third, no abnormaliãy was
detected in the standard sequence of plain frlms.

Securing the airway
Diffrculties may arise from:

1. Swollen lips, tongue or floor of the mouth

2. Disruption of teeth andTor jaws

3. continuing local bleeding, especially interstitial bleeding in the neck - a
very dangerous complication of a coagulopathy (Fig. 20.a)

4. Disruption ofanterior cranial fossa

5. Trismus.

Trismus due to pain mayrelax after anaesthesia has been induced, but when the
cause is a fracture of the mandibular condyle, the coronoid process, or the zygoma,
then it may be impossible to open the jaw. one cannot always predict whlther
trismus wiII relax or not. Combinations of these injuries will increase the
diffrculties: swelling of the tongue and floor of mouth, a comminuted maxilla,
gaps in the teeth, and an intact mandible make a particularly bad combination.
Several methods of securing the airway are worth consid.eration in such situations.

Intubation without anaesthe sia-'s¡1¡ sþs' intubation

The patient may be unconscious from a cerebral injury; if not, light sedation may
be given. Lar¡mgoscopy allows damaged tissues to be lifted awayfrom the larynx
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and posterior wall of the phar¡rnx, after which intubation is often surprisingly
easy. Topical anaesthetic may be applied to the larynx; alternatively, laryngoscopy
may show that it is in fact safe to induce anaesthesia with thiopentone and a
muscle relaxant (suxamethonium) and intubate thereafter.

Intubo,tion under thiopentone ønd muscle reløxation

This is comfortable for the patient and gives the endoscopist the best possible
conditions, But what if a tube cannot be passed? Still worse, what if the paralyscd
patient cannot be ventilated? This situq,tion must and cøn be auoided.

Pivotal in our thinking has been the case of a l2-yearold lad who was
accidentally shot in the mouth with a .22 ín. bullet, some 300 km from Adelaide.
Teeth were shattered, the hard palate and the mandible were fractured and the
tongue was lacerated. However, the boy was initially alert and remained so during
transfer to our care by air. When he arri.¡ed in the operating theatre 8h after
injury, his airway was compromised by gross swelling. It was decided to perform
a tracheostomy under general anaesthesia, with gas induction. However, when
placed in the supine position-he had been sitting up- the boy became distressed
and uncontrollable. The options were considered and the boy was given pentothal
and suxamethonium, but his tongue \Mas so swollen that the lar¡mx could not be

seen, and an endotracheal tube was passed blindly. The surgeon then opened the
neck, but met with brisk bleeding and signs of asphyxia; the cervical tissues
were so swollen that the trachea and the larynx could not be located. The
endotracheal tube was felt by palpation, and opened: it proved to be in the
oesophagus! By the time the trachea was located and a tracheostomy performed,
severe hypoxic brain damage had supervened, and the boy later died. From this
case, and others, we have learned the importance of early incubation, before
Iocal swelling has developed. But this may not be possible.

Gaseous induction

If the patient can be successfuþ anaesthetised with O, and halothane, the airway
can be inspected, and intubation can be accomplished with or without a muscle
relaxant. But if the patient is bleeding profusely, or vomiting, gaseous induction
may be diffrcult or impossible. If there is gross disruption of the face, it may not
be possible to contain the gas within the face mask. Moreover, in patients with
severely compromised airways, complete obstruction may appear when light
anaesthesia is induced.

F ib r e op tic intub o.tion

It takes only a spot of blood to blind the frbrescope. The instrument is therefore
unreliable in acute CMF trauma, though useful later when bleeding is absent.

Tracheostomy under local a.nøesthesia

This is sometimes regarded as a usefuI option, and we have done this with success

when unwillingly disturb and massive foreign body impaling the face in the region
of the temporomandibular joint (Fig. la.1). But what if an already compromised
airway becomes obstructed during the operation? There may be quite severe
local bleeding under these circumstances.

Tracheostomy is easy when done electively with a secure airway and quiet
ventilation. When there is asphyxia and the patient has not been incubated, the
surgeon must grasp the larynx and locate the cricoid cartilage and the
suprasternal notch. A midline vertical incision is made between these landmarks.
In desperate cases, the midline tissues are then divided and the trachea is opened

vertically or preferably with a flap, the first ring being spared. A cuffed tube is
inserted, the cuff is inflated, and anaesthesia is induced. Less urgent settings
allow the standard procedure of dissection, transection of the thyroid isthmus,
and transverse incision ofthe trachea.
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Percutaneous tracheostomy has been recommended as a simpler and
quicker means of intubating the trachea; however, even in experienced hands,
this method sometimes fails (Ivatury et al 1992) and we have not used it as an
emergency procedure, though it has been very satisfactory in elective
tracheostomies.

Cricothyroidotomy

This is a most useful option when it is not possible to pass an end.otracheal tube,
or ifthe necessary skill to do so is not available. A transverse incision exposes
the cricothyroid membrane, which is incised. The opening is dilated and a small
(5-7 mm) endotracheal tube is inserted.

The procedure should be used more often. However, there are patients in
whom it is difÍìcult to palpate the thyroid and cricoid cartilages, especìaly when
the anatomy is distorted by swelling or haematoma. open cricothyroidotomy is
not recommended in children, in whom it is preferable to insert a large intravenous
cannula through the cricothyroid membrane and insufflate oxygen intermittently.

B lind n a s ot r ache al intub ation

Blind incubation is potentially dangerous and we do not advise it in patients
with CMF trauma until a fracture of the anterior fossa has been excludòd: if the
floor of the anterior cranial fossa is fractured, a nasal tube may pass through the
fracture and enter the brain (p. 251). Moreover, in victims of acute trauma, the
stomach may be full of blood and alcohol: the stimulus of pernasal intubation
may induce vomiting and the vomit may be aspirated. The stomach can of course
be emptied by a nasogastric tube. However, this also is dangerous if there is a
fracture of the anterior cranial fossa (p. 38s). Also, the stimulus may cause quite
violent movement of the head and neck, perhaps end.angering the Ãpinal .o"d ir
there is an injury of the cervical spine. Any of these methoàs of ùcuring the
airway may fail; in fact, all may fail. Tragedies are best avoided by anticipáting
them. If there is any degree of airway obstruction, it must be corrected at once. IÌ
there is undue swelling, a tube should be inserted: as time passes, the situation
will get v¡orse, A misplaced tube may obstruct one bronchus (Fig. 19.1); this may
cause severe pulmonary insuffrciency and anoxia, especially detrimental when
there is an associated cerebral injury.

Cases of CMF injury with airway obstruction require a senior anaesthetist
with experience of acute trauma. Insist on that.

Control of haemorrhage

cMF injuries, especially those in the midface region, may present with
exsanguinating bleeding, which must be controlled at once. The bléeding may be
from superfrcial arteries, notablythe facial and. superficial temporal arteries, or
from deep branches of the external carotid artery, especially the maxillary artery
(p. 48). Superfrcial arterial bleeding may be controlãd by áirect pressure; this is
often insuffrcient, and it is then necessary to explore the wound and to ilgate or
clip the bleeding vessel (Alexander 1g8g).

Epistaxis or orophar5mgeal bleeding may be controlled by packing.

As a first step, the nasal cavity and nasophar5mx are carefully inspected
under general anaesthesia. A telescopic nasendoscopy is very useful indoing
this. Any obvious bleeding point is cauterised with diathermy, and nasal
tamponade is carried out with due care to ensure that the packs can be removed
at a later time.

Recurrent bleeding after tamponade may need emergency operation. when
the bleeding is thought to come tom the lower half of the nasal cavity, the
pterygopalatine segment of the maxillary artery can be ligated through an anterior
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FIG. 8.4. Trønsøntrøl erposure and. l¿go't¿on of the ,nør¿llørl a.rter!. Under
endotracheøl anøesthesia (not shown), the upper lip is retrøcted, and ø sublabial incision
is made, øs for a Caldwell-Luc dntrostonxy. A,, An ønterior antrostonxy ís made above the
canine root and enlarged to allow visualisation of the posterior wall of the øntrum. The
posterior m.ucosa is incised (dotted line). B. A stnall bone window is møde in the posterior
wall of the antrum, exposing the periosteum and beyond this the pterygomaxilløry fossa.
C. In the space are the rnaxillary artery and its branches-the sphenopalatine and
descending palatine arteríes. They are ísolated by blunt dissection and ligøted with clips
(see text).

antrostomy (Friedman 1985, Spiessl 1990). A sublabial incision is made, and an
opening is made in the anterior antral wall (Fig. 8.44). The posterior wall of the
antrum is removed with a diamond bur in its superomedial wall, exposing the
posterior periosteum (Fig. 8.48). An operating microscope with a 350 mm lens is
then used to explore the pterygomaxillary fossa. The periosteum is opened; carefuI
dissection with blunt hooks then exposes the maxillary artery and its descending
palatine branch (FiS. 8.aC). These are then ligated with titanium or tantalum
clips: three clips are essential to control bleeding in the nose and nasopharynx,
on the maxillary artery proximal to the origin of the descending palatine artery,
on the descending palatine artery itself (as low as possible), and on the terminal
portion of the maxillary artery as near to the nose as possible. No postoperative
antral pack should be needed.

It may also be necessary to ligate the anterior ethmoidal artery when the
nasal bleeding appears to come from the upper part of the nasal cavity. This
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should be done before the transantral attack on the maxillary artery. A skin
incision is made equidistant from the medial canthus and the nasal dorsum, and
curved slightly inferiorly. The periosteum is exposed and the lacrimal sac is freed
from the lacrimal fossa with a blunt dissector. The periosteum is then elevated
until the anterior ethmoidal artery is exposed. This artery penetrates the
fronto-ethmoidal suture at the posterior limit of the anterior ethmoid cells, and
it is usually found -2.5 cm from the anterior lacrimal crest. The artery is identified
and clipped.

In cases where bleeding persists, we have rarely had to perform ligation of
one or both external carotid arteries, which can be exposed above or bãlow the
anterior belly of the digastric artery. However, embolization offers a good
alternative, especially in cases of avulsive facial injury.

In cMF missile wounds, the carotid arteries and their branches may be
severed. Surgical exploration and arterial ligation maybe dangerous orimpossible
if the arterial wound is deeply sited. When the trajectory oi th" missilé makes
this likely, arterial embolization offers an alternative me¿urs of arrestingbleeding,
Dolin et al (1992) used angiography in 88 of 100 facial gunshot wounds, and coil
embolization of bleeding arteries was employed in six cases. we have not yet had
to employ this method of arresting bleeding in the cMF region, though it has
been useful in other sites (Fig. 20.5).

It seems likely that interventional radiological measures to arrest deep
bleeding will be used increasingly. Frerich et aI (1991) review the options foì
intractable bleeding in midface fractures, and report success from selective
embolization of the maxillary artery in three cases, one an gg-year-old. man.

Laboratory investigations
Haemoglobin estimation, a full blood picture, serum electrolyte screen, protein
screen and liver enz)¡me estimation are requested. at once. A coagulatior,. ...""rt
is carried out if any operation is contemplated (Table 20.2), orif bleeding has
been copious. The blood group is determined, and. blood matching is dõre if
transfusion is likely to be needed. HIV and hepatitis antibody scieening are
requested in all cases where nursing or operative intervention will involve ãrisk
of contamination by body fluids; in many countries, these tests require consent
by the patient. In unconscious patients, the blood ethanol level ìs measured
urgently; in our community, this is legally obligatory in all road crash victims
over the age of 14.

Blood volume replacement

Estimation of blood loss is always diffrcult. Blood may have been lost at the
accident site, or on the way to hospital. There may be much blood in the stomach,
or lost from injuries elsewhere in the body. In children and young adults, intensé
peripheral vasoconstriction may maintain a normal pulse anã systoiic blood
pressure until one-third of the blood volume has been lost. This does not happen
in old people, who suffer marked falls in blood pressure after relatively sÅail
losses of blood; however, the elderly cardiovascular system may fail to respond
by increasing the heart rate, especially ifp-adrenergic; blocking drugs haveieen
prescribed' Acceleration of the heart rate may interfere with myocardial perfusion:
as the rate increases, there is an increase in the time of systolsrelative tà diastole,
and during the period of systole the myocardial perfusion virtually ceases-indeed
the flow in the coronary arteries is reversed.

The central venous pressure (cvp) is most useful as a guide in giving
blood replacement, which should aim to keep the cvp at 5-10 cm above thã
midaxillary line in young people, 10-15 cm in the old. A central venous line is
therefore inserted as soon as possible. Care should be taken not to prick the
pleural cavity, and a chest radiograph should be obtained after the line islnserted.
A urinary catheter is also inserted to monitor urinary output, it. An arterial line
is also inserted when the circulatory state is very unstable. The choice of
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replacement fluid has been discussed: for reasons g'iven above, \ile prefer to replace
losses initially with colloid solutions and to transfuse blood to keep the
haemoglobin level at -10 g/dl.

The risk of wash-out coagulopathy arises when large volumes of blood have
been replaced (p. 532). rffash-out coagulopathy does not occur until clotting factors
have been reduced to 30Vo of the normal values; this is likely to happen after
blood loss and replacement of about one blood volume.

Two units of fresh frozen plasma are therefore given when blood
replacement approaches one blood volume. Blood coagulation studies are repeated,
and also the platelet count, to see if specifrc haematological therapy, such as
Prothrombinex or cryoprecipitate, is needed; platelet infusions are given if the
count falls to < 60 000/ ml. Consultation with the clinical haematologist is desirable
in such situations, and the possibility ofpre-existing blood dyscrasia or aspirin
ingestion should be i<ept in mind.

Control of raised intracranial pressure

Raised intracranial pressure is a surgical emergency, and progressive signs of
raised pressure may call for very rapid intervention. This aspect of emergency
management is discussed in Chapter 13, and here it is only necessary to note
that the emergency treatment of a deteriorating head injury sometimes entails
endotracheal intubation, h¡/perventilation and./or infusion of mannitol (0.5-1.0 g/
kg body weight as a bolus dose). Decisions on the management of such cases

should be made jointly by the physician providing emergency management and
the consultant neurosurgeon (Simpson et al 1988). We do not favour giving
mannitol or other hyperosmolar agents as a routine measure. Steroid medication
is no longer considered appropriate in the primary management of head injuries.

'When 
a patient with CMF injury comes to the emergency room in status

epilepticus, the frts should be controlled at once by intravenous diazepam (2 mgl
min to total 10 mg). If there is no response, thiopentone and possibly intubation
and ventilation wiII be needed.

Eye protection

In any eye injury, and especially in penetrating injury, the prevention offurther
ocular damage is essential. This can be caused by the patient, the first aid
attendant, the casualty staff, the anaesthetist, the radiographer, the nursing
staff, or the surgeon. The nature of the injury should be explained to the patient;
all staff members must understand the risks of the injury and how these can be
prevented.

We urge that cases of suspected or verified penetrating eye injury should
be transported flat with the head and neck supported. To avoid elevation of
intraocular pressure, vomiting or coughing should be prevented. The eye should
be protected by a lightty applied pad or shield, or by plastic film (Fig. 9'8); pressure
on the globe should be avoided. If the eye has been injured by a chemical agent,
the conjunctive should be irrigated thoroughly with normal saline and repeatedly
from the time of injury until the patient can be assessed by an ophthalmologist.

Failure of vision is a surgical emergency, and should be discussed at once

with an ophthalmologist. rWhen caused by an increasingly tense orbital
haematoma, there may be need for an emergency orbital decompression(p.422);
there are other remediable causes of visual failure, and in all of them delay may
be disastrous.

Implanted objects

In some cases of penetrating injury, a knife or other sharp object is left projecting
out of the orbit or the skull vault. To minimize the risk of further damage to the
eye or brain, it is best to leave the object in situ until the patient is anaesthetised;
after appropriate radiological investigation which may include angiography, the
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object can be carefully withdrawn. The possibility of bleeding after withdrawal
should be kept in mind.

Pain relief
This requires care and experience; reliefofpain is essential, but excessive doses
of narcotics are dangerous, especially if there is a cerebral injury. In patients
with severe pain, we give initially small repeated intravenous bolus doses of
morphine until the patient is reasonably comfortable. The appropriate bolus dose
becomes the guide to further intravenous dosage by continuous infusion. Large
intramuscular doses of narcotic analgesics are to be avoided if possible. In the
injured person, absorption may be delayed and variable (Masher et at 1gz5); the
peak level may be higher than is necessary for analgesia, and the trough level
may be inadequate. The result may be respiratory depression, vomiting and
impaired conscious level. Where close medical supervision is not possible, as in
an ambulance, self-administration of Entonox (50vo nitrous oxide in oxygen) or
Penthrane (methoxyflurane) have been recommended. Ttrese gases are potentially
hazardous in patients with impaired consciousness; however, such perÀons rarely
need analgesia.

Antibiotic prophylaxis

This is a contentious subject (p. 2BG). It is our practice to give prophylactic
chemotherapy as soon as possible, for the following conditions:

C omp ound, facial fracture s
intravenous flucloxacillin (usual adult dose 1 g 6 hourly; maximum 100

mg/kg body weight/day)

intravenous metronidazole (usual adult dose 500 mg 12 hourly infused
over 20 min; maximum 20 mg/kg body weight/day in B doses)

C ompound, calu ørial fracture s
intravenous flucloxacillin only

Frøctures of the skull bøse
intravenous amoxycillin or ampicillin (usual adult dose 1 g 6 hourly;

maximum 100 mg/kg body weight/day)

intravenous or oral trimethoprim-sulphamethoxazole (usual adult dose two
tablets or 10 ml by infusion 12 hourly; maximum g mg trimethoprim/hg body
weighVday in 2 doses)

Penetrating eye wounds
intravenous gentamicin (usual adult dose 120-160 mgr2hourly)
a third-generation cephalosporin, e.g, ceftriaxone, L-2 g daily (maximum

50 mgikglday as single dose).

our arguments for this policy of prophyraxis, and for these choices of
antibiotics, are set out in Chapter 9 and elsewhere in relation to injuries oforgans
withspecifrc drug barriers, such as the brain (p. gT1) and the ey; (p. 409); d"oses
should be modifred in cases of hepatic or renal dysfunction, and in children. These
doses express our own practice, but \4/e urge that each trauma unit should form
its own policies in collaboration with a clinical pharmacologist, and our doses are
not necessarily appropriate in all settings.

special care is needed in patients with a history of drug sensitivity,
especially sensitivity to the penicillins and the sulphonamides; in such cases,it
may be wise to withhold prophylactic medication of any kind, since the arguments
for prophylactic antibiotic medication are not unchallenged. The risk of cross
h¡ryersensitivity should be remembered; in perhaps as many as gvo of persons
h¡persensitive to penicillin, there is also h¡persensitivity to cephaloìporins
(Garrod et al 1981).
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Tetanus prophylaxis

This is needed unless the injured person is known to have been fully immunized
within the last 10 years. If the record suggests that immunization was > 10 years
ago, or if the wound seems especially prone to tetanus and immunization was
5-10 years ago, 0.5 mI adsorbed tetanus toxoid is injected. This is also given
when the immunization status is unknown but the wound looks clean and not
especially prone to tetanus. When the patient is not known to have been properly
immunized, and the wound is associated with contamination or tissue damage,
toxoid is given, and also passive immunization byhuman tetanus immune globulin
(250 units). FuIl immunization by toxoid can be given later. lVounds in the CMF
region are not as a rule prone to tetanus, since Clostridium tetani requires an
anaerobic environment, but immunization is nevertheless essential. Facial burns
should be regarded as prone to tetanus, since there is likely to be necrosis and
ischaemia.

There is only one contraindication to tetanus immunization ancl that is a

history ofneurological or severe systemic reaction to a previous dose; a history of
a local reaction need not preclude another dose (American College of Surgeons
Committee on Trauma 1984).

Emergency operative intervention
In many cases of CMF trauma, defrnitive treatment should not be undertaken
immediately: the best results are obtained by elective operation done after careful
investigation and team planning. Moreover, injuries elsewhere in the body may
take precedence. However, some forms of CMF injury have high priority and
should be dealt with as soon as possible (rffeaver 1988). These include:

1. Jaw fractures causing airway obstruction

2. Inhaled tooth fragments and dental plates

3. Open wounds of the eye

4. Open wounds, especially wounds of the lips, eyelids and face generally,
and especially if bleeding (see above)

5. Incised wounds of the facial nerve

6. Open wounds involving the parotid or nasolacrimal duct

7. Craniocerebral injuries complicated by raised intracranial pressure' e'g.
acute intracranial haemorrhage, intracranial aerocele

8. Open brain wounds.

These injuries are discussed in Chapters 11-15. It is necessary to emphasize
that during the process of emergency assessment and resuscitation, the various
injuries, are identifred, and their priorities are determined (Mektubjian, 1982).
In cases of multiple injuries, this process of triage is best done by a

multidisciplinary team with a designated team leader.

Assessment of Viability

The team members may have to decide on the viability of the injured person,
either in the emergency room or at a latcr stage in management. Some cases of
CMF trauma are moribund when admitted; others become moribund from cardiac
failure due to exsanguination, despite vigorous resuscitation; the decision to cease

supportive treatment may have to be taken. More often, however, the cause of
death after CMF trauma is failure of the brainstem centres as a result of
irreversible cerebal swelling and/or intracranial bleeding. When brainstem death
is establishecì., further supportive therapy is not indicated. When the apparently
moribund person is young (< 50 years) and previously in good health, then it is
usually right to continue cardiopulmonary resuscitation and to look for a
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B
FrG. 8.5. ceretec rad.ioisotope crngiogrcnn: brøin d.eøth. A2-year old, child. swallowed.
øn insecticid,e a'nd was ad,mitted in cotna. There was no tecouery after ø period, of intensiue
care, and, the criteria of brain death were euident. A. The cireiec onþiogro shows no
ce-r9lra'I circulation; there is a good circulation in the lungs. B. By cornpárison an old.er
child with normøl cerebral circulation.

remediable condition, such as a ruptured intrathoracic or intra-abdominal viscus,
or an intracranial haemorrhage. In comatose patients the possibility of a
non-traumatic cause of coma (e.g. drug ingestion) should be considered. Even in
older persons, efforts to restore cerebral perfusion may be justifrable, though the
likelihood of a good response is much less, and the decision to cease supportive
measures may be reached sooner. The previously expressed views of the victim
may be helpful in this often difücult decision.

Brainstem death

The diagnosis of irreversible brainstem failure should be based on well defined
criteria. In the UK, these were laid down by a joint conference representing
medical surgical and anaesthetic authorities (Royal Colleges and Fãculties in
the United Kingdom, 1976). It is first necessary to exclud.e brainstem depression
by drugs, metabolic abnormalities or hypothermia. A diagnosis of irremediable
structural brain damage must be made. The following tests of reflex function
should be made and should show no response:

papillary light reflexes

corneal reflexes

vestibulo-ocular reflexes, in response to head movement and. to irrigation
of the external auditory canals with ice-cold water
responses to pain in the cranial nerye territory
gag reflex

respiration in response to elevation of arterial carbon dioxide tension.

In our practice, the last test is given particurar importance. The pco, is
allowed to rise to 50 mmHg while LO\Vo oxygen is adminiùered by catheìer iíto
the trachea and ventilation is ceased; apnoea is seen as evidence ofbrainstem
failure ifthere is no evidence ofa high cervical cord lesion. The tests are usually
repeated independently after 30 min or more; this is always done if organ donation
is intended. Reflex activity below the brainstem level need not negate the diagnosis
of brain death; the term 'Lazarus sign' has been applied to such activityihen
seemingly integrated limb movements appear in a brain-dead patient.

The professional and legal criteria ofbrainstem death vary considerably
in different parts of the world (Walker 1985); in some countries, the criteriá
include specific procedures such as cerebral angiography, to show absence of
cerebral perfusion, and electroencephalograpy, to show absence ofcortical electical
activity. We have not used these procedures routinely, but have occasionally
employed cerebral angiography in doubtful cases; it has a place when there arL
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confounding factors, such as a high cervical lesion or a high serum level of
therapeutic barbiturate. We have also made use of nuclear scanning (Fig. 8.5).
This has received greater acceptance with the advent of Ceretec ([ee'Tc]HMPAO),
a lipophilic perfusion tracer that readily crosses the blood-brain barrier; with
the aid of a bedside SPECT scan, it is easy to visualize the presence or absence of
blood flow in the brain within 5-10 min after injection (Wieler et al 1993). It has
however been found that in infants and young children, evidence of normal
cerebral perfusion and active glucose metabolism does not exclude brain death
(Medlock et al 1993). Doppler sonography has also been used but we have no
personal experience ofthis method ofverifying cerebral circulatory arrest.
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lntroduction

This chapter considers the organisational structure of a craniofacial unit, and
how it can be employed in the prioritization and defrnitive management of
Craniomaxillofacial (CMF) injuries. Also considered are some ofthe baJic policies
and techniques used in combined operations for repair of complex injuriãs.

Organization

Facility and personnel

In the management of CMF injuries, an organisational structure should be
established to allow the best use ofresources and to provide appropriate levels of
care. This structure is composed of two basic elements: the faiitity and the
personnel. The term 'facility' comprehends the wards, operating theatres,
diagnostic services, clinics and other hospital systems 

"ss"trtial 
in the modern

management it of trauma. The personnel comprise not only the committed core
members ofthe multidisciplinarytrauma team, but also the numerous less directly
committed colleagues who contribute in the surgical treatment, nursing an¿
rehabilitation of the injured patient.

Ideally, the facility should be established in a single location; if this is not
possible then the locations must be geographically closã to allow ease of access
and intercommunication (Fig. 9.1). The facility should have a central location in
relation to the main mass of the population to be served. Patients must be able to
reach the facility with a minimum of delay and if possible there should be a
nearby heliport or airport to enable rapid transfer ofcritically injured patients
from outlying areas. The facility must ñave an adequately staffed 

"-""gurr.y 
o.

casualty area with emergency operating rooms available 24ha day. ¿,n intensive
care unit will be needed to manage the critically injured patient. Relevant
specialist services must be available immediately. These include diagnostic
imaging services, medical laboratory and haematology services, and blood
transfusion services, as well as the relevant clinical departments. The ideal facility
for managing cMF injuries should have geographical proximity to a university
campus. This will allow the very important activities of teaching and research tt
be undertaken with appropriate academic support and rigor. These are further
discussed in Chapter 23.

Personnel with a special interest in cMF trauma bond together as a team
dedicated to managing these injuries. They may be part of an extended craniofacial
team already in existence. The trauma subsection of the extended craniofacial
team has the following members: craniofacial surgeons (p. 6g8), neurosurgeons,
ophthalmologists, specialist anaesthetists, ENT surgeons, and dental rp".i"tirt.
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including dentists, orthodontists, and restorative dental experts. Psychosocial
workers and specialist nurses are further important members of such a team.
Working as a dedicated team, the group constitutes a structure which provides
ease of communication and referral within its membership, and also an ability to
collect data both for research and for regular peer reviews of all aspects of CMF
injury management. Peer review is an intrinsic component of the team concept,
and this presupposes an efficient record system and a good library service.

FIG. 9.1. Adeløid.e, SouthAustralìa^ Ariel view of theWomen's o,ndChildren's Hospital
A. the Royal Adelaide HospitalB. and the Uniuersity of Adelaide C. Their close proximity
to each other and to the city centre facilitates the rnanagement of major trøuma. The sports
field between the hospitals høs been used for helicopter løndings; direct landing on a
hospital building is preferable.
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FIG. 9.2. Trøuntø tnønøgentent by ø CMF unít. The skills of a multidisciplinary unit
can be deployed. in traumø nxønagement in response to the pattern and seuerity of the
injuries. A. A unidisciplinøry problem, such as a possible depressed frøcture of zygoma',
engages the attention ofone specialist, In this case a crøniofacial surgeon. Inuestigation,
diãgiosis, treatrnent and follow-up øre coordinøted by the same unit. A similar scheme is
øp¿tea ín the managernent of an ísoløted corneal wound,, or depressed skull fracture. B. A
multidisciptinøry problem, such as a panfaciøl fracture with a møjor craniocerebral injury,
engoges the øttention of ø number of specialists. In this case, the neurosurgeon initiøtes
urgent treatment, but the cranioføcial, ophthalrnologicøl and dental specialists øre
coisulted as soon as possible, and the further manøgement of the case is coordinated by
the rnulti di s cip lin ary te am.
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Admission policies

After the emergency assessment and resuscitation (see Chs 6 and g) come the
allocation of immediate priorities and the decision on admission to specialized
departments (Fig. 9.2). In our system of management, the patient with multiple
injuries is admitted under the care of the hospital department appropriate ìor
the most serious injury. A severe brain injury is admitted under the n"oro.rr"g"ry
department, a proven or suspect ruptured abdominal viscus is admitted,rna""
the general surgery department and a case of spinal injury under the orthopaedic
department. Facial fractures occurring in isolation or in the presence of less ievere
injuries are admitted to the plastic surgery department under the care of the
on-call craniofacial specialist; in many trauma services, the oral surgical
department has this role. Isolated eye injuries are admitted to the
ophthalmological department. After admission, baseline investigations and
consultations within the CMF trauma team are carried out. Data from the clinical,
laboratory and radiological investigations described in Chapters 6-8 are combined
in a work-up which allows the formulation of a plan of management appropriate
to the unique needs of the individual patient.

Specialist clinical assessment and consultations

The craniofacial surgeon examines the patient and the X-ray pictures shortly
after admission. Diagnosis of the bony and soft-tissue injury is then confrrmed.
and recorded. All proven or suspected craniocerebral injuries are assessed by a
neurosurgeon if this has not been already done in the emergency department.

EMERGENCY CHANUIL OP
Examinatlon under anaeslhetic b¡

Craniofacial surgeon
Ophthalmolog¡st
Dêntist
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All eye injuries and all orbital fractures require an ophthalmological consultation.
Alljaw fractures affecting the occlusion are seen by the team dental consultant,
who inspects teeth for traumatic damage and takes dental impressions of both
upper and lower jaws (p. 355). These impressions are used to cast plaster study
models for pìanning surgical reduction and frxation, All consultants record their
findings, diagnoses and recommended management plans in the case records.

The anaesthetist or intensivist reviews the progress of the case in the light
of the serial clinical records (p. 160) and laboratory tests to confirm that the
pathophysiological effects of trauma, especially hypovolaemia, anaemia and
electrolyte disorders, have been corrected. The defrnitive anaesthetic assessment
may be deferred until the operative management plan is prepared. This
assessment is of great and sometimes decisive importance, especially in the elderþ
and where there is some significant pre-existing disease (see Chs 19 and 20).

Prevention of infection

While the multidisciplinary assessments are beingmade, measures are instituted
to minimize the risk of infection.

Microbial infection is a threat after any open rlvound or any surgical
operation, whether done electively or as an emergency. In the CMF region,
infection may be disastrous. Cerebral infection may cause death or severe
disability (p. 387). Ocular infection may cause blindness (p. 416); postoperative
facial infection may lead to rejection of bone grafts and prolonged morbidity.
Craniofacial reconstructions entail substantial risks ofinfection: they are often
long, they may expose cavities that cannot readily be sterilised, and there may
be postoperative dead space, especially in the anterior cranial fossa. In early
reports on craniofacial surgery, high infection rates were recorded in our own
initial experiences, we had an overall incidence of 6.5Vo infection in 170
transcranial procedures of all kinds, and the incidence was especially high in
adults with pre-existing tracheostomies (David & Cooter 1987).

Given the nature of CMF trauma and the orofacial microbial environment
(p.119), it seems unlikely that any surgical routine will wholly eliminate
post-traumatic infection, but every effort must be made to reduce the incidence
and the severity. Experience and theoretical considerations support:

1. Early wound toilet, appropriate debridement, and early primary wound
closure

2. Operative planning to reduce wound exposure time, and to avoid procedures
known to increase the risk of serious infection, such as tracheostomy and
prolonged ventricular drainage

3. Elimination of local sources of microbial infection

4. Pre- and peroperative prophylactic antibiotics

5. Nutritional support.

It is not difficult to justifr these ideals as generalisations, but in reality,
many compromises must be made. Wound closure may have to be deferred because
of other more urgent problems. Debridement of cerebral wounds and the removal
of deeply placed foreign bodies may conflict with the paramount need to conserve
cerebral function (p. 373). Bactericidal skin clcansing and prophylactic
chemotherapy must be used with discrimination and at the right time.

Skin wounds must be cleaned and dressed; in our service, ga.uze packs
moistened with saline and changed every 2 h are considered to be the most
effective; the techniques used in skin lacerations and abrasions are discussed in
Chapter 15.

With jaw fractures, the care of the mouth is important. Nursing staff may
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have to pick away dried blood from inside the mouth; moistened probes and
forceps are useful in this. An appropriate diet is prescribed \¡rith the help of the
hospital dietician; this will usually need to be in a non-chew or liquid form. oral
hygiene is maintained with mouth washes of chlorhexidine or other antiseptic;
attention to this after each meal is mandatory. Where eyelids are swollen, eye toilets
may be needed as the poorly draining tears rapidly become mucopurulent. Eye
ointments may also need to be used where eyelid closure is compromised (p. 246).

Theatre aseptic routine must be meticulous, especially where two or more
disciplines are joined in a combined procedure: often, each has its own different
rituals, and it is necessary to combine these, even if the resultant proced.ure
appears cumbersome, to avoid a perception by staff members that their standards
have been lowered. Preoperative 'disinfection' of the skin and the various facial
cavities has limited value. Complete sterility is unattainable in the mouth, and
in the skin, it is impossible to sterilize the hair follicles and skin glands (Lowbury
1981). However, it is possible to reduce the bacterial count very substantially by
an appropriate bactericide; we favour povidone-iodine (Betadine@) applied with
sponges a few minutes before incision. Scalp wounds are covered with loban@, a
polyrneric plastic frlm coated with a bactericidal iodophor.

The value of prophylactic antibiotics has been disputed, both for facial
fractures and for craniocerebral wounds. It has been shown that prolonged use
of antibiotics promotes the growth of resistant organisms in the pharynx (Ignelzi
& van der Ark 1975) and elsewhere. However, there is now much evidence to
support the routine use of peroperative chemotherapy in elective orthopaedic
and vascular surgery (Strachan 1993) and in elective neurosurgical operations
(Young & Lawner 1987); we believe that this experience supports a similar policy
with CMF trauma. The choice of antibiotic depends partly on the local microbiota
and the likely pathogens, and partly on the capacity of the chosen antibiotic to
cross the blood-brain and blood-eye barriers, and to penetrate bone.

With the exception ofisolated fractures of the zygomatic arch and condylar
fractures, facial fractures are usually compound through mucosal surfaces. Some
authorities, reþing on very early rigid fixation, do not give prophylactic antibiotics.
Our plan of management does not require such early intervention as a routine,
and we give prophylactic antibiotics to all patients with compound facial fractures,
usually intravenously (David & cooter 1g8z); in our present management plan,
flucloxacillin and metronidazole as a combination are used (p. 22g). This regime
is continued peroperatively and for 48 h thereafter; in some cases, oral antibiãtics
may be continued for a further 5 days. The roles of prophylactic antibiotics in
craniocerebral wounds and cerebrospinal fistulas are discussed in Chapter 18,
In our practice, flucloxacillin has been given for compound skull fractuìes and
for penetrating wounds of the brain, while patients having cSF leakage receive
in addition co-trimoxazole (a sulphonamide-trimethoprim combination);this drug
penetrates the blood-brain barrier. For calvarial compound fractures,
metronidazole is omitted unless there is special reason to fear infection by a
gram-negative organism. Hitherto, we have not given cephalosporins
prophylactically from fear of promoting resistance; however, in view of iis good
penetration across the blood-brain barrier, ceftriaxone mayprove to be ajustifiãble
choice (Demetriades et al L992). For open wounds of the eye, \rye favour a third
generation cephalosporin and an aminoglycoside (p. aOg).

Great care is needed in respect to antibiotic dosages, both for prophylactic
and for therapeutic purposes. In this book, the dosages suggested for the various
antibiotics are those recommended in our hospitals (p. 229); opinions on the choice
and the dosages of many antibiotics vary, and it is wise to formulate general
policies in consultation with a clinical pharmacologist and a clinical microbiologist.
Similar consultations are also desirable in individual patients with oro.rr"l o,
life-threatening infections in any site, or when there is evidence of drug sensitivity.

Topical antibiotics, in powders, sprays, or irrigations, remain a controversial
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subject; Haines (1982) found no evidence to support their use in clean
neurosurgical procedures, though he saw applications in treating heavily
contaminated wounds. \üe routinely immerse bone grafts in a solution of O.2Vo

flucloxacillin during facial reconstructions, and some use is made of this solution
in irrigating the extradural space. All the penicillins are epileptogenic, and
although small doses (e.g. 10 mg penicillin G or methicillin in 5 ml Ringer's
solution) have often been used by intrathecal or intraventricular injection, we do
not advise this for prophylactic purposes.

Topical antibiotic ointments and eyedrops are often used in
ophthalmological injuries, but should be chosen and used with some care,
especially in the presence of a penetrating eye wound. In the treatment of some
eye infections, intravitreous chemotherapy may be necessary, and this should be
given in precisely calculated doses and concentrations known to be within
tolerated limits. Chloramphenicol eye ointments and drops have been
incriminated as possibie causes of blood dyscrasias, and shouid not be used unless
there is no effective alternative (Fraunfelder et al 1993).

Multidisciplinary planning

Once all necessary assessments are completed an operative plan is
produced. Ifother specialists are to be involved in the surgery then discussions
will be held at an interdisciplinary planning meeting (Fig. 9.28). As a result of
this meeting a protocol is produced discussing the proposed airway management,
the order of exposure, the method of frxation and any ancillary procedures. This
protocol is circulated to operating theatre, anaesthetic and ward nursing staff,
as well as to the members of the relevant departments.

Principles of Management of Facial Fractures

Priorities

When a facial injury obstructs the airway or causes massive bleeding, immediate
action is needed, but the definitive treatment of facial fractures is rarely urgent
and can be carried out as one or more elective procedures. In recent years, there
has been a trend towards earlier intervention and to the use of combined
procedures in an attempt to minimize morbidity and shorten time in hospital (p.
267). Arguments for early surgery of facial fractures include the belief that
reconstruction of the bony framework should be done before the formation of
contractile scar tissue (p. 123) which may prevent the correct placement of soft
tissues, particularly those within the orbit (Gruss 1990). Our experience with
secondary surgery indicates that this argument is not always valid. 'We prefer to
delay surgery until the patient's general condition has stabilised, the swelling
has largely settled and the dental and ophthalmological work-ups are complete.
We also feel that surgery should be performed on elective operating lists and not
in emergency suites at odd hours of the night. We argue that this allows the
development of better operative techniques and better teaching, without
detriment to the frnal result. There are some exceptions to this timing policy.
Early bony reduction and stabilisation are carried out in massive open wounds
where there has been signifrcant soft-tissue disruption or loss (p. 450). Even in
these cases, ho\Mever, the bony reduction and stabilisation may be only a
temporary splintage done at the time of soft-tissue repair with a view to redoing
the bony reconstruction once the full work-up is completed. Minor, uncomplicated,
undisplaced or minimally displaced fractures will go on the next elective operating
list following completion of work-up.

Operative procedures

Reduction ønd fixation
The principles of surgical treatment of facial fractures have evolved rapidly over
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the last 30 years (p.27). At the beginning of this period mandibular fractures
were immobilized by using the teeth as external fixateurs with various types of
intermaxillary splints; they were reduced in a closed fashion and stabilized with
these splints. Maxillary fractures \4¡ere also reduced by closed methods and
stabilized with an external frame (Fig. 1.16) or internal suspension wiring (Fig.
1.21). orbital fractures were also reduced by closed methods, often without
attempt to provide stabilisation. These methods were often satisfactory, but
sometimes led to secondary deformities such as enophthalmos and foreshorbening
of the midface. Following the advent of craniofacial surgery in the late 1950s,
emphasis moved from closed reduction to wide exposure and open reduction of
all facial fractures and stabilization by interosseous wiring (Gruss et al 1g85),
now virtually replaced by the use of plates and screws. At the occlusal level the
teeth are now of secondary importance in fracture fixation, while at the midface
and orbital levels, primary bone grafting has significantly reduced problems of
enophthalmos and midfacial shortening (Luce 1992).

C r aniofø ciøl in st r ume nt s
It is important to have appropriate instrumentation to carry out the exposure
required to visualize the facial fracture pattern and to provide stabilisation.
Soft-tissue dissection is done with fine sharp craniofacial surgery instruments.
A range of periosteal elevators is essential, we use the obwegeser t¡pe. The
smaller periosteal elevator is used within the orbit and in areas of sharply
changing contour while the large instruments are used. over broad flat surfaces.
Malleable metal brain retractors of various sizes are used to retract orbital and
cranial contents. Rigid blade retractors are used to retract the lips and cheeks
over the jaws and face. Metal cheek retractors and metal tongue depressors are
used in wiring dental arch bars to the teeth. rffe prefer the soft metal dental arch
bars if possible as these are less damaging to the gingiva. In adults, 26 gauge
stainless steel wire is used to locate the arch bars to the teeth; in children, 28 ãr
30 gauge stainless steel wire may be used. where wiring is to be used for
interosseous stabilisation then similar gauges of wire are used. A power drill is
used to drill holes in the bone for passage of the wire; we use the HaII drill
powered by compressed nitrogen. Electric drills have the advantage of being
more portable.

Plates
While intraosseous wiring is used successfully in many centres the advent of
miniplating systems with their ability to provide three dimensional stability has
been a great advance in fracture management. plates secured by small
self-tapping scre\Ã¡s give rigid bone fixation and rapid union. Amóng the
miniplating systems available are the Luhr Vitallium@ plates, the Wrirãburg
titanium system, and the plates designed by champy and by the Ao group (Hobar
1992) (p. 270). At our institution we use AusSystem@ plates devised and produced
in Adelaide (Fig. 9.3).x These plates are made of titanium and unlike the Vitallium
plates of the Luhr system they do not scatter radiation which may affect
postoperative computed tomography (CT) scans adversely. Furthermore the
AusSystem plates have an advantage over the Wurzburg system in that they are
much more malleable and easily moulded to the contour of the bone, thereby
facilitating stabilisation of midface fractures and positioning of bone grafts;they
can be moulded by screw pressure, and do not show 'memory'- that is, they dã
not tend to recoil when other forms of fixation have been released.

Miniplates may cause noticeable deformity when placed on prominent parts
of the facial skeleton, in sites such as the orbital rims and the bridge of the nose,
where there is relatively lithe subcutaneous tissue. The plate and screw heads
usually become palpable and even visible Through the skin. This may be prevented
by countersinking the miniplate and screws, or by the use of interosseous wires.
Alternatively, one may use the microplate systems, developed in titanium by
Leibinger and in Vitallium by Howmedica. The components of these systems are

* ÀusSystems Pty Ltd. 116 Melboume Street, Adelaide, SA 5006, Australia.
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no higher in profile than 28 gauge wire, and unlike wire they confer three
dimensional stability. It remains to be proved that microplates will stabilize
fractures under high load stress, but their use in frontal and orbital rim fractures
has helped to solve the problem of miniplate prominence. Special mesh-like
microplates can also he r¡sed for orbital wall reconstruction, in conjunction with
bone grafts) however; these are still under trial.

B

FIG. 9.3. Titanium minipløtes. The AusSystern@ plating set. A, A range of AusSystem
plates, comprising low profile screws and pløtes for frontøl bone and orbital rim use as
well as heauier but malleable pløtes, suitable for mandible and maxillary reconstruction
B, Instrument kit for AusSystem. plates.

C rønioføciøl exp o sure s

As far as possible, surgical exposure of the facial skeleton is carried out without
leaving visible scars, In the upper facial skeleton this has been made possible by
the use of the extended bicoronal scalp incision. The exact line of this incision
may be dictated by the need to deal with cranial components of the fracture or by
the site of the patient's hairline. The bicoronal flap is raised in a subgaleal plane
to a horizontal level 2-4 crn above the supraorbital rim or to the site of any
fractures ofthe frontal bone. From this level dissection proceeds subpericranially
over the orbital rim and into the orbit. The supraorbital neurovascular bundle is
carefully preserved; it is usually necessary to free it in the supraorbital notch by
cuts with a fine chisel. Over the temporalis muscle it is important to dissect
strictly against the tempera fascia or to incise through the superfrcial layer of
the temporal fascia and dissect in the subfascial fat down to the zygomatic arch
(Fig. 9.a). At the level of the zygomatic arch the periosteum must be stripped
with great care particularly on the middle and posterior thirds. This may not be
easy where fractures are present. Only by careful attention to these details will
damage to the frontal branch of the facial nerve be avoided. Within the orbit the
periorbita is dissected well back to the apex of the orbit. Where orbital fractures
are present the orbital soft tissue may be trapped between the bony fragments
and these must be separated to release the soft tissue. This is mandatory for
fractures of the orbital roof and medial orbital wall as well as for complicated
Iateral orbital wall fractures. The temporomandibular joint and neck of the
condyle can be approached by extending the bicoronal flap incision in the natural

r
A
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contours down to the lobule ofthe ear. Careful dissection ofthe soft tissue from
the lateral ligaments of the temporomandibular joint capsule visualizes the neck
of the condyle and the sigmoid notch. Further access can be gained by dividing
the most posterior fibres of the masseter muscle, and a subperiosteal dissection
can be taken down to the angle of the mandible. Again, care should be taken to
avoid excessive traction on soft tissues which may produce a temporary palsy of
the frontal branch of the facial nerve (Fig. 9.aC).

A subciliary lower eyelid incision or transconjunctival incision (David Lg7 4),
with or without lateral canthotomy, produces excellent exposure of the orbital
floor (Manson et al 1987; Fig. 9.5). When the lateral canthotomy is performed it
can be extended up to provide exposure not only ofthe floor and inferior rim of
the orbit, but also of the lateral orbital wall and rim as far as the frontozygomatic
suture. Combined with a bicoronal approach Lhis will allow visualisation of the
entire orbit and any fractures in its vicinity.

Intraoral incisions in the upper or lower buccal sulcus provide exposures
of the remaining facial skeleton with the exception of the pterygoid plate (Fig.
9.6). Care must be taken to avoid damage to branches of the infraorbitat.r"ru" it
the upper buccal sulcus incision and to the inferior dental nerve in the lower
buccal sulcus incision. Because of the risk of damage to the inferior dental nerve
in fractures of the edentulous mandible, we prefer an external submandibular
incision in such cases; this incision can also be used in the reduction and fixation
of diffrcult mandibular angle fractures (Fig. g.4C). When lacerations are located
immediately over a fracture, they can be used in exposure.

Bone grøfts
The practice of wide exposure and open reduction of facial fractures has
highlighted the need for bone grafting in many situations. This is particularly so
when bone is found to be missing from the vertical bony pillars of the midfacL in
association with jaw fractures involving the occlusion (Gruss & Phillips 1g8g).
The pillars must be reconstructed to allow the correct vertical height of thã midface
to be restored and also to stabilize the upper alveolus during the àcfion of chewing.
The egg-shell bone of the floor and medial wall of the orbi[is often lost in orbitãI
fractures (p. 327) and for adequate reconstruction bone grafting is commonly
required. Primary bone grafting is sometimes needed to reconstruct deficits in
the orbital rim, or to correct the nasal bridge line where there has been severe
comminution of the nasal bone and bony nasal septum resulting in total loss of
support to the nasal pyr.amid.

Gunshot wounds may result in a signifrcant loss of bone, especially in the
mandible; when this loss is > 3 cm in length we prefer to use vasculãrized bone to
give more certain healing. This may be a free graft of iliac bone taken on the
deep circumflex iliac arterial system, or may be some other appropriate free flap
(p. 622). The most commonly used sites for harvesting bonÀ gr"ft 

""u 
the iliaì

crest, the rib cage and the skull vault (calvaria); salyer & Táylor (19g2) have
reviewed their merits. Many factors are important in increasing the chances of
survival of bone grafts, but perhaps the most important is rigid fixation followed
by good soft tissue coverage preferably with a periosteal surface (Rahn lggg).
Other factors promoting graft survival are discussed in Chapter 5; these include
a well vascularized bed in the host tissues and prevention of haematoma
formation.

Hip grafts

The wing of the ilium is perhaps the most versatile of all bone graft sites. Large
pieces can be harvested, and the structure ofthe ilium offers a range ofcortical
and cancellous grafts. Cortical bone plates taken from the ilium are strong yet
malleable, and are far less brittle than calvarial bone; they provide excellãnt
reconstructive material for the orbital walls and also for mandibular
reconstruction both as vascularized and non-vascularized grafts. The inner table
can be harvested separately. After removal of a small amount of inner table,
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FIG. 9.4. Erposure through coronøl scølp íncísíon. A. The bicoronal scalp fløp is
eleuated ouer the superficial temporal fascia. On the leuel ofthe superior orbital rim Aine
indícøted by øn arrow), th.e føsciø is incised ønd dissection then proceeds ín a plane deep
to the superficiøl temporal fasciø down to the zygomatic body and arch. This dissection
protects the frontal branch ofthe facial nerue. B. The zygomatic arch (ZA) and the upper
part of the masseter muscle (M) øre then exposed. The orbital contents (O) are also exposed.
Dissection is subperiosteal ouer the bone and deep to fascia ouer the masseter. C. The
diøgram shows the incision in relation to the frontal brønch ofthe facial nerue. Also shown
is the.relation of the submandíbular incision to the møndibulør branches of the facial

A

FIG 9.5. Conjunctioøl incúsion.
A. When extended through the lateral
canthus, wide exposure ofthe inferior and
lateral orbít is obtained through this
approach. The incisíonis taken across the
conjunctiue just inferior to the tarsøI
plate. B. Dissection (broken line) is
carried deep to the orbiculøris oculi
muscle to the orbital rirn, where the
periosteum ís íncísed. Subperíosteal
incision then exposes the inferior orbital
rim, the orbital floor and the lateral
orbital wall and rim. Díagram by
S. Cantrell

Fornix of conluncl¡vâ
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cancellous bone may be scooped out and used alone or with cortical bone. For
strong grafts, both tables can be taken. It is important not to take the crest itself,
both in adults and in children. Preservation of the crest with its attached muscles
preserves the contour of the hip. If the scar is well placed even the skimpiest of
undergarments will conceal it. In children the iliac crest is still in part
cartilaginous up to 12-13 years ofage; depending on the developmental state of
the child, the crest may be cartilaginous even at somewhat later ages.

FIG. 9-6. Upper buccøl sulcus incision. This is used, to expose the a,nterior maxilla.
Care should be taken to auoid damaging branches of the inferior orbital nerue. In this
illustration, a comminuted fracture of the zygomatic buttress is seen, associated. with a
frøctured zygonad. A large fragment of the buttress l¿os been temporarity støbilised, witi
an interosseous wire. Pørt of the anterior maxilla is missing, exposing the marillary antrum.

Teehnìque. In the older child or adult the hip can be harvested by a second
team working while the major craniofacial dissection is under way, thus saving
time. A sandbag is placed under the hip. The skin incision is made 2 cm below
the crest on the lateral side; if the skin is rolled medially the cut can then be
made straight down to the bone. The dissection of the ilium proceeds according
to the size of the graftto be taken. Often, only a small amount ofbone is requiredl
such as a disk for a 'bath-plug' reconstruction of the frontal region or when a
small medial cortical window is opened for the harvesting of some cancellous
bone. In such cases, all the muscular attachments of the 

"r""t """ 
preserved and

a cut is made down to the medial side of the periosteum which is strþped exposing
the blade of the ilium directly. Alternatively the medial and laterfu hps of thã
crest may be split free with an osteotome leaving the muscle and pãriosteal
attachments on the mobilized segments of bone, thus exposing the ilirim on one
or both sides (see Fig. 9.7). At the end of the procedure, the bone segments can be
reattached with very strong nylon sutures or occasionally wires. Ii is important
to step the bone at the point of severance with the adjacent anterior spine or
posteriorly; so that the reconstructed segments do not collapse after the wound
is closed. If the cut is made a little more mediallythen the lid can be lifted off and
hinged on the lateral periosteal attachments. This lid may then be replaced quite
easily on the pre-cut steps. It is our custom to drain túe space caiefully with
suction drains and we use the reciprocating po\Mer saw or the sagittal po*L" .r*
to facilitate the taking of the graft.

Rib grafts
Rib grafts can be readily harvested by a submammary incision and large lengths
are available. Rib has the advantage of being malleable. It is useful within the
orbit, for reconstruction ofthe calvaria (Fig. 12.20), and as a costochondral graft
in the nose or temporomandibular joint. In our practice, rib is most often used
for reconstruction of the cheek bone, often as an onlay graft, and for the
costochondral grafting techniques.

Technique (Fig. 21.6). The incision should be at the level of the
submammary fold in women and at the equivalent in men. It is possible to harvest
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ribs through relatively short (5-6 cm) incisions, and great cuts should not be
made across the chest. It is important to have a good assistant and proper
instruments. The initial cut is made onto the preselected rib after injection of a
solution containing 0.íVo adtenaline. The periosteum can be raised quite easily,
and using a sharp elevator the superflrcial surface of the rib can be exposed. The
initial dissection on the deep side of the rib may cause trouble; damage to the
neurovascular bundle may occur, and occasionally damage to the pleura. Pleural
damage is an unusual event and is easily repaired with a few sutures providing
that the lung has not been damaged. A Doyen's rib raspatory or a similar curved
elevator is then inserted in the small tunnel under the rib, and the deep
periosteum stripped. One end of the rib is divided by lifting it and dividing it
with rib shears; by holding it, delivering it further into the wound, and retracting
firmly, a large segment can be obtained. If more than two ribs are needed, it is
important to harvest two, leave one and then harvest a third, to prevent a flail
chest. It is important not to leave jagged cut ends of the rib-they may cause
damage to the lung and pleura-and to secure bleeding carefuliy. It is also
important to resuture the periosteum very carefülly as ribs reconstitute and may
be reharvested if necessary. The quality of rib graft is variable. Sometimes the
rib is so soft that it is hardly usable; in other subjects, it provides stout and
useful material with good cancellous content. The rib is split on a separated
table. It is held by an assistant with a bone-holding forceps. A sharp osteotome,
usually without the use of a mallet, is worked from one end of the rib along its
edge in a rocking motion to split the rib. In poorer quality ribs which are brittle
and without much cancellous content one may have to use a mallet or even a
SAIM.

A c
(æ

FIG. 9.7. Bone grøft þom the iliøc crest. A,. Incision ouer the iliac crest, down to the
periosteum.; Iids of bone ønd periostetttrl dre hinged medially and /or løterally to expose
the bone which cøn then be haruested.. The crest is then reconstructed by wiring or stitching
the lids bach. B. Incision is made down through the periosteum ouer the crest and a segment
of bone is lifted to medial or lateral side. The segment can be wired back into position øfter
harvesting. C. A circulør trephine graft is ta.ken with cortex and attached cancellous bone
Iike a bath plug (see inset).

Cq.lua.ria,l bone
This is a popular source of bone $afts because of a lack of donor site morbidity;
there is also a widespread but unsubstantiated view that calvarial bone is better
because it is developed in membrane and hence more suitable for reconstruction
of the facial bones. It does have the drawback of being more rigid than either
iliac bone or rib. The services of a neurosurgeon on the craniofacial team are
occasionally needed. A secondary contour defect may result if the edges are not
smoothed as much as possible. It should not be necessary to point out that in
harvesting calvarial bone, the sagittal sinus and its parasagittal venous tributaries
should be avoided, and great care should be taken to preserve the dura mater;
anecdotal accounts ofdural damage abound.

It has been said that the parieto-occipital area over the nondominant
hemisphere is the donor site of choice. This seems to imply that there is a
signiflrcant potential for cerebral complications. This implication should be

B
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dismissed: there should be no cerebral complications, and brain injury in this
site is as reprehensible as in any other.

Techníque. when a craniotomy is being performed, the inner table can be
split from the bony flap raised by the neurosurgeon. In other situations, the
outer table can be safely split from the skull where there is a reasonably well
formed diploic space as is usual in the parietal area. It is important to view the
X-ray pictures before operation as there is a wide variety of diploic anatomy and
some patients have thin skulls. Where the coronal incision is being used, the
posterior flap can be dissected backwards and an area ofpericranium exposed.
When one wishes to take only the outer table, for example to repair the orbital
floor, an area of bone is defined by cutting through the pericranium around it.
The pericranium is then dissected away from the proposed bone graft site, leaving
a patch of pericranium overlying the bone to be taken. A trench is then cut with
a large flame-shaped burr through the outer table into the cancellous bone. A
thin curved osteotome is then worked around the periphery of the graft until it is
freed. Sometimes the outer table is very brittle and by maintaining the pericranial
cover, the bone fragments will be held together. Where calvarial bone is needed
for a large cranioplasty then almost all the parietal bone should be harvested by
the neurosurgeon and very carefully split using frne osteotomes and po*", ."*r.
The inner table is usually replaced in the donor (parietal) region, the outer table
being used in the cranioplasty. For an isolated harvesting not done through a
bicoronal scalp flap, a transverse or oblique scalp incision above the ear."r, b"
used (p. bb'/).

Done by a proficient surgeon, this is a very safe procedure; damage to the
sagittal sinus or to the brain has nevertheless been recorded, and postoperative
intracranial haemorrhage is also a possible complication. Calvariafgrafts should
not be harvested by operators unfamiliar with the technique (Kline & Wolfe 1gg4),
and if there are any signs of neurological impairment after such an operation,
full evaluation, including CT scanning, should be done at once.

Other bone doruor sites
The anterior surface of the tibia has been used in the past, but we have no
experience of its use in CMF repairs.

vascularized bone grafts have been taken from the humerus, radius,
scapula, and clavicle, as well as from the ilium and the calvaria; our preferred
techniques ofrevascularized free grafts are discussed on p. 626.

Cartilage grøfts
Costal cartilage can be harvested as described above and used. in small orbital
floor defects which can also be repaired with cartilage harvested from the nasal
septum or the concha ofthe ear.

Alloplastic materials
synthetic materials, including Silastic@ and Teflon@ sheeting and hydroxyapatite,
have all been used in attempts to reconstruct the fractured orbital floot, and us
onlays in restoring facial contours. They are easy to use, do not absorb, and have
no donor site morbidity, but the risk of delayed infection and movement or
extrusion make them a second choice when compared to the advantages of
autogenous materials. Alloplastic materials (titanium, acrylic etc.) are widely
used to cover calvarial bone defects and are often very satisfactory, althougú
delayed infection and exposure sometimes occur. In Adelaide we favour the use
oftitanium plates, either shaped by hydraulic pressure (Blair et al 19g0) or cast
in a mould modelled from CT scan data by the CAD/CAM (computer-aided design
and computer-aided manufacture).

Fixation techniques
There are certain sites where secure frxation should be achieved; these include
the horizontal and vertical buttresses of the face. These buttresses are the
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framework or structural pillars of the face and stabilisation of properly reduced
fractures in these areas wiII re-establish normal skeletal anatomy. Miniplating
systems have greatly enhanced the abitity to provide three-dimensional
stabilization of bony fragments in these buttress areas.

Interosseous steel wires still have many applications in CMF fracture
frxation. rffires may be used to locate bone temporarily before the application of
plates and screws; this strategy is useful where all fixation points of the bone
cannot be visualized at once. Fine wire may be used to stabilize the inferior
orbital rim where the overlying subcutaneous tissue is very chin and where plates
and screws may be palpable percutaneously. And in many parts of the world,
wires may be employed because miniplate systems are unobtainable or
prohibitively costly. Pre-stretched wire should be used, inserted through holes
drilled with a fine burr and twisted clockwise to tighten and to achieve frrm
apposition of bone ends. The twisted end is cut long enough to be buried in an
adjacent burr hole, yet not so long as to be palpabie through the skin. \{ire has
been a great surgical standby, and skill in the use of wire remains essential.

Plates must be used with caution in childhood; there is ample evidence
from animal experiments that plates and screws placed across sutures in a
growing animal will reduce growth at that suture site (Lin et al 1991). It therefore
seems reasonable to remove plates and screws in a planned fashion when the
plates and screws have been placed across a growth centre, for example the
mandibular condyle (p. 50a).

Principles of Soft-Tissue Repair

Priorities

Primary repair of soft tissues of the face and scalp should, if possible, be carried
out within 12 h of injury. But in practice, delay up to 48 h has not led to detrimental
consequences, and can be accepted where there are more urgent priorities'

Management of skin wounds

Debridement
Accurate conservative debridement is the key to early primary closure. The cheeks
and scalp are the only areas of the face where there is some redundancy of tissue;
elsewhere, debridement must conserve vital structures such as eyelids, lip, nose
and ears. Therefore an accurate repair of these structures is essential with
matching of landmarks, and this should not be delayed unless there, are
compelling reasons. The techniques of skin closure are discussed in Chapter L5.

Plastic procedures
Where there is such loss of skin that direct closure is not possible without
distortion of a key anatomical structure, skin grafting may be the preferred
primary option. In different situations, we have used split-skin grafts,
full-thickness grafts and virtually all the flaps devised by plastic surgeons (p.

451). These procedures also frnd many applications in the management of burns
(ch. 17).

Microsurg:ical procedures

Microvascular tissue transfers are now routinely used repairing avulsive
soft-tissue injuries (pp. 437 and 454) and in reconstructing defects in the facial
skeleton by vascularized bone grafts (p. 623). The success ofthese depends on

microvascular anastomoses by a skilled operator with appropriate equipment.
In our service, the Wild M691 microscope has been chiefly used; the anastomoses

are normally performed with 10/0 nylon sutures on 70 pm tapered needles. In
the replantation of avulsed structures, staff and facilities for microvascular repair
must be available at short notice.
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In the management of CMF trauma, there are other applications for
microsurgery, especially in ophthalmic and neurosurgical procedures. Each
discipline has its own preferences in choice of microscope, and this can cause
diffrculties in combined operations.

Muscles, nerves and ducts

Careful alignment and suture of these deeper structures should also be carried
out early. In most cases, use of the microscope will be required to effect accurate
repairs. Where major branches of the facial nerve have been divided posterolateral
to the line of the lateral canthus, careful microscopic repair is mandatory. If
there is a laceration ofthe supraorbital nerve at the superior orbital rim then
this too should be repaired to prevent troublesome numbness of the forehead.
Lacerations of the inferior dental nerve where it issues from the me¡rtal f<rramen
should also be primarily repaired. The microscope should be used for early repair
of ductal structures; these include Stensen's duct and the canaliculi of the
nasolacrimal drainage apparatus (pp. 42g and 489).

Principles of Dental Management

Priorities

Injuries of the teeth are not high in the list of priorities in cases of multiple
trauma. Ideally, replantation of an avulsed tooth should be done within B0 min
of the avulsion (p. 353), but this is rarely possible in cases of serious cMF injury.
Fractures exposing the dental pulp may result in loss of an otherwise salvagéabie
tooth and the chances ofsurvival are increased by application ofcalcium hydroxide
paste and appropriate endodontal therapy. Other dental injuries can be treated
less urgently.

Nevertheless, the dental assessment is often of great importance, and
should not be delayed in injuries involving the oral cavity. This is especially so
when fractures of the facial skeleton disrupt the dental occlusion.

Dental techniques

These are discussed in Chapter 12. The skills of the prosthodontist are
indispensible in the treatment and rehabilitation of fracturás of the jaws. In our
unit, dental specialists have led in designing and manufacturing oral and. extraoral
prostheses, in the use of osseointegrated implants (p. 687) and in the application
of CAD/CAM techniques for fabrication of titanium and other implänts, ttre
prosthodontist has been involved increasingly in preparing ears, noses and ocular
prostheses, and the role of this important discipline is likely to expand.

Principles of Brain lnjury Management

Priorities

Brain injury management has some imperative priorities, which express the need
to protect the brain from the secondary complications of head injury. These
include:

1. Prevention of hypoxia and hypotension, especially in comatose patients

2. Control of raised intracranial pressure (ICP) and prevention or treatment
of cerebral compression

3. Preventionofcraniocerebralinfection.
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Coma management

Coma with depression of the protective reflexes is an immediate threat to life;
the threat is increased when fractures of the facial skeleton compromise the
airway. Coma mânagement is discussed on p. 381; it is important here to
emphasize that persisting coma may delay the defrnitive management of other
CMF injuries. In patients remaining in coma (Glasgow Coma Scale < 8) after
resuscitation, rvry'e routinely institute endotracheal incubation, ventilation and
respiratory paralysis as soon as possible - usually in the emergency room,
sometimes at the roadside or in the retrieval ambulance. This entails many
neurosurgical and metabolic dangers, and to avoid these, close 24 h collaboration
with the team of intensivists is essential. CMF injuries in coma are managed in
this wayuntil the physiological state is stable and the risk of serious intracranial
complications is acceptably low.

Raised intracranial pressure and cerebral conpression

The patient with a craniocerebral injury complicated by raised ICP is in danger
of irreversible impairments of neuronal physiology, and modern neurosurgical
intensive care is planned to keep the ICP at a tolerable level: 20 mmHg is usually
given as the maximum acceptable pressure, though patients have survived much
higher pressures for periods of days. The need to monitor and control ICP has a
high priority in victims of CMF trauma who are in coma; our methods are set out
in Chapter 13.

'When ICP is elevated by a mass lesion, especially an expanding intracranial
clot, other considerations become dominant. The danger is not only the effect of
a general elevation in ICP: there is the more immediate threat of transtentorial
herniation, brainstem compression, and irreversible damage to the vital brainstem
nuclei (Fig. 2.28). Modern head injury management aims to detect intracranial
clots and areas of brain swelling by early and repeated CT scanning, and to a
lesser extent by ICP manometry; detection by observation of the conscious level
is still an essential part of the management of minor head injuries, but is excluded
in comatose patients by the use of respiratory paralysis and ventilation. An
extradural or subdural clot causing cerebral displacement is an imperative
surgical emergency; when there is evidence of rapid deterioration or severe
displacement, the patient must be rushed to the theatre. Although small
haematomas may be treated conservatively, it is wise to evacuate all except the
most trivial extracerebral haematomas at once by an adequate craniotomy if
there is any impairment of the conscious level. Intracerebral haemorrhage, if
large, may also require craniotomy, and there is sometimes justifrcation for
operating on haemorrhagic contusions constituting a mass lesion; Gudeman et
aI (1989) have been able to do this without increasing the eventual neurological
defrcit. In our experience of CMF trauma, an operation for haemorrhagic contusion
is likely to end with a frontal or temporal lobectomy as an 'internal decompression',
and we have avoided such mutilating operations if at all possible. External
decompression, by removal of a large bone flap and enlarging the dural capacity
by a fascial graft, is less detrimental, but is often ineffective. Operation for
intracranial haemorrhage will usually take priority over any other procedure for
CMF injury. However, in doing these urgent operations, the neurosurgeon should
keep the needs of facial fracture repair in mind, especially when planning the
exposure (see below); in such cases, it is helpful if a craniofacial colleague can be

in the theatre to advise on this, to examine the fracture under anaesthesia, and
to view the radiological images.

Intracranial infection

Prevention of intracranial infection is an important part of management of CMF
trauma. Ideally, open craniocerebral wounds should be closed as soon as possible,
with watertight reconstitution of the dura mater and good scalp closure. However,
these injuries do not carry the highest priority. Compound depressed calvarial
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fractures can be left for 24},, or even longer, if covered with a sterile dressing
and treated with systemic antibiotics. Both in peace and war, closures of
penetrating missile wounds have been similarly delayed without adverse effects,
though it is certainly not advisable to do so. Persisting cerebrospinal fluid leaks
through the nose and other cranionasal frstulas should also be closed before,
infection can supervene. However, it is highly inadvisable to attempt to close a
cranionasal frstula until ICP has returned to normal. Moreover, cranionasal
fistulas may heal spontaneously, and cerebrospinal rhinorrhoea is usually treated
expectantly for 7-10 days in the hope ofspontaneous cessation ofthe leak. During
the waiting period, we give prophylactic antibiotics in such cases, though their
value is disputed, Since frstula repair is not seen as urgent, it can be combined
with elective repair of complex facial fractures (Simpson et al 1990).

Neurosurgi cal techniques

Instruments
For craniocerebral injuries, standard neurosurgical instruments are appropriate;
microsurgical instruments, though rarely essential, are very helpful in diffrcult
dissections in the region of the optic nerves and chiasm. Adjustable self-retaining
retractors are useful, especially when used in conjunction with the rigid skull
fixation given by the Mayfield head rest. When exploring war-time missilé wounds
of the brain without a skilled assistant, the Scoville brain spatula forceps is a
most helpful substitute for a self-retaining retractor; no doubt the simple wire
double retractor devised by Miyake & ohta (1999) could be used in the same
way. The operative microscope is routinely used in subfrontal explorations,
especially in the vicinity of the optic chiasm; in our service, the Contraves
microscope has been favoured. However, if a microscope is not available, binocular
loupes and a strongheadlight are usually satisfactory. Powered drills (see above)
have become part of standard neurosurgical operative technique; diamond burrs
are essential in opening the optic canal (see p. 425). The neurosurgeon who has
to manage gunshot wounds of the head without plastic surgical assistance should
be prepared to close scalp defects by split-skin grafting when the use ofa rotation
flap alone is insufficient to effect watertight closure without tension - always
assuming that the pericranium in the secondary defect will accept a graft.

Neuro,surgica,I exposures
The use of the standard bifrontal scalp flap is strongly advocated. for frontal
mass lesions and for exploration of the anterior cranial fossa, whether by a
bifrontal or unifrontal bone flap (Fig. 13.11). If a lateral craniotomy is needld,
the skin incision should be planned to permit a frontal flap at a later date.
Occasionally, we have been able to combine operation for intracranial clot with
repair if a fracture of the facial skeleton, but there are d.angers in prolonged
one-stage operations in severely injured patients.

Wound closure
The dura mater is always closed; at present, 4/0 braided Neurolon is used, but
frne absorbable sutures have been found satisfactory. If necessary, a graft of
temporalis fascia, pericranium or fascia lata is inserted. Bone flaps ãre replaced;
in the past, these have been secured with silk or steel wire, but titanium wires or
miniplates are preferable. The scalp is closed in two layers; for the galea, we use
a continuous absorbable suture (e.g. vicryl:polyglactin 910), the skin edges being
apposed with staples or a continuous monofilament Prolene (polypropyl"tt") 

"tit.fr.Drainage is used as little as possible, since suction may aspirate excessive volumes
of cerebrospinal fluid if there is a breach in the dura (McCulloch & Pattison
1981). But where there appears to be a risk of postoperative bleeding, Iow-pressure
suction drainage is used.

Po stop er øtiu e monitoring
All craniotomies carry the risk of postoperative bleeding, especially in the
extradural space; neurosurgical nursing observations are planned to detect such
complications. However, changes in the conscious level may be masked if narcotic
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1.

2.

3.

4.

analgesics must be given because of painful procedures such as thoracotomy for
rib grafts or exposure of the iliac crest; in such cases, small bolus doses of
intravenous morphine are a reasonably safe means of giving analgesia without
greatly impairing consciousness. Likewise, after exposure of the facial skeleton,
the papillary light reflexes may be masked by orbital swelling. The neurosurgeon
must then rely on ICP rnonitoring (p. 369) and on repeated CT scanning;
monitoring of vision and other cerebral functions by computer-averaged records
of evoked potentials has not played a large part in our practice (p. 2a8) but may
be used as an additional safeguard,

Principles of Management of Eye lnjuries

Priorities

Penetrating eye injuries should take priority over all other CMF injuries save
those that are immediately life-threatening. In children, there is special urgency,
since a child may aggravate the eye damage by rubbing or picking at the wounded
eye. In adults with such injuries, it may be justifrable to delay the defrnitive
repair overnight, or for whatever time is needed to transfer the injured person to
a centre that can offer more expert treatment. If this is done, precautions should
be taken to prevent expulsion ofthe contents ofthe eye or infection.

Remediable conditions imperilling the blood supply of the retina or optic
nerve also deserve high priority. These include:

Optic nerve compression

Intraorbital haematoma

Occlusion of the central retinal artery

Acute glaucoma.

These conditions are discussed in Chapter 14; in practice, urgent surgical
treatment of these conditions is rarely indicated and still less often is it successful.

The timing of secondary eye surgery is important. Vitrectomy may be

needed in wounds involving the posterior segment of the eye (P. 405); this
operation is best done 7-10 days after injury, and no later than 2 weeks. Lens
extraction may also be needed, and this is best delayed until anterior chamber
haemorrhage has resorbed, and any corneal wound has healed, so that there is a
good operative view of the intraocular structures. Moreover, if an intraocular
lens is to be implanted, preoperative measurements by keratometry and A-scan
ultrasound will be needed; these need careful and unhurried measurement. The
timing of lens implantation depends on the patient's age: in a child in the age

where there is a risk of amblyopia, operation is done at2-6 weeks, in an adult at
2-12 weeks.

Organization

Some eye injuries, especially those in the posterior segment of the eye, demand
much diagnostic and operative skill. In planning a trauma service, it is important
to ensure that an ophthalmologist with these skills is always available at short
notice. It is equally important to ensure that all members of the trauma team
are alert to detect eye injuries, and sufFrciently familiar with the management of
ocular trauma to participate in assigning priorities in cases of multiple injury
with eye involvement. It is also important that medical and nursing staff should
be trained to detect delayed visual failure.

It is not always easy to combine ophthalmological procedures in a

single-stage multidisciplinary operation, as is often done with conditions requiring
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plastic surgery, neurosurgery, or oral surgery. Eye surgeons are accustomed to
use dedicated theatres, special equipment; and nursing staff with special skitls.
However, many less demanding ophthalmological procedures can and should be
done as part of a defrnitive multidisciplinary procedure.

This is often true ofenucleation or evisceration ofa severely damaged eye;
it is also true of tarsorrhaphy, which has many applications in cMF trauma.

Ophthalmological techniques

These are discussed in Chapter 14, in relation to the various types ofeye injury.
Penetrating eye wounds may require vitrectomy. Simple removal (abscission) of
prolapsed vitreous can be done with scissors and cellulose sponges at the time of
the primary operation, and any ophthalmologist involved in traumatic eye surgery
is competent to do this. But more complex vitrectomies may be necessary for
injuries involving the posterior segment of the eye, to remove vitreous
haemorrhage, to deal with vitreous traction bands, to remove deeply sited foreign
bodies, and for retinal detachments. These exacting procedures need special
instruments and the special skills of an ophthalmologist who is dedicated to this
freld of surgery. The techniques of vitrectomy are beyond the scope of this book,
but a general account is given in Chapter 14. Optic nerve decompression is another
procedure requiring specialised instruments and skills, and the craniofacial unit
should be able to provide these at short notice: the swing away from transfrontal
neurosurgical decompression to transethmoid decompression may enlist the ENT
surgeon in these still debatable procedures (p. 426).

Protection of uision
In the course of the management of cMF trauma, vision may be imperilled in
many \ryays, and it is necessary to adopt routine measures designed to minimize
the known risks. Morax (1984) has given an interesting review of peroperative
visual dangers, and there are also risks in the intensive care unit and in the
ward.

There are many situations in which a previously normal cornea may be
iqjured, or a recoverable corneal injury may become irreversible. These include:
1. Accidents in emergency management or in the operating theatre, resulting

in mechanical or chemical trauma
2. Later injury from impaired lid closure, proptosis, exposure, impaired tear

production or a combination of these.

The prevention of corneal injury is an immediate responsibility for many
members of the cMF team. Measures for eye protection in emergency
management are discussed on p. 22g.In the operating theatre, great care is
needed to avoid accidental contact with the exposed eye. Ifpossibie, the eye is
protected by the anaesthetist after induction, by covering the cornea *ith 

"suitable ointment (e.g. white paraffin ointment) and sealing the eyelids with a
waterproof adhesive frlm or strapping. However, this often impossible; in many
operations in the orbital region, the eye is necessarily part ofthe sterile freld.
Strong antiseptic solutions should be avoided: we have .uãn p"r-"nent blindness
wlren a skin preparation of TOVo alcohol was inadvertently placed in contact with
the cornea. Ahalf-strength aqueous solution of povidone-iodine is well tolerated;
some surgeons prefer to use 0.2vo aeueous chlorhexidine. Throughout the
operation, care is taken to avoid mechanical contact or desiccation. We place
discs of absorbent material covered with plastic (e.g. Telfa@ dressings) o,r"i th"
eye, irrigating them from time to time; Morax (1984) mentions the use of coloured
contact lenses to cover the cornea during surgery. The cornea is endangered if
there is impaired lid closure. Initially, it is usually appropriate to ãmploy
temporary measures to close the lids and to prevent desiccation These include:

1. Copious use of lubricants, artifrcial tears and lid massage
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2 Application of clear plastic frlm (Fig. 9.84); this has largely replace the use
of a watch glass taped to the face (Fig. 9.88)

Taping the lids together, or sealing them with tissue adhesive

Inserting a 4/0 silk suture through the upper (or lower) lid, and taping this
to the cheek (or eye brow); a version of this procedure is shown in Fig.
9.8C.

Tarsorrhaphy

These measures may fail, and are of course unsuitable for long-term protection;
a tarsorrhaphy may then by necessary. In some situations, tarsorrhaphy may
indeed be indicated forthwith. The chief of these is a combination of facial and
trigeminal paralysis, with abolition of both the motor and sensory arcs of the
corneal refl.ex. This is unusual as a consequence of an impact in the CMF region,
but we have seen it after a crushing injury of the skull, and it is very likely to
lcad to scvcrc lçcratitis.

Temporary tarsorrhaphy is appropriate when the need for eye closure is
expected to be over in 3-6 weeks at most; this is so when the cause is postoperative
orbital swelling and proptosis. The lids are sutured together without removal of
any lid tissue; when the sutures are removed, the eye will open. We use 4/0 silk
or 3/0 Nylon sutures, passed through the upper tarsal plate to emerge in the line
between the orifrces of the Meibomian glands and the line of the lashes, and then
through the lower plate in the reverse direction; on each side of the palpebral
frssure and the line of eyelashes, the stitch is passed through a short (5-10mm)
length of rubber tubing to act as a bolster. Usually two of these mattress sutures
will suffrce.

In a permanent tarsorrhaphy, a strip of tissue is removed to allow the lids
to fuse together by tissue union. To effect this, a strip of lid may be excised
between the lashes and the orifices of the Meibomian glands on both the upper
and lower lids; alternatively the whole of the inner lid margin may be excised.
The lids are then sutured together with 4/0 silk or 5/0 Nylon stitches passed into
the lid and out again as mattress sutures: they are tied on rubber bolsters, as
described above. If bolsters are not used, then it is likely that the stitches will cut
through the delicate lid tissue, especially in a young patient. This may lead to
scarring, distortion of the lid margins and impairment of the lid function of tear
spreading. In temporary tarsorrhaphy, it is important to preserve the lid margins,
and in permanent tarsorrhaphy it is important to ensure that the direction of
the lashes is not disturbed. If a permanent tarsorrhaphy leaves lashes misdirected
inwards, the cornea and the conjunctive may be irritated.

Tarsorrhaphy a simple procedure, but it should be done carefully by a
capable surgeon to ensure a satisfactory outcome. If a partial tarsorrhaphy is
required (Fig. 9.8D), and this is often appropriate in cases of facial paralysis,
then it is wise to make the tarsorrhaphy more extensive than seems necessary,
since it is easier to open an over-large tarsorrhaphy than to resuture one that is
too small.

3.

4,
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A

FIG. 9.8. Protection of the cornea. A. The eye can be couered. with clear polyethylene
film (Glad@-wrap). This is now in routine use oÁ aninitiøl protectiue measure.B.Awatch
glass or plastic couer can be t
of this now, but it has ø place
pøtient to rub or scratch the eye. C. A suture
the cheeh: the suture is used to open
method is often unsuccessful because
We n9 longer aduise this, but it has its advocates. D. Tarsonhøphy is a versatile øndusually safe method of securing eye closure. The figure showi a perrnanent partial
tørsorrhaphy done for facial parøIysis; rubber tubing isú.sed. to preuentiutures from'cuttiigthrough the lid margins.

D
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Optic nerue protection: uisual euoked responses
The optic nerve may be injured during operation, by manipulation or by the
injection of an agent able to cause ischaemia or nerve damage. It may be injured
after operation from compression by haematoma formation. In all orbital
procedures and especially in craniofacial operations requiring correction oforbital
dystopias (p. 573), it is necessary to avoid any manoeuwe likely to cause traction
or compression of the optic nerves. At the close of any operation of this type, the
pupils must be inspected and the light reflexes must be tested, If vision is lost,
under circumstances suggesting optic nerye compression, the area of possible
compression should be explored immediately,

Harding (1991) and others have used the elicitation of visual evoked
responses (VER) to monitor optic nerve function during and after craniofacial
surgery, and we have made some use of this diagnostic procedure. We employ a

44 mm hand-held flash stimulator which easily penetrates a closed eyelid; the
stimulator contains an array of 19 light-emitting diodes. Recordings are taken
from an electroencephalographic scalp electrode placed over the midoccipital
cortex and about 3 cm above the inion, with a reference electrode on the ear or
forehead. The evoked potentials are frltered in the range 1.6-3000 Hz, and
averaged until a stable and reproducible response is recognised. Usually 25-100
averages, repeated 1-3 times, are sufficient either to confirm optic nerve
transmission or to raise concern about the possibility of damage. However, this
is not a sensitive test of optic nerve function, and is used only to detect gross

failure of vision.

Our use of VER monitoring in practice has been limited, chiefly to cases

where there is already visual impairment. In elective operations known to place
the optic nerve in some jeopardy, such as extensive orbital dissections, we have
routinely performed a baseline VER measurement before operation. We do not
perform the investigation during operation, because the VER is affected by
anaesthetic agents, especially halothane, but if there is postoperative orbital
swelling preventing tests of the pupillary light reflex, then a normal recording is
very reassuring. Our chief use for VER recording has been in traumatic optic
neuropathy, especiallywhere the patient is uncooperative or where there is orbital
swelling @. a2Ð.

Priorities and Staging of Procedures

In isolated injuries, there are usually no diffrculties from conflicting priorities.
Multiple injuries always present the need to put frrst things frrst. In several
possible scenarios it may necessary to plan a staged sequence of operations on
the basis of the clinical priorities. The high priority of the major neurosurgical
and ophthalmological emergencies is indisputable. Soft-tissue lacerations, both
of the skin and the oral mucosa, should be closed as soon as possible; this will
lessen the risk of infection and further tissue loss. At the same time, repair of
vital structures such as eyelids, nerves and ducts can be undertaken; these
procedures are discussed in Chapters 14-16. Urgent operative intervention may
be needed for life-threatening injuries of other body symptoms within the frrst
24ln after injury, e.g. ruptured thoracic or abdominal viscera.

On the other hand, decision on the management of facial skeletal injury
should usually wait until completion of the full work-up. When the defrnitive
plan of management of facial injury is prepared, less urgent treatment of injuries
in other systems may be scheduled to be done at the same time as the operative
reduction and fixation of the facial fractures. An example would be the
simultaneous management of the facial and craniocerebral components of a CMF
injury (e.g. a facial fracture and a closed depressed frontal bone fracture or dural
repair ofthe anterior cranial fossa) + enucleation ofa ruptured eye + some elective
extracranial orthopaedic procedures.
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Principles of Counselling

when the management plan is completed, it must be explained to the patient,
and usually also to the relatives. This is essential in helping the patient lo make
a wise choice, whether between operative and non-operative management, or
between a range of operative procedures. The explanation is the responsibility,
often onerous, ofthe surgeon(s) chiefly involved; it is easier ifthere ãre already
good communications between the team members, the patient and the family.
Mutual confidence is always desirable, and never more so than when the initiâl
in-¡gry assessment points to the likelihood of some permanent deformity or loss
of function. when the patient is a child, the legal guardian must give informed
consent to surgery; however, it is important to explain to children, in whatever
depth is possible, what has to be done and why. For elective procedures, time can
usefully be spent in games that illustrate the management plan in ways that are
reassuring to the child.

Informed consent
Possible complications must be explained by the surgical specialist who will
conduct, or at least supervise, the recommended operative procedure(s); the risks
of anaesthesia are explained by or on behalf of th" utr""rth"tist who wiil give the
anaesthetic. It is well when_counselling can be done in an unhurried wayl giving
the patient time to think and take advice, or to request a second opinion in doubtfu"l
cases. In explaining possible adverse outcomes, the counselloi has to be frank
yet should avoid frightening the patient unduly.

The explanation has medicolegal implications. Throughout the world, but
especially in jurisdictions based on some variant of Enghsñ Common Law (the
uK, the usA and many countries formerly in the British Empire), surgeons are
increasingly being sued by patients disappointed by the results of treatment.
Among the grounds for such legal actions has been aileged failure to explain the
possible complications, both those which are relatively frequent and those which
are known to be very rare. It has been our practice tà explain the obvious risks
inherent in the treatment of a particular pattern of CMF injuries, which almost
always include death and often include blindness, and to offer to list the rarer
risks, while stressing their rarity. This can be d.one in a reassuring way. rn our
experience, few patients wish to know more than the major risks, and many
indeed are satisfied by the statement: 'I wourd want this õperation if I was in
your position'. Nevertheless, it is the duty of the counselling surgeon to make
sure that the anxieties of the individual patient are fully brought out, and that
he or she is given an explanation of the extent to which t|ese aie well grounded.
In the USA, some surgeons provide a lengthyprinted list of possible comflications;
we believe that this could become a perfunctory ritual, and might actually hinder
a proper explanation. It is agreed that the surgeon has ã duty to gi.,r" 

"r,explanation ofthe risks in a proposed course ofactiãn, but differentjurisãictions
have giv standards should be used in decidingwhether ble extent. In the case of Sidaway v ThãBethlem est British appellate court held that the
adequacy of the explanation should be judged by the stãndard of medical practice
at the time, presented as expert testimony. Nevertheless, the samì court
emphasized that there could be exceptions to this rule, and in a recent judgement,
the full Australian High Court held that the standard must be the general .on."pi
of reasonable behaviour (Rogers v lWhittaker 1992). This case is of particulàr
interest to surgeons working with CMF injuries because it related to posioperative
sympathetic ophthalmitis resulting in bilateral blindness. Meåical ìpinion
confirmed that the risk of this devastating complication was very low, bìt the
court held that in the context of a largely cosmetic operation, it would have been
reasonable to mention this possibility. In our practice, few diffrculties have arisen
in the early counselling of the victims of CMF trauma, and in particular the
giving of informed consent has rarely caused distress or delay. Wiitten forms of
consent, signed bythe surgeon and the patient, are routinelyused, though such
forms would not be a valid defence if the explanation given were heù to be
inadequate.
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Facial Fractures

J. A. Trott, M. H. Moore, D. J. David, Contributing author:M. Jay

lntroduction

Facial fractures vary greatly in severity and signifrcance. Some are fractures of
a single bone or small bony complex, caused by a relatively low level of force
impacting on a salient part of the face. Fractures of the nose, the commonest
facial fracture, are usually the result of such impacts: as a rule, a broken nose is
an aesthetic problem, with only minor functional inconveniences. At the other
end ofthe spectrum ofseverity, panfacial fractures are the result ofvery severe
force impacting on the entire face and causing gross deformity and functional
impairment, sometimes even a threat to life (p. 219). Facial fractures are very
common, and their causes reflect the social environment in which the face is
struck. The aetiology of facial injuries is discussed in chapter B, and our own
recent experience is set out in Table 8.1

This chapter deals with the management of fractures and dislocations of
the adult facial skeleton caused by blunt impacts or relatively low velocity missiles;
in Chapter 16, the massive facial injuries caused by high velocity missiles and
other avulsive agents are discussed, and the modifying eifects of immaturity and
senescence are considered in Chapter 19.

General classification of facial fractures

Facial fracture patterns express the complex anatomy of the facial skeleton, and
especially the lines of strength and weakness described in chapter 2. Some
fractures are named after their discoverers (p. 18) or by the causative mechanism
(p. 10a). However, an anatomical nomenclature is more specifrc. Cooter & David
(1989) have devised an alphanumeric system in whìch major and minor
components of the entire cranium are identified by letters (see Tables 2.1 and
2.2), while bony injury is assessed on a scale of 0-B (see Table 2.8):

0 = rro fracture

1 = undisplaced fracture

2 = obviously displaced fracture

3 = comminuted and./or compound fracture.

A numerical value for the severity of injury is given for each major
anatomical zone; this is derived from the sum of the injury scores for each minor
zone in that major zone, to a maximum score of 5. since there are 10 major
anatomical zones, and each of these is bilateral, the summation of the ,"o"", io,
the 20 zones gives a value of 100 for maximal craniomaxillofacial (cMF)
disruption, lesser degrees of injury being expressed as percentages. The
percentage for a given case is termed the Craniofacial Disruption Score. Standard
charts are used for recording the fractures as located by X-iay and./or operation.
The system is designed for easy coding and computer storage, rather than for
verbal description ofa clinical case.
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For the present purposes (Fig. 11.1), facial fractures are considered in
functional groupings:

1. Fractures primarily affecting occlusion - fractures of the jaws and
dento-alveolar fractures

2. Fractures primarily affecting the orbit - fractures of the naso-ethmoid
region, zygoma, orbital walls and orbital roof

B. Fractures primarily affecting the nasal airway- fractures of the nasal
bones and cartilages

4. Fractures primarily affecting the skull base;fractures of the anterior cranial
fossa are especially important and these are considered in chapter 13

5. Fractures affecting more than one of the above functional areas-panfacial
fractures, fractures involving both the orbit and the occlusion etc.

FUNCTIONAL ZONES OF FACE

Skull base Oælusal

FIG. 11.1. Functionøl groupíngs of faciøI frøctures. Shaded areøs represent the

functional zones of the face. Restoration of these øreas in three dimensions following
fractures is mandøtory for return of normal function and form.

Orb aNasa

Coronoki Condyk

Ramus

Alveolar proc-ess

Canine rcot

Mental foramen

Body

I
Angle

Th¡rd molar
<--{>

Parasymphys¡s

FIG. 11.2. Cotntnon frøeture sites of mønd,úbtø Comtnonly used descriptiue terms for
the anatomy of the mandible and the anatotnicøl classification of frøctures øre also giuen.
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Fractures Affecting Occulsion
Fractures of the Ramus, Angle and Body of the Mandible

Surgical pathology

The anatomy ofthe mandible has been discussed in Chapter 2. It is a very strong
bone (p. 105), designed to withstand the forces applied in mastication, bút it haã
areas ofweakness. These include the condylar process, the angle, and the anterior
body in relation to the deep root of the canineìooth; tiie anglã is especially weak
if there is an unerupted third molar tooth. Fig. 11.2 shows the common fracture
sites relating to these points of weakness; these fractures may be unilateral,
bilateral or combined in any permutation.

Classification

Mandibular fractures may be classified simply on the anatomical site of the
fracture. They may be linear or comminuted; comminution may be slight or very
extensive. Fragment size is important: large fragments may lose soft-tissuä
attachments and then behave as a free graft. The fracture máy be displaced or
undisplaced, and this is relevant in selecting a treatment strategy: almo-st always
a displaced fracture of angle or body in an adult requires reduction and
stabilization for 6 weeks, whereas undisplaced. fractu""r oith" ramus or condyle
are treated conservatively.

The distinction between compound and non-compound mandibular
fractures is important. Any displaced fracture through a tooìh root is inevitably
compound; fractures of the ramus and condylar region are non-compound unless
caused by a penetrating agent, e.g. gunshot. The presence or absenãe ofteeth on
either side of the fracture line is also important from the viewpoint of treatment
by inter-maxillary frxation, and this has justifred a classifrcation:

Class I: teeth on either side of the fracture line

Class II: teeth on one side only

Class III: edentulous.

Fractures of the young child's mandible and of the edentulous mandible
are discussed in Chapter 19. Special problems arise when mandibular fractures
are associated with avulsive tissue loss: these are discussed in Chapter 16 and
the resultant deformities in Chapter 21. Pathological fractures of thã mandible,
expressing local or general weakening ofthe bone by disease, are discussed. in
Chapter 20.

Clinical Assessrnent

The history points to the likely site of the fracture. Ellis et al (19g5) found that
the incidence of angle fractures was higher in victims of assault (B0.6Vo) than in
those hurt in falls (77.2Vo) or in road crashes (IO.gVo); conversely, condylar
fractures were less often due to assault: 24.3Vo as compared with BAi.gEo irrthe
victims of falls and34.LVo after road crashes. This may rLflect a higher incidence
of assaults causing lateral jaw impacts, rather thanìmpact on the point of the
chin. Interrogation should also establish whether dentures were \Morn at the
time of the accident, and whether there had been any relevant previous disease.

In cases of severe multiple trauma, resuscitation will have priority. But it
is of vital importance, even in cases with life-threatening injuries, to make a
preliminary assessment by palpating the facial skeleton and to examine the
interior of the mouth, with a good light, using cheek retractors where necessary.
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When circumstances allow, a more systematic examination of the mandible

is carried out (p. 163). The patient and the examiner sit comfortably facing each

other. The patient is asked to point to any areas ofpain or tenderness, and to run
the tongue älong the teeth to detect dental irregularities, chipping, loss of a crown;

the tor¡gue ir t"iy sensitive to these and also to loss of oral sensation. The patient
is askeá to map out any area of numbness. Swelling and/or bruising are noted

and the patienf is asked to open the mouth (Fig. 11.3). Chin lacerations may give

a clue to a condylar fracturelFig. 11.4), Intraoral inspection may then be carried

out, with speci;l attention to irregularities in the teeth and steps in the dental

arci: these may indicate a fractuie, as may local swelling, bruising of gingival

tissues or laceration of the mucosa (Fig. 11.5).

The patient is next asked to bite the teeth together, and to say whether the

occlusion feels normal; the nature of the occlusion is noted' If the patient is

ed.entulous, the d.entures are inspected for signs of injury (p. 520)'

Finally the mandible is palpated through the overlying soft [issues. Initiaþ
the examiner stands behind the seated patient. Bilateral palpation begins over

the condylar heads and moves down to the angle and forward along the lower

border to ttre symphysis Gig. 6.5). Tenderness, swelling and deformity support

the diagnosis ola iracture; compression on both angles will usually cause pain in
an othãrwise occult fracture. Neurological examination may show loss in the

lower lip, from damage to the inferior dental nerve' even in the absence of a
complaiini of numbness. Finally, intraoral palpation with a gloved finger may be

revealing.

A

FIG. 11.3. ClinicøI signs of
mønd.ibulør frøctures: the øngle.
A. Minimal swelling of the right cheek
seen in a young u)on1'an with øn
undisplaced right angle frøcture of the

^ondible. 
B. Bruising of the right

masseter ønd medial pterygoid muscles
result in restricted tnouth opening on the
affected side.B
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A

B
FIG. 1L4. Clinica'l signs of mønd.ibulør frøctures: the eond.¡rle. A. This patient fettfrom a bicycle onto the point of her chin. 'ihe a"compønying clíin lacerøtion has been
sutured. B. The right condyle frøcture associated with-this injury furrow).

FrG. 11.5. clínicar sìqn9 9f ynønd,íbutor frøcturee: the bod.y. sepøration between
right lower central ønd right lower laterøl incisors with a step in tîæ occlusøI pløie
associøted with a pørasymphyseal frøcture of the møndible.
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Radiological assessment

If the clinical frndings suggest that the mandible alone is injured, the X-ray
examinations of choìce are the orthopantomogram (OPG) and the Towne's

anteroposterior view (p. 176). The OPG allows inspection of the entire mandible
and mándibular dentition on a single film, being a composite of two lateral views.

However, the tomographic process entails blurring in the symphyseal region and

fractures here may be missed; moreover, lateral displacement at the angle may

not be evident (Fig,11.6A,B). The Towne's view is a useful complementary
examination to d.emonstrate lateral displacement and fractures at the symphysis.

To obtain an OPG, the patient must sit and this is impossible in severely

injured or uncooperative patients. It may then be necessary to obtain lateral
obliqo" view. on each side (Fig. 11.7). A computed tomographic (cT) scan may
give useful information on the integrity of the buccal and lingual plates, which
are sometimes separated or fractured in isolation (Fig. 11.8)'

Early management

Patients with compound mandibular fractures are admitted to hospital and

intravenous antibiãtics are given: we favour flucloxacillin and metronidazole.
The rationale for this choice and the dosages are discussed on p. 236. Pain relief
may be needed, but narcotics are if possible withheld, especially if there is a

cerLbral injury. Clear fluids are allowed and later a liquid diet is given' Oral
hygiene is maintained by cleansing the mouth with dressed probes, soft
toothbrushes and irrigation wit}r. O.2Vo chlorhexidine solution.

Dental assessment

This is described in Chapter 12. ln dentate patients with a displaced
fracture, dental impressions are taken to provide plaster casts ofthe occlusion in
the position resulting from the injury. These casts are then cut at the fracture
site and mounted on an articulator in the predicted pretraumatic position so

that they can be used as models in planning how to restore the pretraumatic
occlusion as accurately as possible. An acrylic wafer is made from the articulated
dental model for use in the surgical reduction and frxation of the fracture.

Timing of definitive treatment

This is decided as soon as the clinical priorities of other injuries have been

established. Soft-tissue lacerations, if significant, are debrided and sutured within
L2 h of the injury (p. 433).

Many authorities favour early surgical reduction and immobilisation of
compound fractures of the mandible. Maloney et at (1991) state that this policy
has reduced postoperative infection from AVo to < l7o, and Champy et al (1986)

suggest that fractures should be plated within 12h of injury for the same reason.

We emphasize the importance of a detailed dental assessment and stabilization
ofthe general condition before operation, and therefore our procedures are usually
done electively rather than as emergencies, though at times a definitive
mandibular operation is done early under a general anaesthetic needed for some

urgent procedure, such as frxation of a limb fracture. We believe that results are

beiter if operations are done with the best available instruments and with
experienced theatre staff; these may not be provided by an emergency operating
seivice. In a series of 50 cases of angle fractures of the mandible treated by
delayed frxation, at an average time of 4 days after injury, we found only one

case of infection (Moore et al 1990). However, this policy of elective operation
after full dental evaluation requires cost-benefrt analysis, and we do not deny

that good results have been achieved by early intervention.
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A

FlG. 11.6. nad¡ola gy of ma.nd.ibutar
frøctures: the angle.
A. Frøcture of the left angle of
mand,ible seen in orthopantornograrn
(arrow) Anteroposterior and some
superior d,ispløcement is seen in this
reuiew B. Anteroposterior Townes
view of the same fracture d,etnon-
strøting more significant løterøl
displøcement not visible in the
orthopantornogrdm.

FIG. 11.7. Rød,iologg of
møndibulør fractures: the
bod.y.
Comminuted fracture of the left
body of rnand,ible demonstrøted
on an oblique lateral X-ray.
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Conservative managernent

Stable fractures without displacement are best treated conservatively, by a liquid
non-chew diet and analgesics; a soft padded neck collar may be worn to support
the chin (Fig. 11.9). This conservative regimen is appropriate. for many unilateral
fractures ofth" angle and body especially in the elderly edentulous patient, and

for the greenstick fractures of children (p. 503). Most ramus fractures are secureþ
splinted by the massetel muscle laterally and the medial pterygoid muscle
medially; displacement is rare and these fractures can usually be treated
conservatively. In a young adult with an undisplaced hairline fracture of the
body or angle which extends to a dental root, decision may be more difflrcult. If
the patient is judged to be sensible and likely to comply with the programme,
then conservative treatment should have a good chance of success' If there is
doubt about compliance, then operative treatment should be considered.

Principles of operative fixation

Until the ad.vent of internal osteosynthesis with miniplates (pp' 26 ar;:d 237),

external intermaxillary fixation was the main surgical strategy in the
management of mandibular fractures-a strategy of some antiquity (p. 16). But
the arguments against closed reduction and intermaxillaryfixation are numerous

and cogent (Thaller et al 1990).

Closed reduction demands a correct evaluation the pretraumatic occlusion,

and it may be impossible to achieve this if the dentition was incomplete or gtossly

diseased. Intermaxillary frxation must usually be maintained for 6 weeks, to
allow callus to establish a stable secondary union (p. 129), and this is an ordeal
for the patient. Hygiene and feeding present problems. There is often buccal and
labial irritation and even ulceration of the mucosal surfaces. It is impossible for
the tongue to be used to clean the teeth and gums; manual cleaning is made
diffrcult by the presence of wires and the wax often used to reduce their irritative
effects. Plaque may build up on the teeth, causing gingivitis with potential
long-term dental problems. Liquid diets delivered by syringe are tedious and

unappetising; weight loss is common and sometimes serious. For all these reasons'

some patients rtrill not endure intermaxillary frxation: they remove the wires,
sometimes with disastrous results. Moreover, the teeth may move or even loosen.

When arch bars are applied to premolars and molars, this is unlikely, but it is a
real danger if canine or incisor teeth are ligated; ifpossible, these teeth should
not be ligated, and if an arch bar must be supported in the central region, then
this should be done by circummandibular and/or transpalatal wiring.
Intermaxillary frxation is also a potential airway hazard, especially if there is a
risk of sudden loss of consciousness, as in epileptics and diabetics.

Finally, there is experimental evidence to show that prolonged mandibular
immobilisation causes atrophy of the muscles of mastication, fibrosis of the
periarticular connective tissues and degenerative changes in the cartilage ofthe
mandibular condyle; these changes can reduce the range of passive bite opening
(Ellis & Carlson 1939). J. O. Andreasen (personal communication) has warned
that teeth involved in fractures can be devitalized when ligated to the commonly
used Erich bar. Brown et al (1991) compared the costs of managing isolated
fractures of the mandible by miniplate osteosynthesis and by intermaxillary
frxation. Miniplate frxation was considerably cheaper when account was taken of
the duration ofhospital stay and the service charges incurred in feeding, Dental
hygiene and nursing; the complication rates were similar in both series.

We are therefore strong advocates for internal frxation. There is, however,

one situation in which intermaxillary fixation is still the treatment of choice'

This is in the child with mixed dentition, where a fracture line runs through
multiple unerupted tooth buds, with thin bone plates unsuitable for screw fixation'
The management of such fractures is discussed in Chapter 19 (p' 504).
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A B

f--
Equal and opposite lorce
provided by wire

Vector of force
at upper border

Fulcrum

FIG. lf .9. Conseraøtiae treøtment. A
soft, pad,d,ed. (e.g. polyurethane foøm)
neck collør may be worn to prouide
symptornatic relief uia ch.in support.

c
FrG. 1l.8._,R_ød_io-logy ofrng,ndìbulørfrøctures. A. orthopantomogram of a comminuted.
fracture of the left angle of rnandibte. In this uiew it was iot possiile to teII whether thelingual thelingual the
rnandib
for surg eed

FIG. 11.10. Interosseous
wíríng. Placing an interosseous
wire at the upper bord,er of an
angle fracture counteracts the
tensile forces prod,uced, by the
rnuscles of møsticøtion (arrows)
øround the lower border of the
fracture which are acting as a
fulcrum, In addition to the wire,
intermaxillary fixation js
required,.
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Teeth in fracture line

When the fracture goes into a dental root, it has been argued whether it is
necessary to extract the tooth to lessen the risk of subsequent infection. This
issue was particularly important when the teeth were used in intermaxillary
frxation. When miniplate fixation is the primary treatment of choice, the teeth
have virtually no role in stablizing the fracture, but are important as indicators
to guide accurate reduction. Our policy has been to retain teeth in the fracture
line where these teeth have potential function either in the occlusion or as fixation
posts for subsequent prosthodontic work - always assuming that the teeth appear
likely to survive. Should the tooth lose vitality, then early restorative dentistry
is undertaken (p. 358). When the tooth root is fractured, with comminution of
the alveolar bone around it, then infection is almost certain and the tooth should
be extracted, with removal of loose bone fragments. When an impacted third
molar is involved in an angle fracture, we extract it because this tooth is rarely a
functional part of the occlusion, and because we have seen chronic pain, with or
without infection, develop when the tooth is not extracted. However, clinical
studies by Rubin et al (1990) have shown that incompletely erupted molars may
be left in the fracture line without increasing the risk of complications.

Interosseous wiring

This is indicated when intermaxillary frxation is used as the mainstay of
treatment, in fractures with displacement or when there is a tooth on only one

side of the fracture (type II fracture: see above). Wiring is used in conjunction
with arch bars, interdental eyelet wires and./or dental splints (see below). We see

this mode of treatment as inferior to miniplate fîxation, but it should be

remembered since miniplates may not always be available.

where a fracture at the angle is to be stabilised, the upper border of the
external oblique ridge is the obvious site to insert the wire. Exposure is transoral,
allowing extraction of the third molar if it is impacted and not part ofthe occlusion.
Placing a transosseous wire at the upper border of the ridge provides a

one-dimensional stabilization against the tensile forces exerted by the muscles
of mastication (Fig. 11.10). In other areas ofthe body ofthe mandible, transosseous
wires are placed at the lower border or midbody region. Stabilization is best
when the wire crosses the line of the fracture at 90' (Fig. 11.11). When the lower
border is exposed, frgure-of-eight wiring may be used for greater stability (Fig.

11.12). Alternatively, when the fracture splits the body in the sagittal plane, the
wire may be passed through the two plates of bone and then around the lower
border of the mandible (Fig. 11.13). After wiring, intermaxillary frxation is
maintained for 4-6 weeks.

In edentulous cases, the approach is extraoral, as dental splints will be

needed for intermaxillary frxation, again for up to 6 weeks, and the presence of a

sutured mucosal incision and the subsequent scar line may impede both the splints
and the later use of dentures.

Dental splints

Moulded acrylic dental splints can be stabilized by circumosseous wires and have

been advocated for many purposes. We see two specifrc clinical indications. The
frrst is in the management of dent-alveolar injuries and extruded teeth. Various
types ofsplints can be etched to the crowns ofteeth and connected to adjacent
sound. teeth by rods or bars: these are purpose-made appliances and will promote

survival of endangered teeth: The other use for dental splints is in the
management of the fractured mandible in very young children: this is discussed

on p. 504.
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,/ Line of wire al 90" to lraclure line

laced at 90' to the line offracture
ire is tightened. In the body area
to auoid, dørnøge to dental roots

utíríng. Where the plane of fracture is pørasagittal there møy
the linguøl ønd buccal cortical bone þløtes Gnø¿"¿ øred. A
fracture and øcross the bony plates wilt prouide a com.pressiue

force between the plates, further enhancing stabilisatioi.

Miniplate osteos¡rnthesis

FIG. ll.12.Interosseous wiring. Figure-of-ï technique may prouid,e additionøl uertical
stability at the lower bord,er of the nønd.ible.

In 1958, the Swiss Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen formed. a study
group to consider the principles of internal frxation. This now famous body, the
AO/ASIF, showed the value of rigid immobilization and coaption of bone ends in
securing primary bone union (p. 12g); compression was seen as advantageous
and compression miniplates were designed for use in the craniofacial ãrea.
Initially, stainless steel was used, but this metal has some disadvantages, being
radio-opaque and also more liable to corrosion than titanium. Luhr of Wrirzbur!
developed miniplates and microplates for use in all parts of the CMF region: fo"r
the mandible, his system employed compression by bicortical screws, *hi.h h^d
to be inserted in the lower border to avoid damage to the inferior dental nerve
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and to the tooth roots. Luhr used Vitallium, but more recently titanium has been
preferred because ofits malleability, radiolucency and high biocompatibility (p. 155).

Success in plating fractures of the mandible depends on an understanding
of the mechanical forces acting through the mandible in mastication. The mandible
is normally subjected to tension forces at its upper border and to compression
forces at its lower border. Unless the fracture is inherently self-stabilizing, there
will therefore be distraction of the upper or alveolar end of the fracture line. The
plating system must counteract this distraction.

Champy et al (1986), following Michelet et al (1973) of Strasbourg, described
an ideal line for the siting of the plate (Fig. 11.14). Where a force tr', is needed to
counteract the distracting force F. it will be equal to the downward force in the
symphyseal region multiplied by the distance Z between the downward force
and the fracture itself, and divided by the height I1 between the point of tension
banding and the fulcrum or lower border of the mandible. It can be seen that the
greater the value ofl/. the less force will be needed to control the fracture. It is
also clear that the distance Z will be greatest in fractures of the angle, and stronger
plating will be needed for fractures in this area (Fig. 11.15). Charnpy also
demonstrated the presence of rotational torsion forces in the anterior mandible,
which is a three dimensional structure upon which bilateral muscular groups

act. He recommended lower border plates as well as upper border plates to give

better control ofthese torsional forces (Fig. 11.16.) In the tooth-bearing alveolar
area, the thickness of bone is variable, and unsuitable for screw frxation; the
upper border of the mandible is therefore the ideal site. Champy showed that
the average thickness of the outer cortex of the mandible is 5 mm, but in some

areas the cortex is <3 mm thick: there is therefore some danger of injuring the
inferior dental nerve (Fig. 2.6). Carcshould therefore be taken to drill only through
the outer cortex, and to use only 5 mm screws.

In certain situations, the usual tension-compression relations can be

reversed. This may be the case when a bite load is placed just anterior to an
angle fracture, and the Contralateral muscle sling is functioning normally but
the ipsilateral sling is ineffective from traumatic oedema and bruising
(Rudderman & Mullen 1992). In addition to this theoretical concept of intermittent
reversal of the normal tension-compression zones, there is also some Clinical
evidence ofunfavourable results with angle fractures treated by a single plate
sited in Champy's ideal osteosynthesis line. Levy et aI (1991) recently reported
on 61 patients with 63 angle fractures, treated according to Champy's principle
of monocortical non-compression. When only one plate was used for osteos¡mthesis
at the mandibular angle, complications were seen in 5/19 patients; when two
miniplates were used, only one of 32 patients experienced complications. Although
Levy and co-authors do not state exactly where the second plate was placed, one

of their illustrations shows the second plate to be close to the lower border of the
mandible and therefore able to act as a compression band against the intermittent
reversal of tension-compression zones (see above).

Our experience with 50 cases of mandibular angle fractures treated
according to Champy's principles with single upper-border non-compression plates

has been satisfactory, with only one adverse result due to infection (Moore et al

1990). However, there are two clinical situations in which an additional
lower-border plate is needed. First, the accuracy ofreduction of an angle fracture
by the intraoral route may be uncertain, because the lower border of the mandible
cannot be seen. It may then be necessary to expose this area by an external
incision and to achieve accurate reduction and frxation with a second miniplate
to reinforce the plate inserted by the intraoral route (Fig. 11.17)' Second, ifit is
uncertain whether the patient will obey the injunction not to chew, it may be

wise to insert a second plate.

In summary, the Champy technique of upper-border single-plate
osteosynthesis will be successful in most cases of angle fractures, provided that
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the patient does not chew and the reduction is accurate. Failure in these respects
may lead to an unusual bite force, reversal of the normal tension-compreÀsion
zones, and movement at the fracture site, with greater risk of infection. In
muscular male adults with angle fractures, the mechanical considerations
summarized above mean that a greater banding force may be needed: this may
justify the use of 6-hole plates rather than the usual 4-hole plates, and longer
scre\rys may be inserted in the proximal fragment (Fig. 11.19). SupplementÀry
intermaxillary fixation remains as a resort when internal frxation r""-r likely
to be insuffrcient alone.

FIG. 11.14. Mønd'ibulør tension line. The mand.ibular tension line is the junction of
dento-alueolør and, body bone (øfter Chømpy).

- PxLtz= 11= 
H

P

H

L

CALCULATION OF MOMENT OF FORCE

P = Applied force

L = Horizontal distance from applied force to fracture
H = Distance from line of plate to lower border

FrG. rr.15. The equøtion of forces of a møndiburar øngle fracture (after charnpy).
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FIG. 11.16. Anterior bod¡t reaerse-tension line. The dnterior lower borderline is the
site for lower-border plates in conjunction with upper-border pla.tes when fractures
transgress this area (after Cha.mpy).

FIG. 11.17. Minipla.tùng mønd.íbulør fra.ctureE. orthopøntomogranx following
minipløte stabilisaiion of frøctured teft body and right angle of mo'ndible. Dfficulty was

found in obtaining accurate reduction ofthe inferior part ofthe frøcture at the angle uia'an 
íntraoral erpõtur". Accordingly an external submandibular approøch ,was made

fottowing øpplication of the upper-border rniniplate ønd screws. The lower border was
'reduced. 

under direct uision and stabilised with a 4-hole rninipløte and screu)s øs shown'

Compression plates

As stated, these require bicortical screws, and must therefore be inserted into
the lower border of the mandible to control the upper-border tension zone, the
plates must be strong and rigid, and the screws must be large. A modifred form
of compression plate has been designed for mandibular fractures, in which the
outer plate holes provide compression at the inferior border, while the inner
holes of the plate provide a do\¡\¡nrfiard movement of the fracture to counteract
the distracting tension at the upper border (Hobar 1992).

The merits of compression and non-compression plates remain under debate.

Compression plates increase bone contact at the fracture site, and provide rigid
stabilization; this promotes primary bone union with no callus formation. Hovrever,

in practice it appears that healing is equally good with non-compression systems,

despite the transient appearance of callus. Compression plating systems have one

potential drawback: as compression it applied across the buccal plate of bone, there
is a potential risk that the fracture line maybe opened on the lingual side. A small
difference in reduction between lingual and buccal or labial bone can lead to a
significant crossbite and potentiaþ to a post-traumatic malocclusion. To prevent

this, the flexible miniplates must be shaped to conform to the bone surface

accurately: if auything, they should be overcurved, so that comprcssion will affect

both buccal and lingual surfaces equaþ (Fig' 11'19; Calloway et al 1992)'
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Lag screws

The principle of lag scre\Ming is to overdrill the hole made in the outer plate of
bone, so that the screw will engage only in the smaller hole in the inner cortex;
when the screw is tightened, there will be compression between the outer and
inner plates. For maximum compression, the axis of the screw must be close to
90" to the plane of the fracture, without displacing or distracting the fragments.

when a fracture shears between the lingual and buccal plates, the wide
surfaces of opposed cortical bone offer ideal conditions for lag screw fixation,
though this must be done where there is no risk of injuring the inferior dentai
nerve or dental roots (Fig. 11.20). The fragments to be screwed must not be
comminuted.

When the fracture is behind the last tooth, screws can be inserted in the
upper border. Niederdellman & Shetty (1932) have proposed a method of lag
screw fixation of angle fractures, and report good results; Ellis & Ghali (1ggÕ
also report favourably on lag screrv fixation for anterior mandibular fractures.
This method may be technically demanding, and requires a good deal of practice
and competence to give consistent results.

c
FrG. 11.18. Mínipløtíng ¡nøndiburør þøcture-s. !,. Left angle fracture in a patient

ing with dietary restrictions. B. Stabilization
greater banding force, C. 13 rnrn screws tlay

rtical fixation.

A

FIG. 1f.19. Compression
pla,ting mandibular fiocturu s.
A. Where compression plate
does not exactly conform to the
curuature of the underlying
bone, compression will result
in opening ofthe lingual cortex
fracture line. B. To prevent
this, the plate must be exactly
shøped to the curue of the
underlying buccøI cortex or
euen slightly ouercurued.

FIG. 11.20. Løg screwing
mønd.ìbular frøc ture s. Løg
screw fixøtion is best done
where there is ouerløp of
cortical bone plates. Screws
can only be øpplied in areas
where damage to dental roots
or the inferior d,ental nerue wiII
not ensue (shøded).
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Operative management (Chanpy technique)

Operation is done under general anaesthesia; a nasotracheal tube is passed and
sutured to the base of the nostril (Fig. 10.1). The incision sites are infrltrated
with2Vo lignocaine and 1/80 000 adrenaline. Schuchardt or Erich arch bars are
ligated to the premolar and frrst molar teeth with 26 gauge stainless steel wire;
ifa centre ofsupport is needed for the arch bars in the incisor-canine region, the
bars are anchored with circummandibular or transpalatal wires as described
above. The teeth are cleaned with a toothbrush and dilute (half-strength) Betadine
solution. Irreparably damaged teeth or dental roots are extracted.

The operator may use a headlight to give good illumination when working
in the angle area. The incision to explore an angle fracture is placedjust lateral
to the anterior border of the ramus, and runs down beyond the third molar just
lateral to the inferior buccal sulcus. lffith scalpel or cutting diathermy, the incision
is deepened to the bone and the fracture line is then exposed by subperiosteal
dissection down to the inferior-border of the mandible. A posterior border
retractor, combined with a notched anterior border retractor, will give good

retraction of the soft tissues. If the third molar is to be extracted, this is now
d.one, care being taken not to fracture the external oblique ridge of bone. The
socket is cleaned, and irrigated; care is taken not to injure the inferior dental
nerve, which is sometimes exposed by the fracture. The fracture edges are cleared
of granulation tissue with a small sharp angled dissector, and the area is irrigated
with weak antibiotic solution (e.g. 0.2 Vo flacloxacillin in saline) to wash away
debris and reduce contamination. The fracture is now reduced manually into
correct anatomical position.

The incision to explore a fracture ofthe body is placed to the buccal or the
Iabiat side of the inferior sulcus. To preserve the mental nerve, the scalpel is

angled back sharply, under this sulcus, down to the bone. The periosteum is
incised; the fracture is then exposed by subperiosteal dissection in the manner
described above. If the fracture is laterally placed, the mental nerve and its
foramen may also be exposed (Fig. 11.21).

When the fracture has been manually reduced, the occlusion is established
and intermaxillary frxation is applied. The pretraumatic position of occlusion is
established by the dental wafer and the plaster study models; however, on very
rare occasions, even with the occlusion stabilised by the wafer, anatomical
reduction is not achieved. When this is so, and assuming that there is no other
fracture, then there must have been some error in model planning and wafer
construction; the operative impression of anatomical reduction must therefore
be accepted.

When the jaws are thus secured by intermaxillary wiring, and the
fracture(s) reduced anatomically, it is relatively easy to achieve frxation with a

miniplate applied in accord with champy's principles. we apply a 4-hole
AusSystem@ plate to the upper border of the body, placing two monocortical 5

mm screws on either side of the fracture line; a similar plate is applied to the
lower border in anterior body fractures. At the upper level of the body, where it
joins with the alveolar bone, care is taken to drill only the outer cortex, the drill
beingkept at 90" to the surface; copious irrigation is used. The plates are bent as

accurately as possible to conform with the contours of the mandible; however,

this is less important when using these malleable titanium plates than when
steel or vitallium compression systems are employed (Figs LL.22 and21-.23).

Modifrcations in this standard method may be appropriate in fractures in
the angle area, on the external oblique ridge. A 6-hole plate may be preferred,

and Mãngers screws may be used in the ramus, to give better purchase in the
bone (Fig. 11.18). If a second lower-border plate is needed for an angle fracture,
it may be attached by an intraoral approach combined with percutaneous drilling
and. screwing through a cannula. But if there is doubt about the reduction of the
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inferior border, there need be no reluctance to expose the area by an external
incision. This is made about 1 cm below the inferior border of the mandible,
below the course of the mandibular ramus of the facial nerve (Fig. 2.80). The
incision is usually about 3-5 cm long, and is deepened through fat and platysma
, to the fascia of the submandibular gland (Fig. g.ac). This is incised, andthe
dissection is then taken upwards, so that the mandibular branch of the facial
nerve remains in a superficial plane and need not be identifred. Large branches
of the facial artery and vein will be encountered running over thã top of the
submandibular gland and these should be ligated and cut. Sharp di^ssection
through the masseter and the periosteum will then expose the fracture site. Since
there is already stabilisation by a miniplate at the ,rpp"" border, the fracture
edges can easily be manipulated into anatomical reduction and fixed by a 4-hole
non-compression plate (Fig. 11.12). The skin wound is then irrigated with
antibiotic solution and closed in two layers, drainage being used only if there is
much oozing' When it is not necessary to visualize the lower border of the
mandible, the plate can be fixed to the lower border percutaneously by drilling
and screwing through a cannula.

Intraoral wounds are closed with a running 3/0 chromicized catgut stitch,
taking bites of mucosa and muscle. The temporary intermaxillary irxation is
then removed and the excursions of the mandible are checked, with special
attention to its ability to bite into occlusion. The arch bars are usually tlft in
situ; if the patient readily settles into normal occlusion, the bars are removed on
the second or third day, but ifthis does not happen then the bars can be used to
allow light rubber elastic traction to help to overcome the imbalance in the
masticatory muscles caused by injury and swelling. This elastic traction may be
maintained for 7 days, being removed when the patient settles into normal
occlusion.

Postoperative management includes intravenous antibiotics for 48 h. Clear
fluids are given for r2-24h, then a liquid or non-chew diet. oral hygiene is
maintained with mouth washes and small tooth brushes; this becomes easier
when the arch bars are removed. Pain relief is rarely needed after 4gh. x-ray
pictures (OPG and Towne's view) are obtained on the frrst day after operation. if
these are satisfactory, and if mandibular mobilisation is going well, ihe patient
is discharged, usually after 2 or B days. External stitches are removed l week
after operation, when oral hygiene and mobilisation of the jaw are checked.. There
are normally further reviews at 3 and 6 weeks, after which there should be a 4
cm opening between the incisor teeth and little local swelling, A dental assessment
is then made, with special attention to oral hygiene anJocclusion, as well as
estimation of the viability of teeth in the fracture line. A non-chew diet is taken
for 6 weeks; thereafter a normal diet is allowed. Between 6 weeks and 12 months,
the patient is seen ifthere are clinical reasons; the healing ofscars, the recovery
of any areas of sensory loss and the return of normal mÀstication are verified.
Restorative dentistry is sometimes needed.

Comminuted Mandibular Body Fractures

Management

'When there is a moderate degree of comminution and little or no bone loss, as is
sometimes seen after wounds from small bore weapons, the fractures may be
treated by the regimen just described, with some modifrcations.

Debridement is performed frrst, small fragments of bone being removed. If
the alveolus is comminuted, the shattered bone and associated. teãth, and any
blood clot, are removed, and the injured area is irrigated with weak antibiotic
solution.

The mandible is then stabilised. After manual reduction, the teeth are
held in occlusion by intermaxillary fixation with arch bars and the wafer. It may
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FIG. 1 1.21. I¿ trøorøl erpoaure. Inferior
Iabial sulcus incision to exPose a
para,syrnphyseal fracture of the møndible.
Care is taken to protect the fibres of the
nxental nerue ds they trauerse the tnuscle of
the lower lip.

AB
FIG. 11.22, Miníptøting mønd.ibulør f-røctures: pørøsymphyseøL A. øndB.X-rays
pre- and post-surþical tràatment of a pørøsymphyseøl møndibular fracture using 4-hole
minipløtes applied in accordønce with Chdmpy's principles.

FIG. 11.23. Miniptøtíng mønd.ìbulør fTøÆture1: øngle. A.. and B. X-ra'y9 pre- ønd
post-treatment of imandibulør angle fracture using acontouredminiplate withfour scre-ws

in øccord,anc" *ith Cho*py's prilcíples In this case the post-treatment X-ray was taken
after 6 months and no sign of fracture wds seen,

A
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then be appropriate to stabilize the bone fragments by inserting upper and lower
border plates, with at least two screws gripping the chief proximal and distal
bone fragments. If there is insufficient bone to hold an upper-border plate, then
it may be best to use a Luhr t¡rye of compression plate, with bicortical screws on
the lower border. Where there is doubt about the reduction of the lower border,
it may be wise to expose the area by an extraoral approach. If the stability of the
frxation given by the miniplates is in doubt, the intermaxillary fixation should
be maintained for 4-6 weeks (Fig. 11.24).

FrG. 11.24. Minipløting,ønd. -lag screwing,mønd.ibulør frøctures. use of multiple
pløtes ønd. screws to støbilise the comm.inuted te¡t body fraciure seen in fig.'lt.i. i'his
was combined. with interrnøxillary fixøtion for 6 weeks.

complications of fractures of the body and angle of the mandible

These include;
. Infection
. Non-union
. Malocclusion and malunion
. Plate exposure

¡ Nerve injury and./or dental injury due to drilling the body of the mandible.

Infection
The incidence varies in different reports and the causes are disputed. Bochlogy¡us
(1985) reported abscess, cellulitis or osteomyelitis in or of gsg patients\7r);
various methods of reduction and frxation were used., but it appeared. that the
incidence of infection was not significantly greater after open operations. Moore
et al (1985) found an incidenc e of \6vo in a study of 100 frãcfures in 56 patients,
with osteomyelitis in Tvo. Maloney et al (1g91) found no infections at äll when
the fractures were "reduced by the closed technique and immobilised within Z2 h
of injury; open reduction within 72 h had an infection rate of 2vo. rizuka et al
(199la) reported infections in6Vo of patients stabilized with compression plates,
all save one being fractures at the angle. Champy et al (1986) reported an incidence
of \Vo in cases treated by his principles; he urged treatment wittrin f Z h of injury.
Anderson & Alpert (1992) reported the high incidence of 76Vo infection in Z5
plated fractures; however, there was only one case of frank osteomyelitis, and
the authors believed that preventable errors in technique were often responÁible.
Levy et al (1991) gave special attention to fractures of the mandibulãr angle:
when only one miniplate was used, without intermaxillary frxation, the infectìon
rate was 22vo,but when two miniplates were used, no infections were seen. In
our report on 50 fractures at the angle (Moore et al 1990) only one infection was
seen.

When infection is diagnosed, a wound culture is taken and intravenous
flucloxacillin and metronidazole are at once given. X-ray pictures of the mandible
are taken, to exclude fracture displacement, bone sequestrum or any complication
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relating to the plate, such as fracture or dislodgement. If there is non-union and,/
or osteomyelitis, the fracture is explored and necrotic material is excised, together
with loose fragments of bone. Teeth in the fracture line are extracted and all
plates and screws are removed. The occlusion is then established and
intermaxillary frxation is reinstituted. If there is bony contact at the fracture
site, a heavy mandibular compression plate is immediately inserted on the lower
border of the mandible, with 4-6 bicortical scre\ils. If there is discontinuity of
bone, a bone graft is inserted; intermaxillary fixation is maintained for 6 weeks
(Fig. 11.254-C). With rigid frxation and adequate drainage, osteomyelitis usually
subsides (Koury & Ellis 1992).

B c
FIG. 11.25. Mønøgement of øn únfected. øngle frøcture. A. Afracture of the left angle
of rnandible following øn øssault to a 29-year-old male. The fracture was treated using a
heauy lower-border compression plate and bicorticøl screws. B. After 18 months lost to
follow-up, the patient returned with clinicøl signs of infection ønd non-union. The
orthopantomogrønx showed non-union and loss of bone around first molar. C. Following
debridement of necrotic bone and the first molar tooth, intermaxilløry fixation, iliac bone
grafting to the gap ønd stabiliso,tion wíth heauy lower tør compression plate using eight
bícortical screws, he went on to uneuentful healing. The bone graft is located between the
arrow heads.

Non-union
This is clinically indistinguishable from infection, and in principle the treatment
is the same.

M ølocclusion ønd malunion
These can result from inadequate or inappropriate reduction ofthe fracture, but
may also be the consequence of orthodontic movement of teeth which have been
wired to arch bars, or the result of imbalance of masticatory muscles. Unilateral
muscle injury forces the mandible into the position of greatest comfort, which
may entail crossbite or overbite even when the reduction is anatomically correct.
If this is the case, the malocclusion can be managed by appropriate dental methods

- or more simply by rest and patience, since the complaint usually subsides
with time. If the cause of malocclusion is shown by X-ray to be due to inadequate
reduction of the fracture, two possibilities arise. First, the operative procedure
may have been at fault: malunion from this cause should be detected by
postoperative X-ray examination (Fig. 11.264,8). Second, the patient may have
been at fault, in failing to comply with the dietary programme: chewing on solid
food may have fractured the plate itself, or fractured the bone around the screws.
Reoperation is necessary in either case, to reduce the fracture again and to frx it
more strongly. If the bone has already united - malunion in the true sense -
an osteotomy wiII be needed to give correct occlusion; this is usually done at the
level of the angle or through the body with preservation of the neurovascular
bundle. The corrected occlusion is maintained by intermaxillary frxation, with
either lag screws or plates to stabilize the reduction.

Plate exposure
Miniplate exposure may be due to poor operative technique in suturing the mucosa

or to postoperative trauma, as from excessive zealin using a tooth brush before
the mucosa is fully healed. If there are no other problems, it is safe to leave the
plate exposed until healing is complete, in 6 weeks, after which the plate can be

removed without compromising the result.
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Nerve injury a'nd,l or dentøI injury due to drilling the body of the mønd,ible
Injuries of the inferior dental nerve, dental roots and,/or tooth buds may occur
when an inexperienced operator drills the outer cortex, or from the use of unduly
Iong screws. If there is clinical and X-ray evidence that a screw is impinging on
any of the listed structures, then the screïr¡, or scre\Ms, should come out at once.
It will then be necessary to follow the patient's progress for signs of loss of tooth
vitality, failure of teeth to erupt, or sensory loss in the mental nerve territory.
Sensory recovery, or failure of recovery, should be watched for over 12-1g months.

FIG. 11.26. Føulty operøtìae red.uctìon. A. A left angle fracture of the mønd.ible,

Í,::*"i.,ät":,'i::;tr:::íi;#r:ii7,i:y
d, støblization using ø lower bord,er miniplate

Dentoalveolar Fractu res

Surgical pathology

These may occur in isolation, either when a segment of hvo or more teeth is
displaced en bloc, or as an area of gross comminution.

Management

'When the displaced fragment of bone and teeth retains a good mucosal attachment
on the lingual side, it can be preserved. The displac"*"t t is red.uced, the mucosa
laceration is repaired ifnecessary, and the reductions stabilized: this is done by
etching pillars on to the croìilns of both the involved and the adjacent unaffecteâ
teeth, to which an acrylic rod or bar is then fixed (Fig. 11.22). But when there is
gross comminution, it is best to remove the teeth and shattered bone and to
suture the mucosa over the area of denuded bone.

Fractures of the Coronoid Process

Surgical pathology

The coronoid process is a thin plate of bone, serving as the insertion of the
temporalis muscle onto the ramus: as such, it is stressed to withstand vertical
tension but no force applied to its lateral aspect. The process is therefore most
vulnerable to a lateral impact when the mouth is open; it may also be injured by
sudden contraction of the temporalis muscle at the time of an impact, or by ã
penetrating agent. Nevertheless, solitary fractures ofthe coronoid process are
unusual, because the process is well protected by the temporalis and masseter
muscles and by the zygomatic arch. In our retrospective review of facial fractures
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treated over a 3 year period (p. 87), there was only one coronoid fracture among
324 cases of mandibular fracture - an incidence of 0.37o. Rapidis et al (1985)
found that coronoid process fractures accounted for 0.6-4 .77o of allfacial fractures
in several reported series reviewed by them. In an analysis of 52 cases of coronoid
fractures, they found fractures in other parts ofthe facial skeleton in77Vo;in
44Vo there were fractures elsewhere in the mandible, these being evenly
distributed betr¡¡een symphysis, body, angle and condyle, and in 197o there was
an associated fracture of the zygoma, while in only 4Vo were there fractures of
the maxilla.

Clinical assessment

The signs may include trismus and crossbite due to injury of the ipsilateral
masticatory muscles; there may be intraoral swelling and bruising in the upper
retromolar region. However, these signs may be masked by the effects of
associated injuries.

Radiological assessnent

The fracture may be seen in the standard OPG and Towne's views; if not, it will
be readily demohstrated by CT, which will also show the proximity of a depressed
fracture of the zygomatic arch and hence the potential for bony fusion between
coronoid and zygoma (Fig. 11.28).

Management

This is essentially the treatment of the associated injuries, followed by early
mandibular mobilisation. There is no indication for open reduction and fixation
of the fractured coronoid process, provided that the normal transverse space
between the squamous temporal bone and the zygomatic archhas been restored.

FIG. 11.27. Støbìlìzotíon of d'ento-
ølaeolør þøctures. An acrylic rod is
etched onto the crowns of upper central
teeth to stabilise ø dento-ølueolar
fracture.

FIG. 11.28. Rød.íology of coronoíd.
f'røctures. X-røy d,emonstrating a coronoid
f-racture associøted with ø condylør fracture. The
coronoid process is d,isplaaed superiorly ønd,
posteriorly.
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Fractures and Dislocations of the Condyle

Surgical pathology

The condyle is that part of the mandible which passes vertically up from the
posterior border above the sigmoid notch to the glenoid fossa of the temporal
bone. Fractures may occur at any level in the sigmoid notch, thus including a
variable amount of the ramus in the condylar fragment (Figs 11.29 and 11.8b).
Rarely, there may be a sagittal fracture of the condylar head without involvement
of the sigmoid notch (Fig. 11.31). There maybe dislocation of the fractured condyle,
either posterior, anterior, medial or lateral; rarely there is vertical dislocation
into the middle cranial fossa (p. 289).

Classification

There are many classifications of condylar fractures, based on the level, the degree
of obliquity, the presence of comminution or compound injury, the displacemãnt,
and the presence or absence of dislocation of the head from the glenoid fossa.
Lund's (7974) classifrcation has merit because of its simplicity (Fig. rl.B2):
' Type I: enlocated head with or without displacement at the fracture site, and

with no more than 60" angulation
. Type II: dislocated head, with 90" or more angulation.

Lund also described these fractures as high, involving the head. or neck,
and low, at the base of the condylar process.

Clinical assessment

Pain in the region of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) may be a symptom, and
trismus is a common sign. when the patient attempts to opãn the mouth, íhere
will be pain and restriction of movement: this may be bilateral, but if unilâteral,
there may be deviation of the chin point towards the affected side. This sign ié
not specifrc: it may express any injury causing unilateral contusion of the
masticatory muscles, e.g. fracture of the zygomatic arch, coronoid process,
pterygoid plates or temporal bone, Indeed, a sprain of the TMJ may prodìce this
sign. other clinical frndings may help to differentiate these types olin¡ury, but
in a severe panfacial fracture only radiology will determinL the stale of tfr"
condylar region. otoscopic examination of the external auditory meatus may
show bleeding from a tear in the lining of the canal: posterior displacement of
the condylar head may indeed split the cartilaginous pãrt of the canal or fracture
the tympanic plate, and hearing should be tested.

Bimanual palpation ofthe condyles during opening and closing ofthe mouth
may detect swelling, tenderness and perhaps absence of the normal condylar
head. This can be done either by placing the frngers over the TMJ just in front of
the tragus, or by inserting the frnger tip gently into the external áuditory canal
on each side' Systematic palpation of the rest of the mandible may reveal another
coexisting fracture or fractures.

Neurological examination is usually unremarkable: injury to branches of
the mandibular division of the trigeminal nerve is veryrare inìondylar fractures.
Damage to the facial nerve is also unusual, but may occur, especially if there is
lateral dislocation ofthe condylar head

The mouth is then inspected and the occlusion is examined. Typically,
bilateral condylar fractures cause an anterior open bite not present before injury,
while a unilateral fracture causes a lateral crossbite. The teeth and alveoli musi
be examined: there is a significant association between injuries in these structures
and condylar fractures. Indeed, Lindahl (7977 a) found injured teeth in 46 (87 .4Vo)
ofL23 cases ofcondylar fracture, the association being most frequent in bilateral
fractures and when the condylar head was involved.
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FIG. 11.29. Anøtomy of cond5ùør f-røctures. A condylar frøcture is øny fracture which
separdtes the condylør head frorn the corpus of the mandible but excludes the coronoid
(see shød.ed area). All pass through the sigmoíd notch and, depend'ing on the leuel, are
high or low.

Head

Neck

FIG. 11.30.,4n øtom.y of cond,ytør ftaatures. AIow condylør fracture extending to inferior
border of rarnus. To be compared with higher leuel in Fig' 11.28'

Radiological assessment

The standard OPG and Towne's views will usually show fractures of the condyle.

The OPG is especially helpful in showing the site of the fracture; for surgical
planning, it is important to know whether the condylar fragment is large enough
to allow fixation by a miniplate (FiB. 11.33).

This view also shows anteroposterior or vertical displacement of the
condylar head as well as anteroposterior displacement and/or overriding at the
fracture site. The Towne's view is complementary in showing medial or lateral
displacement of the head or the fracture fragments (Fig. 11.3a). CT scan may be

helpful in showing a sagittal split, or even comminution, of the condylar head:

such fractures may lead to ankylosis and need early recognition and treatment
(Fie. 11.35).

Dental assessment

This is done along the lines described above; the preparation of plaster

study models showing the desired final occlusion, and also an acrylic dental wafer,

are necessary preludes to surgical treatment. The dentist will also plan treatment
of any dental injuries. The dental findings are then discussed, together with the
clinical and radiological frndings, and treatment is then planned according to a
formal protocol which is discussed below.
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FIG. f f.31. Anøtotny of cond,Srlør
frantures, Asagitta,l fTøcture ofthe heød
of the cond.yle may be associated, with an
intact sigrnoid notch. Such fracture møy
occur in isoløtion or øs a part of ø
comminuted pattern of condylar
frøcture.

Type I

Low

Type !l

High

Low

d,enote high or low frøctures respectiuely.

FrG. 11.33. Rød.íology of cond,ylør þøctures. orthopøntomogranl d,emonstrating
m|diuln 

-to low leuel frøctu.re of left condyle in a 14-year-otd. The IéueI of the fracture i's
pløced aboue the lowest point of the sigrnoid notch aid b"low the head. of the c'ondyte.

BA

Hgh

BA
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FIG. 11.34. Rød.iology of
condglar fiøctures. A Townes
uiew demonstratíng medial
dislocatíon ofthe condylar head
frorn the glenoid fossa.
Angulation at the fracture site is
approximately 90'.

FIG. 11.35..R ød.iology of condylør fiøcture. CT scan demonstrating bilateral sagittøl
frøctures of the condylar heads in association with a midface frøcture.

A
FIG. 11.36. Attempted. uire støbilúsøtion of cond.ylør ftøcture. A. Displaced and
dislocated cond.ylai fracture in a 7-year-old. The large ørrow indicates the dislocøtion of
the condylar head, and the small atow indicates the angulation øt the fracture site. B. 7

year following reduction and stabilisation with an interosseous wire, there has been relapse

þllowed by malunion. Remodelling did not take place, probably bgcguse of the inuøsiue'nature 
of the surgery (aII muscle was stripped from th.e condyle) and inødequøte

stabilisation (wire only). Arrows poirt't to condylar retnnant.
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Principles of treatment

The management of these injuries is controversial, chiefly because there is
uncertainty over the natural history ofthe unreduced fracture in children and in
adults.

Lund (1974), Lindahl (L977 a-c) and Lindahl & Hollend er (I977)published
studies on restitutional remodelling of the displaced condylar frãcture in
childhood, and the associated compensatory growth, which tend to support a
conservative plan of management; indeed, Lund found that remodellingcould
result in a normal condyle. However, this process was signifrcantly less eifective
when growth was nearing completion or completed. Remodelling was also
incomplete when the condylar head was dislocated from the glenoid fossa, and
when the fracture \Mas low on the condylar neck. compensatory growth of the
mandible on the affected side was observed only if body growth was still occurring.
In unilateral cases, compensatory growth was evident in78Vo of the studied cases;
ín 30Vo this compensatory growth was excessive, causing deviation of the chin
point to the unaffected side. compensatory growth was found to be most
pronounced when fractures occurred at puberty, and when the condylar head
was not dislocated. Lund found no relationship between the degree of
compensatory growth and the height of the fracture.

Lindahl treated 123 patients in the Maxillofacial Unit School of Dentistry
i¡r Gothenburg over a 4 year period. He noted that all the children in the series
developed a satisfactory occlusion. He did not say whether this was spontaneous
or the result of orthodontic treatment, nor did he relate any need for ãrthodontic
treatment to the type of fracture, the degree of remodelling and compensatory
growth or the patient age. Nor was a time-cost analysis of th" achievement of
satisfactory occlusion given for the various fracture types. However, Lindahl did
Iook at the long-term effects of conseryative managément on mastication. He
found that in children, the asymmetry of mandibular movements usually
disappeared in 2 years. But in adults, the signs of as¡rmmetrical movement
persisted or became worse. Moreover, symptoms such as clicking tenderness or
pain, rare in children, were frequent in adults (Lindahl lg77a,bl

Other authors have questioned whether conservative treatment will give
a satisfactory, albeit adjusted, occlusion (Hinds & parnes 1966, Robinson & Rãwe
1971). It seems clear that while the results of conservative treatment may be
acceptable, they are far from perfect in respect to chin deviation and to iMJ
function in adults. Moreover, the so-called satisfactory results may require
protracted and expensive orthodontic treatment.

rn some centres, aggressive strategies of treatment have been proposed.
Schettler & Rehrmann (1975) in Dusseldorf employed elastic traction from a
long bridle attached to a plaster head cap: this was applied to the mandible
through a bone hook inserted into the chin. Fey reported complete restoration of
articular function in all treated cases; however, patients had to wear this elaborate
appliance for an average period of 3.5 weeks. Open anatomical reduction of the
condylar fracture has been also been favoured (Brown & obeid 1gg4), but hitherto
this has not gained universal acceptance and there are several reasons for this.
First, methods of stabilisation have been imperfect, and have allowed malunion
in one or other plane, or even complete relapse (Fig. 11.86A,8). second, methods
ofexposure have not always been safe, or even effective in all types offracture.
Some reports have given no emphasis on the importance of preserving muscle
attachments, such as that of the lateral pterygoid to the proximal fragmãnt, or to
the maintenance of the capsular attachments to the.ottdyl" (Takenoshita et al
1989). Moreover, operative techniques have often been reported without long-term
results. For all these reasons, operative intervention has been suspect. Sãveral
criteria should be frlled for operative procedures to-be acceptable:

1 . The operative procedure must provide for restoration of normal function
and occlusion within 6-12 weeks
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2 The fracture must be reduced so that the muscles which act on the condyle
regain normal tension and position

The displaced fragment must be large enough to be reduced and stabilized
in three dimensions

The stabilisation must be maintainable until bone union occurs

The operation must not damage the attachments of the lateral pterygoid
muscle to the condylar head

There must be no operative morbidity from injury to nerves or other
important structures, or to mandibular growth

Ifthese criteria can be met, operation offers the prospect ofrapid restoration
of function and of occlusion, by achieving an anatomical reduction of the fracture
and of the TMJ joint, followed by early mobilisation.

Conservative managenent

In rrrt¡s[ cases this is principally the encouragement of early mobilization by active
jaw movement. With adequate pain relief and a liquid diet, the patient will usually
bite into the pretraumatic occlusion within a couple of days. Active encouragement
continues until an opening close to 40 mm between the upper and lower incisors
is achieved. If the patient cannot regain the pretraumatic occlusion, arch bars
are applied and occlusion is established and maintained for 2 weeks by
intermaxillary wire frxation.

By this time, the pain should have ceased and the intermaxillary wires
can be replaced by elastic bands-light by day, heavy by night' The bands are
intended to counteract the usual tendency to deviation ofthe chin to the affected
side (in unilateral injuries) or to anterior open bite (in bilateral injuries); the
light bands allow active movement, which is encouraged. This regimen is
continued for another 6-8 weeks and is ceased only when the patient can maintain
the pretraumatic occlusion. It may then be necessary to encourage wider opening
of the mouth by an exercise programme. After eating, the patient spends 5 min
three times a day before a mirror, opening -protruding - retracting - and laterally
deviating the lower jaw. The patient, after these exercises, is given a stack of
wooden spatulas and inserts each day an increasing number of these between
the incisor teeth, until a 40 mm interincisal opening is achieved. Pain is to be

expected, and the patient is reassured that this is a necessary result ofstretching
scarred tissues.

The best reported results from conservative management are those of
Lindahl, discussed above, and they are far from perfect. In adults with
fracture-dislocation of the condyle, conservative management may lead to
malocclusion, Ioss of teeth, and pain in the TMJ (Robinson & Rowe 1971).

Nevertheless, conservative treatment is indicated if there is little or no
displacement, or if the fracture line is so high that surgical stabilisation is
impossible.

Operative management

Zide &, Kent (1983) have given as absolute indications for operation:

1. Fracture dislocation of the head into the middle fossa, or into the temporal
fossa if associated with clinical disability

2. Intra-articular foreign body

3. Lateral extracapsular dislocation ofthe condyle

4. Inability to open the mouth or to bring the mandible into occlusion after 1

week with evidence of a bony block

5. Compound injuries, e.g. gunshot wounds.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Zíde's relative indications include:

6. Displaced condylar fracture, where the fracture line is near the lower border
of the sigmoid notch and the head is dislocated from the glenoid fossa

7 . Condylar fracture, where vertical displacement is associated with displaced
fracture(s) of the upper jaw.

we endorse these indications, and believe that in adults, when there is
displacement of the fracture and where the proximal fragment has sufficient
length to accept two screws to hold a plate, then anatomical reduction and rigid
plate fixation will allow immediate mobilisation and. good prospects oi a
satisfactory functional and aesthetic outcome. The scope of operative intervention
in Children is considered in Chapter 1g.

The condyle may be approached through an intraoral incision, or through
various skin incisions discussed by Ellis & Dean (1993). Whichever route is chosen,
the approach must give good exposure of the fracture site, must allow red.uction
without damage to the joint capsule or disk, and must not interfere with the
attachment of the lateral pterygoid muscle. It must enable the surgeon to establish
three-dimensional stability after reduction.

T
ZA

FIG. U-37. Surgicøl e-rposure of eondStlør þøctures. Anatomy on d.isplay after turning
d'own the bic_oronal flgp !, temporaíis muscle; M, massetelr 

^u"ri";-c,'capsure íftemporomandibular joint; ZA, zygomatic arch.

We have found these aims achievable through the bicoronal scalp incision
described on p. 238, but extended in front ofthe ear to the level ofthe eãr lobe. It
is often unnecessary to make the full coronal incision: one may spare the
contralateral side. The incision is run along the natural contour of the Àehx and
the tragus to be inconspicuous when healed; the temporal part of the incision is
likewise designed to be hidden by the fall of the hair The scalp flap is turned
down in the subgaleal plane to a level I-2 cmabove the superioiorbiial margin,
and thereafter is taken subperiosteally to the orbital rim on the affected side.
The superficial temporal fascia is then incised, and the dissection proceeds through
the fat to expose the zygomatic arch. This method of dissection spares the frontãl
branch ofthe facial nerve. The masseter is next exposed a distance at least 2 cm
below the zygomatic arch, and the capsule of the TMJ is seen (Fig, 11.87). The
parotid gland is separated from the cartilaginous external auditory canal, but no
further, and the facial nerve is kept covered by soft tissue. The masseter is then
divided L-2 cm below the arch of the zygoma,the cut being taken from the posterior
border forward, care being taken to avoid irÍjury to the nerves and vesselÀ passing
through the sigmoid notch. It is now possible to expose the neck of the condyle,
the upper ramus, and the sigmoid notch: the fracture site is on view and can be
fully exposed with only light retraction (Fig. 11.88).
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FIG. 11.38. Surgicøl eßposure of
cond.ylør frøctures. Operøtiue uiew
of condylar fracture (anowed). The
posterior nxa.sseter has been cut to
explore the fracture. M, masseter
muscle; C, capsule of ten'LPoro-
mandibular joint; ZA, zygomatic ørch.

Sigmoid notch

FIG. f 1.39. Surgicøl erposure of
cond.ylør frøctures. Via a'

myotomy of the posterior tnasseter
muscle, a hole høs been drilled in the
øccessible proximal frøgment ønd a
screw inserted. The latter acts øs a
'handle' on the proximal fragment,
allowing its reduction without
further trauma to its capsular or
mu s cular atta,chme nt s.Screw in proximal fragment

A drill hole is then placed in the proximal fragment, and a 13 mm scre\¡r is
inserted a distance of 9 mm (Fig. 11.39). This screw is then used as ahandle: it is
grasped with strong artery forceps and the proximal fragment is manipulated
into the position of anatomical reduction: this reduction is aided by downward
pressure on the ramus via the sigmoid notch. At no time is the joint capsule or
the lateral pterygoid muscle injured or dissected. When reduction is effected, a

4-hole miniplate is bent to conform with the lateral concavity of the bone and
frtted with four screws (Figs. 11.40 and 11.41). The screw used in manipulation
is then removed. The masseter and superfrcial temporal fascia are repaired with
3/0 Vicryl sutures. The scalp wound is closed in two layers, 6/0 Vicryl being used
in the pre-auricular area. Drainage is rarely needed. Arch bars and intermaxillary
fixation are not used, except when there is a concurrent fracture elsewhere in
the mandible or the upper jaw: in such cases, intermaxillary fixation is left until
the scalp is healed. Postoperative care is as described for fractures of the
mandibular body. The jaw is mobilised in the manner described as conservative
management. At 6 weeks, mobilization is usually complete and the patient may
take a normal diet.
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A

FIG. 11.40. Surgícøl erposure of
condylør Frøctures. A. At least two
screws through holes in ø pløte on each
side ofthe fracture line prouides Three
d,imensional stabilisation, allowing
eørly return of function. B. Operatiue
uiew.

Steinhauser (1964) described an intraoral approach to the fractured condyle
and Lachner et al (1991) have used this exposure for miniplate frxation in 14
cases' with satisfactory results; they did not indicate what degree of displacement
was an indication for open reduction. We see this exposure as adequát" in u".y
low oblique condylar fractures, but not in more horizontal higher fràctures (Fij.
LL. ZA,B). Indeed, Habel et al (19g0) found it necessary io osteotomize the
coronoid process to gain access to the proximal fragment when using an intraoral
incision. other external approaches to the condyle have been proposed: in the
pre-auricular area (Al-Kayat & Bramley 1980), through the postauricular area
(Hoopes et al 1970) and through various submandibular incisions (Fig. 11.4g).
But we favour the extended coronal scalp incision described here, bãcause it
gives the surgeon direct exposure of the fracture without heavy soft tissue
retraction and risks of damage to the facial nerve (Fig. 11.44).

Brown & Obeid (1984) have reviewed the methods of stabilising the fracture
when it has been exposed and reduced. surgeons have used rr^"ioor types of
interosseous wiring, Steinmann's pins with or without wiring, external fixateurs,
and miniplates. Miniplates have the great advantage of giving three-dimensionai
stabilisation while allowing mobilisation and early return to normal function.
With the exception of external fixateurs, the other methods listed do not give
stability, and the jaws must be immobilised by intermaxillary frxation, which is
detrimental to early functional recovery. External fixateurs, by their nature,
must totally prevent mobilisation.

B
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FIG. 11.41. Surgical exposure of condylør f'racture$. ¿{, Three-dimensional CT scan of
a condyla.r frøcture with mediøl dislocation of the heød. B. Three-di¡nensíonøl CT scøn
frorn below, showing the head displaced. ínto the medial pterygoid region. C. CT scan after
reduction and stabilisation uia an extended bi-coronal approach with myotomy of the posterior
fibres of the tnasseter muscle. The four-hole plate and screw heads can be readily seen.
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A

B

FrG. 11.4-2. surgicol enlrolule of cond.yrør frøcturee. A. orthopantomogram of
condylar fracture low .enough for intrøorai rediction (øtow). B. After ,"Au"ãoi oi¿
stabilisation using an intraoral approach.

Pre aurbular

Post auricular

Post and
sub mandibular

\tt,
,
t
,
I

FIG 11.43. Erternøl íneisíons for erposure of cond.¡rlør frøetures. Externøl skin
incisions described for øccess to condylai fractures.
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Lins ol frontalls branch
of lac¡al nerve

Llna ol fronlalls branch of
f acial netve efter turn¡ng
down bic,oronal flap

a

FIG. 11.44. BicoronøI fløp 'relocation' of the f'rontøIís nerae. The a'ct of turning
down the bícoronal flap including frontalis muscle locates the frontalis branch of the

facial nerue below the sigrnoid notch of the mandíble. Retraction on the nerue is extremely
light øs a result.

Complications of condylar fractures

The condyle is isolated from the teeth by vascular soft tissues, and condylar
fractures usually heal well. However. complications can occur. These include:

Growth disturbance

Avascular necrosis

Ankylosis of the TMJ

Malunion

Other TMJ dysfunctions

Growth disturbøruce
This problem is peculiar to childhood and is discussed in Chapters 19 and 21

Auascula,r necrosis

This is sometimes seen when an intracapsular fracture detaches a fragment of
the head of the condyle which is denuded of its blood supply; the cortical surface
of the condylar head is eroded and the surface becomes rough and flattened. This
complication is well described by Sanders et al (1977). The patient complains of
pain and limitation of movement; changes in the condylar surface may be

d.emonstrated by X-ray. Sanders advised removal of the avascular fragment of
the head of the condyle and smoothing of the remaining bone. Avascular necrosis
can also result from damage to the blood supply in the course of an open operation
on the TMJ (Iizuka et al 1991b). When it is necessary to stabilize t};.e condyle by
open surgery, we believe that it is important to retain all residual capsular
attachments of the proximal fragment, and also the insertion of the lateral
pterygoid muscle. Some surgeons indeed have completely isolated the proximal
fragment by dividing all soft tissue attachments prior to reduction and frxation,
and have reported no problems from this (Takenoshita 1989), but we believe
that avascular necrosis can occur under these circumstances, and we have seen

an example of this (Fig. 11.36).

Ankylosis of the TMJ
TMJ ankylosis is more likely to develop when there has been tearing or disruption
of the articular disk, associated with comminution of the condylar articular
surface, as in intracapsular fractures. In such cases, early zealous mobilization
of the jaw is mandatory, with close supervision and careful follow-up' If there

o

a

a

a
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are associated fractures of other parts of the mandible, it is important to avoid
treating these by intermaxillary fixation: miniplate osteosynthesis is the
treatment of choice, followed by early progressive mobilisation. This regimen
requires patient compliance, and this will as a rule be lacking in patients who
are in coma or disturbed consciousness from head injuries or who aie d.emented,
psychotic, addicted to drugs, or intellectually disabled.

TMJ ankylosis has many implications: it causes difficulties in feeding, and
may result in poor dental hygiene and consequent oral sepsis. The conditiotr *ry
also be a potentially dangerous factor in inducing anaesthesia; the anaesthetisi
should always be warned of possible difficutty in intubation and a flexible
fibroscope may be useful.

In an established case, treatment can be offered. If compliance is assured,
an arthroplasty is possible. The scope ofthe arthroplasty to be undertak"r, 

".rrg",from simple freeing of soft tissues and interposition of cartilage or muscle, through
to total joint reconstruction, which is indicated when there is a signifrcant bony
ankylosis. various reconstructive materials have been recom-"t d"d (p. 602i.
our experience is chieflywith costochondral grafts: we have used onlayrib grafts,
secured to the ramus with lag scre\rys or plates, at least 1.5-2 cm of the aftãched
cartilage being inserted into the glenoid fossa. Our operative techniques are
discussed in Chapter 21 (p. 601).

MøIunion; other TMJ d,ysfunctions
Malunion can be tolerated unless occlusion is deranged. If after 12 weeks of
conservative therapy and dental occlusal adjustment, there is still a signifrcant
open bite, with or without an occlusion likety to cause impairment of thã vitality
of the teeth, then there is a strong case for surgical .orr".iiorl of the malocclusion
forthwith (Hinds & Parnes 1966). Failure to d.o so may result in tooth loss and./or
TMJ dysfunction. Standard osteotomies through thà ramus will easily correct
buccal anterior crossbites. Vertical subsigmoid osteotomy with plate frxation (p.
612) and sagittal split osteotomy with lag screw fixation (p. 609i will allow eariy
mobilization; these procedures should be done after intensive physiotherapyhas
given the fullest possible range ofjaw opening.

Dislocations of the Condyle

Classification and surgical pathology

While dislocation of the condyle from the glenoid fossa is often associated with a
fracture of the condylar process, simple dislocations of the condyle do occur in
the absence ofsuch a fracture. They can be classifred as:

1. Anteromedial or anterior-the common form
2. Posterior-relativelyuncommon

3. Medial-relativelyuncommon

4. Lateral-relatively uncommon

5. Vertical (upward) or central dislocation through a fracture in the glenoid
fossa-rare (Pieritz & Schmidseder 1981, Worthington 19g2).

Clinical assessment

In the common anteromedial dislocation, which is likely to be bilateral, there is
usually pain in the region of the affected joint(s), prognathism, an open mouth
and an inability to close into normal occlusion. It is said that this disìocation is
typically caused by a blow to the chin, especially when the mouth is open. There
may be a history of previous dislocation.
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The less common dislocations are likely to be associated with fracture of
the body of the mandible. In lateral dislocation, there will be obvious deformity
and often an ipsilateral facial paralysis, a rare frnding in other mandibular
dislocations and fractures. In posterior dislocation, the external auditory canal
is likely to be bruised or even obstructed by the dislocated condyle.

Radiological assessnent

It is necessary to exclude other fractures as well as to locate the position of the
condyle in relation to the glenoid fossa; CT is especially useful in this.

Management

The treatment of anterior dislocation, whether unilateral or bilateral, has not
changed much since the time of Hippocrates (p. 9). Pain relief is given, and under
either intravenous sedation or general anaesthesia, the dislocation is reduced.
To do this, a downward pull is applied with the thumbs on the retromolar area;
when the muscular resistance is overcome the ramus comes down and the condylar
head can be levered back over the articular eminence into the glenoitl fussa. I[
may be appropriate to rest the j aws by intermaxillary frxation, using light elastic
band traction, for several days at least, and then to mobilize the jaw slowly'
Recurrent anterior and anteromedial dislocation may require a surgical procedure
to block excessive forward movement over the articular eminence. To do this we
have used the procedure reported by Dautrey & Pepersack (1982). In this, a posterior
osteotomy of the zygomatic arch is performed, allowing downward fracture of the
arch to form a block against dislocation ofthe condylar head (Fig. 11.45).

Medial and lateral dislocations are more diffrcult to reduce (Ferguson et al
1989, Worthington 1982). The induction of anaesthesia can be dangerous: the
condyle can be tightly wedged in the temporal fossa, and the displacement of the
jaw may prevent the anaesthetist from visualising the larynx. The anaesthetist
must know of this hazard, and the surgeon must be ready to perform an emergency
tracheotomy.

Medial dislocation has been reduced by cutting and temporarily displacing
a segment of the zygomatic arch to permit strong downward traction of the ramus.
Lateral dislocation has been reduced by traction exerted through a wire passed
through the ramus. Exposure through the extended coronal scalp flap described
above allows visualization ofthese difficult dislocations, which can then be reduced
with or without osteotomy of the zygomatic arch (Fig. 11.464,8). Because these
dislocations entail damage to the capsule, disc and muscle attachments, early
mobilization after a short period ofrest is desirable: to allow this, any associated
mandibular fractures should be plated.

Patterns of mandibular fuacture

In our retrospective study of adults with facial fractures treated in a 3-year period
(p. 87), there were S2fpatients with 491 fractures of mandible. Table 11.1 shows
the anatomical distribution of these fractures, in comparison with some other
reported series. It is noteworthy that in nearly half of our cases, the mandible
was broken in more than one place: in 152 (46.9Vo) there were two fractures, and
in eight (2.5Vo) there were three.

Of the cases with double fractures, the commonest combination was angle
+ body (235Vo).In descending order of frequency came condyle + body (74.5Vo),

bilateral body (3.57o), bilateral angle (\Vo), and condyle angle (2.4Vo). Of the small
group with triple fractures, all had combined fractures of condyle + body + angle,
in three of these, both condyles v/ere fractured. Examples of patterns of multiple
mandibular fracture are shown Figs 11.47-11.51.
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IrG. 1r.45. surgicøl'bloekúng' of ønterùor d,íslocøtion. opG of Dautrey proced.ure.
The zygomøtic ørch has been down fractured, in the region of the ørticular emiience (arrow)
and, støbilised with a minipløte. This øcts to block-excessiue forwørd, trønsløtion of thi
condylar head.

of cond,yle. A. CT scøn of laterøI
with a left body of møndible fracture,
Operatiue dppedrønce uia extended,

seter. The condylar head can be seen laterøl
rnasseter muscle; ZA, zygotnatic arch.

FIG. 11.47. Mønd.ibulør frøeture pøtterns. Post-fixation orthopøntomograna of bod.y
fracture through the bicuspid,lfirst molar ørea (arrow). This is retàtiuety ru:re.
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FIG. 11.48. Mønd.ìbular Møcøbre pattern* A, Pre-operatiue orthopøntotnogr(rïL of right
condylar fro.cture associated, wíth Symphyseal fracture (arrows). This is a relatiuely corntrlon
problern. Howeuer, this case also included fractured zygoïLa o,nd maxillary dento-ølueolar
fracture. B. reduction and mandibular and frøctures.

t1,49. Mønd.ibulør fiøeture pøttem* Bilateral angle fractures stabilised with
míniplates, This method. allows imrnediate mouement of the rnandíble and rapid return ta
function.

FIG. f 1.50. Mand.ibulør frøcture pa.tterns. Post-surgicøI orthopøntomogranx of
bilateral condylar fractures associated with symphyseal fracture. Miniplate stabilisation
of these fractures prouides rapid return to function.
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TABLE 1r.1

classification of mo,ndibular fractures, with percentage incidences in series
from south Austrølia (Australia cra,niomaxilloføciat tlnit: ACFU), western

Scotlønd (EIIis et aI 1985) ønd, Iowa, USA (Otson et at 1982)

ACFU(7o) Ellis et al Olson et al
1986 (Vo\ 1982 (Vo)

Condyle

Coronoid

Ramus

Angle
Body

Symphyseal

20.2

0.3

3.05

36.46

16.50

23.82

29.3

2.2

2.6

23.r
33.0

8.4

29.7

1.3

t.7
24.5

16.0

22.0

Maxillary Fractures

Surgical pathology

An understanding of the blood and nerve supply to the maxilla and upper dental
arch is essential both in planning safe incisions for exposure of an alreaãy damaged
maxilla and in understanding the patterns ofnumbness associated with maxillary
fractures (pp. 48 and 61). On each side, the greater palatine canal transmits thL
greater palatine artery and nerve which supply all of the bone and mucosa of the
hard palate (Fig. 11.52). Branches of the maxillary artery and maxillary nerve
enter the posterior maxilla through small foramina to become the pósterior
superior alveolar (or dental) artery and nerve; the nerve supplies the molar teeth
through the dental plexus. Branches from the infraorbital artery and nerve enter
the anterior maxillary bone from the orbital floor and supply the anterior teeth
(Fig. 11.534,8) It can be seen that fractures of the orbital floor and,/or the anterior
maxilla may result in numbness of anterior teeth while fractures extending low
in the maxilla posterior to the first molar region may result in numbnesr o?th"
posterior teeth. Apart from the above-named arteries the maxilla gains blood
supply from gingival attachments to the alveolar bone and tñrough its
attachments to the soft palate from the pharyngeal and palatine branches of the
facial artery and the ascendingpharyngeal branches ofthe external carotid artery.'Where this profuse blood supply is interfered with by a signifrcant degloving ãf
soft tissue, and particularly if there is associated detachment of the róft p"t"t"
from the posterior hard palate, then care must be taken in surgical exposìre of
the maxilla lest dissection detaches the remaining blood supply frãm the maxillary
bone and the associated teeth.

The skeleton of the midfacial region appears designed to transmit the
powerful forces of mastication through to the base of skull. The strong horizontal
elements in the maxillae, alveoli and hard palate make up a foundation to support
the three paired vertical bony condensations or buttresses (Fig. 2.15). The most
anterior ofthese extends from the dento-alveolar arch in the lateral incisor/canine
region superiorly along the piriform margin to the medial orbital rim and
frontomaxillary suture. The middle buttress extends from the region of the frrst
molar tooth to the body of the zygoma and through this bone as the lateral orbital
wall to the frontozygomatic suture. The posterior buttress is represented by the
attachment of the maxillary tuberosity to the pterygoid plates and hence to the
spheroid (Fig. 11,5a) (Manson et al 1980).

The biomechanical stresses in the midface have been harder to assess than
those in the mandible. However, the load paths for distribution of force appear to
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FIG. 11.õ1. Mønd,íbulnr fracture pøtterns. Post-surgicøI orthopøntomogro,nx of cond,yle,
body and angle fracture pattern associøted, with upperjaw fracture. Miniplate støbilisation
leads to røpid return of function.

Greater palatin€ artery end
right spheno-palatine nerve

Alveolar margln

(walls of alveoli absorbed)

Palatine process of maxi

Greater palatine nerve
Horizontal

of palatine
plate
bone

Pterygo¡d hamulus

FIG. 11.õ2. Mørilløry onøtotny. Nerue and artery supply of the hørd paløte, ølveolør
bone and rnucosø.
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lnfraorbital
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Zygomatico-f acial
nerve

Palpebral
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Nasal
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Labial
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Anterior
supenol
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Palat¡ne
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Zygomatico-temporal nerve

lnfraorbital nerve
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Maxillary artery

Poslerior superior
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Poslerior superior alveolar
(denlal) nerve
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FIG. 11.53. Ma*íllory ønøtotny. A. Arterial supply to the anterolatero,I møxilla. B.
Nerue supply to the anterolateral rnaxilla.

o
ô
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fIG.11.64. Mørillør'5t ønøtomy. The loød-beøring uertical bony buttresses of the mid,face.
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be the buttresses described above and analysed in more detail in Chapter 2 (p.
44). Ideally, surg'ical plates screwed in place along the buttresses should stabilize
and reconstruct the load paths, and the mo e scre\vs that are used on each side
of a fracture line, the more evenly the distribution of force will be applied along
these paths (Fig. 11.55) (Rudderman & Mullen 1992).

Classification

In classifying occlusal fractures of the maxilla, little can be added to Le Fort's
original description (p. 18), The common denominator in each of the Le Fort types
of maxillary fracture is the status of the upper jaw and the occlusion. In the Le
Fort I pattern the upperjaw is detached from the cranial skeleton at a horizontal
fracture through the piriform aperture, the zygomatic buttresses and the
pterygoid plates, In the Le Fort II fracture pattern, the upperjaw is detached at
a fracture line running across the nasal bones through the inferior orbital rims
and through the zygomatic buttresses and pterygoid plates. In the Le Fort III
pattern the upperjaw is detached from the base ofskull at a fracture line running
through the nasofrontal suture, the ethmoid bone, the frontozygomatic sutures,
the arches of the zygomas and the pterygoid plates (!'ig. 11.56). However, this
time-honoured classifrcation does not provide a full description of the degrees of
comminution and displacement, nor does it mention two common associated and
very important lesions-the parasagittal fracture of the hard palate and the
smaller dento-alveolar segment fractures of the upper jaw. Furthermore the Le
Fort classifrcation does not relate the severity of the maxillary fracture to other
areas of the craniofacial skeleton. These deficiencies are redressed in the
alphanumeric classifrcation system proposed by Cooter & David (p. 35).

Clinical assessment

The signs depend on the degree of displacement and comminution, and on whether
the fracture extends to the Orbits and skull base. Intraoral inspection may show
the upper alveolar arch to be intact, or split into two fragments by a longitudinal
(parasagittal) fracture, or mobile dental alveolar segments may be seen. Gross
loss of bone and oral mucosa can occur in high velocity missile injuries $. a4Ð.
Malocclusion may be evident: it may be complained of by the patient, or be obvious
on inspection. However, the examiner must keep in mind the common occurrence
of pretraumatic occlusal disharmony, especially anterior open bite and crossbites.
In the typical fracture of the upper jaw with an intact alveolar arch, posterior
and inferior displacement of the occlusal surface will result in an anterior open
bite (Fig. 11.57). This backward and downward movement is in part due to the
inclination of the base of the skull, and in part to the vectors of pull by the medial
pterygoid muscles. The movement forces the mandible open producing the
appearance of elongation of the midface.

On external inspection the cheeks are typically swollen by post-traumatic
oedema, bleeding and bruising, or by emphysema from air forced out of the
paranasal sinuses. Ifthe fracture ofthe upperjaw extends into the orbit, then
swelling and bruising of the eyelids may be apparent (Fig. 11.58). The clinical
methods of examination described in Chapter 6 may be diagnostic. A gloved frnger
on the hard palate exerting an upward and rocking force may elicit pain, crepitus
and abnormal mobility (Fig. 6.5). It may be possible to locate the site or sites of
abnormal mobility by performing bimanual palpation at the piriform base and
the nasofrontal and frontozygomatic suture areas in turn while applying the
upward and rocking force to the hard palate. In some cases gross midface
instability can be demonstrated by asking the patient to bite upward with his
mandible, resulting in upward movement of the upper jaw. Careful examination
along these lines will often enable the examiner to deduce the most likely pattern
and level of a fracture of the maxilla.
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x

FlG.ll.66. Mo,xíllany ønøtomy. If possible, pløtes should. be placed,longitud,inøIly øIong
the line of the loød.-beøring buttresses.

3

2
1

FIG. 11.56. Mørilløty frøcture cløssifi.cøtion The elassical fracture lines of Le Fort.

FIG. 11.õ7. Clínìeøl sígns of mørílløry frøctures. Anterior open bite øssociøted. with
posterior displøcement of øn upper jøw fracture ønd, gaggíng of the posterior d,entition.

d
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FIG. 11.58. Clinicøl signs of mørilløry
frøctures. Elongation of the midface.
bruising and swelling of the cheeks and
eyelids accoïr.pdny a rnidface fracture
inuoluing upperjaw ønd orbits.

Fíg. 11,59 Rød.iology of mørillørgr
frøctures, Occipitomental uiew demon-
strøting fluid leuels in both møxilløry øntrø
ønd fractured nose, but little else.

Fig. 77.60 Rød.iology of møríllør5r
frøetures. Atiøl CT scan of midmøxillø,
demonstrøting fractures of the anterior,
posterior ønd rnedial wølls of both møxillae
and the right side pterygoid plates.
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Radiological assessment

The radiological frndings provide back-up evidence for the clinical diagnosis. Plain
anteroposterior and occipitomental X-ray pictures may demonstrate fluid in the
maxillary sinuses (Fig. 11.59), or displaced fracture lines in the zygomatic buttress,
inferior orbital rim or piriform margin. Parasagittal fractures of the hard palate
can sometimes be visualized in plain X-ray pictures. However, the most useful
radiological investigation is the CT scan with axial, coronal and three-dimensional
(3D) reformatting. This is our standard radiological examination for fractures of
the upper ¡aw (P. 190). Axial cuts show fractures of the posterior wall of the
maxillary antrum and of the pterygoid plates (Fig. 11.60). Splits of the hard
palate and alveolus, as well as dento-alveolar segmental fractures, are readily
seen (Fig. 11.614,8). Coronal CT scans of the midface give detailed information
on fractures of the anterior maxilla, especially those in which the fractures
transgress the piriform buttress and./or the inferior orbital rim (Fig. 11.62). The
coronal scan also visualises parasagittal fractures ofthe palate (Fig. 11.68). Axial
CT scans must be studied to detect fractures in the region ofthe pterygoid plates,
a confrrmatory sign of a fracture of the upper jaw; in the absence of this, the
anterior maxillary fracture may be part of an upper midface/naso-orbital fracture
with an intact upper jaw (Fig. 11.64). BD reformatting may add litile when
displacements are slight, butwhen displacements and comminution are extensive,
the graphic visualisation given by the BD scan is valuable and may indicate a
need for bone grafting.

Principles of management

Management of these fractures depends in the frrst place on whether the fracture
is thought to be in need ofsurgical reduction and stabilisation. There are several
clinical situations where surgical reduction would be contraindicated:
1. Where clinical and radiological examination confirms an undisplaced

fracture. In both edentulous and immature patients, an undisplaced
fracture is invariably stable to masticatory forces.

2' In the edentulous patient where there is only minor radiological evidence
of displacement, and where the fracture appears to be stable to masticatory
forces. Bony union ofthese fractures can be confidently expected (Thaller
& Kawamoto 1990). In these cases, prosthodontic adjuitment will be
suffrcient. Patients are given a soft non-chew diet for 6 weeks and then
allowed a graduated return to normal eating.

3. Patients with associated severe brain injuries who are not expected to
survive.

When none of the above contraindications exist and where there is
displacement and instability, then consideration must be given to anatomical
reduction and stabilization of upper jaw fractures.

Preoperative dental assessment

In addition to full clinical and radiological examination, patients will require
assessment by a dental specialist (p. 355). Impressions of the dental arch and
teeth will be used to cast a plaster model. An expert in dental occlusion will
study the model, cutting it at sites of vertical fractures through the occlusion
and then mounting the fragments on an articulator in the exact position of
pretraumatic occlusion. An acrylic bite wafer will then be constructed which will
be used peroperatively and often postoperatively to maintain correct occlusal
relationship. Close dental collaboration is even more important with upper jaw
fractures than with lower jaw fractures. In the latter, the strengttr an¿ sãn¿
form of the mandible ensure that anatomical reduction of the fracture site is
relatively easy and the occlusion is used as a secondary check on the correctness
of the reduction. In fractures of the upper jaw the complex structure of the
maxillary bone makes certainty about anatomical reduction of a fracture more
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A
FIG 11.61. ^Bødiology of tnøxilløty þøcture* A. A diagonal fracture of the hard paløte
and associated dento-øIueolo,r ared.. B. A higher cut through the sarne fracture.

E

FIG. 11.62. Rad.iology of mørilløry fiactures. Series of coronal scøns ønterior to
posterior maxilla demonstrating the progression of horizontal maxillary frøcture lines
from the piriform margins A. and B. through the mid anterior maxilla C. to the zygomøtic
buttrcss arcas D. and thence to thc posterior maxillae E. and fi.nally the pterygoid plates
F.

BA

c

F
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FIG. 11.63. Rad.íology of marilløry
frøctures. Coronøl uiews of fractures
through both piriform margins, the teft side
ofthe palate and factures into both orbitøl
floors.

FIG. 11.64. Rødiology_ of mo*i_lloty f'røctures. Coronal uiews of anterior møxillary
fracture associøted with nøso-orbital fracture A. and B. The upper jøw was inta.ct ís
euidenced by the intact pterygoid plates on axial cuts C. and D.
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diffrcult and the dental relationships assume a high degree of importance in
establishing that reduction is achieved. This is especially important where there
are vertical fractures of the upper jaw, e.g. parasagittal fractures and
dento-alveolar segmental fractures. In these fractures, the acrylic bite wafer can
be used to control rotational forces on the teeth during the period ofhealing.

Where open reduction and miniplate fixation are indicated in the edentulous
patient then Gunning or modifred denture splints may be used temporarily. But
where intermaxillary fixation and suspension wiring or interfragment wiring
are the only option for fracture stabilisation, then appropriate dental splints
must be maintained for 6-8 weeks. Similarly, where external frames are the only
stabilisation method available for an upper jaw fracture, cast metal cap splints
must be bonded to the teeth before surgery: a rod is then attached to the cap
splints, and in turn frxed to the external frame. The dental specialist will also
manage any acute dental injuries along the lines described in Chapter 12.

Timing of definitive treatment

Much has been written on the desirability of performing surgical correction of
the midface fracture as early as possible after injury (Gruss & McKinnon 1986;
Manson et al 1985b). The chief argument is the belief that early accurate bony
reconstruction wiII prevent the development of soft-tissue contractures which in
turn will lead to post-traumatic deformity. Gruss (1990) has stated the he believes
such an outcome will be unavoidable if repeair of midface fractures is not
accomplished within 10-14 days after the injury. However, there are other factors
which must be considered when deciding on the timing of surgery for upper jaw
fracture reduction. Perhaps the foremost ofthese is the consideration ofpriorities
of management of other injuries. Brain injury is often associated with facial
fractures and disturbances of cerebral physiology may take some time to stabilize.
Derdyn et al (1990) studied patients with combined facial fractures and cerebral
injuries and identifred factors which they felt were contraindications to early
surgical reduction of facial fractures. These included a Glasgow Coma Score Of
frve or less, CT evidence of intracranial haemorrhage with midline cranial shift
and./or basal cistern effacement, and intracranial pressure > 15 mmHg (p. 369).
Brandt et al (1991) in a similar study were unable to identify any neurological
complications directly attributable to craniofacial repair in the firsl 24 h after
injury. However, they stated that craniofacial repairs should be delayed in patients
with documented intracranial pressure > 25 mmHg. Other systemic injuries that
may demand delay in facial fracture treatment include unstable cervical spine
injuries, cardiovascular instability and severe intrathoracic injuries; ocular
injuries that represent an immediate threat to vision (p. 245) may also impose
delay if a combined operation is undesirable. Moreover, a certain amount of time
will be required to perform a radiological and dental work-up necessary to allow
adequate fracture management. In our unit, this usually takes 2 or 3 days. Finally,
consideration will need to be given to the practical requirements of coordinating
surgery with other specialties. This may involve collaboration with a neurosurgeon
in management of intracranial injuries or with an orthopaedic surgeon in
mânâgement of distal skeletal injuries. David (1984) has shown the
cost-effectiveness of a combined approach in craniofacial injuries. Where there
are no contraindications, Our unit policy is to repair midfacial fractures as soon
as possible, which is usually 2 or 3 days after injury, but may be any time up to
10 days.

It used to be argued that early reduction and immobilization of Le Fort III
fractures will reduce the risk of meningitis. Experience and study of the patholory
of anterior fossa fractures give little evidence to support this view. Nevertheless,
this consideration suggests that if there are no contraindications, unstable
fractures ofthis type should be frxed as soon as the appropriate preparations
have been completed.
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Airway management

upper jaw fractures may compromise both the oral cavity and the nasal cavity,
and placement of an endotracheal tube requires careful consideration and
discussion with the anaesthetist. When the nasal bones are not signifrcantly
displaced or comminuted a nasotracheal tube will allow the necessary surgical
procedures to be carried out without special difficulty (Fig. 10.1). If a nasal fracture
requires reduction then there are only two alternatives: oral tracheal intubation
or tracheostomy. It is often possible to place an armoured tube behind the
mandibular molars. This tube is frxed with a wire to the posterior d.entition,
allowing intermaxillary frxation to be applied during the operation (Fig. 10.2).
This avoids the need for tracheostomy. But should the eruption of the posterior
molars be such that there is not enough room for even a small tube, then there
will be no choice but tracheostomy. Zachañades et al (1983) have listed several
other indications for tracheostomy. These include severe gunshot injuries, severe
crush injuries, bilateral mandibular and maxillary fractures, gross maxillary
fracture with profuse bleeding and midface fractures associated with cranial,
thoracic or spinal injuries. We agree that combined cerebral, facial and chest
injuries are best managed by early tracheostomy to lessen the risk of cerebral
oedema due to hypoxia or increased venous pressure (p, Bgl) in such cases,
tracheostomy should be done as soon as possible. Also we accept tracheostomy as
part of the management of profuse facial bleeding from midface fractures, to
secure the airwaywhile the facial cavities are packed to control bleeding. However,
since the advent of miniplate fixation we have not routinely used tracheostomy
in bilateral maxillary and mandibular fractures, preferring nasotracheal or
orotracheal incubation as described above.

Disimpaction

Where closed methods of frxation are used, reduction may be carried out using
the specially designed forceps described by Rowe & Killey (1955). one blade o1
each forceps is inserted along each nostril floor while the other blade is placed
via the mouth over the hard palate mucosa. When both forceps are in position
the surgeon is able to exert powerful leverage on the ,rpp"tl^w via the hard
palate which is securely gripped between the blades ofthe forceps (Fig. 11.65). It
is important to exercise care to avoid tearing the soft palate attachment to the
hard palate, which may result in loss of vascularity to the jaw and teeth (see
above). rWhile these instruments may also be used in methods employing open
exposure of maxillary fractures, disimpaction and mobilization of the opp"1. j"*
may be obtained by tapping an osteotome into some part of the fracture ..ra tttutt
exerting digital pressure over the alveolus anteriorly in a downward direction.
This method avoids the risk of damage to the junction of soft and hard palate
with forceps. Minimally displaced non-comminuted fractures of the uppãr jaw
may be diffrcult to disimpact but this can be achieved in all cases by using orrL o.
other or a combination of the above methods.

FrG. u.65. Mobilízíng- upper jøw f'røctures. Two forceps haue been apptied to grasp
the hard palate and, mobilize the upper jaw fracture. This tnanoeurre *isi be donã wiih
the head støbilised to auoid injury to the neck and will usuølly be accornpanied by brisk
bleeding.
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Fracture stabilisation

Until the last decade, stabilisation ofupperjaw fractures v/as carried out either
by external frame fixation or by internal suspension wiring depending on the
clinical indications. In both techniques the upper jaw was fixed to the lower jaw
in the position of pretraumatic occlusion by intermaxillary wiring or cap splints,
or in the case of edentulous patients by Gunning splints; the conjoined upper
and lower jaw complex was then secured to the intact upper midface or to the
skull base. With fractures having minimal comminution and good vertical
stability, stabilisation \Mas achieved by internal suspension wires passed to the
intact zygomatíc arches. Where there was gross comminution and vertical
instability, the jaws were stabilised with an external frame. This frame was
removed 6-8 weeks after surgery, as were the suspension wires. As recently as
1985, Wallace described a new frame for craniomaxillary frxation (p.24).In the
past, we have used external frames styled after Le Vant, frxed to the frontal
skull by pins in the outer table (Le Vant et al 1969). Halo frames have also been
used when frontal bone fractures have dictated the need to use pins inserted
more laterally; this frame provides a very rigid platform for stabilising bars.
However, no matter how mechanically refined the external frame may be, there
are practical problems. For the patient, the halo frame has a major disadvantage:
Lnng with the framed head on a pillow is uncomfortable. For the surgeon,
judgment as to the exact vertical position of the jaw complex in relation to the
skull base is more an educated guess than an exact judgment based on anatomical
bony landmarks. Finally, the cumbersome linkage of rods and universal joints
cannot provide rigid stability. In 1942 Adams (Fig. 1.22) described a method of
internal stabilisation of upper j aw fractures.

After reduction, as described above, the upper and low jaws \Mere stabilized
in the pretraumatic occlusion using arch bars and intermaxillarywiring. By this
means the intact lower jaw provided anteroposterior stability to the upper jaw.
'Where the zygomas rvr¡ere also fractured, these were first reduced and stabilized
with interosseous wires inserted through incisions over the frontozygomatic and
inferior orbital rim fractures sites. The central jaw complex was then stabilized
against the now stable lateral midface complex using a heavy wire loop inserted
through a drill hole in the frontozygomatic area and passed immediately behind
the body of the zygoma through an upper buccal incision to the intermaxillary
wiring. The wire \Mas secured to the arch bar in the region of the mandibular
frrst molar on each side and tightened to provide an upward and backward
compressive force and hence stabilisation. When the lateral midface did not
require reduction and stabilisation, the suspension wire was passed around the
most anterior part of the zygomatic arch via a small cutaneous stab incision; the
wire was then secured to the mandibular arch bar and tightening was then carried
out. This technique has had wide application and modifrcations have been
described as recently as 1986 (Farole 1986). But for suspension wiring to be

successful, there must be effective integrity of the upper jaw buttresses. Clinical
experience and high resolution CT scan imaging have shown that this integrity
is often lacking: it is far more common to see signifrcant comminution in one or
more of these buttresses. When this is so, suspension wires and intermaxillary
fixation will not prevent upward movement of the jaw complex along an arc
centred at the TMJs (Fig. 11.66). While external frames could be used to greater
effect in such cases, they do not provide absolutely rigid stabilisation. Moreover
the problem of correct judgment of midfacial height remains when the midfacial
buttresses are not directly visualized.

In the early 1980s, many surgeons were dissatisfred with these methods of
upper jaw reduction stabilisation and began looking for new approaches. This
movement was stimulated by the new technology of CT scanning which allowed
preoperative imaging of the degree of comminution and displacement in midfacial
fractures. StoII et al (1983) in Germany described a method of stabilisation of the
midface by an internal metal frame. Two stainless steel rods were passed
subcutaneously through an incision over the glabella, one on each side of the
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nose, do\Mn to the anterior maxillae. After the jaws rvvere secured in intermaxillary
frxation, two screws were placed at each end of the rods providing stability in
both the vertical and sagittal planes (Fig. 11.67). These rods were removed under
local anaesthesia 6-8 weeks later. The authors recommended this method in cases
with associated cerebra injury as frxation could be carried out quickly. on the
other side of the Atlantic, Gruss and Manson extolled the virtures of extend.ed
open reduction of midface fractures and immediate reconstruction of buttresses
with direct fragment wiring and bone grafting if necessary. Onty the accessible
nasofrontal and zygomaticofrontal buttresses were reconstructed but the
combination of interfragmentarywiring and bone grafts produced good stability
and avoided the need for suspension wiring or internal frames (Fig. 11.6g)
(Manson et al 1985b, Gruss et al 1985b). Schilli et aI (1981) pointed out the benefits
of extended open reduction followed by stabilization by miniplates and screws to
give three-dimensional stability and less need for bone grafting. In a recent review
of midface stabilisation, Gruss & Phillips (1989) confrrmed that miniplate fixation
of the midface had almost totally replaced interosseous wires and primary bone
grafts in their practice. However, when there were bony buttress defects > 0.5
cm in length they felt that interposition bone grafting \¡/as indicated, the bone
graft being stabilized to the miniplate. The advent of malleable titanium
miniplates has been an important part of the evolution of treatment.

Miniplate technique

Since 1987 open reduction with stabilisation by miniplates has been our treatment
of choice for displaced upper jaw fractures. originally we used the titanium
miniplates of the Wurzburg System, but latterly we have moved to locally
manufactured titanium plates and screws (see above). We find these more
malleable, conforming better to the underlying bone and reducing the risk of
plate spring with subsequent movement and malunion.

Operative management

As stated above, operation is done under endotracheal anaesthesia, tracheostomy
being rarely required. Arch bars are located to teeth of upper and lower jaws.
Exposure of the upper jaw fracture lines is performed through an incision in the
mucosa of the upper buccal sulcus, taking care not to injure branches of the
inferior orbital nerves. When a midface fracture involves the orbit(s), subciliary
lower eyelid incisions (p. 238), with or without a coronal scalp flap, may be needeâ
to complete the exposure. The soft tissues are dissected from the maxillae on
each side to expose the nasomaxillary and the zygomaticomaxillary buttresses
and the related fractures. Often there is signifrcant comminution and small
fragments of bone are removed. Larger fragments will be preserved in a weak
antibiotic solution-usually O.2Vofltcloxacillin in normal saline. This solution is
used copiously to irrigate the maxillary sinuses. Disimpaction of the fracture
and mobilization of the upper jaw are carefully carried out as described above.
An acrylic occlusal wafer is wired to the upper jaw and the jaw is placed into
occlusion and stabilized with intermaxillary wires. We are arpare that in some
centres, interocclusal acrylic wafers are not considered necessary when there is
a good dentition, an accurately determined pretraumatic occlusion, and no
demo-alveolar fracturing. However, \Me frnd the use of wafers invaluable in
fractures with more complicated impairments of occlusion. The relationship of
the upper jaw to the midface buttresses is then established; an assistant maintains
the seating of the mandibular condyles in the glenoid fossae. Usually at least one
of the four anterior vertical midface buttresses will not be severely comminuted,
providing a guide to the correct vertical relationships between the upper jaw
and the remaining midface. Once the relationship is established an AusSystem
miniplate is used to stabilize the reduced fracture, with adherence to the principle
of reconstructing the vertical load lines and using at least two screws on either
side of the fracture line. Accurate shaping of the plate to the bone contours is
also important. Care must be taken to avoid damaging dental roots when fractures
extend inferiorly in the zygomaticomaxillary buttress. When all four anterior
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FIG. 11.67. Upper jøw stabilísøtion.
Ternporary midføce stabilising rods as used
by Stoll et øL

FIG. 1f.66. Vectors of force followíng
suspension wíríng. Adams circum-
zygomatic compression wiring results in
upwørd rnouement of the midface when there
is comtninution of the midface uertical
buttresses. Posterior displacement is
preuented. by the mandibular condyle
remøining seated in the glenoid fossa.

FIG. 11.68. Upper jøw stabilisøtion.
Interfragmentary w iring and primary b one
grøfting as popularized by Gruss and
Manson.

FIG. 11.69. Mínìpløting of upper iøw
fiøctures, Post-surgical reduction øntero-
posterior radiograph showing stabilizatíon
of frøctures, seen in Fig. 11.61. The fracture
of the alueolus and hørd palate has been
controlled by locating the teeth in an øcryIic
bite wafer ønd interosseous stabilization
with a horizontøI miniplate and screws
(arrow). Four uerticøl buttress minipløtes
ønd, scrcwe cøn be seen stabilizing the
occlusøl cornplex to the upper rnidface.
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vertical midface buttresses are severely comminuted, it will be necessary to judge
the correct vertical positioning of the úpper jaws by eye, using the line ór"o.,torr.
of the buttresses as a guide; in such cases, bone grafts may be required. Depending
on the operator's preference, either outer table ofcalvaria or split rib graft will
be suitable: we prefer calvarial bone, because it is more rigid and holds screws
very well and because donor site morbidity is less (p.2aD.All four buttresses are
stabilized with miniplates and screws before intermaxillary fixation is released.
The success of the reduction is then frnally confrrmed. All surgical frelds are
copiously irrigated with weak antibiotic solution. Oral mucosal wounds are closed
with 3/0 chromicized cat gut or 4/0 Vicryl, depending on individual preference.
Finally the mandible is manipulated back and forth into the bite facets of the
wafer: the surgeon then confirms that the reduction is satisfactory and that the
Iower teeth engage cleanly into the wafer and all at the same time (Fig. 11.6g).

Managernent of complex midfacial fractures

The above discussion relates to fractures ofthe upperjaw at the Le Fort I level.
Different treatment sequences must be considered when other bones of the
midface are also fractured, and when there is mandibular fracture. Our policy is
based on the principle outlined by Markowitz & Manson (1ggg).

vertical fractures through the alveolar process of the upper jaw and
associated palate can occur with any type ofLe Fort fractures. Antoniades et al
(1990) found an incidence of 24Vo of parasagittal fractures of the alveolus and
hard palate associated with Le Fort fractures; in this group, there was a Tgvo
incidence of associated mandibular fractures. Manson et al (1990a) described
difficulty in preventing rotation of the minor d.ento-alveolar segment in
parasagittal fractures of the upper jaw and recommended open reduction of the
posterior aspects of the hard palate fracture with stabilisation by miniplate and
scre\Ms under direct vision; miniplate frxation was also used across the fracture
in the vicinity of the piriform margin. Acrylic occlusal wafers were needed to
stabilize the occlusionin lSVo of patients. With this technique, there was a l¡Vo
incidence of plate exposure in the roof of the mouth.

Where the mandible is also fractured, it is stabilized with miniplates (see
above). This is particularly important when there is a displaced condylãr fracture
in association with an upper jaw fracture; only by open reduction and miniplate
stabilisation of the condylar fracture can the correct anatomical height oÌ th"
posterior facial skeleton be established (Fig. 11.204,8).

More than in any other constellation of cMF fractures, the combined
maxillary and mandibular fractures with comminution and detached
dento-alveolar segments demand expert presurgical dental model planning. we
routinely use an acrylic wafer to locate the teeth on both upper utã lo*u, j"*r.
The mandibular arch is stabilised frrst and. checked against the wafer. The
maxillary arch is then reduced by an extended open approach through the upper
buccal sulcus incision. Arch bars are ligated to the teeth either segmentaliy or
along the whole upper arch and the teeth are then frxed into the wáfer which is
stabilized to the arch bars with wires. Miniplate frxation across the alveolar
fracture, at the level of the piriform margin or further posteriorly, is carried out
and then the lower jaw is again brought into the wafer to complete intermaxillary
fixation (Fig. 11.69). The patient must wear the acrylic splint and arch bars on
the upper teeth for a minimum of 6 weeks. with this approach we have only
infrequently fou¡d it to be necessary to expose the hard palate and apply miniplatL
frxation. But when there has been loss of alveolar bone and teeth, with significant
comminution, then exposure and miniplate stabilisation of the hard palate
component of the fracture may be the only way of establishing the correct
transverse posterior maxillary relationships.

Where the upper jaw fracture is associated with displaced orbital fractures
then these are stabilized in the manner described below. The occlusal complex,
consisting of the upper and lower jaws united by intermaxillary fixation, is then
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B
FIG. 11.70. Minipløting of upper ønd lower jøw fTq,ctures. Orthopantomogrann
A,. and lateral plaín filmB, demonstrating miniplate stabilisation of a complex mandibular
fracture including right condylar fracture. Doing this first allowed accurate localisatíon
and plating ofthe upper jaw fracture and associøted rnidføce complex fracture.

brought to the stabilised upper midface and frnal stabilisation (with or without
bone grafting) is carried out at the Le Fort I level using miniplates according to
the principles already described (Fig. 11.71). Particular care is taken at the close
ofthe reduction to ensure that the occlusion is satisfactory.

Edentulous upper or lower jøws
In all cases, it is necessary to establish the pretraumatic anteroposterior jaw
relationships; in the edentulous patient it is also important that the correct vertical
posterior facial height be established so that dentures can be frtted. Ifpossible a
Gunning-type splint is made from the patient's denture. If this is not available
then a splint or splints made from models cast from dental impressions of the
edentulous jaw should be used. These splints are wired to the upper and lower
jaws and then to each other during the surgery to allow correct reduction ofthe
fractures in both the anteroposterior and vertical planes (Fig. 11.724,8). The
management of fractures of the edentulous jaws is further discussed in Chapter
le (p. 520).

Postoperative management

This is virtually as for mandibular fractures, and can be divided into the same
temporal sequences. We release the intermaxillary frxation during the frrst 24 h
to allow safe recovery of the airway (p. 255). The acrylic occlusal wafer may be
left on the upper jaw and the mandible permitted to engage in the dental facets
on the inferior aspects of the wafer. Light rubber band traction may be placed
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FIG. ll.7l. Mínipløting of
combined, upper jaw a.nd. orbit@l
þøctures. Post-surgical reduction
X-ray of upper jøw fractures
cornbíned, with orbital fractures (Le
Fort I, II and. III). Tlte reduced
occlusal completc has been stabilised
to the reduced and stabilised orbital
complex using uertical buttress
miniplates a,nd, screws.

FIG. 11.72. Denture splintøge of
upper jøut frøctures. A. Diagram
of d,enture type splints wired to the
upper and lower jaws a.nd then to

A eøch other. B. Lateral radiogrøph of
an edentulous patient with upper and
lower jøw fractures where the
dentures were modified to enable
intermøxillary fixøtion of the jaws
and, aid in red.uction ofthe upperjaw
fracture.

B
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between upper and lower jaws in the premolar region after the frrst 24 h to
inhibit contraction of the medial pterygoid muscles during the early stages of
mobilization. These muscles may cause posterior and caudal displacement of the
upper jaw if used strenuously; by providing a closing force, the rubber band
effectively inhibits the muscle action. Depending on the severity of the injury,
this elastic traction is maintained for 7-14 daysbefore removal. At that time the
acrylic bite wafer will also be removed unless it is needed to stabilize the upper
jaw arch form as in parasagittal and dento-alveolar fractures, when the acrylic
bite wafer will be left in situ for 6-8 weeks. During the first 24t' t]ne patient is
allowed to sip water by mouth and oral hygiene is attended to by nursing staff
using suction, dressed probes or more sophisticated water picks or air guns. A
small-headed soft toothbrush is useful for cleaning around arch bars and wires
while mouthwashes will give the patient a sense of comfort andimprovedhygiene.

The intraoperative antibiotics are continued intravenously for 48 h; we
use fLucloxacillin and metronidazole (p. 236). The patient is nursed sitting up as
soon as possible to reduce facial swelling. Jaw mobilisation is commenced as
soon as possible, unless other injuries cause delay. Pain reliefis given as required
(p.257). Over the frrst week a non-chew diet is instituted with appropriate caloric
and nutritional content. Once the patient is managing this diet and maintaining
good oral hygiene, and depending on the demands of other injuries, then he/she
is discharged from hospital, often as early as 2-5 days after surgery. Before
discharge, the position ofplates and screws and the relationships of the condyles
in the glenoid fossae are checked by OPG of the mandible, and anteroposterior
and lateral views of the skull and facial bones as well as appropriately tilted
occipitomental views. Between 2 and 6 weeks, outpatient follow-up is maintained
on a fortnightly basis. Hygiene and nutritional status are checked as well as
mouth opening and occlusion. Dental arch bars and bite wafer are removed
between 6 and 8 weeks in cases where these had been judged to be necessary.
Patients are then referred for dental assessment of tooth vitality, occlusion and
hygiene (p. 360). Further reviews are carried out over 1 year to establish the
restoration of oral function as well as recovery of soft-tissue scarring and
cutaneous nerve function. The success of dental restorative measures is also
confrrmed and recorded.

Complications

These include:
. Malunion and malocclusion

' Non-union

a

a

aa Facial deformity, especially
soft-tissue sagging

Infection

Nasal obstruction

Lacrimal duct obstruction

Malunion and malocclusion
Malunion with associated malocclusion and loss of normal facial form are the
most signifrcant complications of upper jaw fractures. Severe comminution of
midfacial buttresses with or without bone loss may make stabilization of upper
j aw fractures diffrcult. Poor fixation of screws in thin maxillary bone may lead to
movement after operation; to prevent this, it may be worth using a piece of bone
graft behind the maxillary bone to act as a nut for the scre\il, which thus acts as
a bolt. Failure to seat the condyles in the glenoid fossae during the time that the
plates are being applied is another cause of relapse and malocclusion, commonly
resulting in anterior open bite. Failure to produce good conformation of plates to
the underlying bony shapes may result in additive displacing forces and again
malunion is the result; this is less likely to occur with the more malleable plates
favoured by us. The frnding of malunion will require full dental and radiogical
reassessment. If deformity is mild, spot grinding of tooth facets may provide
suffrcient adjustment to allow normal function. Where malunion is gross, then
osteotomy may be required with or without preliminary bone grafting of the
anterior rnaxilla and appropriate l¡uttress stabilization with miniplates.
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Non-union
Today this is a rare event in maxillary fractures, though occasionally seen when
severely comminuted fractures were treated by closed suspension wiring.

Facial d,eformity
While the positioning of the posterior maxilla, in any plane, probablyhas little or
no effect on the facial contour, the anterior maxilla is critical for proper balance.
Inadvertent impaction of the maxilla, a significant problem in the àays of wire
frxation, creates the impression of an aged face by eliminating maxillaiy incisor
display and foreshorteningthe face. Inferior malpositioning, much less common,
creates an anterior open bite (due to posterior interference) and displays excessive
gingiva. Obviously, improper positioning in the anteroposterior diiection creates
similar problems. Furthermore a discrepancy in midline position is readily
apparent to the casual observer.

'Where fracture exposure has required dissection of soft tissues from the
zygomatic body, careful attention must be given to adequate suspension of soft
tissue in this area. Failure to appreciate this point may leaã to loss of pretraumatic
cheek prominence through soft-tissue sagging.

Infection
We have seen several cases of chronic maxillary sinusitis some years after a
fracture of the upper jaw. Management includes removal of buttress plates and
scre\Ms, after which the infection will usually subside.

Nasal obstruction

{asal obstructive symptoms may follow upper jaw fractures through fracture
dislocations of nasal septal cartilage and bone. Once the nasal mucor^ ù", soundly
healed then appropriate septoplasty may solve this problem.

Løcrimol duct obstruction
Lacrimal obstruction is an uncommon complication of upper jaw fractures. Balle
et al (1989) found eight cases of lacrimal obstruction in iO¿ maxillary fractures
of Le Fort types II and III. obstruction presents as epiphora, with or without
recurrent dacryocystitis. Diagnosis ofthe level oflacri-ul õb.t"o.tionis confirmed.
on dacryocystography; if confirmed the condition may be treated by
dacryocystorhinostomy @. a2Ð.

Fractures Affecting the Orbit
Naso-Orbito-Ethmoid Fractures

Surgical patholo

Naso-orbito-ethmoid fractures are relatively uncommon injuries. The result ofdirect trauma to the midface, the fractures may bL confined to the
naso-orbito-ethmoid region, or more frequently occur in association with other
midfacial injuries. While the primary point of injury is the nasal bone complex, a
high energy impact often produces radiation posteriorly in the underlying dãhcate
ethmoid framework, superiorly into the frontal sinus, Iaterally tã tfre orbital
floor and inferiorly into the nasal septum and maxillae (Fic. 11.zgJ. consequenfly
the nomenclature to describe these injuries has varied. accõrding to the pariicular
area of interest to individual authors. McCoy (1g5g) coined th" t"r-
'naso-ethmoid-orbital', more frequently phrased as naso-orbito-ethmoid, which
best delineates these injuries. Management is challenging because of the intricate
and complex three-dimensional skeletal anatomy of the region, the frequent
coexisting soft-tissue injuries (especially of the medial canthal ligament and
nasolacrimal duct) and the diffrculties in achieving and maintaining fracture
reduction.
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As with most facial fractures there has been a move from techniques of
closed reduction and splinting, often with poor outcomes, to a more invasive
strateg'y of open reduction and stable internal flrxation. The challenge in the
treatment of naso-orbito-ethmoid fractures remains the restoration of bony nasal
projection and the restitution ofnasal and orbital soft tissues, in particular the
medial canthal ligament. Only by understanding the anatomy of this region is
optimal management possible.

These fractures are characterised by disruption of the naso-orbito-ethmoid
region with isolation of a central unstable bone fragment to which the medial
canthal ligament remains attached, exerting a laterally displacing force. The
resultant deformity is a depressed nasal root telecanthus and shortening of the
palpebral frssure (Fig. 11.74).

The naso-orbito-ethmoid region lies at the confluence of the cranium, orbit,
nose and maxilla and the reconstruction of all these regions is required for an
acceptable outcome.

The fro¡rlal process of the maxilla, the maxillary process of the frontal
bone and the proximal segment of the nasal bones constitute the upper portion
of the central midfacial buttress or pillar. Protected posteriorly is the thin medial
orbital wall composed largely of the lacrimal bone, and the orbital plate of the
ethmoid bone (lamina papyracea). Dissipation of the impacting force as it proceeds
posteriorly usually prevents the fracture displacement from extending to the
optic canal. Above and laterally the medial orbital wall becomes the thin orbital
roof, the anterior portion of which is the floor of the frontal sinus. Medial to, and
Iying behind, the naso-ethmoid buttress, and below the anterior cranial fossa,

the interorbital space is composed of the ethmoid sinuses. The posterior boundary
is the spheroid bone. With the application of significant force to the
naso-orbito-ethmoid region, disruption and buckling of the interorbital space

occurs, with potential for displacement posteriorly. Radiation of fracture lines
superiorly will involve the anterior cranial fossa floor with attendant risks of a
cranionasal frstula (p. 376) and olfactory tract disruption, In our experience, the
association of a naso-orbito-ethmoid fracture with extensive disruption of the
anterior cranial fossa is not very common (Table 13.2); however, when this
association does occur, it may have serious implications.

The frontal sinus lies above the anterior interorbital space, with variable
lateral extensions. The anterior wall is thick, providing structural support from
side to side. Bony septa, the patterns of which vary, traverse the sinus, attaching
the anterior wall to the thin posterior wall. The floor of the frontal sinus is the
medial roof of the orbit. Centrally the frontal sinus drains into the nose; the
drainage of the sinus into the ethmoid infundibulum or middle meatus (Fig. 2.8)

is at risk when the anterior ethmoidal labyrinth is severely comminuted. The
nasal bones complete the bony pyramid anteriorly. The medial canthal ligament
and lacrimal drainage system comprise the soft tissue elements likelyto be injured
in this region. The three limbs of the medial canthal ligament - superior, anterior
and posterior - envelope the lacrimal sac. The ligament maintains eyelid position
in relation to the globe and forms the medial component of the suspensory sling
of the eyelids (Fig. 11.75). Disruption by laceration, or through mobilization of
the bony attachment, allows an unopposed lateral pull in the suspensory sling,
causing telecanthus and shortened palpebral frssure.

Lacrimal drainage occurs via both lacrimal canaliculi which run in a fi.brous

sheath, the palpebral extensions of the medial canthal ligament' Uniting, they
enter the posterolateral aspect of the lacrimal sac located in the lacrimal fossa

and overlaid in its upper portion by the medial canthal ligament (Robinson &
Stranc 1970). The sac is continuous with the nasolacrimal duct (Fig. 2'38) as it
passes inferiorly, posteriorly and slightly laterally through a distance of
ãpproximat eIy 12 mm in the bone to enter the nose below the inferior turbinate
(Gruss et aI 1985a).
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FIG. 1f.73. Anøtotny of nøso-orbìto-
ethmoú d, frøcture s. C onv entional p attern
of nøso-orbito-ethmoid fracturing with
comminution.
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FIG. 11.74. Clinícøl sígne of nøso-
orbìto-ethmoíd. frøetures. A. and. B.
FrontøI and right lateral uiews reueal
depression of nasal root, mild. telecanthus and
foreshortening of the nasal dorsum.

FIG. 11.75. Anøtotny of rned,iøl cønthal
tegíon, Diøgrørnmatic representøtion of the

" nned,iøl cønthøI ligøment as the medial
cornponent of the eyelid suspensory sling
overlying the lacrimal sac.
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Classification

The fractures may be unilateral or bilateral, simple or comminuted, closed or
compound; they may occur in isolation or in association with more extensive
fracturing of the forehead, orbit or maxilla. Fractures are bilateral in two-thirds
ofcases; while in > 90Vo there are other associated facial fractures (Cruse et al
1980). These authors reported 33 cases in 182 patients, an incidence of L\Vo.
With improved imaging techniques and wide exposures, the true incidence of
these injuries should be better understood.

Several classifications of naso-orbito-ethmoid fractures have been proposed,
Markowitz et aI (1991) group them into Types I-III, within each subdivision an
ascending scale of severity of comminution. Gruss (1982) extends his classification
in accord with the almost uniform extension of these fractures into the adjacent
bony skeleton (Table 11.2).

Our system ofscoring by the craniofacial disruption index quantifres the
extent and pattern of bony damage in a global fashion.

TABLE 11.2

C løs sificøtion of naso - orbito -ethrnoid fracture s

A. Markowitz et aI (1991)
Type I Single central fragment bearing medial canthus

- unilateral

- bilateral
Type II Comminution of bony central fragment without extension beneath

area of canthal insertion

- unilateral

- bilateral
Type III Comminution of bony central segment with extension beneath

area of canthal insertion

- unilateral

- bilateral
B. Gruss (1982)
1. Naso-orbital alone
2. Naso-orbital and central maxillary
3. Naso-orbital and Le Fort II and III
4. Naso-orbital and orbital dystopia
5. Naso-orbital and loss of bone

Clinical assessment

A history of significant blunt trauma to the central midface, especially the glabella
and nasal root region, should evoke suspicion of a naso-orbito-ethmoid fracture.

In the past, extreme soft-tissue swelling and the absence of signifrcant
early localising functional defrcits often led to late diagnosis or misdiagnosis.
The resulting cosmetic and functional deformities were significant and almost
impossible to correct by secondary means.

The advent of axial and coronal CT scan delineation of the central midface
has allowed detailed display of the anatomy of the fracture patterns. Specifrc
clinical examination confirms or refutes the CT diagnosis and establishes whether
there is a need for intervention, while the radiological assessment determines
the operative approach and the patterns of frxation.

Inspection reveals localized bruising and ecchymoses, sometimes burst open
lacerations over the nasal root, and periorbital swelling. Where the fractures
spread more widely, diffuse facial oedema is usually seen and obscures the clinical
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frndings. Medially located subconjunctival and periorbital haemorrhages are
common. The presence of a laceration in the region of the medial canthal ligament
raises the possibility of injury to the nasolacrimal drainage (p. a28).

The characteristic skeletal disruption is best seen in the lateral profrle
(Figs 11.74 and 11.76). Collapse of the entire bony nasal pyramid results in gross
posterior displacement of the nasal dorsum, with tilting superiorly of the nasal
tip and creation of an abnormally obtuse nasolabial angle. In frontal view, there
is an increase in nasal width superiorly, with obvious upward rotation of the
nasal tip. The caudal end of the nasal septum is usually buckled laterally beneath
the collapsed nasal dorsum.

Palpation of the naso-orbito-ethmoid region confirms the loss ofna'sal bony
support. Backward pressure on the nasal dorsum accentuates the collapse of
nasal contour; there may be bony crepitus. Transverse compression of this region
between thumb and index frnger over the region of the medial canthal ligaments
will elicit painful bony movement. Under anaesthesia, bimanual examination is
performed by placing a blunt-tipped clamp intra-nasally against the portion of
the medial orbital wall to which the medial canthal ligament attaches; this
produces movement in the unstable fracture. Paskert & Manson (1989) advocate
this as a test of need for surgical repair. A complete ophthalmological assessment
is mandatory to exclude associated injuries and as a baseline for follow-up after
surgical repair. Neurosurgical evaluation is also needed because of the proximity
to the anterior cranial fossa and the potential for fracture extension into this
area ofben with a dural tear, pneumocephalus, CSF rhinorrhoea and olfactory
tract injury. olfaction should be tested if possible (p. 166), though nasal
obstruction often prevents this.

Radiological assessment

Plain radiographs have usually been performed in the emergency room as part
ofthe screening assessment. These seldom contribute significantly to the diagnosis
of the fracture pattern and planning management, except when there is
pneumocephalus or other sign of anterior fossa involvement.

Direct axial and coronal CT scan evaluation of the naso-orbito-ethmoid
region is essential to document the pattern and extent of the bony injury (Fig.
11.76). Extensions of the fracture into the adjacent frontal sinus above, and
midface below, are identifred; these may modify treatment

Principles of treatment

In the past these injuries were treated by closed reduction with fixation by external
splintage. A number of authors including Adams (L942) and converse & Smith
(1966) employed external lead plates or buttons held by transnasal wires to restore
nasal form. The inevitable result in anything but a minimally displaced fracture,
was characteristic nasal root flattening and collapse. Where comminution was
marked the compression plates indeed accentuated the posterior recession of the
nasal dorsum. The associated shrinkage and contracture of the overlying
soft-tissue envelope produced a state almost insoluble by secondary reconstructive
means. Mustardé (1963), Dingman & Natvig (1964) and Stranc (1920) identifred
and advocated the importance of direct open reduction, direct frxation with wire
and reattachment of the medial canthal ligament (Fig. 11.72). When performed
through restricted incisions, and where the extent and severity of comminution
of the fractures were not accurately defined, the results remained suboptimal.
Modern management identifres in detail the pattern of skeletal injury, to permit
planned early wide exposure, accurate anatomical reduction with stable internal
frxation and primary bone grafting where bone loss or comminution is extreme
(Leipziger & Manson 1992). Just as the complex facial fracture demands accurate
reconstruction offacial skeletal width and projection, with precise redraping of
the soft-tissue cover, so injury to the naso-orbito-ethmoid region requires
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A

Fig. 11.76. Nøso-orbito-ethmoíd
fractures. A. Collapse of bony nasal
pyramid with superior tilting of the nasal
tip. B. 3D CT reconstruction confinns the
clínical findings. C. 2D axial CT scøns
identifies medial orbital comminution
posteríor to the collapsed nasal dorsum.

FIG. f 1.77. Interosseous utir¿ng. A. and.
B, Older techniques of direct exposure of
fractures with wire fixation performed uia
existing lacerøtions and uerticøI nasal
incisions.

A

B
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restoration in three dimensions in a discrete fashion, correction of the intercanthal
distance and anteroposterior positioning being of critical importance. Maintenance
of the close bond of the soft tissues to the underlying skeleton, particularly in the
medial canthal region, will permit ideal reconstruction in both transverse and
anteroposterior directions. Finally the functional and aesthetic reconstruction is
completed by appropriate redraping of the soft-tissue envelope, with repositioning
of the medial canthal ligament and repair of the nasolacrimal drainage system
where necessary.

Operative management

A coronal scalp incision gives the best exposure. Subperiosteal dissection ofthe
entire lateral orbital wall and orbital roof allows wide, tension-free exposure of
the medial orbital walls, nasal bones and frontal process of the maxilla. The
trochlea is elevated, but care is taken to preserve the bony insertion ofthe medial
canthal ligament.

A conjunctival incision with lateral canthotomy or lower eyelid subciliary
incision exposes the inferior medial orbital wall and orbital floor (Fig, 9.5).

An upper vestibular (buccal sulcus) incision will identi$r and enable fixation
of fracture extension to the nasomaxillary buttress and margin of the piriform
aperture.

Local nasofrontal lacerations may provide midline exposure, but open
incisions in this region have a place only in the elderly or bald patient whlre
there is a localized fracture and where the coronal approach iJ aesthetically
undesirable; except in such circumstances, the'open-sky'incision of Converse j¿

Hogan (1970) is now largely ofhistorical interest.

Previously, multiple interosseous wires were employed to reassemble the
bony jigsaw, but these suffered from the same inability to maintain nasal
projection and width that had been experienced with external frames and splints.
The demand for precise stable anatomic reduction in this area has seen the rapid
implementation of miniplate, microplate and screw frxation.

where the naso-orbito-ethmoid region is fractured as a single segment,
either on one side or bilaterally, the deformity can be controllea ly miniptate or
microplate and screw frxation at two points: in some cases, a singie platå on the
piriform aperture or medial inferior orbital rim may be suffrcient. In-these cases
the canthal attachment is in continuity with the major bony fragment and hence
canthal position is restored by the skeletal reduction.

In injuries where bony comminution is more severe, adequate exposure is
necessary to identify the nature of the bony attachment of the mediai canthal
ligament. where this is intact, and the segment of bone of suffrcient size, the
segment itself may be used to maintain the correct intercanthal distance. Either
by 28 gauge transnasal wires placed posterior and superior to the lacrimal fossa
and tightened, or by an appropriately contoured microplate or miniplate, the
central segment is reduced to minimize the bony distance between bony medial
orbital margins, This is most frequently undercorrected, with inapprópriately
anterior placement of the medial canthus so that over correction should be
attempted. The central segment is then frxed above and below to the stable bony
elements by plates and screws.

Reconstruction of the medial orbital wall with rib or calvarial graft is usually
necessary. In extreme comminution with avulsion of the medial canthal ligameni,
trans nasal canthopexy with wires is required; this is done through a hole in the
bone graft of suffrcient size (3 mm) to allow anchoring of the soft iissue. Use of a
primary bony graft as a cantilever restores the nasal bridge projection, and
maintains the soft tissues in correct length, by tissue expansion, which both
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minimizes and aids later Secondary reconstruction. The nasal dorsum is
reconstructed by an appropriately contoured costochondral graft or calvarial bone
graft frxed superiorly at the nasofrontal region by miniplate and screws. The
distal portion ofthe graft is inserted under the lower lateral cartilages to preserve
normal tip anatomy. A columella strut is seldom required at the time of primary
reconstruction if cantilever nasal support is adequate (Figs 11.78 and 11.79).

The nasal septum, which is invariably grossly buckled and oedematous,
may be centred by a closed manipulation. A later defrnitive correction may be
necessary. Primary septal reconstruction has so far not been widely attempted;
the risks and diffrculties are discussed below (p. 335).

Associated frontal sinus and cranial fractures are repaired at the same
time with stabilising miniplates or microplates and scre\¡¡s. The presence of such
fractures demands care in ensuring that the support for cantilevering the nasal
dorsum is stable; this may require extension of plates further superiorly on the
forehead. Compromise of the frontonasal drainage is only seen where both anterior
and posterior walls of the lower portion of the frontal sinus are grossly fractured,
and only then is exenteration and obliteration ofthe sinus necessary.

Management of nasolacrimal injuries

Despite its proximity, damage to the nasolacrimal system in naso-orbito-ethmoid
fractures is not very frequent even in severe injuries; Cruse et al (1980) recorded
laceration of the nasolacrimal duct system in7 (2LVo) of 33 cases. Early exploration
is not indicated except where there is an obvious lacrimal system transection in
an external laceration, when standard repair over a silicone tube or nylon suture
produces satisfactory results. Late obstructive symptoms requiring
dacryocystorhinostomy are seen in only 5-I0Vo ofpatients treated by open acute
fracture reduction. When obstruction is noted it is usually in the bony nasolacrimal
canal; this can be confirmed by dacryocystography (p. 178). Definitive
dacryocystorhinostomy s best performed at least 3 months after the primary
fracture repair. By contrast, closed reduction and external splinting of
naso-orbito-ethmoid fractures was associated with a higher rate of obstruction
by malpositioned bones and more frequent need for later dacryocystorhinostomy
(Gruss et aI 1985a).

Complications

These include:
. IJncorrected deformity
. Nasal obstruction
. Enophthalmos

. Soft-tissue thickening and contractures

. Prominent plates and screws.

Uncorrected deþrmity
This is the chief complication. Diagnosis of the naso-orbito-ethmoid fracture in
the severely comminuted case is seldom diffrcult, even when diffuse soft-tissue
swelling is evident. But where displacement is not so marked, oedema and swelling
may result in misdiagnosis and a later presentation with deformity. Loss of nasal
projection and increased nasal width produce a contracted, distorted soft-tissue
envelope in which osteotomy and bone grafting is likely to produce a result inferior
to what can be achieved by early correction.

Following early open reduction and fixation of naso-orbito-ethmoid
fractures, telecanthus and inappropriately anterior placement of the medial
canthus remain a common problem. This reinforces the importance of maintaining
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the central bony attachment of the medial canthus, as exposing and reducing
this structure is technically diffrcult and seldom recreates the pretraumatic state.
Late reconstruction then demands osteotomy to reduce bony intercanthal distance
together with a repeated medial canthopexy.

Collapse ofthe bony nasal dorsum is usually satisfactorily reconstructed
by augmentation with a bone graft. Resorption and late irregularity may be
corrected by further grafting, using standard rhinoplasty incisions and approaches
(p. 577).

Nasal obstruction
Nasal airway obstruction is not infrequent following these injuries. Appropriate
evaluation and septoplasty are commonly required.

Enophthølmos
Post-traumatic enophthalmos mayresult from failure to restore the position and
continuity of the medial orbital walls where the injuries extend significantly into
the orbit. Careful stable orbital wall reconstruction will prevent or mitigate this
deformity;the late treatrnent of enophthalmos is diffrcult and often unsatisfactory
(p. 55e).

S oft -tis sue thickening a.nd contractures
Soft-tissue thickening and scar contracture with webbing may follow open
lacerations and the surgical correction ofthe underlying fractures. The soft tissues
in the medial canthal region are normally thin and pliable; trauma in dissection
of this area must be minimal to avoid intractable problems with the soft tissues.

Prominent plates ønd screws
Miniplate fixation has greatly improved fragment stability. However, prominent
plates and screws in this region may become visible or palpable and the soft
tissues around them may be thickened. Microplates and small screws will
minimize this problem; alternatively, frne interosseous wires may be used.

Fractures of the Zygoma

Surgical patholory

The description and management of fractures of the orbit and zygoma have often
suffered from imprecision and inaccuracy. A superfrcial consideration of these
injuries frequently fails to elucidate the complexities of the extent and pattern of
the bony disruption and of the soft-tissue elements which act to displace the
skeleton or are themselves disrupted by the fracture. Inadequate understanding
leads to inadequate treatment, and the resulting orbitozygomatic depression,
enophthalmos and ocular dystopia are among the more difficult facial deformities
to treat.

Advanced imaging techniques and wide exposure of the orbitozygomatic
region have revealed the true extent of these injuries and provided an impetus
to prevention of the frequent complications which used to attend operative b
treatment in this region.

Zygomatíc fractures are among the most frequent facial injuries. They have
frequently been describ ed as'tripod'fractures: this term focuses attention on the
resilient bony extensions of the zygoma that locally relate to adjacent bones,
without due recognition of the almost inevitable involvement of the orbital wall
and of the fourth bony process - the zygomatic arch. In fact, the zygomatic bone
is truly a'quødripod'which borders the inferolateral margin of the orbit. Displaced
fractures of the zygoma therefore involve the boundaries and walls of the orbit,
though to a variable degree (Fie. 11.80).
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For many years, there was a belief that restoration of the solid bony contours
of the cheek was suffrcient, and this favoured the use of simple techniques of
fracture reduction. But when older techniques of reduction \¡/ere seen to produce
a high incidence of residual displacement, and with the increasing frequency of
high velocity severely comminuted fractures, there arose a demand for techniques
ofstable frxation in three dimensions and accurate restoration ofall bony orbital
contours both external and internal.

The zygomatic bone makes a key contribution to orbital contour, facial
width and projection (Figs 11.80 and 11.81). Comprising the inferolateral orbital
rim, the zygorrr.a articulates with the frontal bone superiorly, the maxilla inferiorly
and medially, and with both the spheroid and temporal bones posteriorly and
laterally. Four bony processes radiate from the zygomaticbody providing strong
articulations with the frontal, maxillary and temporal bones. The bony junction
between the temporal process of the zygoma and the zygomatic process of the
temporal bone constitutes the zygomatic arch. Attached to the arch are the
temporalis fascia and masseter muscle, this muscle being usually considered to
be the major deforming force in maintaining displacement of a depressed.
zygomatic fracture, though this is in debate (Dal Santo et al 1g92). Immediately
superfrcial to the arch are the superfrcial temporal vessels and frontal branch of
the facial nerve, while deeply pass the internal maxillary vessels, temporalis
muscle and coronoid process.

Gruss et al (1990) emphasize the importance ofthe position of the zygomatic
arch to locate the zygoma appropriately in relation to the skull base in
anteroposterior, vertical and transverse dimensions (Fig. 11.81); more recently
Gruss has also stressed that the arch is actually a flattened arciform structure,
and that this shape should be reconstructed as accurately as possible. Perhaps
equally important, the orbital portion of the zygoma, where it meets the greater
wing of the spheroid along the lateral orbital wall, provides similar information
regardingthe relationship to the cranial base. Relocation ofthe displaced zygoma
cannot be anatomically guaranteed without recourse to exposure of a number of
these articulations.

Classification

various classifications have been proposed for fractures of the zygoma.The system
of Knight and North (1961) achieved earlywidespread use. These authors detailed
patterns of zygomatic fracturing according to direction of displacement and
rotation of the zygoma as viewed on plain radiographs. This was a simplification
of the pattern of injury, implying dislocation in two dimensions about a single
axis or point of rotation; the classifìcation was consistent with the imaging
techniques and level of open surgical exposure available at that time. With thé
advent of CT scanning, and with improved methods of operative exposure and
fixation of the orbitozygomatic region, the extent rather than the pattern of
fracturing was seen to be of greater signifrcance. Where low velocity impacts
produce linear fractures with lesser degrees of displacement, high velocity impacts
result in comminution, displacement and extension into the adjacent facial
skeleton. Jackson (1989) evolved a simplifred general classification of zygomatic
fractures relating pattern and displacement to treatment (Table 11.3). Gruss et
at (1990) recognized the role of the zygomatic arch injury in accurate reduction
and classified these injuries according to the level of bony damage to the zygomatic
body and the zygomatic arch. we (cooter & David 1989) quantify the degree of
bony comminution in each element of the zygoma as well as the level of
displacement of the skeletal articulations. This system, although complex, permits
more accurate comparison of treatment results between different series (p. 35).
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A

B
FIG. f f .80. Anøtomy of zygorna.tìc frøctures. A. a,nd B. Díagram and SDCT
reconstruction identify the contribution of the zygomø to the orbital contour ønd faciøl
width and projection.

FIG. lf .81. ^Rød.iology of zygomøtic frøctures. Bøsal 3D CT reconstructíon of untreated
displaced left zygomatic fracture. Lateral bowing of the zygomatic arch accompanies
posterior displacernent of the zygomatic body.
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TABLE 1I..3

Classifications of zygomatic fractures*

A. Jackson (1989)
Group I Undisplaced fractures-no treatment
Group II Localized segmental fractures-exposure and frxation
GroupIII Displaced'tripod'fractures(lowvelocity)-simple

elevations, or elevations, exposure and frxation
Group IV Displaced comminuted fractures (high velocity) wide

exposure and multiole point frxation
B. Gruss et al (1990)
L. Zygomatic body

(a) Intact
(b) Undisplaced
(c) Segmental
(d) Displaced

(e) Comminuted

2. Zygomatic arch
(a) Intact
(b) Undisplaced
(c) Segmental
(d) Displaced

- inferiorly with depression

- laterally
(e) Comminuted

A history of local trauma to the cheek should arouse suspicion of orbitozygomatic
fracture. Recording the mechanism, direction and particularly the vãlãcity of
impact is essential; and the observer should maintain a high index of suspiãion
for associated ocular, midfacial, craniocerebral and cervical spine injuri".. fn"
association of zygomatic fractures with other midfacial injuries and with fractures
of the adjacent segments of the mandible (condylar process, ramus, coronoid and
angle) has to be kept in mind; mandibular injury is especially likely where a
localized high velocity impact is sustained

The symptomatology typically relates to the effect of the displaced
zygomatic bone on the surrounding soft tissues. The orbital soft tissues mãnifest
swelling, ecchymoses and subconjunctival haemorrhages, particularly laterally
(Figs 11.82-85). Diplopia or blurred vision may be "ìo-pl"iot due to orbital
soft-tissue swelling, ocular dystopia or primary ocular injury. Numbness or altered
sensation in the distribution ofthe infraorbital nerve (cheek, lateral portion of
nose and upper lip) indicates infraorbital rim fracturing. Trismus and cômplaints
of malocclusion are recorded where arch fractures impinge on the undårlying
temporalis muscle. A sense of an altered occlusion may also follow injury to tfrã
infraorbital and superior alveolar nerves. In both situations a true occlusal
disturbance by extension of the zygomatic fracture into the maxillary alveolar
process must be excluded by careful intraoral examination (Fig. 11.gg).

As the zygoma is largely superficial, physical examination and especially
palpation will readily identify displacement. observation from above (bird,s eyä
view) provides an impression of loss of the zygomatic prominen'ce (Fig. rr.s4).
This is confrrmed by placing examining fingers on the most prominent part of
the zygomatic body and comparing with the non-injured siáe. when there is
displacement in the inferior orbital rim, there may be a palpable step-down as
one feels from medial to lateral at the infraorbital rim, with associated tenderness.
More laterally a tender palpable depression in the zygomatic arch is present,
often the only abnormality in isolated arch fractures. In contrast, where the
zygomatic fracture accompanies extensive midfacial fracturing the zygomatic
arch is bowed outward and the anteroposterior projection oi the zygomatic
prominence is diminished.

* Theee simple systems ofclassification provide a grading ofseverity which can be related to management protocols

Clinical assessment

Intraoral examination will identify bruising in the upper vestibule where
fractures of the maxillary buttress may also be palpable. Alveolar extensions of
the fracture or malocclusions caused by trismus or associated midfacial and
mandibular fractures may also be noted.
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ABC
FIG.11.82. Clínicøl sígrz-s of zygomat¿c þøctures. A.. Frontal, B. right oblique and
C. worrn's-eye uiews of women with depressed right zygoma o.fter a horse riding accident.
Marhed periorbital bruising does not disguise the flattening of the right cheek.
Enophthølmos on the right produces a pseudoptosis.

FIG. 11.83. Clinùcøl signs of z¡tgomatìc fiøctures with mørillory ertension.
Open-bite occlusal dísturbance in patient with a depressed zygomøtic fracture with extension
into the møxilløry alueolus.

FIG. 1f .84. Clinicøl signs of zygomotic frøctures, Birds-eye view identifies fløttening
ofthe left zygonxa.
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Detailed ophthalmological examination (p. 167) includes assessment of
visual acuity, extraocular muscle function and degree of enophthalmos.
Enophthalmos may be masked by early severe facial and periorbital swelling
and indeed exophthalmos is not uncommonly the earþ finding. Unusual zygomatic
fractures with medial impaction may be associated with a reduction in the bony
orbital volume and hence a tendency to exophthalmos. ophthalmoscopic
examination will disclose any retinal injury or hyphema, the presence of which
sometimes requires further investigation and perhaps delay in the operative
repair ofthe skeletal injuries.

Radiological assessment

Plain radiological assessment of the zygomà consists of the Waters, reverse
waters, caldwell, submentovertical and lateral views (p. 1gg). The waters view
records displacement at the inferior orbital rim, maxillary buttress and zygomatic
body; the caldwell view shows the frontozygomatic region and zygomatic arch;
the submentovertical view shows the zygomatic arch. For isolate d, zygomatic
arch fractures, no further radiological assessment is really necessary, though we
commonly perform CT scanning to amplify the anatomical diagnosis and as a
baseline for postoperative verifrcation of reduction.

For more complex patterns of fracturing requiring accurate assessment of
orbital wall involvement, degree of zygomatic body and arch displacement, and
degree of comminution, axial and coronal two-dimensional (2D cr scanning of
the orbitozygomatic region is certainly indicated (Fig. 11.g6). Coronal scáns
visualize the orbital walls and the orbital floor; the axial views show accurately
any deformation of the zygomaticbody, arch and lateral and medial orbital walls.
Both views, by identifying the appropriate stable skeletal elements, assist in
planning the surgical exposures necessary for reduction and stable frxation (Fig.
11.87)' 3D CT scan reconstructions provided graphic pictorial assistance but adã
nothing to surgical decision-making which relies much more on the baseline 2D
CT scan data.

Principles of management

The evolution of treatment of zygomatic fractures has seen continuing debate
with regard to the indications for reduction and the techniques and patterns of
frxation of zygomatic fractures.

The mainstay of reduction alone has been Gillies'technique of percutaneous
elevation by leverage from an incision in the temporal hair-beãring scalp (Gillies
et ar1927), or Dingman's variation (Dingman & Natvig 1964) of elevation from
the eyebrow, or even from an intraoral approach. Few studies have detailed
objective results regarding outcome after simple Gillies reduction. Melmed (Ig7Z)
studied a group of low velocity, minimally displaced body and depressed. arch
fractures and reported a30Vo rate ofresults considered to be less than acceptable.
This report also detailed an improved aesthetic outcome and fewer poor results
when fixation \Mas added, with further increments of benefrt when reáuction was
performed under direct vision. An opposing view has been presented by Schubert
(1991), with excellent anatomical restoration in 73Vi of cases treated by
percutaneous reduction alone, but in this study the comminuted or signifrcantly
displaced fractures were treated by some form of fixation while the more stablé,
minimally displaced, low velocity fractures were treated by reduction alone.

The progression through techniques ofantral packing, interosseous wiring
and transfixion with Kirschner wire to the use of miniplate frxation has seen
more consistent restoration of symmetry. Rohrich et al (19g2) reported fewer
problems with infraorbital nerye complications, malpositions of the globe and
inaccurate cheek positioning when miniplate fixation was compared with fixation
by interosseous wires, It is now standard practice to employ miniplate frxation
and wide operative exposure of the orbitozygomatic skeleton, thus allowing
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FIG. 11.85. Clínicøl súgns of zygorna.tic fractures. Laterally based subconjunctiua.I
haemorrhage ín a fracture of the right zygonxd.

FIG. 11.86. Rød.ìology of 4tgomøtic frøetures, Axial 2D CT scøn shows uery posterior
fracturing of the lateral orbital wall, mediøl impaction of the orbital rim ønd marked
exophthalrnos.

B c
FIG 11.87. R ød.iology of zygomøtic frøetures, A. Axial 2D CT scan identifr.es posterior
dísplacement of the zygomatíc body, fracturing through the infraorbital rím and løteral
bowing of the zygomatic ørch. B. Medial orbital wøll blow-out in øssociation with displaced
zygomatic fracture. C. Coronal 2D CT scøn displøys zygomatic body displacement, m.ediøI
and lateral waII, and orbital floor damage in a high-uelocity impact.
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anatomical restoration of the zygomatic prominence with fewer positional
disturbances ofthe globe, such as enophthalmos and vertical dystopia.

Locating the required points of fixation demands an understanding of which
articulations are most easily displaced. Fracturing and comminution begin in
the zygomaticomaxillary buttress and inferior orbital rim, with extension to and
involvement of the greater spheroid wing (lateral orbital wall); disruptions of
the zygomatic arch and zygomaticofrontal suture are seen in the more severe
injuries. Since the masseter muscle is the major displacing force acting on the
zygoma, miniplate fixation of the zygomaticomaxillary buttress and the
zygomaticofrontal articulation should orientate the vectors of fixation in the
optimal axis. The techniques of exposure, reduction and miniplate fixation are
now well described, but surgeons differ on how these principles are applied in
each pattern of fracture.

In discussing treatment approaches, it is logical to subdivide fractures of
the zygoma into those where there is no orbital wall involvement (isolated
zygomatic arch fracture) and the more common orbitozygomatic fracture, where
the fracture lines involve at least one wall of the orbital cavity.

Isolated zygomatic arch fracture

The isolated zygomatic arch fracture is usually a low velocity injury, with
c.haracteristic symptoms of trismus and clinical signs of localized arch contour
depression. Treatment is by the closed reduction technique of Gillies et al(1927).
A short oblique incision in the hair-bearing temple allows passage of an elevator
deep to the temporalis fascia behind the depressed arch. This achieves stable
reduction in the majority ofcases (Fig. 11.88). In rare cases, isolated arch fractures
may be unstable after reduction. While it is possible to fix arch fractures internally
via a bicoronal approach, the degree of contour abnormality seldom justifies an
open operation of such magnitude. The less invasive technique of stenting of the
arch with a percutaneous needle or tubing sutured. over the arch mayiave a
role. Alternatively, the swelling and oedema in the temporalis muscle after the
performance of the Gillies manoeuvre may provide a degree of internal splintage
suffrcient for contour maintenance in these cases.

When untreated or neglected, zygomatic fractures manifest a cosmetic
deformity - the localized depression of the lateral cheek. Only in extreme cases
where depression is marked is there a long-term disturbance ofjaw opening and
closing. There are no signifrcant complications of the percutaneous surgical
correction.

Orbitozygomatic fractures

FrG. 11.88. Rød.íology of zygomøtic ørch frøctures. A,. and, B. plain rød,iographs
confirm reduction of an isolated left zygomatic arch frøcture following a Gillies eleløtion.
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Undisplaced fractures require no operative treatment, Advice is provided to avoid
local pressure on the zygomatic prominence during the initial weeks, with follow-
up maintained until healing at about 6 weeks. The incidence of late displacement
of initially conservatively managed undisplaced zygomatic fractures is unknown,
but appears to be very low. Early recognition will permit appropriate operative
intervention.

Displaced orbitozygomatic fractures demand careful open reduction and
internal fixation on an individualized basis. Most fractures fall within the category
of mild to moderate displacement, in association with a variable degree of
comminution. Fracture separation in these cases is invariably more marked at
the zygomaticomaxillary buttress and the inferior orbital rim, with lesser injuries
at the superior articulations. Exposure via a lower eyelid subciliary skin-muscle
flap or transconjunctival incision with lateral canthotomy reveals the
zygomaticofrontal suture, lateral orbital wall, inferior orbital rim, orbital floor
and anterior zygomatic arch (Fig. 11.89). An upper buccal vestibular incision
permits exposure ofthe zygomaticomaxillary articulation and anterior attachment
of the masseter muscle to the zygoma(Fig. 11.90). Followingfracture mobilization
and elevation either by the intraoral approach or by Gillies'procedure, anatomical
restoration is achieved by visualizing the anterior zygomatic articulations, and
comparing the anteroposterior projection of the zygoma and inferior orbital rim
with the contralateral side. The addition of lateral orbital wall exposure reveals
the alignment of the zygoma with the greater wing of spheroid and confrrms
accurate reduction.

Miniplate fixation in the zygomaticomaxillary buttress has a vector of action
which opposes the displacing influence of the masseter, albeit in bone which is
thin and has little strength. The zygomaticofrontal suture, while a poor single
indicator of reduction, provides the strongest bone for miniplate frxation. This
two-site fixation will provide suffrcient stability in the majority of fractures of
this type. An additional third point of frxation at the inferior orbital rim with
miniplates, or preferably a micro-plate or fine wire, will counteract the remote
possibility of lateral rotation. Where signifrcant comminution is present in the
zygomaticomaxillary buttress, inferior orbital rim fixation will contribute
signifrcantly to stability in this level of injury; this may be unnecessary if bone
grafting is employed (see below). Operative treatment is completed by careful
reattachment ofthe midfacial and periorbital soft tissues to the zygomatic skeleton
to minimise subsequent soft-tissue sagging under gravity, causing scleral show,
Iower lid ectropion, lateral canthal distortion and depression of the zygomatic
soft-tissue prominence.

In many zygomatic fractures where displacement is signifrcant, but where
comminution is not marked, single miniplate frxation at the zygomaticofrontal
suture is adequate (Figs 11.91 and 11.92). Visualization of the orbital rim,lateral
orbital wall and zygomaticomaxillary region is also required to confrrm the
accuracy of the reduction.

In thinly built individuals and females the zygomaticofrontal miniplate is
often palpable and sometimes visible, requiring later removal. This is accentuated
where there is dissection, displacement or atrophy of the temporalis muscle.
Countersinking the miniplate by burring or contouring the bone prior to plate
placement, or by locating the plate on the posterior, rather than lateral aspect
off suture may obviate this problem. Microplate frxation causes fewer cosmetic
problems (Fig. 11.93). Yaremchuk et al (1993) recommend miniplate frxation of
the zygomaticomaxillary suture, with microplates at the zygomatico frontal suture
and the infraorbital rim. This frxation appears to be at least as stable as the
more conventional pattern of two- or three-point miniplate frxation, and has less
likelihood of aesthetic complications.

Comminuted and grossly displaced orbitozygomatic fractures seldom occur
in isolation. Almost always these fractures occur in high velocity impacts
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B

FrG. 1.1.89. surgica.l e&posure of orbitøl rim. A. subcitiary skin-muscle flap approach
to the inferior orbital rim ønd floor. B, Transconjunctival apþroach begins'inieríoï to ti,

with laterøl cønthotorny improues width of
r orbital rim easily exposed. E. Lateral and
lating of the frontozygomatic fracture uia

v.

FIG. 11.90. Surgicøl erposure of zygomøticomørílløryr region. (Jpper uestibular
incision etcposes the anterior rnøxillø, piriform margin and zygomáticomaîiltøry fracture.
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A
FIG. 11.91. Rod.iologxt of zygorna,tic frøcture rnanøgernent. A. Displaced but
minimally comminuted. fracture of the right zygon'¿a B. Asia.l 2D CT scan confirms
displacement. C. Postoperøtiue plain rad.iogrøph displøys satisfactory reduction with
single frontozygomøtic rnirnplate fixation.

B
FIG. 11.92. Rød.iology of zrtgorna.tic f'røcture rnøncrgenùent. A. Displaced right
zygomatic fracture in patíent with preuiously treated old fracture of the left zygon'Lú
B, Postoperatiue radiograph with single frontozygomatic pløte fixation.

FIG. 11.93. Micropløte firøtion of zygornøtìc f'ractures, Significantly displaced right
orbitozygomatic fracture with micropløte fixøtion øt frontozygomøtic fracture and
micromesh at inferior rim to restore orbitøl floor position
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producing major midfacial or panfacial fractures, of which the zygomatic injury
forms one portion. Superimposed on the pattern of the moderately displaced
fracture group, and reflecting more violent distortion, are comminution of the
lateral orbital wall, including the greater wing of the spheroid, and disruption of
the zygomatic arch. Recognizingthe disruption and restoringthe arch, as advised
by Gruss et al (1990), is the key to restoration of the zygomatic projection, the
midfacial width and the anteroposterior projection (Fig. 11.94). Axial cT scan
images identify the arch fractures, usually anteriorly at the junction with the
zygomatic body and posteriorly passing obliquely close to the glenoid fossa, with
intervening lateral bowing ofthe arch. A bicoronal approach facilitates exposure,
mobilization and reduction of the arch fractures. Disinsertion of the masseter
muscle may be required for reduction; correct anatomical positioning is achieved
by comparison with the contralateral side.

Fixation in these cases follows the'best fit'principle, comparison with the
normal contralateral side being readily available. Temporary stabilisation at the
zygomaticofrontal suture with an interosseous wire or miniplate allows the
surgeon to verify that there is correct rotational and projectional alignment at
the zygomaticomaxillary buttress, inferior orbital rim and lateral orbital wall,
before proceeding to defrnitive miniplate and screw frxation of the zygomatic
arch. Formal miniplate fixation of the remaining sites is then performed to position
the zygoma rigidly between the fronto-orbital borders above and the midface
below.

The role of microplate frxation in these high enerry injuries has not been
clearly defrned. Yaremchuk et al (1993) believe these to be inadequate on their
own in situations where extreme soft-tissue swelling may exert considerable
deforming forces. We have had no experiences to support or disprove this view.

Comminution and loss of bone at the major articulations, the anterior
maxillary wall, the orbital floor and the lateral orbital wall demand careful
operative display, reduction and reconstruction by primary bone grafting if the
major complications of enophthalmos and orbito-ocular dystopia are to be avoided
(Fig. 11.95). High velocity injuries with their characteristic comminution all
require exploration ofat least the orbital floor and lateral orbital wall. The lateral
orbital waII is situated entirely posterior to the axis of the globe, and
nonanatomical reduction produces an increase in bony orbital volume with
resulting enophthalmos (Fig. 11.96). Comminution in this region invariably
requires the addition ofbone grafts from calvarial, rib or iliac donor sites. Grafts
are easily placed into any wall of the orbit, particularly where the posterior 'ledges'
are used as guides to alignment and stability, but bone graft displacement is too
often seen. stabilizing these grafts by miniscrew, miniplate, microplate or
titanium mesh should improve predictability of outcome and reduce the incidence
of resistant enophthalmos.

The orbital floor characteristically bulges upward in its most posterior
extent, 35-38 mm behind the inferior orbital rim where the intact bony ledges
are located (Fig, 11.97). Failure to expose this area and to employ it for bone
grafting may lead to inadequate initial bony orbital wall reconstruction and also
to subsequent graft displacement and orbital volume expansion.

The case for routine wide orbital exploration in medium verocity
orbitozygomatic fractures is not so well defrned. Orbital wall components of the
zygomatic fracture do not require exploration if cT scanning shows no
displacement: in such cases the periorbita is intact and maintains the soft-tissue
orbital volume. IJnnecessary exploration risks disruption of the periorbita and
may cause orbital volume changes secondary to the surgery.
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A

B
FIG. 11.94. Mønøgement of zygotnøtic
a.rch fîøetures. A. Zygornatic fracture
occurring in association with midføcial
frøctures. Displaced. arch fragments at tip
of retrøctor. B. Stabilization øt the
frontozygomatic region and zygomatic
arch restores faciøl projection and width.

B

FIG. 11.95. Mønøgement of comminuted.
zygomøtíc frøetures. 4., Severely
cornminuted right zygomatic fracture.
B. Plain radiogrøph øfter wide ex,posure,
reduction, internal fixation and primary
bone grøfting.

FIG. 11.96. Rød.iology of orbìtal
rnørgins. Añal 2D CT scan of uninjured
orbíts. The lateral waII lies entirely behind
the equator of the globe.

A
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A

FIG. 11.97. Rød.iology of
orbitøl floor. Oblique sagittal
2D CT reforma.t identifies the
upwørd bulge of the orbital
floor in its posterior portion.

FIG. 11.98. Post-trøunøtic
enophthølmos. A. FrontøI
and B. worm's-eye uiew of
marked enop hthalmo s o n rig ht
side following seuere right
fr ont ozy g omatic fr act ure. N ot e
the supratarsal hollowing and
pseud,optosis.

B
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Complications

These include:

. Deformity
¡ Prominent plates

. Disturbance of globe position

' Ocular injury

' Nerve injury.

Deforntity
The chief complication of the older techniques of management was inadequately
or uncorrected deformity. Osseous deformity has been much reduced by wide
exposure, open reduction, internal frxation and primary bone grafting; these
techniques carry with them certain side effects which demand finesse in surgical
technique. Soft tissue deformities include sagging of eyelid and cheek after
zygomatic dissections (Phillips et al 1991); meticulous redraping of the dissected
soft tissues should lessen the risk of this deformity.

Prominent plates
Plate prominence is common: plate placement must minimize palpability and
visibility.

Disturbq,nce of globe position
Disturbance of globe position in both the anteroposterior and vertical dimension
remains the major long-term complication. Enophthalmos and vertical ocular
dystopia as late post-traumatic manifestations are cosmetically and often
functionally disturbing, and almost impossible to correct perfectly when well
established. These deformities constitute the major complication in high velocity,
severely comminuted zygomatic fractures (Fig. 11.98).

Ocular injury
Direct globe injuries are common in association with these fractures, but most
are not serious and without long-term sequelae. These injuries are discussed in
detail in Chapter 14.

Nerue injury
Infraorbital nerve injuries causing persistent numbness, paraesthesia or
h¡leraesthesia in the distribution of the nerve may occur; Dielert & Jais (1992)
reviewed 176 case of zygomatic fractures, and found disturbed sensation in the
face in as many as28.5Vo. Most patients experience signifrcant recovery of function
early, but occasional patients experience progressive improvement as late as 18
months after injury.

Orbital Fractures

Surgical pathology

The position of the orbit at the interface between the cranium above and the
midface below, in intimate relation to the thin-walled paranasal sinuses, demands
that this region be carefully evaluated in the assessment of facial trauma.

Advances in the management of orbital injuries have resulted from better
understanding of the bony and soft tissue anatomy (Pearl 1987), and have
improved awareness of how each component relates to the other to produce the
frnal position of the globe in three dimensions. Advances in the imaging of these
injuries now permit preoperative planning, appropriate operative exposure, and
reconstruction of both skeletal and soft tissues to minimize the major long-term
sequelae of enophthalmos and attendant soft-tissue contractures. A high and
predictable level of anatomical skeletal restoration by rigidly frxed bone grafts
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now appears possible, and the only remaining unpredictable variable for outcome
is the periorbital soft tissue and how this changes after the initial injury and the
subsequent surgery. Good primary correction is essential; Iate correction will
not reverse the soft tissue disorganisation and muscle shortening resulting from
prolonged posterior displacement of the globe.

simplistically a quadrilateral pyramid composed a seven bones, the orbit
has a strong anterior rim or base and four thin walls which converge on a strong
bony apex. The thick protective outer rim is formed by the frontal zygomatic and
maxillary bones; at the rim, the orbit is ovoid in coronal section, becoming more
rectangular as one proceeds posteriorly to the apex, where the cavity is almost
triangular (Fig.2.7). The orbit has four walls- superior (roof), medial, inferior
(floor) and lateral-all thin and delicate and each unique in the manner in which
it responds to trauma. Lang (1983) quoted measurements of the orbital walls in
adults; these are given on p. 37. The portion ofthe orbit in front ofthe transverse
axis of the globe-the anterior segment-has little effect on bony orbital volume
and hence on the projection of the globe of the eye, and relatively more influence
on its vertical and transverse ocular position (Fig. 11.97). Alterations to the size
and shape of the posterior segment, the portion of the orbital cavity behind the
axis of the globe, determine the orbital skeletal volume and therefore the ocular
projection.

Disruption of the orbit may result from fracture of the orbital rim and
walls by extension of extrinsic l= external) fractures, which are classified according
to their major anatomical component, or from indirect forces transmitted via the
globe and periorbital soft tissues to produce anintrinsic blow-out fracture of the
floor or medial wall (Table 11.4).

TABLE 11.4

Classification of orbital Frøctures

1

2.

Intrinsic-orbital rim intact

(a) Blow-out

(b) Blow-in

Extrinsic-orbital rim fractured

(a) Blow-out

(b) Blow-in

The superior orbital rim, formed by the frontal bone, is thick. The orbital
roofis arched in both anteroposterior and transverse directions, and relatively
resistant to fracturing. 'Blow-in'fractures (inferior displacement) of the roof occur
as frequently as blow-out fractures in this area and in most cases are associated
with orbital rim disruption. Orbital rooffractures, usually occunring in high energy
impact injuries with extension into the face, are more frequently seen in childrðn
(p. 511); such fractures often result from direct impacts on the frontal bone (p.
102).

The orbital floor is the classic site of 'blow-out'fractures. The anterior orbital
floor medial to the infraorbital canal is concave in an anteroposterior direction.
Posterior to the axis of the globe it becomes convex upwards, the underlying
maxillary antrum bulging superiorly and obliterating the angle between the flooi
and the medial wall (Fig. 11.97). Restoration of this orbital floor convexity after
injury signifrcantly influences forward positioning of the globe.
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The medial walls are approximately vertical and run parallel with each
other. The most inferior portion diverges laterally and runs into the floor. The
lacrimal bone and the lamina papyraceâ (orbital plate) of the ethmoid comprise
the thin, vulnerable portion of the medial wall. Supported by the bony septae of
the ethmoidal air sinuses, the medial wall, although often thinner than the floor,
does not fracture as frequently as the orbital floor in pure 'blow-out' injuries.
Isolated medial wall defects in the middle third of the orbit produce increases in
orbital volume posterior to the ocular axis and may cause enophthalmos. Medial
rectus entrapment in such injuries is possible but infrequent, At the anterior
extent of the medial wall lie the lacrimal drainage system and medial canthal
ligament; injuries of these structures are most frequently seen in association
with naso-orbito-ethmoid and complex midfacial injuries.

The lateral orbital wall (greater wing of the spheroid and orbital process of
the zygoma) diverges from the medial wall at 45' (Fig. 11.96), and lies entirely
posterior to the transverse ocular axis. Infrequently fractured in isolation, a
fracture in this site is an almost invariable accompaniment of zygomatic fractures.
Any disturbance in orientation or positioning of the lateral wall, lying as it does
posterior to the globe axis, produces orbital volume change and alteration in
globe projection (Fig. 11.99). Muscle incarceration in these injuries is rare, but
muscle contusion may occur.

The posterior third of the orbit and orbital apex is composed of thicker,
more resilient bone, surrounding the inferior and superior orbital fissure and
optic foramen. Comminution of the thinner, more anteriorly placed orbital bones
minimizes transmission of displacement forces to the posterior orbit.

Extraocular muscles in the anterior half of the orbit are separated from
the bony walls by small fatty cushions, in contrast to the posterior orbit where
they are close to the walls and more vulnerable to injury from the fracture or
from the trauma of surgical dissection. The orbital fat of the anterior orbit is
extraconal. Of special interest is a sausage-shaped orbital fat compartment which
separates the levator palpebrae superioris, superior rectus and superior oblique
muscles from the orbital roof. Where dystopia of the globe occurs with orbital
fracture this superior fat pad prolapses a\Ã/ay from the upper eyelid producing
'supratarsal hollowing'-corrected by repositioning and elevation of the globe
behind the equator. In the posterior orbit most fat is intraconal and it is the
volume of this fat that is the most important determinant of globe position. Most
authors believe that loss ofextraconal fat produces no signifrcant change in globe
position, but fat displacement from the intraconal to the extraconal compartment
in the posterior orbit reduces globe support, with possible resultant enophthalmos
(Manson et al 1985a).

FIG. 11.99. Rød,íology of blow-in frøctures. AñaI 2D CT scøn of laterøI orbital wall
' blow -in' fr acture (irnpure) with resultant exophthøImo s.
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Classification and mechanisms

Fractures of the orbit may be simply grouped as those which are intrinsic to the
orbital walls and those fractures of the orbital walls which occur in association
with extrinsic (extraorbital) fractures involving the frontal, zygomatic, midfacial
or naso-ethmoid regions (Table 11.4). Intrinsic fractures of the orbital walls are
categorised as blowout and blow-in fractures. The pure blow-out or blow-in
fracture is distinguished by an intact orbital rim, while what are often inaccurately
referred to as'impure'blowout or blow-in fractures are characterised by extension
of an orbital wall fracture to involve the orbital rim.

The application of sudden blunt trauma to the periorbital soft tissues is
transmitted as a hydraulic pressure wave to the orbital walls, resulting in a
characteristic pattern of fracturing of these walls. Because of its thin, fragile and
comparatively unsupported position the orbital floor gives way medial to the
infraorbital nerye and medial orbital wall. The sequelae of this disturbance include
enophthalmos, muscle entrapment and diplopia: these are direct consequences
of the suddenly increased orbital volume and the displacement of the globe and
its related muscles and periorbital fibrous septae. Pure blow-out fractures usually
result from a low energy impact: the typical cause is a ball striking the orbit from
in front (Fig. a.5). Controversies on the mechanisms producing blow-out fractures
are discussed in Chapter 4 (p. 104). The blow-in fracture, described more recently
(Antonyshyn et al 1989), and much rarer, is characterised by inward displacement
of bony fragments of the walls and./or rim (pure and impure) with resultant
decreased orbital volume and increased globe projection (Fig. 11.99).

Low velocity impacts from assaults or falls most commonly produce simple,
isolated linear, or'blow-out'type fractures, with minimal comminution involving
one or two orbital walls. Medium velocity impacts produce similar injuries, but
usually with associated orbital rim disturbance and involvement of at least two
orbital walls. The extrinsic fractures which extend to involve the orbital walls
invariably result from medium and high enerry impacts.

High velocity impacts result in complex orbital fractures, involving three
or four walls, with associated panfacial fractures and increased incidence of orbital
soft tissue and globe injuries; such fractures exhibit much les well defined patterns
of fracturing, and more comminution and bone loss.

Clinical assessment

Clinical examination of the orbit in trauma is often of limited value, but a history
of the velocity of impact, an the presence or absence of associated craniofacial
and' multisystem injuries will alert the observer to the likelihood of simple or
complex orbital injuries. Periorbital; bruising and swelling is inevitable, and in
major injuries is at frrst so severe as to obscure the globe (Fig. 11.100). Eversion
of the eyelids with Desmarre retractors in these severe cases is mandatory and
should be done early to avoid missing primary globe injuries, which occur with
increased frequency as the impact energy rises.

visual disturbance, blurring or diplopia may be complained of, and these
symptoms require full ophthalmic logical assessment. HoIt & Holt (1983) reported
on a large series of patients with facial trauma and identifred ocular ãnd/or
periorbital soft tissue injury in 65Vo; LSVo trad severe injuries and 3Vo blinding
injuries. our experience suggests a much lower incidence ( .gvo) of significant
ocular injuries, predominantly in association with pure orbital, zygomatic or mid-
or pan facial fractures (p. 397). Altered sensation and numbness in the distribution
of the infraorbital nerve and the anterior and middle superior alveolar nerves
are frequent accompaniments of orbital floor fractures (Fig. 2.29).

Clinical examination follows the sequence detailed for zygomatic fractures.
Assessment of alterations in the anteroposterior projection of the globe is
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frequently difficult during the acute phase when swelling is marked. The
enophthalmos associated with a significant orbital wall injury may only become
overt after the oedema has subsided (Fig. 11.101). Early marked exophthalmos
suggests a signifrcant reduction in bony orbital volume and requires urgent and
complete ophthalmological and radiological examination to exclude an orbital
injury which may be directly injurious to the globe or contents of the orbital
apex. The ophthalmological assessment of the globe and the ocular motility is
especially important; Antonyshyn et al (19891 resorted aL2Vo incidence of globe
rupture andlÙVo incidence of superior orbital fissure s¡mdrome in patients with
blow-in fractures.

FIG. 11.100. Clinicøl sígns of orbítol blow-out fra,ctures. Right orbitøl blow-out
fracture following blunt trauma. Moderate periorbital bruising closes the eye acutely.

FIG. 11.101 . Clinical signs of orbítøl blow-out f'røctures. Worrn's-eye uíew identifies
significant enophthalmos in blow-out fracture after resolution of oederna.

Radiological assessment

CT examination is now the diagnostic investigation of choice in orbital trauma.
Plain radiographic studies are often employed as screening tests, but CT scan
assessment is mandatory for accurate diagnosis and in planning appropriate
reconstruction (Fig. 11.102).

High resolution axial CT scan examination with frlms of both bone and
soft-tissue windows show damage to the medial and lateral walls and extension
of fractures into the cranial base, zygoma and midface. Direct coronal vie\Ms, or
those produced by reformatting the data obtained from the axial scans, visualize
the status of the orbital roof, medial wall and orbital floor (Fig. 11.103). When a
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FrG. 11.102. Rød.íorogy of orbitøl blow-out frøctures. A, ptøin rad,iogrøph shows
'tear-drop' d.eformity tf-le]rl orbital floor, with inferiorly d,isplaced, orbitát i7oor bone
fragments. B. Coronal 2D CT scøn detøils the isolated right orbital floor fractire with no
involuement of the medial orbitøI waII.

FIG. 11.103. Rad'iology of orbitøt blow-out þøctures. Coronal 2D CT scan pictures
the tra-p-d,oor like lepression of the right orbitat floor with concomitønt btow-oit of the
medial orbital wøll. Note the transuerie narcowing of the ethmoid, air cells on tne rtþni.-

FIC* 11-.104 . Rad.úology of orbútøl blow-out frøctures. A. Ptain rad,iograph identifies
\"!"tlyly minor irregularity and depression of left orbital floor bony frøgmánti. B. Coronat
2D CT scan denotes irregulørity of the left orbitøl floor and. appøreni inþrior d.isplacement
ofthe inferior rectus muscle into the region ofthe fracture.-
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pure blow-out fracture is suspected, direct coronal scans of the orbit will
accurately identify both the extent of the floor and medial wall involvement and
the nature of the soft tissue abnormality (p. 193). Fatty prolapse into the area of
the blowout fracture without muscle entrapment is identifred by the presence of
the muscles in the orbit above the orbital wall fracture (Fig. 11.104). Muscle
displacement into the sinus or muscle impinging on the bony fragments may
mean muscle entrapment. Submucosal haematomas or mucosal polyps of the
maxillary sinus roof, which on conventional radiology may resemble herniated
soft tissues, can be differentiated on coronal CT scan. Sagittal oblique reformats
of CT image data in the line of the inferior rectus muscle will similarly relate
this muscle and the adjacent orbital soft tissues to bony damage to the orbital
floor. Comparison with the contralateral orbit provides a qualitative assessment
of the degree of enophthalmos; quantifrcation of post-traumatic enophthalmos
and the changes produced by surgical correction is also possible (Marsh & Gado
1983).

Management

Closed methods of managing fractures which involve the orbital walls risk
non-anatomical reconstruction of the bony orbit, post-traumatic enophthalmos,
ocular dystopia and motility disturbances. Some authors have advocated
conservative m¿ulagement of blow-out fractures on the basis that the soft-tissue
ligamentous supports of the globe remain undamaged and able to maintain eye
position (Korneef 1982). These views have been largely rejected because of the
incidence ofunacceptable late post-traumatic enophthalmos, whichis verydifficult
to treat. Non-operative management is considered only in those cases where
bony displacement is negligible and there are no other clinical signs of note:
there is no evidence to support infraorbital nerve numbness alone as an indicator
for operative intervention.

Management now aims at accurate restoration of the orbital rim and walls,
thus minimising the troublesome secondary soft tissue disturbances. The orbital
rim is reduced and fixed internally with a combination of miniplates and
microplates, while the orbital walls are reconstructed with primary bone
autografts if comminution or bone loss is extensive (Figs 11.93 and 11.95).

Operative repair is performed as early as possible to minimize the
development of soft tissue frbrotic changes. Acute periorbital swelling prevents
exploration and repair within the first 24-48 h except in such exceptional
circumstances as the presence of a bony fragment impinging on the globe or
optic nerve in a 'blow-in'fracture. This demands immediate exploration.

The exposure, exploration, reduction and frxation of the orbital rim are
described in the section on orbitozgomatic fractures (p. 320).

Reconstruction of the orbital cavity, together with orbital rim restoration,
returns the globe to its pre-injury position with full maintenance of ocular motility.
Subperiosteal dissection ofthe orbital walls delineates the site and pattern of
the fracture, identifying the areas of bony deficiency and the surrounding stable,
intact bony margins. All the herniated soft tissues are retrieved from the bony
defect, minimising frbrosis or loss of soft tissues.

In small isolated blow-out fractures, the displaced bony fragment may be
elevated and allowed to override, producing a stable restoration ofthe orbital
wall anatomy. For most defects this is inadequate, and correction requires the
introduction of an orbital wall substitute.

The choice of materials for orbital reconstruction lies between autogenous
bone or cartilage grafts and alloplastic implants, either resorbable or
non-resorbable. Supposedly resorbable alloplastic materials such as Gelfrlm@
and Vicryl@ mesh have little strength and are of use only where orbital wall
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defects are minimal, or where the surgeon feels that a small smooth space filler
will improve a localized contour irregularity in the restored orbital cavity. Being
resorbable, they are well tolerated and are not associated with late infective or
extrusion problems. Various non-resorbable alloplastic implants have been
employed for small and large orbital defects (Maas et I 1990). The easy availability
of compounds such as silastic@ sheeting, Marlex@ rnesh, Prolene@, Teflon@ and
titanium or Vitallium@ mesh, and the wish to avoid secondary donor site problems,
have continued to promote the widespread use of these compounds in the orbit
despite signifrcant graft extrusion rates. As with similar grafts utilised elsewhere
in the body the orbital tissues respond to the foreign body with the production of
a fibrous avascular capsule. Situated in close proximity to the paranasal sinuses
and often immediately subcutaneous, alloplastic implants remain at long-term
risk of infection and extrusion. the biocompatibility of titanium has encouraged
its use as a mesh to restore orbital cavity contours, especially in complex orbital
and extensive panfacial fractures where all normal orbital supporting structures
are lost. Able to be bent and shaped very accurately, titanium mesh is best utilized
as a framework on which autogenous bone may be placed, Some of the bone will
resorb, but experimental studies by sullivan et al (1ggg) suggest that enough
remains to constitute a smooth orbital floor. The use of mesh in isolation allows
extensive soft-tissue ingrowth, making removal of the mesh at a later date for
infective or other complications a possibly insurmountable technical challenge.
In addition the porosity of the mesh does not prevent soft-tissue loss from the
orbit and hence the development of enophthalmos. We believe that autogenous
bone is usually the best material for orbital repair, provided that the gtuftr 

"t"properly shaped, placed anatomically, rigidly fîxed, and with substantial
volumetric overcorrection to allow for future resorption. Autogenous grafts have
indeed been utilized in this way for many years, being favoured because of the
lack of infective and extrusion problems. Nevertheless, autogenous grafts are
attended by variable degrees of disadvantage relating to d.onor site morbidity
and graft resorption. These relate to the choice ofbone or cartilage, and to thL
site from which the graft is obtained.

calvarial bone enjoys widespread popularity for use as onlay and inlay
grafts in the craniofacial region. The need for a further incision may be avoideâ
if bone is harvested from the inner table when a formal craniotomy has been
performed, or split from the outer table of the temporoparietal skull when a
coronal flap is used; with a sharp osteotome, calvarial bone can be cut with
preservation of the overlying pericranium. The brittle nature of calvarial bone
makes contouring of the graft to the appropriate orbital wall shape rather difficult.
Calvarial bone appears most useful where it can accurately reconstruct a single
orbital wall, or as an autogenous onlay overlying titanium mesh restoring twÃr
more orbital walls.

Split-rib graft is available in large quantities and is most readily contoured
to the correct curvature of the orbital walls. It is the graft material of choice in
those cases where several orbital walls require reconstruction. Resorption of onlay
rib or iliac grafts is said to be higher than when calvarial bone is employed (Zins
& whitaker 1983). stacking bone graft from anterior to posterior, making use of
the stable posterior ledge, gives the correct convex upslope ofthe orbitál floor
and minimizes the risk of displacement of the graft. Rigid internal frxation by
Iag screws or contoured microplates or miniplates improves graft retention and
gives ideal orbital wall reconstruction. These additional techniques are seldom
necessary in the isolated blow-out fracture, but increase the predictability of a
good outcome in complex injuries.

Autogenous cartilage graft, either costal or auricular, can be valuable in
correcting small orbital wall defects. While not prone to significant resorption,
cartilage grafts have a tendency to warp; if placed in the orbit, diffrculties with
frxation may lead to displacement of the cartilage into the adjacent maxillary
sinus. Few studies have detailed signifrcant experience with the use of cartilage
graft in the orbit.
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In uncomplicated blow-out fractures, after anatomical correction of the
orbital bony anatomy \ñ/ith or without a graft, the orbital soft tissues are simply
allowed to redrape. A forced duction test is performed by grasping the rectus
muscle insertion with forceps to ensure that all muscle entrapment has been
relieved. The lower lid incision or conjunctival incision is then closed in a single
layer. In complex orbital injuries where the exposure requires extensive
subperiosteal dissection of the facial soft tissues, the final act in operative
treatment is careful fixation of the periorbital soft tissues.

Complications

Complications of orbital fractures are still seen despite open reduction and
primary bone grafting. Residual problems may result from the initial injurious
p ocess, or from failure to conect the disordered anatomy, or from changes induced
by the operative exposure (Wolfe 1988). Common complications include:

. Ocular problems

. Enophthalmos

. Ocular dystopia

. Canthal dystopia.

Oculør problems
These relate primarily to the initial injury and are not affected by the bony
reconstruction. Persistent diplopia in the initial postoperative period is not
infrequent but is seldom noted on long-term follow-up. Some patients do continue
to have subjective complaints of double vision on extremes of gaze.It is sometimes
suggested that these complaints are not supported by objective evidence ofocular
disturbance; nevertheless a careful test of ocular motilitywill usuaþ show muscle
weakness or restriction of gaze and some of these patients need ocular muscle
surgery (p. 420).

Where signifrcant bony displacement occurs in the region of the orbital
apex and superior fissure with associated optic nerve injury and/or
ophthalmoplegia, the outcome after bony reduction is often unhappy. In most
cases of blindness following high energy impacts the optic nerve is irreversibly
damaged in the optic canal (p. 422). By contrast Antonyshyn et al (1989) were
able to show a signifrcant improvement after immediate orbital decompression
in orbital blow-in fractures complicated by ophthalmoplegia.

Enophthalrnos
The commonest complication remains persistent enophthalmos. This relates
principally to inadequate exposure of the extent of the bony defect, and
particularly the medial orbital wall extension. Inadequate or inaccurate orbital
wall reconstructions by graft, or graft displacement and resorption, contribute
significantly to this problem. In complex orbital injuries a degree of bony
overcorrection is needed to achieve an acceptable long-term outcome with respect
to globe position; the unpredictable factors of oedema, frbrosis and fat loss make
it impossible to get a perfect result.

Oculør dystopiø
Transverse and vertical dystopia of the globe may follow, inaccurate reduction of
the zygoma, and hence the portion of the orbital walls anterior to the axis of the
globe, or from incorrect graft placement in the same region.

Cantha.l dystopia
The main complications relating to the surgical exposure and subperiosteal
dissection ofthe orbit are degrees ofmedial and lateral canthal dystopia. Careful
maintenance of the bony attachment of the medial canthus in isolated orbital
injuries should prevent the development of telecanthus or medial canthal dystopia.
Medial canthal abnormalities are more frequent and are diffrcult to correct where
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bony orbital injury is accompanied by local soft-tissue lacerations in this region.
In addition to telecanthus an inappropriately anterior positioning of the medial
canthal ligament is a frequent complication. Lateral canthal dystopia, with poor
apposition of the lower lid to the globe, is a common frnding soon after a lateral
canthotomy performed to expose the orbit but settles with time. Careful attention
to wound closure and reattachment of the lateral canthus will prevent the
development of this eyelid abnormality.

Fractures Primarily Affecting the Nasal Ainrvay
Nasal Fractures

Surgical patholory

Whether alone or in combination with more complex injuries, fractures of the
nose are the commonest facial fracture in most published series. The prominent
position of the nose makes it often injured in isolation when struck by a low
enerry impact (Fig. 11.105); the nasal bones are the most fragile element in the
facial skeleton, and break under forces well below those needed to fracture the
other components of the middle third of the face (p. 108). with high energy
impacts, nasal fractures are often seen as one element of a more complex faciãl
injury. The exposed position of the nose makes it liable to injury in assaults,
accidents and falls. An understanding of the mechanisms and patterns of injury
and their variation according to the force and direction of the blow is of importance
both for individual patient management and prognosis and also in the piediction
of outcome and resolution of litigation arising from assault.

While the visible injury of the nose demands immediate attention, most
nasal fractures have posterior extensions which produce bending or displacement
of the bony and cartilaginous nasal septum. The management of theseits a great
long-term challenge.

The patterns of nasal injury relate to the complex anatomy of the nose (p.
37) and to the velocity, mass, direction and site of impact. High energy impacts,
by objects with high velocity and./or large mass, cause increased comminution,
Ioss ofnasal dorsal support and likely extension into adjacent facial regions; the
nasal bones and anterior nasal spine are likely to collapse und.er an impact force
able to create a Le Fort type offracture (p. 108). The spread ofbony-cartilaginous
disruption widens as the effective force of impact increases (Pollock 19g2).birect
frontal impact usually displaces and comminutes both the nasal skeleton and
septum. Laterally directed forces produce deformation ranging from minor
unilateral medial displacement of a single nasal bone through to significant lateral
displacement of the entire nasal complex; with the latter, septãl involvement
may be complex in several dimensions. Inferior impacts damage initially the
anterior nasal spine with extension more posteriorly to involve the septum and
lateral nasal structures, injuring both soft tissues and bony elements.

Stranc and Robertson (1979) analysed nasal fractures according to lateral
and posterior displacement and by the unilateral or bilateral extent of the injury.
They noted that lateral force fractures \Mere most common, and. because there is
seldom serious disruption between the bony and cartilaginous elements, the
aesthetic and functional result after reduction is usually good. By contrast injury
from a frontal impact is less common and less well defrned and the results arL
less often acceptable. Generally the degree ofposterior displacement correlates
closelywith the amount of comminution of the nasal bony-cartilaginous complex.

As with other regions of the facial skeleton, identical fracture patterns are
seldom seen in the nose, yet a degree ofpredictabilityis evident. The cartilaginous
elements are the most forward-projecting portions of the nose and are thus the
first components to deform on impact. The dissipation of energ"y then proceeds
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FIG. 11.105. Nøsøl sheleton- Lateral profile of ødult skull confirms the prominent posítion
of the nose, ex,posed to frontøl and oblíque lateral impacts.

through the next most vulnerable structures, the nasal bones and septum, and
so on into the skeletal base until dissipated. The fractures due to high energy
impacts are invariably bilateral with extensions proximally toward the glabella,
inferiorly to the piriform margin, with involvement of the supporting facial
skeleton.

Clinical assessment

The history of injury usually identifres the probable energ"y of impact and the
likely extent of injury. Details of the nature of the traumatic force, and its
direction, wiII aid in predicting fracture patterns. A record of pre-existing nasal
deformity and previous operations on the nose should be sought.

Examination early after injury is ideal, but is seldom possible before the
onset of oedema obscures the definition of the nasal bones and cartilages. Local
injury to the region of the anterior nasal spine produces swelling and pain in the
upper lip with marked tenderness on palpation of the columella. Where the injury
is localized to the nasal bones and frontal processes of the maxilla periorbital
bruising and paranasal oedema are evident (Fig. 11.106). With further extension
of the injury into the naso-ethmoid and midfacial regions the deformity associated

FIG. f 1.106. Clúnícøl signs of nøsøl fiøctures. A. andB, ClinicøI appeørance where
gross deuiation of the nøsal bony sheleton to the right with attendant tilting of the
c artilaginous septurn,
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with these injuries predominates and the clinical indications of displacement of
the nasal bones are correspondingly less evident. In general, the more extensive
the injuries, the greater the oedema and bruising.

A systematic examination and palpation of the nose, with attention both
to intra- and extranasal structures, is done along routine lines (Fig. 6.5). This
must be gentle, and may rarely require local or general anaesthesia, especially
in children. Palpation of the nasal bones and frontal processes of the máxilla is
performed to elicit mobility, bony deformity and crepitus. oedema often limits
the detailed assessment of the displacement of the thin nasal bones.

Intranasal examination allows assessment of nasal obstruction from blood
clot, or bleeding from mucosal lacerations which may require control to allow
complete evaluation. Displacement ofthe septal cartilage, bonydeviation, mucosal
tears and septal haematoma are all assessable by intranasal examination (Fig.
11.107).

Reassessment may be indicated when the initial examination occurs at a
time of maximal swelling, in order to avoid missing a fracture. The frnal and
often most effective clinical evaluation for surgical planning may be performed
intraoperatively. Aperiosteal elevator placed high in the nasat váult will help in
bimanual palpation of individual nasal bones and the nasal bone complex ås a
whole. Intraoperative pressure over the nasal dorsum is helpful in ássessing
collapse of the underlying bony-cartilaginous structure (Gruss 1gg2). Althougt
this procedure was originally used in the assessment of naso-orbito-ethmoid
fractures, Pollock (1992) has utilized it selectively at different levels ofthe nose
to identify collapse of the upper, middle or lower vault. when applied to the
lpner nose in complex injuries, the nasal bridge is found to disappear back
between the eyes.

Radiological assessment

Routine radiographical examination of the facial bones may not always reveal
the nasal fracture. A lateral view coned on the nose and oócipitomenial views
with additional backward projection may improve the visualisation of bony injury.
These views are frequently requested in the casualty department, particulailyif
the mechanism is an assault and litigation is likely; hãwever, thã radiograihs
seldom influence the decision on operative repair. coronal or axial cricáns,
with the addition of 3D CT reconstruction, will elegantlyvisualise a nasal fracture
superimposed on a major midfacial or naso-orbito-ethmoid fracture (p. 19g), but
CT investigation is certainly not indicated for isolated simple nasal fractures.

FIG. 11.107.Nøsølseptøliryiury,Worm's-eyeuiewidentifiescharøcteristiccaudalseptal
dislocation.
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Management

Treatment aims at restoration of appearance and restablishment of nasal airway
function bilaterally. As a rule, the nasal fracture must be reduced. Convention
has it that reduction is ideally undertaken either immediately following injury,
prior to the development of oedema, or up to 14 days later when the oedema has
subsided. Most cases fall within the latter category, whether simple, or complex.
Where there are other extensive facial fractures reduction may be further delayed
while the patient is resuscitated and appropriately investigated. In fact, the timing
of operative treatment must be individualised. While immediate centralisation
of the nasal pyramid in a laterally deviated nose is possible, an inadequately
treated nasal septum or inaccurately reduced nasal bones will necessitate more
complex secondary surgery. Most nasal fractures are reduced within the frrst 7-
10 days although it is possible to accomplish an appropriate reduction after a
delay of 3-4 weeks

Because simple techniques of reduction will not suffice in all cases, nasal
fractures should as a rule be treated in an operating theatre, so that more complex
forms of treatment can be undertaken at once if necessary.

Simple closed reduction is the standard treatment for nasal injuries due to
low and middle levels of impact energJ. In the acute period, the application of
local thumb pressure may successfully reduce the displaced nasal complex to its
normal position, sometimes without the need for an anaesthetic. Delayed
reduction may be possible in the same fashion, using local anaesthetic and
sedation or general anaesthesia. General anaesthesia permits detailed
examination, and is particularly usefuI in the younger patient where cooperation
might otherwise be difficult. Intranasal packing and external tapes and splints
minimize subsequent swelling and bleeding, and may aid in positioning unstable
fragments.

In middle level enerry impacts where displacement of the nasal complex
may be both posterior and lateral, closed reduction is similarly employed, but
requires the use of elevating instruments. Upward and outward manipulation of
the nasal bone fragments with a Howarth elevator or similar blunt edged tool
permits realignment whilst minimizing damage to the nasal lining. Nasal
compression forceps (e.g. Walsham's forceps) are widely employed but may cause
additional soft-tissue crush injury. Sharper instruments such as a large curved
haemostat have been used, but risk tearing the nasal mucosa.

Treatment of low and middle energ'y nasal injuries by simple closed
reduction has been generally accepted, despite studies which indicate that this
method has potential for a poor outcome. Mayell (1973) in a retrospective report
showed that only 30Vo of cases had restoration of normal appearance, though
S}Vohadnormal nasal airway function. Similarly Harrison (1979) identified only
337o of his patients as having both adequate airway and ideal cosmesis.

Closed reduction is ideal for the unilateral, depressed nasal bone fracture
where septal injury is absent; inadequately treated septal displacement is the
chief cause of the poor results of closed reduction. In the middle energ"y impacts
the nasal complex displacement is both posterior and lateral with resultant
increased septal injury, and more elaborate procedures may be needed.

Nevertheless, nasal septal dislocation is routinely managed in the frrst
instance by closed reduction (Fig. 11.107). As the septal position will often
influence nasal bone position, the reduction must be rechecked and occasionally
repositioned. Asch septal forceps will correct both superior and inferior septal
deviations. The superior portion of the cartilaginous septum, being contiguous
with the bony septum, is reduced frrst before dealing with the inferior septum.
Adequate reduction ofthe superior portion can usually be achieved; inferior septal
deviations are not so often successfully reduced with closed techniques.
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where closed reduction has failed, the choice lies between acute open
reduction or a late secondary procedure. Early open reduction is diffrcult becaìse
of the soft-tissue swelling and the increased risk of lacerations when elevating
the mucoperichondrium of the septum. Harrison (1gzg) suggested early limiteã
submucosal resection of the bony-cartilaginous junction for those cases where
septal deviation is marked: after lower horizontal and posterior vertical
submucous septal resection, the cosmetic and functional resuits were improved.
There has been only limited acceptance of this management, because it could
result in mucosal injury and septal perforation. Pollock (1992) has advocated.
early cartilage repositioning and fixation where signifrcant septal deviation
adversely affects nasal bone positioning, using techniques of cartilage
preservation. This has not been our policy: rather, we have advocated secondary
correction.

Lacerations ofthe overlying skin are frequent in cases ofnasal fracture,
and may permit open reduction and frxation with interosseous wires, miniplates
or microplates. when bicoronal and upper vestibular incisions 

"r" ,rràd fo,
exposure of associated complex fractures, ideal exposure ofthe nasal region is
given.

Complex nasal fractures demand careful reconstruction proceeding from a
stable proximal base. The nasal bony anatomy must be restored and the bones
must be reattached at the frontal articulation to recreate the nasofrontal angle.
fnterosseous wires, micro- and miniplates and screws will provide anatomical
reconstruction where the bony fragments are suffrciently large. The middle and
lower thirds of the nose are then reconstituted using ttre techniques of closed
reduction and limited open septal reduction describeã above. In all cases nasal
packing is employed for 1-2 days in concert with a moulded nasal splint or plaster
for the frrst 5-7 days. Where bony comminution is extreme and próximal steletal
support inadequate this approach is insuffrcient to expand. the nasal soft-tissue
envelope' If uncorrected, severe comminutiotr *.y r"rnlt in a variable combination
of saddle deformity, loss of nasal tip projection and. nasal foreshortening in the
vertical dimension. There is a need for bone or cartilage grafts to augm-ent the
skeleton and to splint the nasal soft tissue.

Cantilever bone grafts overlying the existing nasal bone and interposed
into the nasal tip will satisfythis reconstructive need. Introduced via a bicoronal
approach ifthis is already available, or through a local intranasal incision or an
external rhinoplasty approach, the graft is frxed to the stable proximal elements
of the nasal bones with miniscrerrys or by a contoured miniplaìe anchored to the
central forehead. In the less complex fractures where no bìcoronal incision has
been used, the anchoring screws can be inserted through a small skin incision in
the glabella. Attention to nasal tip aesthetics is essentiál *hutt using these grafts
to ensure accurate positioning and attachment of the alar cartiLages, *a to
minimize the need for secondary revision. Underlay grafts have been described
as a variation with miniplate frxation of the graft below at the anterior nasal
spine' No signifrcant advantage over onlay cantilever grafting has been noted,
especially in operations performed soon after injury. cartilage grafts may be oí
value in the middle section of the nasal dorsum overlyinftrr" ,pp"r iateral
cartilages where isolated collapse in this region is nóteJ; they ãie usually
inadequate to maintain forward nasal projection in severe complex injuries.

Complications

These may be broadly classified as either aesthetic or functional, interplay
between both being common.

Føcial aesthetics
In terms offacial aesthetics, persistent lateral deviation ofthe nose, and loss of
nasal projection and saddle deformity, are the most signifrcant common residual
problems.
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In the common low and middle energ'y nasal fractures persistent lateral
deviation and irregularities of the nasal bridgeline, particularly a nasal hump,
are the commonest aesthetic problems requiring secondary surgery. Corrective
rhinoplasty with hump reduction and infracture together with septoplasty may
be required (p. 575), the timing being variable; usually the rhinoplasty is
performed some months following the initial injury.

Loss of nasal dorsum projection is managed in the same fashion, with an
autograft for augmentation. Contracture of the soft-tissue envelope is the major
limitation on what can be achieved to restore the nasal dorsum; as a rule, less
projection can be achieved than with primary surgery and attempts at
over-projection risk graft exposure at the nasal tip.

Function
Nasal obstructive symptoms from inadequate correction of the nasal septal
cartilage represent the chief functional disturbance. Obstructive symptoms are
managed by definitive septoplasty in conjunction with any external nasal surgery
that may be required; this is done when the natal mucosa is soundly healed from
the initial injury.

Multiple and Panfacial Fractures

Clinical significance

Modern retrieval and resuscitation services result in the survival of many very
severely injured patients, some of whom present for management of panfacial
and craniofacial fractures. These victims of high velocity impact with multi-system
injuries which include craniofacial fractures need initial intensive care and
treatment of life threatening injuries; they then require acute stable frxation of
their cranial and facial fractures to maximize the restoiation of form and function.

Each injury is unique, demanding a flexibility of management that is not
conveyed in any cookbook recipe approach. The confusion and poor outcome that
follow rigid application of such approaches can be overcome by correct
understanding of the aims and principles of reconstruction and proper sequencing
ofrepair. In essence repair proceeds from knowledge ofthe stable, uninjured;
bony buttresses, determined preoperatively by detailed radiology and
intraoperatively by wide exposure. The aim of treatment is correct restoration of
midfacial projection and width in relation to the cranial base above and the
mandible below. The twin requirements of form and function can then be realised.
Management of these injuries involves the application of all the principles and
approaches to individual subregions with a specifrc focus on timing and sequence
of repair.

Surgical pathology

The patterns offracture in these injuries are not defrned by any conventional
classifrcation system applicable to individual facial subregions. However, in the
majority of cases there are three important anatomical sites of injury, and an
understanding ofthe fracture patterns and exposure ofeach ofthese is necessary
for effective repair.

7. Crønío-orbito.l interføce. This is the junction between the anterior cranial
fossa and frontal sinus above and the orbits and naso-ethmoid region below.
Anteriorly the sinus and its nasal drainage conduit (p. 37) demand consideration
in the repair process, to minimize the risk of secondary sinusitis, mucocele and
other infective problems. More posteriorly, maintenance or restoration of the
normal interface between the contents of the anterior cranial fossa and the nasal
cavity is essential in avoiding cerebral infection ascending from the nasal air
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passages; a dural tear makes cerebral infection a threatening possibility in both
the short and the long term (p.147). At the posterior limits of the craniofacial
junction, extension of cranial base fractures through the spheroid bone risks
injury to the neurovascular structures at the orbital apex, superior orbital fissure
and cavernous sinus. Away from the midline, damage to the orbital roof and
Iateral orbital walls may affect the projection and./or motility of the eye, or may
cause orbital pulsation. Injuries in this area are often complicated by frontal
lobe damage.

2. Zygotnøtíeomørílløry junction. The zygomatíc arch and the lateral orbital
wall most accuratelyrelate the orbit and midface to the cranial base above. Correct
stable arch position determines lateral midface projection and midfacial width,
Reconstruction of the maxilla in its correct place between the zygomas will
complete the midfacial arch and central midfacial projection, with a proper
relation to the mandible.

3. Mønd'íbular eondoles. These demarcate the posterior lateral limit of the
craniofacial interface. The mandibular condyles and the rami establish posterior
facial height The condyles are frequently injured in panfacial fractures and
demand careful restoration to re-establish the vertical d.imension of the face. It
is the intact mandibular arch to which the midface must be related at the occlusal
level, and the mandibular arch determines facial height and to a lesser extent
central facial proj ection.

Classification

The extent and range of bony injury in high velocity impacts frustrate any attempt
to produce a detailed and precise system of classification. However, groupings
have been formulated in relation to the direction and point of impact o.t tñ"
craniofacial region, and related to areas ofskeletal strength, the faciaibuttresses,
and adjacent zones of relative bonyweakness-the sinuses and the nasal, orbitai
and oral cavities.

Gruss et al (1989) have grouped these injuries into three broad anatomical
divisions:
. Central craniofacial fractures
. Lateral craniofacial fractures
. Combined central and lateral fractures

Centrally directed impacts over the frontonasal region cleave the central
facial buttresses from the anterior cranial base. Variable extensions into the
frontal bone and orbital roof occur around and through the impact-absorbing
frontal sinus. In the paediatric group where frontal sinus deveiopment is no-t
complete (Fig' 2.10), Impacted oblique linear and segmental fractureJof the frontal
bone and orbital roof occur more frequently. More extensive and,/or high velocity
impacts produce vertical extension of the fracture pattern through the midfacL
and central mandible.

Laterally situated impacts damage the frontozygomaticomaxillary (lateral
facial) buttress with posterior extension to the greater wing of the Ãpheroid,
temporal and parietal bones. Intracranial complications are less common, bui
extension into the lower face is often seen.

Extremely violent impacts produce gross comminution of both the central
and lateral facial elements with frequent sagittal fracturing of both the midface
and mandible, mandibular condylar fractures and an increased incidence of
intracranial injury. Although collapse of the facial skeleton has protective value
(p. 106), the brain may suffer both local and diffuse d.amage, 

"ttã 
th" floor of the

anterior cranial fossa is often disrupted.
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Clinical assessment

This begins with evaluation of airway, breathing, circulation and conscious level.
The immediate concern in the management of these severely injured cases is the
institution of appropriate life-support measures and the assessment of
life-threatening intracranial and extracranial complications.

The hallmark clinical features are deformation of extreme aesthetic and
functional signifrcance, and marked skeletal instability. Clinical observation
reveals extensive diffuse facial swelling and bruising, often with lacerations over
the bony prominences - the forehead, the supraorbital ridges and the root of
the nose. Visible bony deformation is often evident with loss of nasal projection
and disturbances in midfacial projection, symmetry and height.

Palpation of the facial skeleton may reveal contour irregularities of the
orbital margins and widespread bony instability involving both orbital and
occlusal skeletal elements (Fig. 6.5). Irregularities of the supraorbital rim may
identify cranial extensions of the fracture patterns whilst flattening of the
zygomalic region may be accompanied by marked proptosis, raising suspicion of
a blow-in displacement of the lateral orbital wall, including the greater wing of
the spheroid with involvement of the orbital apex. Compressive force applied to
the nasal root in both anteroposterior and transverse dimensions may
demonstrate massive comminution and mobility of the naso-ethmoid region on
the anterior cranial base.

Intraoral examination identifres bruising, soft-tissue lacerations or even
tissue loss, and may show segmental and sagittal maxillary and mandibular
fractures often involving dento-alveolar segments. The extreme mobility of a
flail midfacial segment is often easily demonstrable. Detection of condylar
fractures is especially easy in patients who are already intubated and ventilated
when the first detailed clinical examination is carried out. By grasping and moving
the mandible in the region of the mandibular angle with a gloved hand while the
index frnger of the opposite hand palpates the anterior wall of the external
auditory canal, it is possible to appreciate crepitus, abnormal mobility and"/or
displacement of the mandibular condylar process.

In most though not all cases of panfacial fractures, there are impairments
ofneurological function, and a neurological assessment should be carried out as
soon as possible (p. 159), though often this is limited by the need to institute
endotracheal intubation and ventilation. It is also desirable to assess visual
function as soon as possible and especially to exclude a penetrating injury ofthe
globe; this may be impeded by orbital swelling.

Radiological assessment

Definitive description of the fracture pattern in these cases is possible only with
high resolution CT scans. Ideally axial scan data from the vertex to chin point
should be provided on bony settings. Soft-tissue window hard copy images should
be provided in the cranial slices to identify the nature of any intracranial
involvement and to visualize the globes and the optic nerves. The creation of 3D
CT images from the axial data provides a qualitative ready reference image pre-
and intraoperatively to assist in planning treatment (Broumand et al 1993).
However, these images do not provide an accurate guide to fracture patterns
and displacement in all areas of the facial skeleton.

Management

The treatment of these complex injuries is the sum of the repair of all the fractures
of individual facial and cranial structures. It is desirable to minimize reoperation
and prolonged hospitalisation. In the past, diffrculties often arose in the timing
of facial repair in relation to neurosurgical or less often ophthalmological
interventions; the modern craniofacial unit allows interdisciplinary coordination
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of effort and the development off coherent, logical sequence of repair which is
applicable to all eventualities. In particular, the combined craniofacial and
neurosurgical operation permits repair of multiple facial fractures and closure of
cranionasal frstulas in a single procedure (David 1gS4).

Preoperative care

The patient's cardiorespiratory condition must first be fully stabilised.
Tracheostomy is no longer required solely for airway management of complex
facial fractures, but where prolonged incubation is necessary for coma or other
injuries then tracheostomy may be employed (p. 882).

It may be necessary to monitor the intracranial pressure (ICp), since the
clinical signs of a fall in the conscious level may be masked by orbital swelling or
by the use of artificial ventilation (p. 369). The initial CT scan gives warning of
the likelihood of delayed cerebral swelling and other complications, and it is our
policy to institute ICP monitoring if there is CT evidence of intracerebral
haemorrhage, obliteration of basal cisterns or midline shift. Even if the CT scan
is within normal limits, it maybe wise to monitor the ICp, at least during the
frrst 48 h.

Timing of repair

The severely injured patient with complex craniofaciaV panfacial fractures ideally
requires defrnitive correction of the bony injuries within the frrst 5-7 days. Some
have suggested primary frxation within r2-48hof injury (Gruss 1gg0), but such
a time frame may be incompatible with adequate preoperative radiological,
ophthalmological and dental assessment-especially when the patient is comatose
or poorly cooperative. This is also the period when sofb-tissue swelling peaks and
operative exposure and assessments of facial projection and. symmetry are at
their most diffrcult. Cerebrospinal rhinorrhoea or intracranial aerocôle may
provide an additional reason for delay: for reasons set out in chapter 18, wL
believe that these signs of a cranionasal frstula do not invariably ã"-".rá urt
anterior cranial fossa dural repair, and delay ofa few days will often clarify the
need for this procedure, besides allowing raised ICp to subside.

Where earþ acute neurosurgical intervention is necessary for intracranial
bleeding or compound depressed calvarial fractures, the collaboration of the
craniofacial surgeon is mandatory. If scalp incisions are made and cranial bone
flaps elevated, it is important that they be designed so as not to complicate the
exposure and stabilisation of cranio-orbital fractures. For example, where fixation
of the mobile face below demands an intact fronto-orbital bar ãborr", any frontal
bone flap elevated for exposure ofthe anterior cranial fossa must be pãsitioned
so as to maintain these stable superior points. Loss of the fronto-orbital bar
complicates superior localisation and predisposes to inaccurate fracture reduction.
Where depressed fractures of the temporal region have extensions to involve the
lateral orbital wall and greater wing of the spheroid, the opportunity exists to
correct and stabilize the orbital component as well as elevating the cranial element
of the fracture. Leaving the orbital fracture element till a later definitive facial
repair risks displacing the already corrected cranial component and may cause
intracranial bleeding or dural injury.

Occasionally, patients with panfacial or complex facial fractures present
Iate, more than 3 weeks after injury, having undergone extensive life-saving
procedures for extracranial injuries. In such cases bone union is often weII
advanced, and soft-tissue contracture may already be evident. Soft-tissue
dissection for exposure must then be extensive and the fractures must be
disimpacted to permit stable reduction and anatomical fixation; fracture
mobilisation will often require formal osteotomy of the fracture lines.
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Sequence ofrepair

Here are several possible approaches to the complex panfacial fracture, relating
to the status of the stable boundaries of the injured face-the calvarial vault
above and the mandible below.

Where the frontal cranium is intact, or where there is fracture but no loss
ofbone in the anterior cranial fossa or fronto-orbital bar, or where these structures
have already been rigidly reconstituted, the orbito-zygomatic land midfacial
regions can be buílt from øboue downward. Projection and symmetry of the
orbitozygomatic facade sets the facial width and lateral facial projection, between
which the midfacial arch can be positioned to recreate midline facial projection
and pretraumatic occlusion.

There are situations where repair proceeds from below upward. When the
mandibular arch is disrupted, it should be repaired as the first part of the
procedure. If the mandibular condyles are fractured either unilaterally or
bilaterally, they require early reduction and internal frxation by miniplate, to
re-establish posterior facial height. In the presence of comminuted intracapsular
condylar fractures this may not be possible and intermaxillary frxation must be
maintained;primary costochondral graft,reconstruction ofthe mandibular condyle
can be contemplatsd (p. 604). Once the mandible is rigidly restored the midface
may be disimpacted and placed into the predicted occlusion; intermaxillary
frxation is then instituted. Repair then proceeds from aboue down to meet the
already frxed maxillomandibular segment.

Sagittal fractures of the midface introduce another dimension in
reconstruction. Where the mandibular arch is intact an occlusal reference point
exists below to restore lower midfacial width and maxillary dental arch form.
The upper midfacial width is set by correct positioning of the zygomas and this
determines the transverse dimension of the split midface at its upper border.
Fixation of the sagittal fracture may be possible with transversely placed
miniplates anteriorly on the maxilla, or may rarely require posterior microplate
fixation of the hard palate. Where sagittal midfacial and complex mandibular
fractures occur concomitantly, both upper and lower dental arches appeâr splayed
open and there are no immediately available reference points. Gruss et al (1990)
stress the importance in such cases of using the zygomatic arches to set the
facial width. The maxillary arch width is then set between these boundaries
with miniplate fixation of the midface to produce stability both transversely and
vertically in relation to the orbitozygomatic region above. The mandibular arch
can then be rebuilt on the above structure, producing ideally a stable functional
result and (most-importantly) a symmetrical aesthetic result. In these cases, the
danger in the reverse approach, proceeding from below upwards, is that
reconstruction commences at a distance from the only stable symmetrical
element-the cranial base. The inaccuracies inherent in condylar fracture repair
and repositioning are great and introduce variables of asymmetry much beyond
what can be achieved by starting at the zygomas and zygomatic arches, which
are a direct extension ofthe cranial base.

The only other situation of note where a repair involves rebuilding from
below upward is in the presence ofcranial bone loss and disruption ofthe floor of
the anterior cranial fossa. There the reference points are lost or distorted. To
repair the frontal cranial base and then secure on it the midface may risk
damaging or displacing the already repaired anterior cranial fossa. The mandible
and midface are therefore first repaired and this reconstituted complex is
reattached to the cranium above, once its form has been restored and the
appropriate barriers between nose and intradural space have been repaired, if
this is considered necessary. The indications and technique oftranscranial repair
of the anterior cranial fossa are detailed in Chapter 13 (p. 376); when this is done
as part of a combined procedure, gteat care is needed to maintain appropriate
asepsis. We have not employed subcranial extradural repair of the shattered
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anterior fossa when there is likelihood of a cranionasal fistula. If extradural
repair can be shown to be reliable, the procedure has attractions both with respect
to simplicity and because it need not be contraindicated by the presence of brain
swelling (p. 381). At present, we are sceptical of the reliability of this method of
closing a cranionasal dural frstula except under very favourable conditions.

At all levels, an acceptable outcome demands repositioning of existing bone,
with primary autogenous bone graftingwhere there is severe bony comminution
or bone loss and replacement or expansion ofthe craniofacial soft tissues to the
pretraumatic state.

A predictably good outcome for the skeletal elements in these complex
injuries is now achievable. But further attention to the soft tissues is required.
The older serni-closed management of these injuries by suspension wiring and
external frames was followed by contracture of the soft tissues because of fáilure
to restore normal bony contours, whether orbital with post-traumatic
enophthalmos, or paranasal with loss of nasal projection. Modein subperiosteal
dissection of the facial soft tissues permits anatomical skeletal repositioning,
primary bone graft augmentation and anterior re-expansion of thã facial soft
tissues to approximately the pre-injury situation. Such exposures, however, risk
sagging of the facial soft tissues especially the cheeks, under the influence of
gravity, if resuspension of the soft-tissues to the underlying bone has been
inadequate. The resulting soft-tissue alterations may produce a perception of
as¡rmmetry and a disappointing aesthetic outcome, attributable to unsafiÀfactory
soft-tissue cover and not to skeletal deformity. Reattachment of the periosteum
to the zyg,oma and zygomatic arch has been advocated (Gruss et al 1-S90) but no
long-term results have been reported on maintenance of the soft-tissue position.
Atrophy of the temporal soft tissues (the temporalis muscle and the temporal fat
pad) tnay also follow these wide exposures. Secondary correction with bone grafts
placed deep to temporalis is then necessary to augment the contour of the region
and to restore symmetry,

Complications

The complications attending these injuries are those seen in each individual
c_raniofacial subregion. The potential for asymmetry of appearance and
disturbance of function is extreme. The continued evolution of é"porore, rigid
fixation and primary bone grafting should ensure increasing-accuracy"of
reconstruction and reduction in rates of post-traumatic deformities and oiher
complications in the facial region.

The complications of concurrent transcranial anterior fossa repair include
frontal lobe oedema and early or late cerebral infection (p. gg0); we Leheve that
the risks of these complications are acceptably low if our criteria for transd.ural
exploration are respected and if operation withheld until cerebral swelling has
subsided.
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Massive tissue loss

D. J. David, E. Tan

lntroduction

In chapters 11-15 we presented a plan of multidisciplinary management of the
craniomaxillofacial (CMF) injuries commonly seen in peacetime practice, in which
tissue loss is not usually a major factor; this chapter considers the early
management of injuries in which there is substantial tissue destruction or
ablation. In Chapter 2l,we consider the correction of the long-term deformities
that may result from such injuries.

Even in peacetime, accidents inflicting massive avulsive tissue loss d.o occur.
such wounds are seen as the result of gunshots frred at close range, or from
industrial explosions. Freak road accidents also sometimes result in avulsive
injury and, in some parts of the world, bites by large animals may ablate portions
of the face (p. 495). In war, avulsive facial injuries are very common and this has
been so since firearms first began to dominate the world's battlefrelds (p. 2).
Military missiles frequently avulse large segments of the face or extensive portions
of the frontal scalp and calvarial bone. These wounds, if not immediately lethal,
cause frightful aesthetic deformities and often seve e impairments of speech,
vision and other functions; Fig. 1.15 records some typical cases from World War
L In war, the management of such wounds is likely to be complicated by problems
in evacuation, assessment and resuscitation, and definitive managemenfis soften
delayed.

our experience of major avulsive cMFtrauma (Table 16.1) is based chiefly
on peacetime practice, supplemented by study of wounded soldiers referred to us
from other centres for secondary repair; in preparing an account of the
management of these wounds, we have drawn heavily on the published and
unpublished experience of other surgeons working in recent wars and civil
conflicts.

TABLE 16.1

Massiue auulsiue injuries in the CMF area
Cause of avulsive ir$ury No. of cases
Gunshot wounds
Vehicular accidents
Other

16 (7 wartime)
11

4

31TotaI

The figures give the experience ofthe Auetralian Craniofacial Unit during the period 19Zg-199g. Excluded are
cases requiring only neurosurgical management and gunshot wounds not cauei;g sigrrifrcant loss oftissue.
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Surgical Pathology

The pathology of missile injury expresses the nature and velocity of the missile;
the anatomy of the impact is also relevant, impacts on bone being especially
injurious. Wounds resulting from gunshot are classed as penetrating, perforating
and avulsive or ablative. A penetrating wound is typically inflicted by a low
velocity missile which remains embedded in the tissues: little damage is done
unless a vital sh'ucture is hit. Perforating wounds may be caused by higher velocity
missiles; in these, there is often a small entry wound, a larger exit wound, and a
core of tissue damage between the wounds. Massive avulsive wounds show loss
of anatomical structures, with great variety of tissue damage; the damage may
be more widespread than the apparent tissue defect, because seemingly intact
structures may have been devitalized by the missile impact or may have suffered
traction injury from the avulsion.

Avulsive wounds result from very high velocity impacts by missiles of any
size, or from large missiles or groups of missiles at lower velocities, or from tearing
tbrces such as the bite of a large carnivorous animal. In war, fragments from
mines, bombs and shells and high velocity rifle bullets are likely to cause avulsive
injury; in peacetime, such injuries may result from short range (<6 m) blasts
from shotguns or large calibre pistols, or from a variety ofrifles used in hunting,
civil homicide, or attempted suicide. The ballistics of missile injuries are
considered in Chapter 4. Avulsive injuries can also occur from industrial
explosions, such as the explosion ofa tractor tyre, and from a variety ofaccidents
with machinery. On occasion massive craniofacial injury results from a vehicle
accident. Ablative injury may result from tissue destruction by post-traumatic
infection; the outcome is often a tissue defect that requires correction by
procedures similar to those used in repairing acute avulsive trauma. A severe
burn may also constitute an ablative i4jury.

The permutations of bone and soft-tissue avulsion are infrnite, and any
part of the CMF area may be damaged as a primary effect of the impact, or as a
secondary complication. Soft-tissue injuries caused by missiles are often
complicated by the presence of indriven bone and tooth fragments which must
be carefully removed; if this is not done, they maybe the source of chronic infection
and sinus formation.

The eyes and the brain may be injured, either directly or by vascular
interference. Extensive damage in the facial region can inflict severe tissue
disruption without immediate effect on the central nervous system, yet with
delayed cerebral or visual complications of ischaemic type resulting in increased
disability (Fig. 16. 1).

Wounds of the lower face and nandible
Injuries range from gross destruction of the lower jaw (Fig. 1,15d) to a simple
mandibular fracture with soft tissue ablation. In the rifle bullet wound shown in
Fig. 16.1, there was gross separation and destruction of the mandibular symphysis,
loss of the floor of the mouth and tongue and part of the lower lip; one condylar
process was missing, as was the central part of the maxilla. Such injuries are
very dangerous: tongue control is lost, and with fading consciousness there may
be a lethal airway obstruction. Injuries of the base of the tongue may go on to
gross swelling and bleeding and are then an even greater threat to the airway.
Loss of the lower lip is a challenging problem because effective reconstruction of
the orbicularis oris muscle is a very diffrcult procedure and repair with distant
flaps always gives a second rate functional result.

Missile injuries in the lower face can result in virtually no damage at all,
with only a very small entry wound and minimal destruction of the missile tract,
with fragments of metal and./or bone dispersed in the tissues or in the palate or
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A

D

F
TLG. 16:1. Avulsúve føcíøl gunshot wound^ A¡nassiue soft-tissue and. bony injury was
inflicted in the face by a Lee Enfield, .303 in rifle at close røige. The pøtient d,rove his car
to seek h 6lind, p_resumøbly'from reiinøl ørteriøl ,poi^
He was nt iniubøtion, bácheostomy, d.ebrid,emr;t-""àprimøry ül the bone frøgments wàre støbi\ized, with a
metal sp struction of túe ñ.ønd,ible was d,one with other
correctiue proced'ures. A. Initiøl presentation, with massiue tissue loss and, bony destructioi.
Despit_e the forbidding øppearance, he was easily intubated, becøuse the üsíues could, be
peeled-øpart and the løryngeal inlet obserued. B. Semi-electiue trøcheostomy and. repair of
the soft tissues were perfonned. More d.ebrid.en ent was necessary to rernoue d,omag"d'mur"í"
a-nd pieces of bone ønd tooth which had been driuen into the wound.. C. fni'l"iii¡ài
fragments were separøted, by a Bowerman-
of his jaw, the zygornas were reduced and w

the metal prosthesis remoued in readines of the g ocutøneous
comp_osite grøft on its uøsc-ulør pedicle.î. maineã continuing
problem reløted to the soft-tissue deficit in t ris oris. he has hald
a nutnber ofoperøtions to sculpture the bone ønd, red,rape the soft tissue.
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adjacent to the base of skull. More frequently, however, we are confronted with
some damage to the mandible and lo\Ã/er teeth (Figs 16.1 and 2L.73) Banks et al
(1985) note that bullets striking the mandible may cause fractures of teeth below
the gingival margin at a distance from the impact site, presumably by a shock
wave transmitted through the dense bone of the mandible.

Wounds of the nidface: maxillae, zygomas and nose

In our practice, the acute midface injuries most commonly seen have been the
results of attempted suicide or homicide; we have also had to treat the late
problems resulting from waÌ injuries. An avulsive impact from the front, such as
a shotgun blast, will frequently produce cone-shaped destruction of the middle
third of the face, leaving lateral elements intact. A missile impact from the side
may ablate the whole of the upper jaw and nose (Fig. 1.15C), or may tear off half
of the upper jaw leaving the other half relatively intact. It is unusual to frnd a
complete loss of the middle third of the face; more often a segment of palate is
missing and the residual fragments are blown aside into abnormal positions.
Often the nasal pyramid is completely disrupted. The zygomas are often splayed
apart and there may be associated fractures of the coronoid processes of the
mandible, or disruption of the temporomandibular (TMJ) joints. If not treated
effectively, ankylosis may develop. There are likely to be wide oro-antral and
oronasal frstulae, with exposure of the antrum to the outside. According to the
direction of the missile(s) there are injuries of adjacent vital structures such as
the eyes or the brain; missiles traversing the middle third region may disrupt
the middle cranial fossa as well as the anterior fossa, and both temporal and
frontal lobe damage have been seen.

In surviving cases of midface regional injury, the structures likely to give
long-term surgical problems are the lacrimal apparatus, the facial nerve and the
parotid gland. Residual oro-antral and oronasal fistulae, almost inevitable when
the hard palate has been widely destroyed, are also important surgical problems.
Comprehensive destruction of the nasal structures is extremely diffrcult to repair
in the first instance, and this leads to the necessity for complex secondary surgery.
Where there is extensive loss of tissue over the anterior midface with exposure
of the maxillary antrum then it is necessary to provide soft tissue and skin cover
to this area.

Wounds of the upper face and frontal convexity

A missile wound in the frontal area may show more or less extensive loss of skin
and frontal bone. The paranasal air sinuses are often injured; there may be dural
penetration and cerebral damage. Such dural injuries mayresult in a permanent
cranionasal communication, with risk of early or late meningitis and./or brain
abscess. In our view, frontal wounds with proven or probable dural penetration
require transcranial exploration and full dural repair; the arguments for and
against this policy are discussed on p. 376. This is less necessarywhen the middle
fossa dura is torn, though here too the possibility of a cranionasal or cranioaural
frstula must be kept in mind. lVe have seen delayed meningitis from a missile
wound of the middle fossa.

Missile wounds of the upper face are likely to involve the orbit and especially
the eye; the inherent anatomical resistance of the mobile globe of the eye to
blunt trauma of the facial skeleton, so often seen after in road crashes, does not
give protection from a missile (FiS. 1.158). Injuries of the naso-ethmoidal region
are frequently associated with damage to the globe. Reconstruction of the root of
the nose and cranial base is often needed, with repair of the nasal pyramid (FiS.

2L.48).

Missiles striking the frontal convexity above the orbital level often cause
lethal brain damage. However, when the missile path is tangential to the frontal
convexity (p. 141), the patient may survive with a variable loss of skin, frontal
bone and dura mater; such injuries often entail severe and disabling frontal lobe
damage (p. 53).
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Frontal ablative defects secondary to bone infection are less serious.
Post-traumatic infection may destroy much of the frontal bone, leaving gross
deformity; as a rule, there is no associated scalp loss, though sometimes sinus
formation may have caused extensive scarring (Figs 21.1 and 2L.7).

Scalp avulsion

Frontal scalp avulsion as an isolated injury has been discussed on p. 4BZ. In
scalping injuries due to traction on the hair, the plane of separation leaves the
pericranium intact, and viable unless it becomes desiccated. In missile injuries,
substantial areas of scalp may be avulsed or destroyed, sometimes in conjunction
with loss of bone and exposure of dura or brain.

Management

General principles
Vital functions and vital structures must be protected. The vital functions chiefly
under threat are the airway and the circulation. Airway obstruction and.
haemorrhage from large cervical and facial vessels have been the causes of many
battlefreld deaths, and despite advances in emergency trauma care, preventable
deaths still result from peacetime injuries of this type.

After the essential preliminaries of evacuation, together with efforts to
save life and to protect function, the primary management of the wound must be
undertaken. The vital structures that need to be covered urgently are the brain
and the dura, the eyes and the large vessels in the neck and face. This should be
done with the aim of minimising long-term deformity and disability. The
maxillofacial region is different in many ways from other parts of the body in
that blood supply of the area is excellent. With the advent of antibiotics, the risk
of secondary haemorrhage has been minimized, and one can contemplate a
programme of minimum debridement and early closure with a considerable
amount of reconstruction being performed in the early phase, if not at the frrst
operation then certainly within the frrst 10 days to10 weeks.

Gruss et al (1991) recentlyreviewed their experience in 37 cases of massive
facial injury from gunshots, chiefly suicidal attempts with shotguns or sporting
rifles. They, argued against traditional programmes entailing éarly sofl-tissuã
closure and delayed multistaged bone replacement, and advotated early
reconstruction with model craniofacial techniques, notably rigid internal frxation
with plates and bone grafts. For severe avulsive injury with loss of bone and soft
tissue, Gruss and his colleagues proposed:

1. Immediate conservative debridement, with cover of exposed bone.

2. Delayed (7-10 days) primary definitive repair. Missing midfacial bone
should be replaced with split calvarial and rib grafts, with stabilisation by
miniplates and screws; the correct facial width is restored.. The mandiblL
should be reconstructed, fragments being reduced and frxed with miniplates
and lag screws. Gaps are bridged with long reconstruction plates. Soft
tissue may be replaced with a free vascularized omental graft.

3. Late repair procedures may be necessary: in their practice, these included
scar revision, reconstruction of the oral commissure, rhinoplasty and
mandibular reconstruction by vascularized or conventional bone gráfts.

Two strategies can be considered when one is confronted with the eventual
need to reconstruct the mutilations due to ablative midfacial injuries, and they
are not mutually exclusive. The first is prosthetic: the defect is replaced as far as
possible by an external prosthesis or by an implant of some bioco*prtibl" material.
The second is truly restorative: the defect is repaired by transplanted autogenous
tissue. The advent of microvascular anastomosis (see Ch. 21) has greatly enlarged
the utility of restorative transplantation. Indeed, mod.ern reconstructive
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techniques involving flaps of skin, muscle and bone and free tissue transfer,
together with the development of osseo-integrated implantology, have brought
the two strategies into a close partnership. By aiming at the best possible early
defrnitive repair, we hope to minimise the need for late correction or prosthetic
replacement-and to maximize the success of these forms of management.

'Wartime conditions may make compromises unavoidable, and late
reconstructions may then be done under more adverse conditions, with established
soft-tissue contraction When one is fortunate in treating the patient in a
well-equipped unit from the beginning, the two strategies can be harmonised to
facilitate a planned combination of the reconstructive and prosthetic options (Fig.
2t.48).

Assessment

In the early assessment of a severe ablative facial injury, an examiner confronted
with a mass of unidentifrable bleeding tissues will direct attention to the control
of the airway, the circulation and the cerebral status, and other important effects
of the injury may easily be missed. Nevertheless, as soon as possible, the
systematic clinical, laboratory and radiological work-up described in Chapters
6-9 should be carried out. If there is any reason to suspect vascular damage,
such as the trajectory of missile fragments in the lower face and neck, cerebral
angiography should be done; if there is any suspicion of blunt or penetrating
injury of the brain, computerised tomography (CT) scan is essential. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) may also be of great value, but should not be used if
there is evidence of a ferromagnetic missile in a dangerous situation. Lead and
cupronickel missiles can be disregarded, but the fragments of bombs and shells
should be regarded with suspicion and it should be remembered that modern
military bullets may have steel components.

In planning the defrnitive management of a severe ablative injury, the
multidisciplinary evaluation and team discussion described in Chapter 9 is of
great value. Throughout the course of management, the injury should be
repeatedly reassessed. Marx & Stevens (1991) give special attention to:

1. The physiological state, as related to anaesthetic risk

2. The size ofthe residual soft tissue defects, and the extent ofscarring

3. The size and nature of the bone defect(s)

4. The presence ofresidual pathological conditions, such as foreign bodies or
bone chips, perhaps associated with foci of chronic inflammation or fistula
formation.

First aid and life support

This has been discussed in Chapter 8; securing the airway and controlling
haemorrhage are immediate priorities in most avulsive injuries of the lower and
middle face. Clarkson & Walker (1955) vividly described World rffar II
management on the battlefield, emphasising the occasional need for
cricothyroidotomy (p. 226). They noted that injured soldiers often felt little initial
pain from jaw wounds, and might survive transection of a major cervical artery:
vascular spasm and retraction often provided very effective primary haemostasis.
Banks et al (1985) have reviewed more recent wartime practice in Israel, Vietnam,
Nigeria, Ireland and the Falkland Islands; they emphasise that earþ endotracheal
intubation is today the mainstay of airway control. Intubation is especially
necessary when the conscious level is impaired; cricothyroidotomy may be

appropriate when intubation is made diffrcult or impossible by massive orofacial
damage.

Haemorrhage is controlled along the lines set out on p. 227 . Banks et al
(1935) reported that exsanguinating haemorrhage \ilas not very common in
uncomplicated battlefreld wounds in the CMF area; however, blood transfusion
was often necessary. Delayed bleeding may follow resuscitation and it is likely
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that emergency carotid angiography and embolization of bleeding arteries will
be used increasingly in the management of primary and secondary haemorrhage.

Timing of repair
This is somewhat controversial. There is no doubt that open wounds can and
should be closed as soon as possible in civil practice, and also in war surgery;
CMF injuries provide one of the few exceptions to the general military rule thát
soft-tissue wounds should not be closed at the time of the initial wound care
(Australian Atmy Manual of Land warfare 1985, whiilock 1gg5). If properly
debrided, the vast majority of CMF wounds will heal well.

There is also little argument when the avulsive wound exposes or penetrates
the dura mater. Early closure of the dura and skin is essential, though repair of
a subfrontal dural defect may be deferred if there is brain swelling (p-. 877).
Calvarial bone defects can wait for a much longer period.

It is over the timing of deflrnitive facial reconstruction that discordant
opinions are expressed. Many authors see the defrnitive repair of massive defects
as best done late, and only after careful preparation; Marx & Stevens (1g91) see
reconstruction as 'tertiary care', carried out in stages: in their practice, avulsive
missile injuries required'an average of 7.3 surgeries..., and avulsive motor vehicle
injuries... an average of 5.7 surgeries.' our philosophy is somewhat different,
and closely parallels the views of Gruss et al (1991) summarized above.

It is hard to set out a rule of thumb for ablative injuries of the CMF region
because each case is unique, and because avulsive trauma has no respect for
anatomical boundaries. We talk of the avulsive injuries of the upper midãIe, and
lower thirds of the face, but many such injuries involve all three regions; the
treating team is faced with the need to set priorities and to design and implement
plans for any permutation of defects. Nevertheless, there is an increased tãndency
to do more and more, earlier and earlier. It is often necessary to operate on
patients in the first few hours after trauma to cover vital structures and to stem
haemorrhage and to perform other life-saving manoeuvres; at such operations,
as much as possible should be done to facilitate secondary surgery, foi examplé
by stabilising bony fragments of the mandible (Figs 16.1 u.rã ãr.so). In lãss
extensive injuries, if all of the surgery can be done in this frrst stage with little or
no extra stress on the patient, then this should be done. There remains a group
of patients who will require extensive, and perhaps complex reconstruction of
the bony and soft tissues of the face and. skull. we sãe these, not as late
reconstructive procedures, but as the continuation of the initial treatment
inaugurated by the definitive multidisciplinary team. where possible,
reconstruction should be conducted in the frrst 7-21 days after injurytut there
are no hard-and-fast rules, especially when local facilities are inadequate an¿
transfer to a specialised unit is necessary. For example, the microvascular
reconstruction of the symphysis and body of the mandible, together with skin
and oral lining repair, might well be started very early whereas a cranioplasty
for ablated frontal bone in the same patient, if covered with a suitable scati nap,
might be left for some months (Figs 21.1 and 21.28).

The often quoted dictum: 'first-the bone and then the soft tissue'attributed
to Pichler & Trauner (1948) is a good principle; however, with modern techniquesof microvascular flap repair, microvascular tissue transfer ãnd
osseomusculocutaneous flaps, much of the reconstruction of bone as well as soft
tissue can be performed simultaneously at a single procedure. Where this is done,
early problems of scar contracture and difficulty in recreating the defect ur" ,roi
encountered' In all reconstructive procedures, what is done at the frrst operation
often sets the limits on what can be achieved. The frrst chance is often the best
chance. If the patient is frt and free of infection, every effort is mad.e to produce
a defrnitive result at this early phase. However, early operation need not mean
immediate operation - it is often prudent to delay surgery for a few hours to
stabilise the patient and to prepare a clear, well-planned operative strategybased
on good radiological investigations.
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Managernent of soft-tissue avulsions

Because of the favourable blood supply, most CMF wounds can be closed early
and will heal uneventfully. This has been the experience in recent war zone
surgery (Chapman 1985) as well as in civil practice. However, close-range gunshot
wounds with widely disrupted soft tissue may need more extensive treatment by
packing, cleaning and drainage, and implanted bone chips or tooth fragments
may need to be located and removed.

Cleaning is done chiefly by copious washing with normal saline and a good
deal of time should be spent in this, using large syringes with compressive bulbs.
The initial debridement may be followed by partial skin closure and packing,
with delayed complete closure within a week, at which as much of the defrnitive
reconstruction as possible is carried out. Ifexposed areas ofmuscle a bone are
left after debridement and suture of skin to mucosa, they should be packed with
saline-soaked ribbon gauze. The other indication for packing is bleeding not
controllable by diathermy or ligation of vessels. In such ca6es, the airway is
secured by intubation or tracheostomy, and the nasal oral and pharyngeal spaces
are firmly packed with 2.5 cm ribbon ga:uze dampened with saline. The taped
ends of the packing are brought out through the mouth and the nose. This packing
can be changed at24-48 h or at the next available opportunity depending on the
treatment schedule, e.g. the need for a general anaesthetic for other injuries.
Removal of packing shout be done under general anaesthesia in the operating
theatre with the capacity to control further bleeding and repack if necessary.
The insertion of Foley catheters through the nostrils and inflated in the postnasal
cavity is a popular way of controlling bleeding in the area. Traction may need to
be applied to the catheter to produce the desired effect and this should not be
done by tying the catheters together across the columella, which may undergo
necrosis-a very unpleasant complication!

In the head and neck, minimal debridement is appropriate because of the
good blood supply. The wound edges are excised with a blade and trimmed square
with sharp tungsten carbide inset scissors. An experienced surgeon can usually
mobilize soft tissues in debrided wounds to produce an effective closure. Equal
attention should be paid to suturing the oral mucosa as well as the skin. Mucosal
lining must often be sutured to skin in the region of the nose and mouth. The
branches oflacerated nerves should be identifred and sutured ifpossible (p. 440);
if microsurgical facilities are not available the nerve ends are tagged with black
silk sutures in the epineurium, care being taken to avoid damage to the funicles
ofthe nerve.

rWhen there is a raw surface wound uncovered by skin or mucosa which
cannot be closed primarily, the exposed tissue may be dressed with gauze soaked
in saline, changed every 2-4 h, and later covered with skin grafts when the surface
is clean and well vascularized. However vital structures must be covered as soon
as possible. Exposed dura mater is usually covered with a scalp flap (Fig. 21.1);
this is even more necessary when brain is exposed, but to minimise adhesions to
the damaged cerebral cortex, a fascial or pericranial graft is frrst interposed.
Bare vital structures in the neck, such as carotid vessels, are covered by a local
flap or by a distant pedicled flap; bare bone may also need to be covered by a local
or distant flap (Fig 16.2). Soft-tissue defects resulting from the transferring of
local flaps or from residual soft-tissue irfuries in the face can be closed by split
skin grafting.

The advantage of having primary closure performed by members of an
experienced multidisciplinary team is that at this stage with the team assembled,
as much as possible ofthe reconstruction can be done at once, and an appropriate
plan can be made for the intermediate and later treatment.
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FIG. 16.2. Seeond.øtXt treøtment of øn øaulsiae únjur.¡l An Asian boy sustained. a
massiue.auulsiue iniury of the right side of the face inctudiig the right eør which was not
treate! initially' A, Exposure of the zygorna and tetnporal bone wilh extensiue soft-tissue
loss. B. An inítial attempt wøs made to couer uital structures with ø local fl"p. C. fä
resu_lt of inadequate d,ebrid,ement and inadequate soft-tissue couer: multipte' siiuses and,
underlying deød bone. D. The patient presented for surgery after heøtiig by second.ary
intention, with some flap couer.
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FIG. 16.2. Second.ørXt treøtment of øn øaulsíae ínjury. An Asian boy sustained ø
tnassiue auulsiue injury of the right side of the face including the right ear whích was not
treøted initially. E.Three-dimensional CT showed loss of most of the bod,y of the zygoma
and its ørch. F.G.The føce inlaterøI uiew and anteroposterior uiews after tissue expansion
to aduance the scalp høir, free flap (lateral arm) reconstruction of the soft tissues, and

Replacement of skin in avulsive ir{ury
Restoration of the integument is crucially important to protect vital structures
and to cover or form a bed for bone grafting; it is also important in restoring the
aesthetic appearance of the face. To this end, the face should be treated as a
series of aesthetic units (Fig. 17.10). If possible, muscle and nerve should be
replaced, skin giving good colour match should be sought, and a sound skeletal
basis should be provided either before or at the same time. An example is seen in
total nasal reconstruction: the bony structure is essential to support any soft-tissue
reconstruction and planning should be so as to minimize the number of stages.
The tissues available for reconstruction ofthe face are any and all that can be
chosen from the entire armamentarium of plastic and reconstructive surgery.

Free grafts

Split-thickness grafts and full-thickness grafts are applicable in the reconstr"uction
of certain cosmetic units such as the upper eyelid, lower eyelid, and the nose
where there is a good soft-tissue base; such grafts may be suitable when there is
need for replacement of superficial loss of the cheeks and lips.

Wound contracture after early grafting may result in an unsatisfactory
result; it may be possible at a later date to excise the grafted area and replace it
with skin obtained by tissue expansion (p. 583).
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FIøps

The workhorses of traditional plastic surgery have been used in almost every
conceivable way to reconstruct various parts of the face. While these frnd their
chief applications in the elective correction of deformities (p. 621), closure by a
pedicled or free microvascularized flap is sometimes necessary in the acute phase
of management of an avulsive injury.

Scalp flaps

The prodigious blood supply of the region allows the whole scalp to be moved on
even one of its major vessels and there are many variant techniques, e.g. the
crane principle of Millard (1969).

Forehead fløps

The central forehead flap is made to include the supratrochlear vessels in its
base; it may be used to provide a lining for the nose or a cover for the nose.
Recently this flap has gained much advantage with the advent of tissue expansion
to provide a large amount of skin for nasal reconstruction. In some cases adjacent
tissue can be gained by using tissue expanders to advance forehead tissué after
the hairy flap has been returned. Tissue expansion is a valuable method of gaining
additional skin of good quality and appropriate colour, with or without hair.
However, tissue expansion requires some weeks' delay, and this makes it useless
in the early closure of avulsive injury; tissue expansion finds its chief roles in
postacute reconstructive surgery. Techniques of tissue expansion, and the
occasional complications, are discussed on p, 588.

The'lateral'forehead flap is based on the anterior branch of the superficial
temporal artery; Banks et aI (1985) note that this branch alone is inadequate in
some 20vo of cases, being partially supplanted by the zygomatic branch of the
superficial temporal artery (In Fig. 2.16 this vessel is designated as the
zygomatico-orbital artery.) They stress the need to assess these vessels before
ooeration by palpation; Doppler ultrasound examination may be more reliable.
The value ofthe lateral flap can be extended by tissue 

"*p"nriorr.
The converse (1942, 19zz) scalping flap can be used to provid.e thin skin

for nasal reconstruction. This elegant procedure entails raisingìhe forehead as a
full-thickness bicoronal scalp flap; one-half of the forehead ii first raised as a
thin flap by dissecting it off the frontalis muscle. The thin flap is based superiorly
on the main flap, and can be doubled under it to reconslruct the nose. The
postauricular flap of Washio (1972) can be used to transfer postauricular skin
and some cartilage for reconstruction of the nose. Once again, tissue expansion
has enabled small portions of skin to be expanded and transferred on flãps.

Replacement of muscle and skin
There is a wide range of muscle and musculocutaneous flaps; Mathes & Nahai
(1979) describe the classical procedures, some of which ."n b" used in avulsive
injuries in the CMF region.

TemporøIis muscle fløps

The temporalis muscle can be used to cover bone or restore contour to the face; it
can be also used to transfer calvarial bone on a vascularized pedicle (Fig. 21.2g).

Galeøl flaps

These can be used to cover exposed ear cartilage and to support skin grafts and
temporal fascial flaps. The galea must be dissected away from the scalp skin,
and its viability depends on the adequacy of supply from the major artéries oi
the scalp: as they approach the midline, the branches of the superfrcial temporal
artery may fail to meet this need 1p. a7).
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Deltopectoral flap

First described by Bakamajian (1965) for pharyngo-oesophageal reconstruction,
it was for many years the workhorse in the reconstruction of the face and mouth.
The flap is transferred on a pedicle raised deep to the deep fascia and supplied
by the perforating branch of the internal mammary vessels; it can be moved high
enough to replace the cosmetic unit of the cheek. At the height of its usage this
flap was manipulated in many'ways: it could be tubed, de-epithelialized, turned
upon itself and reinnervated by the incorporated supraclavicular neryes.

It is still worthwhile to have this classical flap in the armamentarium
although it has been largely replaced by free tissue transfer.

Pectoralis major flap

This is a myocutaneous flap. It is often used in reconstructions after head and
neck cancer excision, but not so often for traumatic ablations. The flap is based
on the thoraco-acromial branches of the axillary vessels which reach the deep
surface of the muscle just below the clavicle and medial to the tendon of the
pectoralis minor. The flap may be raised as an island of skin and muscle, with a
neurovascular pedicle; the flap may also incorporate bone from the rib or lateral
sternal edge (p. 622).

Latissimus dorsi fløp

This myocutaneous flap was popularized for breast reconstruction but has
versatile applications. The predominant source of supply to the muscle is from
the thoracodorsal branch ofthe subscapular artery; this artery forms a vascular
pedicle which is separated from the muscle. The muscle is divided proximal to
the insertion of the pedicle, which can support an overlying skin paddle to reach
quite high up to the cheek, the pedicle being passed in a tunnel under the skin of
the neck.

Trapezius flap

This myocutaneous flap is based on the deep transverse cervical artery and vein;
it can be used for defects in the neck and lower part of the face. The lateral third
of the clavicle may be incorporated into such a flap as well as the spine of the
scapula (p.622).

Free flaps: replacement of skin, muscle, bone and nerve

A free vascularized flap may be used in postacute reconstruction of an avulsive
injury, or may even be performed as an acute procedure; there must of course be
a suitable artery and vein in the area to be reconstructed.

Groin flap

This is based on the superfrcial circumflex iliac artery (SCIA), and is suitable to
cover bare bone, dura mater or brain (p. 456). Unless the flap is very large (> 10
cm in diameter), the donor site can be closed directly and a good cosmetic scar
can be expected; when this is impossible, a split-skin graft may be necessary.
Flaps as large as 20 x 30 cm have been used, and two flaps will cover the entire
calvarial vault. The vascular pedicle has a variable anatomy, which is described
by Taylor & Daniel (1981). ln 48Vo of cases, the SCIA rises conjointly with the
superfrcial inferior epigastric artery (SIEA), in357o the arteries arise separately,
and in 77Vo tlne SCIA does not arise from the femoral artery. Nevertheless, the
SCIA, whatever its origin, is usually 1-1.5 mm in diameter and adequate for an
anastomosis. The pedicle tends to be short unless the surgeon puts the skin
component of the flap more laterally, when the pedicle can be developed into a
longer leash of blood vessels; however, this carries a higher risk of flap morbidity.

An important variant of this groin flap is based on the deep circumflex
iliac artery (DCIA). This vessel provides a more dependable blood supply for
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grafts taken from the ilium; larger bone grafts can be harvested when supplied
by the DCIA, and in our practice this free flap is the chief means of reconstruction
after massive avulsive injuries of the mandible (David et al 1988). Our operative
technique is detailed in Chapter 21 (p.628).

Løtissimus d,orsi

This muscle flap, with or without a skin paddle, may be used as an alternative to
the groin flap. The transferred muscle must be covered with split skin unless the
skin paddle is suffrcient to cover the defect. The latissimus doisi muscle fans out
into a wide triangle and may be used to cover a large area of exposed cranium; it
is useful in other avulsive CMF injuries when bulk replac"-"trt is required.

OmentøI fløp

Gruss et al (1991) have used free vascularized omental grafts to cover bone grafts
and to provide bulk in reconstructing gunshot wounds of the lower jaw. We have
little experience of the procedure, and have preferred to use the vascularized
groin flaps described above.

Intestinal graft

It has been suggested that oral mucosal defects can be replaced with free
vascularized intestinal flaps. Again, we have little experience ãf this technique.
one case was treated with a jejunal free flap in this way; the graft survived,ïut
was rugose, friable and productive of excessive mucus, and had to be removed.

The use of free flaps is further described in Chapter 21 and includes many
applications of microvascular tissue transfer. The possibility of transfer of musclð,
nerve and bone for the reconstruction of all layers and restoration of some function,
together with tissue expansion, titanium osseo-integrated implantation and thé
closely related art and science of computer-aided design/computer-aided
manufacture (CAD/CAM) prosthetic reconstruction has advanced reõonstruction
after ablative craniofacial injury both in quality, result and time saved.

Avulsive injuries of the lower jaw
Avulsive wounds of this region involve bone, teeth and soft tissue. Almost
invariably, the bone is extensively comminuted. There is always doubt about the
viability of the bone arrd tooth fragments. Initial debridement involves copious
irrigation with normal saline and the meticulous removal of all foreign matãrial;
antiseptic solutions may also be used for this essential washing pro.édor". Loose
bone is removed, attached bone is preserved. The dental team decides the fate of
involved teeth, the emphasis being on retention, further dissection to remove
tooth roots or questionably viable teeth being avoided.

The surgical aim is to prevent or control infection and to produce bone
fragment alignment within a sleeve of relatively healthy periosteum. Antibiotics
are given as early as possible (p, 286). Where there is extensive comminution,
the fragments are united with titanium plates and screws. Where there is loss oi
bone, particularly in the symphysis, the two sides of the mandible are maintained
in their normal anatomical relationship using a bridging metal implant. Long
titanium plates (Fig. 16.3). are well suited for this po"por"; they can be shapeã
to adapt to the contour of the missing mandible, and fràgments of residual bãne
can be attached to the plate through the scre\M holes. Alternatively extraoral
fixation devices can be used, but in our practice, these have been supplanted by
the availability of a wide range of titanium plates. Maximum immobilization is
necessary' and where there is an intact maxilla and enough remaining mandibular
teeth, intermaxillary fixation can be added to give additional stability.

In ablative ir{uries of this region, there is often massive skin loss or
disruption. Once the bone has been fixed either by reconstituting the mandibular
arch or by interposing an appropriate spacer, a water-tight closure of mucosa
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FIG. 16.3. trong tìtønhttn pla.tes (Au.sSystems@). ?å¿se can be at,t i,n,to smnller segme.nts
when necessary. The full length is useful to bridge gøps in bone for temporary
reconstruction.

and a covering of skin is necessary. For this, it may be necessary to undermine
the mucosa of the cheek or the structures of the floor of mouth or to mobilize skin
from the adjacent cheek and neck. The reconstructed bone must be protected in
this way for bone healing to be possible. If skin closure cannot be achieved, then
some form of flap repair, whether pedicled or microvascular, must be undertaken,
This is probably best done at an intermediate or postacute stage. When hairy
skin is needed for the beard or moustache area, tissue expansion (Ohana 1986)
may make a scalp flap available.

Avulsive injuries of the midface

When debridement has been completed, the remnants of the maxillary arch should
be aligned by manipulation, followed by application of appropriate arch bars and
frxation to the mandible by some form of intermaxillaryfrxation ifthere is a good

mandibular template intact. Titanium miniplates are helpful in stabilising the
zygomas and in attempting to re-establish an attachment of the palatal fragments
to the zygomatic buttresses; even at an early stage, the reconstructive principles
ofGruss et al (1991) are applicable.

Oro-antral and oronasal frstulae often result from the frequent inability to
close the palate. Loss of the specialized nasal tissue-the septum, nasal lining,
and nasal cartilages-will necessitate long-term and often diffrcult reconstruction
in this area. So one should be conservative and should reposition the remnants
of these structures with as much care as possible in the primary repair. Where
skin cover cannot be completely effected, mucosa to skin suture may be necessary
and also grafting with split-thickness skin. The principle that applies in this
area is to carry out all the reconstruction that can be done as early as possible,
according to the state of the patient and the ability of the treating team; this will
facilitate the later reconstructive procedures described on p. 633.

Avulsive frontal and fronto-orbital injuries
In war, many cases of massive injuries in this site survive in good state, and it is
often possible to perform much of the definitive treatment as a primary procedure,
In a classic review of World War II injuries, Stewart & Botterel (1947) reported
on 25 cases of 'cranio-facial-orbital' wounds, and advocated:

1. Radical debridement of the cranial and cerebral wounds

2. Debridement of paranasal sinuses and establishment of drainage through
the nose

3. Sealingthe subdural and subarach¡oid spaces

4. Closure of the scalp without tension and without drainage.

Mr.¡dern experience has shown that these principles are still valid. However, it is
now possible to be less radical in debriding the cerebral wound (p' 373), and to
preserve even detached fragments ofbone, especially in the fronto-orbital region;
these can be replaced and fixed with miniplates, unless there is gross
contamination or delay in operation.

If the frontal scalp defect cannot be closed by direct suture, a large
frontolateral flap, based on the superfrcial temporal artery, is rotated forward to
cover the sutured dural wound (Fig. 21.1). There must be no tension in the frnal
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skin suture line; if there is risk of tension, the posterior margin of the rù/ound is
not sutured and the exposed pericranium is covered with a split-skin graft. We
have done this even for relatively small (2 x 4 cm) residual skin defects (Fig.
13.1); more experienced Ìvar surgeons are sometimes able to cover fronto-orbital
defects without flaps, by mobilising the scalp, but the novice is advised to use
flap closure if there is any risk of tension. Emergency skin closure is disfrguring
when hairy scalp is advanced onto the forehead or to cover an eye socket; however,
the hairy scalp can be later returned using the crane principle described by Millard
(1969). This uses the scalp to carry the galea forward. Scalp superfrcial to the
galea can then be returned and split-skin grafts placed over the galeal layer. In
some cases adjacent tissue can be expanded using tissue expanders to ad.vance
forehead tissue after the hairy flap has been returned.

Scølp auulsion

When a large piece of scalp has been avulsed and that tissue is available then it
may be replaced by microvascular techniques (p. 4az). Where this is impossible
but the pericranium is preserved, split-skin grafts may be applied to the
pericranium; care must be taken to ensure that the pericranium does not dry
out-this can happen very quickly. When the pericranium is lost but the skull
intact, the outer calvarial table can be removed and split-skin grafts placed. on
the diploe after granulations have appeared; this temporising procedure is
discussed on p. 437. It is, however, better to cover the exposed bone with a scalp
transposition or rotation flap, and this is essential when dura or brain *" 

"*po."d.On the rare occasions when there is no local tissue with which to cover eiposed
dura and brain in an emergency, a pedicled flap or microvascular free tissue
transfer may be indicated (Fig. 15.2).

Auulsiue injuries of the frontal sinus and. orbital rim

The general management of fracture of the frontal sinus has been discussed on
p. 372. If there is loss of the anterior wall of the sinus or of the orbital rim the
defect may sometimes be repaired by a calvarial bone graft at the time of the
initial wound closure. However, it is our preference to replace any remaining
segments by miniplate or microplate frxation, using bone grafting for an electivã
repair (Fig. 21.3).

Frontal bone d,efects

Cranioplasty is a standard neurosurgical procedure and the techniques and
problems are well known (p. 5a8). But in the frontal region cranioplasty presents
some special diffrculties. The area is not covered by hair and unless contouring is
perfect there will be a visible deformity of the forehead. The proximity of theãir
sinuses makes delayed infection a real threat, especially when a foreign implant
is used. In our view, there is no place for cranioplasty in the early mÀnagement
of ablative injuries of the fronto-orbital region. The indications and techniques
offrontal cranioplasty are considered in Chapter 21.

Injury to the eye and eye socket

Ablative injury in this site demands consultation with an ophthalmologist;
management of the injured eye is considered in Chapter 14. The principles of
reconstruction ofthe eye socket are that the rim should be reconstructed from
what fragments are present and that the walls should be primarily bone-grafted,
providing there is reasonable soft-tissue cover (Fig. 16.4). The use of foreign
material such as Silastic@ under these circumstances is not encouraged. Whãn
there is insuffrcient local soft tissue to cover a shattered orbit, it is sometimes
necessary to employ a forehead flap or rotation scalp flap.

Ablative injury of the ear

Lacerations, avulsion and destruction ofthe external ear should be repaired after
careful debridement; exposed cartilage should be covered by excisingits margins
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FIG. 16.4. Aaulsive føcíøl injury ùn ø cør crcrsh. A S9-yeør-old man wds inuolued in
a freah car øccid.ent: a tree fell upon his cør a.nd a branch penetrøted the front windscreen,
piercing the pøtient's face like cL speør, auulsing the right zygomd and leauing it pedicled
on soft tissue løterally. Although he wøs pinned to the uehicle, he wøs promptly rescued
thanks to his mobile telephone. Examinøtion showed, that the branch had encountered the
anteríor border of the mandible, dislocating it laterally. The branch was split by the
mandible, with shafts of wood passing medially and løterally into the neck. The media.I
fragment lay on the carotid uessels. The right orbitøl floor was destroyed, the right eye
was lost, and the ønterior wøII of the right maxillary antrum was destroyed. There wøs øn
extensíue soft-tissue deficit of the right cheek. The emergency mandgenxent inuolued freeing
the patient from the tree and transporting him to a. central unit. MRI scan showed, the
exact relationship of the penetrating shafts of wood to vital structures, and angiogrøphic
enhancement indicøted the relationships with the uessels. The pøtient utas anaesthetised
with care to auoid further damage. The cauities were cleaned. ønd debrided, the zygoma
was temporarily fixed and the skin was sutured in place. At ø second operøtion the zygoma
wøs further secured, and, øt the same time the remnønts of the globe were re¡noued and ø
conformer placed into the eye socket. A. Manipulation of the foreign body. ß. The zygonxQ.

was turned back on a. Iøteral myocutaneous fldp, exposing tnøssiue destruction of the
orbital floor and ønterior tnøxilla. C. Three-dimensionøI CT showing the bony defonnity.
D. CT scan showíng relationship of the shafts of wood to the møndibulør rannus. E. MRI
scan showing the relationship of the wood to the mandible and soft tissues (white arrows
ind,icate the wood). F. The patient demonstrøtes the residual deþrmity. G. Appearønce
prior to secondary reconstruction ofthe zygonxd, orbit and maxillø.
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FIG. f 6.õ. Trøumøtie loss of øn eør ctnd. m¿crovascular repløcenent. A. Initial
appeøro'nce of the wound with road øbrasion ønd a.uulsion of the eør. B. Appeørance
following reimplantøtion and. successful reu ascularizøtion.

and suturing skin to skin. When an avulsed ear is brought with the patient, it
may be possible to suture the ear in place using microsurgical techniques; our
colleagues Katsaros et al (1988) reported success in two ofthree cases ofavulsion
sustained in road accidents. An artery must first be found in the avulsed ear;
when this is perfused from a suitable artery (usually the posterior auricular
artery), it is easier to find a bleeding vein. Intraoperativé heparin and also
haemodilution are advised (Fig. 16.5).

Follow-up care after avulsive iqiury
The next phase of treatment involves all those measures which are expected. to
promote mobility and rapid healing: these include wound care, both superficial
and intraoral, nutrition, and control of infection. Management aims to-prevent
or to treat all the systemic problems that may complicate severe trauma and its
surgical treatment, notably septicaemia, pneumonia, peripheral vein thrombosis
and pulmonary embolism. Also to be treated are the local problems that may
complicate these injuries especially secondary haemorrhãge, infectior, 

"rrâmeningitis where there has been a cranionasal frstula in the anterior fossa (p.
387).

when these dangers have been circumvented, and the wounds are well
bealed, the stage is set for correction of residual deformities. This stage is
discussed in Chapter 21.

Complications and results
Wartime experience has shown that if the victim of a massive gunshot wound in
the CMF area does not die on the battlefield, the prospects of survival are
surprisingly good. Banks (1985) reviewed mortality rates from series of military
maxillofacial injuries, and these varied from about 1% in World War II to26.8%
in cases admitted to an intensive care unit in Northern lreland. These statistics
clearly express different chances of early survival and different criteria in
selection.

The complications of massive avulsive injury are numerous and diverse.
Many are beyond surgical control, but some relate to the quality of management.
In the early management of injuries entailing massive tissue loss, it is necessary
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to use strategies to save life, conserve tissue and commence reconstruction, with
a full awareness of what future treatment may be available to complete the job.
In a fully equipped craniofacial unit, the processes of management move smoothly
from early management to defrnitive repair, and depending on the nature of the
injury it may be possible to carry out the defrnitive reconstruction at an early
date, as urged by Gruss et al (1991). Under other circumstances, the victim of an
avulsive, injury may have early treatment in a less specialized centre and be
transferred elsewhere for the completion of the reconstruction. In this case, a
great service is done for the patient ifthe team giving initial care can adhere to
the principles of treatment which will enhance the future reconstruction.

The procedures described in Chapter 2l are aimed to restore function and
to correct deformity with as little delay as possible. But with severe avulsive
injuries, the phase of reconstruction may be prolonged for months or years, and
be subject to the changes of growth, age, degeneration and the emergence of new
techniques of treatment.
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Deformities

D.J. David, J.R,Abbott, M.Jay, M.A.C. Nugent
Contributing quthor: S. B. Cøntrell

lntroduction

Merville et al (1974) wrote that in the treatment of facial fractures, one should
strive for rearchitecturalisation ofthe facial skeleton . . . one should try at the
outset to reduce everything to perfection, since each osseous element determines
the position of its neighbours . . . one should thus try to leave nothing for secondary
restoration.' This view has been eloquently reinforced. in the most up-to-date
way by the work of Gruss, who goes to great lengths to achieve a perfect initial
reconstruction. This very desirable strategy is exemplifred in the management
plans set out in chapters 11-1g; it is made easier by good x-ray assessment,
good exposure, very good fixation, and modern grafting techniques including the
use of free grafts vascularized by microsurgery. Nevertheless, serious residual
deformities do occur either because of the severity of the initial injury, or because
of inadequate primary reconstruction.

Sir Harold Gillies (1968) divided post-traumatic facial deformities into those
with substantial loss of tissue and those without. When there is no serious loss of
tissue, residual deformities are due to:

1. Failure to diagnose correctly, i.e. to assess the nature and extent of the
original acute injury

2. Failure to disimpact or wholly replace displacements from such an injury
and./or to provide adequate fixation.

Deformities often entail visible contour defects, even when there is no severe
tissue loss. Contour defects may be treated by:

1. Osteotomy and repositioning

2. Onlay or inlay of bone grafts or alloplastic material
3. Prostheses which may be intraoral (maxillary or mandibular) or extraoral,

such as prosthetic eyes, ears or noses.

This chapter deals with those deformities for which primary treatment
might have been better, and with those where even, in rãtrospect, primary
treatment was appropriate, but where there was still unavoidabli uncãrtainty
about the frnal result, such as enophthalmos, temporomandibular joint (TMó
injury, childhood injury and many soft-tissue injuries with scarring. Also to be
considered are those injuries which from the beginning were destined to need
secondary surgery, such as the massive avulsive defects considered in Chapter
16, not all of which can be adequately corrected in the primary and postprimary
reparative procedures.

The aim of secondary surgery for deformity is to restore the patient to
functional and aesthetic wholeness, always takinginto account the preiraumatic
appearance. This may entail another sequence of operations, often performed
over a long period of time. Although the ideal of full correction must be kept
constantly in mind, complete restoration of form and function may in fact .r"l.rã.
be possible.
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Classification of major post-traumatic deformities

These can be broadly grouped as:

1. Forehead contour deformities
The frontal sinuses may be involved, and loss of integument (bone and./or scalp)
may expose the brain to risk of future injury (Fig. 21.1). Forehead deformities
can be considered in two groups: frontal and temporal.

2. Orbital deformities
These include:
. enophthalmos

. exophthalmos

. orbitozygomatic and naso-orbital deformities

. telecanthus

. orbital dystopia (including hypertelorism)

These may be associated with nasolacrimal dysfunction, abnormalities of
eye movement or impaired lid closure (Ch. 14). Orbital injuries sustained in early
life are likely to result in deformities which become progressively more marked
as growth advances. Many orbital deformities involve signifrcant deformity of
the anterior and,/or middle cranial fossae, and can be described as cranio-orbital.

3. N asal a.nd naso - orbito -ethmoid deþrrnitie s

In this category, which is poorly defined from the preceding group, one can identiff
a common type of post-traumatic deformity localized to the nasal bones and
cartilages, and a group of more complex deformities involving the bridge of the
nose and the ethmoid bow. There may be associated problems related to the
nasal airway and paranasal sinuses.

A
FIG.21.1. Craníøltrautnøwitherposureofthebrain.AAteenøgemølewasinvolued
in ø uehicular øccident, ín wh.ích the frontøl lobe wøs exposed and damaged on the left
side. There w(rs severe orbito-frontal skeletal dømage ønd øfter debridement the brain
required urgent skin couering. This was done by mobilizing ø scølp,flap which was brought
foiward blhe eyebrow leuel. The posterior deþet wøs couered with split-skin graft. B The
'fløp, 

seen some months later as høiry scølp extending to the eyebrow. The nose and face
or" badty scaryed. C The scalp has been returned superficial to the galea. The gøIea,wøs

Ieft intaõt and the frontal defàcts grafted with iliac bone. The forehead was replaced as a
cosmetic| unit using a groin flap uascularized with microua.scular techniques.
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4. Deformities of the facial skeleton inuoluing the upper ønd lower jaws
These deformities are intimately related to occlusal problems and maybe affected
by post-traumatic TMJ pathology, including ankylosis. Distortions of the facial
skeleton may be in three dimensions; in children, distortions are affected by
time and growth, constituting fourth dimension.

5. Soft-tissue defects
Deformities resulting from hypertrophic scars and keloids are briefly discussed
on p. 438. Other deformities result from avulsive soft-tissue injury (Ch. 16). The
loss of a eye constitutes a soft-tissue deformity of much aesthetic and psychological
signifrcance (p. 6a1).

Our computerised records of post-traumatic deformities give details of 385
cases referred to the Australian Cranio facial Unit over a period of 18 years;
although this figure underestimates the number of such cases seen in that period,
it seems likely that the series is representative of the experience of a tertiary
craniofacial unit such as ours. Ofthese cases, a detailed review of205 records
shows that approximately half were classed as orbital or cranio-orbital.
Mandibular and./or maxillary deformities with malocclusion constitated -24Vo
and naso-orbito-ethmoid deformities only -8vo; in >l\vo ttre deformities were
complex and had to be described as panfacial. The series excluded localized
post-traumatic nasal deformities, but a separate series of 185 such cases has
also been reviewed (see p. 579).

flG 21.2. Deløyed' corcection of croníøl d.eformìtìee. A 2I-year-old, man was inuolued.
in an øccident in a cøne fi.eld in which his m,otorbike ran into ã post. The post struck hirn
in the forehead inflicting seuere central frontal and frontonasal fractures. He d,id, not receiue

':i:iíi:'r',:l:,i,i':!rf:T'ßry:::!,::":if;Z
and an obtuse frontonasøl angle. B CT scøn of

the deþrmity øs it fficts the frontøI sinus ønd, its reløtionship to lhe frontat tobes.
C Surgicøl exposure uiø bicoronal scølp fløp and, subperiosteøl dissectioi to expose the
frag_mented and, d,epressed. skull A craniotomy was perþrmed. aboue the affected, region
and the scarred durø was sepørated from the back ofthe dømaged, frontal sinus. FoUoúing
rep,øir of the durø, the frontal sinus fragments were repløcetl and. augmented with sptit
cal_uarial graft. All fragments were firmly wired into place and. thlfrontøI sinus'was
obliterated _by craniølization. Add.itional bone graft wøs placed, into the nose and, the
nasofrontal region. D Postoperøtiue CT Scøn wlth extrød.urøl air. E The young *on oÍ
time_of discharge with a properly contoured frontal bone and reconstituted frlntonasal
angle.

DBA
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Frontal Deformities

Surgical patholory

The most common post-traumatic frontal deformities are traumatic bone defrcits,
displaced supraorbital rims, flattening or concavity of a shattered frontal sinus
and postoperative deformities such as sunken bone flaps and burrholes. Loss of
bone secondary to osteitis is also a cause of disfigurement and often exposes the
frontal lobes to the risk of future trauma. rWires or plates used in previous repairs
may be prominent or even exposed by ulceration.

Management

Post-traumatic frontal recontouring can be achieved by bony advancement,
autogenous bone grafts, bone allografts, metal plates or mesh, or implants of
Silastic@, methyl methacrylate or other biocompatiblc material (p. 15a). All
methods of frontal cranioplasty have merits and demerits.

Correction by osteotomy
Forehead remodelling by osteotomy is often recommended for congenital
deformities of the superior orbital margin and frontal bone resulting from
craniosynostosis, and similar osteotomies can be performed for neglected
post-traumatic deformities. But in traumatic cases, correction by osteotomy is a
long operation that usuaþ involves the adherent dura (Fig . 2L.2) and occasionally
the brain. The mucosa of the frontal sinuses must be eradicated down to the
frontal recess; the osteotomized bone should be frxed rigidly and any defects
grafted with calvarial bone graft. The potential for complications is high: these
include infection in an inadequately vascularized bone, haematoma in the dead
space between advanced bone and dura, and bone resorption from avascular
necrosis. Epilepsy presumably caused by disturbing an underlying
meningocerebral scar is a particularly serious complication.

It is not uncommon to see a lateral fronto-orbital contour deformity resulting
from an uncorrected or poorly corrected fracture in this site. The fracture can be
osteotomized and repositioned and frxed with miniplates. Exposure is through
the bicoronal scalp flap with limited dissection of the temporalis muscles from
the skull and lateral orbital wall to expose the old fracture. A small craniotomy
or enlarged burrhole can be made to expose and protect the dura during the
osteotomy. After contour restoration and frxation any remaining defect is frlled
with split calvarial bones.

Contour restorations by osteotomy can produce excellent results. The most
frequent complications in our experience result from the dead space created by
the advancement of the fronto-orbital margin when the connection with the nose
has not been adequately obliterated. Care must be taken to cranialize the frontal
sinus and to separate the ext¡adural space from the nose. This can be effected by
cutting a galeofrontalis flap from under the surface of the bicoronal scalp flap. If
the dead space is small, it can be frlled with this flap or by a pericranial flap
based laterally on the temporalis muscle. More massive extradural dead space

cavities may be filled with a free muscle transplant either from rectus abdominis
or latissimus dorsi vascularized by microvascular techniques, (Fig' 21.3).

Correction by bone grafts
Bone is a logical material to use to fill a traumatic bone defect, and is often
initially very successful. When the defect results from the removal of a frontal
bone flap as an emergency neurosurgical decompressive procedure it is usual to
preserve the flap in a bone bank and to replace it when the patient's condition
permits. Frozen bone flaps sometimes resorb, but success is achieved often enough
to justify this very simple and innocuous procedure.
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Fresh autogenous bone harvested at the time ofa reconstructive procedure
gives earþvascularization, excellent capacityfor immobilization, lack ofimmune
rejection and freedom from disease transmission. However, there is much increase
in the operative time and some increase in morbidity (Laurie et al 1984). small
post-traumatic defects are commonly frlled with calvarial bone, bone dust, rib or
iliac crest (Fig. 21.a). Calvarial grafts can be taken through the exposure of the
frontal bone defect for very large defects, parietal bone can be transferred and
the posterior defect frlled with another bone graft or with bone obtained by
splitting the calvarial plate. When split calvarial bone is used, the inner plate
insert in the parietal region and the outer plate is transferred to the frontal
region. Split-rib grafts have been much used to frll large calvarial defects (Fig.
77 .20). Medium-sized defects can be frlled with a bone plug removed by trephine
or a graft of cortical and cancellous bone cut to shape from the ilium (p. 240).
Split inner table ofilium can used as a vascularized graft for very large defects
where the vascularization is at risk because the overlying scalp has been
compromised (Taylor et al 1979a,b, McCarthy et al 1982) (Fig. 21.5).

Apart from grafts revascularized by microsurgery, bone grafts are
unpredictable and may resorb. A single grafting does not always suffrce, though
Phillips & Gruss (1991) have shown that frxation renders the survival of bone
grafts more predictable than was previously thought. The degree of overgrafting
necessary to produce an acceptable result varies and is hard to estimate. Rib and
iliac crest grafts have been successfully used by many surgeons, and once they
are incorporated, long-term infection or skin breakdown is unlikely. But it is not
easy to get a perfect aesthetic result with split-rib grafts: Körlof et al (1928)
reported uneven, depressed or prominent contours in halftheir cases. It is common
experience to be obliged to reoperate to smooth the surface ofa frontal bone graft
and to remove wires and screïvs which have become prominent from puiti"l
resorption (Fig. 21.6). It is also questionable whether free bone grafts háve the
impact resistance of a metal plate: Timmons (1982) noted progressive loss of
bone density in later X-ray pictures.

FrG. 21.3-. 'Deød. spøe_e' from crønìøl frøcture. A mid.d.Ie-aged, utontan suffered, a
cotnpound, comminuted
the orbit and prod,ucing
reløtionship of the di stor
wøs performed on the right side with an osteotomy, repair of the und.erlying d,ural d,efect,
cranialization ofthe frontal sinus ønd blocking ofthe nasofrontal d,ucis. Fostoperatiuely
she blew her nose uiolently and produced øn extrad,ural alr pocket which becLrne filteâwith fluid.
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Metal and plastic implants

These are often used for large frontal cranioplasties (Fig. 21.7). Titanium plates
offer excellent protection and are easily screwed to the skull. The Belfast technique
of shaping titanium plates in a high-pressure hydraulic forming chamber (Gordon
& Blair 1974, Blair et al 1980) makes it possible to give a nearly perfect aesthetic
effect; the plates are radiolucent and we have not found the thermal conductivity
of the titanium plate to be a cause of complaints. The application of
three-dimensional computed tomography (3D CT) has provided an even more
elegant method of producing titanium plates: with the aid of 3D CT data, a model
ofthe defect is sculpted and from this a plate ofthe desired thickness and shape
is cast in titanium (computer-aided design/computed-aided manufacture: CAD/
CAM technique). fitanium has high biocompatibility (Fig. 5.28), and in the short
term we have been well pleased with metallic cranioplasties. Unfortunately the
long-term results are not always satisfactory. We have records of some 150
patients with post-traumatic skull defects repaired with tantalum or (since 1961)
titanium plates, and in at least 16 (llVo) it has been necessary to remove the
plate because of infection or ulceration of the skin. The incidence of such
complications may indeed be higher as many patients have left our area and
their plates could have been removed by neurosurgeons too kind to tell us the
bad news. In some cases the complication can be blamed on preventable errors in
technique, but we have seen infection supervene 20 years after a satisfactory
cranioplasty, from a superfrcial scalp wound.

Acrylic (methyl methacrylate: p. 155) is cheap and easyto shape; Ousterhout
& Zlotolow (1991) have reported good results. Manson et al (1986) have found a
low incidence of infection though, when this does occur, the results can be

devastating. The plates are less resistant to impact than titanium and may
fracture (Otto 1958, Henry et al 1976). This can be rectified by reinforcing the
acrylic with metallic mesh (Galicich & Hovind 1967), though in our hands these
reinforced plates have been aesthetically disappointing: when the skull is thin,
the wire-reinforced plate margins are hard to inlay and are palpable and visible
when frtted as an onlay prosthesis. Long-term complications, such as infection,
are not rare and we have the impression that these complications are not less
frequent than with titanium plates, though to our knowledge no comparative
clinical trials have been reported.

'We have only rarely used silicone rubber (Silastic@) as postoperative
reconstructive material in the craniofacial skeleton; however, we have removed
many pieces of silicone rubber used by others (Fig. 21.8). Lash et al (1964) and
Courtmanche & Thompson (1986) have reported good results, but in some of
their cases the follow periods were short. Silastic@ implants are hard to scull do

not unite with the underlying skull and often erode through the overlying tissue
which may itself be compromised by the original injury. It is our experience that
these implants are often placed within the soft tissues by inexperienced surgeons:
a capsule forms around the imply which becomes prominent and may migrate
under gravity producing an unsightly frontal appearance.

Þ

FIG. 21.4. Post-trøumøtìc crøniøl d.efects. Mediurn-sízed post-traumatic defects in
the frontal region can be effectiuely closed with a'bath plug' graft from the ínner table of
ilíu,m. Corticãt and cancellous bone is høruested and shøped as a bøth plug so that the
cortical bone ouerlaps the frontal bone ad,jacent to the defect and the cancellous bone fr'ts
as a plug into the defect. Two sma'Il screws prouide rigid fixation.
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FIG. 2f .5. Vøscular¿zed grøfi reconstructúon of crøniøt d,eþetu. Split inner table of
ilium, in the form of a free flap bøsed on the d,eep cilcumflex iliac uesseti, høs been used. tL

degree of global
edicle. The quite
eripherally with
C The patient 1

FIG. 21.6. ßib graftíng for crøniøI
øccid,ent and suffered, seuere fronto-

d fixed with titønium screws.

FrG. 21.7. FrontøI cry,nìlp-l_øle usíng ø lørge títøníum ptøte. a operøtiue uiew
showing pløte in_position. B Hølf-føce uiew shoiing the frontit contour pràduced by the
plate. C LaterøI X-ray uiew showing rødiolucency lfthe plate.

B
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FIG. 21.8. Sìløstùc ìmplønts in crøníomørìllofaaíøI troumø, A 19-yeør old møn
suffered o, seuere left frontal-orbital fracture in ø motor uehicle a.ccident, Ieaving him wíth
a depressed left supraorbitøl rnargin ønd frontal bone. This was inødequately treated at
the first operation and subsequently managed by insertíng a carved bloch of Silastic into
the plane between the galea and the skín. The resulting soft-tissue capsule (arrow) was
bulky and mobíle on palpation.

BA

dia¡hragvn

TiÌanium bl¡nh

di¿

6,000 psi

oil

Iilanium pklr

dic

FIG. 21.9. Contouring ø pløte in
c, pressure chøtnber: Belføst
techni,que. An irnpression of the bone
defect is tahen in wøx; from this ø
plaster rnodel of the caluarial region
is tnade. A A Matrix of the plaster
model is made in dentøI stone and
fitted into the cylindrical pressure
chøtnber. Atita.nium blank plate, cut
to be larger than the bone deþct and
of approximately the satne shape, is
then placed in chamber on th¿ møtrix.
B The chamber is closed with 20
screws and a hydraulic pump raises
the pressure to 6000 psi.
C Diagram of øction. Aboue, the
titanium blank is lying on the matrix
under a thick rubber diaphragm;
below, it is forced by high pressure to
conform will¿ tlte contours of the
tnatrix,. The moulded plate is
trimmed and polished and holes are
drilled.
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Alloplastic cranioplasties will continue to show complications until a
material is found which is permanently incorporated in the tissues.
Hydroxyapatite may be such a material (p. 155). waite et al (198g) have reported
on a small series of cranioplasties done with blocks of hydroxyapatite; they report
some difüculties in contouring the block, which can be overcome by preforming
with the help of a model prepared from a gD cT scan. Hydroxyapatite is brittle,
but is said to become acceptable impact-resistant when invaded by fibrous tissue.
Demineralised allogenic or xenogenic bone prepared by freezing, lyophilization
and irradiation has been advocated. rWe have no experience of treating frontal
contour defects with these substances. We note that Ousterhout (1985) reported
that there was considerable implant resorption and that the results of contour
restoration were unsatisfactory.

Implants are contraindicated within 6 months of any local infection; a
previously damaged paranasal sinus increases the risk. No cranioplasty should
be attempted unless there is good skin cover over the area to be iepaired. The
dura mater should be intact, and if the paranasal air sinuses were involved, then
the area of involvement should have been covered with soft tissue. These
requirements sometimes necessitate a staged sequence of operations over 6
months or more.

C r aniop I a s ty w ith t itq,nium
The plate is made before operation. Blake et al (1990) use plates shaped and
contoured by hand, with the help of a model of the defect prepared from cr scan
data; where necessary, plates are welded together. In our experience, plates made
by hand are satisfactory for closing defects when simple contours are need.ed; a
wooden mallet and a concave anvil can be used to form a convex plate, final
shaping being done with pliers and a metal ball hammer. However, plates made
in this way are sometimes unsatisfactorywhen complex defects haveìo be closed.

We now prefer the Belfast technique of preforming the plate in a pressure
chamber (Blair et al 1980). When this method is used, an imprèssion of the defect
is made through the intact skin with dental alginate or wai, and a model of the
forehead is then made in dental plaster. From this, a matrix is made in dental
stone; the matrix is placed in the forming chamber. A sheet of 0.6 or 0.2 mm
titanium is cut to cover the defect with a clearance of at least 15 mm, and laid on
the matrix; the sheet of titanium is placed between two sheets of mild steel to
avoid crumpling of the plate in the chamber (Fig. 21.9) The chamber is sealed
and a hydraulic pressure of -G000 psi is applied. The plate is moulded by the
pressure to conform with the impression in the dental stone matrix. The shaped
plate is removed from the chamber; screw holes can then be drilled and slohìut
to allow bending of the plate margins, since a perfect frt is rarely obtained when
the frontal bone has been modelled through the intact skin. Finally the plate is
polished and its edges smoothed. It is sterilised by autoclaving. ThL bonå defect
is exposed by a coronal scalp flap, possibly modifred to incluàe an earlier scar
(Fig. 21. 104). The scalp is elevated by sharp and blunt dissection, care being
taken not to open the dura or the frontal air sinuses. The plate is then made tã
conform with the exposed bone exactly; this usually entails some swaging and
bending' Pericranial flaps are elevated to d.efrne the margins of the bone dãfect.
The bone is prepared for the plate by raising a thin shaving of bone all around
the outline of the plate; (Fig. 21.108): this covers the edges of the plate and is
intended to promote osseo-integration (Fig. 5.28). The plate is secured. with at
least four titanium screws; in the past, the slotted 5 and 6 mm scre\Ms made to
our design (Simpson 1965) have been preferred to the smaller screrüs used to
hold miniplates, but the heads of these smaller scre\¡/s are less conspicuous and
recent experience suggests that they may give adequate fixation. In drilling
tapping holes for the screws, care is needed not to tear the dura; it may be wisé
to put oxycel gauze in the extradural plane under the site of the screw. The
pericranium is pulled over the edge of the plate and the skin flap is replaced with
or without suction drainage.
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With the advent of 3D CT scanning and the ability to cast titanium implants
using the CAD/CAM technique,* the plate can be shaped with much more
precision (Fig. 21.11), and a perfect frt can be achieved (Fig' 21'12).

B c
FIG 21.10. Fìttìng ø mould.ed, tìtønìum pløte. A 4-year-old boy suffered a compound
depressed frontøl fracture. Scalp closure wøs dfficult, and the bone frøgments were not
replaced. The wound heøIed weIL A 7 tnonths løter, the bone defect was ex_plored throug_h
aioronal scalp flap, modified to ensure that the incision would not lie directly ouer the
deþct. One litnb of the original scør (dotted line: ørrow) was not reopened. B The defect
was defined and, p¿y¡¿yaniøt fløps were reflected from it. The preformed pløte was fit\ed t9
tie on ihe bone. Ã line (arrows) was mørked on the bone, ønd shauings were eleuated' with
a chisel along this line to overlap the margin of the plate. C The preþrmed' plate was
secured with four slotted screws and the pericranial fløps were brought to cover the edges

of the pløte. Recovery wøs uneuentful. This technique ltas been shown to promote
osseo-integrøtion of the plate.

A FIG. 21.1f. Cøstíng ø pløte: CADICAM
technique. A CT sca.n shows a
post-traumøtic frontotemporal craniotomy
defect; the scan was obtøined soon after
operøtion. Scalp clips outline the wound. B
Using PEBSONA software analysis, a
computer-m.illed model of the deþct wøs
obtøined ønd from this ø mould for a plate
was made. C A titaniu¡n plate was cøst in
this mould in øn inert atmosphere at 1720'C
with Tycast 2000 centrifugal casting
equipment. (Jeneric Pentron 53N, Plains
IndustriøI Road, Wallingford, CT 06492,
USA.) The cast pløte is shown ft.tted to the
model.

* For modelling these plates, $/e have
used Persona software, available
from Maptek Pty Ltd. 350 Indiana St
(Suite) 530, Golden Colorado USA'

B

c
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Crønioplasty with autogenous bone
When a frontal defect is closed with autogenous bone, the exposure is similar.
The bone edges must be more fully exposed and freshened with a chisel or large
dental burr designed for shaping acrylic; bone wax is not used in situations where
it might delay bone growth. If rib is to be used, a suitable number of ribs is
harvested and the ribs are split as described on p. 24L. The ribs are cut to
appropriate lengths and secured to cover the defect: the end ofthe rib can be
inlayed into the freshened margins of the bone defect, and. secured with steel or
titanium wire. However, small titanium screws make rigid fixation possible with
greater speed and simplicity. Bone dust obtained from the calvaria near the defect
can be used to improve the contour of the repair. A plate of iliac bone may be
preferable for a smaller defect or may be used in conjunction with rib grafts for a
larger defect.

split calvarial grafts (p.241) may be used for smaller defects when x-ray
has shown that there is a good calvarial thickness. For larger defects and â
superior cosmetic result, a temporoparietal bone flap is removed by a
neurosurgeon and the inner table is split off in one or more segments (Fig. 21.18).
These segments can be used to repair the secondary bone defect created by the
craniotomy while the outer table can be used for the frontal defect. If a
vascularized graft is needed, the bone of choice is the inner table of the ilium.
This can be split, providing a large area ofbone and leaving little contour defect
in the hip. The indications are not common but occur in situations where the
defect is large, the overlying scalp much damaged or afrer failure of other methods.

FIG. 21.12. Fíttúng ø cøst pløte
suffered ø compound, depressed frø
craniotomy was performed to relieue cerebrø
and it was decided that they were unsuitøble for ø future cranioplasty. (Fig. 21.11 shows
the resulting bone defect and th
deþct was explored through the o
limb of the incision (ønow) wøs
finøI scar. B The bone defect was

contou,r, ønd the temporøI conca,uity wøs no
report by courtesy of Mr M Stood.ley.
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The technique demands the skills and experience of a microsurgeon. A
separate surgical team exposes the ilium (p. 240). A free flap of split ilium
vascularized from the deep branch of the circumflex iliac artery is detached from
the inner table of the bone and anastomosed to one of the scalp arteries; a cuffof
muscle is transferred with the bone to protect the arterial supply, The flap of
bone is frrmly frxed in the defect. The maximum area of bone that can be taken is
about 12 x 8 cm; however, larger defects can be frlled by a combination of
vascularized iliac bone and conventional rib or calvarial grafts. The procedure
has the advantages of vascularized bone and the ilium gives a reasonably
appropriate contour, which can be further improved by bending. But the dissection
is difficult, and the need to establish an anastomosis with the superfrcial temporal
artery restricts its use somewhat. It seems to be most useful in the frontotemporal
area. We have done this in four cases, only one of which was post-traumatic.

Choice in cranioplasty
At present, our preferences are divided between autogenous bone and titanium
for cranioplasty when a large frontal defect has to be repaired, but we are not
blind to the occasional failures with both materials. Results appear to be better
where fresh autogenous bone is used, and have been further improved with the
use of rigid frxation by miniplates and screws. But in almost all cases, plates
screws and wires become prominent when swelling subsides and bone resorption
takes place. Except for small defects, the best aesthetic results have been obtained
with large fragments of split calvaria and with titanium. Calvarial cranioplasty
seems to be more satisfactory in the long run. Split-rib cranioplasty tends to
remain uneven and this may show in the frontal region (Fig. 21.6)

Therefore, as a general rule, we favour autogenous bone grafts. Small
defects are plugged with inner table of ilium, having some cancellous bone
attached-the so-called bath-plug graft. Medium-sized defects are closed with
split calvarial grafts. Large defects with compromised soft-tissue cover are
repaired with the split ilium free flap. Nevertheless, titanium plates remain very
popular, especially when the patient requires maximum protection against
recurrent cranial trauma.

c rjîr..;¡:.

FIG. 21.13. Split cøluørìøl bone grøftìng, A Frontal defects are exposed. by turning
the bicoronal scøIp flap forwards; the paríetal region is erposed by turning the flap
backwørds. A parietøl bone flap is raised ønd split. B Strips tøken from the inner tøble
øre replaced to fi.ll the secondøry defect, ønd' the outer tøble is placed into the primary
defect and. screwed or plated into position. Thin two-hole plates withlow profile screws øre
used. C Smaller deþcts can be filled with the outer table of cøluariurn, split through the
diplöe.

BA
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FrG. 2r-.14. Temporøl_hollowíng. A í}-yeør-old man involued, in a flying accid,ent
required, a bicoronal scalp flap for exposure of the upper ønd middte face.-Sáuelat months
after t-he_initial surgery, temporal hollowing resulted from d,isplacement of the temporalis
muscle from its nortnal attachments.

Temporal Deformities

Surgical patholory

Hollowness in the temporal region can be due to a sunken or displaced temporal
bone flap. More commonly in post-traumatic cases, the deformity follows a surgical
procedure in which the temporal muscles have been elevated from their calvarial
attachments above and from their orbital attachments anteriorly, when exposed
through a bicoronal scalp flap (p. 238). When this occurs the lateral margin of
the lateral orbital rim and the zygomatic arch often appear very prominent and
angular.

Management

The temporal concavity resulting from elevation of the temporalis muscle from
its attachments can be prevented by careful reattachment of the temporalis fascia
to the superior temporal line, the lateral orbital margin and the superior surface
of the zygomatic arch. when an established deformity has to be corrected (Fig.
2L.L4), the area is best exposed by the bicoronal scalp flap. The temporalis muscle
is dissected out of the temporal fossa down to the level of the zygomatic arch.
The temporalis muscle must be reattached, but it is often also necessary to fill
the temporal hollow by placing bone or some other substance underneath the
muscle. Bone is preferred, with rigid fixation. Repair is completed by suturing
the superior margin of the temporalis muscle to the pericranium above as well
as to the lateral orbital rim using a few holes drilled along that margin.
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Orbital Deforrnities

Surgical pathology

These deformities generally involve some or all of the following:

1. Enophthalmos due to expansion of the orbital walls, floor and/or roof,
expanding the orbital volume; there may also be damage to or loss of orbital
contents (Fig. 21.15)

2. Rarely exophthalrnos, with or without pulsation due to loss of the roof or
caroticocavernous sinus fistula (p. 392)

3. Naso-ethmoid deformity, often with loss of function of the nasolacrimal
apparatus (Fig. 21.16).

4. Extra ocular muscle dysfunction.

Orbital deformities established in childhood

Naso-orbital and orbito-zygomatic fractures are rare in young children, less so in
the older child. Post-traumatic orbital deformities in the younger child have special
features resulting from interference with normal growth.

True hypertelorism may result from an anteroposterior crush injury in
infancy, causing genuine separation of the orbits (Fig. 21.17). More often,
nave-orbital fractures cause traumatic telecanthus which tends to become more
prominent as growth proceeds; there is often an associated depression of the
nasal bridge and lacrimal drainage dysfunction (Fig. 21.18).

c
FIG. 21.1õ. Enophthølmos seeond.øtXt to trøutnøtícølly úncreøsed. orbítøl aoluma
A Coronal CT scan showing damage to the orbita.l floor, laterøI orbital walL and rnedial
orbital wall, producing expansion of the orbit. B Sagittal reconstruction showing the
expanded orbital floor. C Añøl uiew showing the medial orbital wall colløpsed into the
ethrnoid, expønding the orbit in this direction. The effect of the mølar displøcement on
orbital uolume is also euident.
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Canaliculus

Medialcanthal
tendon

A

Loss of an eye during the phase of growth of the globe and orbit results in
reduced orbital size, presumably because the orbit is deprived of its functional
matrix (P.77).

Managenent

The results of treatment of established post-traumatic orbital deformities in the
paediatric population depend on the age of the patient and the timing of treatment.
As a general principle, surgical treatment should be delayed until growth is
complete; malunited fractures should not be treated in the period of craniofacial
growth by refracturing or bone grafting (Manson et al 1986). Defrnitive surgical
corrections are best performed when orbital growth is complete. If it is necessary
to intervene earlier then multiple surgical interventions will probably be required.
Most orbital growth is complete by the age of -6 years and osteotomies in the
orbital region can be performed at or after this time. However, onlay bone grafting
ofthe region is likely to need later repetition because ofresorption.

B(¡)

FIG. 21.f 6. Inlul\ to the_nosolacrìmal øppørøtus, A Reløtionship of the nasoløcrímal
øpparøtus to the lacritnal fossa ønd the medial orbital walls in crush iijury of this area.
\ot only øpparatis ii eid.angered.
B CT sca : (ij axiøt uiew showiig thecomplete imal d,rainøge is ímpa:ired,;
(ä) coron onent of the deformity.

I

\
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Enophthalmos

Surgical pathology

Residual orbital deformities can result from inadequate primary treatment or
from massive loss or damage in the orbital margins and walls. Lesions of the
orbital contents such as the globe, muscles, fat and lacrimal apparatus are
frequently associated with malunited orbital fractures.

If the orbital deformity expands the orbital volume, or is associated with a
bone defect into which orbital contents can herniate, then there will be
enophthalmos; the recession of the globe will be exaggerated if there is loss or
atrophy of any part ofthe orbital contents.

Management

The late correction of enophthalmos should be possible if the orbital contents can
be replaced and the walls of the orbit reconstructed. This has in the past been
considered extremely difficult if not impossible (Converse et al 1977, Dingman
1978). Today, the better understanding given by CT scanning and the capability
of 360' circumferential access and full dissection of the orbit have together made
the correction of enophthalmos possible- but not always certain. Prevention of
orbital deformity by initial operative reduction is always desirable, and with
good imaging, wide exposure and primary bone grafting, the need for late
correction has receded.

c
FIG. 21.17. Trøumøtic hypertelorúsm. A ?-yeør-old girl presented wíth traumatic
hypertelorism hauing been run ouer by a tractor as a neonøte. In spite ofthe heauy weight,
the pliøble skull and soft ground søved her life but compression produced a spløying of the
orbits, including the lateral wings of the spheroid bone, reminiscent of congenital defects
with hypertelorism. This is ø uery rare situation and, we belieue, only occurs under similar
conditions. AThe child on presentation with obuious traumatic hypertelorisrn and increased
Iateral canthal distance, medial canthal dista.nce, and interpupillary distance. B The left
orbit is displøced løterally. C When the anterior fossa is exposed the shape and direction
of the roof of the orbit can be seen to be rotated to the left, and the widened interorbital
distance is reflected in the midline of the o,nterior cranial fossa. D 70 years løter she still
has a squint on the right side, widening of the intercønthøl region and some tearing due to
the disruption of the nasolacrimal apparatus on both sides.
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FIG. 21.18. Orbìtal fraaturc ín ehútd,hood- A 6-yeør-old, bax felt from ø cliff. He presented.
with a d'istorted' nasøl bone ønd medial orbitãt wøII ør-eø aiound. the'nøsotøcrimil
appørøtus. In spite of øppropriateprimary
When growth wøs completed he required
medial canthopexy and orbitøI wal[ønd n
month later, with signs of teøring and, cønt

of t.he palpebrøl fissure mørked.Iy chønged.
injury. Further correctiue surgery has been

his nasølbri.dge, øs well a,s da¿roqtstorhirnstorny.

Orbital floor deþcts
Floor defects' on $thich all attention was previously focused, are often associated
with medial wall defects or with an enlarged inferior orbital frssure; the orbital
contents prolapse into these defects and adhere to them.

The damaged orbital floor can be exposed by the approaches described in
chapter 9 (Fig. 2]-.Lg). For the simplest problems, .n"h-", a small ,blow-out,
fracture, the transconjunctival approach to the orbital floor is ad.equate; a proximal
conjunctival flap is elevated and held out on a stay suture to protect tÌre co"1¡ea
(Tessier 1973, David 1974) (Fig. 9.5). For more extensive explorationwhenwiring
or plating may be necessary, the incision may be extended by a lateral canthotomyl
However, care must be taken in repairing this as inaccurate restoration can
produce tethering and sometimes a thickened scar.

The blepharoplasty incision incorporating a musculocutaneous flap also
gives wide exposure but results in an external scar albeit a usually excellenì one.
In this approach, a small incision B-4 mm long is made in the crow's foot crease
from the lateral canthus downwards and laterally, through skin and muscle.
The points of curved iris scissors are inserted deep to ihe muscle and the
musculocutaneous flap is developed across thé whole width of the lid and up to
the lid margin. The scissors can then be inserted with one blade deep to-the
musculocutaneous flap and a cut made 1-2 mm below the lid margin. This
musculocutaneous blepharoplasty flap provides very wide exposure to the upper
anterior maxilla and the orbital floor. We rarely use lower lid incisions becãùse
of the resultant scarring and potential lower lid oedema.
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A

FIG. 21.19. Complications of orbitq.l trøuma. Depressed. orbitøl fïoor, unconected.
for øImost 70 years. The patient had enophthalmos and persisting diplopia, A Initial
presenta.tion with enophthalmos, slight globøI dystopía on the right side, and the head
titted to compensate for diplopia. B Axial CT shows the enophthalmos, with intact medial
and laterøl walls. C Coronal CT shows the downwartl expunsion of tlæ orbital floor with
orbital contents prolapsed into the antrurn. D Sagittal reconstruction demonstrating how
iliac crest cortical bone graft to the orbital floor sits ouer the defect and supports the globe.
E 2D reconstruction in a coronal plane, showing the globe supported on the newly grafted
orbital floor. F Postoperatiue appeørønce. There is still a slight deepening ofthe supratarsal
grooue, but the enophthalmos and diplopia are o'lmost cornpletely resolued.

B
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Where the orbital floor exploration is part of an orbitocranial operation,
an experienced surgeon can approach the floor via the bicoronal scalp flap. The
periosteum is mobilised from the lateral orbital rim and the zygomatic arch. The
periorbital dissection is as extensive as possible, though ofcourse avoiding the
apex of the orbit. The margin of the defect must be clearly defrned; the misplaced
orbital contents are often frbrotic and dissection may be diffrcult. Care is needed
to avoid excessive pressure on the globe, yet the surgeon must be able to extend
the exploration to the posterior aspects ofthe orbit and discover the posterior
margin of all defects. Considerable experience is needed for competence in this.
Wolfe & Berlowitz (1989) enthuse over Tessier's technique for inferior orbital
marginotomy to facilitate this diffrcult dissection (Tessier 1982) and to allow the
defect in the orbital floor to be bone-grafted precisely under direct vision (Fig.
21.20). We rarely frnd this procedure necessary.

When the defect or defects are fully visualized, the defect is repaired. The
architecture of the orbital floor may be restored by means of bone grafts, inorganic
implants, or osteotomies. Except when a malunited orbitozygomátic complex can
be corrected by osteotomy alone, ïve unreservedly support the use ofbonì grafts
alone for reconstructing the orbital floor, having removed all shapes and sizes of
Silastic@ and other foreign material inserted in earlier days by ourselves and
latterly by others. Silastic@, in particular, in time seems to frnd its way into the
paranasal sinuses.

Med,ial orbital wall defects
These are identified and defrned exactly by cr scanning. often, some of the
orbital contents are prolapsed into the ethmoid sinus, and the volume of the
orbit is thus enlarged. The intact ethmoidal sinus with its 'Chinese lantern,
structure can be seen on the normal side and its delicate contribution to the
orbital wall contour and hence the volume can be estimated and compared with
the injured side.

The approach is best made via a bicoronal scalp flap, giving wide exposure
of the fracture in the lateral plate of the ethmoid; the defeãt ãan then be dissected
and the contents reduced. To do this effectively the posterior aspect of the fracture
must be identified. The anterior ethmoidal artery is encounteied en route to the
fracture and should be coagulated. Defects can then be repaired, usually with a
thin piece of split calvarial bone, harvested through the bicoronal scalp flap,
which allows exposure of the parietal region (Fig. 21.21). Not only must the defect
be bridged but the volume of the orbit must be reduced; however, the normal
anatomy is not easy to reconstruct and bone graft replacement is always a little
rmprecrse.

FIG. 21.20. Surgicøl erposure of the orbútøI floon Technique recommend.ed. by Tessier
ç982) for resection of the inferi.or orbit.al margln aboue the infraorbitøl nerue, prouiii,"g
increased, exposure for retrieuing orbital coitents frorn the'a.ntrutn and, sibsequentiy
reconstructing the orbital floor.
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Lateral orbital wall defects
Isolated fractures of the lateral wall are rare: damage in this area is usually
associated either with total orbital disruption with multiple wall defects, or more
commonly with an uncorrected or inadequately corrected fracture of the zygomatic
complex, Enophthalmos resulting from the displacement of the zygomatic complex
is caused by downward and outward displacement of the bone, enhanced by the
puII of the masseter muscle, producing an expanded orbit. The zygomatic
component of the orbital floor may be disrupted, allowing the orbital contents to
prolapse into the maxillary antrum. Similarly the thin bone behind the lateral
orbital rim, which articulates with the greater wing of the spheroid bone, may be
disrupted with prolapse of orbital contents into the temporal fossa. Once the
malar fracture has been reduced by osteotomy (Gruss et al 1990) then any
persisting enophthalmos is due to the depression of the orbital floor (see above)
or to outward bowing of the lateral orbital wall. Surgical strategy and operative
techniques are as for enophthalmos caused by massive destruction of one wall
only: wide exposure of the orbital skeleton, restoration of the zygomatic complex,
rigid fixation, identification of areas of bone loss in the walls of the orbit, reduction
of all herniated orbital contents and restoration of orbital volume, with careful
reconstruction of the orbital wall defects by autogenous bone grafting. Usually
this is done with split calvaria but rib and iliac bone can be used. If more projection
of the globe is necessary smaller grafts can be placed behind the axis of the globe

to produce forward projection. In the past diced cartilage and other materials
have been used to pack the orbits, and even glass beads, Elastics blocks, Teflon@,

Supramid@ etc. They are no substitute for the direct visualisation and accurate
repair of the defects by bone graft. However, rve are beginning to use porous
polyethylene (Medpor@) in the hope that this will obviate the problems of
harvesting and resorption of bone grafts (Nguyen & Sullivan 1992).

There are some rare cases where the globe and the surrounding orbit are
retrodisplaced but the relationships of globe to orbital rim are maintained (Fig.
27.22). Such a deformity is the result of injury in childhood, causing posterior
displacement of the whole orbital box: correction is properly done by transcranial
advancement of the orbit with the contained globe, using the osteotomy patterns
described below for the correction oforbital dystopias. After such an osteotomy it
is likety that the orbital contents will need some further augmentation by bone
grafting the defect and packing some bone on the walls behind the axis of the
globe. This troublesome deformity has received insuffrcient attention in the
literature.

FIG. 21.21. Post-trøumøtic enophthøImos. Pøtient presented with enophthalmos
following orbital trautna. Split calvarial bone graft is placed into the medial orbital wøII
uía the bicoronal scølp flap.
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A

B

FlG. 21.22. Díspløcement of the orbìtøl compler. There are rare ca.ses in which the
globe and orbital box are displaced but the relãtionship between the globe and, box is
maintained'. It is our experience that this occurs when theie is an injury eárty in childhood
with force d'irected to one side such that a'uniløteral hyperteloriim'iesulis. A Distorted.

retrodispl_acem.ent of the orbit and, globe. B cr scan showing some
ent of the globe within thc expanded orbit, with the whole complex politioned

Deformities Of The Orbitozygomat¡c Complex

Surgieal pathology

These deformities commonly result from untreated or inadequately treated
depressed fractures of the zygomatic bone and lateral wall of the orbit. The
zygomatic bone makes a key contribution to facial morpholory, connecting as it
does by its radiating processes to the frontal, maxillary and temporal boneã, and
depressions of the zygomatic bone are often very noticeable. The clinicat Áigns
and symptoms of secondary deformation of the orbitozygomatic complex ãre
similar to those following acute injury:
1. Alteration offacial contour

2. Displacement of the orbit and/or globe

3. Diplopia

4. Residual sensory nerve damage

5. Limitation of mandibular movement.

6. Aesthetic problems from a damaged globe, absent globe or empty socket;
these are considered on p. 641.

Alteration of facial contour
This may be due to bony displacements and./or soft-tissue damage (Fig. 21.28).
The range of deformity varies from a hardly noticeable bony displa."-"ttt which
blends with natural facial as¡rmmetry, to gross displacement of the whole bone
with or without comminution, overlying scarring and loss of the fibrofatty malar
cheek pad.
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FIG. 21.23. Zygomøtic osteotony. A Patient with a fractured zlgonxø expanding the
orbit and producing fløttening of the cheek. B CT scan showing the bony deforrnity in
three dimensions. C Operative photographs showing deforrnity of the zygoma' D
Postoperative CT scan, E Postoperatiue appearønce.

B

c
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Bony deformity may result from severe comminution and subsequent
resorption of small fragments of bone, or from displacement caused by scar
contracture in skin and muscle. Inadequate primary frxation may result in
displacement due to the action of the masseter muscle during mandibular
movement. Segments of bone may be lost from the orbital rims and zygomatic
arch. The zygomaticomaxillary buttress area is often subjected to compression
forces, resulting in movement. segments of bone may be lost from the orbital
rims and zygomatic arch. The zygomaticomaxillarybuttress area is often subjected
to compression forces, resulting in comminution and later frbrosis: these, if
uncorrected in a primary repair, add to the orbital deformity.

Orbital andl or ocular dystopia
In these deformities, the orbit and globe may be displaced in any or all of the
three dimensions, and displacement of the globe may be independent of orbital
rim displacement. Horizontal and vertical dystopias are especially disfrguring,
as is orbital hypertelorism, which is a form of horizontal dystopia. Hypertelorism
was one of the first challenges for pioneers in the surgery of craniofacial
deformities (Fig. 21.24)

The whole orbital complex may be enlarged inferiorly or inferolaterally by
a downward and lateral displacement of the zygoma. The floor of the or¡it is
thereby involved and there is vertical orbital dystopia. The globe itself may be
displaced downwards when the floor of the orbit is deficient as in a 'blow-out,
fracture. Lateral displacement of the globe may occur in fractures of the naso-
orbito-ethmoid complex, but true lateral displacement of the whole orbit is in
our experience a rare deformity. Also rare is an inferior displacement of the orbit
due to trauma. When the compressive forces occur in infancy, the bones are soft
and injury results in a splaying out of the orbits, which is maintained or
accentuated with further growth (see below). Superomedial displacement of the
malar bone is rare but may produce a decreased orbital volume with superior
positioning of the globe and exophthalmos.

Diplopia
Double vision may result from displacement of the globe, damage to the cranial
nerves, damage resulting in scarring of the extraocular muscles or prolapse and
entrapment of orbital soft tissue. Because there are so many factors involved in
diplopia, reconstructing the orbit and repositioning the globe may not in
themselves overcome double vision. It is wise to wait . .onrid"."ble iime (at
least 1 year) after reconstructive surgery before surgery on the extraocular
muscles is undertaken. Multiple surgical interventions may be necessary and
the muscles of the other eye may indeed need adjusting to achieve fusion. The
assessment and management of post-traumatic diplopia are considered in Chapter
14 (p. 418).

Sensory nerue dømage
Anaesthesia, paraesthesia or hyperaesthesia of the zygomaticofrontal,
zygomaticofacial and infraorbital nerves may express nerve injury resulting from
the initial trauma or from dissection during the surgical correction

The nerves passing through the body of the zygoma(p. 61) may take well
over a year to recover and the numbness of the cheek and temple must be
explained to the patient. The recovery phase is often accompanied by
dysaesthesiae - 'funny feelings' - and shooting pains. Recovery is usually
complete after 2 years.

Infraorbital nerve lesions affecting the gums and teeth are present in a
minority of patients and in a very few give rise to neuralgia which is persistent
and hard to treat (p. 659).
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F1G.21.24. Hypertelorìsn eorrection, Hypertelorisnx correction øccording to Conuerse
et al (1970). Midline structures are preserued whereuer possible. The cuts are made behind
the axis ofthe globe so that the globe ís translocated with the orbital box.

Limitøtion, of mandibular mouernent
This occurs when the zygomatic arch impinges on the excursion of the coronoid
process of the mandible.

Assessment

Nothing su{passes thorough clinical assessment and the critical eye of the skilled
surgeon. In addition to the plain radiographs listed in Chapter 7, namely the
occipitomental view, postero-anterior views of the orbit, submentovertical view
and orthopantomogram, the CT scan has given a new dimension to assessments
of deformities of this region. The ability to view the orbital walls in detail has
been supplemented by attempts to quantify the orbital volume on the basis of CT
data (Manson et al 1986). The techniques for this have their limitations but do
indicate that changes in the size and shape of the bony orbit constitute the most
important factor in the problem of enophthalmos (p. 193). rWhitaker (1987) has
given an excellent analysis of the midface malar region in three zones, which is
very applicable to the assessment of contour restoration after trauma, no matter
what technique of repair is used. These three zones extend from the nasolabial
fold outwards and onto the zygomatic arch. The medial zone is just lateral to the
nasolabial furrow. The middle zone is the prominence of the zygoma and the
outer zone is the zygomatic arch (Fig. 21.25).

Management

The indications for surgical correction can be inferred from the pathology. The
chief is obvious facial deformity resulting from bony displacements and/or
soft-tissue scarring. Diplopia due to orbital or global dystopia is an indication
when persistent. Enophthalmos, often combined with deformity and diplopia,
may be an indication, as is impingement of the zygomatic arch on the coronoid
process.

Long-term paraesthesia or h¡leraesthesia of the infra-orbital nerve may
be an indication when the patient persists with the complaint, though the
likelihood of symptomatic relief may not be good.

Operatiue correction
Success depends largely on determining whether the deformity results from a
deficit in the bone, or from a pure malposition, or from a combination of both.
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Segmental bony deficits are usually corrected by bone grafts, whereas malposition
of the orbitozygomatic complex with normal adjacent bones is corrected by
osteotomizing the bone, thus recreating the fracture, and then repositioning the
bone with or without onlay grafts.

The most appropriate exposure must be used: the choice of exposures
includes the bicoronal approach, the periorbital (eyebrow, lid and conjunctival)
incisions, and approaches through existing scars. Whichever approach is chosen,
access should not be compromised. When contour restoration by onlay or inlay
techniques is indicated, a choice of material needs to be made. Segmental bone
losses around the orbital rims, zygomaticomaxillary buttress and zygomatic arch
are replaced with autogenous bone and./or inlay, fixed with titanium screws or
miniplates (Gruss L992). The bone graft of choice is split calvarial bone (p. 241),
but rib or hip bone can be used. The bone may be screwed into plaìe and
recontoured in situ or preshaped. Maejima et al (1998) and yab et al (1998) have
developed 3D solid models. which can be used to prepare templates from which
bone grafts can be modelled in a precise fashion to repair defects in the cranium
and orbit. Figure 21.26 shows such models being used in a case of
neurofrbromatosis, by a method equally applicable to post-traumatic deformities.
countersinking screw heads adds to rigidity and makes the head less palpable
through the skin when the inevitable - though usually slight - bone resorption
occurs. The frnest possible plates consistent with stability should be used in ttris
region. While we prefer bone even for the most subtle onlay restoration of the
malar prominence, other substances are available. Silastic@ has been used for
this purpose, but it is diffrcult to carve exactly; the tendency to migrate has been
noted' Hydroxyapatite is likewise diffrcult to contour to the complex curves of
the cheekbone. rwhitaker (1991) championed the or" óf proplast@
(polytetrafluoroethylene combined with aluminium oxid.e or other structural
substance) in this area and supported its use in spite of some claims of increased
infection. However, recent studies suggest that Proplast@ is often associated with
adverse local reactions (p. 155). Poþethylene (Medipor@) may be more satisfactory.
The frequent necessity of having to remove previously placed plates and screws,
the distortion or loss of tissue planes, the presence of fragmenis of bone an¿ scar
often containing sinus mucosa, all combine to make the use of alloplastic material
very problematic.

In almost all cases, operation is done under general anaesthesia with oral
endotracheal incubation. The surgical field is cleaned with povidone-iodine
solution; local anaesthetic with adrenaline (p. 255) is injected at tLe subperiosteal
level. The patient is given intravenous antibiotics before the incision is made,

When the lateral rim of the orbit and zygomatic arch are involved then the
bicoronal approach is preferable; this can be combined with buccal and eyelid
incisions if necessary. The upper buccal sulcus incision can be used in cases where
there is an aesthetic deformity affecting the prominence of the zygoma and the
anterior maxilla. Exposure from above allows detachment of the temporal fascia
from the lateral orbital rim and the zygomatic arch, and this enables the
periosteum to be elevated from the orbitozygomatic complex (Fig. 21.28). Exposure
from below is done via an incision in the buccal mucosa 5 mm above the ápex of
the sulcus, and the cut is made directly to bone beneath the infraorbital nerve:
the periosteum and attached muscles can then be elevated with a sharp periosteal
elevator. The right-handed surgeon can protect the globe ofthe eye by grasping
the orbital margin, zygomatic arch and body junction between the finger-anã
thumb of the left hand, dissecting between the two digits (Fie.2Í.27).

When bone is used to re-establish a pre-existing contour by replacing lost
bone, there is always a problem as to how to shape the graft and how thick it
should be. Even when appropriate bone, e.g. calvaria, is secured with rigid fixation,
judgement at operation is often compromised by soft-tissue swelling, and as there
is always some resorption of bone there is a necessity for overgrafting. It is this
uncertainty that inspires the continuing search for a satisfactory bone substitute.
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Outor

FIG. 21.25. Míd.face ,no,la,r reg¿on. The three regions of the malar midface region ds
itlen\ifietl for Lhe purposes of øugmentation. by Whitøker (1987). By courtesy of Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery.

FIG. 21.26. Sotìd. modets for preopers.túve plønníng. A Solid model of
sphenoid resection
B Dxterior uiew. C
can be cut øbsolutely øccurately at operation. D Templates
time of surgery. (Photos courtesy of Dr S. Tajima).

due to neuroft b r oma.to s is. (The technique nxøy well be used for
o, cøse of
trøuma).

Anterior fossa uiew, enøbling ternplates to be prepøred so that the bone
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'When the whole orbitozygomatic complex is malpositioned, treatment is
by osteotomy. Wide exposure is desirable, and the bicoronal scalp flap is preferred.
Osteotomies are made at the frontozygomatic suture, and in the lateral orbital
wall, inferior orbital rim, lateral maxillary buttress and zygomatic arch (Figs
27.28 and21-.29) To perform these cuts, the periorbita is stripped from the lateral
wall and floor of orbit. Additional exposure may be necessary through the eyelid
(p. 238). The exposure extends to the infraorbital fissure and orbital floor. The
periosteum is stripped from the arch and body of the zygoma, avoiding and
protecting the infraorbital nerve. The masseter muscle may be detached from
the body of the zygoma to achieve movement after osteotomy. In old traumatic
cases this dissection may not be easy. The tissue planes that are so readily stripped
in congenital or purely cosmetic deformities are lost or interrupted and..a. f--
trauma or previous surgery bleeds unduly. Fragments of bone are often displaced
into soft tissues; on the orbital side ofthe dissection the periorbita has often been
previously breached and there may be little but scar between the orbital contents
and the maxillary antrum. careful persistence is needed, with good surgical
assistance, taking care to avoid too much pressure on the globe but not failing to
get the adequate exposure that the surgery demands.

The osteotomies are made with power saws; a reciprocating saw is preferred,
held like a pen. Malleable metal retractors protect the orbital contents.
osteotomies are made through the arch, through the frontozygomatic Suture
and from the temporal fossa into the orbit; in cutting into the orbit, the saw
blade is held flat against the temporal fossa surface, and the surgeon views the
point of the blade on the orbital side and the base of the blade on the temporal
fossa side, to avoid entering the middle cranial fossa. The cut extends to the
inferior frssure and across the orbital floor to the rim, respecting the infraorbital
nerve; it is extended laterally to separate the zygoma from the maxilla. Once
these cuts have been successfully made, a slightly curved osteotome is inserted
into the section of the cut in the zygomatic buttress; gentle rotation of the
osteotome will usually separate the bone quite easily.

As Gruss (1992) has rightly pointed out, the key to the correct positioning
of the orbitozygomatic complex is the zygomatic arch. Once the distorted archÈ
shape and length are restored, an accurate overall positioning is possible with
restoration of correct orbital volume. In old malunited fractures the shape of the
arch may have to be changed by osteotomy; appropriate basal CT cuts *ill 

"ho*the distortion ofthe arch and guide the surgeon as to how it should be cut and
reshaped. without the wider exposure given by a coronal flap and complete arch
dissection, this manoeuvre is very difficult. Long frne miniplates or microplates
are used to stabilize the newly shaped zygomatic aich and bridgi the
zygomaticotemporal gap; similar plates are applied to the fronto zygomaticsuture,
lateral maxillary buttress and inferior orbital margins. Autogenous bone grafts
are used to frll the gaps in the arch, buttress and orbital walls.

Correction of deformity in the orbitozygomatic complex is an essential first
step in correcting a malunited panfacial fracture, utilizing the same planning
principles that are applied in the primary management of a recent panfaciaì
fracture (p. 339). In reconstructing such an extensive deformity, correct
positioning of the orbitozygomatic complex on each side is foilowed by
establishment ofthe occlusion and correcting malunited jaw fractures; this enables
the relationship of the correctly occluded jaws to be established with the zygomatic
complex. The naso-orbital component can then be attached medially, Lnabling
the anterior maxillary walls to be built out and the nose constructed. on thé
platform of the face (Fig. 2t.29).

when there is massive disruption of the orbitozygomatic complex with
extensive destruction of bone, then osteotomy is out of the question: the whole
orbitozygomatic complex must be rebuilt. This can be achieved with split calvarial
bone grafts. If enough bone cannot be harvested from the skull, then ihe calvarial
grafts should be augmented with split-rib grafts. A long piece of bone is shaped
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and frxed into position with plates and scre\Ms to replace the zygomatic arch,
being attached medially to the maxilla and laterally to the zygom tic process of
the temporal bone. The lateral orbital wall is reconstructed with a series of
Iongitudinally placed struts from the frontal bone, attached to the newly formed
zygomatíc arch. F urther onlay bone graft may be needed to shape the orbital rim
laterally. The cheek prominence may be further enhanced with bone screwed to
the longitudinal graft used for reconstruction of the zygomatic arch. Such
reconstructions are often compromised by damaged skin and other soft tissues;
further surgery may be necessary to smooth out the bone, to remove screws which
have become prominent from resorption or to add additional bone or other material
to enhance the contour.

Post-traumatic orbital dystopia may require correction by moving the'whole
orbit': in reality, this means moving the anterior two-thirds of the orbital pyramid.
As has been previously stated, it is rare that post-traumatic hypertelorism or
vertical orbital dystopia requires mobilization of the orbital box;in our experience
this occurs only with deformities resulting from injuries suffered in infancy and
early childhood. When such a mobilisation is required, it is to move that part of
the orbit which carries the globe with it, and this is the anterior two-thirds of the
orbital pyramid, The mobilisation is in part done by a transcranial approach,
and the bicoronal exposure is ofcourse necessary; the neurosurgeon is added to
the craniofacial team. The distances of the planned orbital movement are
determined by examination of the patient and by appropriate radiography.

In vertical dystopia (Fig. 21.31), a frontal craniotomy, in size less than the
width of the orbit, is performed on the side to be displaced, and the intracranial
extradural dissection is limited to part ofthe anterior fossa to be protected during
the cutting of the roof, and the medial and lateral orbital walls. Additional
incisions in the eyelids or upper buccal sulcus can be performed, but usually the
whole osteotomy can be done from above. The upper osteotomy is made 1 cm
above the supraorbital rim and the lower is made across the anterior maxilla
just beneath the infraorbital foramen. The posterior lateral orbital cuts are made
vertically through the lateral orbital wall, flush with the temporal fossa base.
The lateral orbital wall osteotomy is extended across the orbital roof and inferiorþ
across the orbital floor into the inferior orbital frssure. The medial orbital wall is
cut at about the level of the anterior ethmoidal foramen and we now prefer not to
dissect the medial canthal ligament as it is diffrcult to reattach this ligament
again.

If the orbit is being repositioned superiorly, a measured amount of bone is
removed from the frontal bone. The orbit is gently mobilized and frxed superiorly.
The removed bone can then be used to graft the horizontal defect in the maxilla
beneath the infraorbital nerve to maintain the vertical translocation; additional
bone grafts are placed in the inferior defects ifnecessary. The new position can
be determined very accurately.

When the orbit is being moved medially, as in hypertelorism, we prefer to
maintain the midline structures wherever possible, namely the vertical plate of
the ethmoid and the central part of the anterior fossa (Converse et al 1970), and
in our experience this has always been possible in post-traumatic hypertelorism.
Medial translocation of the orbits is achieved after the removal of the appropriate
amount of nasal bone, frontal bone and anterior fossa, parasagittal to the
cribriform plate. The medial translocation is stabilizetl by insertion of bone in
the lateral osteotomy. It is prudent to place a thin overlay ofbone on the horizontal
maxillary cut, to prevent prolapse of soft tissue into the defect, which might
result in a sunken appearance in the mid-face. The medial canthus must be aligned
as accurately as possible and if necessary canthopexies are performed (Fig. 27.24).
It is our experience, and we believe this is generally shared, that vertical dystopias
are easier to correct than horizontal dystopia. Hypertelorisms, particularly in
the rare post-traumatic cases, are likely to require bone grafting to the nose,
canthopexies and often secondary surgery to the nasolacrimal apparatus. In our
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experience, multiple operations are necessary during the growth period and even
later to overcome the persistent telecanthus component of these horizontal
dystopias.

FlG.2l,.27 . Dissectíon of the orbítozygomøtic eomplcr aìø the trønsoral øpproøeh.
The forefinger and thurnb of the non-dominønt. hønd protect the orbit d,uring theãîssection.

FrG,Zl.Z&.zygomøtíe osteoto.\t. aDepressed, ønd mølpositioned, zygoma. B Three-point
osteotorny and repositioning with minipløte fixøtion ønd bone graftüg.

A

f

csA

gap in the arch and fixation with a long mi
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FIG. 21.30. Second.øry ølterøtions in føcíal contour. Patient shown in Fig. 21.22,
who had a severe post-traurnatic deformity of the right side of the føce following a complex
fronto-orbital, orbitozygomatic and naso-ethmoid injury sustained in a uehiculør accident
6 years earlier. The initial treatment consisted of a frontal craniotomy, reduction and
fixation of the zygom.ø, ønd soft tissue repairs. AView from above, illustrating deficiency
of the forehead and right side of the face . Enophthølmos is mild because the position of the
globe within the orbital box has been relatiuely well maintained while the whole of the
orbital complex is displaced posteriorly. B Operatiue appe&rance of the deþrmity with the
frontal craniotomy remoued to reueal the shattered a,nd depressed fronto-orbital complex.
C Díssected anterior fossa with the old fracture represented at the junctíon of the anterior
and middle cranial fossae. D Fronto-orbital complex replated in its new position. E The
postoperatiue o,ppeardnce highlights the repositioning ofthe zygoma and foreheød to restore
and slíghtly ouercorrect the contour on that side.
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FIG. 21.3 of the mmøtic representøtion of the smøll
frontølcra øIofbo orbitused.'in suchcases. intraorbitat
and anteri s øre rn nd. the øxis of the globe to facilitøte *or"*"it

i #:åti ssøry
to re-establish the lid shøpe ønd, relationships.

D

FrG. 21.3r. Tronslocøtion of the orbùt. A 6-year-old. boy fett 20 feet from a balcony øt
h-is h_ome _onto celnent, s.ufferiTg concussion, nãsal fractuie,'and. te¡t oiUnat ¡røituiei tiedeueloped a CSF leak into the orbit uthich was räpøired,'by o o"uro"urgic'al tearn. He

holding the el¿uøted, orbit to the frontal b
showed, the correction two yeørs løter with
dystopia.

GF
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Complications and results

Haematomas and infection may occur. Infection is often associated with implanted
materials such as plates and screws, and with operative exposure of the maxillary
sinus. Pre-existing sinusitis should always bc trcated before reconstructive
surgery; any indications of sinusitis from the history or preoperative X-ray findings
may be an indication for endoscopic examination and subsequent drainage of the
infected sinus, especiallywhen the maxillary antrum is involved. In our experience
scre\¡/s presenting into the maxillary antrum after primary surgery have
sometimes appeared to be a focus of infection.

More serious complications relate to eyesight. Compression of the optic
nerves may result from implanted bone, from manipulation of the fracture or
from retrobulbar haematoma. In our experience, the patients susceptible to this
complication are those with massive destruction of the orbit, where there has
already been some compromise in optic nerve function; such patients are in danger
of losing some or all of their residual vision. Fortunately, this is not common but
does occur. Wolfe & Berlowitz (1989) refer to one case of blindness in 1600 orbits
dissected and one case of loss of visual freld. We have had one case in which
vision decreased after an orbital dissection, in an experience ofmore than 100

translocations for post-traumatic orbital dystopia. This misfortune occurred in a
patient with pre-existing visual impairment; eventual visual loss was not
complete. It appears that, in traumatic cases, it is the damaged optic nerve that
is more at risk. Trauma to the sixth cranial nerve is also common in cases where
there is much scar and dissection is diffrcult.

In our experience, the aesthetic results are often indifferent, and often the
reasons for this are beyond the control ofthe surgeon.

The controllable factors are the repositioning of the zygoma by osteotomy
and the reconstruction of the orbital walls by bone graft. The variables are the
restoration of the orbital volume to produce accurate positioning of the globe in
three dimensions andthe status of damaged softtissues;Ioss of orbital fat, damage
to muscles, eyelids and lacrimal drainage apparatus may impair the correction.

Initially good results can deteriorate with time. Resolution of postoperative
oedema confounds early assessments. Bone grafts used to increase the projection
of the globe may slowly resorb; tissues scarred by trauma and/or surgical
intervention go through phases of hypertrophy and maturation. Even when a
good earþ result has been obtained, and with the best possible surgical experience
and judgement, the ultimate result with respect to the position of the globe may
leave something to be desired. Because of these unpredictable factors, it is
necessary to monitor the results of correction for a number of years.

Some patients have prolonged postoperative infraorbital nerve anaesthesia.
The area of sensory loss usually extends from the lower lid over the cheek and
lateral alar region to the upper lip. If sensation has not recovered after 3 months
then it is most likely that the nerve is permanently damaged. lffe have not found
release ofthe nerve as a secondary procedure to be ofany benefrt. In those cases

where the numbness has progressed to a neuralgia - a very rare but distressing
situation - exploration ofthe nerve and reliefofpressure in the canal has not
produced satisfactory symptomatic improvement in our hands (Fig. 21.32). The
management of intractable facial neuralgia is further discussed in Chapter 22
(p. 557).
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Nasal and Naso-Orbito-Ethmoid Deformities

Surgical pathology

Secondary deformities of this type range from malunited fractures involving the
nasal bridge (i.e. the nasomaxillary region) together with the nasal cartilages
and septum, to complex lesions involving the entire naso-ethmoid and orbital
regions (Manson & Sargent L992). The symptoms may be functional as well as
aesthetic: nasal airwaypatency and sinus drainage may be affected, the sense of
smell is often lost and impaired nasolacrimal drainage may cause epiphora. There
may also be risks of late intracranial infection, arising from proximity to damaged
meninges (pp. 147 and 379).

t\
W

FIG. 21.32. Teehnique for
bone is rem.oved above the ne
the fracture area a.nd, dissected from the orbi
or_replaced. A bo,ne graft _møy ølso be used to ouerløy the areø (øfter Conuerse et aI lgZZ).
This a-pproøch obserues the principlc thøt nerves shõutd, be exploied, from ø normal a,rea to
the øbnormal. It is not a very søtisfying procedure as far øs'results'are concerned,.

A

B

FIG. 21.38. Nø,cøl septøl defonnítyl A Septal a,rchitecture shown on axiøl CT,
B Deþrrnity of the bony septum..
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L o c øliz e d na. s a.I deformitie s
These deformities may be confined to the nasal bones and cartilages or may be
seen in conjunction with a more extensive deformity. When untreated or
inadequately treated there may be resorption of bony fragments, fibrous union
or malunion with excessive callus formation. Depending on the direction of the
deforming force, the nasal pyramid may be deviated or fl.attened. An
anteroposterior defect results from crushing ofthe supporting walls and collapse
of the supporting bony structures. The nasal septum may be buckled by the impact
and displaced according to the direction of the force, and buckling may obstruct
one or both nasal passages.

An unacceptable appearance due to distortion of the nasal p¡rramid is the
most common presenting symptom. The nature of the injury determines the type
of deformity, which may involve only the bony portion of the nose above, or both
bony and cartilaginous parts (Fie. 21.33).

The bony nasal skeleton may be deviated to one side, or one nasal bone
and maxillary process may be depressed more than the other; the cartilaginous
lower nose may be displaced in conformity with the displacement of the bone, or
may be deviated in the opposite direction. The cartilages may be torn from the
bone and displaced. The dorsum may be depressed in either its bony or its
cartilaginous portions.

Malposition of the septum is responsible for deformity, not only in the
dorsum but also at the columella level. There may be retraction of the columella
or displacement of the caudal septum so that it presents in one or other nostril.
The septum is often responsible for alteration in the patency of the nasal airway,
the other common presenting symptom. It is the underlying deformity of the
nasal septum which produces airway obstruction; obstruction may also be due to
adhesions between the middle and inferior turbinates, and the septum.
Underlying developmental variations of the middle and inferior turbinates,
particularly bullous enlargement on the contralateral side of a pre-existing
deviation, will further complicate the obstructive picture. Septal damage may
also be associated with a nasoseptal perforation, grving a whistling noise in
breathing, and causing crusting in the nose.

Disruption of the lateral wall of the nose and consequent stenosis and
obstruction of the normal ventilation and drainage of maxillary ethmoidal and
frontal sinuses can lead to infection. This usually becomes apparent some time
following injury and needs active treatment only if symptoms persist that are
not controlled by medication, or if further surgery is planaed.

The nasal valve area is the narrowest part of the nose and nasal airway
and is the most important site of airway obstruction. Trauma can produce
deviations of the septum in this area and also stenosis and webbing of the
attachment of the upper lateral cartilage to the septum producing very
troublesome obstructive s5rmptoms. Tïauma to the lower lateral cartilages may
cause not only cosmetic deformities but also collapse of the lateral vestibular
wall particularly on inspiration which is a most distressing symptom.

N ø so - orb it o - ethmoid deformitie s

Where a nasal fracture extends into the orbit, the term naso-orbito-ethmoid
fracture is appropriate (p. 308). Malunited fractures of this type are complicated
by the presence of the lacrimal system and the medial canthal structures; they
also cause problems with orbital volume and contour and may result in an
abnormally shaped palpebral fissure by disturbing the attachments of the medial
canthal ligaments. There may be posterior displacement of the comminuted
fragments of the nasal bones and the frontal process of the maxilla which may
protrude into the orbital cavity as well as injure the lacrimal sac.
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There is characteristically a flattened bridge ofthe nose and telecanthus;
the eyes appear to be apart, there is often canthal dystopia, and ifinfection is
present the tell-tale swelling of a blocked and infected lacrimal sac is seen. There
may be cutaneous scars and prominent epicanthic folds. The deformity may be
unilateral or bilateral (Fig. 21.1s4). The abnormal 'eye' slope is due to the
disconnected medial canthal ligament (and attached bony fragment) being
distracted by the continuous pull of the orbicularis oculi muscle (Fig. zl.g4).

Localized Nasal Deformities

Assessment

These deformities present with a history of nasal injury, often not of great severity.
Examination reveals a malunited fracture involving the nasal Uiiage and the
lateral walls of the nasal cavity, with no extension into the adjacenifrontal or
orbital regions. The causative fracture involves the nasal bones, the frontal process
of the maxilla and the septal cartilage, and these are deformed in varying d"g""".
(Fig. 21.35).

A complete internal examination by the team ENT surgeon is mandatory.
The internal physiology of the nose and paranasal sinuses must be examined, as
well as the external form of the nasal pyramid. photographs are taken to show
front profrle and basal views of the nose. Plain X-ray pictures d.emonstrate the
anatomy of the septum and the state of the paranasal sinuses (p. lgs). cT scan
shows the details of septal deformity and nasal architecture in general very well
(Fig. 21.33); CT scans will also show the details of the distorted architectúre in
the medial orbital walls in the canthal region.

The ENT assessment may indicate a need for sinus drainage; chronic
suppurative disease of the sinuses needs to be dealt with before major
reconstructive surgery, particularlyif it is intended to insert free grafts of caÉilÃge
or bone.

In the more complex injuries, assessment of the lacrimal drainage
apparatus is important and a dacryocystogïam may be useful (p. 1Zg).

Management

pm¡hasis must be placed on the correction of both function and form. Ideally,
both dysfunction and deformity are corrected in a single operation. It is our
experience, however, that 10-20vo of cases will need some later ,touch-up,
operation because ofthe tendency for scar tissue to produce unpredictable resulis
as it forms and matures: there is much variation in the endpoint of healing in
this facial region. In very badly damaged nasal pyramids where ihe
anteroposterior crush element is combined with a nasoseptal deviation, it is often
wise to plan a two-stage operation: a frrst stage to centrãlize the nasal pyr.amid
and reconstruct the septum and a second stage to graft the nose to obtain the
desired defrnitive shape.

Correction of deviation

The nasal skeleton must be exposed and this can be done intranasally (Fig. 21.86).
In severe deformities of the septum and nasal skeleton, the open external
approach provides the necessary exposure, not only to upp"eãi"te all the
underlying deformities but also for their correction. For lessei deformities the
intranasal or classical aesthetic rhinoplasty incisions suffice. The greater the
deformity the more extensive the exposure necessary.
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Orbicularis muscle
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FIG. 21.34. Canthøl d.ystopia- The shattered medial canthøl region is distracted laterally
by puII of the orbicularis oculi muscle. giving the rounded, appeatance of the media.I. ca.nth'u.s

wh.ich is typical of the deþrmity (øfter McCarthy et øI 1990a).

ABCD
FIG. 21.35. Post-trøumøtic nøsøl d.eformity. A Normal shape of the dorsum of the
nose. B Lateral deuiation after trauma. The whole nose is d.eviated to one side and the
displøcement is uniform. C Deviation with conuexity of the crest on the right side, whíle
the típ of the nose is displøced to the opposite side. D A "double curvature' of the dorsurn.
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FIG. 2f.36. Surgìcøl øpproøches to the nøsøl skeleton. A Transseptal incision
extended into the intercartiløginous pløne. B Various skin incisions øvailable for øchieving
cotnplete d,issection of the nøsøl framework (Tessier 1991). C (i, ü) Open rhinoplasty
tecinique with a.transcolumella step incisionleøuing the nøsal cørtíIages intøct, D IntrøorøI
transbuccal approøch for exposure of the nose, either bilateral or unilateral.

B D
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Dissection is facilitated by careful injection of2Volignocaine and 1/80 000
adrenaline solution through a fine needle into the appropriate tissue planes,
producing hydrodissection as well as vasoconstriction. The skin is widely freed
from the bony and cartilaginous skeleton. Wherever possible the upper lateral
cartilages are left attached to the septum and the septal mucosal dissection is
not carried over onto the lateral cartilages. However, in more severe cases the
upper lateral cartilages are freed from the septum, leaving the upper lateral
cartilage attached to the nasal lining mucosa.

The mucoperichondrium and periosteum are dissected off both sides of the
nasal septum through an incision at the mucocutaneous junction or via a
hemitransfixion incision at the caudal border of the cartilaginous septum. This
will give complete exposure of the entire septum, and correction of both anterior
and posterior deformities can be addressed. Removal of non-supporting parts of
the septum can be undertaken. These include part ofthe posterior cartilaginous
septum as well as most of the perpendicular plate of the ethmoid and vomer. As
much as possible of the anterior cartilaginous septum is preserved as it has
important supportive and physiological functions. It is most important that even
minor deviations of the septum in the region of the valve are corrected.. Small
amounts of cartilage in this area can be removed but enough must be left to
provide satisfactory support for the anterior nose. Occasionally the entire
cartilaginous septum may need to be removed and then replaced in a number of
smaller but straight pieces. At the end of the procedure, replacement of bone and
cartilage between the mucosal layers reduces the likelihood of perforations,
stabilises the septum bv reducing lateral movement or flapping and enables any
subsequent surgery on the septum to be performed without too much diffrculty.

Fracture lines in the cartilaginous septum should be excised; there is no
place for scoring ofcartilage on one or other side ofthe deviation in the expectation
that this will correct the deformity. Adhesions or scarring in the regiãn of the
nasal valve can usually be treated by simple division and insertion of Silastic@
stents between the septum and outer lateral cartilage. These are left sutured in
situ for -10 days to prevent recurrent adhesions.

There are many variants on the basic operative plan. Occasionally split-skin
grafts or composite grafts of ear cartilage and skin may be needed. Thi septal
incision can be extended into an intercartilaginous incision, through whictrthe
skin can be separated from the bony and cartilaginous framework. A direct
approach can be made through the nasal skin by midline incisions through the
columella, dorsum of the nose, glabella, alar base and lateral nose. rüe frequently
use the dorsal nasal incision for frxation of bone grafts and the columella incision
for reconstruction of the cartilaginous nasal framework. The vestibular incisions
are very useful to completely free the scarred soft tissues from the piriform
aperture; this is necessary when a columella strut is being used to obtain nasal
projection. once the airway is restored and the septum centralised by septal
resection or septoplasty, the bony skeleton is osteotomized to redu." àrry
displacement, and the nasal cartilages are repositioned and reshaped to producl
a ne\ry centralised and s¡rmmetrical appearance (Fig. Z1-.g7).

osteotomies are made laterally at the base of the nasal pyramid and
medially parasagittal to the midline. The superior attachment of the nasal bone
can be osteotomized percutaneously with a tiny 2 mm osteotome or broken across
by in-fracture or out-fracture. The lateral osteotomy is performed via a stab
incision in the nasal vestibule laterally; the soft tissues are elevated from the
frontal process of the maxilla with a Joseph elevator. The cut from the piriform
aperture to the glabella is made with a saw and./or an osteotome; the thickening
and distortion of previously fractured bones often make this manoeuvre diffrcult.

The paramedian osteotomies are performed with the saw and,/or osteotome;
the superior bridge of bone is cut with a small osteotome percutaneously or
fractured by digital pressure. when the cuts have been made the nasal pyr.amid
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can be centralised. Any bony or cartilaginous excess is then rasped or trimmed
away. The central position of the septum is maintained with two Silastic@ sheet
splints, frxed with two sutures through the septum to produce a sandwich effect.
The internal support of the nasal pyramid is provided by packing and the external
moulding by a plaster of Paris splint (Fig. 21.37).

Correction of depression
The treatment will differ according to the degree and the site of the depression.
Depression of the bony dorsum demands bone grafting. Depression of the lower
cartilaginous part of the nose may also benefrt from bone or cartilage grafting
but other procedures can be used.

In principle, three strategies are available for repair of the lower
cartilaginous part.

1. The bony pseudo-hump may be removed from above the dorsal depression,
thus flattening and smoothing the profrle. It is often also necessary to
perform an osteotomy of the nasal pyramid to narrow it.

2. Small cartilage grafts taken from the septum, ear or costal cartilage can
be used to build up the lower depression as well as to augment a recessed
columella and defrcient alar cartilages.

3. After flattening the bony dorsum with a rasp a very frne split-rib and
costochondral-junction graft can be fashioned, the graft being frxed above
to the nasal bone with a single screw for rigidity.

The principles for correction oftotal depression ofthe nasal body are well
described by Tessier (1991). He stated that this reconstruction should always be
done with bone, and that the bone must be frxed in the right environment, namely
bone-to-bone surface. This dictum has been given scientifrc substance by Phillips
& Rahn (1988, 1990). The nasal mucosa must be intact.

Bone grafting in the nasal region may be carried out through a variety of
incisions, each with its merits:

1. An intercartilaginous incision is suitable for smaller distal deformities and
does not facilitate rigid frxation of the grafts; it may need to be combined
with a dorsal puncture or incision, to allow insertion of screws for frxation.

2. A vertical columella incision gives access to the alar domes and one can
insert grafts of costal cartilage, septum or ear to augment the recessed
columella.

3. An open rhinoplasty incision gives wide access to the lower cartilages as

well as the bony dorsum.

4. An oral vestibular approach helps to free the piriform aperture.

5. A midline incision on the nasal dorsum: in our practice, this is the most
common route by which bone grafts are inserted and frxed with screws.
Pre-existing scars on the nasal dorsum may be used as access incisions.
The bicoronal flap when used for other purposes provides good access.

To reconstruct the depressed nasal dorsum we agree with Tessier (1991),

Merville et al (1483) and others in preferring to use autogenous onlay bone grafts
taken at the time of operation. Iliac crest is preferred by Tessier, calvarial bone
graft by Gruss et al (1985). Our pref'erence is f'or rib and cartilage taken at the
costochondral junction. Through the dorsal midline incision, together with a
columella incision if necessary, the nasal bones are freshened and the gfaft is
fashioned so that the rib bone overlies the nasal bone and the shaped cartilage
lies at the nasal tip. The graft is secured with one or two countersunk titanium
screws (David & Moore 1989), giving rigid frxation and allowing bone-to-bone
union, while the cartilaginous component of the graft overlies the cartilaginous
area of the nose (Figs 21.38 and 21.39).
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Tessier and Merville both use transnasal wire to frx a shaped iliac bone
graft, which is usually slotted into the glabellar region (Fie. 21.40). When the
bicoronal scalp flap is used, or if an extended glabella incision has been employed,
a titanium plate and scre\Ms can frx the graft and give the appropriate projection.
An L-shaped graft may be preferred (Fig. 21.a1), with a columella strut placed
via the buccal sulcus incision or through a columella incision to help with
projection of the nasal tip and to give bulk to a recessed columella. Since the
advent of miniplate and screw fixation in the glabella region we do not use this
technique.
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FIG. 21.37. Post-troumøtic tic representation of the
nøsoseptal deþrmity. B The e of ihe post_trøurnatic
deþrmity. D Appearance 6 rno
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Complications and results

Minor post-traumatic nasal deformities are common, ând can be corrected by
relatively simple surgical techniques. Rhinoplasty for localized post-traumatic
nasal deformities is generally a satisfactory procedure. In a personal scrics of
185 consecutive rhinoplasties for post-traumatic nasal deformities of all types,
early complications were listed in only 4.9Vo; these were chiefly secondary
haemorrhage and persistent blockage of the nasal airway. Of those patients who
required a nasal bone graft, it was necessary to remove the screw in some 107o;

in 2.8Vo removal of the bone graft vÍas necessary.

Complex Naso-Orbito-Ethmoid Deformities

Management

Correction of an established deformity is often very diffrcult. Once again, an
early operation provides the best opportunity for repair (p. 311). Fundamental to
the correction is restoration ofthe bony contour ofthe region. As has been pointed
out by Gruss (1992), in most cases the canthal ligament is attached to a large
fragment of bone. In these cases, restoration of the bony contour involves
osteotomy, repositioning of the bone, frxation with miniplates or microplates,
possibly bone grafting of the dorsum of the nose and reconstruction of the medial
orbital wall where this is either protruding into the orbit or is absent (Fi9.2I.42).
The dorsum of the nose often needs bone grafting; this can be done with the
costochondral graft described below, screwed into the underlying residual nasal
bone or attached by an angulated plate to the frontal bone. Where it has been
judged that there is too much scarring and the skin over the dorsum of the nose
is tight, we have preceded this manoeuvre by inserting a small wedge-shaped
tissue expander of L-2 cc capacity which is blown up slowly over the next month.
This has given very satisfactory results (Fig. 21.43).

Where there is an infected mucocele caused by obstruction of the
nasolacrimal drainage it is important to clear up any infection beforehand. Having
done this, it is probably best to proceed with the correction of any epicanthic
folds which can be done by the Converse technique (Converse et aI L977) or the
Mustardé'jumping man'technique (Mustardé 1959). When these techniques are
employed in post-traumatic cases, they are invariably associated with a
canthopexy; ifthis cannot be achieved by repositioning the bone, then transnasal
insertion of the canthus into the bone will be necessary. At the same time, all
residual scar tissue around the medial canthus should be removed. It may be
necessary to pass the canthal tendon into or through a bone graft and frx it to the
other side of the nose (p: 312). Complete periorbital stripping is necessary to
achieve movement of the medial canthus in post-traumatic cases.

Operatiue correction
The preferred approach for secondary deformity is a one-stage procedure in which
osteotomies, bone grafting, rigid frxation, canthopexy and dacrocystorhinostomy
are performed in a single operation. Surgical exposure may be via existing scars
or through a glabella incision, vertical or horizontal, together with lower eyelid
incisions. However, these are now almost invariably supplanted by the bicoronal
scalp flap.
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FrG. 21.39. Post-trournotìc nøsør d.eformíty. A teenøge girl sustained, a seuere
nasoseptøl crush eørlier in life with nasøl deuiation ønd, btoåa[e. A Initiøl pie;";t"¡lr;

as d.escribed.. E Final appealance, utith the

<"'ù
A B \

Flc..zl.4o. Bone_grøftíye the þrr?ry of the noce. This technique is d.escribed, by
Tessier (1991). A Burrholes are placed in the frontøl process if tne møxi¡ø. The bone

a nøturøl looking hump, is secured with a wire pøssed through
is seated on freshened, dorsal bone ofthe nose. The alør d,oties
ne graft.
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a

FIG. 21.41. Nøsolcolurnellø support. If
the surgeon contenxplo,tes the need for ø
columella support, it is formed, ftom cortical
bone which may be embedded, in a small
grooue (ø) øt the lower end of the grøft. The
bøse of Lhe supporting strut is firmly
embedded in ø hole (b) prepared at the level
of the ønterior nøsal spine. The screw
fixøtion technique høs obuia.tedthe needfor
tltis mot'e cumbersotne ønd less rigid, form
of reconstruction,

b

fúG.21.42. Dúsplarcement of the med,íøl cønthøl ligunent. When the m,edial cønthus
is d.istorted and the canthøl ligøment is atto.ched, to ø displøced bony frøgment, it møy be
possible secondarily to id,entify the frøgment and perþrm ø repositioning osteotorny. After
repositioning, the frøgment is best støbilised with a mini- or micropløte, and any resulting
defects bone grafted.

FIG. 21.43. Tìssue erpons¿on prÛor to
nosøl bone grøftíng. A Patient seen beþre
his mas siv e nøso-orbital-ethmoid' frøcture.
B Postoperøtiue øppearønce. He complained

nøsal skin ønd gently erpand'ed ouer d
month. D Replacem.ent with a costo'
chondrøl grøft fixed øt the gløbellø.
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Drlll hoto lor srchorlrìg
mdi¡l ÉnthalloMon

F.IG. 21.44. Conbined. d.øcrocSrstorhi
McCørthy et øI 1990a). A Medial canthal
from a bicoronal scølp flap. B Window to be d.
crest, the sac lining is sutured tonøsal tund.on i, p"i¡or*ài 

"uoii.T hisbone Reøttached, ""li;l:Tfr:,';i:!::åïi"få
,;::::J,ä:ffi ::{:;:;!:#i::,!"i,:iii
forwards: reconstruction of the mediøl orbital

størted, repøir of the lacrimal pøssøges
one grøfting completed, ønd skin closure
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It is often wise to inject the nasolacrimal drainage apparatus with
methylene blue. The medial orbital walls are dissected, the orbital floor is dissected
in its medial part, the canthal ligament is identified where possible, and if attached
to an identifiable fragment of bone, it is osteotomized. Those who have experienced
this form of surgery know how tedious it is and how unrewarding the dissection
ofthe scar and fragmented bone can be. The reconstruction proceeds from the
posterior aspect forwards, the medial orbital wall being repaired with bone grafts
frrst, and the dacrocystorhinostomy is performed before the medial canthus is
attached (Fig. zL.aÐ. If canthus is not attached to a fragment or fragments of
bone which can be plated back into place, then the canthus itself is plicated with
wire, which is then passed well posterior to the lacrimal groove or its supposed
position, to anchor the canthus. In the past, the wires have been used to assist in
the fixation of the dorsal bone graft; however this has been supplanted by scre\M

frxation It is often necessary to correct a downward displacement of the medial
canthus, particularly in long-standing cases, and this may be corrected by
repositioning a bony fragment. Often a Z-plasty of the soft tissue is required
(Fig.21.45).

Complications and results

It is our experience that satisfactory results in these complex deformities are
rarely achieved in the ideal of a single corrective procedure. Complications include:

. canthal drift, giving a wide flattened appearance between the eyes

. prominent wires and screws

. persistent infections resulting chiefly from blockage of the nasolacrimal
drainage system.

a#>

Æ\

FIG. 21.45. Med.íøl cønthus repositionúng with Z.pløstg. Z-pløsty in the medial
canthus for comection of canthal dystopiø. The medial canthus is reattøched into the bone

and. through to ø toggle on the other síde, thus creating øn inferior defect which,i2 [il!9d-
from the flap aboue. A Design of the incision. B Repositioning of the canthus. C Mediøl'cønthus 

øtiached to the toggle on the opposite side, but well inserted into the bone'
D Completion of the procedure utith closure of the Z incision

A

Dc
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Massive Ablative Deformity Of The Nose

Management

Massive deformity of the nose involves signifrcant loss of cover, support and lining.
Techniques to achieve reconstruction under these circumstances are as old as
plastic surgery itself, nasal reconstruction using the forehead flap being frrst
mentioned in the Sanskrit writings of Susruta, thought to be no later than 600
BC and very possibly earlier (p. 8). Ever since, the forehead has been the most
common source of skin cover; an excellent historical review of the development
of techniques of nasal reconstruction of the forehead has been made by Adamson
(1988). Gillies"up and down'flap was further developed by Converse (1g42) as a
scalping flap (p. 453). Since Tagliacozzi's brilliant use of the arm in the sixteenth
century (p. 12), other sources of skin have been used. Distant flaps have been
advocated byWashio (L972),bringingpostauricular skin onto the nose. Free flaps
have been used, vascularized by microsurgical techniques, nice results being
produced at the 9th People's Hospital in Shanghai with radial forearm flaps (T.
s. chang, personal communication, 1986). Nevertheless, forehead. skin remains
the best substitute for nasal skin replacement as it is adjacent, of good colour
and good texture though often of limited area (Fig. 12.19). The use of tissue
expanders in the forehead as part oftotal nasal reconstruction has been advocated
by Adamson (1983) and is now widely accepted.

Tissue expønsion
This has been with us since the beginning of the human species, in the form of
the expansion that results from pregnancy. The phenomenon is also seen when
skin, nerves and muscles and even bone expand over an underlying haematoma
or a slowly gtowing tumour. Neumann (1957) frrst used artifrcial expansion to
facilitate a surgical reconstruction; more recently Radovan (1982, 1984) introduced
surgical expansion for a wide range ofreconstructive purposes. The technique
enables tissue adjacent to a defect to be expanded, thus providing donor tissué of
similar colour, texture and sensation with minimal scar formation. A temporary
expander, capable of being frlled with fluid by injection through a valve system,
creates a pressure which exerts force on the overlying tissue; this gradually
expands, providing the additional tissue for reconstruction. In replacing traumatic
defects in the craniomaxillofacial (cMF) area, this technique *.y b" used to
expand scalp, face and neck tissue or tissue around the ear for secondàry auricular
reconstruction. Tissue expansion may also be used for the preforming and pre-
expanding of a distant flap prior to its transfer by microvaicular techniques to
the head and neck region (Homma et al 1998).

Tissue expanders are novr' produced in a wide variety ofsizes and shapes.
The first stage is the insertion of the expander. Radovan in his earlier arfiãles
indicated that the base of the expander should be of similar diameter to the
defect which is to be closed. A smaller pocket is developed for the reservoir dome.
Initially, a small amount of normal saline is injected into the expander through
the connecting tube - approximately 10-15vo of t]ne capacity can be introduced.
Further injections are generally commenced after 10 dãys; each is monitored by
watching for blanching of the skin and by the pain tolerance of the patient (Marks
et al 1987). When the tissue has been completely expanded, and after allowing
-14 days between the last expansion and the planned time of operation tã
consolidate the effects of the expansion, the expander is removed and the tissue
is transferred to close the defect.

Haematoma, infection and tissue necrosis are the chief complications
(Austad 1987, Steenfos et al 1993). Insertion ofa suction drain into ihe cavity
will help to avoid these problems. If infection develops, it normally spells the end
of that phase of the expansion, which may have to be abandoned. ñecrosis is a
rare occurrence; monitoring the expansion and deflating the expander if there
appears to be a threat of ischaemia will usually prevent or control this
complication.
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Nasal lining
There are many techniques for providing nasal lining. They include inversion of
the forehead flap to produce the nostrils and columella, lining the inner surface
of the forehead flap with medium-thickness split skin, turning down local flaps
ofresidual nasal skin, and the r¡se oflocal flaps from the face, such as nasolabial
tissue in patients where this is abundant. In total nasal reconstruction, it is
essential to have good cover and good lining, and the skeleton must be
reconstituted to provide good support: expanded forehead skin and free flaps
will contract mightily if not draped over an adequate skeleton. rtrith the use of
plates and screws, the cantilever costochondral graft secured to the glabella region
has proved in our hands to be an excellent method of securing skeletal support.

In post-traumatic cases, complete nasal reconstruction requires multiple
interventions over a long period of time. There are often diffrcult scars in the
region which make tissue ex¡ransion more hazardous, and may indeed necessitate
a free flap reconstruction, which itself is often made difficult by damaged recipient
vessels. Therefore there is need for precise preoperative planning.

Timing of reconstruction
'When the patient has been managed by the CMF team since the time of injury, it
may be diffrcult to decide when to do the definitive nasal reconstruction. Initially,
the patient's life must be preserved and the principles of acute care of a massive
avulsive injury are set out in Chapter 16. Nasal reconstruction is best performed
on a face that has been otherwise fully reconstructed: the procedure is therefore
done towards the end of a reconstructive programme. In our practice, the decision
is usually easier, because the vast majority of patients present late, with
well-established problems for secondary correction-unhappily often after many
earlier attempts at reconstruction.

Operatiue correction: rhinoplasty
The preferred technique ofrhinoplasty is a staged sequence ofprocedures, using
forehead skin with tissue expansion of this region where necessary and where
wound patterns permit.

In the frrst stage, the forehead skin is expanded by inserting a 200-300 cc

rectangular expander in the forehead under the galea via a bicoronal approach
where the scar is sited well behind the hairline to ensure that the suture line is
not compromised by tension generated by the expander. The valve of the expander
is placed over the temporoparietal region. Haematoma formation around the
expander is reduced by a suction drain left for 48 h postoperatively, and generally
brought out on the side opposite to the valve. After 3 weeks, expansion is begun
and continued over the next 2-B weeks until enough expanded skin is obtained.
Necrosis and exposure ofthe expander are avoided by careful siting ofthe scar
and by great care in expanding the prosthesis, using pain and skin blanching as

indications of the limit of saline injection. Superior results are obtained if there
is a further delay of 2-4 weeks after full expansion.

Nasal reconstruction can now be planned'in reverse'. The nasal lining is
often fashioned from a residual nasal skin flap based on the margins of the defect
and turned over so that the raw surface is exposed. The forehead skin flap is
planned to be based on one or other ofthe supratrochlear vascular pedicles.

In the next stage, the forehead flap is raised. The skin is cut with a knife
and the capsule that forms around the expander is incised with cutting diathermy
to avoid rupture of the expander. The expander is then removed and the flap is
cut so that it can be rotated downwards to cover the nose on one or other of the
supratrochlear vascular pedicles. The frbrous capsule that has formed around
the tissue expander is carefully dissected away to provide a thinner flap and to
mobilize the rest of the scalp for straight-line closure.
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The next stage involves fashioning of the nasal lining. Our preference is to
use local nasal remnants where possible. The distal flap turnover techniques, in
which the distal end of the flap is turned in to form the nasal lining, nostril
margins and columella, work quite well. skeletal support is usually a
costochondral graft, two-thirds bone, one-third cartilage, screwed into the glabãila
with one or two titanium screws sunk into the bone. Where there is notãnough
residual bone to give the right angle ofthe cantilever, an angled titanium plate
can be used with the plate bent to give the right projection. Tlie flap is then set in
over the graft and the nostrils are held patent by shortened Silastic@'trumpet,
nasal airway tubes. After a few weeks these can be replaced by Silastic@ nÁsal
splints used for cleft palate nasal reconstruction. The forehead defect is closed
by direct suture; if necessary a small split-skin graft can be used to cover any
raw area at the glabella where the base of the flap may be exposed.

, There is always a third stage, and possibly more stages, necessary for
division of the forehead pedicle, thinning of the flap, possible ré-augmentation of
the skeleton and re-establishing an adequate nasal airway. The ihird stage is
best left at least 3 months after the reconstruction and ideally for much lonfer if
possible.

Complications and results

Complications of rhinoplasty include skin necrosis and recurrent deformity. To
minimize the risks of skin necrosis as a complication of tissue expansion we
choose the subgaleal plane and thin the flap later, thoughAdamson (1ôgg) reports
superior results by subcutaneous dissection. During the expansion process-care
must be taken to avoid haematoma formation, which is generally disastrous. If
skin breakdown and expander exposure are threatett"d o." may retrieve the
situation by slowing the rate of expansion without abandoning thl procedure.

The cartilaginous tip of the graft may prod.uce necrosis of the overlying
nasal skin. This should not cause alarm as the necrosed skin can be excised anã
the underlying cartilage pared down to a suitable size.

Recurrent deformity may result from shrinkage or collapse of the
reconstructed nose. To prevent this, skeletal reconstruction is mandatory as the
flaps, whether expanded or free, will shrivel if there is no underlying súeleton.
Rigid frxation is necessary and bone grafting may need to be repeated to get the
required nasal projection. Nostril contraction is a considerable pioblem requiring
secondary surgery; this complication is best obviated by the use of nasal ÅplinË
for up to 6 months (Figs 21.46-2l.48).

Despite this intimidating list of possible complications, restorative
rhinoplasty is in general a satisfactory procedure. Aesthòtic perfection cannot be
promised, but the result should be a great improvement on the appearance of a
mutilated nose.
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FIG. 21.46. Nøsøl reconstructúon. A 4í-year-old nxa.Ie wos inuolued in a motor vehicle
accid.ent in which he susta.ined. multiple lirnb fractures and extensiue fractures of the middle
third of the face involuing loss of nasal tissue ønd compound comminuted nøso-ethmoid
fracture, The soft-tissue loss included altnost two-thirds of the right øla and part of the
cørtilage and skin of the right side of the nose with alacerøtion extending up to the med'iøl
canthal region. A series of operations were plønned using a foreheød' flap based on the
glabellar region, which was rotated down to prouide extrø tissue, turned, ouer to prouide
an alar rim, and diuided at a second støge. The local tissue was refashioned and ultimately
the dorsum of the ruose was expanded with a smøIl tissue erpander. A costochondral grøft
wøs fired to the glabellar region with a single 9 mm titanium screw. Alnitial øppearønce.
Tracheostomy has been placed and the avulsion injury of the right side of the nose høs
been closed primørily. B Appearance following fixation of his facialfractures. The resid'uøl
nøsal deformity is euident. C Forehead flap rotated down to ødd soft tissue to the nose.
D Penultimate sta.ge in which the right alø has been refashioned and the nøsøl dorsal
skin replaced ín part. E After tissue erpansion ofthe dorsal skin with a small cylindricøl
expønder, a. costochondral graft gives greater nøsøl proiection.
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FlG. 21.41, Nøsa.l reconstruct¿on,
Beirut suffered a tnassive injury to th
the nose should not be seen in isolat
the use oftíssue expønsion, as there

as continued. ouer 2 months. The whole nose

both ch.eeks ønd inferiorþ from the forehead,
ing nøsøl reconstruction and simultaneous

expand,ed skin.
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FIG. 21.48. Total loss of the nose ønd. pa,rt of upper lip þom a' gunshot wound
The nasal soft tissue høs been replaced, by a forehead fløp ønd the distøl end has been
turned over to rnake the columella and nostril nnørgin. Subsequently this complex needed
to be radico.lly thinned and supported with further bone grøfting. This wøs secured øt the
glabellø region with a four-hole titanium plate, with two screws into both the nøsøl bone
grain and the frontal bone. A Initial presentation, with totøI øbsence of the nose and
centre part of the upper lip. B Appearønce after initiøl føsh.ioning ofthe nøsal soft tissue.
C & D Appearance after subsequent thinning and bone grøfting.

FIG. 21.49. Post-trøumøtìe chonges ín
nøsøI @ncttorny. A A patient suffered, a
panføciøI fracture in which most of the
impøct was tøken on the middle third' of
the face. The midføce is retrod,isplaced ønd'
foreshortened, with, wid.ening of the øIar
base. B Appeørønce following ad'uønce'
ment of the maxilla, replacement of the
zygonxø, and augmentation ofhis nose. The
emphøsis has been on elongation of the
møxíIla and øutorotøtíon of the mandible.

Maxillary and Mandibular Deformities

Principles of managernent

The established post-traumatic deformity may be due to malposition of bone,
loss of bone or soft tissue, loss of specialised such as teeth, or these in any
combination. The result is a loss of form, function and aesthetic appearance.

The aim of aesthetic reconstruction is of necessity measured against the
pretraumatic appearance of the patient and this is often impossible to restore (p.

83). The functions of speech, swallowing, mastication, and respiration may be

compromised in a way that makes comfortable living very diffrcult. The complex
anatomy of the region, interwoven with vital functions, and the need for aesthetic
acceptability make secondary surgical correction of deformity in this part of the
craniofacial skeleton very challengrng, and nowhere are the needs for precise
planning more evident.

Initial failure to achieve a correct functional and cosmetic restoration of
the dentofacial complex can be caused by at least three factors:
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1. The severity of the initial injury may necessitate prolonged maintenance
of life support systems, and healing can occur before definitive surgical
steps can be taken to restore normal form and function to the face. This is
seen particularly in the maxilla and in young patients. Untreated displaced
fractures of the jaws can be regarded as united at any time after B weeks
from injury.

2' Accidents often occur in remote areas so that early treatment is not carried
out in units that have the necessary expertise in the different specialty
areas to provide the optimum result. often the appropriate diagnostic
radiographs are not easily available and so the extent and severity offacial
injuries is not correctly assessed.

3. Finally, poor initial management can result from incorrect assessment of
the extent of injury, or failure to reduce and fix bone fragments adequately.

Hopefully, we believe that the integrated multi-disciplinary approach to
initial CMF injury management is today minimising the frequen.y uoa severity
of secondary deformity. Improved fixation methods reduce the number the of
patients requiring secondary facial correction: the use of miniplates rather than
interosseous wires gives very accurate union of fractured fÀcial bones. Again
hopefully, the number of secondary deformities resulting from delayed or incoñect
management should become less as better retrieval systems are in place to serve
remote areas and as the primary treatment of trauma by general iurgeons and
g,eneral medical practitioners is improved. But it is important to understand
that with almost all severe injuries, some residual disabilities will result. This
must be accepted' Failure to recognize and to accept some red.uction in the cosmetic
and functional result may lead to repeated wasteful and futile surgical
interventions and other treatments.

While one of the most important aspects of reconstruction of the middle
and lower face is occlusion of the teeth, the more complex comminuted fracture
may produce noticeable aesthetic changes even after malocclusions have been
corrected.

Maxillary Deformities

Surgical pathology

The most common deformity caused by a comminuted fracture of the upper jaw
is flattening of the profile and shortening of the vertical dimension. lt 

""e 
i,

often associated perialar flattening, widening of the alar base of the nose and
flattening of the nasal bridge. The result is a significant change from the
premorbid appearance which is most distressing to the patient (Fig.Þt.+s¡. Less
common is the elongated face where the disconnected maxilla has bãen distracted
downwards and frxed in a low position, seen occasionally when craniomandibular
frxation has been misused. Asymmetrical deformities iesult from twisting of the
maxillary segment as a whole or splitting of the palate with malposition olother
segmental fractures.

Clinical assessment

Ihe victim of an accident often has difficulty in adjusting to an altered appearance
and frequently complains of feeling and looking like a differeJ person.
Malocclusion is a common s5rmptom. This may be severe and obvious, expiessing
a wide fracture displacement. In other cases the changes may be suÈtle anã
limited to the dentoalveolar complex; malocclusion may iesult from loss of teeth
and alveolar bone or from changes produced by prolonged application of
interdental and intermaxillaryfixation. One of the main difficulties is io determine
what the occlusion was prior to the injury, and old dental records may be very
helpful.
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Radiological assessment

Complete radiological assessment is necessary before planning correction. This
includes the views necessary for planning orthognathic surgery (p . L77), including
an orthopantomogram and biplanar cephalometric X-ray analysis. Thc pattern
of the fractures must be identifred and CT scanning is indispensable in this.
Fracture sites and the extent and nature of any previous surgical interventions
must be assessed. 3D data obtained by CT can be used for diagnosis of the
deformity and for surgical planning (Abbott et al 1990). These data establish the
shape of the maxilla and its spatial position with respect to the adjacent bones,
and define any absence of bone. Such data are also used in construction of a
maxillary prosthesis when necessary, by the CAD/CAM technique (p. 637).

Dental assessment

Detailed assessment of the dentition is important, and includes testing for viability
of the teeth. The condition of the periodontal tissues must be known and any
necessary treatment of caries and other inflammatory conditions performed.
Dental models are taken and mounted on an articulator to facilitate operative
planning (Fig. 21.50).

FIG. 21.50. Dentøl mod.els mounted on d.isposøble articuløtors. The model on the
Ieft shows the traumatic occlusion, with written notes on the dentøl stone indicating the
degree of displacement. The model on the right is produced by sectioning the lower model
and re-establishing the occlusion. The interdental wafer is then produced from these
prediction casts.

Photographic assessment

This is an important record and is part of the routine work-up for any surgery on

the face. Lateral, frontal, basal and occlusal views are taken. It is important,
whenever possible, to have pretraumatic photographs of the patient. An
understanding of the state to which the patient wishes to be restored is of vital
importance to the treating team; examination of old photographs is quite often
startling and the change brought about by the trauma and subsequent treatment
may be alarming to the surgeon as well as the patient. Photography also provides
the basis for a discussion about what is possible in each case.

Speech assessment

Trauma affecting the jaws, teeth, oral and nasal cavities must of necessity affect
speech and. mastication. The possible effects of nasal obstruction and neurological
defrcit due to head injury must also be taken into account. Each patient should
have a speech assessment to document the situation with respect to hypernasality,
hyponasality, lateral escape, and tongue position during speech; any problems

with mastication and swallowing must also be recorded before secondary surgical
intervention. A full ENT examination documents the state of the maxillary
antrum, nasal physiology and middle ear function; if necessary endoscopic
examination of the maxillary antrum may be done,
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Managenent

Treatment aims at restoration of function (occlusion, airway and sinus drainage)
as well as restoring the displaced or deformed maxilla to its correct position in
relation to the other facial bones.

Planning
The information gathered from the clinical examination and special investigations
is discussed at a multidisciplinary planning meeting which usually includes the
patient. Decisions are made as to whether surgical intervention is needed or not,
and whether orthodontic or prosthodontic treatment is needed, or combinations
of each of these, in order to re-establish the occlusion and facial form. Priorities
are established and a treatment plan formulated.

The first step may be dental restoration and orthodontic alignment of teeth,
followed later by further dental model analysis and X-ray analysii in preparation
for surgical movement of bony segments.

Surgery performed on the dental model precedes the actual intervention
and determines the desired position of the maxilla or its segments; this is recorded
with an occlusal wafer. The desired vertical dimensions are established in the
model surgery but must be related to possible problems with overlying scarred
soft tissue. For example, when lengthening an impacted maxilla, ãne must be
careful when the lips are very scarred as the soft tissue will not follow the bone
readily under these circumstances and an ideal maxillary reconstruction may
expose too much tooth and gum. compromises may be unavoidable.

At this stage the design of the frxation is determined (Fie. 21.51). The
planning meeting also considers the possibility of secondary surgery, such as a
second 'tidy up' operation after the initial major surgery with aãaitional bone
grafting or soft-tissue revision.

C orrection of maxillary d.eforrnity
The pattern ofosteotomy obviously depends on the pattern ofthe fracture and
the nature of the deformity, and the surgical team sliould be prepared to do any
manoeuvre necessary to restore the bony skeleton as nearly as possible to its
original condition. To re-establish normal occlusion, surgical ieposltioning of the
upper jaw may involve mobilising the whole maxilla, or only one or more segments
of the dental arch. The whole jaw may be moved at the Le Fort I, II or III levels,
with lengthening, rarely shortening, rotation or other segmental movement
according to the needs established in the planning.

The most common surgical manoeuvre is the Le Fort I osteotomy. While it
has been, and to a certain extent remains, convenient to describe a midface
osteotomy by reference to the fracture pattern described by Le Fort (p. 1g),
post-traumatic deformities rarely correspond exactly to his classical lines.

Before operations of this t¡pe, most patients are frtted with orthodontic
bands. Just prior to surgery, arch bars are fabricated for the intermaxillary
frxation needed at the time of the operation. Sometimes orthodontic treatment is
not possible, either because of the nature of the injury or because of the
unsuitability of the patient for orthodontic treatment on the grounds of age, state
of dentition, or personality; in these cases, the operation has to be done using
arch bars designed by the maxillofacial technician. These are then wired to thã
upper and lower teeth after induction of anaesthesia to provide intermaxillary
frxation. An occlusal wafer manufactured according to the model planning aná
pretreatment surgical; assessment determines the position of the maxilla in
respect to the lower arch. When the face has been shortened the length must be
increased, taking into account the relationship ofthe front teeth 

"nã 
thu length

of the upper lip, and bearing in mind where possible the premorbid appearance.
soft-tissue scarring of the lips and face may modify the surgical plãn, as may
loss of teeth.
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FIG. 21.51. Preoperøtìue plo,nníng. A L9-year-old, girl was inuolued in a motor vehicle
øccident; she sustained a Le Fort I frøcture which was initiølly not detected. 6 months
later, she presented with a malocclusion. The models show the deforrnity and the plønned
surgical interuention. A Initial prcsentation with ønterior open bite. B Close-up uiew of
the mølocclusion and anterior open bite. C'Pløster model surgery' predicts cotection of
the occlusion by 4 mrn forward øduancement ønd, 5 mm downward displacement. D The
occlusion 6 months postoperatiuely. E Cephalometric X-røy, taken at the søme tírne, shows
the restoration of her tnaxillary form. F Postoperøtiue faciøl appea.rance. Nasal length
and position haue been restored.
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correction of deformity is not easy. Measurements taken during the
planning ofsurgery are transferred to the patient at operation by callipers. ih"r"
measure from a frxed point on the forehead to the teeth; and the measurements
are important to obtain a precise position of the jaw segments. But there is always
a role for the eye of the surgeon who has been engaged in the work-up and who is
closely familiar with the case-the art of surgery.

A horizontal osteotomy is placed above the tooth roots along the anterior
wall of the maxillary sinus and carried through the buttresses at the piriform
margin, zygomatic and pterygoid regions (Fig. 2r.52). This enables sD
repositioning of the tooth-bearing part of the maxilla. Previous fragmentation of
the area must be taken into account and the bony fragments are stuãied carefully
on the CT scan. Scars of the buccal and palatal area must be noted lest a widã
soft-tissue exposure compromise the blood supply of the osteotomized segments;
a tunnelling technique with minimal soft-tissue elevation may then be neõessary.
The usual way to effect the Le Fort I osteotomy is to separate the maxillary
tuberosity area from pterygoid plates; this may not be easy as previous traumá,
often leaves very indistinct planes obscured by a mix of denÀe scar and bony
fragments. After completing osteotomy in the anterior maxillary wall, medial
wall of the maxillary sinus, nasal septum and pterygoid plates, the mobilising
manoeuvre of down-fracture completes the osteotomy of the posterior sinus waù
osteotomy. This manoeuvre must be done with care and patience as scar tissue is
often very extensive and too much force may do unnecessary damage. we have
long since ceased to use instruments such as Rowe's disimpaction forceps which
grab the segment like tongs; in post-traumatic cases these forceps risk dãmaging
soft tissues and compromising blood supply. Instead the fracture is gently levãreã
open with an elevator or osteotome, or on occasion formally osteotomized to free
the fragments.

Bone grafts (iliac crest, ribs, and./or calvarial bone) are used to fill the gaps
in the osteotomy lines and fixation is secured with titanium miniplat"s of ãucn
malleability as to be easily bent without later recoil. If possible, ihe plates are
placed at the zygomatic and piriform buttress areas on each side, with two screws
on each side of the osteotomy, and are used to fix the interpositional bone graft
as well to give rigid frxation. Extensive damage in the 

""gior of the osteotìomy
may make it necessary to compromise this ideal pattern of frxation. When this is
so, segments of cortical bone can be fashioned as a'bone plate'and used to bridge
areas of the bone and scar inadequate for fixation, by securing the ,bone plate'îo
solid bone at each end. We have never used the pterygoid region for interpo-sitional
bone grafting.

A
c

FrG' 21'52' Le Fort'.,"îiri'fiï;î#f,:i':;:!:::i::näis praced above the tooth

zygomatic, and pterygoid regions. B Bon
the cut if the aduøncement is more than aneuerplaced, although

mctny surgeo mernory)
are placed, ø shøpe,"
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To establish the desired occlusion, the occlusal wafer is fixed to the maxillary
segment. In most cases it is possible to dispense with intermaxillary fixation at
the end of the operation; however, the occlusal status must be closely supervised
and intermaxillary fixation re-established if necessary. Often intermaxillary
elastic bands are useful to stabilize the occlusion and to give guidance on its
long-term stability. This essential measure of control is lost if arch bars or dental
appliances are removed too early.

In cases with a comminuted perialar extension of the Le Fort I pattern
fracture, en bloc osteotomy is not only diffrcult to perform but does not produce
good results. This type of deformity is therefore treated by a Le Fort I osteotomy
plus onlay bone grafting in the region of the medial buttress; grafting extends in
the perialar region from the lower part of the piriform aperture superiorly to the
frontal process of the maxilla, with a bone graft to the nasal dorsum frxed with a
screw in the glabella region. This can be combined with nasal septal surgery
when necessary.

Secondary corrections sometimes require osteotomies more or less
corresponding to the Le Fort II and III lines. However, as with the Le Fort I
fractures, it is very rare for these lines to be well defrned in facial fractures of the
types seen today. The panfacial fractures for which secondary surgery is performed
typically consist of a Le Fort I segment displaced to cause malocclusion, and a
naso-ethmoid segment comminuted and retrodisplaced or concertinaed to produce
the characteristic flattening and altered features, with one or both zygomas
displaced. In fact, a deformity representing an en bloc Le Fort II or III fracture
requiring the classical osteotomy is almost never seen.

If an en bloc osteotomy of the Le Fort II variety is to be performed, the
area can be exposed through the buccal sulcus. Additional exposure may require
vertical or horizontal incisions over the dorsum of the nose and lower eyelid or
conjunctival incisions. Our preference is to make the approach through a bicoronal
scalp flap in combination with the buccal approach. After forward advancement
and any rotation or lengthening which may be needed, the gaps are frlled with
bone grafts and the segments stabilized with miniplates. The points of frxation
are usually the zygomas laterally and the frontal bone medially' There have
been many variations to these osteotomies. Where the Le Fort II osteotomy
involves the orbital rim the cut must go behind the lacrimal fossa and this may
cause a step in the glabella region which should be burred down (Fig' 21.53).

FIG. 21.õ3. ¿ e Fort II osteotomSt. A The Le
Fort II osteotonxy cønbe done in combinøtion
with other osteotomies, either with the zygoma
or a Le Fort I section. B We belieue it
important to høue the upper pørt of the
osteotomy behínd the nøsolacrimal apparatus
to protect it, and to swing the osteotomy down
medial ønd inferior to the infraorbital
foramen to the line preuiously recommended
for the Le Fort I osteotorny. C The gaps are
bone-grøfted and, secured wíth miniplate
fixøtion. D There is often a step in the
infraorbital rim which needs to be grafted or
smoothed ouer. The step at the gløbella can
be burred down and th'e gap grøfted.
Canthopexy and the addition of bone graft
for nøsal support are further options. In our
erperience it is best not to detach the canthal
Iigaments if they are reøsonably well seøted'

A

Dc
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The old displaced Le Fort III fracture is also a rare deformity (Fig. 21.54).
The osteotomy lines have been described in the context of congenital deiormities
by Gillies & Harrison (1950), Tessier (1921) and Murray & Swanson (1969). The
approach is via the bicoronal scalp flap and all the osteotomies are performed
from above. In the frontal region care must be taken to cut below the level of the
anterior cranial fossa, being mindful of the possibility that fragments of bone
and scar tissue in this area may provide only a flimsy barrier between the nose
and the cranial contents. Occasionally, the anterior cranial fossa needs to be
exposed by the neurosurgeon to close a cranionasal frstula. A full transcranial
approach is then necessary via a bifrontal or occasionally unifrontal craniotomy,
with dissection ofthe anterior fossa and intradural (rarely extradural) repair ãi
the frstula (pp. 339 and 379). This is done before the osteotomies are performed,
and watertight dural closure is secured. After complete orbital dissection, eacú
medial orbital osteotomy is made behind the lacrimal fbssa, extended into the
orbital floor and connected to the lateral osteotomy, which separates the zygoma
from the greater wing of spheroid and extend.s into the infeiior orbital fissure.
The zygomatic arch is disconnected. The osteotomy between the maxillary
tuberosity and the pterygoid plates is well done from above; a finger in the moutir
placed over the maxillary tuberosity will feel the cut being made in the correct
position.

It is more usual for the component bones to be separated and moved
differentially according to the pattern of the deformity produced by the original
fractures. Thus, the zygomas may be moved separatèly from the horizãntal
maxillary segment. Each zygoma can be repositioned and fixed with miniplates
taking into account Gruss's strategy of accurate red.uction of the zygomati^c arch
with attention to both its length and shape (Fig. 21.55). The segment mobilized
by Le Fort I osteotomy can be located into the occlusal wafer and frxed to the
mandible; the appropriate degree of lengthening is then produced by opening
the mandible and so establishing the necessary downward displaceml"f of the
attached maxillary segment. The resulting gap can then be graftãd. When dealing
with the orbitonasal components of these complex midface ãeformities, there is ã
diffrcult judgement to be made in deciding whether to perform an osteotomy or
to solve the problem with bone grafting alone. Simitarly, the naso-ethmoid área
can be osteotomized or more usually grafted (Figs 21.8g-42).

I solated dento-alueolar deforrnities
It is possible to reposition the anterior and lateral segments of a deformed maxilla
as a secondary correction by applying the planning and operative manoeuvres
described in Chapter 11. With appropriate X-ray exàminations, the fracture site
can be delineated; dental casts are cut and repositioned. accurately and the
appropriate osteotomy is performed on the model, from which a wafer is made.
At operation, the segments are cut and located in the preformed wafer and frxed
with miniplates and bone grafts where necessary. It is most common for such
segments to derive their blood supply from the palatal segment and, as with
other low maxillary osteotomies, great care must be taken to preserve this: there
must be full knowledge of any previous scars in the mucosal and palatal
attachments that might compromise the blood supply of the mobilized segients.

Maxilløry deformity in edentulous pøtients
when the degree of displacement is minimal, then compensation can be built
into the manufacture of new prostheses. There are, however, two situations that
may call for secondary surgery for deformity.

The first arises in younger patients who have recently become edentulous,
perhaps during the accident that has precipitated the call for treatment. Such
patients may wish to have titanium implants for fixation of dentures. Dental
titanium implants are a sophisticated form of denture fixation, best achieved
when the maxillary (or mandibular) base bone is thick enough and so placed that
the implants can be positioned vertically. If the maxilla is deformed signifrcantly
in any of its three dimensions then it should be repositioned withlhe aid of
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BA

miniplate fixation and Gunning splints (Fig. 21.56). Awork-up is done as described
above; model surgery on an articulator will indicate when the splints are located,
what the position of the maxilla should be and what resulting bone defect needs
to be grafted. If there is much loss of alveolar bone, autogenous bone graft(s)
should be inserted. Planned insertion of titanium implants to fix a <lental
prosthesis (p. 637) can then be considered (Fig. 21.57).

Secondly, correction may be considered when there is an old and displaced
fracture in an atrophic maxilla, so severe as to prevent successful denture
retention whether with fixed or removable prostheses. Reduction is more difficult
and repositioning of such a maxilla needs extensive bone grafting with the aid of
miniplate frxation. The subsequent prosthetic management is the key to success
of secondary surgery in such cases, whether it be by simple removable prosthesis,
clip-on prosthesis with osseo-integration and a fixed prosthesis. In all such cases,
patients must be fully informed of both the surgical and technical requirements
that will be necessary to ensure a satisfãctory result.

CD
FIG. 21.54. Le Fort III osteotomSt. The rnidface can be moued forwørd en bloc as a Le
Fort Iil osteotomy with the lines of dísconnection from the upper skull made through the

frontozygomatic suture, Iateral orbital wøIl and ønterior part of the zygomatic ørch. More
commonly the osteotomy is comprised of multiple segments, perhaps as nxany øs ø Le Fort
I segment plus two zygonxøs and the nøso-ethmoíd complex. The løtter proced'ure leøues

*u"h to be desíred because of the instøbility of the preuiously frøctured components. A' B
Photocephalometric analysis høs been used in thís case (Henderson 1974), ín which a
Iife-size trønsparent photograph ís superimposed on the cephøIometric tracing and cut to_

reproduce the planned osteotorny and repositioning, C Patient with a preuiously uncorrected
Le Fort III fracture. D Postoperatiue o.ppeardnce, wíth the elongøted and øduanced middle
third after subcranial Le Fort III osteotomy
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r Gruss et øI (1990). At the beginning the
line are secured giuing anteropostàrior

naso-ethmoid region may be reconstructed
sion is then established onto ø nortnøl or accurøtely
will fit in harmony with this upper framework. if
bone grafts cøn be used to replace them with the

FIG. 21.56. The Gunning splìnt. Exømple of a Gunning splint rnounted, on the articulator
to-indicøte the plannin-g necessø_ry by the prosthodoltîst for the reposition¡"g if ii"
edentulous møxillø, with ø goal of creating ø-denture suitablä for cot*ãü" and, fuictionøtpurposes,
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CD
FIG. 21.õ7. Titamíum osseo-¡ntegrcrted. implønh for d.entøl rehøbìlítøtìon. A møn
with ø preuiously fractured mønd,ible, new alueolør fracture of the anterior møfülla., a,nd'
loss of mandibular teeth. A Lateral X-ray before second,øry treøtment. B Appearønce øfter
advancement of the mønd,ible and, genioplasty. C Bone grøft into the ønterior marillø
held with two titanium sctews to increase the bone møss in this a.rea. D Osseo-integrated
implantation supporting the ønterior dentøI prosthesis øs well øs a single implønt into the
mandible.

Temporomand¡bu lar Joi nt Ankylosis

Surgical pathology

CIøssification
Ankylosis of the TMJ may be fibrous or bony, intracapsular or extracapsular.
Kazanjian (1938) was one of the frrst authors to classifu these disorders in a
logical way, and his terms remain useful. 'False ankylosis', called pseudo-ankylosis
by many later authors, includes any mechanical obstruction to mandibular
movement which does not represent pathology within the TMJ capsule. True
ankylosis results from intra-articular disease processes which lead to bony or
fibrous adhesions of the joint itself. Rowe (1982) also used the term
pseudo-ankylosis to describe limited joint movement resulting from the indirect
influence on joint mobility caused by depression of the zygomatic arch and
subsequent fibrous adhesions; a similar situation arises where there is
post-traumatic shortening of the ramus of the mandible, relatively greater length
of the coronoid process and shortening of the temporalis muscle.

Pathogenesis a.nd nature of deformity
Post-traumatic ankylosis of the TMJ may develop in childhood or in adult life (p.

286). The long-term consequences of facial skeletal trauma are nowhere more
dramatic than the effects produced by fractures of the mandibular condyles in
children, which may result in ankylosis and mandibular growth restriction (Fig.

21.58), often causing secondary deformity elsewhere in the face. In cases of
traumatic ankylosis of the TMJ, secondary deformities of the upper jaw are
admittedly not so common or severe as in hemifacial microsomia, where absence
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or hypoplasia of the condyle is often associated with severe second.ary deformities
of the upper jaw. But in the few cases suffering from very early onset bilateral
ankylosis, there is some deformity of the upper jaw also.

The pathogenesis is often controversial, and indeed there are many causes
of reduced mobility of the mandible. Some cases of true ankylosis certainiy result
in early childhood from trauma to the developing mandibular condyle, perhaps
complicated by secondary infection, and there is often an associated failure of
mandibular growth (P. 504)

Intracapsular crushing and haemarthrosis in an area that is highly
osteogenic and capable of being a focus of infection may produce a nÀsty
combination of bony ankylosis and deformity. Not only does cãmplete bilateral
fusion of the bones lead to diffrculty in opening the mouth but there is gross
malocclusion and in extreme forms the'bird face' deformity shown in Fig. zr.ss.

ønkylosis. A lÙ-year-old. child, sustained.
of the temporômandibular joints, giuing
uere retrognathia and trisrnus. This child.

ternp oromøndib ulør j oint s wi
bone graft ønd genioplasty ø

The effects on airway and nutrition are signifrcant as are the psycho-social
problems. Less severe TMJ ankylosis can also occur in children. \ryhen seen late
there may be some destruction of the mandibular condyles, trismus and a mild
malocclusion, with varying degrees of growth disorder.

The relation between condylar damage and mandibular growth is still
obscure (p' 80). There are cases in which, despite considerãble condylar
destruction, mandibular growth is almost normal. Perhaps the reason that such
patients suffer minimal growth abnormalities following severe condylar injury
is because ankylosis did not occur. It would therefore seem that the c¡iical
treatment objective in condylar fractures is early mobilization to prevent cond.ylar
ankylosis and therefore subsequent growth deformity.

The majority (69vo) of cases reported by Lello (1990) were consequences of
trauma, and this frnding is consistent \4¡ith most contemporary studies (Posnick
& Goldstein 1993). Rowe (1g82) supports the view that trauma has succeeded
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infection as the principle cause of ankylosis in children. The cases that we have
seen of this gross deformity have come from developing countries and \Me have
formed the view that lack of health services resulted in failure to treat these
children for an initial traumatic event.

Older authors have given more weight to the causative role ofinflammation
of one t¡re or another (Topazian 1964). Norman (L978) suggested that the
differential diagnosis of mandibular hypomobility may include pseudoankylosis
(under this heading he includes frbrosis secondary to burns, radiation treatment,
and infection), as well as union of an enlarged coronoid to the maxilla or zygomatic
arch and a depressed fracture of the zygomaticomaxillary complex. Other less
convincing causes include 'trismus' secondary to an elongated styloid process
and an ossifred sphenomandibular ligament.

Re-ankylosis after TMJ arthroplasty is held to be a postoperative
consequence of the proximity of raw, uncovered bone surfaces as weII as
insufliciency or absence of immediate postoperative mandibular movement to
disrupt the formation of bone bridges and maturing fibrous tissue.

In adults, TMJ ankylosis is usually due to intracapsular comminuted
fractures. These may be associated with extra-articular frbrous ankylosis
(Kazanjian's false ankylosis). Uncorrected fracture dislocations with subsequent
fibrosis may also produce reduced mandibular mobility. Very severe crush injuries
to the area can result in a frbro-osseous response of massive proportions with a
block of bone extending from the ramus and coronoid process to the zygomatic
arch and base of skull. Fortunately cases of such complete ankylosis in adult life
are rare.

Finally, an unfortunate cause of post-traumatic iatrogenic ankylosis results
from enthusiastic exploration of the joint for TMJ dysfunction, with a resulting
increase in fibrosis.

Clinical assessment

The age of the patient at the time of the injury will determine the clinical
symptoms and signs. In severe bilateral ankylosis, no movement of the jaws is
possible: the victim may be undernourished and may suffer from chronic airway
obstruction. In younger patients there may be characteristic secondary
deformities. Symmetrical retrognathia may occur with bilateral joint involvement;
with unilateral ankylosis, there is a variable degree ofretrognathia and deviation
of the jaw to the side of the ankylosis. There is compensatory adjustment of the
occlusion and compensatory maxillary growth deformity. The birdlike facies with
grossly retruded mandible, the small featureless chin and the antigonial notching
of the mandible are characteristic. There is a Class II malocclusion. Dentoalveolar
growth attempts to compensate for the lack of jaw bone growth and the
mandibular teeth are proclined. In unilateral ankylosis in younger patients there
is a marked degree of facial asymmetry, the ramus and body of the mandible
being chiefly affected. The chin point is distorted in shape due to the asymmetrical
muscular pull on it and is deviated to the affected side. However, the dental
occlusion may show good interdigitation of teeth due to adjustment at the
dento-alveolar level. Nevertheless, dental hygiene may be impaired, with all the
consequences that this brings: caries, periodontal disease and dental abscesses
have been recorded as the usual concomitants of complete TMJ ankylosis
(Georgiade 7977). In cases offibrous ankylosis, the signs are less obvious. The
main symptom is reduced mobility and the growth deformity is not gross. In the
adult the symptoms of lack of movement, possibly pain, and malocclusion are
usual in both intra-articular and extra-articular ankylosis; the history and
examination will help to make this important diagnosis.
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Radiological assessment

Radiological investigations include plain X-ray views, orthopantomogram and
CT scanning to demonstrate the nature and extent of the ankylosis and the
presence of extra-articular components such as coronoid zygomatic bone fusion.
The condylar fusion may extend medially, forming a bone block several
centimetres wide, which may obliterate the sigmoid notch; it is therefore
important to have 3D views of the region before any surgical venture, and modern
applications of CT scanning are most helpful here. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is useful in delineating the intra-articular soft-tissue pathology (p. 189).

Management

Principles of conservøtiue and operative treatment
Treatment is indicated where there is a significant problem with function or
form. In bilateral ankylosis in childhood, there are likely to be serious diffrculties
in feeding, airway obstruction and impaired dental hygiene, in addition to the
deformed appearance resulting from cessation of growth. As has been noted above,
the nature and degree of the secondary facial deformity are related to the time of
onset of the ankylosis, its duration throughout the patient's growth phase and
whether the lesion is unilateral or bilateral.

In less severe cases of fibrous ankylosis in an adult or older child, the
indication for surgical or non-surgical treatment will depend on the outcome of a
preliminary trial of exercise treatment. In some cases, progressive mobilization
by conservative treatment may be successful: the gap is gradually widened with
increasing numbers of wooden spatulas, or with an acrylic screrr/t¡ in the shape of
a carrot (Fig. 21.60). In younger patients with fibrous ankylosis causingrestricted
movement but with no gross problem with growth, there is also a place for
conservative management: this involves monitoring growth, physiotherapy and
patience. However, as Munro et al (1986) have pointed out, the response to
conservative treatment may be deceptive: even with complete ankylosis there is
often suffi.cient elasticity in the jaw to allow some movement, and attempts to
m¿rnage complete ankylosis by exercises, passive or active, are in vain.

Surgical intervention should not be undertaken lightly because the
intervention itself may contribute to ankylosis. The aim of surgical treatment is
to re-establish movement of the joint, to maintain movement, to facilitate growth
and to reduce deformity, especially in the child since impaired mandibular growth
may produce a cascade of secondary deformities in the upper jaw. In the adult a
distinction must be made between ankylosis that has developed in childhood
when there are secondary deformities of the chin, maxilla and dentition and

FIG. 21.60. AcryIic .cørrot' used to assist with progressiue rnouth opening
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ankylosis of recent origin when release of the joint will produce an acceptable
occlusion.

The surgical challenge is not only to reconstruct the joint, but also to
maintain function and preserve the reconstruction from postoperative
re-ankylosis. The diffrculty in producing satisfactory results from reconstruction
of TMJ ankylosis is reflected in the many and varied procedures described to
achieve these ends. Autogenous grafts have included metatarsals, calvarial bone,
pieces ofiliac crest, and costochondral grafts. Alloplastic substances used include
metal (Vitallium) or acrylic prostheses, and sculpted Silastic@ and Proplast@ blocks,
inserted to maintain joint mobility and mandibular height. MacAfee & euinn(1992) used a polyoxomethylene condylar head frxed to a pure titanium mesh.
The copious literature relating to alloplastic implants in the TMJ joint is reviewed
by Kent & Misiek (1991) and there is a disappointingly high incidence of
complications. Gallagher & Wolford (1g82) reported on the better long-term
stability of Proplast@when compared with silastic@. However, Smith et dlrggs)
have confrrmed what has become a common experience that Teflon@- proplast@
implants may generate an osteoclastic giant cell reaction that can erode bone
even as far as the middle cranial fossa. The propensity for alloplastic materials
to develop late problems including displacement, erosion of bone, and failure of
the prosthetic joint as well as the suspected local and systemic responses to
silicone, make autogenous costochondral joint replacement our proceduré of choice
(Kent et al 1983, Dolwick & Aufdemorte 1985).

Anaesthesia
In those cases where there is some movement of the jaw it may be possible to
intubate orally. If it proves possible to ventilate the patient with a face mask
then paralysis may be achieved with suxamethonium prior to incubation. A range
of stylets, bougies and laryngoscopes should be at hanã. The wide but flat seward
blade has been most useful.

If the teeth are firmly opposed to one another then the nasal route is used.
The nose should be cocainize d (Lovo plain cocaine paste) allowing plenty of time
for good anaesthesia (20 min). Ttren 4Vo lignocaine (3 ml) is injãcted-into the
trachea through the cricotracheal membrane. The patient is encouraged to cough
after the injection, Sedation with a narcotic (fentanyl) and a benzodiazepiie
(midazolam) is helpful. Anaesthesia is then induced with oxygen and a volãtile
agent. A frbrescope with an armoured tube passed over the scope is introduced
through the nose and into the larynx and trachea. The tube is thèn shpped down
over the scope and into the trachea.

Anaesthesia may then be formally induced. Blind nasal intubation is an
alternative option (Edwards 1g9g).

While in general we do not advocate hypotensive techniques, it is desirable
to suppress the refl.ex tachycardia and hypertension so*"ti-e, induced by
dissection in the TMJ_area. occasionally the surgeon will be impeded by oozin!
from tissues around the joint capsule and modest hypotension may be lrrduc"ã
for this portion ofthe operation.

If the facial nerve is at risk during the dissection then muscle relaxants
should be omitted so that the nerve and the muscles it supplies are active and
can respond to a nerve stimulator.

Exposure for arthroplasty
surgical approaches to the TMJ are described on p. 2g5. It is very important to
have wide access, and the approach offered by the bicoronal scalp flap, extended
into the pre-auricular region and combined with release of the temporal fascia
from the zygomatic arch and division of the masseter muscle, -aÈ". this the
exposure of choice in diffrcult cases. In less diffrcult unilateral cases the flap
need not be extended quite so far to the other side, though it must go far 

"rrorrgi,
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to make access easy. The insertion ofthe costochondral graft has been described
as best performed via a combination of the pre-auricular and submandibular
approaches (Evans et al 1985, Crawley et al 1993); we have used this combined
approach when inserting a costochondral graft. However, the extended bicoronal
flap may offer suffrcient exposure of the condyle and ramus to facilitate the whole
operation. Where complex osteotomies are needed together with joint exploration
and reconstruction, Crawley et aI (1993) use a neck incision below and behind
the angle of the mandible as well as the bicoronal approach.

The capsule of the joint is identifred and divided. The bony mass enveloping
the joint and condylar neck is exposed, together with the base of skull above and
the condylar neck and ramus of the mandible and the sigmoid notch below.
Subperiosteal dissection is continued down as far as the angle of the mandible
and beyond if necessary. Where possible this dissection is extended to secure the
posterior aspect ofthe condylar neck and a curved retractor is placed around the
necktoprotectthe maxillaryarterywhichlies medialtothe joint 6. a7). However,
this protective manoeuvre may not be possible and one must then proceed with
caution in dividing the bone. When the retractor is in place, it is possible to use a
large burr to release the bone at the level of the fused joint space which may be
partly visible. The bone can be burred away medially leaving a thin shell intact
above; Iower down toward the condylar neck, the curved retractor protects the
soft tissue and the cut can be made more aggressively. Once the bone is removed
the ends are smoothed over and the base of skull is also smoothed. The mandible
can then be tried for movement. Fibrous contractures may need to be divided or
a coronoidectomy performed. To obtain sufflrcient mobilization, further dissection
may be necessary to detach the medial and lateral pterygoid muscles, the
temporalis muscle, the stylomandibular and sphenomandibular ligaments and
the pterygomandibular raphe.

I nt e r p o s itionøl ar thr op løsty
The aim ofthe operation is the creation ofa gap, and it is in effect an extended
condylectomy. There has been a persistent belief that this gap alone is suffrcient
treatment of the ankylosis. However, experience has shown that to prevent
re-ankylosis, some form of interpositional arthroplasty is necessary. This may be

with autogenous tissue, such as fascia lata, muscle, bone, cartilage or dermis
(Tajima et al 1978), or alloplastic material, such as Proplast@, Teflon@, silicone
rubber or metal.

In less severe cases \Me have inserted a sheet ofperichondrium taken from
the costal cartilage and sutured over the reshaped condylar process with small
burrholes into the bone to aid frxation. Above this a disc of reinforced Silastic@
sheet is similarþ sutured into the area of the condylar fossa. Lello (1990) reported
the successful use of a minimal gap arthroplasty with insertion of a graft of
composite free auricular skin and a cartilage graft to prevent re-ankylosis;
however, Yih et aI (1992) report that auricular cartilage has proved disappointing
in the long term. In the more severe cases the bone ends may need to be widely
separated: Topazian (1964) recommended a gap at least 1 cm wide, and Rowe
(1982) even more separation. Munro et aI (1986) have stated that there should
be a bone-free gap of at least 3 cm between the glenoid fossa and the ramus if
recurring ankylosis is to be avoided. When a wide gap has been produced some
form of support for the vertical height is necessary, or there will be deviation of
the mandible and/or open bite: the wider the arthroplasty gap the more important
it is that the material be of suffrcient bulk and substance to support the ramus
adequately and to maintain its vertical height.

Temporalis muscle can be inserted between the bone ends. A strip of
temporalis muscle -2-3 cm wide is mobilized up to the superior attachment of
the muscle to the temporal bone, where it is detached. The muscle strip and its
overlying fascia, now based inferiorly, are further mobilized and passed inferiorly
to the zygomatic arch and interposed between the bone ends, where the muscle
strip is kept in place by suturing it to tissue at the margins of the glenoid fossa
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(Rowe 1982). The edges of the donor defect in the temporalis muscle are hard. to
approximate but success in doing so will reduce the eventual muscle defect and
the associated aesthetic blemish. The results of this procedure are variable.
Re-exploration has on occasion shown a mass of frbrous tissue, indicating that
the muscle has degenerated: what was an initial good result from the point of
view of a space occupier may with time give rise to recurrence of thè facial
deformity if not loss of joint movement. Certainly, if a considerable amount of
mandible has to be removed, muscle interposition will not maintain the
mandibular height (Fig. 21.61).

To obviate this, insertion of a bone graft or alloplastic material may be
used. In children, a costochondral graft has theoretical advantages (Munro ót ul
1986, Crawley et al 1993). Not only is the height preserved, but in the growing
individual one can hope that the grafted bone and cartilage will providã 

".,"õgrowing unit within the eústing functional matrix (p.77; Murráy et al 19g4).
This thesis has been postulated for cases of hemifacial microsomia and the results
are as uncertain in those cases as in post-traumatic ankylosis.

O rth odontic mønag em e nt
when this procedure, whether unilateral or bilateral, is proposed in the growing
child, it must be planned with a view to future orìhodontic contiol anã
manipulation of facial growth. After creation of the gap and mobilization of the
mandible, the jaw will be positioned by an acrylic occlusal wafer and wherever
possible this is made before operation. Sometimes it has not been possible to
make the wafer before operation, because of lack ofjaw opening; impiessions of
the occlusion cannot be taken if the mouth will not admiCimprðssion trays. The
appropriate positioning must be then determined at the time of operation and
the device made postoperatively (Fig. 21.62).

The wafer serves as a splint and often has to be supplemented by vertical
elastic bands. Oral hygiene is often a problem when this ãppliance is installed;
the parents should remove it daily and replace it after cléáning the teeth and
also the surface of the appliance as any residual food may cause enamel
decalcification. The orthodontist can instruct the patient on how to remove the
appliance from the mouth; the parents are given the necessary instruments for
dental hygiene. The wire ligatures securing the acrylic wafer to the maxillary
teeth must be readily accessible so that the patient and parents can carry out thã
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FIG. 21.6f . Ternporotnønd.ibulør joínt
ønkylosis. This pøtient suffered an
intracapsular disruption of his
temporomand.ibular joint in early chíldhood,
which, in spite of eørly. mobilisation,
deueloped ønkylosis and marked ouergrowth
of bone. A continuous møss of bone fused the
condyle, coronoid process, zygomøtic ørch,
and base of skull. B Further deuelopment of
the ønkylosis. C Block of bone encountered
in the joint. D Appeara.nce after resection
and interpositionøl ørthroplasty using
temporøIis rnuscle. E FuIl facial uieut, 7 year
later. F Lateral uiew, 1 year later. G Wide
opening wíth minimal jaw deformity;
howeuer, there is some deuiation of the
mandible to the right.

FIG. 21.62. Applíønce d.eeígned. to
føcilútøte the grad.uøl eruption of the
ma^*úlløty teeth. The acryIic is shaued
progressiuely as eruption occurs.
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necessaryhygiene. The wafer should be worn for at least 6 months after operation,
and the longer it is worn the better: 18 months is the ideal.

Arthroplasty w ith costochondral graft
The contralateral chest is used for harvesting the sixth or seventh rib. More
than 1 cm ofcostal cartilage needs to be attached to the rib, care beingtaken to
preserve the periosteum and the perichondrium at the junction. The cartilaginous
end is shaped nicely and seated into the glenoid fossa using a strong nylon stitch
passed through a burrhole in the bone of the costochondral graft which is then
sutured into the tissues of the temporal fossa. We have used a free piece of
perichondrium from the rib to line the glenoid fossa on a number of occasìons, or
sometimes a small Silastic@ disk, but because easy displacement has been noted,
we have ceased to use this technique. Crawley et al (1gg3) use a vascularized,
segment of temporoparietal fascia. The ramus of the mandible must be shaped
to receive the graft which is secured with three titanium screws, preferably placed
in a triangle to give better fixation. Once the seating and frxatiotr ãf th"
costochondral graft are achieved, occlusion should be released and checked. In
the adult the costochondral graft can also be used, but like all autogenous implants
it mayundergo resorption, with orwithout re-ankylosis. This is not common and
the costochondral graft has become our preferred implant in the treatment of
severe cases. What is more controversial, however, is the combination of this
form of reconstruction with other osteotomies of the facial bones at the same
operation as advocated by Munro et al (1g86). While we have done this to good
effect, there is no place for hard and fast rules in this freld ofreconstruction. The
view expressed by Lello (19g0) is that when further growth retardation and
skeletal deformity have been prevented by successful release ofthe ankylosis,
secondary osteotomies for the correction of facial deformity can be undertaken
later, with perhaps more precise planning. This consideration is only relevant in
the period of growth; adult cases can be treated in one or two stages at the
preference ofthe treating team (Fig. 21.69).

c
FIG. 21.63. Costochond.rølioínt reconstruction. Cøse 7: ønkXrloeís ín eørl5r lífe. A

and trismus as a result of a fracture sustained,
cal interventions hød been møde to ouercome

problems. A ProfiIe seen at presentøtion w
yeør øfter costochondral grafting plus
profile after 10 yeørs. Slight relapse is
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FIG. 21;63. Cøse 2: onkylosís ín ød,ult lífe. A tran was injured in a uehicular accident
at the age of 27 years, in another country. He suffered dn irnpøct on his chin which droue
both condyles into the mandibulør fossøe. He hød no inítiøl treøtment and. the condyles
fused with the skull base, producing ankylosis and, retrognøthiø. D The situøtion øt
presentøtion 10 months øfter injury. E The occlusion with no rnovernent of the lower jaw.
F The laterøI 3D CT scan showing the foreshortening ønd, fusion of the jøw with the bøse
of skull G Tlæ situøtion a,frer costochond,røl grøft. H TIæ dcgree of opening, gently controlled
with a uery light rubber bønd,. I Postoperative 3D CT scan.
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Postoperøtiue ca,re
After the insertion of a costochondral graft, it is often diffrcult to decide whether
to re-establish the intermaxillary frxation for a short period of time. There is a
delicate balance in planning the period of immobilization: immobility may promote
adhesions and limit function, while early mobility may impair healing and promote
graft resorption and future dysfunction. It was initially our practice to maintain
maxillary fixation for at least a lveek, followed by controlled mobilization.
However, as experience has been gained we have increasingly favoured immediate
mobilization within the limits of discomfort. Munro et al (1986) advocate the
early postoperative use of chewing gum as a form of immediate exercise and this
is now our recommendation. The importance of postoperative oral hygiene has
been emphasized.

Long-term care
This also demands judgement and resolution. Where the gap has been maintained
with a costochondral graft in a young patient, the long-term supportive regimen
is often very demanding. The patient is supervised by the team orthodontist and
must often use the wedge-shaped occlusal splints mentioned. above, which require
frequent adjustments to encourage and control the eruption of the maxiliary
teeth to rectify the occlusal plane. It is an arduous programme for the child, thã
family and the treating team. Even with the best of lechniques there may be
collapse and shortening of the reconstructed ramus.

C ornplications and results
Good results have been achieved in less severe adult cases by release of the
ankylosis, minimal reconstruction and the insertion ofperichondrium and a thin
Silastic disk to maintain the joint space, although the disk may need to be removed
at a later date.

The more severe ankyloses, especially those with onset in childhood, tend
to recur and the younger the ankylosis is operated on, the more likety it is to
recur' Nevertheless Ohno et al (1981) favour early operation to restore normal
growth. These two views are not incompatible. The cases described in Figs 21,58-
63 exemplify our management of ankylosis in childhood and the r"*olt, which
can reasonably be expected.

In the adult, we favour the insertion of a costochondral graft as a space-filler
after wide release of the ankylosis; however, we have observed chanles in the
shape of the cartilaginous component and a diminishing of the vertical height in
some cases over time. Where pain has become part of the syrnptom complex, it
may or may not be diminished; when it is not, we are faced with the ongoing
diffrculties of the patient who suffers chronic pain in this region (p. 659) (Fig:
2r.64).

Mandibu lar Deformities

Surgical pathology

Residual deformities of the mandible may be extensive and grotesque, especially
after gunshot wounds. Deformity may result from loss of tissue, from non-union or
from malunion due to inadequate treatment-or no treatment at all. The
consequences in terms of function and form depend on the extent of the malunion
and on its site. The mandible supports the tongue through its extrinsic muscles,
especially the genioglossus (p. 68); deformity of the mental region may affect speech
and swallowing while complete absence of the mandible in this region may affe-ct the
airway by allowing the tongue to fall back. The aesthetic consequences of mandibular
ablation or deformity can be appalling. For a centur¡r, .org"on" have been looking
for a suitable material to replace the damaged or absent mandible. Metals, acryhã
and bone have had their advocates, but autogenous bone is ofcourse the material of
choice in replacing mandibular defects.
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FIG. 2f .64. Ertensive surgìcal treøtment of ternporoma'nd'ìbulør ioúnts.
Three-dimensíonøI reconstructions of the temporomandibular joints after radical excisíon
in a wornan who hød undergotue nunlerous operations for bilateral temporomandibular
joint ankylosis. This is ø cautionøry tøle, as the problem. started with supposed ntinor
trauma and pain with some joint clicking, and proceeded to increøsingly radicøl excision
of her jaw joints. The last procedure involued repløcernent with carued Silastic@, which
was subsequently extruded. The wonran presented complaining of persistent intense pain
and further restriction of mouernent. Under general anaesthesia, howeuer, the jaw opened
easily to 4.5 cm.

A 3D reconstruction of the right joint, seen obliquely from below where the mønd'ible høs
been resected øt the leuel ofthe sigmoid notch. The reconstruction has been cut away below

for clørity

B Sirnilar uiew ofthe left side.

C Frontal uiew 3D reconstruction, with the foreshortened mandible recessed beneath the
zygomatic arches.
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If malunion occurs during the period of growth there may not only be
malposition of the fragments but also deformity of the whole mandible, which is
misshapen by altered growth dynamics: there is antigonial notching, deviation
to the affected side and a shortened body. The chin may manifest thà deformity
most clearly and its shape depends on whether the mandibular lesion is unilateral
or bilateral (Souyris 1990). Not only is the chin deviated to the affected side, but
it is also retruded, with a secondary effect on the lower lip which may be everted.
In the bilateral lesions there is typically a retruded misshapen mandible and
deformed chin.

Assessment

In cases of malunion and non-union there is malocclusion, loss of chewing
efniciency, pain, and perhaps stress on the TMJ. In cases with widely distracfuã
bone ends and fibrous union, there is abnormal mobility. The symptoms relate to
the malocclusion and to the malfunction of the jaw, as well as to the aesthetic
deformity. on clinical inspection, the defects of the face may be obvious; palpation
should confrrm the abnormal mobility.

The work-up includes photography, radiology and dental assessment, which
includes attention to the condition of the teeth, the taking of impressions, and
the production of dental casts for study models used in multiáisciplinaryplanning.
In the preparation of a management plan, the opinion of the team prosthodontist
will often be decisive.

Managenent

Principle s of treatment
Surgical reconstruction may entail operations carried out on the alveolar process
of the mandible, operations to change the shape of the body or ramus, operations
to change the position and shape of the chin, and operations combiningäny or all
of these.

Where there is loss of tissue a decision has to be taken concerning bone
grafting of the mandible. If the defect is at the angle behind the tooth-bãaring
part of the bone, some small extent of approximation of the posterior and main
fragments is permissible to close the gap. Holyever, in the tooth-bearing part of
the bone the fragments must be placed in their correct occlusion with tñe upperjaw and the defect must be grafted. This situation occurs most typicaily ãfter
gunshot wounds causing massive tissue loss.

M andibular d,eformity in ed,entulous p atient s
Special consideration must be given to secondary deformity due to malunion in
the edentulous mandible. Minimal deformity may be compensated for by the
prosthodontist in the manufacture of a prosthesis. More ,Ãr"r" malunion may
make it impossible for dentures to be worn and the decision to offer surgical
c,orrection may depend on the ability to construct an adequate denture. The
decision should therefore-be made in conjunction with the pro.ihodontist. Surgical
problems occur especiallyin the elderly where the bonã is atrophic: it ma! be
very diffrcult to treat a deformity which requires refracturin-g, plating and
immobilisation with Gunning splints, all requiring the greatest pãsÀible respect
for the poor blood supply of the agding bone (p. 51g).

Surgical correction
After the multidisciplinary work-up has been completed, three types of treatment
are available:

1. Refracturing and resetting the bone with minimal bone grafting
2. Osteotomies to re-establish a suitable occlusion and./or facial shape

3. Bone grafting defects of the ramus or body of the mandible together with
onlay bone grafts to recontour the misshapen bone.
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Refracture q,nd rep o sition
An operative plan is made after preliminary model surgery and subsequent
prepâration of an acrylic wafer. This wafer determines the correct relationship
of the teeth and hence the new position of the jaw. The dental models are available
in the operating theatre; from these models, preformed arch bars are
manufactured before the operation. X-ray pictures show the position of the
fracture and its relationship to the tooth roots. An appropriate surgical approach
is made to the region of the fracture; this may be through either an intraoral or
an external submandibular incision.

When the fracture site is exposed, the fracture is divided and the method
of division depends on how solid the fracture is. If solid it may require division
with a power saw; if not, mobilization by gentle insertion of an osteotome is
sufficient. Callus and other interposed tissues are removed and the bone ends
are freshened. Intermaxillary frxation is then established to place the jaws in
predetermined position, the condyles being enlocated in the glenoid f'ossa. The
bone fragments may then be plated. If there is still a small gap, cancellous bone
from the hip is placed into the space. The plating technique employed in stabilizing
osteotomies of the body and angle is usually monocortical (p. 271), using two
plates in the body and one plate at the angle. In most cases, intermaxillary fixation
may be removed at the end of the operation. In patients who are less likely to be
compliant or who may be lost to medium- and long-term follow-up, bicortical
plating system is used with a stronger plate and./or intermaxillary frxation, which
is established for 1 month or as long as the patient's tolerance will permit within
this time.

Osteototnies
Repositioning the body and ramus of the mandible deformed by trauma and
malunion can be achieved by a variety of osteotomies. The workhorse in our unit
is the sagittal split osteotomy of Tlauner & Obwegeser (1957) and Dal Pont (1961).

Corrections in the anteroposterior plane are well tolerated. Correction of
as¡rmmetry is less well tolerated as TMJ pain may result from angular and./or
rotational stresses on the proximal fragment on the side to which the jaw is
being moved. The mandible can also be rotated after a sagittal split osteotomy to
correct an anterior open bite. This manoeuvre is said to be limited by the natural
tendency for recurrence of the deformity from the pull of muscles opposing the
correction. This tendency is recognized but has been diminished by the use of
rigid screw fixation of the fragments, Side-to-side movements are well
accomplished by the vertical subsigmoid osteotomy, which does not rotate or
push the joint-bearing fragments laterally. More extensive lengthening of the
ramus and angle region can be accomplished by the inverted'L' osteotomy with
interpositional bone grafting. This is the surgical treatment most often used in
patients suffering from the bird face' deformity resulting from severe mandibular
damage during growth.

Sagittal split osteotomy of the ranlus
The technique develops the principle of the sagittal osteotomy which produces
overlap of fragments. Trauner & Obwegeser (1957) applied the split to the
retromolar region; Dal Pont (1961) extended the area of contact along the lateral
cortical plate of the mandible (Fig. 21.65).

Like all intraoral osteotomy procedures on the jaws, the operation is very
dependent upon the use ofappropriate tools, adequate assistance and good lighting
by a head lamp. An adrenaline-containing solution carefully injected under the
periosteal plane on both sides of the mandibular ramus is very helpful in
controlling bleeding and in defrning the plane of dissection. The incision is small,
-3 cm in length, and runs a little lateral to the anterior line of the ramus. It
extends downward over the buccal surface of the body of the mandible to the
region of the second molar tooth; care is taken to keep the incision suffrciently
far lateral to leave enough soft tissue for easy closure at the end ofthe operation.
The cut is made down to the bone, The lateral aspect of the mandible is then
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dissected in the subperiosteal plane. The masseter muscle is lifted a'v\¡ay to allow
the introduction of a Munro-Dautrey retractor, the lip of which frts around the
ramus, angle or body of the mandible depending on the area being operated
upon. The posterior attachment of the muscle sling must be dissected sufficiently
to allow this protective metal retractor to be fully located. However, the surgeon
must be mindful not to detach more muscle than is necessary to achieve this as
every bit of blood supply to the bony fragments is helpful. The medial dissection
is carried out above the level of the lingula; a channel retractor protects the
neurovascular bundles.

The instruments and techniques for performing the osteotomy vary. The
horizontal cut is made just above the lingula through the medial cortex: we prefer
a Lindemann burr on a HaIl drill to facilitate this, but some operators use a
sagittal saw. The lower the cut the thicker the bone but the more risk to the
neurovascular bundle, so good judgement has to be used in siting this horizontal
cut. As originally described the cut extends to the posterior border of the mandible;
Hunsuck (1968) made the cut to just beyond the mandibular foramen before the
bone starts to thin off towards the posterior border, thus producing a more robust
lateral fragment. The cut is extended down the anterior border of the mandible,
medial to the oblique line. Classically, this is done by a series of burrholes which
are then connected. With more experience the operator can dispense with
burrholes and make the cut with a series of stroking movements of a sharp
side-cutting burr. The lateral cortical cut is made vertically in the region of the
second molar tooth. The lower border can and must be effectively cut through
and care must be taken to 'pop' through the outer cortex in the region of the
neurovascular bundle and the tooth roots. Throughout the procedure, the retractor
is moved by the assistant to protect the soft tissues. The original splitting
technique used a thick wedge osteotome inserted into the osteotomy and with a
twisting movement split the two fragments asunder; insertion of the osteotome
was done with the protection of a'ring of steel'supplied bythe retractors. Dautrey
(7974) introduced an elegant osteotome designed to cleave the cortices apart
with the curve towards the outer cortex. With this technique, the inferior dental
nerve is safer from brutal surgery, but the outer cortex may be breached ifit is
fragile and great care must be used to position the protecting retractors to prevent
damage to the adjacent soft tissues. Unless the protection of the soft tissue is
meticulous, the use of this sharp osteotome in a cleaving technique makes it
possible to damage the facial nerve by plunging the osteotome into the substance
of the cheek (Jones & Van Sickels 1991). After the split has been achieved the
fragments are gently separated and the neurovascular bundle is preserved and
if necessary teased out of any attachments to the lateral fragment.

When the fragments have been freed on both sides, the tooth-bearing
components are fixed into position with the maxilla using the preformed acrylic
wafer. For fixation, it is our custom to use orthodontic bands to which are attached
fine arch bars; this appliance is usually fixed earlier, thus saving time at operation.
The wafer is tied to the maxilla with frne wires with the twists above the acrylic
wafer for easy identifrcation. The intermaxillary fixation is achieved with further
wiring or tightly twisted rubber bands. The proximal fragment is then grasped
with a long artery forcep and the condylar head properly located in the fossa. It
is very important to do this lest there be movement and relapse postoperatively.
Some surgeons have devised special techniques to ensure exact placing. A
miniplate may be attached to the proximal fragment of the mandible prior to the
osteotomy and the other end attached to an identifiable point on the maxilla,
usually a slot in the maxillary appliance. The miniplate is then removed and
replaced in the same situation after the osteotomy has been made; the jaw is
thus repositioned to ensure that the proximal fragment is in its original position
and well seated into the condylar fossa. We have not had the necessity for this or
any other similar device. With the proximal fragment held in position and the
teeth in occlusion the bone fragments are secured by percutaneous insertion of
three screws, two above and one below the neurovascular bundle. To achieve
this the operator needs good lighting, good assistance and the appropriate use of
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retractors. The intermaxillary fixation is released to check the occlusion and to
check that the mandible will easily come into the new position. It is a matter of
judgement of the severity of the deformity as to whether the patient is left in
intermaxillary frxation at this stage or not. The facial stab wounds used for
percutaneous screw frxation of the mandibular fragments are closed with 6/0
nylon and the intraoral wounds with B/0 chromic cat gut sutures. We do not
dress these wounds. Itis a common custom to use dexamethasone postoperatively
to reduce swelling; this is not our practice. Ice-packs are used by some for the
same purpose' The jaws may need to be supported with interdental rubber bands
over the next few weeks and this need is monitored very carefully by the surgeon
and orthodontist (Fig. 21.66).

Verticøl subsigmoid rørnus osteotomy (Fig. 21.62)
This osteotomy was originally used for the correction of mandibular prognathism
(caldwell & Letterman 1954) and has undergone a number of modificãtions. In
post-traumatic cases we have used the subsigmoid ramus osteotomy when there
is a tilting of the occlusal plane and where there is a necessity for signifrcant
lateral movement of the mandibular segment. Using this the condylar fragment
can remain enlocated, unangulated and unrotated in the new positior, ãf the
mandible.

Anintraorøl approach has become popular. The obvious advantage is the
absence of an external scar, but others include simple and rapid dissection and
virtual elimination of risk to the facial nerve. A 3 cm incision is made over the
external oblique ridge of the mandible parallel with and just inferior to the
mucogingival junction. This placement avoids formation of a scar in the buccal
sulcus, which often creates an annoying'food trap'. Blunt dissection reflects the
periosteum from the entirety of the lateral surface of the ramus, which is fully

B

D E(¡) E(¡i)
FIG. 21.66. Post-trøumøtíc retrognøthíø. A young man ha.d, ø malposition of his
møndible. He hød subsequent advancement of 1l mm in one sid,e ønd, z mm on the ither
to cen-trøIise his facial skeleton and reconstitute thc pre-injury føcial øppeardnce. ARetruded
ryofile. B Facial asymmetry including th.e nose. c posøþerøiiu, proirt". D Føcial symmettry
improued in the final result. E (i, ü) occlusion before-ønd øftir turg"ry and orihod,ontíc
trea,tment.
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FIG. 21.67. Introorøl øpproøch to the
subsígmoíd, osteotorn! (øfter BeII et aI 1992).
Incision is made ouer the externa,l oblique ridge
as for the sagittal split osteotorny, and
subperiosteøI dissection exposes the lateral
aspect of the ramus. Retractors secured øt the
sigmoid ønd antegonial notches allow broad
øccess, and the osteotomy is performed with an
oscilløting søw 6-7 rnm f-rorn thc posterior border
of the ramus.

visualized with Bauer retractors placed in the sigmoid and antegonial notches.
To afford the greatest protection to the inferior alveolar nerve, the initial
osteotomy is made with an oscillating saw 6-7 mm anterior from the posterior
border of the ramus, and therefore just posterior to the antilingula if one is
discernible. From this starting point the osteotomy is carried superiorly to end
at the sigmoid notch and inferiorly to end just forward of the gonial angle. Various
authors have advocated trimming or grooving of the proximal segment to improve
positioning during the healing phase. Although there has been a trend toward
shorter periods of intermaxillary fixation, several weeks at Ieast are necessary
to prevent postoperative malocclusion.

Because rigid frxation and minimal use of intermaxillary frxation have
become priorities in our unit, and a satisfactory technique for achieving this
from the intraoral approach has yet to be devised, we have favoured l};le externa.l
approach. The incision is 2-3 cm in length and 1 cm below the angle of the
mandible. The platysma is incised at a lower level than the skin and lifted
superiorly with care to avoid the mandibular branch of the facial nerve (Fig.
21.68). The lower border of the mandible is approached by blunt dissection and
the muscles and periosteum are elevated from the body up to the sigmoid notch
on both lateral and medial surfaces of the mandible, care being taken to dissect
posterior to the lingula. A malleable retractor placed on the deep surface and an
angulated retractor with a reverse lip frtting into the sigmoid notch give together
good protection and exposure, The osteotomy is made with a reciprocating saw.
The cut extends from the depths of the sigmoid notch to a point in front of the
angle of the mandible. When the osteotomies have been completed on both sides
the position of the distal segment is determined by intermaxillary frxation with
an acrylic wafer. Care is taken to have the posterior segments relatively
unangulated and the condyles correctly placed in the glenoid fossa. The bone
fragments can then be rigidly frxed with plates and/or screws. It has been said
that rigid fixation of these fragments is not possible (McCarthy et al 1990b) but
this has not been our experience. The wounds are closed in Iayers without
drainage. The jaw is supported with intermaxillary fixation for a short period of
time postoperatively; this may be achieved with rubber bands (Fig. 21.69).

Inuerted L osteotomy of the ramus
This osteotomy is applicable in cases of severe mandibular hypoplasia resulting
from trauma during growth (Fig. 21.70). Where significant forward projection
has to be achieved and where the TMJ joint is functional or has been made to
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function, the L-osteotomy of the ramus is performed at the point above the entry
of the neurovascular bundle. The TMJ, the coronoid process, and the posterior
part of the ramus are left in position, and the body and angle together with the
nerve and blood supply are advanced and rotated. The intervening gap may then
be bone-grafted. This approach leaves the opportunity for variation in the rotation
ofthe tooth-bearing fragment and hence in the shape of the bone graft used to
frll the gap. The bone graft is fashioned in such a way as to augment the shape of
the mandible in the region of the angle. Wassmund describediuch an osteotìmy
in L927 and Rushton (1942) also reported the osteotomy combined with bonL
grafting.

The ramus is exposed through the submandibular neck incision described
above. The masseter and medial pterygoid muscles are elevated and the muscle
sling is widely released. A horizontal osteotomy is placed above the entry of the
neurovascular bundle and continued vertically to the lower border. After wide
soft-tissue dissection, which is necessary to advance the mandible, the jaws are

A
B

c

FIG. 21.68. Externøl opproøeh to the subsigmoíd osteotomy. A Incisíon is rnad,e
below the øngle of the mqVQiplg s_pecifically to awid, the mand,ibulâr branch of the føc:iilnerue. The møsseter is.4iuided from the inferior border. B Subperiosteøl d,iisecti,on on
both sides of the møndible posterior to the entry of the neurouorrulo, bund,Ie. C i¿"q""i"
protection wíth retractors allows the osteotomy to be søfely performed. with ø reciproràting
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A

FIG. 21.69. Post-trøutnøtic øsymmetry wìth rnønd.ibula.r deuíøtion. A childhood
injury led to øsymmetric facial growth. AAsymmetry with deuiation of the chin to the left.
B X-ray further demonstrates the defect. C Postoperative appearance showing the restored
symmetry. D Vertícal subsígrnoid osteotomy was perþrmed on the right side and sagittal
split osteotomy on th.e left. Intermaxillary fixation with Iøg screws fixing the two ouerlapping
fragments on the right side.

D
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frxed into position with the preformed bite wafer and intermaxillary fixation.
The bone graft is then inserted and fixed with miniplates. Further bone grafting
may be needed to fashion the angle and enhance the stability.

Restoration of chin position and shape
In the post-traumatic setting, restructuring of the chin can best be made by
osteotomies with or without bone grafting. There is an extensive literature
concerning chin restoration with alloplastic materials such as silicone rubber; in
our view, these techniques are best reserved for minor cosmetic deformities where
there is no associated soft-tissue or bony damage (Fig. 21.21).

Ahorizontal osteotomy can be used to reshape the chin in three dimensions,
moving the mobilized chin forwards, backwards, laterally and,/or upwards, as
well as downwards, when an intervening bone graft is needed, The surgical
approach is made by a degloving dissection begun in the buccal sulcus. The incision

fIG.2l.7O. Inuerted. sL' osteotorny. The inverted'L' rarnus osteotomy is perforrned aboue
t-he entrance of the neuroua,s^cular bund,Ie. After freeing the muscles, the d.istoj segînent can
be distrøcted ønd bone graft inserted into the g-aps. Flate firationis preferred,. in"r" *ãy
be both onløy and, inlay components in the boni grafting.

is initially made through adequate soft tissue and passes obliquely down to the
bone leaving some muscle on the dental side. Subperiosteal dissection leaves the
soft tissue adherent to the chin point; the mental foramina are located and cleared.
A reciprocating saw will easily make the osteotomy at the desired level, with
wide clearance of the tooth roots. The posterior muscle attachments of the chin
point can be retained for all but the Tump'type of advancement, in which the
distal segment is advanced and jumped entirely on top of the proximal segment.
In all other chin reconstructions the attachments are left tã ensure the blood
supplyto the fragment and to move the soft-tissue attachments with the bone. It
is important when reducing the chin that the segment removed. is taken from
the body of the chin, not the chin point: if the point is resected, the soft tissue
may fall away from its bony support, producing the 'witches chin, appearance
(Gonzalez-Ulloa1972). The fragment or fragments can be manipulated according
to the surgical plan. Fixation is achieved by plates and/or screws. Two titanium
miniplates may be used, but direct screwing is possible where there is an overlay
ofthe apposed bones.

Contour restoration of body and ramus
It is unusual for the shape of the body of the mandible to need alteration after
injury, but onlay grafts are sometimes needed to correct contour defects. Onlay
bone grafting to the lower border of the mandible has been much enhanced in
effrciency by the-ability to secure the grafts rigidly with screws. Exposure can be
via the degloving approach or externally through the submandibular incision
described on p. 612.

Conplications and results

In our experience, osteotomies performed on patients who have acquired a
mandibular deformity from trauma complicated by non-union or malunion and
whose growth is complete, do not produce different complications or different
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results from osteotomies performed for other reasons. However, there are two
important points to make about the aesthetic outcome of these osteotomies.

First, the assessment of the patient must provide a detailed appraisal of
the rleficit that existed as a result of the trauma itself, and./or previous surgery,
as the results of the current treatment must be seen against this background.
Second, the treating team must have a clear knowledge of any pre-existing

A PoBtarlor Slldo

arrùr?rrDp,

B Ved¡cafRoductlon C AnterbrslHo

D Trc-liered Sl¡de .lumP

F Augmentst¡on ånd Ant¡lor Slid€ G Ttân8v€rEo Slide

FIG. 21.71. Geníopløst¡r. A-G A uariety of repositioning osteotomies cøn be performed
on the chin using similar basic technique: retrusion, uertical reduction, ødvøncement,
'jumping", side-to-side, and bond grøfting as onlay or inløy. H Reduction geniopløsty.
The osteotomy is placed inferior to the rnento,I foramina and the fragments a,re fired with
a pair of two-hole titaniurn plates.

congenital deformity, and clearly separate, in the minds of both the treating
team and the patient, what is to be achieved by the current treating plan. The
question as to whether the aim is to return the mandible to its pretraumatic
state or to an ideal state must be spelled out (Fig. 2L.72).

The results are less predictable when the primary deformity has occurred
during growth, for example the bird face deformity;in such cases, a compromise
between ideal occlusion and facial form may be necessary.

The chief complications of mandibular osteotomy are infection, recurrent
deformity and nerve damage.

Infection
Prophylactic antibiotics are used during surgery and for 24 h postoperative;
nevertheless, and not surprisingly, infection is an important complication in most
reported series. In 236 cases of mandibular osteotomy, our infection rate is2.2Vo.
Onlay bone grafts of the angle of the body of the mandible have been in our
experience especially prone to infection. The use of rigid frxation with titanium
screws has improved the infection rate and decreased the resorption rate; however,
more than half our patients treated with onlay grafts have had trouble with
infection and resorption in this site. If infection does occur it generally will not
settle until the underlying screw, plate or bony sequestrum is removed.
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treatme.nt in progress. D ProfiIe uiew. E Occlusion øfter the rnaxillary fracture høs been
repositioned ønteriorþ. F Føcial dppearance after the second, frøcture-io.s been conected..
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Recurrent deformity
This can be due to bad planning, bad execution of the surgery or massive infection
and loss ofbone.

Nerue damage
This may result from the original injury; it is therefore very important to examine
the status ofthe fifth and seventh nerves before operation. The cervical branch
of the seventh nerve may be damaged during the submandibular approach,
although we have seen no occurrence of this in nearly 20 years of practice. The
trunk of the facial nerve may be damaged as a result of poor technique in the
sagittal split osteotomy. We have one experience where there was a temporary
facial paresis. The nerve was explored and found to be intact but swollen and
oedematous; spontaneous recovery took place. The inferior dental nerve is easily
injured in mandibular osteotomy; in patients where this nerve was not been
previously damaged almost 507o showed some sensory deficit for up to a year
after defrnitive surgery and ISVo have remained with some permanent sensory
Ioss.

Massive Defects of the Mandible and Maxilla

Surgical pathology

Deformities entailing massive bone and soft-tissue loss are most commonly due
to missile wounds; patholory, general management and treatment strategies are
discussed in Chapter 16. The size of the bone defect needing replacement and
the quantity and the quality of the soft tissues in the area are the pathological
factors of chief relevance in planning a reconstruction. Also important are foci of
chronic infection, which may form around indriven bone chips and tooth
fragments.

The mandible has received prime attention. It is not only of importance for
facial appearance but is also vital functionally since it supports the tongue; it is
necessary for mastication, speech and maintenance of the airway. There appears
to be relatively little written on the techniques of reconstruction for major
deficiencies of the maxilla: nevertheless, these deficiencies are also very deforming
and may be associated with defects of jaw function and airway, as well as with
damage to the eyes.

Assessment

Investigations include the radiological imaging necessary to determine the size
and shape of the bone defect and if necessary the nature of any associated TMJ
dysfunction. In these, 3D reconstruction from the CT scan comes into its o\Mn, as

it not only gives a very good image of the bone shape to be replaced but also
displays the abnormal positions and relationships of the fragments. Programs
are now available which are able to model the shape and size of the defect to
produce a template upon which the bone graft can be modelled. Dental models
help in surgical planning to restore whatever occlusion can be salvaged, and are
also useful in defìning the bony and soft tissue defects. Speech, swallowing and
oral competence are necessarily affected by massive trauma of the jaws; the team
speech pathologists are therefore involved in the planning, assessment and
rehabilitation of these patients (Fig. 21.73).

Principles of management

The history of the repair of massive jaw injuries has until recently been intimately
bound up with the history of war. Excellent historical reviews are presented by
Rowe (1971) and McCarthy et al (1990b), and the theme is explored in Chapter 1,
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Today, the options forjaw reconstructions are:

Insertion of metallic spacers

Insertion of alloplastic trays containing cancellous bone

Replacement with heterogeneous treated bone

Replacement with autogenous bone graft

Insertion of a vascularized bone graft:

i pedicled, or

ii sustained by microvascular anastomosis.

FIG. 21.73. Exteneìae trøutnø to the jaws. A boy suffe d. was
originally treated in øn outlying community. He tost üte axillø
leaving_only ø rernnønt on the right side. On the teft side a ofthe
ryørydlble wøs absen| øs was soft tissue of the floor of mout bie on
thg left side had been pørtiølly reconstructed by a free flap which had, faited. to heal propiriy:.f\ líp was incom.plete ønd. a deficit remøinòd in the fîoor of the mouth. X-rays í",{¡àtr¿
residual fragrnents front the gunshot. Tre
reconstruction (iliac crest based on the d
reconstruction (uascularized, rib). At the seco
wøs removed in r osseo-
will rest. A Initi øterøI u
of upper jøw. B cheek ø ant of the free ftap covering the lower lip,
under which was øn unheøled remnønt of th reuiois vasculärized, bone lrøft. C Lateia.i
view øfter reconstruction of the-upper jaw with uøsculørized, rib and,-Iower jaw with
vøsculørized hip, and bone grafti_ng of the nose. D Anteroposterior uiew ind.iiøting tie
remaining dfficiency of the orbicularis rnuscle and soft tissie pad.d.le on the chin. E Jb Cf
scan_ind,icøting the reconstituted møndible and rnøxillø, repisitioned left cheek bone, anà
the bone graft to the dorsutn of the nose.
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The choiee of procedure depends not only on the size of the defect in the
bone but also on the quality of the soft tissue cover. A signifrcant factor to be
taken into account is the nature and the success of the primary treatment (p.
448). Unless it has an independent blood supply, a bone graft cannot survive
without immobilisation, excellent soft-tissue cover and a good local blood supply.
The assessment of the capacity of existing soft tissue to sustain a bone graft is a
vital judgement that has to be made by any team treating such deformities. If it
is thought that the soft tissue cannot do this, the bone graft must have its own
blood supply from a pedicle or be supported by microvascular anastomosis.
Alternatively new soft-tissue cover may be provided for the bone graft.

Insertion of metallic spd,cers
A good example of such devices is the Bowerman Conroy kit which became popular
during the 1970s (Evans et al 1985). This kit provided large malleable titanium
plates, which were used to bridge mandibular defects, being bolted to the lingual
side of the mandible. This technique initially held some promise but experience
has shown that exposure ofthe plate through the soft tissues often occurs, and
leads ultimately to removal of the spacer. In the post-traumatic setting spacers
are at best temporary manoeuvres to separate bone ends for subsequent bone
grafting; the use of long titanium plates for this purpose is discussed on p. 455.
In the light of modern techniques of bone grafting and its orvn poor record, this
form of reconstruction is probably now obsolete as defrnitive treatment.

Insertion of øllopløstic trøys contøining cøncellous bone
The principle of this technique is that the bone chips act as a receptive scaffolding
for the growth of new bone and the tray acts as support and spacer to facilitate
this. We have no experience of this technique and reference is therefore made to
the reviews by McOarthy et al (1990b), Evans et al (1985) and Marx & Stevens
(1991). Taher (1990), reporting on a series of 128 mandibular defects sustained
in the lran-Iraq war, used titanium mesh trays containing bone and
hydroxylapatite granules in some 34 cases, and achieved good results with a
very low incidence of complications. Tayapongsak et al (1993, 1994) have also
employed titanium trays to support autogenous bone chips and marrow, held
together with autologous fibrin glue (n. 380) (Fig. 2f.74). Other authors have
used steel trays, which have to be precast, or plastic cribs.

Heterogeneous treated bone
Bone harvested from cadavers has been used. Marx & Stevens (1991) favour the
use of freeze-dried ribs, ilium or even whole mandibles, hollowed and shaped to
serve as trays to contain autogenous cancellous bone chips; these authors believe
that with appropriate tissue bank precautions, the risk of viral transmission is
negligible. We have no experience of this technique and believe that it has been
supplanted by bone flaps and microvascular methods.

Autogenous bone grafts
For a century surgeons have been looking for material to replace the damaged or
absent mandible. Autogenous bone is of course the material of choice in replacing
a mandibular defect. Bone grafting is now the most commonly used method of
reconstructing signifrcant defects of the mandible. The bone can be harvested
from the rib, hip or calvaria (p. 2a0). Although all of these donor sites are used
from time to time, it is the hip that provides the most predictable source in terms
of quality and quantity of both cortical and cancellous bone. lVe have found rib
grafts to be less successful because they are often less robust ancl unpredictable
in their shape and size. There is nothing more disturbing when harvesting ribs
forjaw reconstruction than to frnd that the grafts are friable and lack substance.
However, the costochondral junction is the preferred graft for TMJ reconstruction
where there is a previous ankylosis (p. 60a).

The general principles of bone grafting are very relevant in mandibular
reconstructions. A bone graft will not'take'unless it is placed in an adequate
bed, hence the soft-tissue cover must be complete and of good vascularity. The
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fIG.21.74. Pørtieuløte bone ønd. øutologous fibrín polymen Particulate cøncellous
bone grøft, in a møtrir of autologoug fiblin poty*"ri is-used, to reconstruct a large
mand,ibulør d'efect. Atitanium crib replaces thelnferior border only. (Photo courtety of ö,
Pa.irot Tayapongsah)

defect to be filled must be recreated by fixing the mandibular fragments in their
predetermined correct position, usually by means of intermaxillary frxation and
some form of locating splint. The bone graft must be harvested carófuily, shaped
in all of its three dimensions, inserted into the gap and frxed rigidly tFig. zr.isl.
Watertight closure is important and great care must be taken to avoid haematoma
formation. Under these circumstances quite large segments of mandible can be
replaced (Manchester 1965).

Defects of the angle of the mandible behind the occlusion are best dealt
with by frxing the lower jaw to the upper jaw by intermaxillary fixation, in a
predetermined acceptable position. The posterior fragment is then manipulated
into what appears to be an acceptable position and an iliac crest graft is cut and
shaped to bridge the defect. There are a number of ways to fix this graft. Fixation
can be done by overlapping the graft ends and fixing each end by direct screwing
with at least a triangle of screws, or by abutting the ends and using plates, or b!
using a single long malleable plate with screws into the mandibuiar fragments
and the bone graft. Except in rare circumstances the soft-tissue cover of skin and
muscle in this region is very conducive to healing. Calvarial bone graft can also
be used; it is possible to use calvarial bone pedicled on the tempãraüs muscle
(see below).

where large segments of mandible are missing and there is a good
soft-tissue bed remaining then large bone grafts can be used as free grafts. S-ince
world war I, restorative procedures have often involved the use ãf rib grafts
(Gillies 1920). Ribs, however, are often of inadequate strength and when *ptit to
facilitate curving they become weaker. Levant ( 1977) has useã whole ribs imiacted
into the mandibular stumps. Iliac crest can be used and segments of mandible
may be carved out of the full thickness of the ilium. Various authors have
suggested appropriate patterns. Dingman (1950) and Seward (1962) described
U-shaped grafts to replace the anterior mandible. Manchester (1g65) carved a
half mandible and was able to retrieve it post-mortem many years later (Fig.
27.75). Alternatively segments of bone can be strung on a i{-wire or in moÃ
modern technique united with a long titanium miniplate.

All these bone grafts depend on vascularization from the bed for survival;
they require long periods of immobilization,vary in thickness and often do noi
become robust with time. They are subject to displacement by muscle pull and
subject to the complication of infection and bone loss to an inordinate degree.
Nevertheless the work of Manchester bears further consideration (Manchãster
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L972). His clinieal studies showed that where there was an adequâte soft-tissue
bed and where the surgical technique was absolutely meticulous with respect to
preparation of the bed, carving of the bone, fixation of the bone, immobilisation
and prevention of haematoma, then large segments could be replaced which would
survive. Indeed, there is strong evidence from his superb clinical studies to indicate
that the transferred bone itself survived and underwent healing processes; healing
was evident even in fractures in the bone made at the time of reconstruction for
the purpose of shaping. Manchester was careful to point out that special
circumstances must exist before these grafts would succeed; nevertheless his
techniques and his subsequent theses for the success of 'bone taking' are worthy
of note (p. 132). The majority of Manchester's cases came for reconstruction after
excision of benign mandibular tumours and the application of his technique in
the very different traumatic setting requires careful appraisal.

Vasculørized bone flaps and transfers
In view of the problems that have always arisen in reconstructing large defects
of the mandible with bone grafts, especially when associated with a compromised
soft-tissue bed and cover, vascularized bone transfers and composite bone muscle
and skin flaps have been used more and more frequently. There is now a vast
experience of vascularized transfer of bone for restoration of the mandible in
reconstructions carried out after tumour resections both benign and malignant,
These techniques are eminently applicable to reconstruction after trauma.
Vascularized flaps usually involve skin, muscle and bone, and numerous flaps of
this type have been described. Initially these flaps were vascularized by pedicles
dissected in continuity from parent arteries and veins.

Rib fløps
Pedicled flaps including a rib have been described by many authors, but the
technique goes back to the very early part of the century when Vilray Blair
described the transfer of rib as part of a complex flap for mandibular
reconstruction (Blair 1918). Cuono & Ariyan (1980) used a part of the frfth or
sixth rib associated with a pectoralis myocutaneous flap, using the pectoral part
of the muscle based on its arterial supply from the thoraco-acromial artery. The
transfer of rib as an island flap based on the internal mammary vessels alone
was described by Strauch et al (1971). This was done first in dogs; the seventh
rib was isolated on skeletonized internal mammary vessels and the clinical
application was made by Ketcham et al (1974) who repaired a mandibular defect
with a portion of the seventh rib and adjacent sternum. Rib transfer using the
Iatissimus dorsi muscle and thoracodorsal artery has been reported (Schmidt &

fIG.2L.75. Mønd.ìbulør reconstruction wíth non-vøscularúzed. ilìum. AThe desired
mandible ís cørefully carued from the ilium to match the resected bone. B A similarly
reconstructed mandible rernoved nxøny yedrs later at post mortetn, showing rernodelling.
(Photographs by courtesy of Sir William Manchester and Plastic and Reconstructive
Surgery)
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Robson 1982, Maruyama et al 1985). Although Ariyan (1990) demonstrated that
rib grafts can survive when transferred on their periosteal blood supply, this
source of bone is very much second best in restoring a signifrcant post-traumatic
defect: the quality of the rib may be poor, its dimensions are inadequate for
much more than a functional spacer, and it will not provide an adequat" *kel"tort
for framing a soft-tissue complex capable of frtting dentures, or stãut enough to
take osseo-integrated implants.

The cløvicle flap
conley (L972) described a compound flap involving the clavicle; siemssen and
his colleagues from Denmark (1928) also reported such a flap, a large segment of
the whole clavicle being pedicled on the sternocleidomastoidmusclã (Fie-. 21.26).

TIte sternal flap
The lateral border of the sternum can be transferred using the pectoralis major
myocutaneous flap as a carrier. Green et al (1981) described this procedure and
Robertson (1986) also reported the results ofusing this technique.

The trapezius - scøpulø flap
A flap of trapezius muscle bearing the scapula spine has been described by
Demergass o &,Piazza (1979). The technique is also described by panje & cuttin!
(1980) and Dufresne et aI (1987) (Fíg.2L.77).

Caluarial flap
All these flaps bearing bone to reconstruct the jaw are pedicled from below; in
contrast, the calvarial full thickness or outer table graft is pedicled on temporalis
muscle and rotates down from above (McCarthy &Zide 1gg4, Van Der Meulen et
al 1984, McCarthy et al 1987). Where the bone has good diploe and can be split,
cautious dissection can leave the inner table in situ. When this is not so, the aiá
of a neurosurgeon must be employed and the procedure becomes much more
considerable, with all the problems attendant upon opening the skull, the least
of which is the need to repair the defect with bone from elsewhere, usually split
calvaria or bone from another site, hip or rib. The pedicled flap has been used to
reconstruct the zygoma and orbital floor as well as the ramus of the mandible
(Fig.21.78).

ú

IIG. 21.76. Trønsfer of the cløvìcle on the sternocleìd.omøstoid. muscle. After
Siemssen et øl (L978), by courtesy ofPlastic and Reconstructive Surgery . AThe mønd,ibilar
defect. B Transposition of muscle and bone.

A

lt
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Many of these techniques for pedicled bone grafting have grown out of
procedures used in the reconstructions necessary after resection of the mandible
for oral cancer, and have been applied to post-traumatic reconstruction. The
calvarial flap had its origins in the need to reconstruct the orbit and the ramus of
the mandible in Treacher Collins syndrome (Raulo & Tessier 1981). McCarthy et
al (1990b) noted that bone transferred thus is best reserved for smaller segments;
failures have occurred with more heroic attempts to frll large gaps. In our o\ryn
practice the pedicled flaps have by and large been supplanted by more elegant
and accurate reconstruction with microvascular anastomosis. They are described

Axillary artery

Subscapular artery,

Circumllex
scapular artery

Cutaneous branches

Thoracodorsal artery

Scapular flap

Let¡ssimus dors¡
muscle

FIG. 21.77. Scopulør osteocutøneous f'Løp. After Swørtz et al (1986), by courtesy of
Plastic and Reconstructive Surge ry . Inclusion of the thoracodorsal pedicle with the scøpular
osteocutaneous flap allows the additionøI use of the latissimus dorsí muscle or
myocutaneous skin paddle.

here because they represent a stage in the evolution of techniques of
reconstruction of the bony facial skeleton, and still remain relevant where
microsurgical skills and technology are not available, or where less happily
microvascular techniques have failed and some salvage procedure is necessary.
All these techniques have been enhanced by the availability of rigid interosseous
frxation through mini- and microplating.

O s seomy ocutaneous u ascularized transfer s
'Where microvascular anastomosis provides an intact blood supply to the bone
graft, there is no loss of osteogenic potential in the bone, and less risk of
compromise by an inadequate environment such as that resulting from scar or
irradiated tissue. The historical progress of this technique from experiment to
clinical application is one of the true success stories of modern plastic and
reconstructive surgery. McCullough & Fredrickson (1973) inaugurated the use

of microvascularized bone flaps in experimental procedures on dogs. Ostrup and
his colleagues (Ostrup & Fredrickson 1974, Ostrup & Tam 1975) completed this
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FIG. 21.78. Pedicled. ealvøriol fløp. Th
muscle øs described by McCarthy et aI (1gB
reconstruction of congenitøl deformities
caluøriø is thick enough to be split, the oute
it is ø matter of carrying the full thicknes
underlying dura' This pedicled fløp cøn be turned down to reconstruct the rømus of the
m.andible as well as the øreas øround the orbit.

work. In their 1974 study, angiography demonstrated that the flow of blood in
the ribs was from the nutrient arterial supply. Doi et al (lgZZ) showed that rib
transferred by microvascular anastomosis to the femur of the same animal did
not lose substance and rapid bone union took place. When Taylor et al (1g25)
successfully transferred a vascularized frbula in the human in a case of lower
limb trauma, the crucial step of clinical application was put into place, Harashina
et al (1978) reconstructed the mandible using a posterior rib graft. We (David &
Tan 1979) reported a case performed 18 months previously olreconstruction of
the hemimandible using iliac bone vascularized by the periosteal vessels from
the groin flap as demonstrated by Taylor (1932) {fig. Þf.ZS). To this day we
dissect both pedicles when using bone based on the deep circumflex vessel. There
has been controversy as to the relative values of the blood supply taken from
nutrient vessels or from periosteal vessels, but for practical purposes this does
not seem to matter. successful transfers with good long-teim loilow-up have
bccn widely reported with bone flaps supplied from the nutrient vessels, or from
the periosteum or from both, and the source ofthe blood supply to the bone no
longer seems to be of great moment. The transfers used by us in mandibular
reconstruction are described below; some of them have also been used in maxillary
reconstruction.
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FIG. 21.79. f¿iøc crest free fløp. A teenage girl presented with cranioføcial microsomíø,
hauíng had a series of operations including a. nxeta.tarcal transþr ønd ø Bowernl'an's
prosthesis which was subsequently removed. Non-uøsculørized rib was used to reconstruct
her zygomatic arch and joint, and the hemimandible wøs reconstructed from iliøc crest
(supplied by the superficiøI circumflex, iliac artery) with ouerlyíng soft tissue used for
contour restoration. She is seen at the tim.e of the operation and a decade later. It is notable
that after 70 yeørs the rib høs disappeøred but the ilium is intøct. A Pløin radiograph
showíng the Bowerman's prosthes¿s. B Operøtiue photogrøph showing the zygomø
reconstructed from rib with ø costochondral condylar fossø suspended by wire. C OPG
showing the reconstruction. D 3D reconstruction made ø decade løter demonstrating the
rnandible intact but the zygornø høuing d.isappeared. E Initial presento.tion. F Final
appea.rance.
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Reconstruction of Mandibular Defects

Management

Complex mandibular reconstructions require large bone replacements and
multiple osteotomies in a compromised soft-tissue environment, and constitute
a prime indication for microsurgical reconstruction. These procedures can be
adapted for lesser deformities, tailoring the operation to the defect to create an
elegant bone and soft-tissue reconstruction. Onlay and inlay techniques can be
used and combined with miniplate and lag screw frxation; the grafts have the
capacity to support osseo-integrated implants, and this versatile technique has
greatly expanded our capacity to reconstruct the jaws successfully. A iurther
advance is the use of multiple free flaps in a single procedure, taking the best
from each flap: thus, an iliac bone graft supported by the deep circumflex iliac
artery is used for jaw reconstruction and a thin hairless forearm flap for
reconstructing the oral lining (David et al 1988).

Vascularized tissue trønsfers
The transfers no\M in use offer various possibilities in reconstructing mandibular
defects. We review here the chief sources of vascularized bone, anã describe in
detail the operative techniques which have been developed by us in mandibular
reconstructions for traumatic and non-traumatic deformities.

Rib transfers
Rib flaps pedicled on the nutrient vessel have fallen into disuse because an
extensive transthoracic approach is necessary to harvest the rib. Free rib transfers
were described by Ariyan & Finseth (1928) and Ariyan (1990) who showed that
ribs can be transferred successfully ifvascularized by a periosteal blood supply
from the intercostal arteries, or by a muscular attachmãnt to a revascularized
muscle. Additional supply from a nutrient artery is not necessary, and this
simplifres the dissection of the free rib flap. Anterior intercostal flaps (Ariyan &
Finseth 1978, McKee 1989), posterior intercostal flaps (Daniel lgz-g, Serafrn et
aLL979,1980) and lateral intercostal flaps (Badran et al j.gg4) have been used
for mandibular reconstruction. We prefer to take a serratus anterior free flap as
a carrier to vascularize a rib graft through the muscular attachment. One or two
ribs can be raised, usually the frfth and/or sixth ribs, the length of rib being up to
-t2 cm in an adult. A small skin flap can also be taken on"i th" selected rib.

The patient is placed supine, arm abducted, with a sandbag under the
shoulder. An incision is made in the posterior axillary fold, curved. gently forward
to include a skin ellipse if this is desired. The lateral border of latiJsimus dorsi is
found; finger dissection opens the plane between this muscle and the lateral
chest wall, and exposes the serratus anterior with its nerve and its vascular
pedicle from the lateral thoracic artery. The nerve supply is segmental, and if
the central slips of muscle are taken, it is possible to prãserrr" th" upper and.
lower slips and so to avoid winging of the scapula. The vascular pedicìe can be
elongated by dissecting to the thoracodorsal artery or even to the subclavian.

When the appropriate slip or slips of serratus anterior have been isolated,
the rib graft is taken by incising the upper border ofeach rib and separating ii
from the pleura; the posterior periosteum is stripped. This lessens the risÈ of
intrathoracic complications and promotes rib regeneration. The rib graft may be
shaped by subperiosteal osteotomy (Fig. 21.80).

The scøpula trønsfer
swartz et aI (1986) described a free osteocutaneous scapular flap which can
provide a significant amount of bone for mandibular or maxillary reconstructions.
This flap has been used for rebuilding the hard palate and anterior maxillary
arch, when one or both sides of the oronasal cavity require lining tissue (Fig.
2L.77). The flap may also be used in nasal or upper lip reconstruction in
conjunction with repair of the anterior maxillary arch.
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FIG. 2f ,80. Vøscula.rized. rib grafr. femøle underwent resection of a left parotid
adenoidcystic carcinoma. Microuascular trønsfer of rib and inneruated serratus anterior
muscle was performed for reconstruction of the complex deformity in the left pørotid ørea,
including a left facial palsy. A Pre-operatiue uiew from the front showing the facial palsy
and the contour defect. B Løteral uiew shows øbsence ofthe zygomøtic ørch, condyle, and
condylør neck, øs well as the effects ofthe facial palsy. C Design ofthe operation in which
a composite fløp of rib ønd senatus anterior with. an ouerlying skin and fat paddle, togethcr
with nerue and artery, are to be placed into the defect. The muscle prouides an inneruated
soft tissue bulk. D Disconnected fløp. E Díssection at time of surgery, The flap is shown in
situ prior to the ønastomosis of the uessels. F The patient 2 years later with the capøcity
for facial rnass nl.ouen'Lent, reasonable static tone, and good facial contour.
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The lateral edge ofthe scapula below the glenoid fossa is thick, but the
bone thins to 2-3 mm thickness in most of its body; a scapula bone graft can be
up to 10 cm long. The blood supply is derived from branches of the circumflex
scapular artery, especially its branch to the teres major muscle. The skin over
the scapula tends to be thick, with a considerable layer of subcutaneous fat,
making it a difficult flap to use except in a slim individual. The skin is supplied
by a cutaneous branch of the circumflex scapular artery which emerges thrãugh
the triangular space bounded by the two teres muscles and the long head of
triceps. The skin flap may be taken horizontally or obliquely in line with the
lateral border of the scapula; in marking the skin incisions, the flap should be
sited over its blood supply from the triangular space.

The flap is best raised with the patient in the lateral position and. the arm
supported in abduction. The skin flap includes the deep fascia, and dissection
usually proceeds from medial to lateral, so that the cutaneous blood supply can
be identifred and traced to the triangular space. Further dissection requiìãs ae"p
retraction to identify the circumflex scapular artery and the subscapular artery
from which it arises. If necessary, the subscapular artery is exposed by an
additional anterior dissection - this helps to get a longer pedicle, 

"nd 
i. especially

useful in obese patients. The area of bone to be taken is left with some altacheâ
teres muscle and soft tissue around the circumflex scapular artery because small
periosteal branches, especially one descending along the lateral border ofthe
scapula, may contribute to the supply of the graft. If a long piece of bone, rather
than a plate, is taken, it may be shaped by subperiosteal osteotomy as desired.

The lateral qrm osteocutaneous trønsfer
This flap, described by song et al (198s) and Katsaros et al (1gg4), is based on
the posterior radial collateral artery, a branch ofthe profund.a brachii artery.
This vessel gives several cutaneous branches to the orr"il¡ng skin and muscular
branches to the adjacent brachioradialis and triceps musclés, through which a
periosteal blood supply goes to the humerus in the area of the lateral
supracondylar ridge. In an adult, this will provide a segment of bone 10 cm long
and 1 cm wide. An osteocutaneous flap can be designed with a very small skin
component based on a single cutaneous perforating artery and a small piece of
bone which can be used to repair palatal or maxillary arch defects. Á lu.g",
vascularized bone graft can be used in mandibular reconstruction.

The skin flap is centred over the surface marking of the lateral
intermuscular septum - the lower half of a line drawn from acromion to lateral
epicondyle. The flap is raised subfascially over the triceps tendon posteriorly
and the brachioradialis anteriorly. As the dissection p"ogresres proximally, the
radial nerve is encountered anteriorly passing between [h" brr.hioradialis and
the brachialis, together with the anterior radial collateral artery. Above this
point, the pedicle can be developed by dissecting out the profunda brachii artery
and its accompanying veins in the spiral gïoove, giving more length and larger
vessels for the anatomosis.

In taking the bone graft, a l-cm-wide cuff of muscle is preserved. on each
side ofthe supracondylar ridge. The selected piece ofbone iÀ cleaned, marked
and then cut, preferably with an electric reciprocating saw, in the desired shape

- usually gently curved. Further shaping may be done by subperiosteal osteotomy.

The radial forearm flap
Since its introduction by Yang (1981), this flap has found a firm place in intraoral
reconstructions as a source ofchin skin for lining and as an osteocutaneous flap
for mandibular reconstruction. The blood supply to the bone is periosteal througir
the attachment of the lateral intermuscular septum. Up to 10 cm of the radius
can be taken between the insertions ofpronator teres and brachioradialis, but no
more than half the thickness of the bone can be taken to avoid the risk of fracture.
A very large skin flap can be raised ifnecessary, from the elbow to the wrist, or
alternatively a very small flap can be designed, provided that a larger fascial
component carrying a cutaneous branch is taken.
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An Allen test (p. 254) is done to ensure that the hand will be viable without
the radial artery. The course of the arteryis marked between the palpable brachial
artery and the radial pulse at the wrist. The desired skin flap is raised subfascially,
Ieaving intact paratenon to receive a skin graft. Care is taken to preserve the
lateral intermuscular septum and its attachment to the periosteum of the radius
on its lateral aspect. Medially a cuff of flexor pollicis longus and pronator
quadratus is left attached to the area of bone to be taken. Many large deep
muscular branches of the vascular pedicle must be carefully ligated or clipped,
as these may cause excessive bleeding when the flap is revascularized. The bone
is then removed with an electric saw; if necessary it can be shaped by subperiosteal
osteotomy in one or two places. The donor area usually requires a spilt-skin
graft. A plaster splint is applied for 3 weeks to protect the weakened radius.

Ulnar and fibula transfers
Lovie et at (1984) have described a forearm free flap based on the ulnar artery
(Fig. 17.17): its utility is discussed on p. 21.86. The frbula f'ree flap has advocates,
but we have not found it helpful in facial reconstruction.

The second metatarsal transfer
This was frrst described by O'Brien et al (1979). The authors described this
composite flap apparently at the suggestion of another prominent Australian
microsurgeon, D. W. Robinson of Brisbane, whose help was acknowledged. The
second metatarsal gains its blood supply from the dorsalis pedis system; the
venous drainage is via one of the accompanying veins which communicates with
the superficial long saphenous vein. The second metatarsal is removed with its
articular surfaces; remnants of the small muscles are left attached to produce
soft-tissue connections to the overlying skin paddle.

In the original report, a reconstruction was undertaken to restore the
mandible after a gunshot wound. The central mandibular bone was missing as
well as soft tissue. Facial vessels were used for the anastomosis; interosseous
wire frxation was used at one end and a plate fixation at the other. IJnion was
reported as sound. The contour of the mandible achieved with this technique
was deficient and needed further augmentation to produce an aesthetic result.
Other authors have reported their experience with this technique (Macleod &
Robinson 1982, Duncan et al 1985) and it has proved possible to give adequate
chin prominence. Macleod & Robinson (1982) believe that this transfer is the
technique of choice for reconstructing the anterior mandible; the pedicle is long
and the vessels of large diameter.

Iliac crest trønsfers
In recent years, vascularized iliac grafts have been accepted as one ofthe methods
of choice for achieving a satisfactory reconstruction of the mandible, especially
when larger bone segments are required (O'Brien et al 1979, Taylor et al 1979a,
b, Taylor 1982, Salibian et al 1985, David & Tan 1979, David et al 1988). In our
unit, this is indeed the technique of first choice and it has been used and developed
in clinical practice for the last 15 years.

In our initial experience with microvascular jaw reconstruction, segments
of iliac crest based on the superfrcial circumflex iliac artery (SCIA) were used.
This vessel anastomoses with perforating arteries emerging from the iliac crest
in the line of the external oblique attachment (Fie. 21.81). When raising this
composite flap, the initial dissection is the same as that used for raising a free
groin skin flap (p. 454). Attachments of the skin to the fascia are preserved to
retain a periosteal blood supply to an estimated 2-cm-thick segment of bone'
Thigh muscle fascia and the external and internal oblique muscles are then incised
to expose the desired height of the iliac crest which is then sectioned. This
composite flap is now rarely used because of the inadequacy of the bone segment
that can be attached to the flap and the unpredictability of the vessel size.
Retrograde blood flow to the underlying iliac crest via small vessels in the fascia
may be inadequate to sustain a large segment of bone. The perforating vessels
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from the deep circumflex iliac artery (DCIA) are more reliable. These vessels
emerge 2-3 cm medial to the iliac crest to anastomose with branches of the SCIA,
and an adequate cuffof external fascia and external and internal oblique muscles
must be taken if blood flow is to be possible in either direction. With-the advent
of the DCIA flap it became possible to provide a large amount of vascularized
iliac crest for reconstruction of extensive defects (Taylor et al 19z9a,b) (Fig. 21.g2).
Further development of the technique enabled the ilium to be split, thus improving
the cosmetic result in the hip. As this procedure has become our workhorse foi
mandibular reconstruction, it is described in detail.

The operation is planned so that the shape and size of the mandibular
bone defect can be predetermined either from study of the dental model or from
3D CT reconstruction (Fig. 2L.gl),which has proved very helpful in preoperative
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planning (Rose et al 1993). An acrylic template is made to assist in cutting out
the exact shape of bone required for the graft. The appropriate intermaxillary
fixation is determined in advance and a bite wafer is used to locate the mandibular
fragments. Intraoperative organisation is carefully planned beforehand: usually
two teams are deployed, one to prepare the jaw and the other to harvest the
bone.

The team dissecting thejaw prepares the ground, recreates the defect and
exposes the recipient vessels. Simultaneously, the DCIA flap is harvested. The
DCIA runs a course 1 cm above the inguinal ligament from the external iliac
artery towards the anterior superior iliac spine, deep to the transversalis fascia.
The markings for a skin paddle are made over the anterior superior iliac spine
and the iliac crest, usually as a lentiform shape, the medial end of which can be
continued to the origin of the DCIA. The skin incision starts medially, and the
external oblique aponeurosis is exposed; its frbres are splitparallel to and 1 cm
above the'inguinal ligament. The internal oblique muscle fibres are cut
transversely, and the DCIA is then identifred. This is usually easy, first by
palpation and then by sharp dissection through the transversalis fascia. The
vessels are then followed medially to the external iliac artery and its
accompanying vein, and laterally towards the anterior superior iliac spine. The
ascending branch of the DCIA is encountered at a variable position in this
dissection, and is divided. The main vessel lies between the iliacus and
transversalis fascia, -2 cm below the iliac crest. The skin paddle incisions are
then completed and deepened to the aponeurosis of the external oblique muscle,
which is divided 2-3 cm medial to the crest. Care is taken to preserve any
perforating vessels appearing in the vicinity. The dissection is further deepened
until the DCIA is seen on the iliacus; the iliacus is then incised and pushed away
medially, leaving the periosteum of the inner table of the ilium intact. Further
laterally and posteriorly, the external oblique aponeurosis becomes muscular,
and a small (2 cm) cuff of the muscle is taken with the flap as more perforators
often come through in this area. The line for splitting the iliac crest is marked by
incising about midway along the top of the iliac crest; periosteal elevators are
then used to push away the muscular and frbrous attachments from the lateral
half of the iliac crest, the medial attachments being preserved. Near the anterior
superior iliac spine, it is often necessary to divide the lateral cutaneous nerve of
the thigh, though it is sometimes possible to identify and save this nerve when
the DCIA pedicle is divided from the external iliac vessels.

The segment of the ilium is harvested according to the shape and size of
the mandibular defect. Manchester's inspiration (Manchester, 1972) has
influenced Taylor and others (Fig. 21.83) in the designing of the bone graft to be

cut from the iliac crest. With the wide exposure obtained, the acrylic template is
placed on the medial side of the iliac crest and the area to be resected is delineated
with a marking pencil after the periosteum has been stripped away from the
part of the ilium that wiII not be harvested. Often, the amount of iliac bone to be
taken is estimated from measurement of the length and height of the bone defect,
by now exposed by the other surgical team, taking into account possible osteotomy
and reshaping. Similarly, the size and shape of the soft-tissue elements of the
graft wilt have been determined by the need for, soft-tissue, external skin and
mucosal replacement.

The iliac crest is split along its rim with a reciprocating saw (Fig. 21'83),
and along the outline of the graft on the inner table With either an oscillating or
a reciprocal saw. The fïnal stages of removing the bone grafl are facilitated by
cuts with curved or straight osteotomes. It is helpful to divide the vascular pedicle
before the saws are used; at all stages of the operation this pedicle must be

safeguarded. The vessels are clamped with Ligaclips@ and divided between the
clips. If it is intended to use the grafted bone to support osseo-integrated implants,
then the harvested split iliac crest must have a minimum rffidth of 8 mm at the
projected upper border, which is usually the deeper part ofthe crest, So that the
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splitting has to be executed with care to preserve that width. In most cases, the
height of the mandibular replacement is 2 cm.

Closure of the donor site is carried out with careful approximation of the
internal oblique muscle to the residual fascial attachments on the outer border
of the iliac crest; the external oblique aponeurosis is attached to the superior

Osleotom¡es lor
symphysis reconslructíon

Vascular¡zed inner lable
lliac crest graft

Non-vascularized
¡liac cr€gt Blrut

B

---

cA

FIG. 21.83. Contouríng the ìlíøc creet grøfi for mønd.ibular reconstruetìon.
A The iliac crest is split at its rim with ø reciprocãtiig saw, ønd the cut is completed, with

way gently with the ouerþing soft tissue and
the substance ofthe grøft subperiosteally so
Reconstruction of the symphysis is øchieued

osteum on the linguøI side. Non_uøscularized
de to secure the segments and, augment

cøncellous bone. 
høue opened they can be fitted. with

gluteal fascia and the fascia over the tensor fasciae latae with 2/0 PDS or Maxon@.
Before closure, any sharp spicules of bone on the ilium are removed. or smoothed
by burring, as perforation of large bowel has been known to occur after this
operation. This careful closure ofthe oblique layer should prevent herniation of
Iarge bowel through a weak point in the abdominal wall.

'when the desired graft is removed, together with its vascular pedicle, it
may be shaped by subperiosteal osteotomy. The use of a burr in scrrtpting tt 

"graft is very dangerous-one slip may avulse the pedicle in a split second! The
shaping ofthe graft is done on a side table; the surgeon is helped-by the prepared
template. osteotomies can be made in the graft; the symphyri* ..r, be built from
the centre of the crest or the whole hemimandible may Ue shapea together withits condyle. The osteotomies performed to shape the flap leave the inner
periosteum intact; the osteotomized bone is fixed with miniplates and screws.
Strips of non-vascularized iliac bone can be added to secure the segments and
shape the bone grafts (Fig. 21.8a). Additional bone can be placed orith" flap or
into the osteotomies as they are opened by bending; ttre Àaaitional grafts are
frxed with long shaped titanium miniplates. The graft is so easily sháped that
either stepjoints or end-to-end apposition can be effected, and the ends can be
very strongly secured with plates and screws to obviate the need for intermaxillary
frxation. rn cases of anterior mandibular replacement, the graft must be madL
secure against downward rotation. If the infrahyoid or other upper cervical
muscles still exist they can be attached to the bone graft. wheie a cuff of
suprahyoid musculature still exists it can be anchored to the muscle attached to
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the ilium to give anterior support to the tongue. If epithelial replacement is
needed, the skin of the vascularized transfer can be used as oral lining or as
additional skin cover. Careful planning ensures that the vascular pedicle lies in
appropriate juxtaposition to the recipient vessels.

When intraoral lining is required the split iliac crest graft may be combined
with a free forearm flap. The ulnar rather than the radial forearm flap is preferred
as it provides more hairless skin and the donor site is less conspicuous (Lovie et

AB
FIG. 21.84. Ilìøc crest grøft for nønd,ibulør reconstruction. A Reconstructed
tnandible with strips of non-uascularizedbone ouerlying the uascularized bone to enhance
contour. B Post-operative appeørønce with ø very acceptable mandibular contour.

aI 1984). This thin flap helps to recreate the contours of the floor of the mouth,
the labial sulcus and the alveolar margin; this may facilitate the fitting of dentures.
It is often necessary to resect some of the soft tissue and reapply it to the
underlying bone or to resect the skin from the flap and skin graft the underlying
soft tissue as a secondary procedure prior to the frtting of a superstructure to
support osseo-integrated implants (Fig. 21.91).

After the bone graft has been frxed with miniplates and the lining flaps
stitched in place, the microvascular anastomoses are carried out. For arterial
supply of the flap, the facial artery may be used, or the superior thyroid artery;
for venous drainage, the anterior facial vein or the superior thyroid vein may be

selected, though any sizeable venous channel in the submandibular region can
be used. Rarely, we have used the superficial temporal artery and its
accompanying vein. The choice of vessel depends largely on what is available,
and in post-traumatic mandibular defects, the regional blood supply may have
been devastated by the causative missile injury. It could be helpful to visualise
the vessels by preoperative external carotid angiography; however, we have never
had occasion to do this. Nor have we been prevented from performing a DCIA
anastomosis because of destruction of recipient arteries, even in cases ofwartime
missile mutilations, though occasionally it has been necessary to use a vein graft
to obtain arterial supply from a distant vessel. The microvascular anastomoses
are performed with 10/0 nylon sutures on a 70 mm tapered needle. Interrupted
sutures are first placed on the posterior walls of the approximated vessels, and
the suture line is then brought forward around the circumference of the vessels

to meet in the midline anteriorly. In the past, we began with stay sutures on

each side, and completed the anastomosis by rotating the vessels in microvascular
clamps, but we now prefer the sequential procedure. When the anastomoses are
completed, the skin wounds are closed.

In massive defects, secondary surgery is usually necessary to trim excess

soft tissue or skin. Sometimes soft tissue can be advanced into areas of contour
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defrciency. Excess bone is easily sculpted a\¡/ay. These secondary procedures are
best done after 3-6 months; then, even if the vascular pedicle is inadvertently
cut, the bone and soft tissues will survive the secondary surgery provided that
this is not excessive or associated with too much dissection of soft tissues.

Complications and results

The success ofjaw reconstruction supported by microvascular anastomosis has
transformed expectations of surgical reconstruction of this area. Flap failure has
been rare in our experience (David et al 1g88). In more than ioo of these
mandibular reconstructions performed for traumatic, neoplastic or developmental
conditions, only four flaps have undergone complete necrosis; in two others, there
has been partial bone necrosis and in one there was necrosis confrned to the skin.

In our view, all large post-traumatic mandibular defects are best treated
by the DCIA flap. In our recent experience of patients wounded in the Iran-Iraq
\¡/ar, v/e used microvascular free flaps for both upper and lower jaw defects; oi
special value was the capacity of the free flap to add soft-tissue cover for bone
grafts and to maintain grafts without later resorption.

Although the use of DCIA microvascularized grafts seems to us the
treatment of choice for massive defects of the mandible, it must be said that good
results have been achieved by other methods. The work of Taher (1gg0), cited
above, and other surgeons has shown that cancellous bone supported in titanium
trays will often give a satisfactory aesthetic outcome.

Reconstruction of Maxillary Defects

Assessment

Nowhere is multidisciplinary planning more relevant than in this area of
reconstruction. The radiological assessment, particularly sophisticated BD
imaging of the defect, allows the missing bony maxilla to be consiãered as part of
the organ complex involving the orbit, nose and mouth. The multidiscipiinary
team must not only contain surgeons with maxillofacial and. microvãscnlar
expertise but also dental and prosthetic experts who can argue the case for
prosthetic replacement of defects. The modern technology of ãsseo-integrated
implantation no\M brings these specialists closer together; surgeons can provide
not only tissue for total reconstruction but also tissue into whicÀ osseo-intãgrated
implants can be placed to give more adequate support for whatever prosthesis
may be necessary.

Prosthetic conrection

Some upper jaw defects can treated by obturation of the defect with a prosthesis,
constructed of silicone rubber, acrylic or a combination of such sof[ and hará
materials; the techniques are well described by Conroy (1gs5). The prosthesis is
designed to engage in a palatal defect or other ledge or pocket in the damaged
maxilla; the prosthesis may be extended to support the ãnterior cheek and the
orbit, sometimes by frtting in several component parts. Dentures may be fitted
to the prosthesis. In mastication, the forces are considerable and the supporting
tissues may suffer; surgical attention has been focused on providing u *ituutã
lining to the defect to withstand the pressure of the prãsthesis, Maxillary
prostheses need to be changed with the changes in the supporting tissues whicir
result from healing and ageing.

It is possible that the potential benefits of surgical replacement of the upper
jaw have been disregarded in the past, because the defects were most often created
by excision of the maxilla for cancer and there was a subsequent need. to inspect
the area for recurrent disease: hence the preference for p"orth"ti. replacem-ent.
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Additional problems arose from the connection of the sinus cavities, oral cavity,
orbital cavity and nasal cavity once the maxilla \tras removed. Such complicated
anatomy made this area of surgical reconstruction eveir more diffrcult than that
of the mandible.

Surgical correction

Simple onlay bone grafts can be used to restore contour to a maxilla deficient
in shape. But more diffrcult problems arise when the entire framework structure
needs to be restored to support the eyeball above and the teeth and roofofmouth
below. The inherent diffrculty in performing this type of reconstruction from
autogenous tissue has always been to provide soft-tissue cover on both sides of
the grafted bone.

Smaller wounds of the alveolus and hard palate may be dealt with
secondarily by rnobilising local mucoperiosteal flaps and inserting cancellous bone
grafts, much as when a cleft lip and palatc dcmands prosthetic bone grafting
because the alveolus has resorbed due to loss ofdentition and ageing. Operations
of this type are often performed with a view to future osseo-integrated
implantation of the area to support dental or orbital prostheses (see below).
Obwegeser (1973) described how the hard palate and alveolar components can
be reconstructed in two stages. In the first, a two-layer soft-tissue closure is
provided by buccal flaps: (i) from the nasal septum above joined to flaps mobilized
from the rim of the defect, and (ii) large rotation flaps from the remaining oral
lining from below. At a second stage bone is inserted between the two layers and
frxed to the remnants of the bony palate. This method should be kept in mind
because trauma has no respect for time, place and the availability of surgical
expertise: all techniques, old and new, may need to be used at some time. However,
this technique was described for a pre-planned maxillectomy and not for a

traumatic case.

Losses of major segments of the midfacial skeleton are not common except
as a result of high velocity missile injuries, whether military or suicidal (Moore

et al 1991). This represents a vastly different scenario from that which pertains
after selective dissection of the maxilla for cancer. The defect reflects the missile
cavity (p. 115) and may extend from the base of the skull through the orbits, nose
and both jaws (Fig. 21.35). Reconstruction of such major composite tissue loss
demands the provision of adequate intraoral soft-tissue coverage together with
restoration of the midfacial skeleton. Modern microvascular composite free-tissue
transfers and osseomuscular flaps provide the basis of reconstitution of the
missing elements with autogenous tissue. In this way, efforts to restore form
and function (including aesthetic balance, speech, mastication, swallowing and
occlusion) are maximized.

The stratery ofrepair is to reposition the existing tissues and to recreate
the defect according to the fundamental principles of plastic surgery, and then to
transfer vascularized autogenous tissue, ifpossible at one stage, to rebuild the
bony structures of the orbit, alveolus, anterior maxilla together with soft tissue,
lining and cover.

Timing
If one is seeing such an injury de novo then the timing of the secondary
reconstruction poses an interesting question. While it is not appropriate to do

this reconstruction as part of the initial surgical intervention it should be

performed before really dense fibrosis has developed, as there is nothing rworse

for the surgeon than trying to recreate the defect from what may be a'porridge'
of scar, bone fragments and foreign material.

Surgical techniques
It may appear trite advice, but it is important to stress that the deeper
reconstructions must be done first and the more superfrcial procedures such as

scar revision of the face and reconstruction of the orbicularis oris and nasal
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pyramid must come later. These reconstructions used to involve many stages
over a long period of time. The advent of microvascular tissue transfer has ãut
the stages down (Fig. 21.86). The techniques have already been described in the
section on orbital and mandibular reconstruction: it is a matter ofhow to organize
them. Cases of avulsive injury in the midface are so diverse in their anatãmical
defrciencies that it is impossible to give a stepwise guide to their repair: even
more than in the mandibular replacements, each case is unique and rãquires its
own operative sequence.

The orbital floors can be reconstructed from above using the temporalis
muscles to support the globe on their own or with bone attached ás in the pãdi.t"d
calvarial flap (p. 621). Gillies (1920) described the use of the temporaHJ muscle
for repair in this region, particularly for defects in the orbital floor. Mccarthy &
Zide (1984) described a calvarial bone flap pedicled on the temporalis musclé to
be used to reconstruct the orbit and zygoma(Fig. 21.2g).

The microvascular osseocutaneous flap has now assumed a prime role in
the restoration of the upper jaw and indeed the rest of the facã in massive
post-traumatic deformities. The alveolar arch can be reconstructed by
microvascular techniques; the buttresses between the zygoma and the palatL
and alveolar arch can often be rebuilt with free bone. Once this is achie.,r"ã, it i.
possible at another stage to reshape the reconstituted tissue. All the
osseomyocutaneous flaps described for reconstruction of the mandible can be
'.qed in maxillary reconstruction. Reference has already been made to Swartz et
al (1986) and the use of the scapula flap. When free flaps are combined with rigid
fixation, osseointegrated implants, cAD/cAM produãed titanium attachments
and tissue expansion, \rye are able to advance the reconstruction of this diffrcult
area very signifrc antly.

When the transferred bone is supported by microvascular anastomosis it
will provide the arch for the alveolus and the supporting strut to the base of
skull; if suffrcient bone is not readily available from the same flap, the orbital
floor can be reconstructed either by ordinary bone grafting if the soft-tissue
support is still intact, or by the above-mentioned osteo-or.ol." calvarial flap.

Osseo-lntegrated lmplants ln Secondary
Reconstruction

Osseo-integtation

Titanium and hydroxyapatite can become integrated into bone, forming a solid
and permanent structure into which can be inserted pegs which pass îhrough
skin or mucosa and form a basis for prosthetic superstructures *fri.fr ,rr"y É"
permanent or detachable' The biocompatibility of these substances is discussed
in Chapter 5 (p. 155). However, biocompatibility is not the only factor relevant in
the process ofosseo-integration. The acceptance ofthe osseo-integrated implant
depends on the viabitity ofthe bone, and this can be prejudiced by heat. Ábou"
56"c, irreversible bone damage occurs; alkaline phosphatase and oiher enzymes
are denatured, and bone synthesis is prevented, thus preventing the procËss of
osseo-integration. Mechanical force effects are also important; iithe implant is
loaded during the process of osseo-integration, the balance between bone
deposition and resorption is disturbed, new bone is not laid. down, and the implant
is not integrated. In the maxilla, a minimum healing time of 6 months is reqriired,
while in the mandible a period of three months may be suffrcient. This vaiiance
in healing times is related to differences in bone quality.

Techniques for intraoral implantation

In post-traumatic cases, the alveolus may need to be reconstructed with bone
grafts to ensure suitable depth and width of bone to receive the metal implant.
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A
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FIG. 21.85. Aaulsíae míd.føciøI it4juries, A soldier suffered a missile ínjury in the
middle third of the face. A The nose has been reconstructed from a distønt flap and the
upper lip from a bipedícled scalp flap. B Three-dimensional reconstruction shows the
rnassiue bony defect affecting most of the maxilla to the base of skull. C The central buttress
of the nose and the møxillary arch were reconstructed with ø microuascular free flap to
giue support for the middle third of the face and prouide a ba.sis for further prosthetic
restoration. D Postoperatiue appearance.
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was performed using a uascularized, i|iøc c
the oral lining. 5 months later he underwe
cheek trønsfer, and rib grafting to his rnaxill
6 months prouided this rnan with some sta

mandible and the absence of the upper jaw
C Subsequent CT scan shows the mond,¡Ute reconstructed. and, a rib
bowel mucosa^in the upper jaw. 2 years I ' he hød, insertion of tissu
cheeks and, a forehead fløp to reconstruct left side of the norn'. D-At

is capøble of feeding and speaking.
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Various implant designs are available, including screw implants and simple
bullet-shaped implants. The implants used by us are 10, 13 and 16 mm in length
and 3.75 mm in diameter. Implants may be placed into previously reconstructed
jaws including jaws reconstructed with microvascularized bone grafts. A high
torque, low cutting speed surgical drilling unit is required. To prevent bone
damage from heat, copious irrigation is needed; in some drill systems, the longer
drills embody the capacity of internal irrigation at the cutting surface.

Implants are allowed the appropriate minimum period of time to
osseo-integrate. They are then uncovered and attachments are made for the
superstructure. Where wider and more extensive prostheses are required and
where solid bone is at a distance from the site ofthe necessary prosthesis, an
appropriate structure can be milled in titanium from CAD/CAM planning; this is
screwed into the bone, and when covered with mucoperiosteum will achieve
enough osseo-integration to support a prosthesis (Figs 21.87 and 21.91).

Techniques for extraoral implantation

Extraoral implants may be established to support ocular, nasal, or auricular
prostheses. In the past, such prostheses - which have a long history (Fig. 1. 11)

- were mounted on a spectacle frame or secured to the skin by glues or adhesive
tape. These traditional methods of frxation were not very satisfactory; prostheses
were easily dislodged and skin adhesives were associated with discoloration of
the prosthesis. They have been partially superseded by the techniques of
osseo-integration described by Branemark (Albrektsson et al 1987).
Osseo-integrated implants provide very stable prosthetic retention with minimal
inconvenience. Nevertheless, older methods of prosthetic correction of a facial
defect still have roles, to give temporary aesthetic cover before a defrnitive
procedure can be done, and where individuals or societies are unable to meet the
cost of osseo-integrated implants.

Implantation is routinely performed in two stages. In the frrst, the implant
is inserted into bone and covered with soft tissue, which may need to be thinned.
The second stage comes 3-6 months later, when the implant is exposed and

FIG. 21.87. Cuetom proothetìa føbrìnøtíon
from CT d,øtø. A 3D CT reconstruction of ø
79-yeør-old møle who hød suffered ø gun-
shot wound to the right side of the føce.
B Reconstruction uiewed ftom the palate. The
extensive nøture of the defect is demonstrated.
C ClinicøI insertion of custom made titønium
prosthesis. The prosthesis wøs constructed'
from a solid, model produced from the
patient's CT scan.
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attached to the transcutaneous abutment to which the prosthesis is attached.
The bone in the usual sites for extraoral implants (orbit, midface, temporal bone)
accepts implants well and the necessary duration of the subcutaneous
implantation is often reduced. This apart, the techniques of implant insertion
and exposure are as for intraoral implantation. Prostheses are attached by various
devices, such as magnets, clips and O-rings.

The overall success rate of extraoral osseo-integration approximates to
that achieved with intraoral implants. Bony integration with pure titanium and
with hydroxyapatite-coated titanium implants is routinely successful, the only
exception in our hands being seen when adequate soft-tissue cover was not
achieved in the initial implantation (Moore & Hawker lgg3). In the longer term,
low grade inflammation sometimes develops around the percutaneous abutmenti
this is managed by regular cleaning and topical antibiotics, and has not led to
loosening of the implant in the bone (Mccomb 1gg3, Moore & Hawker lggg).

Applications of this form of surgical prosthetic reconstruction are illustrated
by the cases described in Figs 21.88-21.90.

IrG. 2r.88. rmpl.a,nt-botne øurûculør prostheeie. a Hydroxyapatite-coated implant.
B-Appearance after øttøchment of,percutaneous abutments. c Bâr'clip. D Me¿iøLT4op,
ofauricular prosthesis. E Auriculør prosthesis in place.
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FIG. 21.89. Implant-bonùe orbíta.l prosthes¡s. A Implant placement in the left orbit
a.fter exenterøtion. B OrbitøI prosthesis in place with ntøgnet fixation.

B

FIG. 21.90. Osseo-íntegrøted. implønts for d.entøl rehøbílitøtíon. Ayoung man hød'
the anterior pørt of hís mand,ible remoued for ø squør¿ous carcinomø ørising in odontogenic
epithelíum. He hød ø deep circumfler iliac ørtery replacement which was then fitted. with
osseo-integrated implants. A The mandible before ercision. B Appeørance following the
mandibulør excision and DCIA reconstruction.
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FIG. 21.90. Osseo-íntegrøted ímpløn who
had the anterior part of his mandible g inodontogeni . He had. a d,eep circ wøs
then fitted ntegrated irnplants. C Orthopantomogro,rn after reconstructioi.
! -!h9 nro -integration. E Osseo-intngrãtrd impiønts with superstructire.
F Model plønning of the prosthesis. G Prosthesis in place. H Tñe patient futty ieconstructed,,.
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The Acquired Anophthalmic Socket

Surgical pathology

The aesthetic and psychological problems that result from removal of the globe
or destruction oforbital contents depend on the severity ofthe initial wound and
the quality and extent of the treatment given at that time. It is not uncommon,
especially in cases from remote places, for these problems to present essentially
untreated many months or years after the injury.

Secondary changes occur in an anophthalmic socket, and these may lead
to diffrculties in frtting and retaining an ocular prosthesis and in associated
problems with the motility of that prosthesis. Enophthalmos, superior sulcus
deepening and lower-lid laxity are several of the most common characteristics of
the anophthalmic socket (Soit 1982). Studies done using monkeys as an
experirnental model suggest that the contributory factors most likely to cause
these complications include insuffrcient volume replacement by using an ocular
implant that is too small, mechanical alterations and contractile scar formation
(Iftonish et al 1990). Smit et al (1990) used high resolution CT scans to evaluate
the orbits of anophthalmic patients in whom there was no ocular implant. These
showed sagging and retraction of the superior muscle complex as well as
downward and forward distribution of orbital fat. These frndings help to explain
the frequent tipping forward of the base of implants after some years. Another
problem associated with the anophthalmic orbit is chronic mucous discharge from
goblet cells in remnants of the conjunctive.

Where the globe itself has been damaged and judged to be useless it may
be removed by enucleation or evisceration; these operations are described in
Chapter 14. This is done as soon as the indications for removal are established
and accepted by the patient. A number of manoeuvres may be undertaken to
ensure function of the muscles and retention of the space in which the prosthesis
will be placed; increasingly, we are taking the opportunity to insert a coralline
implant at the primary operation (p. a19) to mount a prosthesis. However, where
there is more extensive orbital injury, with destruction of the globe and also
damage or displacement of orbital contents, then there may be a signifrcant
deficiency of soft tissue within the orbit. Soft tissues are likely to be replaced by
scar, which may also extend to the conjunctival sac and lids. Where there is
additional damage to the bony orbit, the orbital contents may escape into the
maxillary antrum, temporal fossa or into the ethmoid sinus and the orbital rim
and walls may be widely displaced. Displacements affect the lids and adnexae
even if these are not themselves damaged (Fig. 16.1).

Assessment

Close liaison between surgeon, ophthalmologist and prosthetist is necessary.
When there has been a planned sequence from initial injury to reconstruction by
the same team this is relativeþ easy;when the patient is referred from elsewhere
with established deformity and secondary psychological problems, then a very
careful multidisciplinary assessment is required. The loss of an eye from trauma
can produce a lifelong psychological disability. The technical challenges of
producing a satisfactory artifrcial eye and normal appearing eyelid structures
are often not met from the patient's point of view (Perry 1991) and the initial
evaluation must include a careful discussion of the patient's wishes and
expectations.

Appropriate settings of the CT scan will show not only the bony orbit but
also the soft-tissue remnants; from these images, the relationship between soft
tissues and bone can be accurately gauged (Fig. 21.91).
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Management

Where one is presented with a secondary orbital deformity of large proportions,
previously untreated or inadequately treated, then the surgical requirements
are:

1. To reconstruct the bony orbit, rim and walls- described in Chapter 11

2. To fill the orbit adequately to ensure projection of the artifrcial globe and
consequently to provide suffrcient projection ofthe lids

3. To reconstruct the conjunctival sac to contain the prosthesis

4. To reconstruct the eyelids if this is necessary.

Filling the orbit
To provide adequate forward projection ofa prosthesis the orbital cavity needs
to be filled and there are a number of manoeuvres to do this.

The temporølís fla,p. The anterior portion of the temporalis muscle can
be mobilized and passed through a hole burred in the lateral orbital wall. This
manoeuvre is effective in the exenterated orbit, where the flap may be covered
with lid skin or skin graft, and also where the orbital contents are more or less
intact, when the flap is placed behind the conjunctive to bring the conjunctival
sac forward. The technique is similar to that for mobilization of the temporalis
muscle in TMJ ankylosis. The hole burred in the lateral orbital wall can be made
with a large acrylic burr. The temporalis muscle is sutured to adjacent soft tissue
or if necessary to the bone through a few burrholes passed in the orbital rim.
However, there are drawbacks in this procedure. Ultimately the flap shrinks as
the muscle becomes fibrotic. Moreover, moving the flap leaves a residual temporal
hollowing which may be frlled secondarily but still remains something of a
deformity.

Bone or cørtiløge grøfis. These can be inserted posteriorly to achieve
the same effect, particularly if the walls of the orbit have been reconstructed.
Bone is subject to resorption and volume changes may occur over the next year.
Cartilage from the rib may be diced and packed into the orbit posteriorly. These
grafts are quite effective and less likely to resorb, but have a tendency to move.

Vøsculørízed fløp. With more extensive orbital damage, the
reconstruction can be achieved with a free vascularized flap from the forearm or
lateral upper arm (p. 618) (Fig. 27.93).

Filling the orbit continues to be one of the most diffrcult problems in this
area ofreconstruction, particularly where there has been previous contraction
resulting from fibrosis.

Re constructing the conjunctiu a
The conjunctival sac may require expansion to form adequate fornices above and
below in which an appropriate prosthesis can be placed. This is done by a

combination of grafting and long-term obturation. The appropriate substances
are split skin, full-thickness skin or buccal mucosa. Split skin of course takes
better but is subject to further fibrosis, and long-term obturation is necessary.
Full-thickness skin often does not take as well and may indeed be too thick; it
may lead to problems of diffrculty in cleaning. The ideal substance is buccal
mucosa, which is self-cleaning; unfortunateþ the amount available from the cheek
is limited.

The operation involves wide release of the scar under the lids, down to the
orbital margins, with meticulous haemostasis. The grafts are inserted and sutured
with 6-0 catgut; a preformed prosthesis is then inserted. If the prosthesis is not
available then an acrylic stent can be manufactured during the operation. The
Iids are then closed over the prosthesis or stent with tarsorraphy-type sutures
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and left for as long as possible: for 8-6 months if the patient's compliance and
the tarsorraphy can be maintained. When the graft has taken and the fornices
are well maintained the temporary prosthesis or stent can be replaced with a
permanent prosthetic eye.

Reconstructing the eyelids
The position of the lids may need to be readjusted by medial and./or lateral
canthopexies. The lower lid is often too lax and sags under gravity; it may need
support. This can be achieved by tightening the lid. There are several ways of
doing this:

. Wedge resection of the lid

' Attachment of the lid to the lateral orbital walls (Patterson et al 198?)
r d lateral canthal sling procedure combined with a medial canthoplasty
o rnsertion of ear or nasal cartilage into the lower rid to supply support.

we favour where possible the lateral sling and medial canthoplasty.

AB
FIG. 21.92. CT eaøluøtion of the orbit. AAxiaI CT scan of an enoph.thaltnic orbit. The
orbital lm is d.ispløced and the residual soft-tissue contents of îhe orbit øre shown.
B- Prosthesis in place' The -deficiency ín projection of the prostheíic gtobe is siownlo be
due to the relationship of the prosthesis,ioft tissue, änd. biny wøIt. '

Except in the simplest and most straightforward cases the anophthalmic orbit
remains one of the most challenging areas for secondary post-traumatic
reconstruction. Almost all the tissues and substances used for forward projection
of the globe are subject to resorption, fibrosis or movement. The effectìf gravity
on the lower lid together with the ageing process may require constani
readjustment to the soft tissue and to the prosthesis. Lacrimation and lid
movement may be defective, and frequent cleaning may be needed to prevent
the eyelashes being stuck to the prosthesis with diied mucus; for the iatient,this is a continuing nuisance. The prosthetic eye is best cleaned with the fingers
under running water; chemical agents and soaps should not be used as they iray
be absorbed by the plastic prosthesis, giving rise to chemical or aliergic
conjunctivitis in the socket. It is not uncommon for anophthalmic patients to
abandon the use ofa prosthetic eye and either to use a patch or frosted glasses.

Complications and results
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FIG. 21.93. Orbitøl reeonstru.ctìon wíth vøsculør¡zed. ann fXøps. A í-year old girl
had a past history of retinoblastoma ín the left eye at 18 months of øge. She wøs initially
treated with chemotherapy, rødiotherapy, ønd enucleøtion ofthe left eye. A Prosthesis in
place ouer the ernpty eye socket. B Contour deficit in the left temporal ørea. C, D A føscio-
Iipomatous lateral arm flap is raised and split. A small skin ellipse is preserved for
enlarging the new eye socket and as ø flap monitor. E Left orbit prepared to receive the

fløp. F Immed,iately after flap transþr ønd revøscularization G, H 2 months postoperatively,
a satisfactory orbital uolume høs been achieued, and she wøs øble to retøin ø glass eye.

Since this time løterøl cønthopløsty has been performed, and correction ofthe entropion ís
planned.
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Conclusion

Simple problems are rare in secondary facial reconstruction after trauma; almost
always, more than one organ system is involved, and therefore more than one
discipline. Even the seemingly simple deformity of a displaced zygoma causing
depression of the cheek prominence will by defrnition involve the orbit anã
potentially the globe; aesthetic correction must take into account any need for
orbital dissection, and the possible ophthamological complications.

This chapter has dealt with the selection of surgical and prosthetic
manoeuvres necessary to correct deformities; we have attempted to explain how
this is done by organized team assessment. The planned sequences of
reconstruction should be worked out in advance on a rational basis. But it must
be accepted that the surgical intervention itself will produce some unwanted
results. Complications should not be unforeseen: any treatment plan should be
considered to be a working thesis and therefore subject to falsification and the
re-emergence of a stronger thesis.

The seriously damaged face will never be entirely normal in spite of the
huge healing forces of nature, enhanced and manipulated by good treatment.
The team and the patient will have to decide when enough-surgery has been
done and when surgery should give way to acceptance and rehabilitative support,
at first promoted by professionals but ultimately by the patient.
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Chapter 3
The Graniosynostoses

We dance around in a ring ønd suppose
but the secret sits in the middle and knows

Robert Frost
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3. The Graniosynostoses

The syndromal craniosynostoses of crouzon, Apert and Pfeiffer

represent the greatest of surgical challenges. Successful negotiation

of these surgical ventures formed the beginning of craniofacial

surgery.

By 1975 there was an obvious need to further study the

aetiology, pathology, pathogenesis and natural history of these

diseases in order to formulate rational treatment protocols. With

the development of more sophisticated tools of investigation of

craniofacial growth, such as computer tomography scanning, these

protocols could be refined to include outcome measurements with
respect to growth and surgical intervention.

The first two papers of this Chapter, New Perspectives in the

Treatment of craniosynostosis, 1g81(1) and Severe craniofacial
Deformities and their Management, 1g81Q) are the author's first
published explanations of the craniofacial approach to
craniosynostosis.

The monograph by David DJ, Poswillo D, Simpson DA The

craniosynostoses, causes, Natural History and Management, 19g2

include Aetiology and Pathogenesis(3); Pathology(a) and Surgical

Management(5). It encapsulates the philosophies and treatment

strategies on which the ACFU's approach to this clinical problem

has been based. The author's contribution to the thought processes,

concepts, philosophies and strategies \Mere, of course, influenced by

the literature but also by the fortunate association with professor

David Poswillo, Professor Donald simpson, and professor Tasman

Brown. The author's contribution must be seen in this light.

These three articles set out the working hypotheses of the

pathology and pathogenesis of the simple, complex, and syndromal
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synostoses, relating these hypotheses to a treatment protocol which

takes into account different epochs of growth.

Papers 6 and 7 on craniosynostosis - Disorders of the

Developing Nervous system: Diagnosis and Treatment, 1984(6) and

Craniosynostosis in Plastic Surgery in Infancy and Childhood,

1986(7), reflect the development of the ACFU's philosophy from the

neurosurgical and plastic surgical points of view.

The paper craniofacial Infection in 10 years of Transcranial

Surgery(S) describes the potentially devastating effects of this

complication in craniofacial surgery and makes recommendations

about new strategies to minimise this problem.

The next group ofpapers Hydrocephalus in crouzon s¡mdrome,

1989(s); Surgical Correction of Crouzon Syndrome, 1990(10) and

crouzon Twins with cloverleaf skull Malformations, 1991(11)

describes the clinical outcome measurements made from a large data

base, each individual work containing some small amount of

information that modifres and enriches the working hypotheses.

Upper airway obstruction with all its sequelae has emerged as

a major issue in syndromal craniosynostoses. Obstructive Sleep

Apnea in Apert and Pfeiffer Syndromes: more than a Craniofacial

Abnormality, 1990(12) and Aggressive Surgical Management of Sleep

Apnea in the Syndromal Craniosynostoses, 1992ttel deal with this

problem from the aspects of its recognition, surgical and non surgical

management.

The Progress of Craniofacial Surgery Reflected in the

Management of Craniosynostosis, 1992G4) plots the transition from

the early days where surgical technique was the important issue to

the present, when the disease process and its long term management

demand most attention.
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Phenotypic Variation in Acrocephalosyndactyly Syndromes,

1994(15) and Pfeiffer Syndrome: a Clinical Review, 1995(16)are

examples of the emphasis in the craniofacial unit on analysing and

collecting data to redefine syndromes phenotypically and clinically.

The genetic aspects of this advancement of knowledge with
respect to the cranios¡mostoses and other conditions is mentioned

in Chapter 7.
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New Perspectives in the
Treatment of Cran iosynostosis
D.J. David and D.A. Simpson
south Austra,Iiøn crq,nio-FaciøI unit. The Adelaide child.ren's Hospital,
72 King William Road, North Adelaid.e 5006, Australiø

Summary

The history of ideas on the pathogenesis and treatment of craniosynostosis
syndromes is discussed, with special refe¡ence to the emerging role ofcranio-facial
units. Emphasis has changed from correction of established deformities, to early
surgery to prevent such deformities, as well as relief of existing pathology such as
exorbitism and raised intracranial pressure. These early operations, best performed
in the frrst three months of life, essentially involve unilateral or bilateral fronto-
orbital advancements. The coronal suture is released with a craniectomy, extended
to the squamosal suture, and a wide temporal decompression performed. The frontal
bone and superior orbital margin are mobilized and moved to their new position,
and wired in place. Intermediate and late stage operationø are also discussed,
together with complications.

Key words: craniosynostosis - crouzon - 
plagiocephaly 

- craniofacial surgery.

In 1849, Rudolf Virchow [9], then alreadywell known as an innovative pathologist
and as a radical politician, left Berlin following a change of government in Prussia.
He went to wurzburg, and in that lovely and relatively liberal city he engaged in
studies ofthe growth ofthe skull. He found a connection between skull deformity
and premature fusion of particular cranial sutures. He formulated what is
sometimes called Virchow's law: that specific skull deformities result from
cessation of growth across a prematurely fused suture, and compensatory growth
across normal sutures.

A century or so later, neurosurgeons tried with varying success to correct
skull deformities by operations which were explicitly based on Virchow's concept
[9J. scaphocephaly, for example, where the sagittal suture fuses prematureþ,
was treated by creating a nev/ suture in the form of sagittal or parasagittâl
craniectomies, with insertion of plastic to delay bone regeneration. Turricephaly,
the towering head associated with coronal suture fusion, was similarly treatáá
by a coronal resection. These operations had a measure of success.

The simpler deformities of the vault of the skull showed significant
improvements - scaphocephaly being particularly well corrected if the ãperation
was performed in the frrst few months of life. However, the operations failed
completely to correct the facial deformities that so often go with premature
craniosSmostosis in the vault, as seen most strikingly in Crouzon Syndrome: the
genetic dominant syndrome of skull deformity, proptosis, and maxillary
hypoplasia.

These failures can be explained easily enough. The skull gïows in part by
deposition of bone inthe membranous sutures, in direct response to tensions set
up by the growing brain. But the driving forces for skull growth appear to be in
the cartilaginous skull base, in the synchondroses, and transmitted to the vault
of the skull along lines of dural tension.

I Chirurgia plastica @ Springer-Verlag 1981
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Even if one does not accept Moss's [5] claim that premature sutural fusion
is a symptom and not a cause of deformity, it is nevertheless clear that in many
forms ofcraniosynostosis, the disease process affects the skull base and the facial
sutures as well as the vault. Nowhere is this so evident, as in the Syndromes of
Apert and Crouzon, both usually characterised by gross and crippling deformity,
due to proptosis, maxillary hy¡roplasia, and malocclusion,

The Evolution of Cranio-Facial Surgery

In 1950, Gillies reported the frrst cranio-facial osteotomy on a case of Crouzon
Syndrome (Gillies and Harrison [1]). It was generally considered to be an
unsuccessful and somewhat frightening experience. The next signifrcant advance
in this type of surgery was delayed until Paul Tessier in 1958 corrected the
deformity of Crouzon and Apert Syndromes by anterior advancement cf the face

using the transcranial teclurique. This contribution led to the foundation of the
discipline of craniofacial surgery.

Tessier's [6] pioneering contributions were two fold:

1. by using a bicoronal scalp flap and dissecting at the subperiosteal level, he

was able to bare the cranio-facial skeleton and dissect the orbits back under the
periorbitum to within a centimetre of the optic foramen,

2. recognisingthe unique distortions of the cranial base in each ofthese cases,

he saw the value of combining the techniques of plastic surgery and neurosurgery
to gain access to the orbito-cranial complex. This was achieved by neurosurgical
dissection ofthe anterior cranial fossa enabling the frontal lobes ofthe brain to
be lifted clear ofthe orbital roofs.

In 1962 Tessier corrected his frrst case of orbital hypertelorism, and so,

with the ability to move the orbital complex in three dimensions, the current
tendency is to vary the pattern of cranio-facial osteotomies to suit the individual
cases.

The Case for Early Operation

In 1970, Tessier applied his methods for correcting cranios¡rnostosis to young

children. The problem that provided the stimulus for this surgery was the
neurosurgical need to decompress the brain and to protect the proptosed eyes in
certain cases of extensive craniosynostosis. The possibility then arose of
preventing the secondary facial components of the deformities resulting from
craniosynostosis syndromes by doing the radical Tessier type of operation in
infancy and childhood, and so giving aesthetic satisfaction as well as good cerebral
and optic function. This possibility has been followed up by Hoffman and Mohr
[2], Whitaker [7], Marchac [4] and McCarthy [3].

There is now a change in emphasis from the correction of established
deformities to the possible interruption of a pathological process, which may
permit restoration of normal growth patterns and the prevention of the ultimate
ãeformity. This concept, of course, still remains intensely controversial.

It is a concept which is much more complex than virchow's still widely
accepted. thesis. We must now postulate that the deformities of cranios¡mostosis
reprãsent the outcome of a conflict between normally expanding organs - the
bräin, the eye-balls, and the air passages - and abnormally restrictive growth

especially ofthe base ofthe skull. The corollary is that ifthe restrictive forces

arã released early in life there will be normal growth not only locally but, more

I Chirurgia plastica @ Springer-Verlag 1981, No. 6
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remotely, in the rest of the facial skeleton. It is a concept which will remain
controversial until we have suffrcient properly studied clinical cases with long-
term follow up, although experimental studies on a suitable model may be helpful.
There are already reports ofsuccess from operations which extend. into the floor
ofthe anterior fossa, such as the procedure illustrated in Fig. 1, done for unilateral
infantile cranios5mostosis, which does appear to be a real advance on the simpler
linear coronal craniectomy. It will indeed be an immense gain if we can prevent
ultimate facial deformity by well-planned procedures done in infancy. Opérations
done on older children or adults for the established deformity are often brilliantly
successful, but they are full of neurosurgical dangers - C.S.F. fistula, extradural
bleeding, osteomyelitis, and visual damage. These dangers are enhanced by
previous neurosurgical operations. There is therefore much merit in the
collaborative approach ofa craniofacial clinic even for severe cranios¡mostosis in
infancy - hitherto regarded as a neurosurgical problem.

Current Practice

The original combination ofplastic surgeon and neurosurgeon has been expanded
into the modern cranio-facial unit. With the emerging concepts of preventative
surgery, operative intervention may be considered as:

1. early operations;

2. intermediate operations;

3. late operations.

Early Operations

These may be performed:

a) for the relief of existing pathology, for example, exorbitism or raised.
intracranial pressure;

b) for the prevention or minimization of future facial deformity.

These operations are essentially fronto-orbital advancements which may
be unilateral or bilateral, according to the pattern ofthe s¡mostosis. Fronto-orbital
advancement is achieved by isolating the superior orbital margin, which is
advanced according to one of the following patterns:

a) with a Z-plasty (Munro, Marchac, Fig. 1),

b) with a tongue of temporal bone (Tessier, Fig. 2),

c) attached to a spur of zygoma (David and simpson [10], Fig. B).

During this procedure the coronal suture is released with a craniectomy,
which is extended across the squamosal suture. A wide temporal decompression
is performed and the cut extended across the anterior cranial fossa so thut thu
superior orbital margin is mobilised and advanced to match the other side. The
frontal bone can be either rotated or advanced to overlay the superior orbital
margin. This operation has the effect of:

i) providing a rooffor the exposed globe;

ii) providing a wide decompression;

iii) cutting across all the stenosed sutures in the vault and base of the skull.

I Chirurgia plastica @ Springer-Verlag 1981, No. 6
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It is important that these operations are done in the first three months of
life because of the growth curve of the brain and skull. However, there is still
some gain to be had up to about 18 months of age.

Intermediate Operations

These may be performed for:

a) developing s¡rmptoms, the most common of which result from exposure of
the globes and recurrent raised intra-cranial pressure;

b) psycho-socialindications.

Need for the intermediate type of operation occurs between 18 months
and 8 years of age. The term intermediate is justified because the child is too old
for the prophylactic aspect of the early treatment, yet too young to achieve the
defrnitive cosmetic and functional result. There is a range of procedures performed
during this time that are intermediate in the total treatment plan. The [ype of
operation depends on the pattern ofsanostosis and the degree ofinvolvement of
the fronto-orbital complex. In the younger child, the fronto-orbital advancement
may be sufficient, whereas in the older child the more radical operation of fronto-
orbital advancement and anterior maxillary shift may be indicated. During this
stage, the operation produces the dual effect of cosmetic improvement together
with cerebral decompression and significant protection of orbital contents (Fig.

4).

3

FIG. 1. Fronto- orbitøI adu ancement ( after Marchac I Munro)

FIG. 2. Fronto-orbital aduancement (after Tessíer)

FIG. 3. F ronto - o rbit aI adu anceme nt ( D øu id I Simp s on)

1 2
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FrG. 4. a, b. Laterøl cephølometric rød.iographs: a. before, b. after. Bilaterøl Fronto-
orbital aduancement in ø six year old with Crouzon Syndrorne.

Late Operations

These are invariably for psycho-social and cosmetic indications, but have
associated functional advantages :

1. better eye protection;

2. release of upper airway stenosis;

3. improved occlusion.

The commonest sSrmmetrical deformities are the craniofacial dysostoses of
Apert and Crouzon and the other s5rmmetrical cranios5mostosis syndromes. The
osteotomy pattern should be made to fit the deformity, as it is now possible to
move all of the appropriate bones involved, either together or separately, and. a
proper cranio-facial serr¡ice should be able to comect the deformity. In our practice
the original Tessier type of Le Fort III osteotomy with a step advancemettt of the
malar (Fig. 5), has given way to the technique for advancement of the middle
third of the face, together with the facade of the frontal bone (Fig. 6) or fronto-
orbital advancement together with advancement forwards and d.ownwards of
the middle third of the face (Fig. 7).

FrG. 5. arb, crouzon synd,rome in ø 72 yeør old boy. a, Before, b. after. Tessier type Le
Fort III osteotomy ønd step ød,vøncement of the mølar.
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FIG. 6. a,b. Crouzon Syndrome in a 36 year old wont'an. a. Beþre,b. after. Advancement
of the míddle third of the føce together with a facøde ofthe frontal bone.

FIG. 7. arb. Crouzon Syndrome in ø 10 yeør old boy. a. Beþre, b. after. Fronto-orbitøl
aduancement and øduancement forwørds ønd downwørds of the middle third of the føce'

I Chirurgia plastica @ Springer-Verlag 1981, No. 6
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Asymmetrical Deformities

These are most commonly the result of uncorrected unicoronal s¡mostosis and
represent considerable tragedy because they could most probably have been
prevented, certainly in part, by early surgical intervention, as advocated in the
section on early operations. An established fronto-orbital deformity such as that
shown in Fig. 8 can be corrected by unilateral fronto-orbital advancement of a
similar pattern to that performed in infancy. The osteotomy can be extended
into the root ofthe nose so that the twisted glabella region can be straightened.
More severe cases such as that seen in Fig. 9 resultingfrom multiple uncorrected
cranial s5mostoses with a severe degree of facial as¡rmmetry affecting the orbits,
maxilla and mandible present one of the most diffrcult problems presented to the
Cranio-Facial Surgical Team. It is our current practice to treat the cases that
present late in two stages, correcting the orbito-cranial aspect by transcranial
operation in the frrst stage, and then attending to the slanting occlusal plane by
operation on the maxilla and mandible at a later date.

Complications

Clearly these operations entail considerable risk, both to life and function, and
can only be contemplated in the context of complete assessment of the patient by
an experienced cranio-facial team. Several reports of complications in cranio-
facial surgery have been published in recent years, emphasising the potential
risks. rtrhitaker et 41. [8], in reporting ?98 such operations, note an overall21vo
complication rate in transcranial surgery, and a2.2Vo mortality rate, with reduced
complication rates in sub-cranial surgery. Major problems encountered in the
trans-cranial surgery correction included persistent C.S.F. leaks, often requiring
surgical correction; osteomyelitis of the bone flaps, with resultant problems,
including one death; blindness, bilateral or unilateral.

Our Unit, in a series of 37 trans-cranial cases has encountered a similar
complication rate overall (Table 1), although we have had no deaths, or infections.
We have a rigorous routine of asepsis per operation, and at the commencement
of each operation intravenous Ampicillin and Methicillin, are administered, and
given six hourly for the duration of the operation, and the following five days.
Dosage is 25 mg/kg six hourly. The two antibiotics are alternated, such thal a
dose is administered every three hours.

Our two cases of persistent C.S,F. leak were both following trans-cranial
Le Fort III osteotomy and advancement for crouzon Syndrome, where frontal
dura at the primary operation was abnormally thin and friable. Both cases
required secondary formal dural repair.

Ofthe two cases ofblindness, onewas unilateral, possibly due to undetected
intraorbital optic nerve compression, and the second, bilateral, the result of an
enormous extradural haematoma which developed post-operatively, in a case
with undetected clotting abnormalities. This latter case is instructive. The
haematoma compressed the frontal lobes, and as the normal attachment of the
dura to the floor ofthe anterior cranial fossa had been severed, the expanding
clot caused traction on the optic nerves, resulting in blindness without the
appropriate change in conscious state. This illustrates the new pitfalls for the
unwary created by this surgery, where new anatomical and physiological
situations exist such as an expanded cranium, a mobile dura, and free connection
between the subgaleal space and the cranial cavity.
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FIG. 8. a, b. Left unícoronal synostosis with plagiocephøIy in a 17 yeør old woïLan.
a. Before. b. øfter. UnilaterøI fronto-orbital aduøncement.
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FrG. 9. a.b. Multisutural synostosis with pløgiocephaly in an I year otd, boy. a. Beþre,
b. after. TranscraniøI correction with fronto-orbital advøncement ønd møiittary onløy
bone grafts.

TABLE 1

Complicøtions of maior cranio-føcial surgert
Complication Transcranial TotalExtracranial

+ orbits
Extracranial

without orbits
(¿=33) (n=37) (n=10) (¿=80)

Death 0

Brain Damage 0

Visual loss" 2

Infection 0

C.S.F. leakh 2

Extradural haematoma 2

Overall rate I6Vo

" one case of permanent unilateral blindness. one case of bilateral
severe visual impairment

b Both cases required re-opening and dural repair

Conclusion

The further development of cranio-facial surgery since its inception by Tessier,
has thrown new perspectives on the management of severe cranio-sJ¡nostosis
syndromes. It has not only enabled a more adventurous approach to the
established deformities, but opened up the possibility that early operation by
skilled and experienced teams can go a long way to preventing or minimising the
facial deformities resultin g from cranio-slmostosis.
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Severe Cran io-facial Deformities
and Their Management
David J. David, FRCS, FRCS(E), FRACS,
White Julian, MBBS
South Australian Cranio-Facial Unit, Adelaide Children's HospitøI
Address for Reprints: Dr Døvid J. Dauid, south Australiø Cranio-FaciøI [Jnit,
Adelaid'e children's Hospitø\, King william Road, North Adelaide, sA 5006,
AustrøIiø.

Summary

Historical attitudes to cranio-facial deformities are discussed. A simple nosology of
cranio-facial deformities is given, the main groups being craniosynostosis syndromes,
facial clefts, tumours, trauma, facial microsomias, and midface hypoplasias. Each
group is briefly discussed, with emphasis on the craniosynostosis syndromes and
facial clefts. cases from these two groups are illustrated before and after surgery,
showing the dramatic improvement offered by craniofacial techniques. The basic
principles of cranio-facial surgery are briefly discussed, and the complications
discussed. The south Australian cranio-Facial unit experience with complications
is discussed, especially blindness and persistent csF leaks. The necessity for only
a few cranio-facial units each with a high workload is reiterated, and new directions
for cranio-surgery discussed, including the use of microvascular techniques and
early surgery to minimise later deformity, particularly in cases with plagiocephaly.

Key Words:
Cranio-Facial Surgery
Craniosynostosis

Crouzon

Facial Clefts
Fronto-Nasal Dysplasia
Hypertelorism

lntroduction

Facial appearance has been important in most societies throughout man's history.
In modern western society attractive facial appearance is actively selected for,
and people with unattractive facial appearance are frequently at a disadvantage
in the work place. Inevitably, therefore, individuals with cranio-facial deformities
suffer greatly in our present society. It is ironical that some past and'þrimitive"
societies not only tolerated, but in some cases revered those with cranio-facial
deformities. This is particularly seen in some of the Central and South American
civilisations.
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Our modern ideals ofbeauty and acceptable appearance have ensured a
demand for cosmetic procedures to improve facial appearance in the facially
deformed. However, modern cranio-facial surgery has far more to offer than
mere cosmetic improvement of facial appearance. There are many organic
problems associated with cranio-facial dcformities which can be now be cured or
at least improved by the expertise of a cranio-facial team. In addition, many of
those with cranio-facial deformities have normal and in some cases brilliant minds.
From the humanitarian stand-point these people deserve all that modern medicine
can offer them. From an economic standpoint the cost of cranio-facial treatment
is small compared to the potential productivity of the patient which it mayunlock.
From an academic view point the concerntration ofcases and expertise in a cranio-
facial unit must lead to a greater understanding of these crippling deformities
and their treatment. We feel that it is essential that all doctors should be aware
of cranio-facial deformities and the treatment now available from cranio-facial
teams so that all patients with such deformities can have a chance of assessment
and treatment by a cranio-facial team.

Classification of Cranio-Facial deformities

Inevitably the wide range of deformities possible in the cranio-facial area make
classifrcation diffrcult. The experience the cranio-facial teams around the world
is helping bring order out of chaos. Thus Paul Tessierl of France has introduced
some order into the classifrcation of rare cranio-facial clefts, and Cohen2'3 is
reducing the chaos of cranios¡mostosis syndromes. Nevertheless the nosology of
cranio-facial disorders is still in flux and the classifrcation given below is not
meant to be defrnitive.

Craniosynostosis Synd romes

With each review the number of craniosynostosis s¡mdromes listed has increased,
but all have in common the premature fusion of one or more cranial sutures.
Each syndrome has a particular pattern of anamolis which maynot be limited to
the cranio-facial skeleton, and may involve other parts of the body, especially
limbs. Cohens has recently reviewed craniosSmostosis syndomes and table 1 lists
the major syndromes which may present to a cranio-facial unit. Of these the best
known is Crouzon Syndrome, frrst described by Crouzon in 1912. This sSrndrome,

characterised by variable cranios¡rnostosis, midface stenosis, with resultant gross

proptosis and class III malocclusion is frequently seen in cranio-facial units (Fig'

1). Correction of this constellation of deformities has been one of the major
challenges which has stimulated the development and growth of the field of cranio-
facial surgery. As with a number of these sSmdromes, individuals with Crouzon
syndrome frequently exhibit normal or above normal intelligence, and with
appropriate treatment can fulfrl a very worthwhile role in society. rffithout
treatment the cranial vault may not keep pace with brain growth and resultant
raised intra-cranial pressure can cause persistent eye irritation, and even
dislocatons which may also result in blindness. The small nasal and pharyngeal
airways can cause persistent upper respiratory problems and the gross

mallocclusion can make it diffrcult for the individual to chew food which may
result in dietary problems and defrciency. Ttre overall facial appearance will often
preclude successful social intercourse. Those individuals with Apert Syndrome
have similar problems, the pattern of cranio-facial deformity being similar to
that of Crouzon but often less severe. However, in addition Apert Syndrome
includes gross soft tissue and bony syndactyly involving hands and feet and is
frequently associated with mental retardaton. Our experience suggests that this
latter association is less frequent than previously thought.

We believe that early surgery in these deformities may minimise or even

eliminate many of the deformities and problems encounterd later in life.
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FIG 1. Crouzon Syndrome in ø 10 year otd girt.

a. Pre-operatiue AP view. Note hypertelorism, exophthalmos.

b. Pre-operatiue løteral uiew. Note maxillary hypoplasia. Class III malocclusion.

c. Post operatiue AP view. Note midface after transcraniøl fronto facial aduancement

d. Post operøtiue laterøl uiew. Note decreøsed, exophthalmos, improued føcial contour,
norrnøI dentøI odclusion.
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Facial Clefts

This comlex set of disorders has been well researched by Tessierl and Kowamotos.
Tessierl has classified facial clefts into fifteen types which are arranged
sequentially around the orbital circumference. This group of disorders
encompasses a number of distinct muttiple cleft associations. Among these is the
Treacher-Collins Syndrome. Many of these clefts are associated with the widening
of the naso-ethmoid complex with resultant hypotelorism and nasal deformity.
The fronto-nasal dysplasias may be considered in this group. They are
characterised byhypotelorism, broad nose often with a cleft tip, and extension of
meningo-encepalocoele usually through the foramen caecum into the nasal region.
This often extends into a grossly widened nasal septum. There is a relatively
high incidence of fronto-nasal dysplasia in the South-East Asian region, and we
have seen many examples of this condition from this area. (Fig 2.)

Though not included by Tessier in his classifrcation, clef't lip and palate
can conveniently be considered in this group. This frequent cranio-facial deformity
may be associated later in life with conditions such as maxillary hypoplasia which
may also need the attention of a cranio-facial team.

FlG,2. Fronto-nøsøl d.ysplasia with fronto-nøsal meningoencephølocoele and hypertelorism
ina6year-oldboy.

a. Pre-operatiue AP uiew. Note nasal deformity, wíde nasal bridge ønd hypertelorism.
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TABLE 1

List of principle crøniosynostosis syndromes

Syndrome Principal features
Apert Syndrome

Carpenter Syndrome

Craniofrontonasal Dysplasia

Crouzon Syndrome

Pfeiffer Syndrome

Saethre-Chotzen S5mdrome

Cranios¡rnostosis, h¡ryertelorism,
midface hypoplasia, class III,
malocclusion, complete symmetric
syndactyly of hands and feet.
Craniosynostosis, broad nasal bridge,
preaxial polysyndactyly of the feet,
variable soft tissue syndactyly and
brach5rmesophalangy of the hands,
obesity, frequent association with
congenital heart defects.

Cranios¡mostosis, brachycephaly,
hypertelorism, clefting of nasal tip,
variable abnormalities of the hands
and feet.

Cranios5mostosis, gross midface
hypoplasia, exophthalmos, class III
malocclussion.

Craniosynostosis, exophthalmos,
hypertelorism, midface h¡perplasia,
broad thumbs and great toes, variable
cutaneous syndactyly
Cranios¡mostosis, facial as5rmmetry,
plagiocephaly, low set frontal hairline,
ptosis, variable brachydactyly and
cutaneous syndactyly.

Tumour

Numerous benign and malignant lesions may use cranio-facial deformity. Of the
benign tumours seen by us, fibrous dysplasia ofbones ofthe cranio-facial skeleton
is the most frequently seen. This condition is more commonly seen in females,
and frequently presents in late childhood or early adolesence. Gross facial or
skull assymetry may result and may require extensive cranio-facial corrective
procedure.

Benign infantile teratoma may also present with cranio-facial deformity requiring
extensive reconstruction. (Fig. 3)

Trauma

Advancing technology and affluence is providing more ways for individuals to
traumatise the cranio-facial skeleton. Foremost amongst these in our experience
are motor vehicle accidents. These may cause a wide variety of deformities
depending on the position and force of the impacting object, and the resultant
fracture pattern. Depression of rhe midface is frequently seen, as is unilateral
orbital trauma which frequently results in orbital dystopia and enophthalmos
(Fig. a.) cranio-facial surgery is now providing new and more effective ways of
correcting these complex deformities.
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Facial Defor¡'nities

This catch-all phrase covers a wide specturm of deformities which can be sub-
classifred.

Facial Micosomias

These deformities include a number of distinct entities such as Golden Har
S5rndrome. Hemifacial microsomia is frequently seen by us and is characterised
by under-development of one side of the face including soft tissue and bone. The
pattern of under-development is variable but always results in facial ass5rmetry
and can manifest as a very severe facial deformity. Poswillo has produced differing
grades of hemifacial microsomia in animal experiments by arterial occlusion in
early foetal life. In a severe case of hemifacial microsomia there can be gross

malfbrmation of the external and internal ear on that side , with maxiiiary
hypoplasia, mandibular hypoplasia, malformed or absent temporomandibular
joint and maldevelopment of overlying soft tissue.

Midface H¡toplasias

These include conditions such as Binder Syndrome or naso-maxillaryhypoplasias'
Also seen are isolated maxillary hypoplasias with associated maloclusions. The
aetiology of these conditions is not well understood. Many other facial deformities
may be encountered by a Cranio-facial Unit. Moebius Syndrome, involving
maldevelopment of cranial nerves can result in unilateral or bilateral absence of
the 7th nerve causing characteristic deformity of the face. Primary mandibular
pathology is frequently seen.

FIG 3. Infantile terøtoma in a 3-month-old boy' Sepørate
areas ofteratotna in nasal region, ín left orbit displøcing
Ieft eye, and seueral intracranial loci. Associated cleft lip
and palate.
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FIG 4. Right orbital dystopia ønd, enophthalmos
following trauma in ø motor uehicle accident.

Cranio-facial surgery

Cranio-facial surgery is a recent surgical discipline whose origins can be traced
back through several continents and disciplines. The major advance causing the
formation or crasnio-facial surgery was undoubtably the work of Paul Tessier6 in
France, who combined the techniques of plastic and neurosurgery to develop the
cranio-facial team, Table II. Numerous writers?'s'e have described the reasons
behind the neccessity for the cranio-facial team for treatment of cranio-facial
malformations. We concur that the team approach is essential to cranio-facial
surgery.

Surgical Techniques

Fundamental to cranio-facial surgery is extensive access to the cranio-facial
skeleton. This is achieved by a bicoronal scalp flap which can be turned down to
reach the orbit, and intra-oral incisions which allow access to the mandible and
maxillae for lower osteotomies. The trans-cranial approach using the skills of
neurosurgeon and plastic surgeon allows access to the superior orbital region
and permits complete osteotomies of the orbit, thus allowing shift of the bony
orbit and its contents. In addition the neurosurgeon and plastic surgeon can
resconstruct the frontal bone to frt the new contour ofthe face.

Amongst the most signifrcant of recent advances in cranio-facial surgery is
the extension of surgery to operations performed in infancy, particularly for
correction of cranios5rnostosis s¡mdromes. The release of vault and basal structures
and the advancement of the fronto-orbital complex at about B months of age may
allow a significant degree of normal facial growth, and prevent or decrease later
deformity of the face.
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Results and Complications

Since its inception in 1975, the South Australian Cranio-facial Unit has had a
steady increase in referals each year. In the first five years ofoperation, L975 -
1980, 230 patients were refered to the Unit. Of these, 2l were from overseas,
mostly from the South-East Asian region, especially Malaysia, Singapore and
Hong Kong. During the 5 year period 150 operations \ryere performed by the Unit
of which 45 were transcranial procedures. The average time for trans-cranial
procedures was 12 hours, the longest taking over 16 hours.

There are several reports in the literature dealing with complications of
major cranio-facial surgery. In 1979 Whitaker et aI10 reported on complications
in 793 cranio-facial operations. They showed an overall complication rate of L6.5Vo

with a 25.7Vo complication rate for trans-cranial surgery. Using similar criteria
the complication rate from the South Australian Cranio-facial Unit is seen in
Table III.

Of the two patients with blindness, one suffered unilateral blindness
following trans-cranial surgery for Crouzon Syndrome. This blindness was
complete and permanent and due to optic nerve ischaemia. The other patient
with blindness suffered unibilateral blindness, again following trans-cranial
surgeryfor Crouzon Syndrome. In this latter case there was an undetected platelet
abnormality which did not show up in routine clotting studies performed pre-
operatively. During surgery there was a major haemorrage requiring massive
transfusion. Post-operatively a very large frontal extra-dural haematoma
developed which displaced the entire cerebral tissue posteriorly and placed
traction on the optic nerves. The exact nature ofblindness in this case is uncertain,
but the patient is regaining light perception in the lower freld of vision suggesting
optical tract or occipital damage rather than optic nerve patholory. Both patients
with CSF leak required a second trans-cranial operation to repair the dura and
subsequently made excellent recoveries. In both cases the leak of CSF was from
an area of dura which appeared intact at the initial operation.

One patient developed an acute extra-duralheamatoma shortly after initial
trans-cranial surgery and this was removed and the bleeding vessels coagulated
without residual neurological defrcit. Several patients suffered loss ofbone graft,
always after sub-cranial surgery. Occular problems such as ptosis and strabismus
\Mere common findings immediately post operative but all cases corrected
spontaneously within 12 months.

There were several minor infections involving bone graft, all in cases of
sub-cranial surgery. There were no major infections. No patient of ours died as a
result of cranio-facial surgery.

The success can in part be related to the pateints feelings about the results.
Nearly all the patients who underwent trans-cranial surgery were happy with
the results. Most dramatic improvements were encountered in trans-cranial
correction of Crouzon Syndrome and gross hypertelorism. Most patients
undergoing sub-cranial surgery were happy with the results. Two patients who
had sub-cranial maxillary osteotomies were unhappy with the result, partly due
to continued growth of the mandible which reduced the effect of surgery.

Discussion

We believe that the results obtained from cranio-facial surgery fully justify the
cost of such procedures, There are a wide range of deformities which can now be

successfully corrected surgically, and new techniques may further extend the
scope of this sub-specialty. In particular our experience combining cranio-facial
techniques suggests that this technique will allow far more effective reconstruction
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TABLE II
Cranio-Faciøl Team

Cranio-facial Plastic Surgeon

Neurosurgeon

Microsurgeon

Ophthalomologist
Otorhinolaryngologist
Medical Geneticist
Anaethetist
Neuroradiologist
Cardiologist
Dentist
Orthodontist
Prosthodontist
Psychiatrist
Social Worker
Speech Pathologist
Medical Illustrator

TABLE III
Complicøtions of Crønio-FaciøI Surgery

Complications

Death

Major Infection
CSF Leak (requiring repair)
Extradural Haematoma
Blindness

Occular Muscle Palsies
(Permanent)

Partial Relapse of Advancement
Total

Number of Cases

Transcranial Subcranial Subcranial Total
with orbits without orbits

(n=45)

0

0

2 Øro)
2 (AVo)

2 (4Vo)

2 (AVo)

0

8 (L8Vo)

(n=20)

0

0

0

0

0

1 (6Vo)

0

| (6Vo)

(n=85) (n=150)

00
3 (AVo) 3

02
02
02
03

4 (íVo)

7 (ïVo)

4

16 (LIVo)

of many facial deformities. This applies particularly to deformities such as
hemifacial microsomia which do not require trans-cranial surgery.

The low incidence of cranio-facial deformities and their variable expression,
cornbined with the immense potential hazards of surgical correction convince us
that this sort of surgery should only be undertaken in a few highly specialised
units who can achieve excellence through high work loads. We believe that the
hinterland population for each unit should be at least 30 million people.6,?,8,e Our
increasing experience with these cases, especially those requiring trans-cranial
surgery, is allowing us to anticipate and correct problems before they become
signifrcant. We are also now able to reduce total operation time, with consequent
improvement in post-operative recovery and reduction of post-operative
complications.

New concepts of early surgery to prevent or minimise future deformity
offer exciting new possibilities in cranio-facial deformities. many deformities
associated with craniosynostosis such as plagiocephaly and midface stenosis may
result as secondary effects from primary sutural problems. Once such facial
deformities are established they can be extremely diffrcult to correct. the
possibility of preventing or minimising such deformities by surgery in early life
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is worthpersuing. Itis too earlyforlongterm clinical evaluation ofthese concepts.
Experimental work is now being undertaken to validate or refute these theories.

FinaIIy the physician's primary concern must be the patient's happiness
and achievement of a fulfrlling role in society. The cranio-facial team must act as
a focal point for treatment and psycho-social support, and at the same time must
play a major role in educating the public to develop a more humane attitude
towards people suffering from severe cranio-facial demormity.
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Aetiology and Pathogenesis

David, Poswillo, Simpson

A cranial suture can be said to have fused prematurelywhen there is evidence of
bony union (synostosis) occurring before the normal time of closure: the earlier
the fusion, the more defrnite the abnormality. With certain exceptions, notably
the mendosal and metopic sutures, sutures which close in childhood are abnormal.
Premature sutural fusion is therefore a pathological process, but it has no
aetiological specificity. It may occur in association with quite diverse abnormalities
in skull growth, and at least three distinct categories of cranios¡rnostosis can be
identifred.

Premature fusion of one or more cranial sutures may be found as an
idiopathic developmental error. This is prlrn ary craniosynostosis and it may be
seen in otherwise normal individuals, or as part of complex syndromes involving
other developmental abenations. The cause or causes of primary cranios¡mostosis
are still unknown, but the condition must result from some intra-uterine growth
defect and the resulting deformities are usually obvious at birth. Some of these
certainly result from genetic errors. There are weII recognised s¡rndromes
associated with craniosSrnostosis which show Mendelian inheritance: in the
crouzon and Apert syndromes, autosomal dominant inheritance seems
established, while the Carpenter s¡mdrome is clearþ an autosomal recessive trait.
Other types of primary craniosSmostosis are also sometimes familial (Cohen 19Zg),
In these circumstances a genetic defect is doubtless responsible, perhaps expressed
through some enzJrnal abnormality. However, in the large majority of cases of
primary cranios¡mostosis there is no familial incidence, and the evid.ence for a
genetic defect is at best speculative.

Some writers have postulated antenatal mechanical causes (Doerr 1g4g3).
David smith (Graham et al. 197g) recently suggested that the scaphocephalic
deformity may result from intra-uterine cranial compression. This condiiion is
indeed often associated with a history ofobstetrical diffrculties, though in our
opinion these are more likely to be effect than cause: the head is usually large
and the synostosis may prevent moulding. Teratogens may also deserve
consideration. Aminopterin, for example, is known to cause a malformation
s¡mdrome of which cranios¡mostosis can be a part (Straw and Steinbach 196g;
Powell and Ekert 1971). CraniosSmostosis has been reported in association with
various chromosomal defects (Cohen 1929; see Appendix B). At present, these
appear to be rarities of little clinical importance, but this is an expanding freld
and more refined techniques ofinvestigation may change our views. In the present
state of knowledge, it seems wise to emphasise that in most cases of primary
cranios¡mostosis, the cause or causes remain unknown, and an aetiological
classifrcation is impossible. Cases are best classified for clinical purposes on the
basis of the morphology, and this is considered in Chap. g.

There are also cases of metabolic craniosynostosls; premature sutural fusion
resulting from disturbances of growth determined by obvious biochemical
disorders. These are ofgreat theoretical interest, and some practical importance;
raised intracranial pressure may result and operative intervention may be needed.
Table 3.1 lists the principal conditions reported to be occasionally complicated
by cranios¡mostosis, together with our own experience. 'we have twice had to
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perform bilateral decompressive craniotomies to relieve raised intracranial
pressure evidently due to this complication. In one instance, the child, a  -year-
old male cretin, presented with papilloedema and radiographic evidence of
extensive symmetrical craniosynostosis as well as increased convolutional
markings (Fig. 3.1); both resolved after bilateral flap craniotomies. This child
had certainly received excessive thyroid hormone over a long period (Penfold

and Simpson 1975). Robinson et al. (1969) report a somewhat similar case of
Graves' disease also requiring operation for craniosynostosis.

Our other operated case was a 16-month-old girl with quite severe familial
hypophosphatasia. At 9 months, she was found to have premature fusion of the

TABTE 3.1.

Metab olic disorders sometirne s complicated by craniosyno stosis

Metabolic diseases References South
Australian Experience

Rickets

Vitamin D-defrcient

Vitamin D-resistant

Renal rickets

Other rachitic states

Familial hypophosphatasia

Hyperthyroidism

Spontaneous

Iatrogenic

Haematological disor der s

Polycythaemia

Thalassaemia major

I di op a.t hic hy p oc alc emiø

Reilly et al. 1964

Reilly et al. 1964

Reilly et al. 1964

Reilly et al. 1964

Currarino et al. 1957

1 case

1 case (operated)

M u cop oly s øc c ha,r ido s e s

Robinson et al. 1969

Menking et al.1972; 3 cases (1 operated)

Penfold and Simpson 1975

Gooding 1971

Gooding 1971

Goodine 1971 2 cases"

'Not included in series

coronal and metopic sutures. At 16 months she was found to have bilateral
papilloedema. Bilateral craniotomies were performed, and at operation it was
noted that the squamosal suture was also sSmostosed. Biopsy of the fused sutures
was uninformative. The papilloedema resolved. The child's metabolic condition
has become less severe with increasing years, as is usual in this condition, and
she remains a healthy and intelligent child.

Metabolic craniosynostosis can thus be of clinical significance. The
iatrogenic cases also provide experimental evidence to show that disproportion
between skull growth and brain growth can result from arrest of g¡owth of the
vault sutures, though of course this arrest might itself be secondary to a
disturbance ofgrowth ofthe base.
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FIG 3.1 A. Metabolic cra.niosynostosis: premature suturdl d,iffusion in a 41eør otd, child,
with cretinisrn ønd iatrogenic hyperthyroidism. B. The søme child øfter bilateral
osteopløstic decompressions ønd restoration to a euthyroid, state. C. Chart of head,
circumference in the satne child: øn initial acceleration of skuil growth was followed by
reduced growth ønd the appearønce of papilloedema. The head, enlarged, øgain aftàr
bilateral decompression. From Penfold and, Simpson (1975), by permission of The Journal
of Paediatrics.
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Finally, failure of brain growth may result in premature sutural fusion.
This is seen in microcephaly, and any encephaloclastic process may have the
same result if it strikes during the first few years of life (Fig. 3.2). Premature
sutural fusion is also often seen when severe hydrocephalus has been treated
with a low-pressure shunt (Andersson 1966; Roberts and Rickham 1970; Fig.
3.3). These conditions represent secondary craniosynosúosis. We have never seen
any need to operate on this type of craniosynostosis, unless to perform
subtemporal decompressions to allow dilatation of slit ventricles as part of the
management of intermittent shunt malfunction. Secondary craniosynostosis is
not considered in this book, except in differential diagnosis. The process is however
of much theoretical interest since it illustrates the dynamic relationship between
continued cerebral growth and sutural separation.

FIG. 3.2. Prernøture fusion ofthe coronal suture (arrows) appearing øfter a seuere attack
of meningitis in a boy aged 5 yeørs.
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FIG. 3.3. Premøture fusion of the søgittal suture øfter uentriculo-atrial shunt. The head,
is uery narrow and elongated, with a depression behind. the uertex.
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Table 3.2 sets out our experience of primary craniosJmostosis. The term
simple cranioslmostosis is taken to imply premature fusion of one or more calvarial
sutures, without serious involvement of the facial skeleton or convincing evidence
that the cranios¡mostosis is part of some recognisable malformation s5rndrome.

TABLE 3.2.

Craniosynostosis.' Adeløide series. Ca,ses are cløssified as farniliøl if one or
more first-degree relatines øre affected.

Familial
Category of synostosis No. of cases No. of cases Vo

a

Simple primary:
Complex primary:

AII types

Crouzon etc.

Saethre-Chotzen

Carpenter
Apert

Various

8.8

36

L25

25

2

2

6

3

38

11

9

2

L1AII types

100

28.9

Metabolic: AII types 5 1 20

Total 168 23 L3.7

The classifrcation of simple craniosynostosis is further discussed in Chap'
g. Complex cranios5mostosis includes the cases with evidence of involvement of
the facial skeleton as part of a defined malformation s¡rndrome, or with evidence

of a signifrcant associated extracranial malformation, such as syndactyly' These

cases have been subclassified as specifrc syndromes: the criteria for these
diagnoses are considered in Chap. 15. The metabolic craniosSmostoses are added

for completeness. Cases are said to be familial when at least one first-degree
relative appears to have the same condition

From the aetiological viewpoint, does familial incidence imply genetic

causation? And does sporadic occurrence imply the reverse? As Cohen (7977,

1979) has said in two excellent reviews of this problem, there are many diffrculties
here. In our cases with familial simple craniosynostosis (two families with
scaphocephaly, two with turricephaly, and one with frontal plagiocephaly) the
incidence in siblings or parents could mean mendelian inheritance, and probably
it does. This, however, is not to say that the remaining 96 cases are necessarily
the victims of non-genetic agents: their deformities could result from new mutant
genes, or incomplete penetrance, or variable expression. There is reason to believe
that a gene causing turricephaly with coronal sSmostosis in one sib may express

itself as marked brachycephaly without synostosis in another sib or in a parent.
This observation accords well with the thesis that craniosynostosis is an extreme
expression of an aberrant growth pattern rather than a localised pathological
process. But from the nosological viewpoint it becomes diffrcult to say that a

sporadic case of primary cranioslmostosis is certainly non-genetic.

The complex craniosynostoses also present problems. All the conditions
listed by us in this category and most of those listed in Appendix B are regarded
as hereditable on a monogenic basis, but in fact there is no family history in
two-thirds of our cases. Of course, very disabling conditions like Apert syndrome
tend to be self-Iimiting, and some of our cases are too young to have reproduced
yet. But in the Crouzon cases there are other possible explanations. Affection of
other family members may have been overlooked. In outspoken cases of this
condition, the diagnosis is easy, but the expressivity ofthe condition varies and

mild forms may be missed, or assigned to the category of simple cranios¡rnostosis.
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It is even rnore likely that our interest in the Crouzon sSrndrome has led to
over-diagnosis and inclusion in this group of other craniofacial malformations
that may have quite different genetic signifrcance. It is also conceivable that a
simulation of the Crouzon phenotype, or any other craniofacial s¡mdrome, might
be produced by some unknown environmental agency. we think that this is
unlikely, but in the present state of knowledge it is hard to dismiss the possibility.

There is as yet no biochemical or chromosomal laboratory test for the
familial types of cranios5rnostosis, with the exception of those rare s5mdromes
related to trisomy or deletion of specifrc chromosomes (see Cohen 1979 and also
Appendix B). Diagnosis still rests on clinical and radiological recognition.

In summary, though an important minority of cases shows evidence of
genetic causation, there are many which do not and which presumably represent
some sporadic yet stereotyped interference in cranial growth. Even if \üe say
that all the cases which we have classed as complex craniosSmostosis do represent
genetic errors. we are still left with a large majority - in our series nearly 70Vo

- whose aetiology remains mysterious
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Pathology
David, Poswillo, Simpson

From the pathologist's viewpoint, cranios¡mostosis can be regarded as a normal
developmental process occurring at an abnormally early age. It is true that the
affected sutures may at times show hyperplastic changes not seen in sutures
closing normally during adult life. There is however little or nothing in the sutural
pathology of cranios¡mostosis to suggest that the process differs fundamentally
from normal sutural closure, except in its timing. Indeed, the histopathology of
the prematurely closed sutures has been disappointing as a source of informãtion
on the primary cause or causes of craniosynostosis, except in a negative \May.

The cranial deformities represent the secondary pathology of
cranios¡mostosis They can be studied in the dried skulls rightly treasurìd in
many museums. Such specimens amplify and correct the impressions derived
from radiographs and operative explorations. They are however rare, since most
forms of cranios¡rnostosis are compatible with long life, and they often lack clinical
documentation. opportunities for autopsy come rarely and often to the wrong
pathologist. It is one of the responsibilities of craniofacial surgeons to ensurã
that autopsy material is never wasted: there is still much to be leãrned about the
pathology of craniosSmostosis This is true of the cranial patholory, as will be
seen in the chapters of this book dealing with the individual calvarial deformities
(Chaps. 9-14) and the craniofacial syndromes (Chap. l_5). It is still more true of
what can be called the tertiary pathology of cranios¡mostosis: the changes in the
brain, the organs ofthe special senses, and the facial viscera.

The Sutures

The fused sutures of the cranial vault may be seen as broad ridges of solid bony
overgrowth (Fig. 10.2), or may be completely obliterated and indistinguishable
from the surrounding bone. As Laitinen (1956) has noted, the formãtion of a
ridge is especially characteristic of the fused sagittal suture; a similar ridge is
sometimes seen along the course of the coronal suture. We have never seen a
fused squamosal orlambdoid suture as a ridge ofthis type; Laitinen (1956) concurs
with this. Premature fusion of basal sutures also tends to be inconspicuous: a
synostosis of the sphenofrontal or sphenozygomatic sutures may be harã to detect
in radiographs or even at operation.

Laitinen reported at some length on 20 biopsies of clinically fused sutures.
He found no histological evidence of any abnormality except early cessation of
growth. Our experience of 38 biopsies has been similar. In thã majority the suture
was completely obliterated. In neonates, the bone in the region of the fused suture
usually showed a fine cancellous structure, with trabeculae lying parallel to the
external surface;in older children, there was lamellar deposition of bone under
the periosteum, with evidence of remodelling and osteon formation on the inner
surface. In a few cases the site ofpremature fusion could be deduced from an
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atypical orientation oftrabeculae running perpendicular to the bone surface, or
more convincingly from the frnding of a plate of inert frbrous tissue embedded in
the bone (Fig. a.1). Albright and Byrd (1981) have reported similar frndings.
They emphasised that in young subjects fusion is often confined to a localised
segment of the suture.

b

FIG. 4.1 a,b. Fused coronal suture from infant with Crouzon syndrome; aged I weeks.

a. The suture incompletely fused, but can be identified as a low prorninence on the external
surface, and by a change in trabecular pattern. In the centre there is an island offibrous
tissue, which is presurnably a rernnant of the suture. H & E x 25 b. Higher magnification
shows osteoblasts along the rnargins of the enclosed fibrous tissue, which is loose and
sparsely cellulør. It contains a small sinusoid. H & E x 100

Particular interest attaches to biopsies taken from suture which are
incompletely fused. The unfused segment usually shows a histologically
recognisable suture, with however much less evidence of active osteoblastic growth
than in a normal subject of the same age (Fie. 4.2; compare with Fig. 4.3). We

have seen only one exception. in a biopsy from a radiologically sclerotic lambdoid
suture, which showed evidence of active osteoblastic groït'"th and a nodule ofwhat
appeared to be cartilage. This could be interpreted as the earliest stage ofactive
sutural fusion. This interpretation is questionable; rather similar appearances

a
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b

a

have been seen in fusing sutures of an infant who underwent shunt surgery for
hydrocephalus. It is possible that the cellular dynamics of this type of seõrrá""y
cranios5mostosis are different from those of primary premature fuiion: in another
case (Fig. 4'4) we have seen strikingly osteoclastic activity, a finding not record.ed
in our other biopsies. The histopathology of all t¡ryes of cranios¡mostosis deserves
further study by modern histochemical methods, and consideration should be
given to the facial as well as the calvarial sutures. Hitherto, neurosurgical biopsy
material has been taken chiefly from the cranial vault. It has become increasingly
evident that in many forms of cranios¡mostosis the basal sutures are also involved,
but what meagre histopathological evidence we have at present indicates that
craniosynostosis of such sutures as the sphenofrontal shows no special
peculiarities.

FrG. 4.2 arb. Fusing sagittal suture from øn infant with scaphocephaly : øge 70 weeks.
a. The øpposed' bone ed.ges are composed of wouen bone without *i"h or¡enlotion. There
are many large collagenous fibres bridging the suture: they are oriented, parallel to the
pericrønium' Møsson x 40b. Higher magnification shows few osteoblasts, aid many small
sinusoids within the suture area. Masson x I00
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b ' lr,\

FIG. 4.3 arb. Normal sagittdl suture from infant øged 5 months. The bone edges dre
cotlposed of fine horizontal spicules with euidence of dctiue osteoblastic actiuity at their
tips. The capsular layers are weII formed, and trans-sutural bridging fibres are not seen
There are no sinusoids. t. Mdsson x 40 b. Masson x 700

*-^ù.
_a
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FIG.4.4. a.

FrG. 4.4. b.

L
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a

{r
FIG 4.4. c

FIG. 4.4 
^ - c, Prenla.ture sutural fusion after spino-peritoneal shunt. a. The coronal

suture (arrow) ís patent medially but fused elsewhere. b. Biopsy of coronal surface; H & E
x24. c. Higher power uiew shows nunlerous osteoclasts; this appearance has not been seen

in spontaneous craniosynostos¿s. H & E x 300.

The synchondroses ofthe skull base also deserve further consideration. As
Moss (1959, 1975) has insisted, many - perhaps all - forms of vault synostosis
are associated with deformities of the base; even if one does not wholly accept
Moss's concepts of causation, it would be useful to know what abnormalities are

seen in the chondrocranium. Unfortunately, this area is inaccessible to biopsy,
and autopsy studies are few, except on cases of Apert s¡mdrome In that sJmdrome,

marked abnormalities have been seen. Kreiborg et al. (1976) found a very distorted
skull base with a wide and highly abnormal spheno-occipital synchondrosis.
Montaut and Stricker (1977) also reported abnormalities of the chondrocranium
with block fusion of the petrous and spheroid bones on one side. Stewart et al'
(1977), however, studying a foetus of about 21 weeks' gestation, found that the
chief basal s¡rnchondroses were normally formed. Thus, even in Apert s¡mdrome,

no clear or consistent pattern to premature fusion in the synchondroses has been

established; and there are many reasons (see Chap. 15) to suggest that this
condition is a disease sui generis. For the Crouzon s¡mdrome and the simple
forms of craniosynostosis. one can only say that gross radiological abnormalities
ofthe basal synchondroses have not been found.
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Changes in the Skull Due to Raised lntracran¡al
Pressure

In most cases of clinically evident deformity associated with cranios¡mostosis,
the skull is distorted, but otherwise shows no abnormalities beyond the synostosis.
There is no reason to believe that the volumetric capacity of the skull is reduced
by premature fusion of one or two sutures, though as Muke (1972) has shown,
the methods of determining cranial volume from radiographs are still very
unsatisfactory. When multiple sutures are fused prematurely, the cranial volume
is likely to be reduced, and the skull in such cases shows pathological changes
indicative of raised intracranial pressure. These include convolutional impressions
(circular or oval areas of thinning of the cranial vault) ancl the formation of small
cerebral hernias in areas of even more defective cranial growth. Whether
convolutional impressions<vident on radiographs as'hammer beating'or'digital
markings'-are a specific result of raised intracranial pressure has been
challenged: crome (1961), for example, regarded them as only one manifestation
ofthe general osseous dysplasia. We believe that severe convolutional impressions,
as seen in Fig. 3.1, do indeed result from chronic raised intracranial pressure,
and the same is true of the small cerebral hernias often seen in association with
severe cranios¡mostosis. These may occupy potholes in the overlying bone, much
like those described by Russell (1949) in her classic description ofthe effect of
chronic hydrocephalus.

Skull radiographs of children with extensive cranios¡mostosis often show
deep impressions made by the cranial venous sinuses and large venous emissary
foramina. These also probably represent the pathologicaf effects of chronic
elevation in intracranial pressure in a child whose skull is unable to expand (Fig.
8.7).

Cerebral Pathology

Much of our concern over cranios5mostosis, and many of the controversies over
the treatment of the condition, relate to possible detrimental effects on the brain.
Several writers have asserted that cranial deformities cause mental or
neurological disabilities by constricting or distorting the brain, but these
assertions need objective proof. After all, every neurosurgeon knows that the
brain tolerates moderate intracranial hypertension very well, and. every
obstetrician knows that the infant's brain tolerates distortion within quite widã
limits. It would be most helpful to know in detail the cerebral patholågy in the
different types of premature craniosSmostosis. Unfortunately, rLlevaniäutopsy
studies are few. cases of Apert s¡mdrome have often come to autopsy; Blank
(1960) referred to 12 post-mortem examinations and there u"" *"ny other reports
of single cases. Some of these have revealed significant neuiopathological
abnormalities. Palacios and schimke (1969) found pachygyria and hyãrocephãlus.
crome (1961) found no gross abnormalities in his case, but saw evidence of
neuronal scarcity both in the neocortex and in the hippocampus. other writers
have mentioned agenesis or hypoplasia of the corpus callosum and ventricular
dilatation The implications of these serious but inconstant pathological frndings
are discussed in relation to Apert sSmdrome in Chap. 15. ReportJ of adequate
autopsies on cases of crouzon s¡mdrome are not numerous. Eshbaugh tig¿g)
indeed found 24 cases in the literature, but most of these were not reported in
sufficient detail. Her own case exhibited pathological changes, notably ventricular
dilatation, a deep cerebral constriction due to bony deformity and hyperplasia of
the leptomeninges: this was a very severe example of the crouzon synd"o-",
horwever, and therefore of less relevance in the evaluation of the ,u"i.g" .".".
Neuropathological studies on the cloverleaf skull deformity (see Chap. t¿) have
chiefly shown the effects of the coexisting hydrocephalus whichls usually
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associated with this form of multiple craniosynostosis. Gross (1957) reported
careful autopsies on three cases ofApert syndrome, one case of Crouzon sSmdrome,
and one case of turricephaly. These also were examples of very severe
malformations leading to early death. Herzog's (1914) case of so-called
Turmschädel is of more interest, since the patient was mentally normal and
lived to the age of 5 years. He then became blind and died after operative
treatment. Autopsy showed no neuropathological abnormalities attributable to
the skull deformity, except evidence of atrophv of the visual pathways. The skull
showed premature fusion of a number of sutures in the vault and also in the
base. This appears to have been a very careful autopsy and the histopathological
methods of the period were probably suffrcient to exclude diffuse cortical damage.
Reports of autopsies on examples of the much commoner synostoses of single
sutures are much harder to frnd. We have records of autopsies of two cases of
scaphocephaly, and these did not disclose any signifrcant cerebral abnormalities.
Other autopsy data will be discussed in relation to the various categories of
craniosynostosis. It can be said that there are no striking or constant
neuropathological changes associated with premature sutural fusion.

The paucity of autopsy evidence can be supplemented by contrast
neuroradiology and cornputerised topography (CT). Many writers have reported
that ventricular dilatation is often associated with cranioslmostosis. Bertelsen
(1958) found 19 examples in 48 air studies, but thought that in some of these the
dilatation represented cerebral atrophy. Fishman et aL (1971) studied 14 cases,
eight being examples of complex s¡mdromes. There was no uniformity in the
severity or nature ofthe hydrocephalus; one very severe case (with gross cerebral
deformity) showed aqueduct stenosis, but others had communicating
hydrocephalus. Montaut and Stricker (1977) performed pneumoencephalography
in 36 oftheir 161 cases. Theyfoundventricular dilatation due to aqueduct stenosis
in frve; only one study showed diffuse cerebral atrophy-a case of trigonocephaly'

Our own experience has been much smaller; like Foltz and Loeser (1975),

we have not wished to perform pneumoencephalography unless there were
compelling reasons.

Even CT has been used only when major craniofacial surgery was
contemplated. In seven patients we found moderate to severe degrees of
hydrocephalus in association with Apert, Carpenter, and Crouzon s¡mdromes
(see Chap. 15). In 17 other cases of s5mostosis in which the ventricular system
has been delineated, no major abnormalities have been seen. However, CT
scanning has occasionally suggested constriction or obliteration ofsubarachnoid
cisterns, which could be taken to result from a relative reduction in the cranial
capacity.

Putting together the evidence from autopsies and the neuroradiological
frndings, one can say that serious cerebral anomalies are most often found in
association with the genetically determined craniosynostoses and especially with
Apert syndrome. Such anomalies are much rarer as part of the Crouzon sJrndrome,

but have been recorded. The chief secondary neuropathological complication is
hydrocephalus, which may be severe enough to demand treatment. This is
especially seen in cases of the cloverleaf skull deformity. It is not at present clear
whether this hydrocephalus usually represents a primary aqueduct stenosis, or
whether it results from the constrictive effect of the cranial malformation. Gross
(1957) suggested that a severe kyphotic deformity of the skull base may distort
or constrict the brainstem and produce hydrocephalus by compressing the basal
cisterns or the cerebral aqueduct. A parallel could be drawn with achondroplasia,
where hydrocephalus certainly seems to result from the distortion of the skull
base. Hoffman and Hendrick (1979) have postulated chronic increased venous
pressure as a cause ofhydrocephalus. This is not a very convincing explanation.
There is certainly evidence of raised venous pressure in many cases of severe

cranios5mostosis, but analogy with other conditions would suggest that this is
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likely to promote chronic cerebral swelling rather then ventricular dilatation.
Meningeal frbrosis (Eshbaugh 1948) is another possible cause of hydrocephalus
complicating Crouzon s¡rndrome. Evidence of cerebral pathology in other forms
of cranios¡mostosis has been hard to find, and certainly there are few convincing
reports of cerebral damage directly related to the distorted shape of the cranium.
It is however true to say that minor degrees of cerebral damage would escape
detection in routine post-mortem examination.

Significance of Craniosynostosis as a Pathological
Process

It was shown in chap. 2 that modern concepts of skull growth do not give the
sutures a driving role in the expansion of the cerebral capsule. Rather they are
zones where marginal bone deposition proceeds in response to the demands of
the expanding brain and eyeball, probably transmitted along lines of dural (or
periorbital?) tension. Accepting this, Moss (1959, 1925) has argued that premature
sutural fusion is secondary to more fundamental dysplasias of the skull base. In
this view, s¡mostosis is a symptom, not a cause of deformity.

We do not wholly accept this. Certainly our studies of the histology of the
sutures do not reveal any local patholory likely to play a primary role. It seems
likely that the individual deformities associated with cranios¡rnostosis represent
dyscephalies due to disturbed growth ofthe entire cerebral capsule, theìranial
base as well as the vault, the pericranium and dura as well as the bone (Fig, a.5).
There is however some evidence, both experimental and clinical, to suggeÀt that
premature sutural fusion does perpetuate or even exaggerate the general
disturbance of growth. For surgeons the most compelling evidence is the rãsponse
to adequate resections of fused sutures. Removal of bone is, often quite prediclably,
followed by varying degrees of correction of a calvarial deformity. Èotr" g"o*.
again from the dura mater and from the margins of the removal, but often this
regrowth does not amount to complete synostosis and there may be radiological
evidence of a new suture in the regenerated bone (Shillito 1923, Fig. a.6). The
reappearance of a previously obliterated suture surely suggests that regional
cranial growth has been released by operation, allowing the brain to expand in a
more normal way. If so, it seems logical to regard the premature sutural fusion,
however caused, as an important pathological process, since it can lead to locai
distortion or restriction of the expansion of the brain. When craniosSmostosis is
extensive, it may impair the normal relation between cerebral growth and
enlargement of the cerebral capsule: the skull may be too small for [he growing
brain. Intracranial pressure may then rise, either permanently or as an ãpisodiã
consequence of somekind of cerebral swelling. Visionmaybe affected, andperhaps
mentality, though this is much less certain. When the cranial capacity is reducãa
like this, the traditional term craniostenosls seems appropriate (Mtike rg72).

In the same way, one can speak of orbitostenosls. The orbit is the bony
capsule of the expanding eyeball; unlike the skull it is an incomplete capsulð,
being open anteriorly. In certain craniofacial s¡mdromes, above an the Crãuzon
s¡rndrome, the dysplasia affects the walls of the orbit. It is not wholly clear what
part in this is played by premature fusion of the various orbital sutures, but they
are probably affected and orbital craniosynostosis has been recorded (Greig 1926;
I(reiborg, personal communication). In consequence the orbital cavityis distorted:
it is shallow and wide, and the eyeball is extruded forwards (exorbitism).

Delaire et al. (1963) used the analogous term faciostenosjs to describe the
midfacial hypoplasia of Crouzon sSmdrome. Delaire considered this to be a stenotic
process in the bones surrounding the upper airway. He also postulated that
faciostenosis may occur as an isolated condition. It has been suggested that the
facial sutures may undergo premature s¡rnostosis, and ressier (lgzlc) has
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FIG. 4.5. a. The skull base in Crouzon syndron'Le. There are deep conuolutional impressions,
especially in the middle fossae, and the grooues ofthe sagittal and trdnsverse sinuses are
also unduly deep. b. The basioccipital bone ís distorted; there is ø dorsal protruberance
(arrows) and the foramen rnagnunl is somewhat constrícted. By courtesy of Mr. R. W.

Hiles, Frenchay Hospital, Bristol.

FIG. 4.6. New suture lines (arrows) haue been fonned in the new bone regenerated from
the dura after coronal linear craniectomy.

b
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observed complete fusion of the maxillary and spheroid bones. The pathological
evidence is however meagre. It is still uncertain whether the maxillary hypoplasia
of Crouzon and Apert sSmdromes represent an intrinsic local growth failure,
associated with premature sutural fusion, or whether it is secondary to a primary
dysplasia of the skull base, acting in varying permutations on growth of the
vault and facial skeleton. Begging this very important question, \Me use the term
faciostenosis to describe the state of narrowing or constriction of the facial
skeleton, causing secondary functional disorders in breathing, eating, and speech.

In summary, w€ see premature sutural fusion as an important local
manifestation of an underlying defect in the growth of the skull. This defect may
be regional, as in the simple calvarial deformities, or it may be generalised:
examples of generalised disorders of skull growth are seen in the metabolic
cranios¡mostoses and in the more severe types of complex craniofacial deformity.
Thus far, our concept is in accord with Moss's (195g) argument that
cranios¡mostosis is not a primary disease process. However, we believe that
premature calvarial sutural fusion has very real signifrcance in the dynamics of
abnormal craniocerebral growth. It results in a relatively unyielding cerebral
capsule which fails to respond normally to the forces exerted by the expanding
brain. There is now experimental (Persson et al. 1979) as well as surgical òr'i¿"tr.ã
to support the classical concept of the role of the sutures in determining to some
extent the nature and severity of deformities of the skull vault. It iÀ not yet
possible to say whether premature fusion of facial sutures has similar autonomãus
importance in determining the character of facial deformities. Even if future
rcsearch shows that this is not so, we believe that these deformities also represent
the outcome of regional skeletal growth failure.
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Surg¡cal Management
David, Poswillo, Simpson

lntroduction

In the preceding chapter we have given our views on the natural history of the
complex craniofacial deformities associated with cranios¡mostosis. Except in the
mildest forms, we believe that operative correction is needed. originally the
responsibility of neurosurgeons, this has become the work of the craniofacial
team-a partnership of plastic surgeon and neurosurgeon with specialist
colleagues capable of dealing with all the technical necessities likely to arise in
the treatment of the patient as a whole. For the patient and his family the
operative intervention, however dramatic, may be only a grand episode in a long
programme of rehabilitation. But it is the technical ability to operate that makes
the programme possible. This ability, pioneered by Tessier, is based on a thorough
knowledge of the pathological anatomy associated with the cranios5mostoses,
and with all the related problems. It is this as much as anybhing that justifres
the centralisation of craniofacial surgery in selected units, which enables the
operating surgeons to build up an experience of pathological anatomy in this
exacting freld. In craniofacial surgery one deals with an infrnite variety of three-
dimensional distortions and with a multiplicity of organ systems pacted into a
small space. Experience is indispensable: yet each patient has unique problems
and as Tessier (1971a) has said, 'each surgical case becomes an experimental
case'(Fig. 16.1).

FIG. 16.1. Lateral skull radiograph of ø cøse of Carpenter synd,rome d,emonstrating the
bizarre craniøI base, and, ahnost complete øbsence ofthe orbits, together with the euid.ences
of preuious surgery d,one elsewhere.

Primary Skeletal Pathology

As Converse et al. (L974) pointed out, two bones are key structures in the distorted
anatomy of the complex craniofacial deformities: the sphenoid and the ethmoid.
The sphenoid (Fig. 16.2) is a single bone, situated in the base of the skull but
reaching the lateral walls. It consists of a centrally placed body, which is surgically
almost inaccessible, the paired greater and lesser wings, and the paired pteiygoiâ
processes. The greater wing of the sphenoid forms the anterior part of the middle
cranial fossa. the posterior part ofthe lateral wall ofthe orbit, and the anterior
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medial wall of the tempora.l fossa.. It has sr:tural articulations with many bones.
The frontal, the zygomatic, the parietal and the squamous temporal bones all
have sutural relationships with the greater wirrg and these may loe fused
prematurely, though this is hard to show radiologically. The lesser wing of the
sphenoid scparatcs the anterior and middle cranial fossae. It borders the superior
orbital fissure and it has a sutural articulation with the frontal bone, the
sphenofrontal suture, which is often fused prematurely in craniosynostosis. The
lesser wing is continued laterallv as the sphenoidal ridge. It is of great
neurosurgical irnportance that this ridge is exaggerated in many forms of complex

cranios¡rnostosis (as well as in simple turricephaly): it may sweep like a sabre

blade high around the lateral convexity ofthe calvaria, with an associated dural
fold that indents the brain deeply in the line of the sylvian fissure. The pterygoid
processes project down from the body ofthe sphenoid, and articulate by sutures
with the palatine bones. They form the lateral walls of the nasopharSrnx, the
medial walls of the infratemporal fossae, and the posterior walls of the
ptervgopalatine fossae. Their posterior surfaces front the pterygoid fossae. The
pterygoid processes have surgically important vascular relationships. They are

surrounded on three sides by a plexus of veins, draining back into the maxillary
veins. They also have a close relation with the greater palatine arteries which
arise in the pterygopalatine fossae and run down in front of the pterygoid
processes to reach the palate through the greater palatine foramen. These large
arteries, and the many smaller branches of the internal maxillary artery, should
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FIG. 16.2a, b, Sphenoid bone a. Anterior uiew b. Posterosuperior uíew
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be remembered when maxillary osteotomies are carried out.

The ethmoid bone (Fig. 16.3) lies below and behind the ethmoidal notch in
the frontal bone, which is closed by its upper surface. It is applied to the anterior
aspect of the sphenoid body and rests below and between the two maxillae. It
forms the lateral and medial walls of the upper portion of the nasal cavity, and
the medial walls of the orbits. Although the ethmoid bone is wholly formed in
cartilage, it articulates with the maxillae and with the frontal, sphenoid, lacrimal
and nasal bones by typical sutures. The ethmoid bone consists of three distinct
components. The median perpendicular plate forms part of the bony septum of
the nose and articulates with the other elements of the septum, the vomer and
the septal cartilage. The upper part of the ethmoid is the cribriform plate, forming
the cribriform fossae and pierced by the filaments of the olfactory nerves. It is
composed of extremely thin bone-often only 100¡rm thick. The upper part of the
perpendicular plate extends above the paired cribriform fossae as the strong
process of the crista galli. Anterior to this, in the groove between the ethmoid
and frontal bones, is the midline foramen caecum, usually blind but occasionally
containing a nasal emissary vein. The dura of the falx cerebri is frrmly anchored
to the crista galli, and more loosely by a process entering the foramen caecum:
this process is a key landmark in anterior fossa extradural dissection. The lateral
components of the ethmoid are the paired labyrinths, an intricate series of
thin-walled air sinuses bounded laterally by the bony orbital plates. It is the
ethmoidal labyrinths that articulate by sutures with the maxillae. The postnatal
growth of the ethmoidal air sinuses and the other extensions of the naÀal cavity
is ofconsiderable importance in craniofacial surgery; studies carried. out in our
department were reported by caldicott et al. (1929). Figure 16.4 shows the
relationships of these two key bones in the anterior and the middle cranial fossae,
and their sutural articulations. Figure 16.5 shows their orbital anatomy.

Pathological distortions in the sphenoid, ethmoid, and frontal bones
complicate the surgical anatomy of cranios5mostosis. The relationships of the
cranial fossae, the orbits, the maxillae, and the nasal cavity may be bizarre. we
have encountered, in all possible permutations, the following important skeletal
abnormalities in the course of our operations for cranios5mostosis.

a

FIG. 16.3a. Ethmoid bone. Superior uiew
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Crieta Galli
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FIG. 16.3 b. Ethmoid bone. Posterior uiew
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FIG. 16.4 arb. The skull base: superior uiew. a. Normal. b. A cøse of Crouzon syndrome
showing foreshortened anterior craníal fossa, with depressed and broadened cribriform
plate and bony projections from the orbital roofs'
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Supra-
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FIG. 16.5. Orbital anøtomy: anterior uiew.

Calvarial Defomities

The various calvarial deformities (oxycephaly, turricephaly, and plagiocephaly)
may present unexpected distortions and concavities especially in the frontal bone
and the supra-orbital margin.

Thin Bone

Raised intracranial pressure thins or even erod.es the bone, and the dura may be
vulnerable, or even naked, especially in the orbits, where dura may fuse withthe
periorbita (orbital periosteum). There may be small meningeal hernias embedded
in potholes in the bone.

Abnormal Venous Channels

The various emissary veins may be enlarged, also as a consequence of chronic
raised intracranial pressure. Normal or abnormal venous drÀinage related to
the sagittal sinus may need careful attention, and we have met formidable
bleeding from veins related to the lateral end ofthe sphenoparietal sinus.

Bony Spikes

one often finds projections of abnormal bone from the roofs of the orbits,
invaginating and even eroding the dura.

Swept-up Orbits

The orbital roofs often sweep up laterally in relation to the hypertrophied
sphenoidal ridges; medially they are likely to slope steeply down to the cribriform
fossae.

Depressed Cribriform Plate

The cribriform plate may be depressed into the nasal cavity, and this depression

ol
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*
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is a strong argument for the transcranial approach to ensure safety when a LeFort
III osteotomy (see p. 261) is done. The cribrifo m plate may also be widened,
producing symmetrical or asymmetrical hypertelorism. Munro (1976) has
emphasised the anatomical variability of hypertelorism. The medial walls of the
orbits may be parallel or may be ballooned in the midportion by expanded ethmoid
air cells. Or they may diverge laterally so that the dacryon is displaced outwards
relative to the optic foramen; in another variant, the optic foramina may
themselves be abnormally separated (Fig. 16.6).

Expanded Middle Cranial Fossa

The middte cranial fossa is often extended anteriorly, projecting forward and
establishing abnormally close relations with the shallow orbit. The dura of the
middte fossa may be in danger during orbital osteotomies and even in the surgical
disconnection of the maxilla from the pterygoid process (see p' 258). The
hypertrophied sphenoid ridge may invaginate the dura very deeply, making its
dissection hazardous.

Distorted Orbital Cavities

In many ty¡les of craniosynostosis, the orbital cavity is shallow, with a shortened
lateral wall in relation to depression of the zygomalíc bones. The orbital floor
may also be hypoplastic, and may flow on to merge with the anterior surface of
the maxilla with little evidence of an inferior orbital margin. In orbital
hypertelorism the position of the optic canal is usually normal, but this is not
always so (see above).

Nasal Obstruction

The nasal airway is usually reduced, often asymmetrically, as there is almost
invariably some deviation of the bony and cartilaginous nasal septum. Nasal
intubation may be diffrcult especially after medial translocation of the orbits.

FIG. 16.6. Horizontal sections through the orbits showing the uøriable patterns of the

med.íal orbital watt deþrmity (by courtesy of Dr. IR Munro).
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Maxillary H¡poplasia

The maxilla is usually small in all three dimensions, and it is crowded with teeth.
There is little bone, and what is there breaks easily. Maxillary hypoplasia
contributes to the reduction of the nasal airway and of course to the dental
malocclusion.

All these anatomical abnormalities complicate surgical management. Some
of them can be anticipated by careful preoperative study of the radiographic
findings. Others are only found during operation.

Secondary Surgical Pathology

Many patients who come to the craniofacial unit have undergone cranial and,/or
facial surgery already. These earlier operations may bring additional problems,
which can be termed the secondary pathology of craniofacial deformities. It is
important to have full details of previous surgical interventions. We have
encountered the following problems attributable to earlier surgery, sometimes
carried out by ourselves and sometimes done elsewhere.

Bone Defects and Cerebral llernias

Earlier craniectomies may leave unexpected bone defects, where the dura may
be attached to the scalp, or may even be defrcient. Postoperative meningoceles or
meningoencephaloceles are especially dangerous when situated in the orbital
roof.

Silastic

Silastic or other plastic strips may have been inserted to delay bone regrowth.
With the passage of time the Silastic becomes embedded in new bone and this
can make dissection very difficult.

Scars

Earlier neurosurgical incisions may have been placed too far anteriorly, cutting
across the blood supply of the standard bicoronal incision, favoured by us (Fig.
8.5b). Previous facial scars may also cause cosmetic problems and may make
dissection difficult. This is especially so if a previous attempted craniofacial
operation has involved a wide subperiosteal dissection.

Orbitotomies

Previous exploration of the orbits may make it hard to establish a safe plane of
dissection. This is especially so when the exophthalmos of Crouzon sSmdrome
has been 'treated' by transfrontal orbital decompression: this procedure is
completely ineffective, and may make definitive treatment dangerous by leaving
no safe plane of cleavage between the basal dura and the orbital periosteum. 

-

Shunts

It may have been necessary to treat coexisting hydrocephalus by a
ventriculo-atrial or ventriculoperitoneal shunt. Subsequent cranio-facial surgery
is then unavoidably complicated by uncertainty about the control of raised
intracranial pressure during and after operation; preliminary isotope studies of
shunt function are usually needed. Findler et al. (1980) have reported the
development of a tension aerocele in the extradural space in association with a
Iow-pressure shunt.
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Operative Principles

Gillies and Harrison (1950 - 1951) reported the frrst high maxillary osteotomy
done for the maxillary hypoplasia of Crouzon sSmdrome. The orbital cuts in this
procedure (Fig. 16.7) were made quite far forward and the maxilla was divided
through the pterygomaxillary frssure and the hard palate. Uncertainty about
the anatomy of the distorted cranial base delayecl the acceptance of this type of
correction. Tessier (1971 a) reported operations differing from Gillies'procedure
in that osteotomies were made posteriorly in the orbit behind the lacrimal groove

and across the orbital floor into the lateral orbital wall which was split sagittally.
The line of section ran through the body of the zygoma as a stepped osteotomy.
and the maxilla was separated posteriorly through the pterygomaxillary fissure
(Fig. 16.8).

FIG. 16.? a,b. The maxillary osteotomy of GiIIies and Harrison. a. The osteotomíes pass

through the nasal bones, orbital floor, lateral wall of the orbit, zygomatic arch,
pterygomaxillary fossa, and across the posterior hard palate. b. After separation and
aduancement.

Murray and Swanson (1968) performed a midfacial osteotomy for
cranios¡rnostosis with nasal and orbital osteotomies as in the Gillies procedure.
Jabaley and Edgerton 1969) used medial orbital osteotomies like those of Tessier
but dissected the whole of the zygoma,

In 1968 Tessier began to treat the calvarial deformity of plagiocephaly by
rotating a large frontal bone flap. In 1970 he moved from the correction of
established craniofacial deformities in older patients to operations of young

children. These were seen as likely to release facial as well as calvarial growth
from the restraints imposed by craniosynostosis, a hope that is now widely
entertained (Hoffman and Mohr 1977;Whitaker et al.1977 Marchac 1978) but
still unproven (see p. 95).

b
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FIG. 16.8. LeÛort III osteotomy dccording to Tessier with osteotomies behind. the lacrimal
grooue and ø step in the zygomatic bone. The osteotomy line passes between the maxillary
tuberosity and the pterygoid plates.

In varying combinations, these operations have interwoven the techniques
of plastic surgery and neurosurgery, and ambitious craniofacial operations hãve
become possible. We now possess the ability to move all the components of the
cranial skeleton except the deep central block: the skull base between the orbital
apices and the posterior fossa. These technical achievements make it possible in
a single operation to decompress the brain and to free the fronto-orbitãl complex
by osteotomies extending across the anterior cranial fossa. The growth of tn"
brain and of the orbital contents can continue unrestricted and the skeletal
deformities will be ameliorated. It is also now possible to move the midfacial
complex and the orbits (except their apices), together or separately, into new
positions.

The principles enunciated by Tessier a decade ago are still valid. Dissections
should be subperiosteal, to allow the bones to be cut and. moved without soft
tissue damage. Orbitocranial and faciomaxillary deformities resultingfrom single
pathological process should be considered as one entity with respect to treatment.
The transcranial route should be used to correct deformities ãf tn" skull base,
since it is ultimately safer and simpler. When a complex deformity has multiple
components, as many as possible should be corrected in one sitting.

I ndications for Operation

Our experience is based on 25 cases of complex craniofacial deformities associated
with craniosynostosis treated operatively by the South Australian Craniofacial
Unit in the period 1975-1981. Also relevant is experience gained in the same
period in 11 cases of simple cranios5mostosis treated by similar techniques (Table
16.1).

The indications for intervention may be functional or psychosocial. As has
been said in Chap. 6, the functional indications relate to the brain and to the
eyes. Raised intracranial pressure from craniostenosis was evident in five ofthese
patients, and demanded operative relief by decompression either early in infancy
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or during what we have termed the intermediate period (1 to 9 years), when a
previously tolerable degree of craniostenosis often exhibits decompensation.
Functional problems relating to the eyes were evident in varying degrees in most
of the cases of Crouzon syndrome: the chief was exophthalmos, with the risk of
cxposure heratitis. The aim ofoperative correction oforbitostenosis has been to
enlarge the orbit forwards by anterior movement of the frontal and midfacial
bones. Airway insuffrciency due to faciostenosis is rarely in itself an indication
for operation, but it is virtually a constant symptom in the Crouzon and Apert
s¡mdromes and may benefit greatly from facial advancement. Dental malocclusion
may also be corrected, at least in part, by advancing the maxillae. The open bite
can be corrected by lengthening the face.

Psychosocial problems emerge as the chief indication in older children.
Cosmetic improvement is usually easier to give when facial growth is completed,
but to wait so long may be harmful both to the patient and to his family. The
introduction of a deformed infant into a family causes great stress. The
introduction of a deformed child to school, usually at the age of 5 years, brings
another period of crisis. Adolescence, with its psychosexual stresses, brings new
needs and demands. Fine surgical judgement based on detailed assessment by
the craniofacial team is required before a decision to operate or not to operate is
taken on purely psychosocial indications. This is further discussed in Chap. 18.

TABLE T6.1

Craniofaciøl operations perforrned for deformities associated with
cr anio sy no st o si s b y S o uth Au st r ølian C r aniofo'cial Unit, 1 I 7 5 - 1 I I 1 .

Operøtions for simple scøphocephøly ønd trigonocephøly are excluded

Diagnoses No of Patients
Complex syndromes

Crouzon
Apert
Carpenter
Saethre-Chotzen

Cohen

Other
Simple

Turricephaly
Plagiocephaly (all types)

18

1

2

2

1

1

1

10

Total 36

Timing of Surgery

The problems of timing have been discussed in principle in Chap. 7. The dilemmas
outlined there come into very sharp focus when the complex craniofacial
slmdromes are under consideration. Children born with these syndromes may
have the potential for normal intellectual and social development. They may
benefrt very greatly from extensive craniofacial surgery, and the psychosocial
advantages ofearly correction are obvious. But these advantages may be offset
by detrimental effects on cranial growbh. Tessier (1971a) demonstrated continued
nasomaxillary growth after a maxillary osteotomy done in childhood. The
experiences of Hogeman and Willmar (1974) in Crouzon syndrome have been

mentioned 1p, r03); these authors expressed the view that early facial
advancement will improve the appearance at the time, but the basic dysplasia
will continue to affect facial growth until adolescence, so that the eventual
deformity may be only slightly less than it would have been without operation.
This view is still debatable and the debate must be resolved before the optimum
timing of maxillary osteotomies can be determined. It is easier to pronounce on
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the timing of fronto-orbital advancements. These are no\M being carried out safely
in most craniofacial units. They undoubtedly allow the brain and the orbital
contents to expand during their periods of most rapid growth (Fig. o.B) and this
may lead to improved growth in the midfacial region. Such operations are
therefore done in the first year of life, and preferably in the frrst 3 months.

In our surgical philosophy the concept ofthe three chronological periods
described in Chap. 8. is especially helpful when one is considering the timing of
craniofacial operations.

Early Period (First 12 Months)

Operations are undertaken to facilitate normal growth, to release skeletal
constraints on the growing brain and eyeballs. In most of the complex
cranios¡mostoses these operations amount to fronto-orbital advancement with
excision of the chief prematurely fused calvarial sutures, in one or two stages.
Maxillary osteotomies are neuer done by us in this period.

fntermediate Period (1 to I Years)

Raised intracranial pressure may dictate operation in this period, and the relief
of craniostenosis can be achieved by a fronteorbital advancement combined with
subtemporal decompression. It will usually be necessary to complete the
mobilisation of bilateral osteoplastic flaps in a second stage (p. 100). Severe
orbitostenosis may also demand operation during the intermediate period, to
deal with recurrent ocular dislocation. One may also have to operate in this period
to correct deformities when these are causing extreme psychosocial distress.
Hypertelorism, orbital dystopia, and plagiocephaly can be corrected. in the
intermediate period without great fear of relapse. We believe that it is undesirable
to carry out maxillary advancements in this period, but we have done so when
correction seemed an imperative psychosocial necessity. Airway obstruction from
very severe faciostenosis may also dictate early operative intervention (Pruzansky,
personal communication). In these cases there may need to be a further LeFort I
maxillary osteotomy or a mandibular setback procedure if continued
disproportionate mandibular growth causes the deformity to recur.

Late Period (From 10 Years)

This is the time for defrnitive correction of the established deformity. Operations
are done for psychosocial reasons, supported by the hope of benefrt for such
functional problems as airway obstruction, dental malocclusion and impaired
speech. After 11 or 12 years, maxillary advancement can be done with reasonable
confidence: most of the maxillary growth is completed and the permanent
dentition is suffrcient for secure intermaxillary fixation. Where possible, total
correction is done in a single operative session. In advancing the maxilla, some
over-correction is desirable to compensate for future mandibular growth.

Pre-operative Patient Assessment and Preparation

with Munro (1975), we believe that the multidisciplinary team approach is
mandatory if mortality and morbidity are to be kept at an acceptable level. This
concept has been fully accepted by all members of the South Australian
Craniofacial Unit. The particular functions of each person in our team are set
out in Appendix A. Each member collects relevant data within his area of interest,
and these data are collated at Craniofacial Unit meeting, at which the patient is
present. At this meeting decisions are made on the need for surgery, the timing,
and the general nature of the proposed operations. These meetings may take
place many months before the patient is actually admitted to hospital for surgery.
There is therefore need for a detailed frnal assessment, and for quite elaborate
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preparations of various tJ4)es, before craniofacial operations are carried out.
Especially for patients who come from other parts of the world, adequate time
must be allowed: local residents can be sent home if reconsideration is necessary,
but this is a real hardship for patients who have come long distances at much
expense. Thus, before each major craniofacial operation, a week or more must be
devoted to a planned programme of reassessments and preparations.

Psychosocial (see Chap. 18)

The patient and the family need support during the stressful preoperative
period. The hospital routine and the surgical procedures must be fully explained.
The staff who do this pass the patient's fears and doubts back to the surgeon so
that he can more easily solve them. Serious emotional problems may come to the
surface during the preoperative period, and these often need much insight and
delicacy; our system of counselling and support is outlined in Chap. 18.

Surgical

The surgeons who will operate must make a final complete re-examination,
including up-to-date measurements relating to the dimensions of the proposed
changes in cranial and facial appearances. When an intracranial operation is to
be done, the neuro-surgeon must make a frnal neurological examination. He must
look once again at the optic fundi and he must check olfaction. In young patients,
he should also review the neurological development.

Ophthalmological

The ophthalmologist also reviews the patient, repeating such ofthe measurements
Iisted onp.77 as are relevant to the proposed operation. These usually include
the inner and outer intercanthal distances, the interpupillary distance, the length
and width of the palpebral frssures, and the degree of exophthalmos. The cortical
visual evoked responses may be recorded.

Dental

An up-to-date dental check is important to exclude such problems as carious
teeth likely to interfere with intermaxillary fixation. In our unit, fixation is usually
done with cast metal cap splints. Abite wafer maybe needed. The cap splints are
cast in moulds from frnal dental models made a week before operation. They are
frtted by the orthodontist one or two days preoperatively, and are made so as to
frt together exactly in their new positions. Ifnecessary the upper cap splint is
frtted to hold an anterior rod for craniomaxillary frxation.

Anaesthetic

The anaesthetist is responsible for the frnal assessment of general health and
condition of the respiratory tract. He reviews recent chest radiographs. He notes
the condition of the patient's veins and orders an appropriate number of units of
blood; for an adult undergoing major craniofacial surgery six units (3 I) are usuaþ
ordered and the blood bank is warned that much more may be needed. The
patient's serum biochemistry is checked. The anaesthetist also reviews the airway.
It is not always easy to forecast what operative and postoperative difficulties
will be encountered. Attention is given to the size of the mandible relative to the
maxilla and to the size of the tongue relative to the oral capacity. The rnobility of
the temporomandibular joints and of the neck are important in intubation.

C ardiovascular and Pulmonary

In our practice the cardiologist routinely checks the cardiac state. Cardiac
anomalies are often associated with craniofacial syndromes (see pp. 198, 208,

and22!), and these may affect the circulatory efficiency. An implanted pacemaker
(present in one of our Crouzon cases) may prohibit the use of monopolar
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diathermy. Pulmonary function is checked only if there is suspicion of lung disease

Ifaematological

This needs special mention. Several patients referred to our unit were found to
have defects in blood coagulability or bleeding time. A very serious bleeding
tendency appeared during operation in one patient (see p. 285). Another was
denied operation because of a coagulopathy. A full haematological assessment
including bleeding and coagulation studies is always carried out.

Bacteriological

Cultures are taken from the nose, throat, and conjunctivae. Significant pathogens
include Støph.ylococcu.s aureus, Streptococcus pneutnoniae and other haemolytic
streptococci. Colonisation ofthe nose or conjunctival sac by one ofthese organisms
is treated by local antibiotic ointment or drops. Colonisation of the throat may
need systemic chemotherapy.

Planning the Operation

In our unit, surgical planning takes place at a special meeting of the surgical
team together with the radiologist and the orthodontist. At these meetings the
radiographic data to be reviewed include standard skull views, tomograms in at
least the sagittal and coronal planes, cr scans, and cephalometric views.
Photocephalometric films are also important, especially in planning the new
profrle. Dental models are indispensable when there will be a midfacial shift.
Moulages of the face and frontal skull are useful when there will be a diffrcult
frontal reconstruction, as in plagiocephaly. The various measurements made
directly on the patient's face and head are also used in the final stages of operative
planning, especially in orbital shifts.

Each set of data has its special freld of usefulness. Standard skull
radiographs present the general pattern of the craniosynostosis and are
informative on the nature of previous operations, which are sometimes poorly
documented. Tomograms show best the patholory in the skull base, especially
the relationship of the deformed cribriform plate to the nasal cavity and the
orbits (Fig. 16.9). Tomograms also demonstrate the anterior extent of the middle
cranial fossae, which maybe in danger during lateral orbital osteotomies. Coronal
tomograms delineate the shape of the orbital walls and show the degree of bony
hypertelorism (Munro 1976). CT scans are needed to determine whether there is
coexisting hydrocephalus, always a possibility in Crouzon and Apert s¡mdromes,
and to exclude cerebral malformations. CT scans will also show the orbits and
orbital contents in different planes of section. The newest scanners cut thinner
slices with better resolution and make it possible to reconstruct the frndings in
any desired plane. These will doubtless be used increasingly in planning orbital
surgery.

Cephalometry is useful in showing the facial deformity and in determining
the true relationships of the maxilla and mandible to each other and to the skuù
base. In the complex forms of cranios¡mostosis, the skull base is likely to be
deformed, and this has to be taken into account if the data obtained are used. in
operative planning (Firmin et al. L97 4). For the plastic surgeon the most important
cephalometric measurements are the SNA and SNB angles, which quantitate
the anteroposterior relationships of the maxilla, mandible, and cranial base (Fig.
16.10). The SNA angle is constructed by lines joining three points identifred in
lateral cephalometric views: the midsellar point S. the nasion (N: the most anterior
point on the nasofrontal suture), and the point A which is the deepest (most
posterior) midline point on the premaxilla. Converse et al. (1977) give the normal
range as 79'-85". To construct the sNB angle, the point N is joined to a point B
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FIG. 16.9a-c.Anatomical distortions in Crouzon syndronxe. a.Anteroposterior tomogram
demonstrating the prolapsed cribriforrn pløte ønd its relationship to the nasal cauity and
the steeply sloping orbital roofs. b. Lateral tomogram showing the temporal ballooning of
the middle cranial fosso (arrows) and its relationship to the orbit. c. Basal tomogram
showing the hypertelorism and the shape of the medial orbital wall (anows).

which is the deepest (most posterior) point on the concavity of the anterior
mandible. The normal range is 76'-84'. Therefore SNA is normally 2"-4" greater
than SNB; in maxillary retrognathia it is smaller. In cases of Crouzon and Apert
syndrome the mandible may appear prognathic, but this is often not so: extreme
retrusion of the maxilla may make the mandible relatively prominent when it is
truly retrognathic in relation to the skull base. In such cases, the SNA and SNB
angles are both abnormally small, but the SNA angle will be markedly less than
the SNB angle. In planning correction of the maxillary retrusion of Crouzon
slmdrome it should be remembered that co-existing hypoplasia of the anterior
cranial fossa sets the pointN abnormally far posteriorly; if it is intended to perform
a fronto-orbital advancement, the new position of the point should be plotted on
the cephalometric tracing.

Photocephalometry (Fig. 16.11) is done by a method based on that reported
by Henderson (1974). Alateral cephalogram is first obtained, the soft tissue profile
being outlined with radio-opaque paste. The relevant cephalometric points are
marked on the frlm and the frontal bone, maxilla and mandible are delineated. A
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FIG. 16.10. Normal cephølom,etric tracing. Lines frorn the midsellar point S to the nasion
Na (N) and from the nasion to ø poínt A (most posterior point on the surface of the
pre-maxillø) form the angle SNA and, relate the rnøxilla to the cranial base. A line from
the nasion to the point B (most posterior point on the anterior surface of the møndible)
forms the angle SNB and relates the mandible to the craniøl base. Other points usefut in
cephalometry are:

ANS: ønúerior nasal spine

Pr: prosthion-most ønterior inferior point on møxilla

Id: infradentale-most anterior superior point on ma,ndible

Pog.' pogonion-most anterior point on contour of tnand,ible

Me: mention-lowest point on m,andibular symphysis

Gor gonion-most posterior inferior point on bod,y-ramus junction of the møndible

Ar: ørticuløre-intersection of cranial bøse and posterior surface of mand,ibulør cond.yle

PNS: posúerior nasal spine

transparent photographic pint of the face in lateral view is then produced at
exactly the same magnifrcation as the cephalogram.

This print is then superimposed on the cephalogram and the markings
made on the x-ray frlm are traced onto the transparent print. This gives a
photocephalogram, which can be cut along the proposed osteotomy lines; the
segments are then moved into what are regarded as ideal positions from the
aesthetic viewpoint. Correction of dental malocclusion can also be simulated in
this way. One must take into account the ratio of soft tissue to hard tissue
movement. Thus, the soft tissue of the chin follows the advancement of the bone
in a 1 to 1 ratio and the lower lip in a 2 to 3 ratio. while in advancement of the
upper jaw the lip follows the bone in a2 to 3 ratio, This method is particularly
applicable in planning lower facial corrections (Steinhauser lg71;Freihofer 7977),
but as Henderson (1974) has pointed out, it is less reliable in predicting the
outcome of high facial osteotomies of the LeFort III type. We have also used this
technique in planning the correction of hypertelorism and orbital dystopia; a
postero-anterior x-ray cephalogram is used with a transparent full-face
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FIG. 16.11a-c. Profile assessn'Lent in a rnan with deforrnity of the mid and lower face
using the technique of Henderson (1974. a, Transparent photography with superímposed
jaw relationships tahen from the cephalometric radiographs. b. Profile plan showing
proposed aduancernent. c. Postoperatiue profile (actuøl result).
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photograph superimposed on it. This two-dimensional analysis of a three-
dimensional problem has been found interesting but somewhat diffrcult, and the
results are not always predictable.

b

a

FIG. 16.12 arb, Model plønning showing the results of maxilløry ad,uancement and,
bilateral rnand,ibular body osteotomy: a. before øndb. afier simulatLd, surgery.

Dental models (Fig. 16.12) are used in conjunction with cephalometry and
profrle planning to assess the occlusion to be expected after a proposed face shift.
They are also needed in planning pre- or postoperative orthodontic treatment,
should this be necessary.

Direct measurements made on the patient are especially important in
planning the correction of retrusions of the face and,/or forehead. In these
deformities one must know the relationships of the superior, inferior, and lateral
margins of the orbit to the cornea (see p. Z8). Normally the superior margin is 10
mm in advance of the apex of the cornea. The inferior margin may be in the same
coronal plane as the apex whereas the lateral margin is at least 7 mm behind it
(Bertelsen 7954). After midfacial and fronto-orbital advancements, the orbital
correction may not exactly match the occlusal correction. Preoperative planning
should take account ofthis, to forecast the need for onlay grafts or even for ã
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double maxillary osteotomy of LeFort I plus III type. Direct measurements are
also ofgreat importance in planning the correction ofhypertelorism and orbital
dystopia: in these deformities the most relevant measurements are the
interpupillary and intercanthal distances and the vertical separation ofthe two
eyes (Fig. 7.1). The asymmetrical craniofacial deformities pose very difficult
planning problems. They may combine calvarial plagiocephaly, orbital dystopia,
hypertelorism, deviation of the nasomaxillary angles and a tilted occlusion plane

FIG. 16.13. A complex craniofacíal deformity exhibiting hemicranial plagiocephaly with
orbital dystopia, hypertelorism, deuiøtion ofthe nasofrontøl øngle andtilted occlusøl plane.

(Fig. 16.13). There is great diffrculty in frnding a true horizontal plane to which
proposed shifts can be related. This is even more so when (as often happens) the
patient's normal head posture is somewhat tilted or rotated. Conventional
cephalograms and photocephalograms may then give a misleading impression.
For these conditions we have therefore tended to operate in two stages, frrst
correcting the fronto-orbital component of the deformity and then the occlusion.

Preoperative planning is thus a synthesis of many impressions and
measurements and objectivity is always desirable. rWe can hope in the future for
further objective help from newer techniques; computer-simulated models based
on the findings of advanced CT scanning are already being used and have much
promise. But subjective assessment by the experienced craniofacial surgeon
remains the cornerstone of our work. Valuable as they are, measurements rarely
negate the impressions formed after facial inspection and discussion with the
patient, who is the unique factor in every planning process. and whose aesthetic
demands should always be taken into account. Measurements are no substitute
for clinical assessment and aesthetic judgement,

Choice of Surgical Procedure

This depends on the age of the patient, the indications for surgery, and the
characteristics of the deformity. The diagnostic category, in terms of the
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syndromes listed in chap, 15, is much less important than the pathological
anatomy, and different s¡mdromes may present identical surgical problems.

In the early age period, as has been indicated, the emphasis is on wide
excision ofstenosed calvarial sutures, in conjunction with unilateral and bilateral
fronto-orbital advancements when the craniosynostosis syndrome entails
plagiocephaly or a brachycephalic deformity, respectively. In some cases of
Crouzon and Carpenter s5mdromes the calvarial deformity is scaphocephalic,
and then the operative choice may be some kind of lateral craniectomy planned
to release potential for temporal and parietal expansion and so to broaden the
head (Fig.6.6).

In the late age period, the options are more complex. It is now possible to
move the bony components of most of the cranium, including the facial skeleton,
in three dimensions to correct all the deformities associated with craniosSmostosis.
The principles ofthe late calvarial resections have been discussed (Chap. 8) and
categorised in relation to the individual calvarial deformities (Part III). The
osteotomies of the midfacial skeleton are conveniently categorised in terms of
LeFort's classifrcation of facial fractures (Rowe and Killey 1969):

Type I: a low section through the maxillae and nasal septum just above the
alveolar bone and the palate

Type II: an intermediate section through the nasal bones and into the orbit
but below the zygomatic buttresses

Type III: a high section through the nasal and ethmoid bones detaching the
maxillae and the zygomatic bones from the base of the skull

All three sections end in the region of the pterygomaxillary frssure, where
the maxilla and palatine bone must be detached from the pterygoid process. of
course the osteotomy lines do not exactly duplicate LeFort's fractures, but the
comparison gives a useful shorthand identification of these complex midfacial
procedures.

In the late age period, we have used the following procedures:
subcraniøI LeFort IrI osteotorny and faciøI ad,uøncement, done when the

anatomy of the cranial base is relatively normal and no calvarial reconstruction
is needed.

Trønscraniøl Le&ort Iil osteotorny ønd, facial ad,uøncement, done when the
anatomy of the cranial base endangers the temporal lobes or the contents of the
cribriform fossae (see p. 234). The procedure maybe combined with afronto-orbital
aduancement.

combined facial osteotomies (Tessier 1926) may be appropriate. Thus we
have combined LeFort III and I sections in a case witlr- exophthalmos and
nasomaxillary retrusion but normal dental occlusion: the upper maxillary complex
can then be advanced independently of the palate and dentition. This is termed
a LeFort III minus LeFort I section. LeFort III and I sections can be combined
(obwegeser 1969) when the upper jaw has to be moved independenily of the
orbitonasal complex and it is expected that correction by onlay bìne grafis would
be unsatisfactory. When there is hypertelorism as well as maxillary-hypoplasia,
LeFort III and LeFort I sections can be combined with transcranial paramedian
nasoethmoid resections and orbital shifts.

Transcranial orbital translocøtiorzs are now standard proced.ures for the
correction of hypertelorism and orbital dystopia. They may be combined with
frontal reshaping. Orbital translocation has been done in the intermediate period
for such problems as the hypertelorism of cohen sSmdrome (see p, 228) or for
severe frontal plagiocephaly (see p. 164).

Mønd,ibular osteotomies are necessary when for any reason there is
signifrcant mandibular disproportion.
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Theatre Logistics

In the South Australian Craniofacial Unit two days a week are set aside for
craniofacial surgery, oue for children and one for adults. Wherever possible the
same anaesthetists and theatre nursing teams are employed. If the transcranial
approach is to be used, the neurosurgeon has his own nursing team. A protocol is
issued to the theatre staff well in advance, outlining the sequence of surgical
steps in each case. This enables the theatre nurses to set up their instrument
trays and to organise their routine throughout the day. Craniofacial operations
are often long and staffplanning then includes provision for relay reliefboth for
surgical assistants and for nurses; the plastic surgeon and the neurosurgeon
relieVe each other. The Unit Registrar is responsible for bringing to the theatre
all radiographs and models, and also the treatment plan. The radiographs and
the chiefphotographs are displayed on a large viewing screen.

Every effort has been made to speed up routine theatre procedures and to
cut operating time to a minimum. IJnnecessary transit of visitors through the
area is prohibited during transcranial surgery. If teaching or demonstration is
required, closed circuit television is used. It is our beliefthat our hitherto low
incidence ofinfection is in part due to these precautions.

Anaesthes¡a

Patients are given oral premedication with diazepam or intramuscular Omnopon-
Scopolamine, according to their preferences. Anaesthesia is usually induced with
thiopentone and suxamethonium and maintained with nitrous oxide, curare, and
controlled ventilation. Intravenous narcotics (e.g. morphine 0.5-1 mg/kg) are
given liberally to depress the autonomic vascular responses during pain-producing
facial dissections.

Intubation may be diffrcult. We have sometimes found it useful to employ
the combination of intravenous diazepam (adult dose 10mg) and transcricoid
local anaesthesia (4 mI 4 Vo lignocaine); the patient may be awake or lightly
anaesthetised with halothane. This has been done in adults and in children as
young as 18 months. Adults given diazepam have not recalled the intubation. If
nasal intubation is required, the nose is anaesthetised with LEo cocairae paste.

Tracheostomy may be needed, especially when intermaxillary frxation is
planned. In our practice the procedure is done by a senior member of the team,
usually the plastic surgeon or the neurosurgeon. We think it important to make
the stoma just below the frrst tracheal ring. Over the age of 11 years, a small flap
of the trachea is sutured to the deep fascia to maintain stomal patency; it is
based caudally. In younger children a simple slit stoma is made, the aperture
being held open by lateral sutures. Care is taken to use the largest tracheostomy
tube which will frt comfortably in the trachea, to avoid over-inflation of the cuff,
and to ensure that the tip of the tube does not touch the carina.

Certain anaesthetic problems are inherent in the nature of craniofacial
surgery. Dissection in the orbits may produce reflexbradycardia. This is transient
and harmless if the patient is deeply anaesthetised, and we do not advocate

suppression by atropine as this may cause tachycardia and hypertension. We

avoid hypertension at all stages and control it when it occurs, but do not routinely
use deliberate hypotension (see p. 286). We believe that the maintenance of normal
vascular reflexes makes it easier to assess the blood volume.

Circulatory control is of course a major problem in craniofacial surgery.
The need for transfusion is best monitored by venous and arterial lines to a
manometric recorder giving continuous readings throughout the operation' We
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routinely insert a central venous catheter and usually also a catheter in the
radial artery. These, together with a urethral catheter, are inserted at the
beginning of the procedure a¡rd are maintained in the postoperative period. Actual
calculation of blood loss has been found impracticable, by reason of the many
swabs and packs and the numerous wounds, some of which are concealed for
better asepsis by additional drapes.

The other major challenge to the anaesthetist is the control ofintracranial
pressure. This has been surprisingly easy. Dexamethazone (approximately 0.1
mg/kg every 6 h) is routinely given, and negative-phase ventilation is always
employed during the dissection of the anterior cranial fossa. These measures,
combined with surgical gentleness, have usually made it unnecessary to give
dehydrating agents (mannitol, glycerol, or frusemide). We no longer routinely
employ spinal catheterisation and we avoid ventricular drainage except in
emergency. It is ofcourse an essential requisite in transcranial surgery to avoid
hypoxia and hJ4percarbia and to restrict the fluid and sodium intake. Normal
estimates of the fluid requirements should usually be halved during and
immediately after craniofacial surgery, since there is likely to be a strong
metabolic stress response and this will include an antidiuretic reaction. Milã
dehydration helps the neurosurgeon, though prolonged dehydration is ofcourse
undesirable.

Operative Exposures

T}ne bicoronal scalp flap (Fig. 8.5b) extends behind the hairline from one
pre-auricular region to the other, and the incision is taken down to the level of
each zygomatic arch. The line of the incision is infiltrated with a 1:200 000 solution
of adrenaline in normal saline or in lignocaine (0.25 Vo ininfants,0.5 Vo over the
age of 1 year). This reduces bleeding and helps to separate the tissues; ifthere is
an area of bone defrciency, the dura may be subcutaneous and easily opened by a
hasty cut.

The scalp flap is at frrst elevated by subaponeurotic dissection, but when
the pericranium and the temporalis fascia are exposed suffrciently, the operator
leaves the subaponeurotic plane and continues the dissection solely in the
subperiosteal plane. A frontal flap of pericranium is turned d.own to the orbital
margin and the orbit is entered, still in the subperiosteal plane. The supra-orbital
nerves are extricated intact from their notches; when the notch is a foramen, a
tiny osteotome is used to open it. Laterally the temporalis muscles are reflected
as separate flaps, again by subperiosteal dissection. There is now an excellent
exposure ofthe frontal bones and temporal fossae. Further sharp subperiosteal
dissection exposes the malar region, the roofs and lateral walls of the oìbits, and
the frontonasal angle.

In recent years, encouraged by Munro (personal communication), we have
been able to expose also the orbital floor and the anterior surface of the maxilla
and so to carry out all the osteotomies needed for fronto-orbital and midfacial
advancement through this single incision (Fig. 16.21). Elevation of the temporalis
muscle also gives access to the pterygomaxillary fissure, and \rye now prefer this
approach for the posterior mobilisation of the maxillae when tránscranial
operations are being done, to avoid opening into the unsterile mouth. The scalp
incision is closed in two layers with continuous sutures (g/0 Dexon for thã
aponeurosis and 5/0 Prolene for the skin).

The upper bucca'I sulcus incision remains ideal for low facial osteotomies
or for onlay bone grafting of the maxilla. It may be done bilaterally in the posterior
part of the sulcus or anteriorly across the midline. The dissection is subpãriosteal
and the mucosal wounds are closed with a few catgut sutures.
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T}ae conjunctiual approøcå (Tessier 1973) offers a direct view ofthe orbital
floor, anterior surface of the maxilla, and medial malar region without any facial
scar. We (David 1974) have been using this approach for the last 10 years and
have found it wholly satisfactory, though it is now used less because adequate
access is being obtained from above through the bicoronal incision. In this
approach the lower eyelid is drawn out with two skin hooks and the cor{unctive
is incised 2-3 mm below the tarsal plate (Fig. 16.14). A stay suture retracts the
inner edge of the incision, exposing the plane of dissection and protecting the
cornea. This plane is developed with curved scissors between the orbital septum
and the orbicularis oculi muscle; as the dissection approaches the inferior orbital
margin a malleable retractor can be used to support the orbital contents. T\vo
small curved retractors now replace the skin hooks to hold back the lower eyelid.
The inferior orbital rim is exposed. The periosteum is incised on the maxillary
surface of the rim, not on the actual crest, to prevent injury to the orbital septum
and periorbita, which would lead to escape oforbital fat. Further subperiosteal
dissection exposes the orbital floor. After the osteotomies have been completed,
the wound is closed with a few frne catgut sutures, not buried, through the
conjunctive alone.

Bilateral Fronto-orbital Advancement

This operation has been used for cases of Crouzon and Apert syndromes with
turricephalic or oxycephalic deformities as well as for simple turricephaly (Chap.

12). It should be done during the frrst year of life and ideally during the frrst 3
months. The procedure has also been used for cases of Crouzon syndrome
presenting with craniostenosis in the intermediate period, when a fronto-orbital
advancement can be the first stage in a full bilateral decompress¡o¡1 (p. 100)'

The patient is anaesthetised by the oral endotracheal route and the various
lines detailed on p. 25t are established. The standard bicoronal scalp incision is
used. The frontal bone is exposed down to the glabella and orbits by subperiosteal
dissection and the temporal fossae are bared of muscle. The state of the sutures
and of the anterior fontanelle is noted. The proposed osteotomies are then marked
on the skull (Fig. 16.15). A channel 1 cm wide is then cut in the area of the fused
coronal suture and this is extended across the squamosal suture into the temporal
bone. A temporal craniectomy is carried out and the bone removal is taken into
the orbit in the region of the sphenofrontal and sphenozygomatic sutures

Globe
of Eye

Tarsal

Orbital
Septum
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0
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FIG. 16.14. Conjunctiual approach to the orbítal floor ønd the upper maxilla and zygorna.
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(McCarthy et al. 1978). A horizontal frontal cut is then made and the frontal
bone is temporarily removed. Extradural dissection exposes the anterior fossa
as far back as the foramen caecum and the lesser wings of the sphenoid bone.
The hypertrophied sphenoidal ridge is now rongeured awayifit was not resected
earlier. Osteotomies are then taken across the anterior fossa through the roofs of
the orbits and the glabella, along the lines shown in Fig. 16. 15. The fronto-
orbital crown is now demarcated. When cuts have been made in the lateral orbital
walls as shown in Fig. 16. 15, the crown is wholly mobile and can be advanced as
a free bone block. The complete procedure represents a resection of the whole
coronal suture system including its anterior fossa extensions (scott 1967) and
should release frontal growth.

The fronto-orbital crown is moved to be at least 1 cm in advance of the
cornea. (This must be checked by inspection during the operation.) The crown is
wired at three points, to spurs of the lateral orbital walls on each side and to the
glabella by wires passed around or through an interposed bone graft. The spurs
(Fig. 16.15) are formed from the zygomafíc and perhaps the sphenoid bones. The
bone grafts are the excised craniectomy strips or are taken from the temporal
bone. The free frontal bone can be wired to the advanced fronto-orbital crown,

FIG. 16.15 a,b. Bilateral fronto-orbital ødua.ncem.ent: the osteotomy lines include the fused,
coronal sutures ønd extend dcross the squamosal suture. The tetnporal craniectorny is
tøken into the orbit to inuolue the sphenofrontøI and. sphenozygomøtic sutures. a. Before
and, b. after adu ancem,ent

leaving a gap posteriorly, or it can be frrst divided and transposed as advised by
Marchac (1978) and by Stricker (Montaut and Stricker L977). We believe that if
the released frontal bone and the fronto-orbital crown are to be carried forward.
by the growing brain, then there should be no bone grafts or struts to bridge the
newly created zone of skeletal freedom. McCarthy's account of Tessier's method
(McCarthy et aI. 1978) and the procedure illustrated by Hoffman and Hendrick
(1979) both entail a strut crossing the craniectomy and seemingly constraining
growth. At the completion of the advancement, the posterior margin of the
craniectomy is wrapped with Silastic. Pericranium and temporalis muscles are
sutured over the fronto-orbital cro\¡/n; care is taken to bring the temporalis muscles
forward to avoid an unsightly temporal hollow. Scalp closure is along standard
lines. The effect is shown in Fig. 16.16.

a
b
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Unilateral Fronto-orbital Advancement

This operation has been recommended for cases of simple frontal plagiocephaly
presentingintheearlyperiod(Chap,13).ItisalsoappropriateincasesofSaethre-
Chotzen s¡mdrome and other complex craniosJmostosis s¡mdromes associatedwith
severe plagiocephaly.

ab
FIG 16.16a,b. A patient with Crouzon syndrome. a, Before and b. after fronto-orbital
aduancetnent

a b

FIG. 16.17 arb. Fronto-orbital aduancement, Whitaker's technique. a. Beþre øndb. after
insertion of grafts cut from the frontal bone flap.
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FrG. 16.18. Fronto-orbital aduancement after Hoffman and, Mohr. The ad,uancement is
supported, by ø strut ofbone anchored, to the posterior rnargin ofthe craniectonly.

FIG. 16.19. Unilaterøl fronto-orbital
øduøncement. Horizontøl'Z' technique of
Mørchøc. aBeþre and.b.after øduancement.
c.Vertical 'Z' technique of Munro.

ba

c
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Our method of unilateral frontal advancement in the early period has
already been described (p. 163). To recapitulate, it is a unilateral version ofthe
bilateral procedure. It entails a unilateral coronal craniectomy, a wide temporal
decompression, and removal of the sphenoidal ridge. The fused anterior basal
sutures are resected as far as possible. Whitaker et al. (1977) preferred an even
more extensive craniectomy, taking the cut to the anterior maxilla below the
orbital rim. This is shown in Fig. 16.17. The unilateral frontal bone flap and
mobilised segment of the supra-orbital margin are advanced and anchored in
place by wires passed into a spur of zygomatic bone behind the orbital rim.
Hoffman and Mohr (1976) anchored their advancement with a stmt of bone (Fig.
16.18) to the posterior margin of the craniectomy. Marchac (1978) used a
horizontal Z-plasty (Fig. 16.19a, b) and Munro (personal communication; Fig.
16.19c) a vertical Z-plasty in the region of the frontozygomatic suture.

In the early period, experience summarised in Chap. 13 has shown that it
is not obligatory to secure a perfect orbital contour, as continued cerebral growth
is likely to improve the appearance. In neglected cases presenting in the
intermediate or late periods more meticulous reconstructive procedures are
needed to give a good fronto-orbital contour. We have used three different
methods, selected at the time of the operation after appraisal of the degree and
nature of the deformity.

Onlay bone grafts may be used to correct the deformed orbital contour.

The free frontal bone flap can be rotated to give a better forehead contour

In addition to this rotation, the frontal bone flap can be laid in front of the
supra-orbital margin and frrmly wired to it; the contour can then be
smoothed out by removing surface bone with alarge powered burr.

In these intermediate and late unilateral fronto-orbital advancements no
Silastic is used. If bone defects are created by the advancement, they are closed
as much as possible with small grafts and with bone dust.

Subcranial LeFort lll Osteotomy and Facial
Advancement

This procedure has been used in selected cases of Crouzon syndrome and in
isolated faciostenosis (p. 52).

Anaesthesia is initially established by oral endotracheal intubation and a
tracheostomy is then performed. The various catheters for monitoring and for
fluid replacement are inserted and the patient's occiput is then supported in a
padded neurosurgical rest. This support is important in all long craniofacial
operations: prolonged pressure on the occiput can cause baldness or even scalp
necrosis. The head should be lifted from the rest at least every 4 h.

Bone grafts are taken from the right side of the rib cage and the right iliac
crest, and stored in antibiotic solution (Methicillin 0.2 Vo). When this has been
done the surgeon further secures the previously cemented cap splints with
transpalatal and circummandibular wires. The members of the surgical team
then scrub again and while they do so the anterior scalp is shaved.

The scalp is sterilised with the sequence of antiseptic solutions detailed on
p. 97. Betadine in half strength is used to sterilise the conjunctive and to clean
the face, including the anterior nares and buccal cavity. The head is draped to
allow access to the eyes and mouth as well as to the scalp; however, the face is
temporarily covered with a plastic sheet (Op-site). Throughout the operation
intravenous chemotherapyis given andthis is continuedfor 5 days after operation;
the choice depends on the bacterial flora of the nose and mouth, but as a rule we
now use concurrent flucloxacillin and amoxycillin.

1)

2)

3)
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After all the planned incisions have been infiltrated with a 1:200 000
solution of adrenaline, a bicoronal scalp flap is turned down. In our earlier
operations we used also the buccal sulcus and conjunctival incisions, but latterly
we have been able to carry out all the necessary manoeuvres through the scalp
flap exposure. A wide subperiosteal dissection is done exposing the orbits from
above, the nasolacrimal apparatus being carefullypreserved. The orbital contents
are guarded with malleable retractors and subperiosteal dissection is carried
around the medial and lateral walls to the orbital floor. The zygomatic bones on
both sides are widely stripped, the masseter muscles being detached from the
zygomalic arches. \U'e agree with Jackson (1978) that periosteum must be incised
at all proposed osteotomy sites.

The osteotomies are then marked with indelible pencil (Fig. 16.20a). The
cuts begin at the nasal bridge and are extended back and down above the lacrimal
fossa. A cut is then made through each medial orbital wall behind the posterior
lacrimal crest and across the orbital floor. Laterally the osteotomies are mad.e
through the frontozygomatic sutures and on to the lateral orbital walls. Each cut
extends to the temporal fossa and care is taken to avoid injury to the temporal

ba

FIG. 16.20 arb. Subcraniøl Leñort III osteotorny. a. The line of the subcrønial osteotomy
extends øcross the glabella beneath the level of the cribriforrn pløte, d,own the med,ial
orbital wall behind the posterior lacrimøI crest, a,cross the orbital floor to the inferior
orbítøl fissure and upwards through the løteral orbital wall to the frontozygomatic suture.
The zygomatic arch is cut obliquely ønd, the d,ysfunction is cornpleted, by áõparation of the
maxillø from the pterygoid, plates. b. Movement of the midface is forward and, d,ownwa.rd..
The deþcts øre ft.Iled, with bone grøfts.

FIG. 16.21..4 bicoronal scalp flap giues wide
ex,posure to the orbitocranio-føcial complex
(see Fig. 8.5b for skin incision). This diagrarn
shows how the osteotomy at the pterygo-
maxillary fissure can be made uiø this
ex,posure from aboue,
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Iobes which may lie far forward if there is orbital hypoplasia (see p. 234). E,ach
lateral wall cut is extended to the infraorbital fissure with the powered saw
(Stryker or Zimmer) and this cut is then completed across the orbital floor with
a frne osteotome to join the medial osteotomy. The zygomatic arches are then
divided obliquely. A curved osteotome is then inserted into the pterygomaxillary
frssure from above via the temporal fossa (Fig. 16.21). Its position is checked
with a frnger in the mouth and the osteotome can be felt when it has separated
the maxillary tuberositv from the pterygoid process. This is done bilaterally.
There may be bleeding from the many blood vessels around the pterygoid process
(p. 231); this is controlled by packing. It then remains to separate the nasal septum
from the base of the skull with a curved osteotome inserted through the glabellar
osteotomy.

The maxilla can now be mobilised with the Rowe disimpaction forceps and
with Tessier's special 'decrouzoniser'maxillary mobilising levers. The correctness
of the final position is confirmed when the dental splints lock into place.
Intermaxillary fixation is then effected by wiring the locked splints together.

The advancement of the maxilla leaves areas of bone defrciency and these
are frlled with bone grafts. If the face is to be lengthened in the vertical plane the
interlocked maxilla and mandible are swung down and bone grafts are wired

FIG. 16.22. Craniomaxillary fixation using the Leuant frame, after subcranial LeÛort III
osteotomy.

into the resulting vertical defects in the glabella and in the lateral orbital walls.
The advancement results in a horizontal defect in the zygomatíc arches. Each
arch is therefore lengthened by interposing a piece of rib. The ends of the rib
graft are cored out to form sockets into which the sharp obliquely cut ends ofthe
arch fit tightly (Jackson 1978). Additional support is given by a split rib graft
wired over the arch and extending onto the anterior maxilla. We have never
inserted bone grafts into the site of the pterygomaxillary osteotomy as Tessier
(1971a) originally advised. The medial orbital walls and the orbital floors are
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a

FIG. 16.23 arb. Results of subcranial LeFort III osteotomy in an 7ï-year-old, boy a. Before
dndb. øfter surgery.

grafted with thin moulded pieces of rib. Further onlay bone grafting to the glabella
and the anterior maxillae may be needed. Closure is along standard. lines: the
temporalis muscle flap is sutured to the lateral orbital wall and the scalp is closed
in two layers. Drainage is rarely used: ordinary gravity drains block, while suction
drains may aspirate air through holes in the nasal mucosa at the osteotomy site.

Craniomaxillary frxation is effected with a Levant frame (Fig. 16.22). After
a subcranial osteotomy the frontal pins of the frame can be inserted through the
scalp flap into the bone just above the eyebrows. Care has to be taken in these
cases of craniosynostosis as the calvarial bones are often thinned in an
unpredictable way. Lastly, a nasogastric tube is inserted for postoperative feeding.
This advancement usually gives an acceptable correction of the facial deformiÇ
(Fig. 16.23).

Transcranial LeFort lll Osteotomy and Facial
Advancement

The basic indications for this have been set out onp.24g.Initially all our cases of
crouzon and Apert s¡mdromes were treated by this combined approach. As we
gained more experience in interpreting the relations of the facial skeleton and
the skull base, we became prepared to make more use of the subcranial route
when there is no need for a fronto-orbital advancement and no special hazards in
the region of the cribriform plate or the middle fossae.

Preparation and anaesthesia are as for the subcranial LeFort III operation,
with the addition of measures to facilitate retraction of the brain.

As these combined operations bring together plastic surgicar and
neurosurgical teams, the sequence of events needs to be well planned and
understood. After the harvesting of bone grafts and the securing of the dental
splints, the neurosurgeon raises the scalp flap and dissects down to the orbits.
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He is responsible for scalp haemostasis now and later, and must take care that
haemostatic clips are temporarily removed every 4 h. He is then joined by the
plastic surgêon and together they dissect the orbits and temporal fossae. In all
these combined operations the concept of equal collaboration is stressed, and
this facilitates exchange ofideas and techniques. The plastic surgeon then bares
the zygomas and the rest of the orbital walls and floor, He next performs as
many of the osteotomies described in the previous account of the LeFort III
procedure as can be done without risk in the areas of dural vulnerability. He
then marks the frontal osteotomylines, whichwill demarcate a standardbifrontal
bone flap (Fig. 16.2a). The neurosurgeon cuts out and temporarily removes the
flap; we have not found it necessary to retain it on a pedicle of temporalis muscle
though some surgeons prefer to do so. An extradural dissection ofthe anterior
fossa is then carried out to expose the foramen caecum, the anterior ends of the
cribriform fossae, and the orbital roofs. If the middle fossae are ballooned, small

e

I

l-'f!
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FIG. 16.24a-c.Transcranial Leîort Iil osteotom.y, using Tessier's frontal facade technique.
a. The dotted lines indicate the frontal bone fløp and the bun-hole which. can be enlarged
downwørds to giue access to the middle cranial fossø. b. Lateral uiew after adva'ncement
of the midface. c, Bone grafts are placed in the gaps: rib grafts are iruterposed in the frontal
region and onlaid along the zygomatic arch.
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anterior temporal craniectomies are also made through which the middle fossa
dura can be dissected away from the sphenoid bones in the vicinity of the proposed
cuts in the lateral orbital walls, which are often shallow, especially in Apert
syndrome. It is during the neurosurgical exposure of the anterior and middle
fossae that many of the dangers associated with craniofacial surgery may be
met. The dura is easily torn because of scars left by earlier surgery (p. 236) or
because there are pathological hazards: bony spikes arising from the orbital roofs,
potholes, adhesions between dura and periorbita in areas of bone erosion (p.
234). Dural tears must be meticulously repaired. Direct suture under tension is
bad: when the brain swells, as it usually does after prolonged retraction, the
dural suture line will dehisce. We have twice seen a persistent cerebrospinal
fluid rhinorrhea from this accident. It is better to insert a generous graft of
temporalis fascia or pericranium into the subdural space and suture the margins
ofthe tear to this graft.

When the anterior fossa is exposed, the orbital and glabellar osteotomies
can be completed in safety, the dura being covered with Telfa strips and protected
from the powered saw by retractors.

The pattern of the LeFort III osteotomy cuts has been varied somewhat in
our practice during the last 6 years. We began initially with Tessier's (1921c)
original plan of splitting the lateral orbital wall and cutting a step in the zygomatic
bone to allow advancement of the midfacial segment in the horizontal plane. In
several patients with flattened supra-orbital margins rüe have used Tessier's
(1976) more recent technique of advancing a facade of the lateral part of the
supra-orbital ridge in continuity with the main facial mass (Fie. 16.2a). This
frontal facade is cut almost transversely, the contents of the anterior fossa and
the orbit being protected in the usual way. Split rib grafts are placed behind the
advanced facade.

Neurosurgical haemostasis must be as good as possible. since no fronto-
orbital advancement has been done there is relatively little dead space in the
extradural plane. The bone flap is replaced with wire fixation and the scalp is
sutured as usual.

Craniomaxillary frxation is again effected with the Levant frame, but it is
undesirable to insert the frxating pins in or near the bone flap and they are
therefore placed behind the bicoronal skin incision. Again care must be taken
because the bone in this region may be thin. The effect of this operation is shown
in Fig. 16.25.

Transcranial LeFort lll Osteotomy, Facial
Advancement, and Fronto-orbital Advancement

This represents an extension ofthe previous operation and is appropriate
principally in severe forms of the Crouzon sSmdrome. It is a massive surgical
procedure and needs to be accomplished with speed and efficiency if complications
are to be avoided.

The scalp flap is raised and the periorbital dissection is done as in the
previous procedure. Again, as many of the lower osteotomies as possible are done
before the anterior fossa dissection is begun. When the frontal bone is exposed
the plastic surgeon marks out the lines of a standard bifrontal bone flap and also
delineates a fronto-orbital crown. This crown is given lateral flanges in each
temporal region, in the vicinity of the sphenoidal ridge, for frxation at the end of
the operation. The neurosurgeon then cuts and removes the frontal bone flap
and strips the dura back from the floor of the anterior fossa even further than in
the previous procedure. It is often helpful to avulse the dural anchorage from the
floor of the foramen caecum to gain additional exposure. Small temporal
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FIG 16.25arb. Twelue-yedr old boy with Crouzon syndrome corrected by trønscranial
Lefort III aduancement osteotorny a, Before andb. after.

craniectomies are usually needed to protect the dura in the vicinity of the planned
temporosphenoidal flanges. The plastic surgeon then makes the orbital and
glabellar cuts that demarcate the fronto-orbital crown, which is frnally freed
laterally in the region of the sphenoid ridges (Fig. 16.26). The crown is then
temporarily removed. If the dura rvas torn, there is now an ideal opportunity for
dural repair with grafting, as the frontal exposure is superb.

The plastic surgeon then completes the mobilisation of the midfacial
segment, and the stage is set for the combined facial and fronto-orbital
advancement. The desired advance of the fronto-orbital crown is measured on
the temporosphenoidal flanges, which are the lateral fixation points of the crown.
The desired distance offacial advance is verifred by the exact occlusion ofthe
performed cap splints and occasionally by a bite wafer. The various bone gaps
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FIG. 16.26a-c. Facial ad,vancetnent
con't bined with fronto- orbital adu anceûLent.
a, The lines of osteotorny. b. The midface
ad,uanced and blocked forwørd with bone
grafts. e.Fronto-orbital and frontal
adu ancement cornplete.

FIG. 16.27. The lørge frontøI extrødurøI space after craniofacial øduance¡nent.

c
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FIG. 16.28. Craniomaxillary fixation after trdnscrønial fronto-orbital and midface
a.duancenxent.

are then closed with bone grafts and the frontal flap is wired to the fronto-orbital
crown, no\M securely wired in its advanced position. This usually leaves some
exposed dura, which is covered with bone grafts. The bone dust formed during
neurosurg'ical drilling is helpful as a supplementary graft.

This operation leaves a large frontal extradural space, usually in free
communication with the paranasal air sinuses. This dead space (Fig. L6.27) ís a
potential site of infection, and invites continued bleeding. We know of no safe
way to obliterate this obviously dangerous cavity. Our worst postoperative
extradural haematoma developed in such a cavity despite two suction drains. It
has to be accepted as one of the hazards of the operation, and the risks are
minimised if dural haemostasis is good. The usual neurosurgical manoeuvre of
suturing the dura to the bone edges has some value; if the dural attachment to
the foramen caecum was avulsed then it should be hitched to the fronto-orbital
crown.

Dural haemostasis, like dural closure, is best achieved before the crown
and frontal flap have been replaced. Extradural drains are onlyused in desperate
situations. Scalp closure and craniomaxillary fixation are carried out as in the
previous operation (Fig. 16.28). It may be noted that a large fronto-orbital
advancement makes scalp closure quite diffrcult and under some tension. We
have not yet had to use relaxing incisions in the epicranial aponeurosis.

The effect of this advancement is shown in Fig. 16.29
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FIG.16.29 arb. Thírteen-year-old Chinese gírl with Crouzon syndrome, treated by fronto-
orbitol and rnidface ad,uancement. a. Beþre, b. After.

LeFort lll Osteotomy Combined with LeFort I

Osteotomy

This combination is appropriate when the upper jaw has to be moved a greater
or a lesser distance than the orbitonasal complex. The upper components of the
LeFort III osteotomy are made through the exposure given by the bicoronal scalp
flap, as described above. The buccal sulcus is then incised and the anterior surfaces
of the maxillae are bared by subperiosteal dissection. The LeFort I osteotomy is
made along lines running on each side above the apices of the teeth and below
the infra-orbital foramina (Fig. 16.30). The cuts enter the piriform aperture
medially and run back along the lateral walls of the nose, which are divided with
an osteotome. The septum is separated from the floor of the nose, again
subperiosteally. Laterally each cut runs into the pterygomaxillary frssure, which
is frnally opened with Kawamoto's curved osteotome. The midfacial skeleton is
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a
FIG. 16.30 arb. LeFort [77 plus LeFort I osteotorny. a. Lateral uiew' of the lines of osteotomy.
b. The combination allows aduancement of both blocks by differing amounts. The defects
are bone-grafted.

ab
FIG. 16.31 arb. Young man with unidentified craniosynostosis syndrome: midfacial
hypoplasía treated LeFort III rninus LeFort I osteotomy. a. Beþre. b. Alter.

b
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FIG. 16.32 arb. LeFort III minus LeFort I osteotomy. a. The lines of osteotorny. b. The
aduanced portion of the midføce leauing the tooth-bearing maxilla posteriorþ. Bone grøfts
and the zygomatic step stabilise the aduønced segment.

now divided horizontally into two segments, each independently mobile, which
can be frxed in the desired positions. The lower segment is secured with cap
splints and craniomaxillary fixation, the upper segment with bone grafts wired
into the orbital and glabellar defects.

LeFort lll Osteotomy Minus LeFort I Osteotomy

This combination was described by Tessier (1971d, 1976). We have used the
procedure in a case of cranios5mostosis believed to be an unreported s5mdrome
(Fig. 16.31 ) and in cases of faciostenosis with exophthalmos and nasal retrusion
but normal occlusion. Again the bicoronal and transbuccal exposures are used,
as in the previous procedure. osteotomies are performôd which separate the
malar and orbitonasal complex en bloc, leaving the lower maxillae attached to
the pterygoid processes. Careful leverage is needed to mobilise the isolated facial
segment without breaking the component bones. Rib grafts can be fitted into the
divided zygomatic arches as in the complete LeFort III procedure (Fig. 16.92),
and good fixation is obtained by direct wiring across the line of section in the
floor of the piriform aperture. The orbital and maxillary bone defects are frlled
with bone grafts. No external frxation is needed.

Transcranial Orbital Translocation

Hypertelorism is corrected by medial orbital translocation. Orbital dystopia is
corrected by vertical orbital translocation. In our series of cases of
cranios¡mostosis, hypertelorism and orbital dystopia have been seen in various
combinations in Saethre-Chotzen s¡mdrome, Cohen s¡mdrome, Crouzon s¡mdrome,
and simple frontal plagiocephaly. In all cases treated, the transcranial route has
been used. In principle. corrections have been achieved bythe method of Converse
et al. (1970), in which the orbital contents are shifted without injury to the
cribriform plates and nasal septum.

The bicoronal scalp flap is used. The subperiosteal dissection can be taken
almost to the nasal tip and there is no need for the midline nasal skin incision
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necessary in the correction of the hypertelorism associated with frontonasal
encephaloceles. Originally we approached the orbital floor and anterior maxilla
through the conjunctival incision but now the entire procedure is usually done
from above. when the frontal bone, orbits, and upper facial skeleton have been
expose<ì the proposecl. osteotomy lines are drawn and the plastic surgeon makes
as many of the cuts as possible without entering the cranial cavity This reduces
the time in which the brain is exposed and lessens the risk of inadvertent cerebral
damage from hand-held powered tools.

The lateral orbital wall is split sagittally, the cut being taken into the body
of the zygomatic bone (Fig. 16.33a). The cutthen goes medially across the anterior
maxilla below the infra-orbital nerve to the margin of the piriform aperture. The
medial cuts defrne the paramedian blocks of bone to be removed. The orbital
osteotomies are made well back in the orbit, posterior to the transverse equator
of the eyeball: this is essential as otherwise the eye will not move when the
orbital box is translocated. The cut in the medial orbital wall extends inferiorly
across the orbital floor to the inferior orbital fissure and up the lateral wall. The
upper orbital osteotomies are not done until the anterior fossa is exposed.

This is done by the neurosurgeon, who now cuts a standard bifrontal bone
flap and dissects the anterior fossa dura back to the foramen caecum, the
cribriform fossae, and the orbital roofs. Again added exposure is obtained by
avulsing the dural anchorage from the foramen caecum. The upper orbital
osteotomies are then marked out by the plastic surgeon, and the planned cuts
leave intact a transverse frontal bar ofbone corresponding in position with the
fronto-orbital bar of other operations. This bar will support the orbits when they
are relocated. The exposed dura is protected by Telfa strips and by malleable
retractors, and the upper osteotomies are then made as shown in Fig. 16.33b.
The sphenolateral corner is often hard to cut as the bone is thick and one needs
a good three-dimensional understanding of the direction of the cut. Sometimes
the lateral orbital wall is too thin to be split and then it is mobilised in its full
thickness, leaving only the orbital rim attached laterally to the zygomatic arch.

Now the demarcated paramedian blocks of bone are excised. These blocks
are strips of the nasal, frontal, and ethmoid bones, being cut out from in front.
The ethmoid air cells are exenterated on each side to give room for the medial
orbital translocation (Fig. 16,33b). The inferomedial edge of the mobilised orbital
box is excised to prevent narrowing of the piriform aperture. If necessary one
can also do a submucous resection of the septum or a septoplasty together with
reduction ofthe turbinates to prevent nasal obstruction.

The orbits should now be mobile and they are shifted a calculated distance
medially along the frontal bar, to which they are wired. Solid inlay bone grafts
are placed laterally in the orbital wall. Anterior maxillary bone grafts are placed
over the osteotomy sites to prevent hollowing of the cheeks.

The canthal angles must also be translocated. Medial canthopexies are
done by catching the medial canthal ligaments with 3/0 stainless steel sutures
which are left double. The ends of each suture are passed transnasally with an
awl and tied on top of the nasal bones, on which a bone graft is usually laid.
Dexon sutures are used to pull the periosteum against the bone of the nasal
pyramid to prevent formation of a subperiosteal haematoma that might organise
and give rise to frbrosis and intercanthal thickening. After dural haemostasis is
secured the frontal bone flap is replaced and the scalp is closed.

This describes the correction of hypertelorism associated with
cranioslmostosis as done in a case of Cohen syndrome (Fig. 16,34), It is less
extensive than the correction originally described by Tessier (1972), in which the
cribriform plate and nasal septum are sacrificed. This more extensive procedure
is occasionally needed in correcting the hypertelorism associated with central
facial clefts and encephaloceles, with which this book is not concerned.
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FIG. 16.33a-c. Surgical technique used in the correction of orbitøl hypertelorism, after
Conuerse. The cribriform plate and midline nasøI structures e.re preserued,. a. Osteotorny
lines. b. The bone resection consists of parømedian segments on the face extending into the
ønterior craníøl fossa on eøch side of the cribriform plate. c. After translocation of the
orbits the gaps dre fiIIed with bone grøfts.
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ab
FIG. 16.34. Orbital translocation for hypertelorism associated with Cohen syndrome.
a. Before operation. b. After operation.

a

FIG. 16.35 a,b. The osteotomies for correction of the foreheød. and upper face in
plagiocephaly, showing uertical translocation of the orbit. A Le&ort I type osteotomy, with
a mandibular osteotomy, can be performed at a later stage to straighten the occlusal plane.
a. Before. b. After.

b
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Orbital dystopia is corrected by moving one orbital box in the vertical
direction. The orbital osteotomies are similar (Fig. 16.35). The frontal bar is again
preserved and a planned strip ofbone is cut from its lower surface to receive the
translocated orbit. Ttris strip is a wedge if an element of rotation is being corrected,
a rectangle if a rectilinear shift is desired. The excised strip of frontal bone makes
an elegantly exact bone graft to fill the inferior bone defect in the anterior maxilla.

Combined Procedures for Severe Plagiocephaly
w¡th Orbital Dystopia, Nasal Deformity, and Tilted
Occlusion

This complex of as¡rmmetrical deformities can be corrected in part through
the transcranial approach: this permits a fronto-orbital advancement together
with correction of orbital dystopia (Fig, 16.35). A perinasal osteotomy can be
done to straighten the nasal pyramid; with care the nasal mucosa can be preserved
intact. In the past we have also corrected the tilted occlusion at the same time by
a LeFort I osteotomy. However, reports from other centres (Munro, personal
communication) suggest that this combination carries an increased risk of
infection and we now favour doing the LeFort I osteotomy at a second stage.

Complementary Techniques and Secondary
Revisions

Bone Grafting

This is an essential procedure in the operations of facial and fronto-orbital
advancement and in orbital translocation. onlay bone grafts may be needed to
augment the infra-orbital rim in conjunction with advancement of the maxilla.
The rim, which is often thin and sharp, may curve abruptly down to the
hypoplastic maxilla; the resulting indentation is filled with split rib or cancellous
bone moulded with Tessier's contouring forceps. If possible, the grafts are wired
into place.

Bone grafts may also be needed to give a good nasal profile. When using
the bicoronal scalp flap we have not needed L-shaped nasal bone grafts: we have
preferred to build up the nose with a cantilever graft held in position by the
wires used in the transnasal canthopexy (see p. 271). Rib is used for the cantilever
graft, either as a flat elongated ellipse with a transverse dorsal gïoove to secure
the wire or on edge to give a well-contoured naso-frontal angle.

Bone grafts may also be used to fill secondary calvarial defects, and we
have so far not had to employ alloplastic materials such as acrylic or titanium
(Simpson 1965, 1979) in cases of cranios¡mostosis. A massive loss of calvarial
substance might well require alloplastic cranioplasty, but if possible this should
be avoided.

Bone grafts are harvested from three sites: the calvaria, the rib cage, and
the iliac bone. Small pieces of calvarial bone can often be taken en passant during
a cranial reconstruction. The drilling of burr-holes yields useful bone dust. In
adults the outer table of the skull can sometimes be separated, leaving the inner
table for protection, but usually the bone is too thin to allow this to be done. Rib
grafts are more frequently used. They are harvested in pairs through a single
skin incision, one rib being Ieft intact between each pair of resected ribs to prevent
thoracic collapse. Ifthe periosteum is reconstructed the ribs will regenerate very
well (Longacre 1968). Care should be taken to avoid injury to the pleura. Iliac
bone is cut, usually as a rectangular block, from the inner surface of the ilium;
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FIG. 16.36a-dl.Secondary surgicalproceduresonthe jaws. a.Anteriormøxillary osteotomy.
b. Anterior maxillary osteotomy. c, LeFort I osteotomy. d., Three types of mandibular
osteotomy - the bilateral sagittal split, the ønterior segmental osteotomy of Köle, and the
chin slide (sliding aduancement genioplasty of Osbwegeser).

the iliac crest (cartilaginous in children) is elevated and preseryed, still attached
to the lateral iliac periosteum.

Rhinoplasty and Septoplasty

Rhinoplasty may be necessary in cases of Crouzon and Apert syndromes. It is
usually done as a secondaryprocedure. The shape of the nose varies greatlyin
these s¡mdromes (see Fig. 15.7) and it is often the nasal cartilage's that determine
the deformity. Care should be taken to avoid an excessive resection of the bony
hump when the main component of the nasal prominence is cartilaginous. Usually
the operation amounts to a small reduction of the bony hump, a larger resection
of cartilage, infracturing of the lateral walls, and elevation of the nasal tip.

Nasal obstruction is virtually a constant concomitant of those syndromes
and part of this obstruction results from the distorted 'cockled' septum. Septal
resection is therefore needed, usually as a separate procedure, though occasionally
the septoplasty can be done during the course ofsurgery for hypertelorism through
the bicoronal flap.

Mandibular Reconstruction

As has been emphasised, the apparent mandibular prognathism often seen in
the Crouzon syndrome is only relative: the mandible may actually be small In
one of our cases this was accentuated by previous surgery: the mandibular
condyles had been excised in childhood to give a good dental occlusion.

Most often the chin appears flattened and may need augmentation even
when good occlusion has been achieved. 

.We 
have used Silastic implants when

only a small soft tissue advancement is needed; we have more usually preferred
sliding adyancement genioplasty (Fig. 16.36d).

b
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Mandibular reconstruction may also be needed for prognathism, either
because the mandible has continued to gtow relative to the maxilla or because
there has been maxillary retrogression after an initially successful midfacial
advancement. In our experience mandibular overgrowth is the commoner
problem. As a result there may be a class III malocclusion. Most of these cases
have been successfully treated by orthodontic methods, but occasionally the
mandible must be set back either by an anterior segmental alveolar osteotomy
(Kole 1959) or by a sagittal split mandibular osteotomy (Trauner and Obwegeser
1957): Fig. 16.36d. If there has been a serious relapse ofthe midfacial advancement
it is best corrected by a LeFort I osteotomy (see p. 267), delayed until eruption of
the permanent teeth.

Correction of Velopharyngeal Incompetence

Advancement of the midface changes the speech pattern and occasionally
produces nasal escape. AII patients undergoing midface advancement are
examined before and after operation by nasendoscopy, with lateral cine
fluoroscopy where necessary, and these investigations may demonstrate
velopharyngeal incompetence. This was shown in three of our cases of Crouzon
s5mdrome. It is important to wait at least 3 months before tryrng to correct this,
as the elongated velum may with time make a functional recovery in its new
position. The size of the residual deficiency must be estimated as accurately as
possible. Correction is achieved with a pharyngeal flap based superiorly; this
must not be too large or it will obstruct the normal nasal flow and perpetuate the
hyponasal speech disorder so characteristic of Crouzon and Apert s¡mdromes
and of faciostenosis generally.

Canthopexy

Medial canthopexies are routinely done in the course of major craniofacial
operations (see p. 271) but further surgery is often necessary. Unsightly epicanthic
folds may develop and these are corrected by Mustarde's (1921)'jumping man'
type of Z-plasty. Lateral canthopexy may be needed, chiefly to correct an
antimongoloid slant. We try to achieve this at the primary operation by hitching
the lateral orbital periosteum in the vertical direction to one ofthe wires used in
the frontozygomatic area or to the advanced temporalis aponeurosis, using 4/0
nylon. This may be unsuccessful and then secondary correction is needed. We
have done this by az-plasty, transposing the lateral canthus as an arm of t]ne z
and taking it upwards to the lateral orbital margin where it is frxed to a hole
drilled in the bone. We have not been able to define the anatomy of the lateral
canthal ligament as described by Couly et al. (1926).

Correction of Ptosis

Ptosis which was present before operation may need to be corrected. If ptosis is
associated with lateral canthal dystopia, then it may be improved when the lateral
canthus is frxed in a better position. Ptosis may also appear after operation as a
result of the subperiosteal orbital dissection. lVe wait at least 9 months before
considering whether to reoperate. In all our cases the ptosis has returned to the
preoperative state after this period. When correction is needed it is done by
shortening the levator palpebrae superioris.

Squint Surgery

In Crouzon and Apert s¡mdromes there is usually some degree of imbalance in
the external ocular muscles. After surgery this imbalance is still present but its
character may have been altered by the subperiosteal dissection ofthe orbits,
which detaches the anchorages of the superior and inferior oblique muscles. It is
our policy to delay any defrnitive surgery for squint or diplopia until g months
after operation. By then any residual muscle imbalance is likely to be permanent
and can be treated on its merits.
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Syndactyly

Apert sSmdrome (acrocephalosyndactyly type I) is invariably expressed as a severe
fusion of all four fingers although the little finger may be only partly syndactylised
to the main mass. The index, middle, and ring fingers have a common nail and
there is always distal bony union between these frngers, The thumb is usually
partly syndactylised. It is shorter than normal, and its ftrnction is severely limitecl
because of its poor range of joint movement. There may or may not be an
interphalangeal joint present in the thumb but the metacarpophalangeal joint
has a fair range of movement, at least in early life. The frngers have poorly
functioning interphalangeal joints and in adults they are invariably stiff. The
toes also show severe syndactyly and as a rule all frve are fused together.

In the other types of acrocephalosyndactyly and in acrocephal-
opolysvndactvlv, fusion is much less severe and usually function is adequate.
The appearances may however cause distress.

Hands

The thumb should be released in the frrst few months of life. This can occasionally
be done by using aZ-plasty, making the flaps as large as possible. It has been
found however, that when a Z-plasty only is used, further release will be required
at about 5 years of age using a full thickness skin graft to obtain completely free
movement of the thumb and to deepen the web to allow for grasping of larger
objects. It appears that best results are obtained bythe use of a Z-plasty combined
with a full thickness skin graft at the frrst operation, the graft being placed
between the two flaps.

Partially syndactylised frngers (usually only the little) should be freed as
early as possible and this procedure should be combined with thumb release.

Division of index, middle, and ring frngers when interdigital bony fusion is
present is often unrewarding and results are disappointing because
interphalangeal joint function is poor. Nevertheless the index frnger should be
released early and allowed to grow normally. On cessation of longitudinal growth
the stiff joints can be fused in a position of function to allow thumb-index
opposition.

If it is thought desirable to separate all four fingers and thumb, this
procedure can be reduced to two stages by separating the thumb and the middle-
ring fusion at the frrst stage. About 1 year later the index-middle and ring-little
fusions can be separated.

Flatt (Hoover et al. 1970) has proposed that a three finger hand be produced
by amputating the middle finger and thereby obtaining suffrcient good sensitive
skin to cover the index and ring fingers.

Only three of our cases of Apert s5mdrome have undergone hand surgery
in Adelaide, carried out by our colleague Mr. DN Robinson. This experience is
too small to allow us to formulate a confrdent plan of management; Flatt's strategy
appears to have functional advantages (Fig. 16.37), but older patients may
nevertheless prefer to have four fingers.

Feet

There is usually complete fusion of all frve toes but this does not appear to affect
foot function. There is seldom any indication to interfere surgically with this
condition, although occasionally great difficulty may be found in providing
acceptable footwear for these children. Rarely it may be necessary to narrow the
forefoot by removing the frfth or fourth and frfth digits, taking care to produce a
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a

b

FrG. 16.37 arb. Hand reconstruction in Apert syndrome. a. Before operation: aged 15. b.
After operation: a three-finger hand høs been øchieued by sepørating the index and little
finggrs. The patient can oppose his thumb and ind.exfinger quite effectively. If the patient
wishes, a fourth finger co,n still be fashioned.

dorsal scar

In Apert syndrome, the disadvantages far outweigh the benefits of
individual toe separation. In the less severe forms of acrocephalalosyndactyly,
surgery may have something to offer; in Pfeiffer s¡mdrome, for example, a wedge
section osteotomy may make the grotesque medial deviation of the hallux less
unsightly.
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Postoperat¡ve Care

After operation the surgeon's immediate concern is to verify that the patient is
awake, able to see, and in satisfactory cardiorespiratory condition. This is done
as soon as the effects of anaesthesia have worn off. The patient then goes to the
intensive care unit, with which he has already been made familiar. The parents
or other close relatives are allowed to see and talk to the patient in this unit as
soon as possible.

Neurological Observations

Sight is tested immediately after operation and retested repeatedly by asking
the patient to count frngers with each eye and to read or identify small toys. The
pupillary reactions to light are tested; there is usually little value in testing
ocular movements as these are disturbed by the orbital dissections. Conscious
state is assessed chiefly in terms of motor response to commands; concurrently
the muscular power in all four limbs is checked. The frndings are noted on a
large chart embodying the well-known Glasgow coma scale (Teasdale and Jennett
1974) and retested serially by the staffofthe intensive care unit. The intervals
between serial tests are reduced as soon as possible, but during the frrst 72-24h
it is usually necessary to verify the conscious state, pupillary reactions, and limb
movements every 30 min. Vision is checked several times during the same period.

Such serial observations are part ofthe routine work ofanyneurosurgical
unit and they sound simple and easy. But in practice the nature of major
craniofacial surgery makes neurological assessment extremely diffrcult. The
patients are often young, they are likely to be exhausted by long operations and
in pain from facial dissections and from bone-harvesting operations on the chest
and hip-all much more painful than most neurosurgical operations. The eyes
may soon be obscured by orbital oedema. Tracheostomy and intermaxillary
frxation may reduce the patient's ability to communicate, he may only be able to
mime what he sees, and even his gestures may be burdened by intravascular
lines.

Some help comes from the new techniques of physiological monitoring.
The light responses in the visual cortices are no\il being routinely checked using
computer-averaged recording of occipital potentials, and this investigation can
be done through closed eyelids. Intracranial pressure can be monitored either in
the extradural or subdural spaces; we have not so far used this after surgery for
cranios¡rnostosis, but it has obvious utility in cases where brain swelling is severe
or where conscious state is slow to recover. But whatever monitoring procedures
may be used there is no substitute for alertness and the insight that comes from
knowledge ofthe potential neurological dangers. It is thanks especially to good
clinical observations by colleagues in the nursing staffthat our two postoperative
extradural haemorrhages were diagnosed.

Airway Management

This is the forte of the staff of the intensive care unit. Nasal intubation,
tracheostomy, and all forms of airway stenosis require special attention. In older
patients who have had post-operative nasal intubation, it should be possible to
remove the tube quite early, when the patient is co-operative and can cough and
swallow. The management is more difficult when facial advancement has
necessitated tracheostomy. A cuffed tracheostomy tube is used initially; when
the patient is conscious and can swallow his own saliva the cuffed tube is changed
and a fenestrated tube is inserted for a further 24 h. It can then be removed;
unless there is much pharyngeal swelling or a depressed cough reflex,
tracheostomy is usually discontinued 3 or 4 days after operation.

The lungs also need attention. Very rarely a pneumothorax may result
from pleural damage during rib resection; one of our patients needed underwater
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seal drainage because of this. A more common sequel of rib resection is chest
pain with consequent diffrculty in coughing; pain relief and physiotherapy are
needed to prevent secondary pneumonia.

Fluid Replacement

Transcranial operations entail retraction ofthe frontal lobes and therefore a
risk of cerebral oedema. It is important to avoid fluid overload. As a rule we give
half the calculated fluid requirements during the first 48 h, and thereafter
progressively increase hydration, being guided by urine output, serum
electrolytes, and central venous pressure. Blood loss is however replaced when
it occurs.

Nutrition

This is maintained by a nasogastric tube, feeding being started 24-48 h after
operation. At frrst the patient is given small quantities of buffered dextrose in
water. when it is clear that this is being absorbed, a full diet is given by the
tube, which remains in place until the patient can eat. This may take a week or
more, especially when the jaws are wired together. The staff help the patient
and his family to experiment with different foods, consistencies of food, and
methods of feeding. some will do best with a straw, others with a long spouted
cup or spoon, or even a s¡n'inge.

Pain Relief

This is essential, but must not interfere with neurological monitoring. A slow
intravenous infusion of pethidine (0.Zvo) solution) gives good analgesia and is
safe under close observation; an initial dose of 0.25 mglkg is given, and repeated
when necessary. Usually this is not needed for more than B days.

Antibiotics

The chosen antibiotics (see p. 258) are given at the beginning ofthe operation
and continued for 5 days, unless some special problem demands a change in
therapy or a longer course. A postoperative cerebrospinal fluid leak po."r 

"choice of dangers. Meningitis is an obvious risk, but prolonged administration
of broad-spectrum antibiotics may lead to opportunistic infections or
pseudomembranous colitis. Unless there is clinical evidence of infection we give
septrim (trimethoprim-sulphamethoxazole) until the leakage ceases.

Anticonvulsants

we do not routinely give anticonvulsants. converse et al. (1975) mention
postoperative seizures as an occasional complication ofcraniofacial surgery, but
it appears that patients with craniosynostosis are not especially liable to epilepsy
(see p. 67), and a properly conducted transcranial operation should not greàtty
increase the risk. of course those patients with a history of previous epilepsy
should stay on anticonvulsant medication. such patients should ona""gã
particularly careful haematological assessment before surgery as several of these
drugs (notably phenyboin and sodium valproate) may cause blood dyscrasias,

Wound Care

The scalp wound is covered with a simple strip of dressing. Suction drains are
rarely used (see p. 260) except in the hip wound after harvesting the bone from
the iliac crest. Scalp sutures are removed after 10-14 days. Special attention is
given to the cranial pins used for external maxillary fixation: the entry wounds
are cleaned daily and wrapped in gauze soaked in Betadine. Mouth toilet is also
important when there is intermaxillary fixation and especially when there are
oral wounds. A weak solution of hydrogen peroxide is used, at first by the staff
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and then by the patient and/or parents when they have learned how to maintain
oral hygiene.

Management of Intermaxillary Fixation

Fixation must be maintained until the osteotomised facial skeleton is stable.
After a LeFort III osteotomy done for Crouzon syndrome in an adult, it may be
necessary to maintain intermaxillary fixation for 12 weeks; in an 11-year-old
child, 6 weeks may be enough. With good external craniomaxillary frxation, the
intermaxillary frxation may be released several weeks earlier, before the frnal
removal, allowing first mandibular exercises and then normal eating.
Craniomaxillary and intermaxillary frxation both cause a good deal of distress
and social embârrassment. Patients from other parts of the world stayin hospital
until fixation is removed; local patients may go home but need weekly
examination. Removal of the cranial pins is easy and painless but removal of the
cap splints occasionally needs general anaesthesia.

Duration of Stay in Hospital

Patients who have undergone fronto-orbital advancement or orbital translocation
usually make quick recoveries and spend only 10-14 days in hospital. When a
midfacial advancement is done, and particularly when a transcranial exposure
is needed, the time in the intensive care unit is longer, as is the total time in
hospital. These patients are usually unwell for several weeks after operation.
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Craniosynostosis

Donald A. Simpson, David John David

Development of the Cranium

In embryonic life, the developing brain is surrounded by a membrane of condensed
mesench5rme. In the second month after conception, skeletal tissues form in this
mesenchymal capsule. Cartilage is laid down as the future skull base; after the
sixth week this process of chondrifrcation is supplemented by endochondral bone
formation, and at birth most of the skull base is ossified. The chief bones of the
skull base are thus cartilaginous bones, growing by ossification in synchondroses.
The synchondroses that separate the exoccipital and supraoccipital bones
normally fuse soon after birth, but the important sphenooccipital synchondrosis
remains open until adolescence (12-L6 years).

The remainder of the cerebral capsule ossifres directly, by deposition of
bone in the mesenchymal membrane. After the sixth week of intrauterine life,
renters of membranous ossification appear over the cerebral hemispheres, and
these are the primordia of the parietal, frontal, squamous temporal, and squamous
occipital bones. Osteoid is formed flrrst and mineralised into spicules of bone,
radiating outward in the membrane, which differentiates into an outer layer,
the pericranium, and an inner layer, the dura mater. Both are osteogenic. By the
fifth month, the flat bones of the skull vault are well formed, and they are
separated by zones of unossified membrane, the fontanelles and sutures.

The fetal brain increases in volume very rapidly (Fig, 2o-r), and this
volumetric expansion continues after birth; the cranial capsule must grow to
accommodate the brain, and much of this capsular growth takes place at the
margins of the bones, in the sutures. It is now generally agreed that the cranial
sutures are not primary growth centers. Sutural bone is laid down as a secondary
response to capsular tensions, and these tensions represent the sum of the
dynamic effects of the expanding brain and the independent growth of the skull
base, transmitted through the dura mater and its septa. The developing eyes
and the facial viscera also modify cranial growth. Sutural bone deposition is not
the only process involved in the growth of the skull vault: surface deposition of
bone by the pericranium and removal of bone internally are also important,
especially in later childhood. Nevertheless, the sutures are of crucial importance
as growth zones in infancy, and premature sutural fusion, or craniosynostosis, is
often associated with striking cranial deformities. There is now convincing
experimental proof that sutural growth failure alone can deform the growing
skull (Persing et aI. 1981; Alberius and Selvik 1984).

Occurrence

Premature sutural fusion maybe secondaryto an arrest of cerebral growth, as in
microcephaly. Cranios¡mostosis is also seen as an effect of metabolic disease,
such as rickets or hyperthyroidism (David, Poswillo, and Simpson 1982);however,
for the neonatologist and the pediatrician, cranios5mostosis is most often seen as
a primary congenital disorder of skull gtowth, associated with various types of
skull deformity, and occasionally with serious neurological impairment.
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FIG. 20-1. The grøph shows the increase in brain weight from the tenth gestational week
onward (data from Lenxire et aI. 1975); the fi.gure relo.tes this schematically to the stages of
crdnial and, d.entøl growth, and to the timing of operøtiue treatment.

Craniosynostosis is a common condition; clinically detectable
craniosJrnostosis has been reported in up to 1 in 1900 births (Myrianthopoulos
L977). It is clearly not a simple disease entity. In perhaps 10-20 percent ofcases,
there is evidence of Mendelian inheritance, and there may be associated
deformities, such as osseous syndactyly (Apert syndrome) or maxillaly hypoplasia
(Crouzon syndrome); many more or less well-defined craniosJmostosis syndromes
have been described (David, Poswillo, and Simpson 1982). In most cases, however,
there is nothing to suggest genetic causation: the craniosynostosis is seen as an
isolated congenital anomaly, without a family history of similar deformities, and
in these cases the cause or causes are unkno\iln. Some authors postulate
intrauterine compression (Graham, De Saxe, and Smith 1979; Graham, Badura,
and Smith 1980).

At present it seems wise to regard the craniosynostoses as primary
idiopathic disorders ofskeletal growth, affecting different parts ofthe cerebral
capsule. In this view, the premature sutural fusion is an important and treatable
element in the growth disorder, which, however, also affects the dura mater, the
skull base, and sometimes the facial skeleton.

Symptomatology

The clinical signifrcance of the cranios¡mostosis varies greatly, but some general
features can be identifrcd.

Skull Deformity

The skull vault is usually deformed. The deformity is anatomically related to the
sutural fusion: delay of growth across one suture reduces the dimension of the
skull in the plane perpendicular to the fused suture, while compensatory
overgrowth gives increased dimensions in planes perpendicular to the unaffected
sutures (Fig. 20-2), When craniosynostosis affects multiple suture systems, the
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x

AB
FIG. 20-2. Deformity results from cessøtion of growth øcross fused suture tines (X-X)
and compensatory ouergrowth o,cross nonrlal suturelines (anows). A.Turricephøly: fusion
of coronøl sutures and their basal extension. B. Scaphocephaly: fusion o¡ saþittai iuture.

geometry of the deformity is more complex and probably relates to the time
sequence of the underlying growth failure. The abnormal head shape can be
categorised by anthropometric measurements; in practice, the most useful is the
horizontal cephalic index: (maximum breadth,/maximum length) x 100.

The fused sutures may be palpable as bony ridges, with loss of normar
mobility. There is often premature fontanelle closure. The sutural fusion can be
shown by x-ray (Fig. 20-3) as a line of sclerosis or as complete absence of a normally
patent suture. In planning surgical treatment, it is necessary to know which
sutures are involved, and some clinicians use this as the basis for classifrcation
(Matson 1969). However the correlation of sutural fusion and d.eformity is not
always in accordance with expectations, and many authors (Montaut and Stricker
1977;Marchac and Renier 1982) prefer to classify the cranios;mostoses on their
external appearances, using morphological terminology. our descriptive system
is given in Table 20-1.

FIq: ?g'3. Turricephøly. The coronal suture is fused. in the region of the sphenoid. rid,ge;
mediølly it is still patent though hyperostosed, (arrow).
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The skull deformities are usually evident at birth or soon after; some forms
become more striking in early childhood. In this period, they may cause much
emotional distress (Barritt, Brooksbank, and Simpson 1981). Spontaneous
improvement is unusual, though hair growth and increased occipital muscle bulk
make some deformities less noticeable.

Raised fntracranial Pressure

In severe forms of craniosynostosis, the cranial volume becomes too small fbr the
growing brain (craniostenosis), and intracranial pressure may rise. This is
associated with high intracranial venous pressure and sometimes with obstructive
hydrocephalus. There is debate over the cause ofthe hydrocephalus. Constriction
of subarachnoid cisterns has seemed to us the likeliest explanation, but
Sainte-Rose et al (1984) suggest that raised venous pressure may be responsible
when associated with an open fontanelle. Both craniosynostosis and
hydrocephalus are especially often seen in Crouzon s¡rndrome, but also occur in
other types ofcraniosynostosis. Raised intracranial pressure is rare when only a
single sutural system (e.g., sagittal, metopic, or unicoronal) is affected, though
examples have been reported (Renier et al. 1982).

TABLE 2O-1

Skull Deformities Associated with Premature Sutural Fusion

Deformity
Horizontal

Cephalic Index
Chief Sutures

Affected*
Simple: Complex: Part of a
Isolated Craniofacial Syndrome

Deformity

Scaphocephaly 55-70 Sagittal

Trigonocephaly 60-80 Metopic

Often in Crouzon
syndrome (30Vo-40Vo)

Seen in Carpenter
syndrome

Often in Saethre-
Chotzen syndrome

Frontal
Plagiocephaly

Occipital
Plagiocephaly

Turricephaly

Oxycephaly

Triphyllocephaly
(Kleeblattschädel)

Unilateral coronal
and sphenofrontal

Unilateral
lambdoid?

Bilateral coronal
and sphenoid

Multiple

Multiple

5Vo

457o-50Vo

20Vo-26VoVaries

Varies

80-110

Varies

90-100

?lLlvo Very rare

5Vo-lo%o

6Vo-tïVo

Rare

Usually in Apert 100%)
Crouzon (50Vo-60Vo)

syndromes

Crouzon syndrome,
usually with associated
hydrocephalus

Pachycephaly 80-100 Bilaterallambdoid Rare Rare

Incidencesofdiagnosticcategoriesvaryaccordingtocaseeelection Ourmaterial(1956-1983)coneistedof22lcaseeandincluded
a high proportion (28%) of complex craniofacial sJmdromes refened for specialiet treatmenü-the percentagee given for simple
(nonsyndromal) crmios¡mostosis are therefore estimated from our experience before the inception ofthe present South Australian
Craniofacial Unit
*In the craniosynostosis s¡mdromes, multiple fusion is almost always seen, but the skull shape relates to the eequence of fusion
and the chief sutural system affected is the first to fuse.

Raised intracranial pressure usually becomes evident within the frrst frve
years of life, though later presentation is occasionally seen. Papilledema is the
most important clinical sign and should be looked for in all cases; failure to do so

may result in blindness from optic atrophy. In established cases, plain skull
radiographs usually show increased convolutional markings (Fig. 20-a).
Hydrocephalus is detected by ultrasonography in infants (Fig. 20-5) or CT
scanning (Fig. 20-6), and these investigations also serve to exclude coincidental
cerebral malformations such as holoprosencephaly. They should be used routinely.
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The finding of raised intracranial pressure needs careful evaluation.
Papilledema unquestionably demands treatment to save vision. Increased
convolutional markings are also, in our opinion, a strong indication for surgical
treatment, if detected during the period of rapid brain growth (0-2 years). In
doubtful cases, intracranial pressure manometry by a subdural bolt is useful,
and this may unexpectedly disclose high pressure in an otherwise well child. It is
not easy to know in an individual case what signifrcance should be given to this
frnding. There is an understandable fear that chronic intracranial hypertension
may impair intelligence. At present, the evidence that this happens is
questionable: Many patients with severe untreated craniostenosis retain normal
intelligence, whereas some patients with cranios5mostosis show intellectual
retardation in the absence of raised pressure (David, Poswillo, and Simpson 1982).
But uncertainty and fear ofirreversible cerebral changes justify operation as a
preventive measure in infants with multiple sutural involvement.

AB
FIG. 20-4. Scøphocephalic skull d,eformity (Crouzon syndrome) with multiple sutural
fusion ønd. increased. convolutional marking: A.. before operation; B. oni year after
frontoorbital ad,uancement and d,ecornpressiue lateral craniotomies; conuolutionøl mørkings
haue disappeared, ønd new sutures are uisible.

Facial Abnormalities

Premature fusion of the chief vault sutures is usually associated with distortion
of the cranial base, and this in turn may modify the growth of the facial skeleton.
This is very striking in cases of untreated frontal plagiocephaly, where $owth
delay in the coronal and sphenofrontal sutures is associated with a distorted face
(Fig. 20-7). In many forms of s5mdromal craniosynostosis, notably crouzon
syndrome, there may be severe maxillary hypoplasia, causing proptosis
(orbitostenosls) and nasal obstruction (faciostenosls); this is associated with
premature fusion of the maxillary sutures (Kreiborg 1981), and appears to be a
primary failure in facial skeletal growth.

Extracranial Abnormalities

The commoner nons5mdromal types of cranios¡mostosis are not as a rule associated
with other congenital defects. The syndromal cranios¡mostoses are discussed in
Chapter 21 (Classification of Craniofacial Dysmorphism); they are
characteristically associated with important skeletal and visceral defects. In Apert
s¡mdrome, severe syndactyly is an obligatory accompaniment; in the less severe
forms of acrocephalosyndactyly, notably the saethre-chotzen syndrome,
syndactyly is variable and often absent. Serious cardiac anomalies are often found
in Carpenter s¡mdrome. The clinician who sees a new case of craniosSmostosis
should keep these possible associations in mind; a full clinical examination is
essential, as is also a genetic history.
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FIG. 20-5. Radiogrøphic studies in øn
infant with bilateral lambdoid
craniosynostosis and probable Crouzon
syndrorne. A. Lateral skull radiograph
showing a.bsence of lambdoid sutures.
B. Coronal sonogrdtn, showing rnild
hyd,rocephølus. C. Parasdgittdl sono-
gram, showing dístortíon of the body of
the lateral uentricle.

lt
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FIG. 20-6. Computerized tomography in infant with Apert syndrorne. There is mild
dilatation of the lateral uentricles and deformity of the grossly enlarged. third uentricle,
due to associated agenesis ofthe corpus callosum.

Principles of Treatment

When craniosynostosis affects only one suture, and the associated cranial
deformity is not severe, then expectant treatment may be appropriate. This entails
periodic review because occasionally the growth disorder is more severe than is
evident from the neonatal skull radiographs; this is especially so in Crouzon
syndrome (David, Poswillo, and Simpson 1982). Operative treatment may,
however, be indicated to correct unacceptably severe cranial or facial deformities;
the decision on what constitutes an unacceptable deformity is not easy and must
take into consideration the feelings of the parents, the society in which the family
lives, and the natural history of the particular type of cranios¡mostosis. Operative
treatment is unquestionably indicated when there is evidence of raised
intracranial pressure, or a likelihood that this will develop.

In planning operative treatment, one must take into account the phases of
craniocerebral and facial growih.Three surgical epochs can be identified (Fig,20-1).

B

FrG. 20-7. untreated frontal plagiocephaly with faciøI d,istortion in A. an infant;
B. a young man.
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Early Period: Up to 12 Months

In this period, the velocity of cerebral growth is greatest, and cranios¡mostosis is
most detrimental. The chief principle of operation is wide excision of the fused
suture(s): The growing brain can then expand, stretching the dura mater at the
site of the new artifrcial suture and so reshaping the brain. The validity of this
concept is well attested (Matson 1969; Shillito 1973). However, failure or
incomplete success has often been experienced, and there are several reasons for
this. First the artifrcial suture may be fused by regrowth of bone before the
reshaping process is complete. Refusion may be delayed by wrapping the bone
edges in plastic frlm (Fig. 20-8). In most cases, this procedure gives sufficient
time for remolding to take place. More radical ways of preventing reossifrcation
by the dura, such as chemical coagulation or excision of the outer dural layer,
have been proposed; we prefer to accept the occasional need to reoperate when
there is recurrent craniostenosis or deformity. An inadequate sutural excision is
a second cause of disappointment. It was not at frrst realized that coronal
s;mostosis represents failure of a sutural system that includes the sutures of the
skull base, especially the sphenofrontal and perhaps the frontoethmoidal sutures.
It has also become evident that the dynamic effect of cerebral growth may be
insufficient, especially when the gtowth disorder resulting in craniosynostosis is
severe. More effective surgical procedures have now been devised (Hoffman and
Mohr 1976; Marchac and Renier 1982) which extend the craniectomy into the
skull base, and also remodel the deformity as a primary procedure, allowing the
brain to reexpand without any osseous constraint.

FIG. 20-8. Operatiue treatment of scaphocephaly A, ercposure of the fused sagittøl suture;
B. wid.e median craniectomy and insertion of siløstic stríps.

These operations should be done early, and preferably within the first three
months. After the frrst year, they are ineffective in correcting deformity.

Intermediate Period: 1-9 Years

In the second year, the velocity of cerebral growth slows, and sutural growth
becomes progressively less signifrcant. Nevertheless severe cranios5mostosis may
still lead to craniostenosis, with papilledema and other sigus of raised intracranial
pressure, Simple sutural excision is ineífective, and extensive bilateral
decompressions may be needed; such operations can be planned to correct

A
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associated deformities of the frontal region and orbits (Figs. 20-44 and 20-48).
Deformities of the middle and lower face sometimes cause distress in this epoch,
but ifpossible, operative correction is deferred. The facial skeleton is still growing
actively: maxillary deformities corrected too early may relapse (Hogeman and
Willmar 7974), and growth of normal skeletal components, notablythe mandible,
may lead to facial skeleton imbalance and dental malocclusion.

Late Period: From the Tenth Year

Cerebral complications are now unlikely, but facial deformities may need
correction. In Crouzon syndrome and other craniofacial syndromes, proptosis
and maxillary hypoplasia are especially likely to need operative treatment (Tessier
1971). The operative procedures (orbital relocation, maxillary osteotomy, etc.)
are very demanding, but older children can appreciate the need to correct
deformity, and from the psychological viewpoint, this epoch is a favorable time.
The complexity ofthese craniofacial reconstructions, alongwith the considerable
operative risks, has justifred the formation of specialized multidisciplinary
craniofacial units.

Hydrocephalus

The hydrocephalus often associated with severe craniosSmostosis may arrest
spontaneously. It is therefore usually appropriate to treat the cranios¡mostosis
first, and to perform an extracranial shunt only ifthere is evidence ofprogressive
hydrocephalus afier the cranial operation.

Scaphocephaly

This is the commonest form of craniosynostosis. Boys are much more often
affected; this high (80vo) male predominance is unexplained. The scaphocephalic
head is long and narrow, with frontal bossing and a prominent occiput (Figs. 20-
28, 20-g). The sagittal suture fuses prematurely, and in babies can be felt as a
midline bony keel; the anterior fontanelle is usually small. In the great majority
of cases, the cranios¡mostosis affects only the sagittal suture; occasionally there
is also involvement of the coronal or metopic sutures. These additional sSmostoses
may not at frrst be evident.

Scaphocephaly is often associated with birth difficulties, perhaps because
the head is large and may not mold readily. The deformity can usually be
diagnosed in the neonatal period, though the synostosis may still be incomplete,
or even undetectable by x-ray. As a rule there are no associated extracranial
abnormalities and no familial history; however, some patients with syndromal
cranios5mostosis, especially Crouzon and Carpenter sSmdromes (David, Poswillo,
and Simpson 1982) may have scaphocephalic head shapes, and these conditions
should be kept in mind. Craniostenosis is rarely seen except where there is
associated fusion of the coronal sutures. Most cases, whether treated or not, show
no mental or neurological abnormalities. In a minority there is developmental
delay, sometimes severe, but we have not been able to relate this causally to the
cranial deformity.

operative treatment may be indicated on aesthetic grounds. A midline
scalp incision exposes the fused sagittal suture, which is widely excised. Care is
taken not to injure the sagittal sinus. The resulting craniectomy is 4-5 cm broad
and extends well across both lambdoid and coronal sutures. Silastic strips are
inserted on each side (Fig. 20-104). This simple procedure has in our experience
been satisfactory. There is objective improvement in the horizontal cephalic index
over the next six months, and parents have usually been huppy with the result,
except in those few cases where there is developmental delay; improvement in
this should not be predicted. The operation is done no later than the sixth month
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FIG. 20-9. Scaphocephaly associated with premature fusion of sagittal suture

of life, and preferably sooner. In neglected cases, if operation is really needed,
more elaborate reconstructions of the cranial vault have been advised (Marchac
and Renier 1982; refer to Chapter 22,Management of Craniofacial Dysmorphism).

Trigonocephaly

In this less common deformity, the frontal region, seen from the vertex, is
wedge-shaped, with a median ridge representing the fused metopic suture (Fig.
20-11). The forehead is narrow. The eyes often have a Mongolian slant; they are
set close together, and there is true hypotelorism. Boys are more often affected.

A somewhat similar cranial deformity may be secondary to dysplasia of
the frontal lobes, and this important association should be excluded by ultrasound
or CT scanning. In the absence ofsuch a dysplasia, the prognosis is quite good,
though occasional cases oftrigonocephaly do show developmental retardation.
We have never seen raised intracranial pressure in primary trigonocephaly.

Operative treatment may be indicated on aesthetic grounds. A coronal scalp
incision is used. Simple excision of the fused metopic suture has not been
---.L:-1--. -..r----- D-rr-,-,---,,1L- ---- -l-1_:-- --l if rl- - -,-L-----1 ^--^:-i^-^ i- -----l^-^^-¿^lsaLlsrauLUt"y, l)cr,LcI'I'csulr,s aIc uuLalrlcu tI LIrc sur,ulai exursrurr rü sLrpprcrrrcuLcu
by bilateral frontal craniotomies; the free frontal bones are bent, rotated, and
fixed to the orbital margins to broaden the forehead (Fig. 20-108). We also insert
silastic film along the margins of the metopic craniectomy, though the need for
this is questionable. The procedure should be done at the latest by the sixth
month, and preferably earlier. In neglected cases, a more extensive frontal
remodeling may be undertaken (Montaut and Stricker Lg77), though experience
of untreated trigonocephaly has shown that the facial appearance tends to improve
with age.

Frontal Plagiocephaly

This deformity is second in frequency to scaphocephaly. Girls are somewhat
more often affected than boys. There is premature fusion of one coronal suture
and usually also of the ipsilateral basal sutures, especially the sphenofrontal
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FIG. 20-10. Operatíue techniques for d,ffirent fonns of craniosynosúosis. A,. Scaphocephaly;
median sagittal synostectomy. B. Trigonocephøly; metopic synostectomy, mobiliàøtion,
and rotation of frontal bones. C. Frontal plagiocephaly; coronal ønd sphenofrontø,I
synostectomy and unilaterøl frontoorbitøl aduancement. The ad.uanced, frontoorbitøl bone
is fixed by a tongue of bone set in a slot cut in the lateral orbítal walt. D. Occipitat
pløgiocephaly; Iambdoid synostectomy. ß.Tuticephaly; coronøl ønd sphenofrõntal
synostectomy and, frontoorbital aduancement (tongue-in-slot fixation). l. orycephøly;
biløteral osteopløstic crøniototnies cornbined with frontoorbitøl øduøncement, usually done
in two stages. These diagratns show the craniectomies in bløck; mobilized structuies are
shown in the final position. Silastic inserts are not shown.

u
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suture; rarely there is a fusion of other ipsilateral sutures, giving a hemicranial
cranios)mostosis. In the average case, there is flattening of one frontal region,
with elevation and recession of the eyebrow and orbital margin on the same side;
the ipsilateral ear is often prominent, and there is a bony bulge in the contralateral
parietal vault. Facial as¡rmmetry is often striking, especially in neglectecl cases
(Fig. 20-7). The deformity of the skull base displaces the mandibular condylar
fossa, distorting mandibular growth and tilting the dental occlusal plane of the
Iower jaw. The root of the nose and the vertical plate of the ethmoid tilt toward
the affected side. Radiographs show the coronal synostosis, and also the orbital
deformity and curvature of the skull base. Ultrasound or CT scanning will often
show ventricular asymmetry, but serious cerebral anomalies are rare, and we
have not seen clinically evident raised intracranial pressure. In occasional cases,
there are signs oflocalized craniostenosis in the vicinity ofthe synostosis.

A B

FIG. 2O-f 1. Trigonocephaly, with premature fusion of metopic suture: A. before operøtion;
B. after operation.

The deformity can usually be recognized in infancy, and may be associated
with extracranial anomalies (e.g., minor syndactyly or anal ectopia). The
Saethre-Chotzen syndrome (David, Poswillo, and Simpson 1982) may be
suspected, especially if there is a family history of birth defects. The untreated
condition is often quite disfrguring, and in our opinion the case for operative
treatment is strong.

A coronal scalp incision is used. The fused coronal suture is excised from
across the midline into the skull base; great care is needed in resecting the
saber-shaped sphenoidal ridge, which is swept up on to the cranial convexity.
Simple excision of the fused coronal and sphenofrontal sutures is sometimes
disappointing, and this procedure is usefully supplemented (Hoffman and Mohr,
1976) by a frontal craniotomy and advancement of the ipsilateral orbital margin.
To do this, the supraorbital ridge and the anterior part ofthe orbital roof are
dissected extradurally and through the orbit; they are then mobilized by
osteotomies as a single frontoorbital block. This is advanced and secured in the
advanced position by two vertical spurs ofbone, one cut from the lateral orbital
wall below and the other from the inferior margin of the frontoorbital block (Fig.
20-10C). The free frontal bone flap is bent, rotated, and replaced to correct the
frontal deformity. Silastic is inserted from across the midline to a point well
below the squamosal suture; it is our practice to do this only on the posterior
margin of the craniectomy.

This procedure is best done in earlyinfancy. However, quite satisfactoryresults
can be obtained up to three years of age (Hoffman, Hendrick, and Munro 1982). In
neglected cases, the deformity may include nasal deviation and an ugly asymmetry
of the orbits; these may require major craniofacial correction (Chapter 22).

Occipital Plagiocephaly

This common and pwzzling deformity is characterized by unilateral occipital
flattening on one side, with prominence of the ipsilateral frontal region; seen
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from above, the skull is deformed into a parallelogram, sometimes with
prominence of the ipsilateral ear. There is very little facial deformity.

The place of this deformity among the cranios5mostoses is uncertain. In
some cases, there is radiological evidence of lambdoid sclerosis which may go on
to fusion; in such cases, lambdoid craniectomy may achieve a more normal skull
contour. However, very similar plagiocephalic skull deformities have been seen
as a consequence of postural pressure in infancy, or in association with
cervicooccipital abnormalities, spinal tumors, and torticollis. Indeed, occipital
plagiocephaly may be found in the absence of any detectable cause, whether in
the sutures, the skull base, or the neck. Fortunately, this type of plagiocephaly is
rarely associated with cerebral involvement, and tends to be less noticeable in
older children. If there is strong parental concern, and if the lambdoid suture is
radiologically abnormal, the condition may be treated by excising the entire suture
(Fig. 20-10D) with silastic inserts on each side of the resulting craniectomy
(Hoffman, Hendrick, and Munro 1982).

Turricephaly

A broad towering head (Fig. 2O-2A) may be associated with premature fusion of
both coronal sutures; in the skull base, the sphenofrontal and frontoethmoidal
sutures are often also involved. As an isolated anomaly, turricephaly is one of
the less common forms of craniosynostosis. However, turricephaly is the
commonest pattern of skull deformity in Crouzon s5mdrome (Kreiborg 1981) and
is invariably found in Apert s¡mdrome, where, however, there are often additional
anomalies in the cartilaginous skull base. It is not unusual to see a delayed onset
of sagittal s5mostosis in older infants in whom, in the neonatal period, there was
involvement of the coronal sutures only; this widespread cranios¡mostosis is
characteristic of oxycephaly (see below), and the two deformities are so closely
allied that some writers do not distinguish between them. Turricephaly is not
the only deformity associated with extreme brachycephaly: premature fusion of
both lambdoid sutures is also associated with a very brachycephalic skull, the
occipital region being quite flat. This has been termed pachycephaly (Fig. Z0-5).

Turricephaly is usually evident at birth, though it may be missed, especially
when there is a family tendency to brachycephaly. Absence of the anterior
fontanelle may arouse suspicion. There is female preponderance. Associated
anomalies are often found, and evidences of genetic causation should be looked
for because the condition is often familial, and may be part of a s5mdrome. when
crouzon s5mdrome presents in infancy with turricephaly, the diagnosis may be
missed, as the maxillary hypoplasia is often at first inconspicuous. The syndactyly
ofApert s¡mdrome is of course unmistakable, and in this condition the turricephaly
has peculiar features, notably a wide metopic bone defect.

Untreated turricephaly is compatible with normal intelligence (Jensch
1947-2). However, there is a high incidence of craniostenosis, and a significant
aesthetic deformity; in our view, therefore, there are strong indications for early
operative treatment. This is done through a coronal scalp incision. The fused
coronal sutures and the hypertrophied sphenoidal ridges are excised, and
subtemporal craniectomies are performed (Fig. 20108). The frontal bones are
elevated. The operation can then be completed by inserting silastic strips along
the posterior margin of the new coronal suture, and replacing the frontal bones
as onlay grafts in front of the orbital margins: This simple procedure has given
excellent results when the involvement of the skull base is not severe. In the
past few years, however, we have been impressed by the benefrts of the more
extensive frontal mobilization advised by Marchac (1978). By extradural and
intraorbital dissection, the orbital margins and glabellar area are freed and
resected as a single block, advanced up to 2 cm, and wired to spurs cut on each
side from the lateral orbital walls, with an interposed bone graft holding it to the
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root ofthe nose. Although best done before three months ofage, this procedure
has been satisfactory even in childhood.

Oxycephaly

More or less simultaneous fusion of multiple sutural systems can produce diverse
deformities. When the outcome is a conical head, with the forehead sloping back
to a bony boss at or behind the bregmatic area, then the term oxycephaly (sharp
head) seems appropriate. The external appearances may be striking, or relatively
normal, and there may or may not be associated facial abnormalities, notably
the absence of the frontonasal angle (Marchac and Renier 1982) (Fig. 20-l2A).
Whatever the skull confrguration, premature fusion of multiple sutures is usually
an imperative indication for operative treatment, aimed at decompressing the
constricted brain and correcting the skull deformity. In most cases, we have
effected this by two-stage procedures, excising the prematurely fused sutures
bilaterally and advancing or broadening the frontal region (FiS.2O-728). If such
procedures are done in infancy, silastic is inserted and reoperation is often needed;
in cases presenting after the first year, silastic is omitted. It is for very extensive
cranios¡mostosis diagnosed in infancy that Hanson et aI (1977) advised total or
subtotal excision ofthe calvarial vault; reported results ofthis procedure have
not always been happy, and we think it more logical to use the older strategy of
remolding by selective craniectomy and frontal reconstruction (Fig. 20-10F).

Triphyllocephaly (Kleeblattschädel)

This dramatic deformity is also a manifestation of very extensive cranios¡mostosis
developing in utero. We have seen four cases, three with obvious Crouzon
slmdrome. As the name indicates, the infant's skull, from the front, Iooks like a
cloverleaf. There are large temporal bulges and a median bregmatic bulge,
separated by constriction bands of bone and dura, running more or less along the
line of the Sylvian frssure (Fig. 20-134). There is usually a severe communicating
hydrocephalus. Triphyllocephaly requires early operative treatment. We have
employed staged frontal and occipital craniectomies, with frontoorbital
advancement, and the remodeling has been dramatic (Fig. 20-138). Two less
severe cases have done well; unhappily two other cases later died of respiratory
diffrculties related to associated severe faciostenosis. When there is associated
hydrocephalus, one may defer insertion of a shunt until the completion of the
planned cranial surgery, in the hope that the hydrocephalus will arrest
spontaneously. However, shunting should not be delayed too long.
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FIG. 2È12. Oxycephaly associated
with extensiue premature sutural
fusion and, bilateral cleft lip ønd
palate: A, beþre operation; B. after
operation. C. Preoperatiue three-
dimensional CT scan in the same
case, showing distortion of orbital
roofs.
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Conclusion

Most types of cranios5mostosis can be correctly diagnosed in the frrst month of
life, Pediatricians should know the signifrcance of the various skull deformities
associated with premature s¡mostosis because surgical treatment is most effective
when done early. It is true that the need for surgery has been much exaggerated
in the past. Studies of the natural history of untreated craniosynostosis have
shown that premature fusion of a single suture system is most unlikely to affect
cerebral growth adversely, But the same studies (Barritt, Brooksbank, and
Simpson 1981) have shown that some abnormal head shapes can result in
considerable psychological distress, and many parents see this as an indication
for operative correction. When there is premature fusion of two or more sutural
systems, there is a much greater risk of neurological complications, and the case
for surgical intervention is proportionately stronger.

In an important minority of cases, craniosSmostosis is found as part of some
inheritable s¡rndrome, of which Crouzon s5mdrome ( craniofacial dysostosis ) and
Apert s5mdrome (acrocephalosyndactyly) are the best known. It is particularly
desirable to diagnose these syndromal cranios¡mostoses as early as possible, and
there are two good reasons for this. First, the craniosynostosis syndromes often
show Mendelian inheritance (Cohen 1979), and genetic counseling can be most
helpful. Second, the cranios¡mostosis is likely to be severe and extensive, and
there are often grotesque associated facial deformities. It is these unfortunate
infants who wiII benefit particularly from early referral to a specialised
craniofacial unit: Many of them will require repeated operative procedures as
they grow older, and continuity in management will avoid much trouble and
suffering (see Chapter 22).
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FIG.-20-13. Triphyllocephøly (Kleeblattschädel) in a case of Crouzon synd.rorne:
A. before operation; B. after operation.
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Graniosynostosis

D. J. David and D. A. Simpson

Premature fusion of cranial sutures represents a striking disturbance of normal
skull growth often associated with gross deformities of the head and face, less
often with functional impairments of the brain, eyes, air passages and jaws. The
deformities of the cranial vault are well recognized and can be treated by
standardised operative procedures. Deformities of the facial skeleton are less
well understood and less easily treated; however, the evolution of craniofacial
surgery has made available operative techniques which can be applied in most
cases with reasonable prospects of success. The timing of intervention is of crucial
importance and must be related to the processes of normal and abnormal
craniofacial growth and to a knowledge of the pathological process.

Pathophys¡ology

cranioslmostosis, seemingly a very simple process, is in fact a complex and poorly
understood condition with many causes. To understand the pathophysiology of
sutural closure, a knowledge of current ideas on normal craniofacial growth is
needed. These concepts have been set out in a monograph from which the present
account is largely drawn (David et al 1982).

Development of the cranium

In embryonic life, the developing brain is surrounded by a membrane of condensed
mesench¡rme. Skeletal tissues form in this mesenchymal capsule: cartilage is
Iaid down as future skull base, and after the 6th week this process of
chondrifrcation is supplemented by endochondral bone formation. At birth most
of the skull is ossifred. The chief bones of the skull base are thus cartilaginous
bones, growing by ossifrcation in synchondroses which resemble the epiphyses of
long bones (Fig. 10.1). The remainder of the cerebral capsule ossifies directly, by
deposition of bone in the mesenchymal membrane which differentiates into an
outer layer, the pericranium, and an inner layer, the dura mater.

Both are osteogenic. After the 6th week of intra-uterine life, centres of
membranous ossification appear over the cerebral hemispheres. By the 5th month,
the flat bones of the skull vault are well formed. They are separated. by zones of
unossifred membrane, the fontanelles and the sutures (Fig. 10.2).

Histologically the sutures in early life show active osteoblastic bone
deposition (Fig. 10.3), with many mitotic figures; with increasing age, the
appearances suggest more indolent cellular activity, and finally the suture is
composed of frbroblasts, collagen frbres and venous sinusoids (Fig. 10.4 shows
these appearances in a pathological specimen).

The fetal brain increases in volume very rapidly (Fig. 10.5), and the cranial
capsule expands to accommodate the brain. Much of this capsular growth takes
place at the margins of the bones, in the sutures. It is now generally agreed that
the cranial sutures are not primary growth centres; sutural bone is laid down as
a secondary response to capsular tensions. These tensions represent the sum of
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FIG. 10.1. Structure of the crønial bøse. The frontal sinus usually deuelops by the 7th
year. The spheno-occipital synchondrosis remøins open until adolescence; the other
synchondroses close in infancy (after Dauid et al 1982)
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FIG. f 0.2. Schernatic arrangement of the bones, sutures a.nd fontanelles. In. order of closure
the fontanelles dre: l. spheroidal, 2. mastoid, 3. occipital ønd 4. frontal
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AB
FIG. 10.3. 4' Normal osteobløstic øctiuity in partiøIly fused corona.l suture of 6-week-old
infant with plagiocephøly (arrows indica.te two osteoblasts). B, EørIy fusion with cesscttion
of actiue growth in lateral end of søme suture (arrow indicates uenous sinusoid). (H & E:
by courtesy of Depørtment of Histopathology, Adelaide Children's HospitøI)

FIG. 10.4. Indolent growth. in coronal suture of child, with plagiocephaly, aged 2 years;
elsewhere the suture was obliterated. (Masson; by courtesy of Department of Histopathology,
Ad elaide C hil dren's H o sp it øl)
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FIG. 10.õ. The three phdses of surgical interuention in relation to the growth of the shull,
teeth and the brain (from Simpson and Dauíd. 1986)

the dynamic effects of the expanding brain and the independent growth of the
skull base, transmitted through the dura mater and its septa. The developing
eyes and the facial viscera also modify cranial growth. Sutural bone deposition
is not the only process involved in the growth of the skull vault: surface deposition
of bone by the pericranium and removal of bone internally are also important,
especially in later childhood. Nevertheless, the sutures are of crucial importance
as growth zones in infancy, and premature sutural fusion (cranios¡mostosis) is
often associated with striking distortions of cranial growth.

Development of the face

For clinical convenience, the face can be divided into upper, middle and lower
thirds. These correspond to the embryonic frontonasal, maxillary and mandibular
processes. Bone formation in the middle and lower thirds of the face occurs either
by ossification of the cartilaginous visceral arches, or by intramembranous
ossifrcation. The concept that the tissues of the face have a dual origin, derived
partly from neural crest ectomesenchymal cells and partly from the mesoderm
of the visceral arches, helps to explain how defective formation of bone derived
from the neural arches can be partly overcome by catch-up development in bone
derived from mesoderm. The intramembranous facial bones develop from
numerous ossification centres in the embryonic frontonasal and maxillary
processes. The sutural connections between the individual facial bones and their
connections with the bones of the cranial base above them permit antero-inferior
expansion of the face relative to the neurocranium. The form of the face is
influenced by at least three processes ofgrowth. First the eyes, the ears and the
nasal cavities act as functional matrices in the midface. Second, the cartilaginous
nasal septum also contributes to the interstitial growth, though its dynamic role
is still in dispute. Unrestricted growth of the nasal septum, seen in severe bilateral
cleft lip and palate, leads to gross proboscis-like nasal deformity. Finally, the
expansion of the developing muscles of the tongue and pharSmx plays an important
part in shaping the middle and lower thirds of the face.
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The direction in which upper facial development occurs is associated with
the expansion of the eyeball and with the growth of the frontal lobes of the brain
and the anterior cranial fossa. Acting as an adjustable link between these two
prime movers is the cranial base, the template on which the face develops. Thus
any severe disturbance in the intricate topography and dimensional relationships
which exist between the face and brain may greatly change the characteristic
design of the human face.

The role of the sutures in facial growth is still controversial. Despite many
attempts, it has not been possible to demonstrate autonomous expansion of these
sutures. Growth of the midface depends to a large degree on the growth of the
orbits and their contents, the nasal cavities, the maxillary sinuses and the teeth.
It is nevertheless likely that the facial sutures, like the calvarial sutures, are
growth zones in which bone is deposited in response to the expansion of the
facial viscera.

The lower third of the face develops from the paired mandibular processes.
The functional mandible also constitutes a growth matrix. The mandibular bone
itself enlarges by apposition and resorption of bone, while growth of non-osseous
tissues, particularly the condylar cartilage and the muscles of mastication,
promotes progressive change in size. rWhile condylar growth undoubtedly has a
beneficial affect on normal growth of the ramus, it is unlikely that it has a
fundamental role in determining the development of the lower third of the face.

Most of the changes that occur with facial growth are thus brought about
by the combination of several mechanisms. Expansion of the brain lengthens the
anterior cranial base, enlargement ofthe globe ofthe eye expands the orbits, the
spheno-occipital synchondrosis is an active growth centre in the skull base, the
nasal cartilage advances the maxilla and there is a small contribution from surface
apposition. The sutures probably act more as growth adjustors than as growth
initiators. After the Tthyear,there is little further growth of the orbit and midface
growth by expansion greatly diminishes (Scott 1954).It is believed that about
this time nasal cartilage activity is greatly diminished. The perpendicular plate
of the ethmoid unites with the vomer and from now on most midface growth is
achieved by surface deposition and internal resorption. The malar bones become
more prominent as adolescence proceeds; this change can be ascribed to the lateral
displacement and drift of these cheekbones. The palate continues to drift away
from the cranial base and the nasal cavities continue to enlarge as the respiratory
demands of the body are increased. However, not all the striking increase in
vertical height can be ascribed to drift alone. It is likely that direct expansion of
the maxilla accounts for about half the downward growth. The dynamics of this
expansion have been disputed. Scott (1956) proposed that the growth ofthe nasal
septum forces the maxilla downwards and forwards; Moss (1968), on the contrary,
believed that his functional matrix theory can best explain the method of growth.
In this hypothesis it was supposed that the combined activity of expanding organs,
functional space and muscles, bone, cartilage and nerves operate as a harmonious
unit to displace the maxilla and to initiate the internal resorption and superficial
deposition which produced drift. However this may be, it is obvious that new
tissue continues to be laid down in the region of the maxillary tuberosities to
accommodate the developing molar teeth. The maxilla therefore does not advance
forward by apposition ofbone on its anterior surface; on the contrary, there is
some anterior surface resorption as posterior bone deposition proceeds. Thus
anterior displacement by posterior bone growth plays the predominant role in
forward growth of the maxilla.

Pathology

Fused sutures in the cranial vault may appear as broad ridges of bony overgrowth,
or may be completely obliterated and indistinguishable from the surrounding
bone. Histologically, the appearances vary v/ith the degtee of fusion. In advanced
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FIG. 10.6. Oblíteration of metopic suture (island of fibrous tissue ind,icated by ørrow) in
infant with trigonocephaly, aged 3 months. (Masson: by courtesy of Department of
Histopathology, Adelaide Children's Hospital)

cases, the site of fusion may be undetectable, or evident only as an atypical
orientation of trabeculae. Less complete fusion may be marked by islands of fibrous
tissue embedded in the bone (Fig. 10.6). In the early stages of fusion (Figs. 10.3b
and 10.4), the suture may show the recognisable histological features of a mature
suture, as described by Pritchard et al (1956), but without the signs of active
osteoblastic growth appropriate to the age of the infant (Fig. 10.3a).

In most cases, one sees no features suggesting specifrc interference with
normal sutural growth, though there may be evidence ofhyperplastic bone growth
of an abnormal type. Rarely, there may be islands of cartilage (David et al 1982,
Hinton et al 1984) but this also has been reported in normal sutural growth.
Thus, in the narrow sense, the pathology of craniosynostosis suggests normal
sutural closure occurring at an abnormally early age. This interpretation has
been challenged by Albright & Byrd (1981) who argue that sutures are not
normally obliterated by fusion. It is true that normal closure of the metopic suture
in infancy, or of the coronal and sagittal sutures in adult life, does not show the
hyperplastic changes sometimes seen in craniosynostosis, but this may only
represent the difference between a rapid and disorderly cessation of sutural
growth in craniosSmostosis and the slower and orderly cessation of growth in
normal suture closure. The histological findings in biopsies taken from different
parts of an incompletely fused suture certainly suggest a growth process in
different stages of failure, ranging from complete cessation of sutural growth
and replacement of bone, to virtual normality (Figs. 10.3, 10.4 and 10.6).

Fusion of facial sutures is unfortunately less well documented. Synostosis
of maxillary sutures does occur in some of the craniosynostosis syndromes
(Kreiborg & Björk 1982), but it is at present uncertain whether the process of
facial synostosis has any regular peculiar histological features.

E xp e riment al sutur al fu s ion

Many attempts have been made to duplicate the process of cranios¡mostosis in
an experimental animal. Persson et al (1979) were able to produce skull
deformities in rabbits by immobilising the growing coronal suture with
cyanoacrylate. We have failed to do this in the infant marmoset, and the
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signifrcance of these experimental studies in relation to natural craniosynostosis
is unclear (Foley & Kokich 1980). They provide strong support for operations
designed to promote more normal craniofacial growth by excising fused sutures
(Alberius & Selvik 1984), but do not as yet throw light on the mechanisms and
nature of spontaneous craniosynostosis.

The concept that intra-uterine cranial compression may be a cause of
cranios¡mostosis, presumably by inducing sutural fusion through cessation of
growth, still awaits convincing experimental evidence in support (Graham et al
1979, 1980).

Significance of crøniosynostosis as a pathological process

It is now agreed that the cranial sutures do not have a driving role in the expansion
of the cerebral capsule. Rather, they are zones where marginal bone deposition
proceeds in response to the demands of the expanding brain and eyeball, probably
transmitted along the lines of dural (or periorbital) tension. Moss (1959,1975)
has argued that premature sutural fusion is secondary to more fundamental
dysplasias ofthe skull base.

In his view, s5mostosis is a symptom, not a cause of deformity. It is hard to
accept this view in total. It does indeed seem likely that the individual cranial
and facial deformities associated with craniosynostosis represent dyscephalies
due to disturbed growth ofthe entire cerebral capsule, the cranial base as well as
the vault, the pericranium and dura as well as the bone. However, there is
evidence to suggest that premature sutural fusion does perpetuate or even
exaggerate the general disturbance of growth. To the surgeon, the most compelling
evidence is the response to adequate resection of fused sutures (Fig. 10.7). Removal
of bone is quite predicably followed by varying degrees of correction of calvarial
deformity. Bone grows again chieflyfrom the dura mater, but often this regrowth
does not amount to complete synostosis and there may be radiological evidence
of a new suture in the regenerated bone. The reappearance of a previously
obliterated suture suggests that regional cranial growth has been released by
operation, allowing the brain to expand in a more normal way. If so, it seems
logical to regard the premature sutural fusion, however caused, as an important
pathological process, since it can lead to local distortion or restriction of the
expansion of the brain. We ourselves see cranios¡mostosis as an important and
treatable element in cranial growth disorders that may be regional or generalized;
the causes of these disorders include genetic aberrations, metabolic diseases and
possibly intra-uterine constriction. In many cases, the cause is unknown.

When cranios5mostosis is extensive it may impair the normal relations
between cerebral growth and enlargement of the cerebral capsule: the skull may
be too small for the growing brain. Intracranial pressure may then rise.
Papilloedema may result; vision may be affected and perhaps mentality, although
this is less certain. When the cranial capacity is reduced like this, the traditional
term craniostenosis seems appropriate (Muke 1972) (FiS. 10.8).

In the same way, one can speak of orbitostenosls. The orbit is the bony
capsule of the expanding eyeball. Unlike the skull, it is an incomplete capsule,
being open anteriorly. In certain craniofacial syndromes, notably Crouzon
sSmdrome, the dysplasia affects the walls of the orbit. It is not wholly clear what
part premature fusion of the various orbital sutures plays in this process, but
they are undoubtedly affected in some cases (Kreiborg & Bjork 1982). In
consequence, the orbital cavity is distorted. It is shallow and wide and the eyeball
is extruded forward (exorbitism) (Fig. 10.9).

Following Delaire et al (1963) \Me use the analogous term faciostenosis to
describe the midfacial hypoplasia of Crouzon s¡mdrome and the consequent
interference in nasal breathing and in mastication (Fig.10.10). Delaire considered
this to be a stenotic process in the bone surrounding the upper airway and
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postulated that faciostenosis may occur as a primary condition, \¡/ith or without
craniosSmostosis of the calvarial vault. The pathological evidence is, however,
still somewhat meagre. We believe that the maxillary hypoplasia of Crouzon and
Apert s5mdromes does represent an intrinsic local growth failure often associated
with premature sutural fusion, and many authors now accept this view, though
there are still those who believe that it is secondary to a primary dysplasia of the
skull base, acting in varying permutations on growth of the vault and facial
skeleton. our own studies of 48 cases of Crouzon s5mdrome and 27 cases of
Apert sSmdrome show that early reconstruction of the anterior cranial fossa does
not prevent ultimate deformity of the mid-face.

FIG. 10.7. A. Crouzon syndrome in ø S-month-old infant. There is widespreød caluørial
synostosis and seuere craniostenosis prod.ucing a clouer-Ieaf deformity (triphyllocephaly).
B. The same child 3 weeks after sutural release and fronto-orbital aduøncenlent,
demonstrating the striking change in skull shape. C. A radiogrøphy of the same child
before surgery. D. A radiograph after sutural release. The ca.lvariøI remod,elling is
drarnatic.
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FIG. f0.8. Increased. conuolutional mørkings in an infant aged 20 months øssociøted
with multiple premature sutural fusions (Crouzon syndrome), producing craniostenosis

FIG. f 0.9.An infant with Crouzon syndrome demonstrøting seuere dysplasia of the orbitøI
walls, resulting in extrusion of the eyebøll (orbitostenosis)
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FIG. 10.10. A three4imensional reconstruction fTom CAT in an adult with Apert syndrome
showitt g the extrenle ùLØcillury h.ypoplasia, producíng faciostenosis about the upper airway.
An end,otracheal tube is shown (From Hemnty et aI 1983 with permission of the Editor,
Journal of Neurosurgery) (From Dauid, et aI 1982)

Classification

Morphological

1. Caluarial deformities (Fig. 10.11)

Heads vary greatly in shape and size. When these variations are extreme, they
are regarded as deformities, and this judgement is based on intuitive concepts of
normality. The unusual head is thought to be too long, too broad, too high, too
large or small, or it is lopsided. These concepts vary in different societies and
cultures. Objective measurements can be used to supplement aesthetic
impressions; the various craniometric indices devised by anthropologists to
quantify racial variations have some utility in defrning deformities. The most
relevant is the cephalic index (more strictly the horizontal cephalic index), defined
as (maximum breadth./ maximum length) x 100 and measured either directly or
on skull radiographs.

Cranial as¡rmmetry is very hard to quantify. In basal radiographs one can
construct a sagittal line bisecting the occiput through the foramen magnum and
determine its relation to the nasal septum or the metopic suture; if the cranial
asymmetry involves distortion of the skull base, the median axes of the occiput
and frontal portion of the skull may not be idèntical. These two-dimensional
analyses of radiographs have severe limitations in their ability to describe a
deformity. A more sophisticated radiological investigation is given by CAT, from
which a three-dimensional image is generated. This enables the observer to have
a more accurate image of all features of the skull viewed from any angle. As yet,
however, suchimages are qualitative rather than quantitative and a classification
based on mathematical quantifrcation is not yet possible, We therefore advocate
a simple descriptive classifrcation using traditional terms with supplementary
help from craniometry and radiography,

Scaphocephøly (Fíg. 10.11a). This is the commonest calvarial deformity
associated with craniosynostosis. The head is long and narrow, with frontal
bossing and a prominent occiput. The sagittal suture fuses prematurely, and in
babies can be felt as a midline bony keel. The anterior fontanelle is usually small.
In the great majority of cases, the cranios¡mostosis affects only the sagittal suture;
occasionally there is also involvement of the coronal or metopic sutures.
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FIG. 10.11. A. Scaphocepha.ly. B. Trigonocephaly. C. Frontal plagiocephøly
D. Turricephaly. E. Oxycephaly. î. Triphyllocephøly (clouer-leaf deformity).

The deformity can usually be diagnosed in the neonatal period, though the
synostosis may still be incomplete, or even undetectable byX-ray. As a rule there
are no associated extracranial abnormalities and no familial history; however,
some cases of Crouzon and Carpenter syndromes (David et al 1982) may have
scaphocephalic heads. Craniostenosis is rare. Most cases, whether treated or
not, sho\Ã¡ no mental or neurological abnormalities. In a minority of cases there is
developmental delay, sometimes severe.

Operative treatment may be indicated on aesthetic grounds, and in our
hands the established neurosurgical procedure oflinear craniectomy has been
satisfactory. A midline scalp incision exposes the fused sagittal sinus. The
resulting craniectomy is 4-5 cm broad and extends well across both lambdoid
and coronal sutures. Silastic strips are inserted on each side. The operation is

B

c

F

E
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done no later than the 6th month of life, and preferably sooner. In neglected
cases, ifoperation is really needed, more elaborate reconstructions ofthe cranial
vault have been advised (Montaut & Stricker Lg77;Marchac & Renier 1gs2).

Trigonocephaly (Fi9.10.11b). In this less common deformity the frontal
region is wedge shaped, with a median ridge representing the fused metopic
suture. The forehead is narrow. The eyes often have a mongoloid slant; they are
set close together, and there is true hypotelorism. A somewhat similar cranial
deformity may be secondary to dysplasia of the frontal lobes, and this should be
excluded by ultrasound or CT scanning. In the absence ofa cerebral dysplasia,
the prognosis is quite good, though occasional cases do show developmental
retardation. We have seen craniostenosis in association with this deformity.

Experience of the untreated condition has shown that the facial appearance
tends to improve with age, Nevertheless, when the deformity is pronounced,
operative treatment may be indicated on aesthetic grounds. A coronal scalp
incision is made. Excision of the fused metopic suture is supplemented by bilateral
frontal craniotomies. The free frontal bones are bent, rotated and frxed to the
orbital margins to broaden the forehead. rWe also insert silastic frlm along the
margins of the metopic craniectomy, though this may be unnecessary. The
procedure should be done at the latest by the 6th month, and preferably earlier.
In severe cases, a more extensive frontal remodelling may be undertaken by
lateral canthal advancement.

Frontal plagiocephaly (Fig.10.11c). In this deformity, which is second in
frequency to scaphocephaly, there is premature fusion of one coronal suture and
usually also the ipsilateral basal sutures, especially the sphenofrontal suture.
There is flattening of one frontal region, with elevation and recession of the
eyebrow and orbital margin on the same side. The ipsilateral ear is often
prominent, and there is a bony bulge in the contralateral parietal vault. Facial
asymmetry is often striking, especially in older untreated cases. The deformity
of the skull base displaces the mandibular condylar fossa, distorting mandibular
growth and tilting the dental occlusal plane of the lower jaw. The root of the
nose, and the vertical plate of the ethmoid, tilt towards the affected side.
Radiographs show the coronal s¡mostosis, and also the orbital deformity and
curvature of the skull base (Fig. 10.12). Ultrasound or CT scanningwill often
show ventricular asymmetry, but serious cerebral anomalies are rare and we
have not seen clinically evident raised intracranial pressure.

The deformity can usually be recognized in infancy, and may be associated
with extracranial anomalies (e.g. minor syndactyly or anal ectopia). The deformity
may be part of Saethre-Chotzen s¡mdrome (David et al 1982). Untreated, the
condition is often quite disfrguring and in our opinion early operative treatment
is usually justifred.

A coronal scalp flap is used. The fused coronal suture is excised from across
the midline into the skull base; great care is needed in resecting the sabre-shaped
spheroidal ridge, which is swept up onto the cranial convexity. Simple excision
of the fused coronal and sphenofrontal sutures is sometimes disappointing, and
this procedure should be supplemented (Hoffman & Mohr 1976) by a frontal
craniotomy and advancement of the ipsilateral orbital margin. To do this, the
supra-orbital ridge and the anterior part of the orbital roof are dissected
extradurally and through the orbit; they are then mobilized by osteotomies as a
single fronto-orbital block. This is advanced a:rd secured in the advanced position
by two vertical spurs of bone, one cut from the lateral orbital wall below and the
other from the inferior margin of the fronto-orbital block (Fig. 10.13). The free
frontal bone flap is bent, rotated and replaced to correct the frontal deformity.
Silastic is inserted from across the midline to a point weII below the squamosal
suture; it is our practice to do this only on the posterior margin of the craniectomy,
and we omit the insertion of silastic above the age of 6 months. This procedure is
best done in early infancy. However, quite satisfactory results can be obtained
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FIG. 10.12. 3D reconstruction showíng the base of skull deþrmity associøted. with frontøl
plagiocephøly. The foreshortened anterior fossa, the m.idline curuøture ofthe skull base
ønd the distortion in the midd,le craniøI fossa are weII demonstrated.

FIG. 10.13. Coronal linear craniectomy and, fronto-orbitøl øduancement. The aduønced
fronto-orbitøl segment is secured by two uerticøI self-stabilizing osteotomies in the lateral
orbital walL The posterior margin of the cranicaomy is coated with silastic. Fronto-orbital
aduancement can be unilateral for frontal plagiocephøly, or bilateral for turricephøIy,
resulting from bicoronal synostosis

up to 3 years of age (Hoffman et al 1982) (Fig. 10.14 a,b,c,d). In neglected cases,
the deformity may include nasal deviation and an ugly as¡rmmetry of the orbits;
these may require major craniofacial correction (see Fig. 10.15a,b).

Occipital plagiocephøly. This common deformity is characterised by
unilateral occipital flattening on one side, with prominence of the ipsilateral
frontal region; seen from above the skull is deformed into a parallelogram,
sometimes with prominence of the ipsilateral ear. There is very little facial
deformity.
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FIG. 10.14. A.S'month old infant with frontøl plagiocephøly. B. Søme child aged 4 yeørs
after linear creniectofiry and fronto-orbital aduøncement. C.Apre-operøtive rødiography
showing the swept-up sphenoidal ridge. D. A radiography at øge 4lz years.

The place of this deformity among the craniosJmostoses is uncertain (Hinton
et aI 1984). In some cases there is radiological evidence of lambdoid sclerosis
which may go on to fusion. However, very similar plagiocephalic skull deformities
have been seen as a consequence ofpostural pressure in infancy or in the absence
of any detectable cause, whether in the sutures, the skull base, or the neck. This
type of plagiocephaly is rarely associated with cerebral involvement, and tends
to be less noticeable in older children. If there is strong parental concern, and if
the lambdoid suture is radiologically abnormal, the condition may be treated by
excising the entire suture with silastic inserts on each side of the resulting
craniectomy (Hoffman et al 1982). The results of this operation are not always
good, perhaps because there is an associated deformity of the skull base.

Turricephøly (Fie. 10.11d). This deformity is characterised by a broad
towering head and is associated with premature fusion of both coronal sutures.
The sphenofrontal sutures are as a rule also involved. As an isolated anomaly,
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turricephaly is the commonest pattern of skull deformity in Crouzon sJmdrome
(Ikeiborg 1981) and is invariably found in Apert syndrome. It is not unusual to
see a delayed onset of sagittal sJmostosis in older infants in whom there was
initially involvement of the coronal sutures only; this widespread craniosynostosis
is characteristic of oxycephaly (see below) and the two deformities are closely
allied. Turricephaly is not the only deformity associated with extreme
brachycephaly: premature fusion of both lambdoid sutures is also associated with
a very brachycephalic skull, the occipital region being quite flat. This deformity
has been terrned pachy cephaly.

Turricephaly is usually evident at birth, though it may be missed, especially
when there is a family tendency to brachycephaly. Absence of the anterior
fontanelle may arouse suspicion. Associated anomalies are often found, and
evidences of genetic causation should always be looked for, as the condition may
be part of Crouzon syndrome. This diagnosis is easily missed, as maxillary
hypoplasia is often inconspicuous in infancy. The syndactyly of Apert syndrome
is of course unmistakable, and in this condition the turricephaly has peculiar
features, notably a wide metopic bone defect.

Untreated turricephaly is compatible with normal intelligence (Jensch
1.941-2). However, there is a high incidence of craniostenosis and signifrcant
aesthetic deformity; in our view therefore there are strong indications for early
operative treatment. This is done through a coronal scalp flap incision. The fused
coronal sutures and the hypertrophied spheroidal ridges are excised and
subtemporal craniectomies are performed. The frontal bones are elevated by
craniotomy above the orbits. The operation can then be completed by inserting
silastic strips along the posterior margin of the new coronal suture, and replacing
the frontal bones as onlay bone grafts in front of the orbital margins: this simple
procedure has given excellent results when involvement of the skull base is not
severe. In the last few years, however, we have been impressed by the benefrts of
the more extensive frontal mobilization advised by Marchac (1978). By extradural
and intra-orbital dissection, the orbital margins and glabella area are freed and
resected as a single block, advanced up to 2 cm, and wired to spurs cut on each
side from the lateral orbital walls, with an interposed bone graft holding it to the
root of the nose. While best done before 3 months of age, this procedure has been
satisfactory even in childhood.

Oxycephaly (Fig. 10.11e). Multiple sutural fusion can result in various
deformities, depending on the sequence of fusion. When the result is a cone-shaped
head, with a sloping forehead rising to a bony boss at or behind the bregmatic
area, then the term oxycephaly (sharp head) is appropriate (see Fig. 10.16). The
external appearances may be striking, or relatively normal, and there may or
may not be associated facial abnormalities, notably the absence of the frontonasal
angle (Marchac & Renier 1982). Whatever the skull confrguration, premature
fusion of multiple sutures is usually an imperative indication for operative
treatment, aimed at decompressing the constricted brain and correcting the skull
deformity. In most cases we have achieved this by two-stage procedures, excising
the prematurely fused sutures bilaterally and advancing or broadening the frontal
region. Ifsuch procedures are done in infancy, silastic is inserted and re-operation
is often needed; in cases presenting after the 1st year, silastic is omitted.

Triphyllocephaly (lüeeblattschädel) (Fig. 10.1lf). This dramatic deformity
is also a manisfestation of very extensive cranios¡mostosis developing in utero.
As the Greek and German names indicate, the infant's skull looks from in front
like a clover leaf: there are large temporal bulges and a median bregmatic bulge,
separated by constriction bands of bone and dura, running more or less along the
line of Sylvian fissure. There is usually, but not invariably, a severe
communicating hydrocephalus. Triphyllocephaly requires early operative
treatment. We have employed staged frontal and occipital craniectomies, with
fronto-orbital advancement, and the remodelling (Fig. 10.7) has been dramatic.
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When there is associated hydrocephalus, one should defer insertion of a shunt
until the completion of the planned cranial surgery, in the hope that the
hydrocephalus will arrest spontaneously, and because raised intracranial pressure
promotes remodelling of the skull. However, shunting should not be delayed too
long.

2. Facial d.eformities

The following facial deformities may occur in simple cranios¡rnostosis, but are
more often seen in the craniosSmostosis sSmdromes. They are not always present
and are not always of equal severity. The traditional methods of objective
measurement, namely cephalometric analyses, have shown some limitations in
quantifying facial deformity, particularly for the asSrmmetrical problems of facial
scoliosis. New concepts of three-dimensional analysis are needed (e.g.
photogrammetry or objective measurements from three-dimensional CT scanning
techniques).

a. Orbit.

(i) Orbitostenosis (Fig. 10.9). This gives rise to exorbitism or inadequate coverage
of the globe by the bony orbit. Such incomplete growth of the orbit is contributed
to by the anterior cranial fossa hypoplasia, which results in lack of forward
projection ofthe sphenoid bone, giving rise to a foreshortened anterior cranial
fossa and lateral orbital wall. In diseases such as Crouzon and Apert s¡mdromes,
the orbitostenosis is signifrcantly increased by the maxillary hypoplasia and so
both roofand floor ofthe orbit are poorly developed. The orbital cavityis shallow
and the stenosis may be so severe that the eye is extruded. In Crouzon s¡mdrome,
orbitostenosis may be extreme and the resulting exophthalmos may be very
serious. The visual axes of the extruded eyes tend to diverge and in some patients
there is obvious divergence; even when this does not happen, binocular vision
may be impossible. Lid closure may be inadequate, resulting in chronic
conjunctivitis. In the pupillary line the superior orbital margin should be 1 cm in
front of the globe and the inferior orbital margin should be level with the globe.
Lateral canthal dystopia results in an antimongoloid slant to the palpebral
fissures. In many types of cranios¡mostosis, the orbital cavity is shallow with a
shortened lateral wall resulting from distortion of the sphenoid bones. The orbital
floor may also be hypoplastic and flow on to merge with the anterior surface of
the maxilla with little evidence of an inferior orbital margin.

(ii) Orbital dystopia (Fig. 10.15). In this deformity one orbit is lower than
the other. This may be measured against the occlusal plane. However, in a very
twisted face it is often diffrcult to decide on a suitable reference point. Orbital
dystopia often occurs in frontal plagiocephaly, where the pathological process of
cranios¡mostosis affecting the ring of vault and base sutures on one side produces
an orbit that is depressed, shallow and sloping away to its inferolateral margin.
Orbital dystopia also occurs in other as¡rmmetrical deformities, as in Saethre-
Chotzen sSmdrome, or in a previously partially treated case, 'rvhere cranial surgery
has been more effective on one side than the other. Recent advances in three-
dimensional reconstruction from CT scans have shown very well the spatial
anatomy of these deformities (Hemmy et al 1983).

(iii) Hyper- and hypotelorism (Fig. 10.16). Hypertelorism is an increase in
the distance between the orbits, measured as the interpupillary distance in
relation to the appropriate scale for age. The intercanthal distance may be
increased, in which case, the deformity is called telecanthus. In severe
hypertelorism, there is outward rotation of the orbits. The area of the cribriform
plate may be widened, producing symmetrical or as¡rmmetrical hypertelorism.
This may be due to primary dysplasia in that area, or be secondary to generalized
cranios¡mostosis, which directs brain growth into the base of the skull, depressing
the cribriform plate and widening the area between the orbits. Munro (1976) has
emphasized the anatomical variability of hypertelorism. The medial walls of the
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FIG. 10.15. A. A 16-year-old boy with frontal plagiocephaly producing orbital dystopia
ønd an symmetrical face. B. 3D CT reconstruction of the sarne patient demonstrøting the
uertical discrepancy in the position of the orbits.

FIG. 10.16. A. Hypertelorism in d. child with Cohen syndrome.B. SD CT reconstruction of
same child's skull showing the hypertelorism and the d,ifference in orbital shape, reflecting
the øsymmetry resulting from the degree of craniosynostosis affecting the ring of frontøl
sutures.

orbit may be parallel, or ballooned in the midportion by expanded ethmoidal air
cells, or they may diverge laterally so that the dacryon is displaced out\Mards
relative to the optic foramen; in other variants the optic foramina may themselves
be abnormally separated. Mildhypertelorism exists in cases of Crouzon andApert
s¡rndromes and a more severe variety in cranios¡rnostosis slmdromes associated
with midline clefts (Cohen s¡rndrome: David et al 1982).

In hypotelorism the medial orbital walls are closer together (Fig. 10.7a,b)
and the interpupillary distance is smaller than normal. This is usually associated
with trigonocephaly with premature fusion of metopic sutures.

b. Midføce.

(i) Faciostenosis (Fig. 10,18). The chief functional disorder in faciostenosis is of
course, constriction of the nasal airway. The defect of the midfacial skeleton is
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FIG. 10.17. A'. A child. wíth an unclassified craniosynostosis syndrome with oxycephaly,
hypotelorísm and, bilateral cleft lip and, palate. B. 3D reconstruction of the same child's
skull showing the decreased d,istance between the orbits and the swept-up sphenoidal ridges
producing a seuere distortion of the anterior cranial fossa.

three dimensional and this is very easily appreciated in three-dimensional
reconstructions from computerized tomography. There is hypoplasia of
antcroposterior maxillary gro\¡/th; the maxilla therefore lies relatively far back,
reducing the nasopharJmgeal space. The maxilla is also transversely hypoplastic,
resulting in a narrow, high-arched palate, and it is often reduced in vertical
height, further reducing the capacity of the nasal cavity and the paranasal air
sinuses. The situation may be taken to its extreme with posterior choanal atresia.
Severe faciostenosis may threaten life from respiratory obstruction. It is probable
that respiratory difficulties cause some otherwise unexplained deaths in infancy,
especially in Apert s¡mdrome, which is known to carry a high infant mortality
rate.
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FIG. 10.18.4 basal uiew of 3D reconstruction of the skull of øn infønt with Apert syndrome
demonstrating faciostenosis. The mandibular outlíne encloses a tiny maxilla, and there is
uirtually no identifiable upper airway.

In our experience, many cases of complex craniosynostosis with
faciostenosis show consistent common factors in disturbances of speech, The
narrow, high-arched palate precludes accommodation of the otherwise normal
tongue, especially if there is hypoplasia of the soft tissues of the palate, or a
palatal cleft as in some cases of Apert s¡mdrome. This is likely to cause abnormal
tongue placement during speech. Crowding of the nasophar¡mgeal airway and
varying degrees of nasal obstruction have been seen in almost every case of
Crouzon s¡rndrome, resulting in hyponasal speech. The hypoplasia or obstruction
of the paranasal air sinuses may also reduce resonance. Dental malocclusion
further distorts speech.

(ii) Maxillary hypoplasia. Just as cranial vault deformity can be present
without craniostenosis, so maxillaryhypoplasia can existwithout severe disorders
of visceral function. Cases of Cohen s¡mdrome and less severe cases of Crouzon
s¡rndrome, and some cases of non-sSmdromal bicoronal s¡mostosis, may exhibit
obvious maxillary hypoplasia, but this is either not severe, or occurs only in one
dimension, and does not cause upper airway obstruction. Traditionally maxillary
hypoplasia is measured by cephalometric analysis and latterly these have been
supplemented by biplanar cephalometric analysis and two- and three-
dimensional CT scans. The traditional cephalometric analyses are difficult to
apply in craniosynostosis problems, particularly in those associated with
synostosis syndromes. There are obvious shortcomings in applying two-2
dimensional analyses to a three-dimensional problem; moreover, the reference
points in the cranial base which are useful in the assessment of lower facial
problems are themselves disturbed in cases of cranios5mostosis.

(iii) Scoliosis (Fig. 10.15). Scoliosis resulting from craniosynostosis is most
commonly associated with the skull base asSrmmetry seen in frontal plagiocephaly.
Since the base of skull is the template for the face, the basal scoliosis may be
reflected in orbital dystopia, asymmetrical positioning of the glenoid fossa,
as¡rmmetrical development of the mandible and asymmetry of the maxilla which
is possibly secondary to the as¡rmmetry of the mandible. The depression and
as5rmmetry of the central part of the anterior cranial fossa may be reflected in
the deviation of the vertical plate of the ethmoid and consequently, the nasal
septal cartilage, giving rise to a deviated nose with asSrmmetry of the piriform
fossa. Most cases ofcraniosynostosis producing facial scoliosis are secondary to
skull base deformity. Frontal plagiocephaly often presents with a bulge on the
contralateral occipital area and ear advancement on the side of the frontal
retrusion reflecting the three-dimensional asymmetry of the face.
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(iv) Malocclusion. In the well-known craniosynostosis syndromes of
crouzon and Apert, saethre-chotzen and Pfeiffer etc., the midface is usually
hypoplastic; the palate is high arched and narrow and the occlusal distortion
reflects this, with bilateral cross bite, crowding of teeth and usually class III
malocclusion. Anterior open bite is usually found in Apert and Crouzon s¡mdromes.
The frontal plagiocephalies with three-dimensional twisting of the face
programmed from the cranial base, produce asJ¡rnmetry of the mandible and
subsequent tilting of the occlusal plane.

The lower jaw is relatively prominent, but there is no true mandibular
prognathism; it is more correct to say that there is maxillary micrognathia
(Converse et aI 1977). This may become all too obvious when the maxilla has
been advanced by osteotomy. Since the maxillae are hypoplastic in all three
dimensions, the palate is narrow and the upper teeth are crowded together, They
may occlude on the lingual side of the lower teeth, constituting a bilateral
crossbite. Especially in Apert s¡mdrome, the maxillary complex may be tilted
upwards, so that the molar teeth occlude, but not the incisors, resulting in an
open bite deformity. These dental malocclusions are unsightly and often interfere
with effrcient mastication and speech.

Principles of Treatment

Treatment is based on a knowledge of the natural history of the disease against
a background ofan understanding ofthe pathology and pathogenesis. The decision
to operate or not to operate is based on predictions for probability ofcraniostenosis,
orbitostenosis and faciostenosis and on the aesthetic importance given to
craniofacial deformity. The surgical relevance of maturityvaries in different types
of cranios¡mostosis and this can be important in choosing the time to operate.
The growth curves ofthe brain, the eye and the facial viscera are not parallel
and different parts of the cranium reach maturity at different times. Each
condition, and indeed each patient, needs individual consideration. It has been
helpful to consider the principles of treatment in three, somewhat arbitrary,
epochs: the early, the intermediate and the late periods. The early period is the
frrst 12 months of life, or even shorter time in certain types of deformity. The
intermediate period extends up to 9 years. The late period concerns patients
from 10 years or more (Fig. 10.5).

1. The early period

After the necessary investigations have been done, the surgeon ought to know
whether there is any immediate danger to vision in the form of papilloedema or
optic atrophy, or any signifrcant X-ray evidence of craniostenosis. Papilloedema
is an imperative indication of operation, but is a very rare frnding in infancy,
except in severe forms of Crouzon syndrome. A marked increase in the
convolutional markings under 1 year is also uncommon. We believe this finding
likewise justifres operation. Radiological evidence of very extensive sutural fusion
is a more usual reason for urging operation. The likelihood of future signifrcant
craniostenosis seems to be roughly proportionate to the number of major calvarial
sutures involved. If the sagittal, the coronal, the lambdoidal and squamosal
sutures are all fused or fusing, then early surgery is imperative. This pattern of
fusion may be associated with various t¡4pes of skull deformity, including
oxycephaly and clover-Ieaf skull deformity (triphyllocephaly). It is often seen as
a part of Crouzon s5mdrome. Fusion of both coronal sutures seems to have much
the same signifrcance, especially as these cases sometimes show fusion of the
sagittal suture in later months. When the cranios¡mostosis involves only one
major suture, the argument for surgery is the anticipated cosmetic deformity.
Isolated premature fusion of the metopic or sagittal sutures, of one coronal or
one lambdoid suture is rarely complicated by craniostenosis and, although these
forms of cranios¡mostosis are sometimes associated with mental retardation, there
is no firm evidence to suggest that this can be prevented by operation. It has
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been reported that single-suture craniosynostosis may be complicated by
non-sJÆnptomatic elevation in intracranial pressure (Renier et al 1982); the
signifrcance of this frnding is uncertain, but if there is doubt about the cause of
developmental delay in association with craniosynostosis, then intracranial
pressure manometry is advisable. The cosmetic appearance may be severely
affected and surgery as early as possible will enable the relationship between
the growing brain and the covering capsule to re-establish an acceptable cranial
shape.

In infants with severe faciostenosis, as in Crouzon s5rndrome, or particularly
Apert s¡mdrome, early major cranial base release for craniosSrnostosis and fronto-
orbital advancement have not in our experience significantly altered the
faciostenotic problem and all of these patients have come to midface surgery at a
later date. Similar results have been experienced by Marchac & Renier (1985).
'We believe that in severe cranios5mostosis syndromes the facial deformities are
primary elements in the disorder of growth, and cannot be expected to respond
to frontal and cranial base surgery, even when performed in the frrst 3 months of
life. There has been a recent move (Anderl et al 1983) towards performing surgery
on the middle third of the face in infancy to correct faciostenosis, employing the
similar concept that early release of the face will facilitate more normal growth.
However, there does not appear to be any objective evidence to suggest that the
facial sutures play a major role in the restriction of facial growth, or that there is
a particular driving force that when unopposed will expand the middle third of
the face to normal proportions. There does appear to be a rationale for selected
midface advancement in the frrst epoch in those few cases where it becomes a
life-saving necessity for upper airway obstruction. rWe do not believe that early
surgery particularly hinders facial growth, but in our experience early
advancement certainly does not maintain the cosmetic appearance. The important
evidence to support its use at this early stage would be that further operations
were prevented, or that the appearance was made so normal that there was no
teasing in later childhood.

Operatiue procedures in the early phase

Operations in the early periods are based on the original thesis of Ingraham &
Matson (1954), that the creation of artifrcial sutures would allow the growing
brain to expand. \üe accept that cranios5mostosis is a malformation of the whole
cerebral capsule, dura mater as well as bone, but the empiric success of resections
of bones suggests that dural constriction can usually be ignored, except in the
most severe deformities.

The linear craniectomies originally recommended by Ingraham & Matson
have evolved over the years into a number of standardised resections, some of
which entail the elevation of free bone flaps and mobilisation of parts of the
orbital margins and these have been expanded into the craniofacial operations
of fronto-orbital advancement and the floating-forehead concept of Marchac
(1978). While there is debate on how best to implement the concept of capsular
release, the principle remains sound.

It is important to achieve complete release of the fronto-orbital complex
with fronto-orbital advancement as early as possible during the phase of rapid
brain and ocular growth. It seems logical that if the drive of the growing brain is
to be used in correcting the balance between the constricting capsule on the
growing brain, then struts across the excised coronal sutures, or other forms of
frxation retarding the forward advance of the fronto-orbital complex, should be
avoided. It is, however, possible to use forms of selÈstabilizing osteotomies which
fix the advanced fronto-orbital complex to the lateral orbital wall without bridging
the newly created suture.

In cases offrontal plagiocephaly due to unicoronal synostosis, it has been
found that unilateral orbital advancement is effective in correcting the fronto-
orbital deformity and preventing the subsequent facial deformity, if the surgery
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is performed radically enough and early enough. such surgery, left later than 6
months of age, produces poorer results and it is in these later cases that Marchac's
approach of bilateral surgery for unilateral disease may be applicable. In our
experience, the maxillaryhypoplasia often seen in craniofacial s¡mdromes cannot
be rectifred by early surgical intervention. However, early correction of frontal
plagiocephaly does minimize the facial scoliosis.

2. The intermediate period: from I to g years

In this period intervention may be needed for specifrc problems, for example
craniostenosis, orbitostenosis, rarely faciostenosis and severe psychological
trauma. If possible, one should not operate in this period, Cranial deformities
are usually too well established to be corrected by simple procedures applicable
in infancy, while major craniofacial reconstructions are often too dangerous or
distressing, or likely to cause unpredictable disturbances in skeletal growth,
especially in the nose and upper <ientition. They may also require further major
surgery. Nevertheless, there are circumstances in the intermediate period when
operation may be justifrable, even imperative. In our philosophy, the younger
the patient, the more the tendency should be for operation to be done only for
craniostenosis and orbitostenosis; in older patients these operations may be
combined with midfacial surgery. Craniostenosis may be present in this period
with symptoms and signs of raised intracranial pressure. This may develop as a
new s¡rmptom, or after an initially successful operation, as other sutures are
fused or artifrcial sutures are closed.

Severe orbitostenosis may also force early action to save ocular function.
Psychological stress may swing surgical judgement towards operation in the
intermediate period, particularly after the child goes to school. Patients who
present for elective cosmetic surgery in this period may have undergone operation
in early life elsewhere and have been referred for correction of residual
deformities. When these have been in the fronto-orbital region, corrective surgery
has been undertaken without delay. When the deformity involves the middle
third of the facial skeleton we have withheld operation, wishing to avoid facial
osteotomy in this age period. There are practical reasons for waiting until the
facial skeleton is nearing maturity: the eruption of the permanent premolar and
canine teeth is a convenient, if arbitrary, dateline. After this, the teeth are
suffrciently well developed to serve as secure braces for intermaxillary frxation.
There are biological dangers in too early facial osteotomy. operations could
interfere with the residual growth potential in the nasomaxillary complex; more
importantly, the benefrts of early advancement of a hypoplastic maxilla may be
lost as continued growth of the normal mandible re-establishes original
disproportion between the upper and lower jaws. If operations on the face are
done in the intermediate period, it may be necessary to operate again in later life
and this fact must be explained carefully to patient and parents.

3. The late period: from the 10th year

From this time onwards, we can deploy the standard craniofacial techniques for
the correction of facial deformity. Every technique that is available to the
craniofacial team can be used. During this period, the patient's facial skeleton
becomes more mature and radical operations can be undertaken to correct
orbitostenosis and faciostenosis. Maxillary and mandibular osteotomies can be
done and the mobilised bones can be put into better positions without much fear
that corrections will be lost as growth progresses. Most experienced craniofacial
surgeons have been satisfred with the permanency of facial corrections carried
out after the age of 10 years. The operations likely to be necessary in this late
period are often formidable. The least demanding are those intended to correct
less severe forms of bilateral and unilateral maxillary hypoplasia, or the orbital
dystopias associated with plagiocephaly. These deformities can be treated by
onlay bone grafts and limited fronto-orbital advancements. More severe degrees
of faciostenosis and orbitostenosis require radical correction along the lines
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pioneered so brilliantly by Tessier and developed by many of our colleagues in
subsequent years. The most major procedures may involve remodelling of the
calvarium, frontoorbital complex, midface and indeed the mandible. These are
the most difficult and most rewarding procedures now being done for
craniosynostosis. They can give enormous benefits, in appearance and
psychological well being. Complications are not rare and can be devastating.
Nobody in this freld can feel complacent; many striking successes have been
achieved, but there is need for much greater safety and simplicity. Because these
are very large undertakings, they need most careful pre-operative assessment
and planning by an experienced team. It has been emphasized that craniofacial
malformations are three dimensional in nature and the essential magic of Tessier's
approach is the ability to move the craniofacial complex in three dimensions.

Operøtiue principles in the løte period

The fundamental principle is to do as much surgery as possible once the extensive
exposure of the craniofacial skeleton has been made, so that faciostenosis and
orbitostenosis can be corrected in one stage. It is necessary to advance the orbital
walls and the entire maxillary complex and to secure this advancement with
bone grafts. If there is also hypertelorism or orbital dystopia, the mobilized orbits
can be brought together or adjusted vertically. In principle, access is given through
a large bicoronal scalp flap with extensive subperiosteal dissection, exposing the
frontal region, the nasal bones and the walls of the orbits, malar arches and
anterior maxilla down as far as the alveolus. The orbital floor is either exposed
through the bicoronal scalp flap, or through a subciliary, or conjunctival incision.
The osteotomy is necessary to mobilizet}re orbital walls and the upper components
of the maxillary complex are safeguarded by exposure of the anterior cranial
fossa. This is done through a bifrontal bone flap, which is designed to accommodate
any frontal remodelling necessary. Extradural dissection as far back as the crista
galli and spheroidal ridges allows the neurosurgeon to protect the dura and brain
as well as the orbital contents from saw cuts and other manipulations. It is rare
these days to need a transoral approach to the maxillary complex, as all the
maxillary osteotomies can usually be completed through the bicoronal approach.
The necessity ofopening into the nasal and paranasal cavities and connecting
them with extradural space remains a signifrcant problem even if extramucosal
dissections are used as advised by Montaut & Stricker (L977) and others. The
difficulties in maintaining asepsis are far greater than in simple cranial
reconstructions. Many efforts have been made to close these gaps and indeed to
design osteotomies to obliterate this dead space produced by advancement of the
anterior cranial base (Anderl 1983).

External forms of craniomaxillary fixation have given way to selÈstabilizing
osteotomies and the use of mini plates. Rigid fixation of the osteotomies and
bone grafts is necessary to minimize infection. Secondary soft tissue and bone
surgery is frequently necessary to achieve the best results.

Multidisciplinary Team: Assessment and
Management

The requirements of patients with craniofacial abnormalities are very complex
and demand a multidisciplinary approach. Many body systems are affected, and
every detail of patient management has to be given due attention. Care begins at
birth and continues until the patient and his family have been relieved of the
burden of the anomaly. A team is needed capable of delivering expert patient
care, and representative of all the relevant disciplines. Data, in the form of
histories, physical examinations and special investigations, is needed in planning
treatment, and such data should be used to the maximum scientifrc effect to
improve present methods of management, still far from satisfactory, and to expand
knowledge of the biology of cranial growth and its disorders.
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It remains as true today as when frrst stated by Tessier (1921) that
craniofacial surgery should be carried out in regional units with a large referral
base. Ideally, a craniofacial unit should be centred in a large teaching hospital
with appropriate facilities. If the hospital caters for both adult and paediatric
patients, so much the better. However, this is not often thc case. ,All the disciplines
involved in the craniofacial unit should be available in the hospital in which the
unit is centralized. Such a situation is unobtainable in -"ny centres. Where
specialists from other hospitals have to be involved, then facilities should be
made available for them to have easy access to the institution. Such a concept
involves an organization which transcends the ordinary hospital staff system.

Patient follow-up

Adequate patient follow-up is necessary to monitor results and collect scientific
data. As a regional centre, a craniofacial unit serving a large population needs to
make appropriate arrangements f'or patient follow-up by establishing excellent
relationships with ref'erring doctors and by arranging for members of the
craniofacial unit to visit more distant centres to review previously operated
patients and to assess new patients for treatment.

Data collection and research

Data collection on patients during growth, before and after treatment, using
standard cephalometry, three-dimensional cephalometry, photogrammetry and
three-dimensional CT scanning, is necessary to investigate the many unanswered
questions. Such data need to be stored so that they are easily retrievable and
periodically subjected to analysis. Much of the information elicited from the initial
patient assessment should be followed up. Psychometric testing sheds some light
on the effects ofphysical release ofthe brain and reliefofpsychosocial pressures
resulting from craniofacial deformity. Follow-up on untreated cases to establish
the natural history of these deformities is also important (Barritt et al 1g81).

Results and complications

The functional symptoms of craniosSmostosis respond well to modern techniques
of craniofacial surgery. Raised intracranial pressure has been relieved,
orbitostenosis has responded to fronto-orbital advancement in the early epoch
and full frontofacial advancement in the older age group. Symptoms of
faciostenosis are much improved, the upper airway is less obstructed and dental
occlusion is improved by facial advancement. The aesthetic results have shown
consistent improvement as craniofacial surgeons and their teams have gathered
experience and with the introduction of more sophisticated techniques, such as
self-stabilizing osteotomies and some of the newer plating techniques for
osteosynthesis. There is mounting evidence of permanent psychological
improvement after correction of the deformities resulting from craniosynostosis.

Early surgery for frontal plagiocephaly, resulting from unicoronal
sSmostosis, prevents secondary facial asymmetry. However, early surgery on the
skull and anterior cranial base of severe craniofacial syndromes of Apert and
Crouzon does not appear to affect the final degree of faciostenosis of these
conditions in our experience.

The veryinnovative techniques which make possible spectacular successes
ofcraniofacial surgery are also the causes ofthe occasional severe complication.
The severest complication of death, brain damage, infection, visual loss and CSF
leak have been reported from a number of major units performing this work
throughout the world (Tessier 1976, Converse et al1977,lWhitaker et al 1979,
David et al 1982). In general terms, it is our experience that very few complications
occur in the simple craniosynostoses; most occur in the craniosynostosis
syndromes of Crouzon and Apert when the full frontofacial advancements are
performed. In this group infection is potentially a most dangerous complication
to be feared when the dura is in contact with the open nose and paranasal sinuses.
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Those patients most at risk are the older group who have had previous surgery
(David & Cooter 1985) and even the most careful precautions and best possible
surgical methods do not guarantee freedom from sepsis.
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Craniofacial lnfection in 10 Years
of Transcranial Surgery
David J. David, F.R.C.S., F.R.C.S.(E), F.R.A.C.S., and
Rodney D. Cooter, M.8., B.S.
Adeløide, S outh Au str a.Iia

Infection following transcranial surgery may be devastating. A review of 170

transcranial operations is presented with a focus on postoperative infection and its
relationship to patient age, preoperative microbiology, pattern ofoperation, length
of operation, and the use of antibiotic prophylaxis.

The overall postoperative infection rate was 6.5 percent, but the infection rate in
adults (23.5 percent) was much higher than in children (2.2 percent). Higher infection
rates were found in adults with craniofacial dysostoses undergoing lengthy
frontofacial advancements which required tracheostomy airway management. The
residual frontal extradural dead space following advancement in adults is a sanctuary
to infecting organisms from the respiratory tract - especially Pseudomonas
transferred from the tracheostomy site into the upper airway and intracranial dead

space by ventilation forces.

Operating times for patients who became infected were 2lzhortrslonger than average

operating times for transcranial operations. Preoperative microbiology of the
craniofacial region was not a good predictor of subsequent infection.

Recommendations include operative intervention at an early age, short preoperative

hospital stay, antibiotic prophylaxis to include gram-negative cover, surgical
measures to either frll or isolate the dead space, and strict tracheostomy care -
preferably with the patient being barrier-nursed.

Postoperative wound infection is an important major complication of any surgery,
but it may be particularly devastating following transcranial surgery.
Complications of craniofacial surgery have been reported by Converse et al.,r
Munro and Sabatier2, Whitaker et aI,,3 Whitaker, Schut, and Randall,aWhitaker
et aI.,5,6 Murray et aI.,7 and Tannieres et al.8 Infection is frequently mentioned-
especiallyfollowing complextranscranial operations which combine neurosurgical
intervention with manipulation of nonsterile regions.

The South Australian Cranio-Facial Unit, between 1975 and 1984,
performed 170 transcranial procedures, but there \Mere no postoperative infections
until August of 1982, after the frrst 90 transcranial procedures.

The objectives of this retrospective study are: to record accurately the
infection rate in transcranial surgery, to isolate factors that influenced infection,
and to propose methods to reduce the rate or postoperative infection.

Terminology

Many defrnitions of infection are found in reports of postoperative wound sepsis.
Most require the presence of pus or the isolation of microorganisms in conjunction
with signs of inflammation (Barnes et al.,e Ljunqvist,l0 Evans and Pollock,ll
Meares,l2 Krukowski et a1.13). However, infection in the craniofacial region may
lack obvious inflammation, and the wide variety of local organisms in craniofacial
cavities can make sepsis identifrcation difficult.

From the South Australian Cranio-Facial Unit at Adelaide Children's Hospital and the Department of Plastic and Reconstructive
Surgery at the Royal Adelaide Hoepital. Received for publicaion June 3, 1986; revised September 23, 1986.
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The defrnitions used in this study are as follows:

Infection: A process in the craniofacial region caused by microbiology-proven
pathogens requiring change in postoperative management.

TranscraniøI operøtion: An operation requiring a combined neurosurgicav
plastic surgeon approach to the craniofacial region via a craniotomy.

Historical Aspects

Prior to the midnineteenth century, most surgery rvas imperiled by infection.
Dramatic progress was made only after the causes of infection and its prevention
were discovered by Pasteur, Lister, and Koch-the fathers of bacteriology.
Domagk and Florey are credited with the development of effective systemic
treatment of infection. 1a

The risk ofsepsis prevented signifrcant advance in cranial surgery until
the late nineteenth century. In citing the operative experience ofthe neurosurgeon
Harvey cushing, wrightls noted that "cushing's disciples have all acknowledged
his meticulous methods beginning with preparation of the scalp, careful operative
technique and postoperative care of the wound, and herein may lie in part the
reason for his low rate of operative infections." It was the seemingly impenetrable
barrier of meticulous neurosurgical technique, espoused by Cushing, which
Tessier had to incorporate into facial surgery to establish the discipline of
craniofacial surgery. Tessier pioneered a combined intracraniaVextracranial
approach for the correction of major craniofacial abnormalities.

Transcranial surgery has provided complete surgical access to the anterior
cranial fossa and orbits. However, the extensive subperiosteal stripping employed
with this approach allows easy progression of any infective process, making
eradication extremely diffrcult. 16

Materials and Methods

In the period 1975 to 1984, a total of170 transcranial procedures \ryere performed
by members of the South Australian Cranio-Facial Unit. An analysis of all
patients is presented with a focus on postoperative infection and its relationship
to preoperative microbiology, surgical factors, antibiotic prophylaxis, and
postoperative management.

Information was retrieved from hospital case notes, operation records,
microbiology records, and Cranio-Facial Unit frles.

The age distribution of patients varied between 5 weeks and 58 years,
with the majority of patients in the frrst 2-year age group (Fig. 1). The sample
comprised 131 children and 33 adults, 90 males and74 females (Table I). Adult
operations were performed at the Royal Adelaide Hospital, and operations on
children to 16 years of age were done at the Adelaide Children's Hospital. There
were 170 operations on 164 patients; 6 patients had two transcranial procedures.
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FIG. l. Age distribution of transcraniøI patients.

TABLE I
Tr øn s cr anial Op er ation P atient s

Patients Male Female Total
Children:
Infection
No infection
TOTAL

2

68

70

5

85

90

1

60

61

3

728

131

Adults:
Infection
No infection
TOTAL

All patients:
Infection
No infection
TOTAL

3

t7
20

5

8

t3

8

25

33

11

153

164

6

68

74

The transcranial approach was used to correct deformities of a variety of
problems (Table II). The craniosynostosis group was the largest, containing 85
(52 percent) of the 164 patients (Table III). The transcranial operations may be
subdivided into frve categories (Table IV), with "other" including procedures to
repair deformities such as facial clefts, tumor masses, traumatic defects, and the
facial anomalies of Treacher Collins and Romberg sSmdromes. All craniofacial
patients had preoperative microbiolory swabs of their scalp, conjunctivae, nose,
and throat. Results of preoperative swabs were documented and, in patients
with postoperative infection, compared with the organisms in subsequent
infections.

In the 10 years reviewed, three different types of antibiotic prophylaxis
had been employed (Fig. 2). All antibiotic doses were in the therapeutic range
appropriate for the patient's age. In the first 5 years (from 1975 to 1979), a regimen
of methicillin alternating with ampicillin was used for 72 hours postoperatively.
From 1980 to 1982, combined flucloxacillin and ampicillin was given for 48 hours
after the procedure. The prophylaxis in the frnal 2 years was flucloxacillin and
metronidazole, the first dose given preoperatively and then continued for 48 hours
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postoperatively. Metronidazole was included in 1982 after an anaerobic infection
in a 9-year-old boy with Apert's s¡mdrome. Twenty patients had antibiotic
prophylaxis at variance with the recommended regimen, e.g., patients with
penicillin allergy or those with cardiac lesions requiring extra cover. Sixpatients
did not receive antibiotics.

TABLE II
764 Pq,tients Undergoing Transcrønial Surgery

Diaønosis Children A¡lrrl Total
Cranins¡¡n 70 15 85

Encephalocele

Hypertelorism
(not encephalocele)

Orbital dystopia
Facial cleft
Treacher Collins

sSmdrome

Tumor
Romberg

Arthrogryphosis
multiplex congenita

Craniofacial fracture
Frontonasal dysplasia
TOTAL

Støtistical Analysis
Although chi-squared testing was used for statistical evaluation, the observed
number of infected patients was too small to allow reliable analysis.

TABLE III
Transcro.nial Operations on P atients w ith Craniosy no stoses

Adults Total
Crouzon's I 27

Apert's
Saethre-Chotzen

Carpenter's
Pfeiffer's

Waardenberg's

Plagiocephaly

Turricephaly
Trigonocephaly

Unclassifred

TOTAL

32 1 33

8

7

5

2

3

4

8

7

I

2

6

1

1

9

3

3

1

2

2

131

1

7

1

16433

13 L4

4

2

1

2

18

L2

2

3

85

1

4

2

2

16

11

2

2

70

1

2

1

1

15
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C øtegorie s of Transcranio,l Operations

Children Adults Total
Frontofacialadvancement 14 11 25

Fronto-orbital advancement
Unilateral
Bilateral
Encephalocele removal
Hypertelorism/dystopia

correction
Other
TOTAL

2L

31

32

4

2

1

8

8

25

33

33

25

13

131 34

33

27

170
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FlG. 2. Antibiotic prophylaxis regimens.

Results

All infections occurred after 1981. Of the patients undergoing transcranial
surgery, 6.5 percent developed infection-representing an infection rate in
children of 2.2 percent but an adult infection rate of 23.5 percent (Fig. 3).

There were 11 infections, and 4 ofthese ïyere severe. A strongpredilection
for adults with craniofacial dysostoses undergoing frorrfofacial advancement was
observed, with 8 of the 11 infections occurring in pø.tients with either Crouzon's
or Apert's s¡mdrome (Table V). Five patients in the group of 11 sustaining infection
had undergone previous transcranial surgery elsewhere; only 3 ofthe patients
with infection had never had surgery to the craniofacial region (Table V). Only 3

children suffered infections, and all cleared with minor surgery and antibiotics.
Of 9 adult infections, 4 were severe, with 3 requiring removal of infected frontal
bone, but others settling with antibiotics (Table VI). Resolution ranged from 1

week for superfrcial infections to more than 3 months for severe, smoldering
frontal bone infections (Table VI).
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FIG. 3. Infection in transcranial surgery.

Five of the infected patients were male and six were female (Table I, with
39 percent of female adults developing infection. Unfortunately, the low number
of infected female patients precluded reliable statistical analysis. Table VII,
however, illustrates the potential contributors to this high infection trend in
females. of the 11 who developed infection, 4 were referred to the south
Australian Cranio-Facial Unit from overseas and 6 presented from interstate. In
such cases, Iengthy preoperative hospitalisation was often necessary to complete
extensive surgic al planning.

In the majority of patients, infected wound cultures grew multiple
pathogens (Table VI). Despite the polymicrobial nature of infections, only three
patients had infecting organisms identifïable on preoperative microbiology. The
prophylactic antibiotics flucloxacillin and metronidazole did not provide cover
against organisms in four of the infections which developed within the frrst few
postoperative days. These included streptococcus faecølis, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, and Klebsiella.

The 170 transcranial procedures in our series involved a total of 1359
operating hours with an overall average of8 hours per operation. The average
operating time for patients who subsequently became infected was 101/2 hours
(Fie. a).

Airway management in 34 patients required tracheostomy-l8 children
and 16 adults. of all adults, 47 percent needed a tracheostomy. Eight of the 11
patients with infection had tracheostomies, including the four with severe
infection (Tables V and VI).

There were 53 accidental dural tears and 32 planned dural openings. There
were 14 postoperative CSF leaks, including 12 in children and 2 in adults.
Although both these adults required a further procedure to repair a dural defect,
only one was associated with infection, this being a persistent purulent nasal
discharge. There were no cases of meningitis.

There was one death in the 11 infected patients, but this resulted from a
further operation to repair a tracheostomy site dehiscence. Intraoperative
hemorrhage was the cause of death. No cases of blindness or brain damage were
recorded in patients sustaining infection.
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Discussion

Retrospective studies have their limitations as a means of investigating a clinical
problem.rT-2o However, this review was greatly facilitated by rigid protocols
formulated at the inception of the South Australian Cranio-Facial Unit in 197521

which provided standardised data for each patient.

Our infection rate followingtranscranial surgery\Mas 6.5 percent. The worst
complications reported in craniofacial surgery literature have followed the
transcranial approach, and the most common complication is infection.2,5 In a
combined report of the problems and complications in 793 craniofacial operations,
Whitaker et al.sreported an infection rate of 6.2 percent followrng  2lintracranial
operations. In an analysis of 12 years of craniomaxillofacial surgery by Munro
and Sabatier,2 infection was found to be the greatest problem and occurred in 5.3
percent of operations involving intracranial exposure.

TABLE V

Eleuen Patients with Craniofacial Infections Following Transcrønial Surgery

Length of
Age/Sex

No, Diagnosis Opration Date
Operation

(houre)
TracheoÊtomy

(daye)

Surgery to Craaiofacial
Dural Rægiou Prior to SACtr'U
Tear CSFLeak Operation

aY2

t2

13

24lfemale, F¡ontofacial 918184
Crouzon's advance

2 24lmø1e, Frontofacial 14110/82
Crouzon's atlvance

23lfemale, Frontofacial l9l4l84
Crouzon'g advauce

4

5 3S/female, Frontofacial
Crouzon's advance

16/male, Cleft cor-
clefts reclion

+

+

b

I

13

2A

Muillary advancement,
bone graft to orbits,
eyelid sugery

Craniectomy

Frontofacial advancement
compìicated by CSF Leak
requiring surgical repair

Nil

6months Craniectomy,orthognathic
sugery, bone grafts to
cheeks and nose fat graft
to orbit

Craniectomy

Eyelid surgery, Silastic
implant, cheek
augmentation, removal of
Silastic and replacement
with iliac bone

Nil

Frontal reconslruction cleft
palate repair

Cleft lip repair, facial cleft
reparr

Nil

517184

2318184

tgl8l84

t5l7u84

9

72

6 l8/female, Frontofacial
Crouzon's advance

38/male,
Crouzon's

10

I7

8

o

10

11

Frontofa cial
advance

8

35/female, Frontofacial
Apert's advance

9/male, Frontofacial
Apert's advance

6/male, Cleft cor-
clefts rection

13/female, Removal of
fibroma fibroma

lJ3184

tol8l82

t9110182

il3183

+14

11

10

I

140

SACFU = South Aust¡alian Cranio-Facial uit.

Other authors have presented overall infection rates when reporting
complications in craniofcial surgery without delineating infection rates for specific
operative procedures.l,?,8

The wide surgical exposure of the craniofacial skeleton gained with
transcranial surgery provides access to the upper face by means ofthe anterior
cranial fossa, thus allowing considerable manipulation of bony structures. Such
exposure requires wide subperiosteal stripping, with large portions of bone
denuded of blood supply during the operation. Osteotomies may traverse
paranasal sinuses which subsequently communicate with the intracranial cavity.
Mobile bone is frxed with wire or metal plates. This postoperative environment
promotes any infective process and makes eradication diffrcult.
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In 1971, Davidson, Clark, and Smith2z prpared a valuable computer analysis
of postoperative wound infection with information obtained from 1000 patients
and found frve factors to be highly signifrcant in determining the development of
wound sepsis: (1) a potentially dirty procedure, (2) the presence of wound bacteria
at the end of an operation, (3) the ward environment, (4) the patient's age, ancl
(5) the duration of the operation. Davidson, Smith, and Smyliel? emphasised the
multifactorial nature of infection and the fact that different types of procedures
are liable to contamination in varying \Mays. Cruse and Foord,zo in a lO-year
prospective study of over 62,000 wounds, cautioned that "all wounds are of
necessity contaminated, but the key to the extent of contamination is the presence
of foreign material and the amount of devitalized tissue."

With these factors in mind, a review of 170 transcranial procedures revealed
a higher infection trend with longer operations and older patients. The average
operating time for patients who became infected was 2 1/2 hours longer than the
overall average for transcranial operations (Fig. 4). Adults had an infection rate
of 23.5 percent, whereas in children only 2.2 percent developed infèction.

Most centers have recorded reductions in infection rate as experience
increased. Until 1982 we had no infections, and the majority of infections lvere
in 1984-this directly correlated with an increase in adult frontofacial
advancements in that year (Fig. 5). Of the eight patients developing infection
following frontofacial advancement, seven had undergone previous surgery to
the craniofacial region and frve had had transcranial surgery prior to their
operation at the South Australian Cranio-Facial Unit (Table V).

TABLE VI
Microbiology and Management of the 11 Infections

No,
Age/Sex,

I)iagnoeis Infection Site Organisme Managenent
Time to
Develop

I¡fection
I)u¡¡tion

2

3

4

5

6

7

24lfemale, Nasal dis-
chargeCrouzon's

24/male, Right peri-
Crouzon's orbital

28lfemale, Frontal
boneCrouzon's

16/male,
clefts

Stap hy lococcus
A nonhemoÌytic

aureus; grotp Antibiotics
strepto-

Antibiotics and

Antibioticg

Antibioti6 and
dural repair

33/femaìe,
Crouzon'g

35/female,
Apert's

9/male,
Apert's

6/male,
clefts

13/female,
fibroma

ParanasaÌ
abscess

Scalp wound
extradural
space

Scalp wound

Frontal
bone

Right, peri-
orbitaì

Nasal dis-
charge

Nasal dis-
charge

-Antibiotics and
frontal bone
removal

Antibiotics and
f¡ontal bone
removal

4 weeks

13 daye

2 daye

2 monthe

4 days

4 weeks

2 weeks

3 days

5 weeks

2 weeke

3 weeks

>6 months

1 week

3 weeks

1 week

4 months

>4 months

5 weeke

aBpiration

Støphylococcus aureus; Strep- Anlibiotics and
tococcus faecalis frontal bone

removal

coccus

Støp hy lococcus epid.e rmid.i s

Klebsiellø spp

Klebsiella aÞp i Enterobacter
spp.; mixed coliforme

18/female,
Crouzon's

38/male,
Crouzon's

Frontal
bone

Støphylococcus
A nonhemolytic
coccuS

P seudomo nas ae rugi nosø

P se ud,omona s aerug ino s a;
Kle b sie I la spp.t Ptote u s
8pp.

P e p t ost rep tococc us ønøero -
bi us ; F u so b acteríun nu-
cleøtun; Peptococcus pre
uotíi

aurcus; grovp Antibiotics
strepto-

10

II Staphylococcus øureus

Antibiotics

Antibiotice and 4 days 3 months
bone graft
removal

Antibiotics

P seud,omonøs aer ug i nos a;
Klebêíellø epp.
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TABLE VII
13 Adult Females Undergoing Transcranial Surgery

Yes No
Infection
Tracheostomy

Frontofacial advancement

Operatingtime>8hours
Operation in 1984

5 (39Vo)

5x

7*

8x

8

I
b

5

8

*Includes the 5 patients who subsequently became infected.

The strong predilection for adults with craniofacial dysostoses undergoing
frontofacial advancements also brought sharp focus onto the resultant intracranial
dead space. Transcranial facial and fronto-orbital advancements leave a large
frontal extradural space, usually in free communication with the paranasal air
sinuses, which is a potential site of infection (Fig. 6). The space following frontal
bone advancements in childrenis accommodatedbythe expandingbrainl6,2s (Fig. 7),
but in adults a large aerocele persists (Fig. 8).

Concern about this extradural dead space in adults has been expressed by
many surgeonsl,s'2124-26 Tessier2a suggested that advancements be limited to 10
to 12 mm to avoid large intracranial dead spaces.
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FIG. 4. Durøtion of operøtion.

Various methods to overcome any communication between the cranial
cavity and the nasal cavity have been proposed: Tessier2T described a two-stage
procedure to advance the frontal bone and maxilla separately. Whitaker et al.6
suggested submucoperiosteal dissection to maintain a barrier of nasal
mucoperiosteum between these cavities. Anderl et aL26 proposed a technique
which preserves the complete anterior fossa while simultaneously correcting the
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forehead, orbit, and face but maintains separation between cranial and nasal
cavities.
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FIG. 5. Frontoføcial ød.u ancernents.

At the SouthAustralian Cranio-Facial Unit, a latissimus dorsi free muscle
flap has been successfully transferred into a large dead space remaining after
transcranial resection offibrous dysplasia extensively involving the cranial base.
without such a barrier between these cavities, any pathogenic organisms
colonizing the respiratory mucosa have easy access to the operative site (Fig. 6).
Ventilation may assist the ingress of organisms by forcing air from the respiratory
passages into the cranial fossa16,28 Furthermore, the respiratory tract of the patient
with a tracheostomy often becomes infected wit]n PseudonLono,s q,eruginoso,.zs'Bo

FIG. 6. Cornmunicøtion between respiratory pdssdges and the intracrøniøl dead space
allows ecr,sy access of organisms to the operatiue site.

Of the four severe infections in our series, all had had tracheostomies and
two developed frontal bone osteomyelitis fuom Pseudon'Lonas aeruginosa. One
such adult patient with Crouzon's sJ¡ndrome (case 7 in Tables V and VI) had a
frontofacial advancement for which a tracheostomy was required for airway
management because nasotracheal incubation was not practical. The patient
acquired aPseudomonas q,eruginosø crossinfection ofhis tracheostomy site (from
a patient in the same general ward with an indwelling urinary catheter and
Pseudomonøs urinary tract infection). Just prior to removal of his tracheostomy,
with the cuff deflated, throat clearing and nose blowing transferred the infection
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into his fronto-orbital complex, resulting in osteomyelitis and the need to remove
the frontal bone flap.

FIG. 7. (Above) CT head scan of a young
boy with Apert's syndrome 10 days after
a frontoføciøl aduancement; there is no
dead space. (Below) CT hea.d scan of ø
5-month-old boy with Crouzon's
syndrorne on the day following a
frontoorbital øduøncement; there is
minimal residual space between frontal
lobes and frontøl bone.

FIG. 8. CT scan of a 40-yeør-old
man with Crouzon's syndrome 3
months øfter a frontofacial
aduancement. There is ø lørge
øerocele between the frontal lobes
ønd the frontøl bone.

Policy at the adult hospital has been to transfer patients back to the general
ward \Mith tracheostomies in situ. The patients at the children's hospital remain
in the intensive care unit until the tracheostomy is removed.
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Infection following transcranial surgery may manifest itself with a variety
of signs and symptoms. Although most postoperative \Mound infections in other
areas are usually apparent by the fourth or fifth day,30 infection in the craniofacial
region may present without obvious early signs or may have an obscure
presentations. ss

It was anticipated that preoperative microbiology swabs of the patient's
scalp, eyes, nose, and throat would provide adequate information for antibiotic
choice. However, inf'ections were mainly polyrnicrobial, and only three patients
had infecting organisms identifrable on preoperative microbiology. Èecker3a
reviewed 57 patients in a prospective, randomised, double-blind study to establish
the value ofperioperative cultures and assess antibiotic prophylaxis for surgery
of the head and neck. He concluded that a patient at high risk of wound infection
could not be defrned on the basis of perioperative bacteriology. Although our
results support this, preoperative swabs from the craniofacial region may
sometimes reveal pathogens, particularly in the nose, which allow eradication
prior to surgery.

Prolonged preoperative hospitalisation increases the risk of colonization
of hospital bacteria.20,35 of the 11 infected patients, 4 were referred to the South
Australian Cranio-Facial Unit from overseas and 6 presented from interstate.
In such cases, lengthy preoperative stays âre necessary to complete extensive
preoperative planning.

chodak and Plautle reviewed 16 years of literature on the subject of
prophylaxis with systemic antibiotics in surgery and suggested that antibiotic
prophylaxis should be employed only after rigorous trials have supported its
effrcacy. However, as in craniofacial surgery, there are many surgical procedures
where the value of antibiotic prophylaxis has not been adequately studied.B.
Although the use of antibiotic prophylaxis may be controversial, in prolonged
transcranial surgery where there is potential contamination and the consequences
of infection are dangerous, prophylactic antibiotics seem justifred.

Three different antibiotic regimens have been used throughout the 10-
year period of this review. The current protocol is flucloxacillin, metronidazole,
and tobramycin, with the frrst dose given prior to operation and then continued
for 24 hours postoperatively. The aminoglycoside tobramycin was recently added
to provide cover againstPseudomonos. All three are given at therapeutic doses
intravenously for the frrst dose, and metronidazole may be given rectally for the
subsequent doses with good effect.8?-3e

Dural tears and CSF leaks have long been implicated as strong associates
of infection. In conditions requiring transcranial surgery, the dura may be
abnormally thin and friableao and is easily torn because of scars from earlier
surgery or because of abnormal bony contours in the anterior cranial fossa with
dural adhesions.3,21 AII dural tears were meticulously repaired, the preferred
method being to insert a generous graft of lyophilized dura, temporal fascia, or
pericranium into the subdural space and suture the margins of the tear to this
graft.2r

Some clinicians advise against antibiotic prophylaxis to prevent meningitis
in patients with a csF leak for fear of selection of resistant organisms,al but
following transcranial surgery, CSF rhinorrhea is recognized as a dangerous
complication with a high risk of meningitis.s The policy of the South Australian
Cranio-Facial Unit is to give trimethoprim and sulphamethoxazole (Bactrim or
Septrim), since this safe combination achieves adequate CSF levels.a2 We have
had no cases of meningitis following transcranial surgery.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Early operative treatment is preferred. Following frontal advancement,
the child's expanding brain accommodates the extradural dead space with less
risk of deep-seated postoperative infection.

2. Preoperative hospital stay should be as short as possible to reduce the risk
of colonization of hospital bacteria.

3. Preoperative microbiology swabs will not accurately predict postoperative
wound infection organisms, but they are helpful to eradicate potential pathogens
preoperatively.

4. Antibiotic prophylaxis for transcranial surgery should provide cover against
gram-negative organisms; current policy at the SouthAustralian Cranio-Facial
Unit is tobramycin, flucloxacillin, and metronidazole, first dose prior to operation
and continued for 24 hours postoperatively. Current dosages are:

Tobraymcin: Children (over 3 months, normal renal function): 2.5 mg/kg
every 8 hours; adults (normal renal function): 80 mg every 8 hours.

Flucloxacillin: Children (3 months to 12 years): I2.5 mglkg every 6 hours;
adults: 500 mg every 6 hours.

Metronidazole: Children (3 months to 12 years):7.5 mglkg every 8 hours;
adults: 500 mg every 8 hours.

5. In adults undergoing frontofacial advancements, surgical measures should
be employed to prevent any communication between the respiratory passages
and the intracranial dead space, either by providing a barrier or by filling the
space.

6. Strict tracheostomy care is imperative, and postoperative transcranial
surgical patients with a tracheostomy tube in situ should be barrier nursed in a
single-bed room.

Døuid J. Dauíd, F.R.C 5., F.R.C.S.(E), F.e.A,C.S.
The South AusttøIian Cranio-Faciøl Unit
Ad¿laid¿ Children's HospitaL and, Royal Adelaide Hospi,tal
72 Kíng Williøm Roød.
North Adeløide, South Austrølía 5006
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Hydrocephalus in Grouzon's
syndrome
A. Hanieh, Robert Sheen, and David J. David
Adelaide Children's Hospital, King Willia.m Street,
North Adeløide, South Australia, 5006, Austrølia

Abstract

We reviewed 42 cases of Crouzon's syndrome. There were 16 cases with ventricular
dilation. We believe that shunt should be inserted after fronto-orbital advancement

if there are persistent signs of raised intracranial pressure. However, in cases

presenting with severe ventricular dilation and papilloedema. a shunt is inserted
prior to fronto-orbital advancement. Medium- or high-pressure systems should be

used.

Key words: Crouzon's syndrome - Hydrocephalus - Shunt - Fronto-orbital
advance - Intracranial pressure.

In 1912. Crouzon described a s¡mdrome that consisted of a triad: calvarial
deformity, facial deformity, and exophthalmos. He emphasised the typical skull
deformity as brachycephalic, although other head shapes are seen. Other features
are: prominent nose, prognathism, and maxillary hypoplasia. Couzon's s¡mdrome
is the most common craniofacial syndrome; it is inherited as dominant and of
high penetrance.

We reviewed the cases of Crouzon s syndrome seen in the Cranio-Maxillo-
Facial Unit at the Adelaide Children's Hospital, South Australia. We studied all
the cases examined by Computerised Cranial Tomography. Our frndings are
discussed.

Hydrocephalus is common with Apert's syndrome; however it is not
described as a usual finding in Crouzon's syndrome. We raise the following
questions:

1. Is ventricular dilation common in Crouzon's slmdrome?

2. rWhat are the indications for shunting, and when should it be done?

In 1971, Fishmant2l from the Massachusetts General Hospital examined
their cases of cranial s¡mostosis and found 14 cases with hydrocephalus: 8 were
Apert's s¡rndrome, and only 1 case was described as Crouzon's s¡rndrome.

In 1985, Noetzeltal from the St. Louis Children's Hospital in Missouri
designed a prospective study on the incidence of hydrocephalus and
craniosynostosis. Fifty patients were examined by computerised cranial
tomography; 77 children with simple craniosynostosis showed no signs of
ventricular dilation. In complex craniofacial deformity, computed tomography
in 5 children showed ventricular dilation. These \Mere cases of Apert's s5mdrome
and triphyllocephaly (Kleeblattschridel).

In 1987, Mahin Golabitsl from the University of California (San Francisco),
stated that hydrocephalus in craniosynostosis is a rare occurrence. He reviewed
750 cases ofcraniosynostosis, 10 ofwhich were treated by shunting. Ofthese 10

cases 8 were Crouzon's s¡rndrome, and 5 showed triphyllocephaly. He described

Ovetptint rcquests ¿oi A. Hanieh
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the incidence of hydrocephalus in cranios¡mostosis as 4Vo.He stated that surgical
correction of craniosSmostosis would allow for ventricular enlargement, as fused
sutures would control the size of the ventricle.

Materials and methods; Results

Forty-six cases of Crouzorl's syndrome were [reated at the South Australia Cranio-
Maxillo-Facial Unit between 1g75 and 1982. of these,42 cases \Mere examined
by computerised axial tomography. Sixteen cases \Mere found with various degrees
of ventricular dilation: 11 showed marked dilation, 4 showed moderate dilation,
and I was described as having mild ventricular dilation. Five cases with marked
ventricular dilation were shunted: 2 were shunted before fronto-orbital
advancement and 3 after fronto-orbital advance, The two cases shunted prior to
fronto-orbital advancement were done in other centres before referral to us. The
othcr 3 cases \Mere shunted after fronto-orbital advancement, as there were signs
of persistent, raised intracranial pressure.

Neuropsychological assessments were performed in all the cases. Of the
11 cases with marked ventricular dilation, 9 were of normal intellectual ability
and 2 were retarded. Of the 16 cases withvarying degrees ofventricular dilation,
13 had negative family histories, while in B the family history \Mas positive; 2 out
of these 3 were twins.

In summary, 42 cases of Crouzon's s¡mdrome were treated, and 16 showed
ventricular dilation; however, only 11 cases showed marked dilation or 26vo.The
overall estimate ofventricular abnormalitywas 16 outof A},whichrepresents 38%.

Discussion

The mechanism of ventricular dilation in Crouzon's s¡mdrome is not clear, and
there are various theories. It could be caused by constriction ofthe subarachnoid
spaces by the premature fusion of the sutureslll, or it could be due to obstruction
of venous drainage from venous sinuses, as suggested by Renier et al.t'ì It was
suggested that hydrocephalus is a direct result of impaired cSF flow through
the basal cisterns, while Noetzeltalsuggested that hydrocephalus occurs secondary
to intrinsic abnormality in the embryology of the brain related to the defective
formation of the cranium. This is particularly interesting, as in many cases the
hydrocephalus is non-progressive.

significant ventricular dilation was found in 26vo of our cases with
Crouzon's slmdrome. This is higher than that reported in the literature. We must
differentiate between cases with ventricular dilation but no raised intracranial
pressure and those presenting with raised intracranial pressure and ventricular
dilation. In many of our cases ventricular dilation was asymptomatic and did not
necessitate any treatment. Fronto-orbital advancement would increase the cranial
volume, and in many cases this was all that was needed.

In cases with signs of increased intracranial pressure such as papilloedema,
a shunt should be inserted. The timing of the shunt insertion is important. We
know that brain growth contributes to the expansion of the skull: if the shunt is
inserted before fronto-orbital advancement, the brain drive which helps to promote
skull growth would be absent. Fronto-orbital advancement would increase the
cranial volume and assist in reduction of the intracranial pressure. It is not clear
whether this would cause further ventricular dilation or, as mentioned by
Noetzeltal, the extra space would be taken up by parench5rmal expansion.

We believe that in cases with ventricular dilation, unless there is clear
evidence of signifrcantly raised intracranial pressure, namely, disc swelling,
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cortical thickness of less than 10 mm, or progressive increase in ventricular size,
fronto-orbital advancement should be performed first, Following that, the
ventricular dilation and intracranial pressure should be monitored for any
signifrcant change. The ventricular dilation should be assessed using cranial
ultra-sound or CT scan. Ifthe ventricular dilation is progressive and there are
persistent signs ofraised intracranial pressure, a shunt should be inserted. If
the ventricular dilation is not progressive and there are no signs ofpersistent,
raised intracranial pressure, \rye suggest that no shunt procedure should be carried
out. The presence of brain drive helps to achieve better skull contour and
moulding.

If there are signs of signifrcantly raised intracranial pressure at the time
ofpresentation, then a shunt procedure should be performed before fronto-orbital
advancement. If shunting becomes necessàry, high- or mediurn-pressure systems
should preferably be used.

Conclusions

1. Signifrcant ventricular abnormality was seen in 26Vo of orur cases.

2. Ventricular dilation alone does not indicate raised intracranial pressure,
and hydrocephalus is often non-progressive. In these cases a shunt procedure is
not indicated.

3. Shunt procedures, if indicated, are done after the fronto-orbital
advancement, unless the patient presents with signifrcantly raised intracranial
pressure; then a shunt is inserted before fronto-orbital advancement.

4. A high- or medium-pressure shunt should be used.
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Surgical Correction of Crouzon
Syndrome
David J. David, F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S., and Robert Sheen, M.8., M.S
North Adela.ide, South AustrøIia

This study analyses the results ofsurgical treatment in 39 patients with the Crouzon

syndrome. Early fronto-orbital advancement and craniectomy were universally
successful in relieving raised intracranial pressure and in reducing ocular proptosis.

However, defrnitive cosmetic correction was not achieved, and early cranial surgery

was not able to prevent the development of midface hypoplasia.

Thirty-two midfacial advancements have been performed in 30 patients. Sixteen

patients had suffrcient follow-up data for more than 2 years postoperatively. In all
patients, a satisfactory early postoperative result was achieved. In the long-term
follow-up group, 11 patients have maintained a satisfactory appearance, while 5

have developed recurrent deformity. Analysis shows this to be associated with a

younger age at operation and continued mandibular growth. Frontofacial
advancement in adults achieves good long-term results but is associated with a
higher incidence of complications.

In 1912, Crouzon described a familial s¡rndrome comprising the triad of calvarial
deformity, facial deformity, and exophthalmos.l The calvarial deformity results
from premature craniosynostosis and is typically brachycephalic, although
mesocephalic and scaphocephalic head shapes also may be seen. The facial
deformity is characterised by maxillary hypoplasia with relative mandibular
prognathism. Exophthalmos is invariably present and may endanger sight.

Cranios¡mostosis may be accompanied by headaches and failing vision,
symptoms attributable to the presence of raised intracranial pressure and
presumptive evidence for craniostenosis. Orbital hypoplasia results in a reduction
in orbital volume, and this has been termed orbitostenosis. The major determinant
of exophthalmos, however, is hypoplasia of the orbital floor, a condition
attributable to hypoplasia of the maxillae and zygomata. The terrnfaciostenosis
describes states of midfacial hypoplasia where there are disorders of visceral
function, notably airway restriction, speech problems, and dental malocclusion.

In all but the mildest forms of Cronzon's s¡mdrome craniostenosis is treated
by early calvarial decompression. Since there is hypoplasia ofthe anterior cranial
fossa, fronto-orbital advancement is performed in addition to coronal and
subtemporal craniectomy. This enlarges the orbital roofs and aids control of
exophthalmos; aesthetic improvement of the upper face is also achieved.
Parasagittal and lambdoid craniectomies performed 2 to 3 weeks later complete
the decompression. Rapid expansion of the brain within the frrst year of life
facilitates molding of the mobilized skeleton. 2 However, whether this provides
enough remodelling for definitive cosmetic correction remains unproven.
Furthermore, McCarthy et al. 3 postulated that early osteotomy of the anterior
cranial base will permit normal midface development, but this has not been
realised on long-term follow-up. a

Osteotomy and advancement of the midface form the basis for treatment
of orbitostenosis and faciostenosis in patients with Crouzon syndrome. This was
frrst reported by Gillies and Harrison in 1950.5In their patient, the osteotomy
Iines passed along the inferior orbital margin and anterior lacrimal crest, resulting
in only a modest increase in orbital volume. In 1967, Tessier et al.6 described an
operation in which the osteotomies were made posterior to the lacrimal crest,
across the orbital floor, and into the lateral orbital wall, i.e., complete craniofacial

From the Australian Cranio-Facial Unit at the Adelaide Children's Hospital and the Royal Adelaide Hospital
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dysjunction. This resulted in an increase in orbital volume and control of
exophthalmos. Simultaneous advancement of the frontal bones, orbit, and midface
was subsequently reported by Tessier in 1921? and later modifred by several
authors.ell

Although the therapeutic efficacy of midfacial advancement is frrmly
established, the timing of operation and the effects of further growth remain
controversial. Early postulates that early Le Fort III advancement might lead to
better midfäcial developments have recently been questioned.12 Indeeã, as early
as I97 4, Hogeman and Willmarls expressed the view that earþ facial advancement
will improve the appearance for a time but that the underlying dysplasia will
continue to affect facial growth with an inevitable recurrence of the deformity.
By contrast, several reports attest to the long-term durability of midfacial
advancement in adults.la-16

For several years, the Australian Cranio-Facial Unit has adopted a concept
of three age-related epochs that we have found useful when considering the timing
of crariofacial operations.lT The early period comprises the frrst 12 months oÌ
life, during which time operations are undertaken to release skeletal restraints
on the growing brain and eyeball. During the intermediate period (1 to 9 years),
operations are designed to control symptoms of craniostenosis or orbitostenosis
and occasionally to relieve psychosocial stress. However, airway obstruction from
severe faciostenosis may necessitate urgent midfacial surgery. The late period is
from 10 years onward, and it is during this time that established deformities are
corrected.

since 1975, we have managed 4z patients with crouzon s¡mdrome, 89 of
whom have been treated surgically by fronto-orbital and/or midfacial
advancement. This represents a unique opportunity to study a comparatively
large number of patients with a single disease entity. This paper details the
early results, complications, and long-term follow-up of surgery in these patients
and analyses the effects of age and further growth on the ultimate surgical result.
Excluded from this study are eight patients with mitd forms of crouzon's
syndrome, in whom symptoms, at present, have not necessitated surgical
treatment. This latter group is under regular review, and it is anticipated that
future surgical intervention will be required either to control developing symptoms
or to definitively correct established deformities when growth has been completed.

Surgical Management

Multidisciplinary preoperative workup was performed at the Adelaide Children's
Hospital by members of the Australian Craniofacial Unit and hospital staff. The
surgical treatment was planned using information gained from clinical
examination, cephalometric radiographs, and dental models. More recently, three-
dimensional CT scanning has been used to precisely define the pathologic anatomy
and to permit more specifrc operative planning. The relationship of the orbital
margins to the cornea determines the degree of midfacial and forehead
advancement. Preoperative planning predicts the resultant occlusion and
forecasts the need for simultaneous Le Fort I or mandibular osteotomies.

The surgical techniques offronto-orbital advancement, subcranial Le Fort
III osteotomy, and frontofacial advancement have been described elsewhere.l?

Materials and Methods

For purposes of analysis, patients were divided into two operative categories: (1)
fronto-orbital advancement with or without decompressive craniectomy and (2)
midfacial advancement (fronto-facial advancement or subcranial Le Fort III
advancement).
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F r ont o-O rb it al Adu øncement

Eørly-p¿r¡od Surgery. There were six patients in this group (two males
and four females), with a mean age at operation of 0.4 years (range 0.3 to 0.8
years). All patients demonstrated radiologic evidence of raised intracranial
pressure and./or papilledema (craniostenosis), as well as proptosis of the globes
(orbitostenosis). All underwent posterior craniectomy in addition to fronto-orbital
advancement.

Intermediate-Period Surgery. There were six patients in this group (two
males and four females), with a mean age at operation of 3.9 years (range 1.8 to
5.9 years). TWo patients had undergone previous linear craniectomy. Preoperative
papilledema was present in four patients (craniostenosis), corneal exposure in
one patient (orbitostenosis), and both papilledema and corneal exposure in one
other. Five patients underwent fronto-orbital advancement with coronal and
bitemporal craniectomy, while in one patient parasagittal and lambdoid
craniectomies also were performed.

MidfaciøI Aduøncement

Thirty-two midfacial advancements have been performed in 30 patients.
There were 13 males and 17 females, with a mean age at operation of 16.6 years
(range 8.3 to 38.8 years). TWenty patients had undergone prior surgery, mainly
linear craniectomies for craniostenosis. However, fronto-orbital advancement
had been performed in three patients, Le Fort I maxillary osteotomy in two
patients, and bilateral subcondylar mandibular osteotomy in one patient.

Maxillary hypoplasia with class III malocclusion was a constant
preoperative frnding. AII patients had varying degrees of proptosis, and in two
patients, prior dislocation ofthe globe had occurred. In seven patients the nasal
airway was sufficiently compromised to demand obligatory mouth breathing.
Obstructive sleep apnea had been documented in one patient, and another had
required emergency splitting of the soft palate as a young child.

TWenty-four frontofacial advancements were performed. In two patients
bilateral sagittal split osteotomies with mandibular advancement and in one
patient simultaneous Le Fort I maxillary osteotomy were required to achieve
satisfactory occlusion. Subcranial Le Fort III maxillary osteotomy and
advancement was performed in eight patients.

Sixteen patients had suffrcient follow-up data available for more than 2
years postoperatively. Assessment of these patients has been by clinical and
cephalometric examination.

Cephølometric Method. Lateral cephalometric x-rays were obtained
preoperatively, during the early postoperative period, and at the most recent
follow-up. These were taken according to a standard technique, and the
Iandmarks were traced onto acetate frlm.

Midfacial movements were described in terms ofx andy coordinates using
the anterior nasal spine as the maxillary reference point. The r axis consisted of
a line making an angle of 130 degrees to the sella-basion line, with the y axis
perpendicular to this line through the origin at the sella. The axes approximated
true horizontal and vertical and, by relating these to the posterior cranial base,
were little affected by surgery or by subsequent growth. Horizontal maxillary
length was measured between the anterior and posterior nasal spines, while
mandibular length was measured between articulare and gnathion (Fig 1 ).

The cephalometric landmarks were digitised using a Hewlett-Packard
digitiser and entered onto anApple computer. The program CEPHS.RECORDER,
developed at the University of Adelaide, was used to record and process the data.
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s

PNS

ANS
FIG. 1. The cephalomctríc
landmarks used in th.is study (Ba,
basion; S. sella; ANS, onferior
naso,l spine; PNS, poslerior nasal
spine ; Ar, ørticulare ; On, gnathion).
For a full explanatíon of the
cephalometric method., refer to text.

statistical Method. T.he Mann-whitney ranksum test was used to compare
the differences in patients' ages, \Ã¡hereas the unpaired ú test was used for all
other comparisons.

Results

F r onto-Or bital Ad,v øn cement

Early-Period Surgery. There were no signifrcant complications related to
the surgery. Two patients have died (one from pneumonia at 18 months
postoperatively and one from airway obstruction secondary to choanal atresia at
6 months postoperatively), and one Malaysian patient has been lost to follow-up.
The remaining three patients have been followed for between 2 and B years. No
patient has evidence of recurrent raised intracranial pressure or problems with
corneal exposure. Considerable calvarial remodellinghas been achieved. However,
all remain brachycephalic and show some recession of the frontal bone and
supraorbital margins relative to the globe. Maxillary hypoplasia is present in all
patients (Fig. 2).

Interrnediate-Period Surgery. There were no complications. In all patients
the symptoms of craniostenosis and orbitostenosis have been controlled. However,
three patients required further fronto-orbital advancement (for cosmetic
indications) at the time of subsequent midfacial advancement (Fig. B). The
remaining patients have been followed for 1 to 2 years; of these, two possess a
satisfactory calvarial and upper facial appearance and one has residual proptosis.

Mid,facial Adu øncement

Early Results. In all patients, the immediate postoperative results were
considered satisfactory, with a reduction in proptosis and class I occlusion and
an acceptable aesthetic result being achieved.

Complicøtio¿s, There were no deaths. The most devastating complication
was blindness. This occurred bilaterally in one patient as a result of an extradural
haematoma. The patient had unsuspected clotting abnormalities, and following
detachment of the dura from the floor ofthe anterior cranial fossa, the expanding
clot was able to exert traction on the optic nerves without an accompanying change
in the conscious state. Unilateral blindness due to undetected intraorbital optic
nerve compression occurred in one other patient.

Ba

Gn
v
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FIG. 2. (Above, left) A 4-month-old boy with Crouzon syndrorne showing a
triphyllocephalic caluaria and. oculør proptosis. (Above, right) One year following fronto-
orbital ødvancement and posterior decompressiue crøniectorny there høs been extensiue
caluarial remodelling. However, the boy remøins brachycephalic, and there is still some
proptosis. Midfacial hypopløsia is becoming euident.
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FIG. 3. (Above, left) A4-year-old girl with Crouzon syndrome with papilledema and. mild,
oculør proptosis, (above, ngt.rt) Th,e oppearo,nce I year-following fronlo-õrbital aduancement
|nd coronal o'nd bitemporal craniectomy. Raised intracraníøIþressure høs been controlled,.
(Bel-ow, left') At the age of 11 years, the patient remains brachycephatic with a recessed,
forehead, and supraorbital margins. Møxillary hypoplasia is aiso-euid.ent. (Below, right)
þe_appeayønce shortly after frontofacial advancement. (Above,left from D. J. Dauitl, D.
E. Poswillo, and D. A. simpson, The craniosynostoses: causes, ñatural History, and
Management. Berlin; Springer-Verlag, 1g82. P 255.)
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There were two instances of osteomyelitis necessitating removal of the
frontal bone. A single periorbital abscess was controlled by needle aspiration
and antibiotics. An extradural abscess developed in association with a CSF leak.
There was one wound infection.

CSF leaks occurred in four patients. In one patient this was self-limiting,
but three patients required subsequent dural repair (one in conjunction with
drainage of an extradural abscess). Postoperative velopharyngeal incompetence
necessitating pharyngoplasty was seen in four patients. Transient diplopia and
facial nerve palsy (unilateral frontal branch) occurred once each. AII complications
occurred in adults undergoing frontofacial advancement (Table I).

Long Term Follow-Up. There were 16 patients in this group. Clinically, 11
patients have maintained a satisfactorypostoperative appearance of the midface
(good long-term result) (Figs. 4 and 5). Four patients who were initially assessed
as having a satisfactory appearance with class I occlusion have subsequently
experienced a deterioration in their appearance with a recurrence of class III
malocclusion (Figs. 6 and 7). A frfth patient still retains an acceptable facial
appearance, although recurrence of class III malocclusion has occurred (poor
long-term result). The difference in age at operation between these two groups of
patients was significant; there \Mas no significant difference in the length of follow-
up between the groups, however (Table II). Atl patients who underwent
frontofacial advancementhave maintained a satisfactoryposition of the forehead
and supraorbital margins.

The cephalometric data are summarised in Table III. In all patients, forward
and downward movement of the midface was achieved at operation. There was
no signifrcant difference in the magnitude of the surgical shift between those
patients having a good long-term result compared with those having a poor long-
term result. Relapses of midfacial position of 1 and 2 mm were noted in three
patients in the group having a good long-term result. Continued downward and
forward growth of the midface occurred in all patients with a poor long-term
result. No signifrcant difference in horizontal maxillary growth (.ANS-PNS) was
seen between the two groups; however, the difference in postoperative mandibular
growth (Ar-Gn) between the groups was highly signifrcant (P < 0.001).

Discussion

When performed during the frrst year of life, fronto-orbital advancement and
decompressive craniectomy provide excellent relief from the symptoms of
craniostenosis. However, close follow-up of available patients shows that despite
extensive calvarial remodelling, defrnitive cosmetic correction of the calvaria and
upper face has not been achieved. These patients all had severe deformities with
soft-tissue constraints limiting the extent of bony advancement. Although
objective data are lacking, further growth and relapse offronto-orbital position
may be additional factors militating against a satisfactory long-term cosmetic
result. Present evidence does suggest, however, that brain drive alone provides
insuffrcient stimulus for complete skull remodelling in these severe cases. This
contrasts with the generally satisfactory improvement in cranial morphology
following early fronto-orbital advancement in cases of nonsyndromal
cranioso5rnostosis.

During the intermediate period, fronto-orbital advancement also can control
craniostenosis and orbitostenosis. Again, despite some calvarial remodelling, poor
long-term cosmetic results were achieved, with three patients requiring repeated
fronto-orbital advancement at the time of subsequent midfacial advancement.
All these patients were operated on during the frrst half of the intermediate
period (1 to 6 years). By contrast, those patients who underwent frontofacial
advancement during the second half of the intermediate period (6 to tO years)
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maintained a satisfactoryposition of their upper face despite their propensity to
recurrent midfacial hypoplasia.

Early fronto-orbital advancement did not prevent the development of
subsequent midfacial hypoplasia. However, midfacial osteotomy performãd during
the intermediate and late periods resulted in an improvement in the position oi
the midface. Coincident with this was the establishment of normal occlusion and
an increase in orbital volume. Although these aims were universally successful
in the short term, Iong-term follow-up of 16 patients has shown a gradual
recurrence of deformity in 5 patients.

llG.4.An L8-year--old. u)on'Lan with Crouzon syndrome. (Above) Preoperatiue appearance.
(Below) Eartyþosbperatiue oppearo,nce foltowing transcraniøI'frontofaciøI ød,iãncement.
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Recurrent facial deformity developed in those patients operated on during
childhood and early adolescence, i.e., during the intermediate and early late
periods. Cephalometric analysis indicates that this is due to continued mandibular
growth and not to relapse of the position of the midface. The results also confirm
previous reportsla'l5 of continued forward and downward growth of the anterior
nasal spine away from the cranial base in patients who undergo midfacial
advancement during the growth period. However, this is insuffrcient to keep
pace with growth of the mandible. This supports the hypothesis that the midface
continues to be affected by the original dysplasia and that early surgical
advancement will not "unlock" any constrained potential for normal growth.
Although we have not performed frontofacial advancement during infancy, 18 we
remain skeptical as to its effïcacy in promoting midfacial growth.

Adults undergoing advancement of the midface show a great deal of long-
term stability, and this is directly attributable to a lack of further mandibular
growth. Although cephalometric relapses in midfacial position of 1 and 2 mm
were seen in three patients, these had no effect clinically. Such measurements
probably fall within the limits of error of the cephalometric method and, in the
present context, are oflittle significance.

TABLE I
Postoperøtive Cornplications Following

32 MidføciøI Aduancements in 30 Pøtients
Complication No.
Blindness
Frontal osteomyelitis
Extradural abscess

Periorbital abscess

Wound infection
CSF leak
Velopharyngeal incompetence
Diplopia
Facial palsy

cess occuring in the same patient.

Although the likelihood of recurrent deformity is high when midfacial
advancement is performed during childhood and early adolescence, there are
certain situations where early surgery is mandatory. Severe faciostenosis with
obstructive sleep apnea is an absolute indication, and when craniostenosis and
ocular proptosis coexist, full frontofacial advancement may be required. These
operations provide excellent palliation of symptoms, but they should be
undertaken in the knowledge that further midfacial surgery may be needed to
achieve the defrnitive cosmetic result.

Older patients who underwent frontofacial advancement demonstrated a
great deal of long-term stability at the expense of a higher incidence of
complications, particularly infections. Whereas in children the extradural space
Ieft following frontal bone advancement is rapidly frlled by the expanding brain,
in adults a large aerocele persists, usually in direct communication with the
nasal passages. Tessier postulated that limiting the frontal advancement in adults
to 10 to 12 mm will lessen the incidence of infection,re but this has yet to be
proven. Submucoperiosteal dissection of the nasal mucosa,lo bony frontofacial
separation,ll and the use of galeal-frontalis flaps2o are conceptually attractive as
a means of preventing contamination of the extradural space, but these too are
unproven modalities. Although we have had no experience with these latter
techniques, the galeal-frontalis flap, however, does seem to provide the most
logical solution. Because ofthe devastating consequences ofintracranial infection,
we intend employing its use in future frontofacial advancement. Scarring of tissue

2

2

1*

1

1

4*
4

1

1
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planes, the legacy of previous surgery, contributes to the increased complication
rate in adults.2l

FIG. 5. At 3 years postoperatiuely, the position of the mid,face has been møinta,ined. and
there has been no rnøndibulør growth. A rhinoplasty høs been perþrmed in the interim
(sçe Fig.4).

TABLE II
Age at Operation and. Length Of Follow-Up of 16 Patients

Followed for More than 2 Years after Midfacial
Aduøncement (in years)

Good Long-Term
Result lN = 11 )

Poor Long-Term
Result (N = 5)

Range Mean Range Mean

Age at operation
Length of follow-up

10.3-38.8

2.3-8.7
20.7

3.9

10.0

5,7

8.3-11.2

3.4-7.0

under ideal circumstances, the brain and vision should be protected by
early fronto-orbital advancement and decompressive craniectomy. If
advancement of the frontal bone and supraorbital margins can be maintained,
subcranial midfacial advancement can be implemented at atime when mandibular
growth has ceased. This avoids a third operation and minimises the likelihood of
intracranial infection. Unfortunately, in the more severe cases, this ideal cannot
be achieved.
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Fig. 8. An S-year-old girl with Crouzon Wndrome (Aboue) Preoperative øppeard.nce. (Belou))
Eørly postoperatiue øppeørønce following transcraniøl frontofacial aduancenxent.
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FIG. 7. At 6,years postoperatiuely, there is recurrent midføciat d,eþrmity. Cephalometric
anølysis ind'icates that this is due to continued, rnøndibulør growth. The position of the
forehead ønd supraorbital margins høs remøined satisfactorV Gn" Fig. 6).-

TABLE 111

CephøIometric Data. on the 76 Patients Followed for More
than 2 Years øfter Midfaciøl Aduøncenxent (in millimetres)

Good Long-Term Result Poor Long-Term Result
=11 (N= 5)

Range Mean Range Mean

Ope¡ative horizontal nidface advancenent f¡)
Operative vertical midface advancement (y,)

Postoperative horizontal midface novement f¡)
Postoperative vertical midface movement (XJ

Postoperative horizontal muillary growth (IAJVS-PNSJ

Postoperative mmdibular growth lAr-Gn)

2-L6

4-16

-24
-24
o-2

0-6

3-11

1-16

t-12
1-8

0-2
9-19

8.0

6.6

6.4

4.6

t.2
16.0

76
80
08
o7
04
13

lVote. r4, negative movement constitutes a relapse.

Døoid. J. Døuid, F.n. C.S., F..¡?.4. C.S.
The Australian Cranio-Føcial Unit
Adclaid¿ Child.ren's Hospital aad, Royal Adæløidz Hospital
72 Kíng William Road.

North Ad¿Iaid.e, South Australia õ006
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Crouzon Twins w¡th Cloverleaf
Skull Malformations
David J. David, AC, FRCS, FRCS(E), FRACS
Rodney D. Cooter, MBBS
Timothy J. C. Edwards, MBBS
North Adelaide, South Australia

We describe unique monozygotic twins with Crouzon's disease and cloverleaf-shaped

skull deformities who have been closely followed since birth. Their abnormal skull
shapes were identifred during antenatal ultrasound examination. The twins had

gross exophthalmos and hydrocephalus with papilledema, so early calvarial
decompression surgery was required. Although born to healthy parents ofnormal
appearance, a third cousin ofthe twins had a milder form ofCrouzon's disease, and

there was a family history ofhigh-arched palate on the twins'paternal side. Because

Crouzon's disease is an uncommon condition and the cloverleafskull shape is unusual

in patients with Crouzon's disease, identical twins with this constellation of
deformities must be exceptionally rare.

Key Words: Crouzon's disease, birth defects, craniofacial

Crouzon's disease is characterised by cranioslmostosis, shallow orbits with ocular
proptosis, and maxillary hypoplasia. Skull shape depends on the sequence of
premature sutural fusion, and multiple sutures are usually involved. The most
common skull shapes seen are brachycephalic and scaphocephalic, but
trigonocephalic and triphyllocephalic (cloverleaf skull) may occur, albeit rarely.?,r0

Clinical Record

Male twins with Crouzon's disease were born at 36 weeks'gestation following a
normal pregnancy. The clinical suspicion of twins early in the pregnancy had
been confirmed by maternal abdominal ultrasound at 22 weeks' gestation. Further
ultrasound examination at 35 weeks'gestation clearlyidentified a cloverleafhead
shape in coronal section (Fig 1A), In addition, severe exophthalmos was evident
(Fig 1B).

Famiþ history revealed that a female third cousin of the twins had required
surgical treatment for a less severe form of Crouzon's disease; her father had
brachycephaly, a high arched palate, and slight ocular proptosis. On the twins'
paternal side there \Mas a family history of high palatal arches; both parents,
however, had normal facies (Fig 2).

At birth the twins exhibited the features of Crouzon's disease (Fig 3). Initial
radiographs demonstrated their shallow orbits and widespread calvarial
synostosis with temporal bulging. Three-dimensional reconstructions revealed
their remarkable shape similarities (Fig a). For gach twin, a two-stage operative
plan was devised to decompress their calvaria to remedy craniostenosis with
progressive papilledema.

Because TWin t had worse ocular proptosis, a frontoorbital advancement
was performed frrst. This procedure proved diffrcult to maintain due to thinning
of the calvaria and the marked degree of orbitostenosis, complicated by bilateral
ocular prolapse, which required temporary tarsorrhaphies. Conversely, TWin 2
had initially worse posterior lacunae, so posterior craniectomies were performed.
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on review at 6 months of age (6 weeks after their frrst stage of surgery), Tkin 1
still had marked ocular prolapse, but his papilledema had begun to subside. The
frontal advancement was not well maintained on the left side. T\ryin 2 had a
flattened occiput. The second stage of surgical decompression for each twin was
performed at 8 months of age; T\vin 1 underwent posterior craniectomies and
TVin 2 underwent frontoorbital advancement. on review at 10 months of age, it
was evident that the second operation had been the most successful in each twin.
Althoughhydrocephalus had been noted on earlier ultrasound scans, it increased.
despite two-staged decompression; therefore, ventriculoperitoneal shunts were
inserted.

AB
FIG. 1. Ultrasound examination at 35 weeks' gestation showed the clouerleaf skull
A. and severe exophthalrnos B.

FIG. 2. The family tree. 7, 2 = Twins 1 ønd 2; 3 = high arched palate; 4, 5 = partial
syndactyly; 6 = Crouzon's d.isease, 7 = brachycephaly. high arched palate, slight ocular
proptosis.

At 15 months of age formal sleep studies \ryere performed on both twins,
which revealed evidence of moderate airway obstruction in Twin 2 and severe
airway obstruction in Twin 1. TWin t had an oxygen saturation of less thang\Vo
for 78Vo of sleep time, less than SOVo for 6LVo of sleep time, and less than 70Vo for
LVo of sleep time. Both twins underwent adenotonsillectomy at 3 years of age.
This procedure resulted in remarkable improvement in their nocturnal obstructive

I
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sleep pattem. Twin 2 was virtually normal and Twin t had improved oxygen
saturation (í.e.,>90Vo only 51Vo of the time, although he still occasionally dropped
as low as 65%). At 5 years of age T\,l¡in 2 still has no evidence of airway obstruction;
however, TWin t has deteriorated, and an early midface advancement is currently
being planned.

FIG. 4 (4, B). Three-dimensional cornputed tomographic reconstructions preoperatiuely.

Neuropsychological evaluation was performed regularly at L2 months; 2
years, 10 months; 3 years, 10 months; and 5 years of age. Theyhave continued to
achieve similar scores. Currently they are rated approximately 12 months behind
their age group. They are farthest behind in language use and understanding,
but self-help and gross motor abilities are normal. TWins 1 and 2 are shown at 4
years of age in Figure 5.

Discussion

Patients with Crouzon's disease may exhibit any one of a variety of calvarial
deformities; however, triphyllocephaly (cloverleaf skull shape) is uncommon.?,l0
The cloverleaf skull shape was pictorially recorded initially by Vrolik in 194920;

however, it was not until 1960 that the "Kleeblattschadel-Syndrom" was described
by Holtermuller and Wiedemann.l6

Although the similarity of the craniofacial features of patients with
Kleebattschadel syndrome to those of patients with Crouzon's disease had been
previously noted,r''a're,z1 it was Hall and colleaguesls in 1972 who suggested that
some Kleeblattschadel patients may in fact have a severe form of Crouzon's
disease. This viewpoint was endorsed by Cohen,s who further suggested that the
Kleeblattschadel anomaly should be regarded as a symptom that may occur in a

I Th" Jon"nul of Craniofacial Su¡gery 2(2):56-60
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a

FIG. 5 (4, B). The twins at o,ge 4.

variety of disorders. He later delineated these disorders to include Crouzon's
disease, carpenter's sJmdrome, Apert s¡mdrome, and pfeiffer's s¡md.rome, as well
as patients subjected to bilateral subtemporal decompression or as an isolated
anomaly or in association with bony ankylosis of the limbs.6,z

crouzon's disease affecting one dizygotic twin was reported by Fogh-
Anderson in 1943.la Monovular twins with Crouzon's disease were described by
Loffredo and associates,ls and those twins both had oxycephalic skull shapes.
Monozygotic twins with thanatophoric dwarfism who did not have cloverleaf stull
deformities were described by Horton and co-workers.lz The unique twins
presented here tvere both monozygotic and had severe cloverleaf skull deformities.

The twins' abnormal head shapes \Mere identified during antenatal
ultrasound scanning (see Fig. 2). In addition to the plain antenatal radiographic
recognition of cloverleaf skull shapes,3,12 their recognition in utero by
ultrasonography has been described previously by Brahman and associatesa and
by Banna and colleagues.z

It is interesting to explore the inheritance of Crouzon's disease in this
family. crouzon's disease clearly follows an autosomal dominant mode of
transmission, and variability of expression is common.1e,20 The twins were born
to parents of essentially normal appearance who also had a normal healthy son.
A third cousin of the twins had mild Couzon's disease, however, and was treated
at our Unit. The twins'paternal side had high arched palates. Thus it would
appear that this family exhibits autosomal dominant inheritance with variable
penetrance. This possibility was described by Crouzon.

The prognosis of patients with cloverleaf skull deformity is not known.
with no treatment, prognosis is poor and few survive.12 The Australian cranio-
Facial Unit has adopted a policy of early frontoorbital advancement and posterior
craniectomy in the treatment of Crouzon's disease to relieve raised intracranial
pressure and to reduce ocular proptosis.ll The unique twins presented here
required both procedures to relieve these manifestations. Further follow-up and
reporting may clarify the long-term benefrt of this approach.

I The Journal of Craniofacial Surgery 2(2):56-60
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Obstructive Sleep Apnea in Apert's
and Pfeiffer's Syndromes: More
than a Craniofacial Abnormal¡ty

Roger C. Mixter, M.D., David J. David, F.R.C.S., F.R.C.S.(E), F.R.A.C.S. ,

William H. Perloff, M.D., Ph.D., Christopher G. Green, M.D., Richard M. Pauli,
M.D., Ph.D., and Peter M. Popic, M.D.
Madison, Wisc.

Nine acrocephalosyndactyly type I patients (Apert's syndrome) and three
acrocephalosyndactyly type V patients (Pfeiffer's syndrome) were evaluated for the

relative importance of upper and lower airway abnormalities in the generation of
obstructive sleep apnea. All patients were found to have a combination ofupper and

lower abnormalities. The influence of lower pathology was greater in the infants,

and the influence ofupper airway, specifically pharyngeal, was greater in the adults.

A comparison between preoperative and postoperative polysomnography revealed

little improvement with standard craniofacial advancements. Furthermore, three
patients are described who succumbed to pulmonary death despite tracheostomy.

Conservative treatment with prone or lateral positioning and medical pulmonary

regimens is advocated. Finally, the pathogenesis of this diffuse airway pathology is

discussed.

Recent articles have addressed the causes ofsleep apnea in various craniofacial
slmdromes.l-3 Most of the attention has been focused on the upper airway and
its manipulation. Occasional case reports have documented the marked lower
airway pathology in both Crouzon's and Apert's s¡mdromes.a'5 These reports,
however, are based on autopsy frndings. With improved podiatric frbreroptic
endoscopy, even the smallest infants may be examined during dynamic respiratory
function. In addition, multichanneled polysomnography has added diagnostic
values to the clinical diagnosis of sleep apnea. In this paper we report our frndings
on the causes of sleep apnea in acrocephalosyndactyly type I (Apert's syndrome)
and acrocephalosyndactyly type V (Pfeiffer's syndrome).

Patients and Methods

The study group includes 12 consecutive patients evaluated by the first author
(Mixter): nine Apert's and three Pfeiffer's patients ranging in age from 1 month
to 48 years and from 1 month to 30 years, respectively. T$o Apert's patients
were from the Australian Craniofacial Unit, and the remainder were from the
University of Wisconsin Craniofacial Anomalies Clinic. Method of study included
bronchoscopic data from nine patients, bronchoscopic and autopsy reports from
two patients, and bronchographic and autopsy data from one patient, Eight
patients were studied preoperatively and postoperatively by multichannel
polysomnography. Surgical interventions included three intranasal dilatations
and placement of stents, two palate repairs, three extracranial Le Fort III
procedures, one monoblock and one Le Fort III, Le Fort I, and mandibular setback.

Results

Airway Abnormalities (Table I)

All patients suffered from a combination of upper and lower airway disease. The
severity of the lower airway disease appearc to correlate with the severity of the

I Plastic and, Reconst¡uctive Surgery 86( 3):457 -463
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FIG. 1. Inøppropriøte tracheostorny tube
angle resulted in posterior wøll dømøge.

FIG. 2. Tube chønge on postoperøtiue døy 2
caused inversion ofthe Bjork uølve.

îlG.3.Autopsy specimenof Pfeiffer's synd.romepaticnt K.H.: cartiløginoustrachea.without
rings, subglottic stenosis, bronchomøIacia,

I Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery 86(3):467-463
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Predisposition to Tra,cheøl Injury
Of particular concern in our series was the vulnerability of the trachea to injury.
Pfeiffer's sSmdrome patient K. H. underwent tracheostomy after Bronchoscoiy
revealed severe upper and lower airway deformity. His postoperative .orr"re *ã.
marked by progressive respiratory obstruction because of pósterior wall injury
by the tracheal cannula (FiS. 1). In an effort to bypass the area ofobstruciion,
progressively longer tracheal cannulas were used. Ultimately, granulations
extended beyond the carina down into the primary and secondary bronchi and
K.H. succumbed to respiratory obstruction, anoxia, and cardiopulmonary failure.
Autopsy evaluation revealed a completely cartilaginous trachea without tracheal
rings (Fig. 2). The death of Apert's s¡mdrome patient B.D. was similar to that of
K.H. but less well documented clinically because of the absence of bronchoscopy.

Apert's syndrome patient D.L. underwent an anterior Bjork frap
tracheostomy before a frontofacial advancement. The tube was changed witñ
some diffrculty on day 10. On day 14 the patient began coughing violenfly frrst
with blood-tinged sputum and ultimately with frank hemoptysis. Bronchóscopy
revealed marked tracheal obstruction due to granulations and an inverted Bj*k
flap (Fig. 3). D.L. underwent tracheal resection and reanastomosis. Operative
frndings included a cartilaginous trachea with rudimentary tracheal rings. On
postoperative day 7 after the tracheal resection, an anastomotic dehiscence
developed, and despite further attempts to salvage the tracheal repair, the patient
died from pulmonary sepsis.

Polysomnogrøphic Euidence of Sleep Apnea

It was a surprise that not all patients who gave a clinical history of sleep apnea
had confrrmation when multichannel polysomnography was performed. Pfeiifer's
syndrome patient D.P. complained of a lifelong history of fatigue and falling
asleep on the job. Witnesses confrrmed loud snoring but did not document apneiã
episodes. D.P's sleep study revealed that he had some episodes of hypopnea but
no prolonged apneas. In general, the severity ofthe sleep apnea correlated with
the severity of upper and lower airway pathology. of interest, though, is that
Apert's s5mdrome patient c.Y. had the most abnormal sleep study and yet had
mild lower airway disease. His anatomic site of obstruction was posterior
pharyngeal collapse, as documented by bronchoscopy and videofluoroscopy. It
was astonishing that c.Y. had no systemic symptoms (i.e., hypertension, right
heart strain, etc.) despite sleep Pao2 values below 60 percent for 48 years!

TABLE II
The Effect of Facial Surgery on Sleep Apnea

PatieDt Age Hospital Surgery
Polyeomnography+

Preoperative Postoperatlve Conme¡úe

ACS 1 (Apert)
BW 1mo

1mo

2 yrs

1mo

l8 mos

7 yrs

I yrs

48 yrs

ACS V (Pfeitrer)
SF 5 yrs

30 ¡ne

+

+

+

+

+

+

+rt

++

+

+

+

+

+

++

++

SB

DV

BH

ML

CY

uw

tr\4/

UW

IJW

uw

UW

IJW

UW

UW

Choanal dilation
md etents

Choanal dilation
md stent€
Palate repair

Choanal dilatation
and steDts
Palate repair

Le Fort III

Le Fort III

Le Fort III

Monoblock

Le Fo¡b III
Le Fort I
Mandibular set-
back
Reduction genio-
plasty

+

Requires
CPAP

Requires
CPAP

night

night

++

DP

*++=severesleepapnea;+=mildsleepapnea;+=hypopnea;-=nosleepapnea,tSlightinprovement.
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The Effect of Surgical Interuentions on Docunxented' Sleep Apnea

In general, procedures that altered upper airway anatomy had very little influence
on sleep apnea (Table II). The infants who had intranasal dilatation of choanal
atresia and placement of stents had some improvement in feeding but very little
improvement in desaturations when sleeping. The most signifrcant improvement
resulted from postural positioning; i.e., prone improved obstructive symptoms
more than lateral, which was better than supine. The influence of Le Fort III
osteotomy was similar. The case of Apert's syndrome patient M.L. was
representative (Fig. 4). The patient had profound sleep apnea preoperatively
with some improvement in the lateral and prone positions. A sleep study 3 months
after a 15-mm Le Fort III advancement (Fig. 5) revealed a slight improvement
in obstructive symptoms. The patient underwent behavioral training to encourage
her to sleep either prone or on her side (a backpack frlled with two pillows also
was placed before bed to discourage supine sleep). In addition, M.L. tolerated
the use of continuous positive-pressure nose/mouth mask ventilation (CPAP) at
night (Fig. 6). Almost immediately she experienced an improvement in her
s¡rmptoms, including a 10-lb weight gain and restful sleep up to t hours.

Apert's syndrome patient C.Y. underwent a 17-mm Le Fort III
advancement. After extubation, he experienced such severe sleep apnea that he
consistently desaturated below 60 percent while asleep. CPAP was initiated
immediately, with improvement of symptoms. C.Y. has, however, been unable to
sustain use of apparatus at home because of claustrophobia and mask discomfort.

Palatoplasty and mandibular setback are procedures undertaken with some
trepidation in these patients. The effect of palatoplasty was less than expected
in Apert's s¡mdrome patients S.B. and D.V. Surgery was, however, delayed until
age 2 years, when the incidence of respiratory infections had decreased and their
sleep studies in the prone and lateral positions had improved. Similarly, the net
effect of midface advancement and mandibular setback on Pfeiffer's s¡rndrome
patient D.P. was negligible. lf he had demonstrated preoperative sleep apnea,
however, we might have been less inclined to perform a setback-or combined it
with a tongue reduction.

FIG. 4. M.L. exhibiting severe
obstructiue symptoms øfter mild
sedation.

I Plagtic and Reconstructive Surgery 86(3):457-463
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FrG. 5. M.L. preoperatiuely (left) and. after 15-mm Iæ Fort III aduancement (rj,g]lrt)

F.lG. 6. M.L. with CPAP
appa,ro,tus in place.

Discussion

In 1973, solomon et al.6 discussed the significance of Apert's sSmdrome and palatal
mucopolysaccharides. They speculated that these abnormal mucopolysaccharides
may represent a critical abnormality in the formation of ground substance and
thus cartilage and bone matrix throughout the entire body. clearly, Apert's and
Pfeiffer's s¡mdrome patients do have abnormalities of almost all cariilaginous
structures, including the cranial base, midface, respiratory tree, elbows, hands,
knees, and feet. While the exact biochemical abnormality has not been elucidated,
the genetic defects responsible for these disorders must affect compounds that
influence diverse cartilaginous structures,

Airway abnormalities also may be present in other craniofacial s5mdromes
(Table III). White serious lower airway pathology occasionally occurs in patients
with various craniomaxillofacial conditions, the vast majority of those studied
(Table IV) have no abnormalities. The notable exception was Larsen's s¡rndrome,
which is characterized by nasomaxillary hypoplasia, joint hypermobility and
dislocation, short stature, and scoliosis. All four of our Larsen's s¡mdrome patients
(including one pair of identical twins) suffered from trachea- and bronchomalacia
as severe as that seen in Apert's and Pfeiffer's s5mdromes.

I Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery 86(3):457-462
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The airway management of craniofacial patients ïvith combined upper and
Iower airway pathology is challenging - not only because of edema caused by
recurrent respiratory infections and surgery, but also because ofthe vulnerability
of these abnormal tracheas to trauma, as exemplified by the three deaths in our
series. With improvement in intubation techniques and postoperative
management of the airway, however, tracheostomy may be reserved for the
unusually diffrcult cases. Conservative treatment of obstructive apnea in the
infant may be improved by lateral and prone positioning, intranasal dilatation
and stents, bronchodilators, aerosolized racemic epinephrine, and helium/oxygen
mixtures. In the event that tracheostomy is necessary, custom fabrication of
tracheostomy tubes may lessen the traumatic effect of chronic intubation.

In the older patient in whom lower airway abnormalities are less important,
CPAP may be the only alternative to tracheostomy. After the initial period of
claustrophobia and restlessness, most patients adjust to the somewhat
cumbersome apparatus. CPAP therapy should be combined with humidifrcation
to lessen the drying effects, which result in nose bleeds, inspissated secretions,
etc. Finally, endoscopic evaluation of the airway and polysomnography are useful
as a preoperative measure in the prediction of anesthetic diffrculties and for
proper surgical planning specifrcally where mandibular setback surgery is
contemplated.

TABLE III
Other CraniornaxillofaciøI Conditions with Lower Airway Pathology

Syndrome
Number of
Pâtients

Airuay Findinge
Upper Lower

Surgical
Proceduree

Lilsen'B

Complex crmioelnostoeis, com-

plex facial clefting, club feet

Compler craniosynostosis, th¡noid

insu.ffrciency, juvenile diabetes

Piene-Robin malformation Be-

quence (two of eight broncho-

scoped)

Nasomaxillary hypoplaeia

Micrognathia/mi cro-

gen¡å

Choanal etenosis

Midface hypoplasia

Choanal stenosis

Pharyngeal collapse

Lar¡ngo-, lYacheo-

bronchomalacia

Pharyngeal collapse

Lar¡mge, tracheo-,

brouchomalacia

Tracheomalacia

Laryngo-, tracheo-

malacia

Tlacheoetomy x 2

(CPAP x 1)

îlacheostomy, fa-
cial bipartition

advancement

Tracheostomy,

fronteorbital
advanæmenl

Tlacheos tony
after glossopexy

and lip-tongue

lesion adhesion

failed

4

1

1 None

2 Cleft palate

Glossoptosis

Micrognathis/micro-
genra

TABLE IV
Craniomaxillofacial C onditions w ithout

Lower Airway Pathology

Isolated craniosJmostosis

Cleft lip/palate
Craniofacial microsomia

Goldenhar's syndrome

Crouzon's syndrome

15

10

6

2

2

I PÌastic and Reconst¡uctive Surgery 86(3):457-463
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Summary

Patients withApert's and Pfeiffer's s¡mdromes have an exceedinglyhighfrequency
of documentable upper and lower airway abnormalities when such diffrculties
are actively evaluated. Virtually all those in a nonselected sequential series of
patients evaluated at the University of Wisconsin and at the Australian
Craniofacial Unit showed some combination of clinically signifrcant upper and
lower airway dysfunction. surgical manipulation of the upper airway had very
little influence on s¡rmptoms. Tlacheostomy resulted in the death ofthree patientÀ.
Conservative pulmonary treatment and CPAP may be preferable to tracheostomy
in these patients.

R. C. Mixter, M.D.
Mercy Hospital
Jonesville, Wisc. 53545

From the Divisions of Anesthesiology and Plastic and Reconstruccive Surgery md the Deputments of Medical Genetics and
Pediatrics at the University of Wisconsin and the Australian Craniofacial Únit. Received fãr publiøiion July 6, l9g9; revieed
September 20, 1989.

Pre-sen-ted at the Amual Meeting ofthe American Association of Plastic Surgeons in 1987 and the Second International Congress
of the International Society of Cranio-Maxillo-Facial Surgery in 1989.
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Aggressive Surg¡cal Management
of Sleep Apnea Syndrome in the
Syd romal Cran iosynostoses
T. J. C. Edwards, MBBS
D J David, FRCS(E), FRACS
J. Martin, MRCP, FRACP
North Adelaide South Austrølia

Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) frequently develops in patients with
craniosynostosis and associated midfacial stenosis. In the past, congervative

measures or tracheostomy have been used to manage this condition. Although the

course of OSAS in these patients is multifactorial, a major factor is the narrow

nasopharyngeal space. Aggressive surgical intervention to enlarge the
nasopharyngeal space can reduce the severity of OSAS and therefore avoid the

need for tracheostomy. Surgical approaches include adenotonsillectomy,
uvulopalatopharyngoplasty, and midface advancement.

Obstructive sleep apnea s¡rndrome (OSAS) occurring in patients with
cranios¡mostosis slmdromes has received attention from few authors in the
literature. The etiolory of this obstruction is multifactorial and may result from
narrowing of the nasopharlmgeal space associated with midface hypoplasia [1J

or from lower airway pathology in both Crouzon's disease and Apert s¡mdrome
lt,2l.

Authors ofrecent reports have highlighted the severity ofthe problem [1-3] and
have concluded that the surgical option of Le Fort III osteotomy and midfacial
advancement has shown disappointing results in improving OSAS [2,3]. We
review 5 patients with craniosynostosis slmdromes in whom OSAS developed in
1990. The group is comprised of 2 patients with Crouzon's disease, 1 patient with
Apert s¡rndrome, and 2 patients with Pfeiffer s5mdrome; their treatment illustrates
the range of options available in treating this challenging condition.

Patient 1

This baby girl was born with Apert s¡rndrome and was transferred from the
maternity hospital to the Adelaide Children's Hospital due to repeated apneic
episodes. Sleep studies carried out at 3.5 weeks of age monitored 3 hours of sleep;
during this time there were 8 episodes of periodic breathing duringwhich oxygen
saturation decreased signifrcantly. Twenty apneas longer than 10 seconds
occurred.

Home oxygen therapy was instituted; there were no subsequent prolonged
apneas or desaturations, although periodic breathing was still quite marked.
After 3 months of home oxygen therapy, further sleep studies revealed that the
respiratory status had improved such that home oxygen therapy \Mas no longer
required.

From the Australian Cranio-Facial Unit, Adelaide Children'e Hospital,
72 King William Rd. North Adelaide, South Àustralia 6006.

Addrese coneepondence to Dr Edwarde.
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Patient 2

This baby boywas born with crouzon's disease following a normal pregnancy. At
birth the child was noted to have the cloverleaf skull cleformity. A two-stage
operative plan was devised. Posterior craniectomies were initially performed àt
4.5 months of age, followed by a frontoorbital advance 6 weeks later.

At 2 years of age a sleep study was performed, which showed he had
frequent obstructive apneas and 8 frank obstructive apneas. paradoxical
breathing was noted, and desaturation below g\vo occurred, Bvo of the time and
below 94Vo for lSVo of t'he time. Adenotonsillectomy \Ã/as performed at 3 years of
age. A subsequent sleep study showed this procedure to have been remarkably
successful. Oxygen saturation was less thang4Vo fot 0.8Vo of the time and never
decreased below ÙOVo. Onlatest review at 5 years of age, his sleep studies remain
virtually normal.

Patient 3

This babyboywas bornwith Crouzon's disease (twinbrother of Patient 1) following
a normal pregnancy. He also had the cloverleaf skull deformity. He underwent
frontoorbital advancement at 4.5 months of age, followed by posterior
craniectomies 6 weeks later. Sleep studies as early as 1 year of age showed OSAS;
by 2.5 years of age, the osAS had deteriorated to show an oxygen saturation of
less than 94vo for 99vo of sleep time, less than govo for TBvo of sleep time, less
t}r.an 80Vo for 6Vo of sleep time, and less than 7 \Vo for 7Vo of sleep time. Following
adenotonsillectomy, there was marked and signifrcant improvement in these
values (to ILVo,\Vo, and 0.5Vo).

He was followed up at 6-month intervals and remained stable until 5 years
of age, when overnight oximetry values again deteriorated and revealed marked
and signifrcant periods of desaturation. Interestingly, his twin brother (Patient
1) continues to exhibit normal oxygen saturation. It was decided to again surgically
increase the nasopharSmgeal space. consequently, uvulopalatopharyngoplasty
was performed. Formal sleep studies 2 months after surgery showed signifrcant
improvement. His apnea./hypopnea index was 2.4/Ìrour, which is within the normal
range. Saturation was less t}nan g4Vo for IVo of the time and less than g\Vo for
O.\Vo of tb.e time;the minimum saturation was82Vo.

Patient 4

This baby boy was born with Pfeiffer's s5mdrome, the result of a sporadic mutation.
He was initially treated with strip craniectomies of sagittal and coronal sutures
at age 5 months. At 10 months of age he required a ventriculoperitoneal shunt
for hydrocephalus.

He was referred to the Australian cranio-Facial unit at 8 years of age,
and frontoorbital advancement was performed at 8 years, 10 months. Shortly
thereafter, he was noted to have OSAS. He exhibited classical complete airways
obstruction, with rapid desaturation, and also the nonperiodic type with
progressive hypoventilation. His oxygen saturation was below gOVo for LTVo of
the time; his minimum saturation \Mas STvo.rnview of these results, a two-stage
operative plan was devised: uvulopalatopharyngoplasty followed by Le Fort III
facial advancement if the initial procedure did not produce the desired result.

uvulopalatopharyngoplasty was performed and resulted in a moderate
improvement in his osAS; however, the results were not satisfactory and
therefore it was decided to proceed with subcranial Le Fort III facial advancement,

I The Joo.rul of Cranifacial Surgery 3(1):8-10
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resulting in midface advancement of approximately 20 mm. Sleep studies 2

months after surgery sho\Med signifrcant improvement. The control of breathing
had improved; only one 15 second spontaneous apnea rvas noted. There was still
evidence of mild snoring with snorts and arousals, predominantly in the later
half of the night.

Patient 5

This ll-month-old boy was born with Pfeiffer's syndrome and was referred from
Oman. Hehad severe craniosSrnostosis, exorbitism, andupper airways obstruction.
On arrival he was noted clinically to have gross upper airways obstruction and
was immediately admitted to the intensive care unit. A formal sleep study was
not performed; however, monitoring showed frequent prolonged apneic episodes,
and oxygen saturation frequently decreased below 507o.

Due to the severity ofhis apneic episodes, the decisionwas made to proceed
with frontofacial advancement (Figure). Despite the risks associated with this
procedure, it was believed preferable to sending the child back to Oman with a
tracheostomy in situ.

Sleep studies in the form of two nap studies were performed one month
after frontofacial advancement. These studies were essentially normal and showed
a marked and signifrcant improvement.

Pøtient 5 shown beþre ønd after frontofaciøI adua.ncement.

Discussion

The relationship betweenupper airways obstruction andpulmonaryhypertension,
cor pulmonale, and congestive cardiac failure was frrst described in 1956 by
Burwell and colleagues [4] and later by Noonan [5] and Menashe and associates
[6] in 1965. In essence, a person with OSAS suffers from hypoxic episodes during
sleep. Sequelae of OSAS include daytime fatigue, failure to thrive, cor pulmonale,
reduced mental capacity, and permanent brain damage [71.

Schafer described three levels at which upper airways obstruction could
occur [2]. (1) Choanal atresia: found in facial clefting, hypertelorism, and Tleacher
Collins sSmdrome. (2) Malformations of the cranial base and midface: obstruction
due to hypoplasia of the maxilla in all three dimensions. This malformation is
found in the craniosSmostosis syndromes. (3) Hypoplasia of the lower jaw [21.

Natural growth of the craniofacial skeleton implies that nasopharyngeal
obstruction cannot be considered static; it will change with growth, either
increasing or decreasing in severity. In addition, overgrorr/vth of the soft palate in
Crouzon's disease or Apert syndrome may result in increasing respiratory
obstruction with age, in conjunction with growth of the tonsils and adenoids [2].

I The Jour.al ofCranifacial Surgery 3(1):8-10
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Relatively few authors have published their views on treatment options.
Mixter and colleagues [3] reviewed 12 patients withApert and Pfeiffer's s¡mãrome.
They found that procedures that altered upper airways anatomy had little effect
on sleep apnea. These procedures included intranasal dilation ofchoanal atresia
and Le Fort III facial osteotomy. The most significant improvements resulted
from postural positioning. They advocate conservative treatment in infants and
tracheostomy where necessary. In older patients, continuous positive airway
pressure may be the only alternative to tracheostomy.

Lauritzen and associates [1] found that tonsillectomy, midface
advancement, and Le Fort III facial osteotomy \¡'lere all ineffective. They advocate
tracheostomy for all procedures requiring general anesthesia, such as surgery,
computed tomographic scans, and cephalometric radiographs.

The initiative to explore alternatives to tracheostomy was inspired by the
death of a child with Pfeiffer's s¡mdrome from complications related. to the
trachet.rstorny. In addition, we believe tracheostomy should be avoided when
possible, not only in view of the well-documented complications, but also because
of the secondary diffrculties with socialisation, teasing, and speech development.
By recognising the changing dynamics of the nasophar¡mgeal space, surgical
intervention can be tailored in the most appropriate way.

soon after birth, patients with a cranios5mostosis syndrome should be
examined by a respiratory physician and undergo a normal sleep study as part of
their initial assessment. sleep apnea can be managed by home oxygen therapy
or, if severe, frontofacial advancement. The most dangerous period is at s to 5
years of age, when growth ofthe adenoids andtonsils can compromise the already
narrowed nasopharyngeal space. Combined adenotonsillectomy should be
employed at this point. Iffurther deterioration occurs, uvulopalatoplasty should
be employed to try and delay the necessity for early Le Fort III facial advancement.
Although ideally the facial advancement is usually postponed until the early
teenage years, it may be necessary at an earlier age to improve the respiratory
obstruction, with the understanding that early Le Fort III advancement may
have to be repeated at a later date.

I Thu Joo".al of Cranifacial Surgery 3(1):8-10
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The Progress Of Craniofacial
Surgery Reflected ln The
Management Of
Craniosynostosis

David John David, AC, MB, BS (AdeI), FRCS(E), FRCS, FRACS
Au str alia.n C r anio - F øc i øl U nit, Adel aide C hil dr en's H o sp it ø1,

72 King Williøm Street, North Adelaide 5006, Australia

lntroduction

The spectacular beginnings of Craniofacial Surgery exemplified by Gillies and
Harrison's [1] report in 1950-1951 ofthe operative correction case ofCrouzon
syndrome developed their full technical potential with Tessier's [2] establishing
the discipline in the late 60's and early 70's. Original emphases rvere clearly
placed on the technical expertise and team work necessary to achieve the surgical
tour de force. Since then the increasing emphasis on widening the scope of the
team has led to a shift from the technical to a study of the pathology of the
condition's involved [3,4]. The more patients sent to and managed by centralised
units the more opportunity there has been to study the natural history of disease
processes. An increasing number of articles appear which place emphasis on the
pathology, natural history, and long term results of treatment.

This change in emphasis can be illustrated by tracing the progress made
in the management of the Craniosynostoses.

Material and Methods

The Australian Craniofacial Unit experiences based on the management of 500
cases ofcranios¡rnostoses from 1975 to 1990.

Etiology and p øthogene sis
Premature fusion of the cranial sutures (craniosynostosis) may be associated
with gross cranial or facial deformity, and may also cause serious constriction of
the developing brain (craniostenosis), eyes (orbitostenosis) and facial visura
(faciostenosis). Craniostenosis can result in raised intracranial pressure, with
impairment of vision and cerebral function.

Deformities of the facial skeleton may be still grotesque and may result in
visual impairment, constriction of the upper airway and dental malocclusion.
Premature sutural fusion is not a disease entity; it is a non-specifrc pathological
process with many causes. Craniofacial Surgery is chiefly concerned with primary
or idiopathic craniosynostosis. Simple cranios¡nrostosis is the commonest form of
primary craniosynostosis; the premature fusion effects one or more calvarial
sutures, with an associated deformity of the skull vault. Such cases are usually
sporadic but familial forms of simple craniosynostosis do occur. Complex
craniosynostosis includes the import monogenic craniofacial syndromes such as

Crouzon syndrome, Apert syndrome, Pfeiffer syndrome, Saethre-Chotzen
syndrome, Carpenter syndrome and Cohen syndrome (cranio-fronto-nasal
dysplasia). We believe [5] that primary premature sutural fusion is best regarded
as an important and treatable local manifestation of an underlying growth defect
in the mesenchymal capsule of the developing brain. This defect may be regional,
as in the simple craniosynostoses, or generalised, as in the syndromal

I Plaetic Surgery 1992. Vol. 1. U.T. :167-169
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cranios)mostoses. In varying degrees the membranous bones of the skull vault,
the cartilaginous bones of the base, and the dura mata may alt be involved.
Regional growth defect or growth imbalance may deform the skull vault and
face, together or independently; generalised growth defect may reduce the
volumetric capacity of the cranial cavities causing constriction oflbrain, ptosis
and narrowing of the nasal air passages. Future research may well amplìfy or
modify this concept; at present it provides a rationale for surgical intervèntion.

Treatment strategies

In planning treatment one must consider frrst the age of the patient. There are B
surgical epochs [5,6].

(1) EørIy period; up to twelue rnonths
In this period, the velocity ofthe cerebral growth is greatest in the craniosynostosis
and may be most detrimental. The classical principle of operation was to excise
the premature suture (s) by lineal craniectomy or cranicctomies and to allow the
growing brain to expand, stretching the dura at the site of the new suture and
reshaping the head. Modern operative management is based on this concept of
intervention in the period of rapid growth but linea craniectomies are supplanted
by early remodelling procedures in the fronto-orbital region and elsewhere,
appropriate to the deformity. Each case requires separate consideration; as a
generalisation, one can say that the calvarial deformities due to craniosynostosis
can and usually should be treated surgically in the early period, where as the
facial deformities are best treated expectantly. Craniostenosis, if evident in
infancy requires decompression, and this can be achieved by generous
fronto-orbital advancement and multiple suture excisions, giving lateral and
posterior expansion, under the driving force of the growing brain.

(2) Intermediate period,; one to ten yeørs

After the second year, the loss of the cerebral growth slows. Nevertheless, severe
cranios5mostosis may still cause craniostenosis, leading to papilloedema and
possibly visual failure. Simple sutural excision has no place; it is necessary to
expand the cranial capacity by large bilateral decompressive craniotomies, or by
generous frontal advancement or by a combination of these procedures.
orbitostenosis may require surgical treatment in this epoch, but if possible,
faciostenosis should be treated expectantly; occasionally a severe degree of
maxillary hyperplasia may require a midfacial advancement but this deformity
is very likely to recur after too early operative treatment.

This is an unfavourable epoch from the psychological view point; young
children may suffer considerable emotional disturbances when subjected to major
operations, the need for which may be hard to explain to them. However, in the
latter years ofthis epoch, severe psychosocial problems may sometimes necessitate
operation ahead ofthe ideal schedule.

(3) Løte period; from the tenth year
Cerebral complications are unlikely in this epoch, but facial deformities often
need correction. In Crouzon s5mdrome and other craniofacial s¡mdromes, proptosis
and maxillary hypoplasia are especially likely to need operative treatment [z].
The operative procedures (<lrbital relocation, maxillary osteotomy, etc.) are very
demanding but older children can appreciate the need to correct deformity, and
from the psychological view point, this epoch is a favourable time. These
craniofacial reconstructions entail considerable operative risks and are best
treated in specialised multi disciplinary Craniofacial Units.

Hydrocephalus
The hydrocephalus often associated with severe cranios¡mostosis may arrest
spontaneously. It is therefore usually appropriate to treat the craniosynostosis

I Plastic Surgery 1992. Vol. 1. U.T. :167-169
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frrst and to perform a ventriculo peritoneal or other shunt, ifthis is unavoidable,
after the head has begun to remold itself

Results

Isolated premature fusion of the sagittal suture, lambdoid sutures and the
metopic sutures are best treated early in the frrst year. The latter responds
best to the more radical procedures involving the orbital margins and
separation of the bony elements at the midline.

'All that is plagiocephaly is not cranios5mostosis'. There should be increased
emphasis on making the correct diagnosis before surgical intervention and
the pathology of craniosynostosis should be confrrmed by sutural biopsy.
The so called unicoronal s¡nrostosis causing frontal plagiocephaly responds
well to a unilateral operation for unilateral disease in the first 2 to 3 months
of life; much later than this a bilateral operation gives the best results.

Facial deformities, secondary to frontal plagiocephaly due to
craniosynostosis, respond to cranial surgery.

CraniosSmostosis s¡mdromes ( Crouz on, Apert, Pfeiffer, S aethre-Ch otzett,
Cohen) require staged surgical procedures throughout their growth period
and early surgery often has to be repeated in severe cases to produce the
appropriate aesthetic results in the fronto-facial region.

There is an increasing knowledge of the morphology and natural history of
the Cranioslmostosis s;mdromes since the advent of centralised units
studying these conditions, eg. the emergence of some cases of Apert
s¡mdrome with normal or near normal intelligence who have produced
families and greater detail of the morphological distinction in the
Craniofacial skeleton between these groups.

A more acute arvareness of the short term and long term problems
associated with faciostenosis resulting in cerebral hypoxia and the acute
a\¡/areness of the dangers of infant fronto-facial advancement as a method
of solving these problems.

The problems of lower airway pathology coexisting with faciostenosis [8],
the management of Triphyllocephaly (clover leaf skull), is fraught with
danger and the prognosis is usually poor.

The surgery of fronto-facial advancement needs to include all the strategies
necessary to separate nasal cavity from the extradural space [91.

Conclusions

The progress in Craniofacial surgery over the last 20 years is well illustrated
with reference to the pathology and management of cranios¡mostoses. Need for
multidisciplinary centralised teams involved in teaching, research and service
are confirmed, as the emphasis is transferred from the difficult technical surgery,
are problems of producing good long term results against a background of
understanding the pathology and natural history ofthe disease.

I Plastic Sur gery 1992. Vol, 1. U.T. :167-169
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Phenotypic Variation in
Acrocephalosyndactyly Synd romes :

Unusual Findings in Patient with
Features of Apert and
Saeth re-Chotzen Syndromes

Stephen B. Cantrell, D.D.S., M.D
Mark H. Moore, F.R.A.C.S.
James A. Trott, F.R.A.C.S.
Robert J. Morris, F.R.A.C.S.
David J. David,,A..C., F.R.A.C.S.

The acrocephalosyndactyly syndromes have presented diagnostic challenges because

of overlap in their clinical manifestations. We present a patient with features most

suggestive of Apert syndrome, but with a pattern of syndactyly not previously

described. In contrast to the complex syndactyly reported as a universal feature of

this syndrome, this patient shows close to total simple syndactyly of the index through

ring fingers ofeach hand. Differential diagnoses are discussed. Because the features

are reminiscent of Apert syndrome, we suggest that a new classifrcation of hand

morphology should be added to include the pattern described here.

KEY IVORDSz acrocephalosyndactyly, Apert syndrorne, Craniofacial syndromes,

craniosynostosis, Pfeiffer synd.rome, Saethre-Chotzen syndrome, syndactyly

Classifrcation of the acrocephalosyndactyly syndromes is highly controversial.
Several authors suspect that some of the distinctions are due more to the
perception of clinicians than to genetic differences (Jackson el, a1.,t976; Schinzel
et al., 1983; Tsukahara et aI., 1985; NiemannSeyde et al., 1991). Despite the
variability in expression of these s¡mdromes, their broad overlap, and the
possibility that some of them may be but differing clinical presentations of the
same genetic mutations, it is helpful to attempt some logical classifrcation for
the purposes ofeducation, prognosis, and advice to parents and patients.

rffe describe a patient with acrocephalosyndactyly, not entirely consistent
with any previously defined t5rye, who shows an unusual pattern of syndactyly
in the hands.

Case Report

S.G. is a female child of Maltese and Australian Caucasian descent who was
noted at birth to have significant facial asymmetry and syndactyly of hands and
feet. She was 4 months old at the time of examination. The parents also reported
that at birth the frontal hairline extended inferiorly onto the forehead to a level
almost confluent with the eyebrows. She was noted to have frequent breathing
diffrculties, gastroesophageal reflex, and copious discharge from the eyes. She
was referred to the Australian Craniofacial Unit by her paediatrician with a
provisional diagnosis of Apert syndrome. The pedigree and gestational history
are noncontributory.

Dr. Cantrell ie a Fellow ofCrmiofacial Sugery, Dr. Moore is a Craniofacial Surgeon, Dr. Trott is Deputy Head ofUnit, Dr. Moris

I Cl"ft Prl"te-Craniofacial Journal 31(6):487-493
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FIG- 1. The patient øt 4 months of age showing facial appeørance characterístic of Apert
syndrome. Note frontal bossing and tunibrøchycephaly, iiferiorty situated frontal hairline,
and mil d hy p ertelori sm.

FIG. 2. Views of the hønds showing nea.r-total soft tissue syndøctyly of the second, third,
and fourth fi.ngers, with preseruation of sepørøte nails.

I Cleft Palate-Craniofacial Jou¡nal 3 1(6):487-493
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Examination revealed a generally healthy and apparently bright child with
striking deformities. The cranial shape was markedly turribrachycephalic, with
frontal bossing and a recessed supraorbital ridge. The frontal hairline, while less
pronounced than at birth, remains inferiorly displaced (Fig. 1). The posterior
hairline showed the same displacement, albeit to a lesser extent. There was orbital
dystopia and possibly a degree of hypertelorism, bilateral ptosis with the left
eyelid more affected than the right, and antimongoloid slant of the palpebral
frssures. Strabismus was also noted, and the lacrimal puncta were stenotic. The
ears appeared inferiorly situated, but the helical formation \ryas normal and not
signifrcantly different from that of either parent. The palatal vault was highly
arched. A small cleft of the posterior soft palate was evident.

FIG. 3. Views of feet showing how greøt toes øre rned,iølly d,euiøted, and. pørtiøl synd.øctyly
of the second. and third toes.

The thumbs were broad and radially deviated, and the little fingers showed
mild clinodaclyly. There was near-total cutaneous syndactyly ofthe index, middle,
and ring fingers on each hand, with preservation of separate well-formed nails
and paronychial folds. On the left hand, there was also proximal webbing of the
ring and little fingers. A degree of furrowing.in the skin delineates the digits
(Fig. 2). The great toes were broad and showed tibial (medial) deviation. The left
great toe had a width of 20 mm compared \{rith 10 mm for the adjacent toe (ratio
of 2.0); the respective values for the right foot were 18 and 11 mm with a ratio of
1.64. The second and third toes on each foot showed partial syndactyly (Fig. 3).

Radiographs of the head demonstrated bicoronal synostosis and
turricephaly with accompanying features: diminished cranial length, frontal
bossing, and upward slanting lesser sphenoid wings (Fig. a). The same films
showed maxillary hypoplasia and relative compromise of the upper airway.
Coronal sutures could not be identified

Three-dimensional reconstructions of the computed tomogtaphy (CT) data
illustrate the deformity (Fie. 5) as well as widely patent metopic and sagittal
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sutures and associated fontanelles. Parietal foramina may be present. The scans
from which these are derived also suggested hypoplasia of the corpus callosum.

Hand radiographs (Fig. 6) are notable for the absence of complex syndactyly.
The proximal interphalangeal joints of each middle finger are absent, but whether
this is due to early fusion or congenital absence is unknown. Bone formation was
otherwise unremarkable with intact cortical delineation of all distal phalanges.
The deviation of the thumbs is demonstrated, but the proximal phalanges are
within the limits of normalcy. The appearance of the feet (Fig. z) confrrms the
clinical description and, again, shows the syndactyly to be limited to soft tissues.
No CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data for the extremities are available.

Nocturnal pulse oximetry studies confrrmed multiple severe episodes of
desaturation. shortly after admission, the tear ducts were dilated and
adenoidectomy was performed in conjunction with further splitting of the posterior
palate. The airway compromise was resolved as confirmed by observation and
repeat oximetry. Lambdoid craniectomies and fronto-orbital advancement with
cranial vault reshaping were performed and resulted in an early improvement
in cranial morphology.

The minimal syndactyly of the Ieft fourth web space and the almost complete
syndactyly of the second web space bilaterally were released and resulted in
freely mobile digits. Because the nails and paronychial folds \Mere separate and
individually well formed, no reconstruction of this area is indicated. Surgical
exposure and histological assessment oftissue from all ofthe joined areas failed
to show any bony or cartilaginous tissue between the digits, confirming the proper
diagnosis of a simple syndactyly (upton, 1990). Release of the middle and ring
fingers is planned in the near future.

FIG. 4. Radiographs of the crønioføcial
skeleton, demonstrating fíndings typical of
turribrachycephaly.

Discussion

The clinical and radiographic craniofacial findings in this child prompted an initial
diagnosis of Apert sSmdrome. Indeed, the cranial shape and conformation of the
hands resemble Apert s¡mdrome with a type l(obstetrician's)hand(Upton, 1gg1),
However, osseous syndactyly of the distal phalanges in the hands, absent in this
case, is considered an obligate universal feature of Apert sSmdrome (Upton, 1gg1).
This is certainly consistent with the collected experience at our institution (David
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Dc

A

FIG. 5A-8. Three-dimensional CT
reconstructions showing how the fontanelles
and the sagíttal cr,nd nxetopic sutures a,re
widely pa,tent, and that parietøl foramína
may be present.

et al., 1982; Holten, 1994) as well as in all other reports. It has been suggested
that this fusion takes place during the first years of life (Gorlin et aI., 1990), but
the literature indicates that some degree of complex syndactyly, at least including
cartilaginous bridging, will be present from birth (Hoover et al., 1970; Upton,
1991). This should not be confused with interphalangeal fusion within the
individual digits (symphalangism), which does occur progressively in the frrst 4
to 6 years, or with fusion of adjacent metacarpals, which has been observed
(Schauerte and St. Aubin, 1966) to continue over many years. In the
acrocephalosyndactyly literature, we have been able to find only two individuals
who were published as Apert patients but did not have true complex syndactyly

E
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in the hands (Hoover et al., 1gz0). unfortunately, their exact diagnosis in the
Apert category is not clear as no details and no differential diagnoses are provided.
It is noteworthy that at the time these were described relatively little literature
existed regarding other cranios¡mostosis syndromes.

Because the frndings in this patient are, in general, most consistent with
Apert s5mdrome, we suggest that the constellation of Apert-like craniofacial
features and extensive simple syndactyly of the hands should be defrned as
consistent with the Apert diagnosis. Description of the hand anatomy then
becomes the obstacle. We have found Upton's classifrcation system for Apert
sSmdrome hand morpholory (Upton, 1991) to be a straightforward and clinically
useful guide and suggest that it be considered the standard. Its application in
this case is diminished, however, because the absence of complex syndactyly
contradicts all the defrned categories. It might be argued that this difference is
not important enough to warrant the creation of a new category, but we believe
tkrat overlooking contradictory features would erode the validity of the entire
classifrcation scheme. We would suggest, therefore, that the usefulness and
accuracy ofthe present system is best preserved by defrning extensive simple
syndactyly as "t¡rpe o" hand morphology. This places it in order as the leãst
severe of the known syndactyly patterns in Apert s5mdrome. Thus, complex
syndactyly ofthe hands should not be considered an obligate diagnostic feaiure
in such a case.

A differential diagnosis ofour case should also include Saethre-Chotzen
and Pfeiffer s5mdromes as m¿my of her features are typical. The argument could
be made for a Pfeiffer diagnosis, but we frnd several areas problematic according
to the present defrnition of this s¡mdrome (Cohen, 1993a). This patient's widely
patent fontanelles and sagittal suture would be unusual in Pfeiffer s5mdrome.
(No diagnosis would be dismissed simply because of an unusual frnding; the only
thing of which we feel certain is that none of these s5mdromes are as clinically
distinct as might once have been believed.) Syndactyly has not been described to
this extent. Also, while she does have broad thumbs, the usually marked abnormal
shape of the proximal phalanx of the thumb is absent in this case. It is unfortunate
that, even in the most recent literature, there is no clear defrnition of "Pfeiffer"
thumbs. Finally, if cohen's criteria for hallucal ratios (cohen, 1998a) are applied,
both toes do not frt this diagnosis.

FIG, 6. Hand radiographs show that there is no confluence of phøIanges between adjacent
dígits. The proximal interphalangeal joint of each middle finger is øbsent.

Neither is the overall picture typical of saethre-chotzen s¡mdrome, but if
one were constrained not to contradict previous literature this would be the only
choice remaining (Pantke et al., 1975). This severity of turricephaly would be
unusual for Saethre-Chotzen, however, and syndactyly this extensive is unknown.
Hypoplasia of the corpus callosum is not a helpful distinction: hypoplasia or
agenesis has been described in Apert, Crouzon, and Greig s¡mdromes as well as
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craniofrontonasal dysplasia and frontonasal dysplasia (Kapusta et al., 1992) and
can be seen in any s¡rndrome or as an isolated frnding (Cohen, 1993). CNS
abnormalities documented in the usually "mild" Saethre-Chotzen sSrndrome have
included retardation, epilepsy, cerebral cortical atrophy, enlarged ventricles, and
wide interhemispheric frssures (Cantrell et al., 1994). This present unusual case

also reinforces the observation that upper airway obstruction, which have been
problematic in several cranios¡rnostosis syndromes (Mixter et a1., 1990; Moore,
1993), should probably be considered applicable to all of them.

Until genetic markers can delineate the true distinctions and commonalities
between the presently recognised acrocephalosyndactyly syndromes, we must
continue to make the most careful observations \Me can and revise our definitions
when necessary. This case does not frt accurately into any current categories.
Although rnany of our patient's features are typical of Saethre-Chotzen syndrome
and none are contradictory, we feel that her overall condition most strongly
suggests Apert s5mdrome and consider this the most accurate diagnosis. In
discussion generated by this case, it seems evident that other clinicians may also
have observed similar features in children with Apert syndrome as the "best
diagnosis." If this is correct, then it is necessary to redefine Apert syndrome to
include this pattern of near-complete simple syndactyly, perhaps designated as

a "t5pe O" hand formation. The same logic would of course apply to its inclusion
with either of the other sSrndromes mentioned. The unanswered question, in either
case, is the prognosis for mental function and possible progressive dysfunction of
the interphalangeal joints, both thought to be poorer with an Apert syndrome
diagnosis.

FIG. 7. Radiographs of the feet show significant med,ial deuiation of the metatarsøls and
phalanges, with sepørate bones.
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Pfeiffer Syndrome:
A Clinical Review

Mark H. Moore, F.R.A.C.S.
Stephen B. Cantrell, D.D.S., M.D
James A. Trott, F.R.A.C.S.
David J. David, F.R.A.C.S.

The combination of bicoronal craniosynostosis, broad thumbs and great toes, and
partial variable soft tissue syndactyly of the hands and feet (i.e., Pfeiffer syndrome)
classically followed a benign clinical course. A review of the clinical features of
those Pfeiffer syndrome patients presenting to our unit confirm another subgroup
in whom the craniofacial manifestations are more extreme, with a signifrcant risk
of early demise. The early aggressive surgical management of craniostenosis,
hydrocephalus, exorbitism, faciostenosis, and upper airway obstruction has provided

the potential for prolonged useful survival in these cases.

KEY WORDSz acrocephalosyndactyly, craniosynostosis, Pfeffir synd,rome

Recent reports on Pfeiffer syndrome have identifred a subpopulation in which
the clinical features are extreme, the prognosis poor, and early demise in infancy
common despite extensive craniofacial surgery (Cohen, 1993). These observations
are in stark contrast to the relatively benign course outlined by Pfeiffer ofthe
eight individuals in three generations of one family who manifested
cranios¡mostosis, broad thumbs and great toes, and a variable partial soft tissue
syndactyly of the hands and feet when he first described the syndrome that now
bears his name (Pfeiffer, 1964). Subsequently classified as acrocephalosyndactyly
type V (Tentamy and McKusick, 1969), Pfeiffer slmdrome has been likened to
Apert's sSmdrome with less severe expression, or alternately to Crouzon s¡mdrome
with superimposition of limb anomalies. Failure to demonstrate transition from
one to the other in pedigree studies confrrms the distinct nature of Pfeiffer
s¡mdrome.

Detailed study of the clinical features, radiographic findings, natural
history, and management approaches to Pfeiffer sSmdrome is limited. A critical
review of the accumulated case reports from the literature has seen Cohen (1993)
subgroup Pfeiffer syndrome according to clinical features, associated low
frequency anomalies and outcome. Thus type 1, which corresponds to the classic
Pfeiffer sSmdrome, is associated with a satisfactory prognosis, whilst types 2 and
3, subgrouped according to the presence or absence ofthe cloverleafskull anomaly,
have a uniformly poor outcome with death in infancy common. In contrast, it is
the management of the faciostenosis and upper airway compromise in these severe
cases which provides the possibility for survival beyond this time with the
potential for unimpaired intellectual development (Lodge et al., 1993; Moore,
1993).

This paper details the clinical and radiographic frndings, treatment, and
outcome in a consecutive series of 14 patients with Pfeiffer syndrome examined
by the members of The Australian Craniofacial Unit.

Dr. Moore ie Plaetic Surgeon, Dr. Cantrell ie Craniofacial FeÌlow, Dr. Tlott ie Craniofacial Surgeon, and Dr. David is Head ofUnit
All Drs. are at The Australian Craniofacial Unit, North Adelaide, South Àustralia. Submitied April 1994; Accepted August 1994.
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Patients and Methods

Since 1980, 14 patients with Pfeiffer s¡rndrome have been evaluated by The
Australian Craniofacial Unit. TWo patients were assessed at an overseas clinic,
without undergoing a complete multidisciplinary examination and died prior to
transfer to this unit. The remaining patients have all had a detailed clinical
examination with specific attention to craniofacial, neurological, ophthalmologic,
upper airway and trunk, and limb skeletal anomalies.

Plain radiographic examination, and since 1983, complete twedimensional
computed tomographic (CT) scan assessment of the Craniofacial region with
production of three-dimensional CT reconstructions, has been standard.

Clinical assessment of the airway by pediatric respiratory physicians has
been augmented by endoscopy of lower respiratory tract, oximetry, and formal
sleep studies using multichannel polysomnography. Where h¡ropnea and apnea
are frequent and oxygen desaturations marked, early referral for airway
management has been instituted.

Review by a medical geneticist to confirm the diagnosis has occurred in all
cases. Classifrcation according to the three subgroups of Cohen (1993) has been
possible.

The approach to treatment has evolved over the period during which the
patient population has been collected. The general philosophy remains for early
release in infancy ofcraniosynostosis, correction ofhydrocephalus, orbitostenosis
and preservation of vision, and aggressive management of faciostenosis where it
manifests as upper airway compromise. Subsequent surgical intervention during
the intermediate years (1-10 years) is directed at the cranial, orbital, and facial
levels as determined by clinical requirement. Final definitive midfacial and
mandibular surgery is reserved until completion of growth.

The long-term outcome in this group of Pfeiffer s¡rndrome patients using
this approach is compared with previous reports and proposes recommendations
for future management.

Results

The general features of the patients in this series are detailed inTable 1

Most presented to this unit as ne\4r, sporadic cases less than 12-18 months
old. Presentation during the intermediate years (1-10 years) occurred in three
patients, while two cases \Mere reviewed late (greater than 10 years) (Fig. 1).

Classical Pfeiffer syndrome (type 1) was observed in three patients including
a mother and daughter who were the only familial cases in the series (Figs. 1 and
2). Four patients presented with the cloverleaf skull anomaly (type 2). Some
features ofthese cases have been reported previously (Lodge et al, 1993) (Fig. 3).
The remaining seven cases presented with clinical evidence of
cranio-orbito-faciostenosis, without the cloverleaf skull anomaly and hence
equated to the type 3 group (Fig. a).

Two infants with type 3 deformity (severe craniostenosis extreme proptosis,
and upper airway obstruction) were examined at outreach clinics, but they died
before transfer to the unit could be facilitated.
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TABLE 1

Patient Døtø

Case Sex Age at Referral Prior (Number)
Surgical

fntervention

Cohen Type I
1. ST

2. SK

3. NK
Cohen Type 2

4. NP

5. GB

6. JB

7. JV
Cohen Type 3

8. Bl
9. AF
10. LR
11. AR

12, GP

13. YH

14. RA

(6)

M

F

F

F

F

M

F

F

M

M

M

M

F

F

23 years

27 years

Birth

11 weeks

30 weeks

8 years

Birth

20 months

3 months

3 months

13 months

2 months

8 months

l month

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

(5)

(3)

(1)

(1)

Five patients had undergone linear craniectomies and/or
ventriculoperitoneal shunting prior to referral to this unit (see Table 1).

The clinical findings, natural history, and management approach to Pfeiffer
syndrome as displayed in this consecutive series is detailed as follows:

FIG. l. Patient 1: Classical Pfeiffer syndrome type 7, presenting hauing only hød.
craniectotnies as ctn infant (upper left & right). Typical hønd feøtures of broad, radially
deuiated thumbs, and partial soft tissue syndøctyly (lower left). Midfacial hypoplasiø with
anterior open bite deþrmity (Iower right).
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FrG. 2. Patients 2 and. 3: Pfeiffer synd,rorne-fdmilial cases; mother and, d,aughter both
type 7 cases.

1) Calvarium and Cranial Base (Table 2)
T\rrricephaly was the calvarial deformity most frequently noted. Bilateral coronal
synostosis was the radiologic and histologic norm in this series with variable
involvement of other sutures concordant with the severity of calvarial distortion.

The sole infant type 1 case viewed had been diagnosed on antenatal
ultrasound (the only familial case in this series). The two remaining type 1 cases
were referred late, having previously undergone bicoronal linear craniectomies
as infants. Moderate hypertelorism and turricephaly were the signifrcant clinical
features at this time.

AII of the group with severe manifestations but no cloverleaf anomaly 1¡5'pe 3),
presented early with consistently documented bicoronal sSmostosis. Coincident
metopic and anterior sagittal s¡mostosis was noted in one case producing an
unusual trigonocephalic appearance, or frontal gibbosity, while another had
involvement of the sagittal and lambdoid sutures (see Fig. 4).

The four patients with cloverleaf skull anomaly (type 2) all had extensive
premature sutural fusion, with characteristic bitemporal bulging (see Fig. B).
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TABLE 2

Patterns of Craniosynostosis

Radiographically Fused Suture

Bicoronal Metopic Sagittal Lambdoid

Cohen Type 1

(n= 1)

Cohen Type 2

(n=4)

Cohen Type 3

(n=4)

(2) Ventricular and Cerebral Anomalies
Clinical neurologic and CT data were available for 11 cases assessed. The type
and pattern of ventricular abnormality is detailed in Table 3.

A normal size and pattern to the ventricular system was noted only in a
single case. Most cases manifested marked ventricular dilatation early, which
was persistent after fronto-orbital advancement of such severity as to require
surgical intervention.

One case in the cloverleaf skull group remains with chronic uncontrolled
hydrocephalus following repeated shunt revision. This child is severely retarded
aged 4.5 years (see Fig. 3).

Blindness occurred in two cases, where management of raised intracranial
pressure was inadequate.

Macroscopic cerebral anomalies in this series'were uncommon and minor
in degree. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan data is available only on the
most recent case (case 14) who was both blind and deaf on late presentation
here. No signifrcant primary cerebral anomaly was evident in this case.

Adequate psychometric evaluation was available only in two cases (cases 1

and 6) both of whom function in the average intelligence range (IQ 90-109).

(3) Orbital and Ocular Anomalies
Orbitostenosis, marked by extreme proptosis, was evident in all the type 2 and
type 3 patients (see Figs. 3 and 4) (Table 4), Midfacial retrusion is coincident in
these cases and this defrciency of inferior support contributes signifrcantly to the
exorbitism. A variety of secondary eyelid and globe anomalies develop as a
consequence of the foreshortened orbit (antimongoloid obliquity of the palpebral
frssure lid retraction, globe prolapse, and corneal scarring) with the attendant
risk to maintenance of vision.

The type 1 cases have mild degrees of exorbitism which is of little
consequence to maintaining the visual pathways.

Two patients manifested blindness consequent upon unrecognised or
untreated raised intracranial pressure as detailed above.

1

4

4

4

1I

4

3
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rn^Dr ür Ð¡ru!ry 1¡

Ve ntricul a r Ab n o rm ølitie s

Ventricular Pattern
Ventriculomegaly Normal

Ventricles
Mitd Moderate Marked

Cohen Type 1

(n=2)

Cohen Type 2

(n=4)

Cohen Type 3

(n=5)

0

0

1

1

0

1

1 0

40

0 3

FIG. 3. Pøtient 4: Pfeiffer syndrome type 2. A. Clouerleaf skull appeorance. B. Gross
anteroposterior shortening of the cranial base and marked proptosis. C. 3D CT scam
confirms the bitemporal and. sagittal bulging. D,2D CT brain scan reueals the signifi.cant
uentricular dilation.
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FIG. 4. Patient 11: Pfeiffer syrl.drorne type 3. A. Unusua.I trigonocephalíc appearønce,
with metopic synostosis accompanying the bicoronal synostosis. Extreme proptosis with
prolapse of the left eye. B. Lateral 3D CT scan confirms the atypical frontal o,ppedra.nce.

TABLE 4

Ophthalmologic : Maj or Abnormalities

Orbitostenosis
(Proptosis, Exorbitism)

Blindness

Cohen Type 1
(n=3)
Cohen Type 2

(n=4)

Cohen Type 3

(n=7)

(4) Midfacial and Upper Airway Anomalies (Table 5)
Midfacial hypoplasia \Mas evident in the untreated cases which presented early.
In the older patients midfacial retrusion, class III malocclusion, and open bite
deformity become more marked.

The principal early functional consequence of the facial anomalies is that
of significantupper airwaycompromise and obstructive sleep apnea. Upper airway
obstruction as assessed by overnight monitored pulse oximetry, or formal
overnight sleep studies, was present in five of the nine of the early presenting
cases. These patients all required surgical procedures to secure their airway
(Moore, 1993).

TWo of the early presenting group had mild airway obstructive symptoms,
which did not demand aggressive surgical intervention. The remaining two early
presenting cases did not demonstrate obstructive sleep apnea.

The two infant Pfeiffer s5mdrome type 3 cases seen in overseas clinics had
severe upper airway obstruction, which was a major factor in their demise prior
to transfer to this unit.

The only case referred during the intermediate period had previously
undergone adenotonsillectomy for upper airway obstruction. Sequential soft tissue
and skeletal surgery has been necessary to ensure continued upper airway
patency.

Neither of the two late presenting cases (both type 1) had airway obstructive
symptoms.

0

0

2

0

4

7
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(5) Other Features

i Lower airway ønomq,Iies
A cartilage sleeve anomaly affecting the tracheobronchial tree was noted
in a single case (t¡rye 2). This was significant in the early death of this
patient.

TABLE 5

Mid.facial and, Upper Airway Abnormalities

Midface
Hypoplasia

Upper Airway
Compromise

Cohen Type 1
(n=3)

Cohen Type 2

(n=4)
Cohen Type 3

(n=7)

FIG. 5. Patient 9: Pfeiffer syndrome type 3. A, Right lateral uiew at 3 rnonths. Significant
proptosis, but a relatiuely normal, if small head. B. Age 3 years, followíng infant
fronto-orbital aduancement, now has gross proptosis, mid.facial retrusion, and tracheostorny
for airw ay obstruction.

LL Otologic anomalies
Idle ear effusion in conjunction with the stenotic pharyngeal space was a
universal frnding. An unrelated signifrcant hearing defrcit was noted in
one t¡re 3 case.

LLL Spinal anomqlies (Ta,ble 6)
Vertebral architectural anomalies are common without a localizing pattern,
Cervical spine fusions are frequent the pattern of fusion complex. Isolated
anomalies were evident at lower levels, including two cases of
sacrococcygeal eversion.

0

3

5

3

4

7
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FIG. 5c. Patient 9: Pfeiffer syndrorne
type 3. C. Ag" 5.5 yeørs following Le Fort
III aduancement with irnproued, føcial
profile, ønd tracheostomy rernoued øfter
resolution of airway symptoms.

TU Limb anoma,lies
All cases have demonstrated the diagnostic symmetric, broad, radially
deviated thumbs, and broad mediaþ deviated great toes (see Fig. 1). Elbow
ankylosis was the next most frequently recorded limb anomaly, in four
patients (all type 2 and 3 cases).

TABLE 6

Spinal Anornalies

Cervical Thoracic Lumbør Sacrococcygeal

Cohen Type 1
(n=2)

Cohen Type 2

(N=4)

Cohen Type 3

(N=5)

Surgical lntervention

The surgical procedures performed on this series is outlined in Table 7. The
variation in age of presentation, as well as severity of phenotypic expression
contributes to the types of intervention required. T\vo cases had no surgical
procedures, these patients died of airway-related complications prior to transfer.

Outcome

Follow-up into adulthood is available in only two Cohen type 1 cases, both of
whom function normally. Morbidity, particularly in regard to the surgical
treatment of the ventricles and the upper airway, is detailed in Table 8.

0

4

3

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0
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Discussion

The definition and understanding of Pfeiffer s5md.rome has und.ergone a transition
in recent years. That it is not Crouzon s¡mdrome, with superimposition of limb
anomalies, or Apert's s¡mdrome, with less severe expression, but rather an entity
in its own right, is evident both on clinical presentation and family studies. The
constellation of clinical features which comprise Pfeiffer syndrome seemed to be
associated with a comparatively benign course as reported in the initial familial
cases (Pfeiffer, 1964). In contrast, a recent review (Cohen, 1998) has identifred
groups of Pfeiffer s¡mdrome patients who are characterised by severe neurologic
compromise, poor prognosis, and early death (type 2 and 3).

This series, representing the consecutive cases reviewed in a single
institution, can be subgrouped in a similar manner according to clinical features.
The type 1 or classic Pfeiffer s5mdrome has been infrequently seen in this unit.
These are the only familial cases reviewed and have a good long-term prognosis.
cranial vault deformity is characteristically mild and has been managed by
craniectomy of the involved sutures and early fronto-orbital advancement.
cerebral, ventricular, and oculo-orbital anomalies are uncommon. Midfacial
hypoplasia is less marked and corrected by either Le Fort III or Le Fort I osteotomy
or both at the completion of growth. Sometimes the treatment is earlier where
psychosocial, or the less frequent functional problems seen with type 1 Pfeiffer
s5mdrome precipitate it. The mother of the only child seen with type 1 Pfeiffer
s¡mdrome has not had any midfacial surgery.

TABLE 7

Surgical Interuention

Case Orbito-Cranial Orbito-Facial Other

1

2

Ð

Cohen Type I

Cohen Type 2

Cohen Type 3

8

Coronal craniectomy

Fronto-orbital advancement

Fronto-orbital advancement

Ventriculo-peritoneal shunt
Fronto-orbital advancement

Ventriculo-peritoneal shunt
Fronto-orbital advancement

Fronto-orbital advancement

Lambdoid craniectomy

Ventriculo-peritoneal shunt
Decompressive craniectomy

Fronto-orbital advancement

Lambdoid craniectomy

Front-orbital advancement

Ventriculo-peritoneal shunt
Fronto-orbital advancement

Ventriculo-peritoneal shunt
Fronto-orbital advancement

Front-orbital advancement

Ventriculo-peritoneal shunt

Le Fort III

Tracheostomy

Tarsorrhaphies

Le Fort III Uvulopalatoplasty

Adenoidectomy

Palatal split

Le Fort III Tracheostomy

Optic nerve Adenotonsillectomy
decompression

Tarsorrhaphies Tracheostomy

Fronto-facial advancement

Uvulopalatoplasty

Palatal split

4

5

6

7

I

10

11

12

13

l4
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TABLE 8

M orbidity o.nd Outconre

Case Morbidity Outcome

5

6

Cohen Type I
1

2

3

Cohen Type 2
4

7

Cohen Type 3
8

I
10

11

T2

13

t4

Gross hydrocephalus and
intellectual retardation
Hydrocephalus

Persisting upper airway
obstruction

Blind

Upper airway obstruction
Hydrocephalus, blind and
severe intellectual retardation
Upper airway obstruction

Alive age 36 years

Alive age 29 years

Alive age 2 years

Alive age 4L/zyears

Died age 15 months

Alive age 12 years

Alive age 2 years

Alive age 9 years

Alive age 6 years

Alive age 3 years

Alive age 4 years

Died age 2 months

Alive age l8mths
Died age l month

The prognosis for types 2 and 3 Pfeiffer s5mdrome was described by Cohen
(1993) as being uniformly poor with early demise. While this is the outcome
where each of the elements of the craniofacio-orbitostenosis are not able to be
dealt with adequately, we have seen prolonged survival with an acceptable
outcome. Head shape andhydrocephalus aside, both groups (types 2 and 3) appear
to behave similarly with respect to the frequency of intracranial anomalies, ocular
proptosis, upper airway compromise, and vertebral and limb anomalies. In both
t¡pes, the premature fusion of multiple sutures demands early extensive release
and cranial vault remodeling. Ventricular shunting and repeated cranial vault
decompression has been necessary in a number of cases. Despite these maneuvers,
uncontrolled hydrocephalus, persistently raised intracranial pressure and
blindness. A diminished level of general neurologic function also occurred.

The short anterior cranial base, with consequent extreme anteroposterior
shortening of the orbit and midfacial retrusion, means that support and protection
of the globe can only be anticipated after advancement of the midface.
Tarsorrhaphy, canthal ligament release, and levator lengthening provide only
short-term solutions to the coverage ofthe proptotic globe.

Airway obstruction in these cases is the result of inputs at multiple levels
of both upper and lower airway (Stone et al., 1990; Cohen and Kreiborg, 1992;
Moore, 1993). In the early months of life, uncorrected airway compromise can
result in death: the major factor in the death of the two type 2 cases seen in
overseas clinics. In the longer term, the chronic upper airway compromise
potentially contributes signifrcantly to cardiac and neurologic morbidity. Chronic
hypoxemia, in the clinical environment where intracranial pressure is elevated
and diffrcult to manage, may become a major factor in impaired neurologic
development and long-term intellectual outcome. A staged combination of soft
tissue and skeletal surgical interventions have proven useful in "buying time"
for these cases (Moore, 1993). Where previously a clinical presentation with
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extreme upper airway obstruction meant a direct step to tracheostomy, an
alternative approach involving surgical enlargement of the nasopharlmgeal space
has been successful. Resolution of airway obstruction was produced by resection
of the soft palate, posterior to the levator palati muscle, proceeding where
necessary to the creation of a soft palate 'þseud ocleft" and./or adenotonsillectomy.
Where airway obstructive symptomatology is recurrent after these soft tissue
interventions, upper level midfacial advancement has been used with good effect.
The initial soft tissue surgery delayed this procedure and allowed further
maturation of the facial skeleton with improved spatial stability (Moore, 1993).
The temporal nature of the changes in the rppìr airway patency, with the
superadded alterations to the adenotonsillar lymphoid tissue, means airway
function requires constant monitoring to minimize this significant potential threat
to long-term survival and optimal intellectual function. Hearing loss has been
recorded in Pfeiffer sSmdrome (Martsolf et aL., rg7r; Cremers, 1981). Cond.uctive
type hearing loss is possible consequent upon ankylosis ofthe auditory ossicular
chain (cremers, 1981). A significant bilateral hearing impairment was noted. in
one infant in this series, however, the anatomy of the middle ear cleft was not
adequately imaged. Hearing loss needs to be considered in these cases as it
represents another potential impairment of sensory input and neurologic
development.

Few patients in this series have been followed to adulthood. The two type
1 cases both appear to function in the normal intellectual range, as does the type
2 teenage patient. The type 2 and 3 patients treated during the early period in
the evolution of our management plan have had a worse survival and intellectual
functioning outcome. The later patients, managed by aggressive early multilevel
and multisystem intervention, are now surviving beyond infancy with the prospect
of long-term functioning in the normal range.

To concentrate solely on the craniofacial anomalies of Pfeiffer syndrome
risks ignoring the other clinical features which may impact negativeþ on function.
Major cartilaginous anomalies of the trachea have been reviewed previously in
Crouzon, Apert's, and Pfeiffer sSmdrome (Stone et al., 1990; Cohen and Kreiborg,
1992). One case in this series manifested an extensive cartilaginous sleeve
abnormality involving the trachea, which was a significant factor in an ultimate
early demise.

The classicaþ described thumb and great toe findings (all cases) are among
the other cartilaginous anomalies. Despite their requirement for a valid diagnosis,
considerable variation exists in both the soft tissue syndactyly and bony anomalies.
To help clarify the requirements for a diagnosis of Pfeiffer s5mdrome, cohen
(1993) proposed a width ratio of 1.91 (range 1.72-2.23) between the great toe
and second toe in affected individuals. Similar criteria for the thumb have not
yet evolved, as imaging of the hand has often been inadequate.

More proximally, elbow ankylosis was a feature, particularly of the more
severe cases (Cohen, 1993). While no surgical corrections have been performed,
elbow immobility may impact markedly on the ability to function independently.

Vertebral anomalies were common in the cervical region, without
identifying the consistent patterns of Crouzon or Apert's syndrome (Hemmer et
al., 1987; I(reiborg et al., 1992). Appropriate assessment of instability is indicated,
particularly where major craniofacial surgical movements are planned.

The natural history of Pfeiffer s¡mdrome can be better defrned and medical
intervention and support prioritized with careful documentation of the patterns
of cranial vault and base growth disturbance, cerebroventricular anomalies,
orbitofacial deformities, and extracranial features. A relatively benign form of
Pfeiffer sSmdrome (type 1 or classical) exists. In these cases, staged sequential
management of the craniosynostosis in infancy and the orbito-faciostenosis in
Iater years produces a good functional and esthetic outcome. The alternative
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sinister form of Pfeiffer syndrome is characterised by multiple suture
craniostenosis and hydrocephalus. The pattern and temporal evolution ofsuture
involvement determines the cloverleaf (type 2) or craniostenotic, but non-
cloverleaf (type 3), head shape. In these extreme cases, the cranio-orbito-
faciostenosis demands aggressive early suture release, hydrocephalus
management, orbital expansion, and airway decompression to permit survival
to childhood and beyond. Instead of uniform early demise, it has been possible
with this approach, to achieve prolongation of life into childhood and beyond
with a good level of function in more than half of our cases. Ongoing detailed
assessment and intervention in hydrocephalus and upper airway compromise
remains essential if progress is to continue.
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